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PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES OF 1972 

MILK FUND INVESTIGATION 

WEDNESDAY, JANUA'RY 9, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
W (1,8hington, D.O. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. in room 
G-334, Dirksen Senate Office Building. 

Present: Senator Lowell P. Weicker. 
Also present: David Dorsen, assistant chief counsel; Alan Weitz, 

assistant majority counsel; and Donald Sanders, deputy minority 
counsel. 

SWEARING IN OF TED VAN DYK 

Senator WEICKER. Do you want to raise your right hand? Do you 
swear the testimony you are about to give the committee is the truth, 
the whole, truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. VANDYK. I do. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let the record show the executive session hearing of1 Mr. 

van Dyk will be recessed to Thursday, January 10, rn74. 
[Recess.] 
Senator WEICKER. Raise your right hand. Do you swear the testi

mony you are about to give the committee is the truth, the whole truth, 
and nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

TESTIMONY OF FRANK D. MASTERS, ACCOMPANIED BY RONALD R. 
FLAKE, COUNSEL 

Mr. MASTERS. I do. 
Mr. WEITZ. Would counsel identify himself for the record? 
Mr .. FLAKE. I am Ronald R. Flake, D-302, Petroleum Center, San 

Antonio, Tex. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Masters, for the record would you please state your 

full address? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Frank Masters, D-302, Petroleum Center, San Antonio, Tex. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Flake, could you identify the firm? 
Mr. FLAKE. Yes; I am Ronald R. Flake; I am with the firm of 

Masters and McManus at that same address. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Masters, from the period 1969 forward, could you 

identify the firm or professional organization with which you have 
been affiliated, please, from 1969 forward? 

(6937) 
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Mr. MASTERS. Well, I was a sole practitioner the first part of the 
period. Then I organized a firm with James F. Gardner and Pat 
Thomas. 

Mr. WEITZ. Approximately when was that organized? 
Mr. MASTERS. Sometime in 1970. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was the name of that firm? 
Mr. MASTERS. Masters, Gardner and Associates. Then after that I

Mr. Gardner and I terminated our firm and I formed the firm of Mas
ters and McManus. 

Mr. WEITZ. I believe at one point between the time you were affili
ated with Mr. Gardner and the time Masters and McManus was 
formed you practiced as Frank D. Masters and Associates? 

Mr. MASTERS. Correct. Correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, throughout the period from 1969 forward, and 

previous to that for some period of time, were you retained by, first, 
Milk Producers Associated, MPI, and Associated Milk Producers, 
AMPI? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't know what you mean by retained. I recommend-
ed them, yes. I was never on retainer. 

Mr. WEITZ. Never on retainer. When did you first represent MPI? 
Mr. MASTERS. When it was formed. 
Mr. WEITZ. In 1967? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And you continued to represent MPI and its successor, 

AMPI, in various matters since that time? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ.You still represent them? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. You say you or your firm at one point or another were 

not on a retainer basis. What was the fee arrangement with AMPI? 
Mr. MASTERS. ,Just billed them for work done. 
Mr. WEITZ. With whom did you have direct contact in being asked 

to represent AMPI? 
Mr. MASTERS. No one person in particular. I represented several of 

its constituent organizations. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Nelson, for example-did you have dealings with 

him? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he originally ask you to represent them? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I represented South Texas Producers Associa

tion, North Texas Producers Association, San Antonio, Coastal Bend. 
Mr. WEITZ. These were all dairy cooperatives. 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. And when they started forming MPI, they asked 

me to come to the organizational meeting. It could have been Nelson or 
it could have been somebody else, with some of the other co-ops there. 
All of them were there. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in general, what type of work have you done for 
them, just as a general matter? 

Mr. MASTERS. Oh, a little bit of everything, I suppose. The nuts ,and 
bolts, the every day organization. Just every day law practice, law 
matters that came up. 

Mr. WEITZ. Primarily in Texas? 
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Mr. MASTERS. No. Well, I guess you could say primarily in Texas, 
but it took me all over the country, in every State that we did business. 

Mr. WEITZ. In addition to Mr. Nelson, have you in the course of 
representing AMPI, had some contact with Dave Parr? 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. vVEITz. What was the nature of those contacts, in connection 

with the representation of them in these various matters? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I attended all of the board meetings, and they 

were usually-they were regular board meetings. 
Mr. WEITZ. What about Bob Lilly? Have you had contact with him 

in the course of representing AMPI? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. What would be the nature or reason for those contacts? 
Mr. MASTERS. Oh, just in the general run of everyday business. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. How frequently do you estimate on, let's say, a monthly 

or annual basis that you have had contact, over the last several years, 
with Mr. Nelson, either by telephone or in person? 

Mr. MASTERS. Oh, it would vary. Sometimes very often; sometimes 
only ,at the board meetings. 

Mr. WEITZ. '\Vhat about Mr. Lilly? 
Mr. MASTERS. Same way with Bob Lilly. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Lilly l;ms been described as having substantial re

sponsibility in political areas. Have you had any dealings with him 
that dealt with political matters with regard to AMPI? 

Mr.MASTERS.No. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. What about the formation or the operation of TAPE 

or its successor, Committee for TAPE? Have you had any dealings 
or matters in which you have been involved in TAPE or its formation 
or its operation? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. I wasn't involved in the formation of TAPE. 
I didn't represent them. 

Mr. WEITZ. Have you ever been asked or have you ever provided 
any counsel or advice with respect to the operation of TAPE or any 
contributions by TAPE? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. It was my understanding they were represented 
by Washington counsel. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know who that was? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir, I don't. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was it one Washington counsel or others? Do you know 

how many other lawyers they had retained on a regular basis, re
tained or had represented them on a regular basis over the last 4 years? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you know of any others? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. The only thing I knew, as to the representation 

of TAPE, was that it was-they had Washington counsel. 
~r. WEITZ. '\Vhat about AMPI? What other lawyers did you know 

durmg the period 1969 to 1972 that represented AMPI for one purpose 
or another? 

Mr. MAsTERS. Oh, let's see. Stuart Russell, one in Minneapolis. I 
can't recall his name. A firm here in Washington, Sidney Harris. I 
don't recall the firm name right offhand. One particular lawsuit we 
had-New York's Sidney Berde. Sidney Berde. Sidney Harris, myself, 
Stuart Russell, Joe Long, and--
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Mr. WEITZ. Is that the Joe Long who is a partner of ,Take Jacobsen? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. This was in the first antitrust suit that was filed 

in the late sixties. Then they had a patent firm here in Washington, 
did some patent work for MPI. 

Mr. WEITZ. You mentioned Sidney Berde. Is that a firm or a practi-
tioner, in Washington or in--

Mr. MASTERS. No; he is in Minneapolis. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. That is the Minneapolis firm you are referring to? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes; I think Sidney is a sole p:mctitioner. 
Mr. WEITZ. I see. And Sidney Harris that you referred to who 

practices in Washington, that would be distinct from the Washington 
firm that you think represented TAPE? 

Mr. MASTERS. Correct. Then, let's see. As the names come to me, 
George St. Peter, in ·wisconsin. We had another firm in Madison. 
The name escapes me. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. Perhaps we can come to it as we come to 
particular individuals. 

Did there come a time in late rn69, when Bob Lilly came to you and 
asked for some money for some political purpose? 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell us about that, please? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, Bob came to me and wanted to-suggested that 

I make some contributions to Austin. He thought that would be an 
opportune time, at that time, to make some. 

Mr. WEITZ. And was this the first time he had ever approached you 
with that type of request? 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Or for any request for political contributions from you? 
Mr. MASTERS. I think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he say how much he expected or thought or sug

gested that you contribute? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, he said he thought I should make a substantial 

contribution, enough, I believe, to get their attention. 
Mr. 1iVEITZ. What did you understand him to mean or did he amplify 

what he meant by Austin? 
Mr. MASTERS. Austin, Tex. 
Mr. WEITZ. I understand that, but what did he mean by that or what 

did you understand him to mean by that? 
Mr. MASTERS. State Democratic Party. 
Mr. WEITZ. You were aware at the time that Mr. Lilly had been 

politically active in Texas? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware whether or not he had been politically 

active outside of Texas? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. I knew that he was very politically active in 

Austin. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he tell you why he had chosen that time or those 

circumstances to suggest that you make a contribution? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was it really a suggestion or was he telling you that he 

wanted you to give him some money? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I would caU it a suggestion. 
Mr. WEITZ. And your understanding was that it was to assist your 

law practice? 



Mr. MASTERS. For my benefit. 
Mr. WEITZ. For your benefit? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any understanding as to why he came to 
you to make the suggestion to benefit you? 

Mr. MASTERS. He said that if I was going to make any, that this 
would be the time to make it, that they needed the money and a dollar 
would do double duty or go further, something like that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate who he meant by "they"? 
Mr. MASTERS. State Democratic hierarchy. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate whether he had conferred with Mr. Nel-

son or anyone else at AMPI before coming to see you? 
Mr.MASTERS. No. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. When was this, December 1969? Do you remember that? 
Mr. MASTERS. Not that I can nail it down. It was the latter part of 

1969, to the best of my recollection. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate or did you understand that the conse

quences-any consequences if you failed to honor his suggestion? 
Mr.MASTERS. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. You didn't feel at the time that there would be any 

adverse business consequences with regard to AMPI or any other 
clients if you didn't give him the money? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate that he needed the money, that he was 

committed in some way or that AMPI was committed in some way? 
Mr. MASTERS. Alan, he may have indicated that he himself was com

mitted. It has been so long ago-he well may have. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Did you discuss with him or did he raise the possibility 

of being repaid for those payments by either AMPI or anyone else? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. 'WEITZ. Did he ever discuss with you at that time or later-
Mr. SANDERS. Did Mr. Masters indicate negatively? 
Mr. WEITZ. He said "No." 
Mr. SANDERS. I am sorry, I didn't hear him. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Now, you say Lilly may have indicated he had made 

or was subject to some commitment. Did he say how much money 
he needed, either from you or in total from anybody else? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. He just told me to give enough to get their 
attention. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate--
Mr. MASTERS. He suggested that I should-that he thought I 

should-if I was going to give anything, it should be a substantial 
sum. 

Mr. WEITZ. What did you understand that to be? 
Mr. MASTERS. Severafthousand dollars. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did he indicate whether he had talked to anyone else 

or made any similar suggestion to anyone else, any other lawyers or 
anyone else connected with AMPI? 

M:r. MASTERS. Not that I recall. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. This was in the latter part of 1969. Did you at that 

time-were you aware of any contributions that either TAPE or 
AMPI had made in 1969 ? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
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Mr. WEITZ .. Were you aware of any commitments for any sub
stantial contributions which either AMPI or TAPE had made in 
1969? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Lilly discuss with you the form of the pay-

ment from you? In other words, cash, check or otherwise ? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. Cash. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he explain why it was to be in cash? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Had you ever made any cash contributions, political 

contributions, prior to that time, of, say, over $100? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. I had made cash contributions before but I 

coundn't tell you whether they were under or over. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were they as much as several thousand dollars in the 

amount you understood Mr. Lilly was asking for? 
~fr.~fASTERS. No. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Did you ask him why he wanted it in cash, why it 

couldn't be by check? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. I don't recall asking him. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you discuss whether or not these contributions were 

to be made in such a way so they couldn't be detected or reported? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. Bob had been around Austin for many years. I 

felt he knew what he was doing and how to do it properly, correctly. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did he indicate whait election or what--well, what elec

tion or campaigns these moneys would go to? 
Mr. MASTERS. I don't believe he did. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate in any other way, other than just stating 

the fact that December 1969 or the latter part of 1969 was an oppor
tune time to make contributions? 

Mr. MASTERS. In Austin? 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he tell you-other than stating the fact that it was 

an opportune time, did he give any explanation as to why December 
1969 or the latter part of 1969 was an opportune time to make such 
contributions? 

Mr. MASTERS. The only thing I can recall now that he said was that 
this is a good time to make any, if you are able to make it. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. And despite the fact that he had been involved in poli
tics, as you say, in Texas for a number of years, this is the first time 
he had ever made this suggestion. He had never come to you or made 
similar suggestions during an election year, for example? 

Mr. MASTERS. Alan, I am not going to say that he didn't. He well 
may have. I can't-II don't recall any specific instance now. 

Mr. WEITZ. And you don't recall any other instance in which he 
oame to you and asked that you make political contributions of several 
thousand dollars in cash? Prior to this latter part of 1969? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't follow your question. 
Mr. vVEITZ. In other words, he may have asked you at other times, 

but you recall no other instance such as this, where he asked prior to 
the latter part of 1969, when he asked you for substantial contributions 
of several thousand dollars in cash ? · 

Mr. MASTERS. I can't recall any. 
Mr. WElITZ. Did you comply with his request? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
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Mr. WEITZ. How did you do so? How much did you give him? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I gave him several thousand dollars. 
Mr. W EITz. All at once, in cash? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. Not all at once. 
Mr. WEITZ. How much did you give him initially? 
Mr. MASTERS. I can't tell you exactly, Alan. It was several thousand 

dollars. Maybe a couple. 
Mr. WEITZ. In cash? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was your source of the funds? How did you gen-

era,te the cash to give Mr. Lilly? 
Mr. MASTERS. From my bank account. 
Mr. WEITZ. You wrote checks to cash in your bank account? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Cashed the checks and then gave the cash to Mr. Lilly? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, generally, yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let's take the first time if you can recall. Did he come 

to you in person or did he make the request by telephone ? 
Mr. MASTERS. I think it was-to the best of my recollection it was in 

person. 
Mr. WEITZ. And then did you give him the money subsequent to 

that in person or did you-if it was in cash, I take it you gave it to 
him in person? 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. You never mailed him a money order or cashier's check 

or anything of that nature? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir . 

. ~r. WEITZ. And you never recouped any of those moneys through 
b1llmgs to AMPI? 

Mr. MASTERS.No, sir. I gave him my money. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, I would like to mark as exhibit 1 a copy of a 

voucher and check from AMPI to you dated January 6, 1970. 
[The documents referred to ·were marked Masters exhibit 1 for 

identification*.] 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Do you recall receiving a copy of that check? 
Mr. MASTERS. I don't recall this check specifically any more than 

any of the--
Mr. WEITZ. Now, on the voucher, exhibit 1, which describes the bil

lings covered by-represented by the check, it refers to four invoices, 
three dated November 4, 1969, and one dated December 20, 1969, for a 
total of $11,840, less an advance of $5,000 on December 19, 1969, for 
a total for the check of $6,840. 

Do you recall the circumstances in connection with that advance of 
$5,000 on December 19? 

Mr. MASTERS. Let me see that check. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall anything in connection with that event? 
Mr. MASTERS. Excuse me just a minute. 
Mr. WEITZ. Surely. We will go off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. MASTERS. Alan, to the best of my memory, on this check here, 

we formed AMPI in 1969. We were-I had been so busy and every-

• See p. 6973. 
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body else had been so busy that my billings were late as usual. If mem
ory serves me correct, Bob Isham was the comptroller and I believe it 
was Bob-I told Bob that I hadn't charged.AMP! what I felt was a 
reasonable fee for the year 1969 and that he could expect to get another 
bill from me and to the best of my recollection. Bob said, "Well, hell, 
I will give it to you now." And I think he-that is-I don't know when 
that---

Mr. WEITZ. Well, there were no further billings, though, in that 
year? In other words, we have got-let me indicate to you. We have, 
for example, the billings-perhaps we ought to mark them as exhibits. 

Exhibit 1-A is a billing, dated November 4, 1969, for $1,810 and that 
is one of the billings represented on exhibit 1. 

[The document referred to was marked Masters exhibit 1-A for 
identification. 1

] 

Mr. WEITZ. And then 1-B is in the amount of $1,490 and that is also 
another item listed on exhibit 1. 

[The document referred to was marked Masters exhibit 1-B for 
identification. 2 ] 

Mr. WEITZ. And thirdly, 1-C is a billing, dated November 4, 1969, 
and that is in the amount of $4,340. 

[The document referred to was marked Masters exhibit 1-C for 
identification. 3 ] 

Mr. WEITZ. That is also the third November 4 billing indicated on 
exhibit 1. That leaves the billings dated December 20 for $4,200 and 
frankly we are trying to obtain the invoice for that. I believe-I have 
been told by someone at AMPI that it indicates domestication in 14 
States, 14 or 15 States, and that total-those are the invoices covered 
by the ,January 6 billing, exhibit 1. And then the advances as indicated. 

What you are saying is that despite these billings-I am not sure 
what it represents. You had submitted these billings by the end of the 
year and yet you were saying rthat you told Isham to give you an ad
vance on those billings or on some future billings 1 

Mr. MASTERS. No. I told Bob that I hadn't billed them enough for 
that year. I just finished putting together I think one of the largest co
operatives in the United States and I felt that I had done a pretty fair 
job of it and I told Bob he was going to get an additional billing for 
1969. 

Mr. WEITZ. When did you submit that billing? 
Mr. MASTERS. I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Well, the records that we have indicate that except for 

this special December 20 billing for $4,200, all the other billings we 
have indicate a monthly billing. It is broken down by individual serv
ices, and so forth. And there is no other special billing for $5,000 or any 
other indication, any subsequent billing of additional services rendered 
in 1969 subsequent to this advance other than the December 20 billing, 
which was not in the amount of $5,000 and has the domestication serv
ices listed there. 

Now, what I am asking you is if you told Isham that-in what form 
did you subsequently reflect additional services in 1969 that were rep
resented by this advance that you received in December? 

1 Seep. 6974. 
2 See p. 6976. 
• See p. 6978. 
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Mr. MASTERS. Right now I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. All right. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Mr. Masters, I would just like to ask you a few ques

tions on the advance. Can you place the discussion with Mr. Isham at 
any time? 

Mr. MASTERS. I am not even sure it was Isham but I think it was. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And as best you can recall, what was said in that 

conversation? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I think the conversa;tion came up-my billings

! was traveling a lot then and I would get behind. A lot of times I 
,vould submit more than 1 month at a time. And at this particular time 
I just told Bob, I said, "I haven't billed you enough for the year 1969. 
I haven't charged you enough for what I have done." 

Mr. DoRSEN. '\Vas this conversation before you submitted the four 
bills or invoices that were paid by exhibit 1? 

Mr. MASTERS. Probably so. 
Mr. DoRSEN. '\Vell, I think it probably was also because it is reflooted 

as 1an item on that particular invoice. If that were true, didn't you have 
at least a month or two in which t-0 bring your billings up to date and 
secure adequate compensation for the year 1969? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't follow you. 
Mr. DoRSEN. If 1969 still had a month or two to run and you had not 

submitted exhibits 1-A, 1-B, and 1-C yet, why is it that you needed 
an advance in order to bring your billings up to what you considered 
a reasonable amount? Couldn't you just incorporate that into your 
subsequent billings? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, I didn't-if I understand your question cor
rectly-I didn't need an advance. To the best of my recollection, Bob 
said, "Well, about how much is it going to be," and I think I probably 
mentioned the figure $5,000 and he said. "Well, hell, here it is now." 

Mr. DoRSEN. Were you short of cash at that time? 
Mr. MASTERS.No, I don't believe so. 
Mr. DoRSEN. But an advance would not affect the total amount of 

your billings, would it ? 
Mr. MASTERS. I don't know why it is called an advance in the first 

place. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Well, what do you believe it to be? 
Mr. MASTERS. I mean-it was a payment to me. 
Mr. FLAKE. I think what he is saying is that that was not an ad

vance. That was payment for services already rendered that he had 
not prepared a statement on yet. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Well, isn't that an advance? 
Mr. FLAKE. It is an advance on a statement to come, yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Obviously it is an advance for services, not an advance 

as a gift. 
Mr. FLAKE. No; but I am saying it is not in the nature of a re

tainer to do 1a certain thing. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I understand that. It was an advance on what was 

expected to be forthcoming on later billings. My point is that $5,000 
advance in that form would not affect the total that Mr. Masters would 
bill AMPI and, therefore, the explanation with respect to this conver
sation with presumably Mr.·Isham does not indicate what Mr. Masters 
is saying;; namely, that if you felt you wanted to bill more on what 
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you were underbilling AMPI, you would not ask for an ,advance for 
later billings but you would ask for additional amounts and on ex
hibit 1 the $5,000 is subtracted from later billings which does not 
affect the overall amount ,that you received from AMPI. 

Mr. WEITZ. In other words, it just affects the timing rather than 
the total. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Exactly. 
Do you have any further explanation? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I didn't write this stub on the check here and 

I-
Mr. DoRSEN. But isn't it clear that you received payment only for 

that amount for which you billed, whether it was earlier than your 
bill was received or after your hill was received? 

Isn't that clear? 
Mr. MASTERS. I don't follow you. When we were forming AMPI, 

we formed it really just about before MPI was, you might say, solidi
fied, and during that time we had several different home offices. What 
I am trying to say is, it was sometimes hard to get paid. We had a 
controversy going at one time as to which constituent co-op would 
pay the expenses of incorporating the new one and in particular who 
would pay the legal £ees. 

Mr. DoRSEN. So now you are saying it wasn't so much a question 
of how much you would be paid but who would pay you and when 
you would be paid? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, it was a question of both. I felt that I, at that 
time, was entitled to really a substantial fee for the work done in 
1969. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Are you saying that you did not submit bills to AMPI 
which reflected the full value of your services? 

Mr. MASTERS. Looking back on it with my hindsight I feel that I 
should have charged them substantially more than I did; yes. 

Mr. DORSEN. Looking at it at the time you were talking to Mr. 
Isham or whomever else you were talking to, was that the thrust of 
your conversation, that you did not anticipate to bill AMPI for the 
full value of your services? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. I don't follow your question. At the time I felt, 
and I believe it was Bob Isham that I told, I hadn't billed them enough 
for 1969, that I felt I was entitled to more. 

Mr. WEITZ. And subsequent to that did you actually bill for addi
tional services in 1969 ? 

Mr. FLAKE. Do you have a hill reflecting this? 
Mr. WEITZ. No. We just have, other than this December 20 billing 

which is £or domestication in a number of States and is in the amount 
0£ $4,200, we have a series of your billings by month. The three for 
November that are listed on exhibit 1 cover the periods August, Sep
tember and October, and then the billings in January continue on. 

Mr. MASTERS. I am sure you don't have all of my old billings. I 
don't-I think I possibly-well, I know I threw a bunch of them away 
when I moved. 

Mr. WEITZ. There is one other, and perhaps we can move to that 
just to round out the picture. 

First let me mark as exhibit 2-
Mr. SANDERS. Are you going to leave this bloc? 
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Mr. WEITZ. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. 1Vhen you get all finished with that I would like to 

ask a few questions. 
Mr. WEITZ. Perhaps to shed further light on this, exhibit 2 is a 

copy of a check from MPI to you, dated December 19, 1970, in the 
amount of $5,000 and this is presumably the advance on that date 
just for your identification. December 19, 1969, is the date; I am sorry. 
And your endorsement is on the back. 

[The document referred to ·was marked Masters exhibit No. 2 for 
identification. 1 J 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Is that a copy of the check that you received? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, it must be. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, perhaps to shed further light on this, we also 

have a copy of a check dated December 2, 1969, which I will mark 
as exhibit 3, in the amount of $5,397.96 from MPI to you with your 
endorsement stamped on the back. I would like you to identify that. 

[The document referred to ·was marked Masters exhibit No. 3 for 
identification. 1

] 

Mr. WEITZ. Is that a copy of the check that you received from 
MPI? 

Mr. MASTERS. It must be. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, what I want to ask you is this. I don't know 

whether this will shed any further light on it or not. MPI and AMPI 
have reviewed their records and find no billing, no invoice from you 
to correspond to that check and as I indicated before, all of the bill
ings which we have here follow a monthly pattern so that there is 
no month missing that isn't accounted for by way of an invoice from 
you and a corresponding check from MPI or AMPI. 

My question is do you have any recollection in connection with 
either of those two checks, particularly the December 2 check as to 
what those checks represent? 

Mr. FLAKE. Are you saying these two checks are not reflected on 
any billing? 

Mr. vVEI'l'Z. The December 19 check is reflected by way of advance 
on exhibit 1. The December 2 check is not reflected in any invoices that 
are in AMPI's files. My question is do you have any recollection of 
the purpose or the invoice reflected in that check? 

Mr. FLAKE. It is also not reflected in any of his billings. 
Mr. WEITZ. No. 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I just pull a blank on this one. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. FLAKE. He cannot remember what those checks are for. He 

thinks that the $5,397 check, the larger check, would more likely be 
the money he talked to Isham about but he doesn't specifically re
member for either of them. 

Mr. WEITZ. Rather than the advance-rather than the $5,000 ad
vance check? 

Mr. FLAKE. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And is there any reason that he would get a check to 

cover that conversation without there either being a billing or any 

1 See p. 6982. 
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reason that the amount would be a odd figure, such as that repre
sented by exhibit 3? 

Mr. FLAKE. Well, that is what is confusing to us. He really does 
not remember and we don't know. It is strange you have his billing. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Mr. Masters, you just heard the colloquy between Mr. 
Weitz and your counsel. Does that accurately state your position? 

Mr. MASTERS. I suppose so. I am just-at the present time I am just 
blank on that one. 

Mr. WEITZ. I might say if you are able to search your files and 
find an invoice that would be covered by this December 2 check, by 
all means submit it to us and that can be entered into the record, or 
any other explanation for it. 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, I will look again, Alan. I think you have all 
of my invoices that I had but I will check again. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is there any connection between either of these two 
payments represented by exhibits 2 and 3, the $5,000 and $5,397, and 
the request for money made of you by Bob Lilly? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Lilly in any way indicate that AMPI would be more 

amenable to an increase in your fees because of your cooperation with 
himi 

Mr.MASTERS.No. 
Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Masters, your billings reflect two conversations, a 

number of conversations in December 1969 and January 1970. By look
ing at those would that refresh your recollection as to when you 
discussed this request or Mr. Lilly made this request of you for money? 

Mr. MASTERS. [Nods no.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Sanders, do you have some questions? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. Can I have exhibits 2 ·and 3? 
Mr. Masters, I am referring here to exhibits 1-A, 1-B, and 1-C 

which are your invoices to AMPI for the months of August, Septem
ber, and October 1969. They all bear at the top the date of November 4, 
1969. 

Do you have a recollection as to whether these were all submitted 
on November 4? 

Mr. MASTERS. In answer to your question, I would assume they were 
submitted on November 4 or 5. This is what I was talking about a while 
ago. I would get behind. 

Mr. SANDERS. You assumed because of the date they bear at the top, 
they would have been timely submitted after that top date? 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes; I assume the date is correct. 
Mr. SANDERS. You have no recollection that these were submitted 

in December and given an advance date? 
Mr. MASTERS. No; as far as I know that date is--
Mr. SANDERS. Now, if these had been submitted timely on or after 

November 4, wasn't it in your experience that AMPI would have 
promptly paid you after receipt of these invoices? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, what do you mean by prompt? 
Mr. SANDERS. All right. If not within the month of November, at 

least sometime soon after the first of December when in fact the 
records show that you were not-there was no accounting to you for 
these until the 6th of January? 
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Mr. MASTERS. Well, it wasn't unusual for them t:o be late in paying. 
A month was not unusual. 

Mr. SANDERS. Instead of an advance being given to you on Decem
ber 19 as reflected on this exhibit 1, wouldn't it have been more logical 
if Isham had simply paid you the sum total of these three invoices 
on December 19? 

Mr. MASTERS. I suppose so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Sanders, can I perhaps ask one clarifying question 

on that? 
We have most of the billings for 1969 from you to AMPI-MPI, 

rather-and they indicate, for example, each month's billing is paid 
in the same month it was submitted. 

Does that refresh your recollection as to the timing in 1969 of the 
receipt of payment from MPI for your billings? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't follow you, Alan. 
Mr. WEITZ. In other words, you indicated sometimes there would 

be a de1'ay of a month or two. Here we have a question of three No
vember 4 payments being paid in January, and all of your other pay
ments; all of your other billings in January of that year indicate 
that they were paid the same month they were dated. 

Mr. MA_STERS. Well, they were so tardy in paying that I usually 
hand-earned them over to Isham. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. On or around the time that they were dated? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes; usually. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Mr. Masters, on a number of the invoices that you sub· 

mitted there is a stamp which was presumably put on by AMPI. 
For example, in exhibit 1-C. I assume you have no personal knowledge 
of that stamp. Do you have any personal knowledge of that stamp i 

Mr. MASTERS. This stamp here? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes; you did not put that on? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Now, if you will look at the date that the item was 

checked on exhibit 1-C I believe it is indicated as being checked on 
,T anuary 6, 1970, is that correct? 

Mr. MASTERS. It has a date here January 6, 1970. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Right. On some of the other items that we have, for ex

ample-without introducing into the record at this point-on the bill 
that you submitted on January 23, 1970, there is a stamp initialed 
apparently by the same person, which was a check on the same date, 
namely January 23, 1970. On the other bills, for example, the one 
you submitted on January 6, 1969, it is checked 9 days later, Janu
ary 15, 1969. Now, in this case, apparently the matter was not even 
checked in the internal-within the internal workings of AMPI 
until more than 2 months following the date of the bill that you placed 
on it, ,and again does that refresh your recollection or does that make 
you want to change your testimony concerning the date on which 
you submitted exhibits 1-A, 1-B, and 1-C to AMPI? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't follow you-I am not familiar with this stamp 
that you are referring to. I have no idea what it-

Mr. DoRSEN. °'V"ell, I think we can assume, based on the fact that 
these documents were obtained from AMPI and that you did not place 
the stamp on the documents, that the documents were stamped by an 
employee of AMPI and one of the items on the stamp is checked "fig-
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ures" and there is a column for "by" and it is initialed "AF" and then 
there is a date. In several of the invoices you submitted, the date is 
either the same date or within a week to 10 days after the date of the 
invoice. One of the three documents that has been marked, namely, 
exhibit 1-C, is stamped. The other two are not. Under the item checked 
"figures," there are again the initials "AF" which appear on some of 
~he others, but the date is January 6, 1970, so that, apparently, accord
mg to what would be your testimony, 2 months elapsed between the 
time you submitted exhibit l~C to AMPI and the date they actually 
even checked the figures to indicate that the figures presumably added 
up to the total of that bill; namely, $4,340. 

Given that additional information, I am asking does that either re
fresh your recollection concerning the date that you prepared and sub
mitted exhibit 1-C and also 1-B and 1--A, or does that make you want 
to in any way modify your testimony on that subject? 

11r.MASTERS.:No. 
Mr. FLAKE. Could I ask a question of you, Mr. Dorsen? 
Does that stamp, the date on that stamp, usually correspond with 

the date on the check in payment? I know in this case it is the same as 
the time of the check. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let's go off the record. 
[Discussion off the record. J 
Mr. DoRSEN. Back 011 the record. 
In ans,ver to your question, in the documents that we have, the date 

of the check is either the same day or 1 day after the date on the 
checked figures, although I also note there are additional columns or 
rows for proof of payment and check number which are sometimes 
filled in. They are not filled in on exhibit 1-C. 

Mr. FLAKE. That was my next question. But generally, they cor
respond fairly close to the date of payment. 

Mr. DoRSEN. That is correct. 
Mr. FLAKE. So if they had not been going to pay this bill until then, 

they probably would not have been stamped or checked until that date. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Obviously, we do not know that on the basis of this 

record, but I think it is fair to note, and your point is so noted. 
Mr. WEITZ. In connection with the same period of time, let me ask 

you one further question, Mr. Masters. We have a check from AMPI to 
you, dated January 23, 1970, in the. amount of $7,379.78, and that cov· 
ers a payment-is payment for an invoice of the same date from you to 
AMPI. 

[The document referred to was marked Masters exhibit :No. 4 for 
identification.*] 

Mr. WEITZ. I would like you to take a look at the check. Is that a 
copy of the check you received? Is that your endorsement on the 
back? 

Mr. MASTERS. It apploars to be. 
Mr. WEITZ. :Now, my question is this. The back of the check has 

below your signature-appears to have "TDL," which someone has 
pointed out is a Texas driver's license and a driver's license number. 
Is that your driver's license number in Texas? 

Mr. MASTER. I don't have any idea. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you have a -copy of your driver's license with you? 
Mr. FLAKE. It has probably expired since then. 
*See p. 6982. 
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Mr. ·WEITZ. Is that the same kind of number, same number of 
digits? 

Mr. MASTERS. It could be it. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Now, below that is a stamp, "Pay any bank"; then 

there is another stamp on it, "Exchange ANB" and I believe this 
was stamped by the Alamo National Bank. Is that a bank you banked 
at in San Antonio? 

Mr. MASTERS. I have banked there, yes. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Now, the stamp which also indicates the same date, 

,January 23, is as I understand it, normally a stamp for either-----;-a 
stamp that you receive on a check when you cash a check or obtam 
a cashier's check. 

There is no indication it was deposited. My question is: Do you 
recall ·whether you either obtained a cashier's check or cash for this 
check? 

Mr. MASTERS. I think I got a cashier's check for this one. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. And do you remember what the reason was for obtain

ing a cashier's check? Did you ever deliver a cashier's check either 
to Mr. Lilly or anyone else that--

Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. '\VEITZ [continuing]. That you can recall in approximately that 

amount? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. Didn't I give you a copy of that cashier's check? 
Mr. WEITZ. I can't say. If you did, I don't know. 
Mr. MASTERS. I think I did. 
Mr. vVJ<JrTZ. Who would the cashier's check have been made out to? 
Mr. MASTERS. Me. 
Mr. vVEITz. And do you recall for what purpose? 
Mr. MASTERS. I sure don't. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. And looking at the cashier's check, would that refresh 

your recollection? 
Mr. MASTERS. You know, that has been several years ago, Alan, 

but I am sure there was-I am not sure. I believe, though, that that 
was a cashier's check made payable to me, and I believe that after
ward I deposited it to my account. 

Mr. WEITZ. You are saying that you took the check from AMPI, 
had a cashier's check made out to you and then deposited the proceeds 
of that cashier's check into your account. 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. '\V"F.rTz. '\V" ould there have been any reason for you not to just 

deposit that AMPI check directly into your account? 
Mr. MASTERS. I don't-now, I can't think of any. There may have 

been one then, but whatever it was, I--
Mr. WEITZ. Have you checked your bank records to find out whether 

in fact that deposit was made to your account on that day or sometime 
shortly thereafter ? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, I doublechecked my account, but I am sure it 
was deposited in the account sometime thereafter. 

Mr. vVEITz. You indicated that you made a number of payments to 
Mr. Lilly, is that correct-several payments? 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. vVEITz. Do you know how many payments? 
Mr. MASTERS. Two or three. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Would each payment be in the amount of $1,000 or 
more, or did you give him several hundred dollars at a time-in, let's 
say, the course of a week or two to amount to a contribution of several 
thousand dollars? 

Mr. MASTERS. To the best of my recollection, it would be over $1,000. 
Mr. WEITZ. So you did that two or three times? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. And that would be the total-that would represent the 

total amount of moneys that you gave to Mr. Lilly. 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Over what period of time did these payments take 

place? They began in late 1969. How long did it last? 
Mr. MASTERS. To the best of my recollection, Alan, I am not even 

positive that first one I gave him was in 1969. To the best of my recol
lection, I believe it was--

Mr. WEITZ. Or early 1970? Would it have been shortly after his 
request? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't know what you mean by shortly, but, yes, I 
guess you would say it was shortly after. 

Mr. WEITZ. Within several weeks? 
Mr. MASTERS. To the best of my recollection, I believe it was the lat

ter part of 1969. 
Mr. WEITZ. And if Mr. Lilly's records indicate that on January 5, 

1970, he had deposited or utilized $1,000 that he had received from 
you, would that be consistent with your recollection that sometime just 
prior to January 5 you gave him approximately $1,000? 

Mr. MASTERS. I have no independent recollection of January 5 or 
the amount. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, subsequent to the first request, do you recall any 
specifics with regard to subsequent requests by Mr. Lilly? What he 
said to you, under what circumstances, what time, and so forth? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, no more than I have told you. 
Mr. WEITZ. Each request to the best of your recollection was essen• 

tially the same as the first request? 
Mr. MASTERS. He said he needed some money in Austin. Just what 

I have told you before. 
Mr. WEITZ. He said that on each occasion. 
Mr. MASTERS. Generally. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he also say on each occasion that this was a-the 

time of that request was a particul•arly opportune time to make a con
tribution as he had in the first instance? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't know whether he said opportune time or good 
time. It will do-one will do as much good as two would any other 
time, I believe. 

Mr. WEITZ. But he said that each time, each of the same times he 
made the request? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, I can't say he said that every time, Alan
generally--

Mr. WEITZ. I am sorry. 
Mr. MASTERS. To the best of my recollection, generally I would say 

that that is what he said. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware at any time, at the time or subsequent 

to his first request of you for money, of any similar request he was 
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making or moneys he was receiving from anyone else connected with 
AMPI? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. By "connected with" I mean either a lawyer or con

sultant retained by AMPI or anyone else? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he ever tell you who he gave the money to or how 

it was used? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, he just said that, from foe way he talked-I 

can't recall any specific conversation on it but it went to the political 
hierarchy in Austin. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever meet anyone, or in any way find out from 
either a recipient of the money or represell'tative of the recipient any 
acknowledgement of the contribution or contributions? 

Mr. MASTERS. Not offhand, I don't recall any. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you estimate for us what your annual income was 

in 1969 and 1970-personal inoome? 
Mr. MASTERS. It would be a pure guess, if you want a pure guess. 
Mr. WEITZ. Approximately. 
Mr. MASTERS. I would say from--
Mr. WEITZ. Well, let me ask you this. In a previous interview with 

us in response to that question, you said you recollected at that point 
that your earnings approximated $30,000 a year. Do you agree with 
that? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, that could be. Yet, it could be more. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was your income from AMPI? What were the 

amounts that you received annually, approximately, from AMPI? 
What portion of your firm's billings did AMPI represent? 

Mr. MASTERS. When I first started representing the milk producers
beginning in, I would say 1965, it started taking a substantial portion 
of my time, and by 1969 it was taking the vast majority of my time. 
In fact, it really adversely affected my other practice. 

Mr. WEITZ. During the period 1969 through 1972, did you make any 
other contributions-political contributions-in ,the amount of $1,000 
or more? 

Mr. MASTERS. I am sure I did. 
Mr. WEITZ. In the amount of $1,000 or more, other than to Mr. 

Lilly? 
Mr. MASTERS. I think I made-during that period I made one to 

Congressman Mills. I believe I sent you that check. 
Mr. WEITZ. That was done by check. 
Mr. MASTERS. That was to get Mills to run for President. When was 

the last Presidential election ? 
Mr. FLAKE. 1968? 1972? 
Mr. MASTERS. Some committee for Mills, Mills for President or some

thing of that nature. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who asked you for that? Did anyone solicit that con

tribution? Do you recall? 
Mr. MASTERS. Not offhand, I don't. I have always been an admirer 

of Mr. Mills and I still am. ·. · . 
Mr. WEITZ. If you have a copy of the check-we have received all 

the copies of checks by you to cash for a period of time and you also 
have sent us copies of three checks for political contributions, the 
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largest being $100, and non,e of them for national or Federal office; 
and if you have a copy of that check, which as you characterize it, 
would be a Presidential contribution, we would appreciate you for
warding it to us. 

Mr. MASTERS. Sure. 
Mr. SANDERS. In other words, you think you have not received it as 

he says he has. 
Mr. MASTERS. '\Vhether you have or not I would be happy to send you 

a xeroxed copy. That is no problem. 
Mr. WEITZ. By your testimony, you gave Bob Lilly over a period of 

time, pursuant to several requests, several thousand dollars for some
one or some people in Austin, and you never were told to whom exactly 
it was given, in what amount, or never received any acknowledgement 
in any way from any of the recipients or any representatives of the 
recipients, is that correct? 

Mr. MASTERS. I can't recall now any acknowledgement. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever talk with Mr. Nelson or anyone else either 

at AMPI or connected with AMPI about these payments? Did you 
have any assurance that Mr. Lilly was not using the money for some 
other purpose, for personal use or otherwise? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, of course, I had no assurance that he wasn't 
gambling it away as far as that goes, but I had a great deal of confi
dence in him. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you feel that he was acting pursuant to Mr. Nelson's 
authorization? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. Bob, ever since I have known him, has been 
active, very active politically in Austin. He was on pretty good terms, 
I suppose, with every prominent person in State politics, from the 
Governor on down. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall the smallest amount of money you gave 
Mr. Lilly at any one time? 

Mr. MASTERS. Lord. I have no idea. 
Mr. WEITZ. Would it be in excess o:f $1,000? 
Mr. MASTERS. My best guess is that it probably was $1,000 or above. 
Mr. WEITZ. And do you have any recollection as to the largest 

amount of money you ever gave to Mr. Lilly at any one time? 
Mr. MASTERS. Not now, I don't. 
Mr. WEITZ. If his records indicate that in September 1970, he 

utilized $4,000 which he had received from you on or around that time, 
is that consistent with your recollection or does that refresh your re
collection in any way? 

Mr. MASTERS. No; it doesn't refresh my recollection. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever have any conversation with Mr. Lilly in 

which you either resisted or indicated you were short on cash and 
couldn't give him the amounts requested at a particular time or by a 
certain date? 

Mr. MASTERS. Oh, I think there were several times there that I told 
Bob that I was hurting or something of that nature. 

Mr. WEITZ. I am sorry. What was that? 
Mr. MASTERS. That I couldn't at the time. , 
Mr. WEITZ. That you didn't have the money, essentially. 
Well, Mr. Lilly, as you have testified-we don't know why he was do

ing it but you took it to be at least partiallv to vour benefit; in the.sense 
of accruing, perhaps gaining some contact; and so forth, in Austin. 
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Mr. MASTERS. Right. 
Mr. "\VErTz. Did you view it as a business expense? v\'nether or not 

deductible for tax purposes, a kind of expense for doing business? 
Mr. MASTERS. I will put it this way, Alan. At the time it seemed to 

be a good idea from my standpoint. I suppose you could say that it 
was good business. I felt it was. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you view it as a fee return? 
Mr. MASTERS. ,v ell, if you practice law you have got to have connec

tions and I felt, over the long pull, that it would be good business for 
me. 

Mr. 'WEITZ. Did you know anything or were you aware of any loans 
that Mr. Lilly had made and that were still due at the time, owing 
and due at the time he asked you for money? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. · 
Mr. _,VEITZ. Do you recall when the last payment-approximately 

what time or date the last payment to Lilly was made by you? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, I don't. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you recall approximately what total amount you 

gave to Lilly over a period of time? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I couldn't tell you exactly, Alan. To the best of 

my recollection, around $4,000 or $5,000. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did it stretch over more than a year's time? From the 

first request to the last? 
Mr. MASTERS. I really don't-I really just don't remember. It could 

have-I would say it was around a year but it could have 'been over a 
year. I just couldn't tell you. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you deduct those payments on your Federal income 
tax or any income tax returns or any way reflect those payments on 
your income tax returns? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Can you give us any explanation as to why, even viewing 

it as ~ood business, you gave several thousand, perhaps $4,000 or $5,000 
to Mr. Lilly over the period of a year or perhaps slightly more than 
a year when your income was perhaps approximately $30,000 or some
what more, without any indication of who was receiving the money or 
any indication of any direct benefits you were receiving as a result of 
the payments? 

Mr. MASTERS. No more than what I have told you. 
Mr. WEITZ. Have you any evidence or indication that you did re

ceive any benefits from Austin or otherwise as a result of the payments? 
Mr. MASTERS. None that I could ,pinpoint, Alan, except that I feel 

that if I needed to find out something or needed to know someone in 
Austin, Bob could help me. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall any instance in which he did assist you 
after the first payment? 

Mr. MASTERS. Not right offhand, no. 
Mr. WEITZ. I believe you--
Mr. MASTERS. The point is that Bob had been in Austin, in and 

around Austin, in and out of State politics; Alan, for years. He was 
pretty well versed up there, in my opinion. 

Mr. WEITZ. I believe you indicated that you attended some or a num
ber of the AMPI board meetings. Certainly, initial board meetings. 

Mr. MASTERS. I pro1bably attended about all of them, I would say. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Your function-wasn't it to record the minutes for those 
meetings? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, the board always wanted to have-always had 
a lawyer present at all the board meetings and I assisted the secretary 
in preparing the minutes, preparing the resolutions. We were selling 
quite a bit of surplus real estate then, keeping track of that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, at any of these-
Mr. MAsTERS. The committee meetings. 
Mr. WEITZ. I am sorry. You also attended committee meetings? 

Would those have included the finance committee meetings? 
Mr. MASTERS. Oh, sometimes 1-1 have attended finance committee 

meetings, yes. Usually it would be the base committee, though. That is 
where we were having our main controversy at the time. 

Mr. WEITZ. That leads me into the question of whether you were 
aware of, and if so, what you were aware of in connection with com
plaints about the budget and high expenditures of the home office of 
AMPI. Was that matter discussed -at board meetings? 

Mr. MASTERS. I have heard directors complain about it at board 
meetings, yes, sir. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Were your billings billed to and reflected in the budgets 
of the home office of AMPI? 

Mr. MASTERS. I have no idea, Alan. I would-I assume they-
Mr. WEITZ. What was the nature of the complaints by these board 

members? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, the board members complained a lot, period, and 

expense was one of them. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was there ever any discussion that you heard or any 

explanation given that you were aware of that a number of attorneys' 
billings or other high expenses of the home office were related to 
political activities? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. w· ere you aware of any political activities engaged in 

by attorneys or consultants for AMPI-
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. ·WEITZ [continuing]. That were reflected in those high fees? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. , 
Mr. WEITZ. Did 'you attend a board meeting in Las Vegas? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. How many meetings took place in Las Vegas, to your 

recollection? How many times did the board meet there? 
Mr. MASTERS. I don't recall them meeting but once. It ,vas a hell

raising meeting. I do recall that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall whether the matter of high expenditures 

was raised at that meeting? 
Mr. MASTERS. Alan, I don't-I couldn't say that it was or wasn't. 

That meeting l·asted about all night and as I say, it was a hell-raiser. 
I suppose everything that-every facet of AMPI came up at that one. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall approximately when that meeting was 
held, what year or what time of year? 

Mr. MASTERS. I believe it was in December. 
Mr. WEITZ. Of which year, do you recall? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, it has been several years ago now, I would say. 

My guess is that it was 1970. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Now, Mr. Nelson was replaced as general manager in 
,Tanuary 1972. Do you place it in time-does that refresh you recol
lection as to whether this meeting in Las Vegas was just prior to that 
or about a year prior to that? 

Mr. MASTERS. Oh, Lord. No. My guess is that it was quite a while 
prior to that time. I would say about-again, I am guessing. I would 
say about a year, maybe more. 

Mr. 'WEITZ. So it might be December 1970. Is that your best recol
lection. 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, at that meeting, did Mr. Nelson give any explana· 

tion for the high expenditures of the home office? 
Mr. MASTERS. Nelson was at the board meeting and I don't recall 

anything specifically that he said. He was at the meeting. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did he say that some of the attorneys were conduits? 
Mr. MASTERS. If he said it, I don't recall it. 
Mr. WEITZ. \Vas there any discussion either at that meeting or any 

other meeting you can recall of political activity of AMPI as opposed 
to TAPE? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. Of course, I was a ware that there was such a thing 
as TAPE. I suppose that at most of the meetings some reference was 
made to TAPE. 

Mr. WEITZ. But apart from TAPE, was there any reference made or 
discussion at those meetings whether on the record or off the record, 
OT political activities or political contributions being effected by AMPI 
through attorneys or consultants retained 'by AMPI? 

Mr. MASTERS.No, sir. I don't recall any. There were, you know, polit
ical activities mentioned. I mean, Alan, of course. Various members 
,vould say they would c,all their Congressman or Senator. You know, 
on an individual basis. S,vear to the Department of Agriculture, if that 
is what you mean by politics. 

Mr. WEITZ. I have just two other short matters to cover and then 
Mr. Sanders can proceed with his questioning. 

One, did you have any connection with or representation-did you 
engage in any representation of AMPI in connection with the milk 
price-support decision by the Secretary of Agriculture in 1971? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you have any representation-did you engage in 

any representation or otherwise have any connection with the matter 
of the antitrust suit filed by the Department of Justice against AMPI 
in 1972? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, I have attended-maybe I didn 1t catch your 
question. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you represent them in some capacity or take part 
in representation of AMPI in connection with the antitrust suit? 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes. I helped prepare the answer we filed in San An
tonio. I attended several preliminary hearings. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in your phone-in the records and your billings 
that include various telephone calls, and so forth, that you made on 
hehalf OT AMPI, various conferences, there is an indication that on 
January 6, 1972, you had 1a telephone call from Mr. Hundley, I be
lieve, at the Justice Department. Do you recall that? 

Mr. MASTERS. From the ,Justice Department? 
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Mr. WEITZ. Who is Mr. Hundley?, Perhaps we haven't established 
that. 

Mr. MASTERS. He is a dairy farmer. 
Mr. WEITZ. That has nothing to do with the Justice Department 

or the antitrust suit? 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I am not saying I did not get ,a call from the 

,Justice Department. 
Mr. WEITZ. I am talking about Mr. Hundley. We will get to the 

,Justice Department in a minute. In other words-
Mr. MASTERS. Gan I--
Mr. WEITZ [continuing]. Was a Mr. Hundley connected with the 

,Justice Department or antitrust suit at all or not to your recollection? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. If he was, I don't recall it. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you something else. In your billing of June 

2, 1972, to AMPI for the month of February 1972, it indicates on Feb
ruary 18 "Telephone conference, Nelson, Dean, Austin conference rate, 
dairy counsel, tax suit"; then "Texas Department of Agriculture." Do 
you recall who Mr. Dean is? The Mr. Dean indicated here? 

Mr. MASTERS. I sure don't. I don't have an independent recollection 
as to who Dean is. My guess is that it is a lawyer there. 

Mr. WEITZ. A lawyer where? 
Mr. MAsTERS. In Austin or one from Dallas. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, in your billing of July 30, 1972, for the period 

of March 1972, there are several references to telephone conferences 
on March 14, 17, 20, and 22 with various ,Justice Department attorneys 
and other calls in connection with the .Justice Department suit. Do 
you recall anything specific with regard to those other than preparation 
of the answer in the suit? 14, 17, 20, and 22. 

Mr. MASTERS. Fourteen-on the 14th? 
Mr. ·WEITZ. That is what? 
Mr. MASTERS. Oh, yes. Well, the only thing I recall on that was just 

a meeting with the other attorneys and mapping out-I don't know 
whether we filed the answer by then or-my guess is we were getting 
ready to file the answer. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Was Stuart Russell one of the other attorneys? 
Mr. MASTERS. The 17th, yes. Obviously, we were getting ready to 

prepare an answer. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was Stuart Russell one of the attorneys working on 

the suit? 
Mr. MASTERS.Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you have any contact with Marion Harrison of the 

firm of Reeves & Harrison in connection with the antitrust suit? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. What about Murray Chotiner? 
Mr. MAsTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever confer or were you aware of any advice 

given to AMPI by Jake Jacobsen in connection with the antitrust 
suit? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. The same question would apply to Marion Harrison or 

his firm. 
Mr. MASTERS. Right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Are you aware of any contact being made by any of 

those gentlemen, either Mr. Russell, Mr. Harrison, Mr. Chotiner or 
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Mr. Jacobsen, with anyone at the administration, either the ·white 
House or the Justice Department--

Mr. l\,fAsTERS. No, sir. 
?\fr. '\VEITZ [ continuing l In connection with the antitrust suit? Are 

you a ware of any contact by any of those gentlemen with ,John Mitchell 
who I believe at that time was leaving the ,Justice Department to head 
up the Committee To Re-Elect the President? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. vVErTz. Were you aware of any discussions at that time, which 

would be February or March of 1972, of any connection or possible 
connection between contributions by AMPI or TAPE to the Presi
dent's reelection and the antitrust suit that had been filed against 
AMPI? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, I suppose somewhere along then I heard gos
sip. I don't know when it was, but I iam sure I must have-gossip 
or rumors to that effect. I think it was in the newspaper along about 
that time. I never-as I told you before, my practice was-with AMPI 
was that all too many consuming nuts and bolts and I am not conver
sant in Washington at all. Somebody else always handled, usually 
always handled the vVashington matters. 

Mr. 17VEITz. But in any of these conferences, although you may not 
have had an input into them in the matter of contacts with Govern
ment offic~als or political contributions, do you recall, besides gossip 
or somethrng of that nature, any references to attempts to talk to ad
ministration officials or make contributions or solicitations for con
tributions being made during that time? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. ,Just what I said, gossip and rumor. 
Mr. WEITZ. vVhen was the first time to your knowledge that AMPI 

was aware that a suit-that investigation of AMPI was underway 
by the .Justice Department and a suit might be filed? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't recall hearing about it until we were actu
ally sued. Now, there may have been-I may have heard rumors to 
that effect before the suit was filed but if I did, it was shortly before 
it was filed. 

Mr. vVEITZ. You ·were not, however, their lead antitrust counsel at 
that time? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. 17VEITZ. Nor were you in contact with anyone in Washington on 

behalf of them. 
Mr. MASTERS. Mr. Sidney Harris was our-to the best of my knowl

edge does, or his firm did most of the antitrust work for AMPI here 
in vVashington. 

Mr. vVEITZ. Do you have any knowledge of any unusual-well, of 
any destruction of documents by any employees of AMPI in either 
1971 or 1972? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Do you know of any requests that were made or sug

gestions made to employees of AMPI that certain documents be 
destroyed? 

Mr .. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Or that any documents be destroyed? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Other than your general awareness of the fact that 

TAPE existed and engaged in contributions, do you have any specific 
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knowledge of particular contributions to the Presidential campaign 
of 1972 by TAPE? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Or by AMPI? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. vVEITz. Now, when I say contributions, do you have any knowl

edge of any contributions, whether they were made in the form of 
money or expenditures on behalf of Presidential candidates? Do you 
have any knowledge of that either by AMPI or TAPE? 

Mr. MASTERS. Not direct. The only thing, go back there to what, you 
know, rumor and gossip. 

Mr. WEITZ. Didn't you ever discuss this with •anyone-that matter 
with anyone that you can recall? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. I wasn't privy to anything really in TAPE. The 
only thing I knew was Bob Isham was the-I believe he was the trustee 
and whatever trust agreement was prepared, was prepared •as far as I 
know, by some Washington attorney. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know any employees of AMPI that were work
ing for any candidafo including Democratic candidates, for the 1972 
Presidential nominmtion ? 

Mr. MASTERS. No; unless it was Bob Lilly. Well, I don't know what 
Bob-I don't know that either, because !'don't know what Bob was 
doing. 

Mr. DoRSEN. In particular, do you know any employees of AMPI 
who devoted substantially full time for whatever period to the ef
forts of any Presidential candidates? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Are you familiar with the firm of Valentine, Sherman 

and Associates ? 
Mr. MASTERS. W'here are they located? 
Mr. WEITZ. I believe in Minneapolis. 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Are you aware of any-
Mr. MASTERS. Valentine? 
Mr. WEITZ. Valentine, Sherman and Associates? 
Mr. MASTERS. The only way-if Sidney Berde is-I think Sidney is 

a sole practitioner. Unless 'Sidney Berde is connected with them. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Berde is an attorney. 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, if this firm is-are you aware of or familiar with 

a computer firm by the name of Valentine, Sherman and Associates 
in Minneapolis? 

Mr. MASTERS. We may have-in answer to your question, I don't 
have any independent recollection or knowledge of such a firm. The 
only way that-if that is a law firm and they--

Mr. WEITZ. No. I said itisnotalawfirm. 
Mr. MASTERS. Oh, excuse me. I thought it was a law firm. Excuse me. 
Mr. WEITZ. No. It is a computer firm. 
Mr. MASTERS. What I was fixing to say, we had a patent infringe

ment suit way back when, and we may have hired somebody in Minne
apolis. I know the lead counsel, though, was from Chicago. 

Mr. WEITZ. Are you familiar with any arrangement whereby AMPI 
paid for a firm providing goods or services such as mailing lists to any 
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candidate,· particularly any Presidential candidate, for the 1.9''72 cam-· 
~gu? .· '. 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. I remember-list of AMPI? 
Mr. WEITZ. Well, any mailing lists or any other type of list. 

· Mr. MASTERS. I was just going to say that the board always required 
very strictly that the membership list never be given out. In answer to 
your question, no. · 

Mr. WEITZ. Have you ever heard of the firm of Wagner and Baroody, 
a public relations firm in Washington? , . 

. Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. · 
. Mr. WEITZ. Are you aware of ·any public relations firms in Wash~ 
mgton that were hired by AMPI for whatever purpose? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. ' · 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know a George Webster who is an attorney in 

Washington? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. George Webster? 
Mr. WEITZ . .Yes. I believe you said that you had recalled a number 

of additional attorneys who at one time or another represented AMPI. 
If you would like to enter those into the record, if they are of any 
siguificance. . 

Mr. MASTERS. OK. Martin Burns in Chicago. I gave you Sidney 
Berde and George St. Peter, I believe. Don Alsop in Minnesota. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you say Don? 
Mr. MASTERS. Don. 
Mr. SANDERS. Alsop? 
Mr. MASTERS.A-L-S-0-P. NewUlm,Minn. 
l\fr. SANDERS. Is that where Alsop is located? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. Then, of course, Erwin Heininger's firm in 

Chicago, Sidney Harris' firm in Washington. We had Leroy Jeffers 
from Houston for a short-well, I guess he still does. I think he is one 
of the lawyers in the antitrust litigation. We have some other lawyers 
in the antitrust litigation that I am not familiar with. There.is one 
from Kansas City. We have local counsel there but T haven't been' 
active in those antitrust suits, so I don't know. I don't know who the 

· attorney was, I don't r_ecall him ever mentioning his name, that set · 
TAPE up in Washington, but I believe it was a San Antonio lawyer 
that represents them now, Anthony Nicholas. We used some local coun
sel in Houston. Jim Bailey. 

Mr. WEITZ. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] · 
Mr. MASTERS. Another attorney we used was in Indianapolis, John 

Grimes and Charles van Sicle. I don't think they use them any mote. I 
think George St. Peter does everything in Wisconsin. 

Mr. SANDERS. Where is Van Sicle located? 
Mr. MASTERS. In Madison, Wis. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you, at any tiine, aware that an attorney by the 

name of Jack Chestnut was utilized by AMPI? 
· Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. Where is he located? 

Mr. SANDERS. He is located in Minneapolis. 
Mr. MASTERS. Jack Chestnut? · 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you ever heard the name before? 
Mr. MASTERS. I never have heard·the name. Did he ever represent 

AMPI in any matters or-- · 
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. Mr. SANDERS. Well, I would rather you just give me the best of y~ur 
rooollection. 

Mr. MASTERS. OK.No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know for what reasons Van Sicle was used 1 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. Charles, when we first put AMPI together-

U!i!Ually we utilized the attorneys that had been representing the con
stituent co-ops and that was one-the main reason we hired Van Sicle, 
and, well, I think Charles is a good lawyer and pretty well specializes 
in co-ops. I think he represents some electrical co-ops and other kirids 
of co-ops other than the agricultural type. · · 

Mr. SANDERS. Were you personally acquainted with him? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS, Roughly, during what time period would his services 

·· have been utilized by AMPI? · · 
Mr. MASTERS. During the formative period. I would say-let's see. 

· We chartered AMPI in 1969, so it would have been-well, I would say 
the year 1969, especially the spring of 1969. We had a-I believe we 
had a lawsuit back then. We had a lawsuit in Antigo, I kn:ow, in Sep
tember and October and we had-I believe we had one in Federal court 
also in Madison at that time. · 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall during that time period any legal prob
lems relating to or involving Land-0'-Lakes? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. I don't recall any legal controversies we ever had 
with Land-0'-Lakes. Unless it was-now, we did have one lawsuit, 
oh, sometime around there involving a creamery. There was a lawsuit 
we inherited in North Dakota about a creamery. Land-0'-Lakes may 
have been involved in that but I don't believe they were and that would 
be the only legal controversy I know of that we had with Land-O'
Lakes. 

Mr. SANDERS. You told us that Sidney Berde was located in 
Minnesota? 

Mr.,MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know where? 
Mr. MASTERS. Minneapolis, I believe . 

. · Mr. SANDERS. And do you know what type of representation he 
provided for AMPI? 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes. Sidney is quite well versed in milk-marketing 
orders and co-ops and antitrust suits. He was in-he was one of our 
counsel in the first antitrust suit we had with MAP in Houston and 

, I· believe he also represented us some in-I think he still does in the 
suit with the other co-op that we have been fighting so long. It is not 
really a co-op. · 

Mr. SANDERS. NFO? 
Mr. MASTERS. NFO. I _think he has represented us in that from the 

beginning. He represented us in .a suit in Chicago involving the Chi-
cago order. Sidney is a good lawyer. . 

Mr. SANDERS. And Mr. Alsop, what type of representation did he 
provide? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, a little bit of everything. Don was sort of in
herited like everybody else. He represented the old Five Star 
Creamery which we acquired and then after that, why, he represented 
us in all matters, local counsel for Minnesota and that part of the 
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country. Minnesota, the Dakotas, Iowa, Nebraska. And Alsop is a good 
lawyer, too. . .. 

Mr. SANDERS. And finally Mr. St. Peter, what was the nature of his 
representation? · . . 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, we acquired a co-op in northern Wisconsin and 
he had represented them for years and they continued him on. He 
handles mrn;;t things. I believe he is on all of the antitrust actions,·the 
NFO suit, and I think possibly the Justice Department suit, and. he 
handles. most things locally in Wisconsin, He sort of took Alsop's· 
place, I would say. I think George has specialized over the years in 
co-ops. · · 

.Mr. SANDERS. Are you still providing legal representation to AMPH 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. · 
Mr. SANDERS. Through the years did you feel that you were utilized, 

by AMPI to secure local counsel in other geographical areas where it 
became necessary? ·• 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, if I understand your question correctly, if I 
was assigned a lawsuit, we had a controversy in a certain-area, why, I 
would either-usually would engage local counsel, yes. · 

Mr. SANDERS. All right. Let's say it hadn't come to the point of a · 
lawsuit, but let's say there was some question or legal problem or 
lawsuit in a certain area aside from Texas. Would the AMPI officials 
have.turned to you to secure some local counsel or to su~gest somebody 
or recommend somebody or would they have gone to the region? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, probably they would have gone to the region if 
it was outside Texas, like, for example, if it was .in Oklahoma, they 
probably would have gone to Stuart Russell. If it was in Wisconsin, 
they would probably go to Alsop, or St. Peter, or Van Sicle. Minnesota,. 
they would go to Alsop. Or if it were assigned to me, I would, unless 
I happened to know a lawyer in that area. 

In further answer to your question, it has been my experience there 
just isn't a whole lot of lawyers who have had extended experience 
with cooperatives and most of them are fairly well known. 

Mr. SAND;ERS. From your experience with AMPI, if the firm had 
been in need of some representation in Minnesota, let's say in 1970-71, 
with respect to State legislation affecting milk marketing, would they 
have turned to Alsop to begin with? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't know. I would-this is a guess on my part. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or would they turn to you to find somebody there? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. They would have either-in my judgment,· they 

would· either have gotten Alsop or gotten a recommendation from 
Alsop. · 

Mr. SANDERS. But in yqur judgment--
Mr. MASTERS. Or possibly Sidney Berde. Or possibly Van Sicle and 

St. Peter. 
Mr. SANDERS. They were predominantly Wisconsin. 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
f\fr. SANDERS. So if we are talking about Minnesota, you would 

. thmk Berde or Alsop would be the principals. 
Mr. MASTERS. If it was just purely for political purposes, I wo11Id 

doubt that they would even go to Sidney Berde or Don Alsop because 
those guys are pretty much trial lawyers. 

... _., 
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Mr. SANDERS. How would it have been handied i What would the 
. ·system have been to secure legislative representation? 

Mr. MAsTERS. I don't know. I don't know. 
· Mr. SANDERS. You were never asked to suggest anyone for legislative 
wo:rk in Minnesota? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
· ·· Mr. SANDERS. When Lilly came to you and talked to you about the 

need for Austin, _who was the Governor of Texas at that time? · 
Mr. MASTERS. Price Daniel. No. It wasn't Price. It was Smith. 
Mr. SANDERS. What is his :first name? 
Mr MAsTERs. Preston . 

. · Mr'. SANDERS. Is he a Democrat? 

. Mr. MAsTERS. Yes. 
l\fr. · SANDERS. Was the Texas Legislature democratically controlled i 
Mr. MASTERS. Oh, yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. You told us about a check which you wrote to Wilbur 

Mills. 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, it •wasn't to him. It was to some committee 

to elect him President or something of that-words to thrut effect. · 
Mr. SANDERS. Oan you put a year or a month on this 1 

· Mr; MASTERS. Well, it was at the time that the flurry was going 
· on-when wasthe Presidential-a year or 2 years ago~ 

_Mr. FLAKE. rn1; yes. . 
Mr. MAsTERS. w nen the flurry was going on for Mills to get the 

nomination. 
Mr. SANDERS. Well-
Mr. MASTERS. You know. 
Mr. SANDERS, It could have -been early 1972. It conceivably could 

. have :been late 1971. . 
Mr. MAsTERS. Yes, sir. It was about the time when there were noises 

for Mills, Humphrey, and Muskie. 
· Mr. SANDERS. Did you send the check by mail~ 
Mr. MAsTERS. Yes, sir. · 

· Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall the ·amount~ 
Mr. MASTERS. $1,000. 
Mr. SANDERS. $1,000 i 
Mr. MASTERs. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was it drawn on your personal accounU 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. 

, Mr. SANDERS. Were you then -personally acquainted with any per .. 
sons serving as campaign .officials for Mills~ 

. Mr~ MAsTERs. No. I don't recall any. 
Mr. SANDERS. You are acquainted with Joe Johnson~ 
Mr; MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Per chance, was this check sent to him f 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. I don't-to the best of my recolleetion,, the 

eheek· W88 sent to the committee-the committee that is on the check. 
Payee of the check. · 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know whether a Joe Johnson was working 
. in the Mills campaign? . 

Mr. MAsTERs. No. Last time I saw-knew of Joe, I believe he was 
workin12: out of the Arlington office. 

Mr. SANI>ERS. Of AMPI i 
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Mr: MASTERS. [Nods, yes.] 
Mr. SANDERS. How long ago was that i 
Mr. MASTERS. Oh--
Mr. SANDERS. Within the last few months~ 
Mr. MAsTEns. No. No. This was several years-I would say whe:q.-

ever .he was there, I would say it is a couple of years or more. · 
Mr. SANDERS. Are you saying that you have no recollection ot 

whether that $1,000 was solicited by anyone i . 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, it was solicited. I am sure it was. · .· 
Mr. SAN~ERS. Well, I guess then you said you didn't recall who it . 

was. 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, I don't know what I said but it was solicited. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you remember whether it wasi . . . . 
Mr. MASTERS. Well, it was somebody from the Little Rock offi~; It 

was either-I don't know. It was either Kieffer Howard or Dave Parr 
or- I don't think Joe. 

Mr. SANDERS. Townsend i , .. 
Mr'. MASTERS. It c.ould have 'been. I am not saying it wasn't. I don~t 

think it was. · · · 
Mr. SANDERS. Most likely Howard or Par.r. 
Mr. MAsTERS. Most likely. 
Mr. SANDERS. And if Howard, under what circumstances did this 

solicitation occur i By telephone, personal contact i 
Mr. MASTERS. Word of mouth. Word of mouth. Well, it could. ha~e . 

been by telephone, but I don't-to the best of my recollection, it. was· 
by word of mouth. · · 

Mr. SANDERS. Were you aware at that time that solicitations were 
being made of AMPI employees for Wilbur Mills~ , , 

· Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. · 
Mr. SANDERS. Or of other persons such as yourself represent~rrg 

AMPii . · . 
Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you a ware of any efforts on the part of Parr or 

other employees in Little Rock to amass a kitty for Wilbur Mills i · 
Mr. MASTERS. No; sir; I wasn't a:ware of it. I mean it is common 

knowledge that all those people are great supporters of Mr. Mills and 
I am a great admirer of his also. 

Mr. SANDERS. From the N ovem:ber 1968 election forward, was that 
contribution to Mills the only contribution you made to him i ·. 

Mr. MASTERS. I can't be positive but I believe that is the only <>he. 
To the best of my recollection I believe that was the only one. · 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you receive any reimbursement from AMPI for 
this contribution to Mills~ · · 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. · · · .· 
Mr. SANDERS. Did anyone indicate to you that you could reoover it 

by your billings to AMPI ~ · 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you solicited for contributions to other political 

candidates~ I mean solicited by employees of AMPI such as in the 
Mills instance~ 

Mr. MASTERS. No. I suppose the only one connected with AMPI 
would still be Bob Lilly.. · · 

Mr. SANDERS. And that would be what you already told us today, 
you are speaking of~ 

\_·,.' 
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Mr. MASTERS. Yes. _. 
Mr. SANDERS. Let me limit this to Presidential candidates. Were you · 

solicited by anyone with AMPI for any other contributions to Presi
dential candidates? 
· . Mr. MASTERS, Well, I don't know if this was solicited by an employee 

of AMPI, but I did make a contribution, I believe, to Hubert Hum
ph;rey. I don't know whether that was when he was running for Presi
dent OI' Senator. 

Mr. SANDERS. All right. May I have the circumstance of that con,-· 
tribution? 

Mr. MASTERS. The only circumstance I can recall is that I gave him a 
check or sent him a check. 

Mr. SANDERS. How much? 
Mr. MASTERS. It was somewhere between $100 and $500. I don't 

~11 right offhand. 
· Mr. SANDERS. And you are unable to say whether he was running 

for the Senate or President? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Are you saying that that might have been solicited by 

someone with AMPI? 
Mr. MASTERS. It could have been, yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Senator Humphrey ran for the Senate in 1970, and 

then in late· 1971 he started his Presidential campaign. Can you place 
. a closer time frame on your contribution to him? 

Mr. MASTERS. I can't. My best guess is that it was probably when he 
was .running for President. ' 

.Mr; SANDERS. Do you think the--
Mr. MASTERS. Or when h~idn't run-he hadn't run for President 

fo.r many years but I mean when he was-my best guess, it was prob
ably when he was trying to get the nomination. Or whenever that was. . 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you think your check was paya:ble to one of his · 
committees as in the Mills case? · 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir .. 
Mr. SANDERS. Would it most likely have been Lilly that solicited this 

contribution from you? 
Mr. MASTERS. If it was-if an AMPI employee did solicit it, it was 

probably Lilly. I don't remember now who it was, but if it was an 
AMPI employee, it probably was. · 

Mr. SANDERS. What indioation did you receive, if any, that he was 
soliciting persons besides you for additional contributions to Hum
phrey? 

Mr; ·MASTERS. None. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you receive any acknowledgement from the Hum .. 

phrey campaign for your contribution? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you receive any--
Mr, MASTERS. If I did, I don't recall it. I am not saying I didn't 

·but I don't think I did. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or.did you receive any from the Mills campaign?· 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. Well, the same answer. I don't believe I did 

and if I did, I certainly don't recall it now. But I don't believe I did. 
· Mr. 'SANJ:}ERS. · Were you reimbursed lby AMPI for the contribution 

to Humphrey? · · 



Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. · . , · ' · 
Mr. ·SANDERS. Or did anyone indicate to you you could recover the 

amount lby billing? 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. · . ; 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you make ,any contributions to Senator Musk1e:s . 

Presidential oampaign? . · . · 
Mr. MASTERS. I don't believe so. I could have but I don't rooallit, 

I don't believe I did. You are talking ·albout when Muskie was trying 
to get the nomination 'in the l1wt:est Presidential nace, I take it. .·· . 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Mr. MASTERS. Not when he was running for Vice President. 
Mr. SANDERS.True. 
Mr. MASTERS. I got a letter from him. From the Democrati(r,-,--
Mr. SANDERS. Thanking you for your contri'bution? ·. · · 
Mr. MASTERS. Democratic National Committee soliciting one., That 

may have been where I got the solicitation on Humphrey. But I don't 
recall. · , . ·· . ' · 
· Mr; SANDERS. You have no recollection of a contribution to Muskie1 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. I don't believe I made one to Muskie. It jg 

possible, but I just don't believe I did. · 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any knowledge that AMPI used a syswm · 

of paying bonuses to 1any of its employees in order to ma1ke funds 
avruilra'ble for contributions to Presidential candidates in the 1972 
campaign? . 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. I am not aware of that. 
Mr. SANDERS. I think that is all. 
Mr. DoRsEN. Did you make any contributions to the McGovern 

oampaign? · 
Mr. MASTERS. No, I don't think so. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Were you solicited? . 
Mr. MASTERS. I 1am sure I got some correspondence on it from some-

body in Washington, Democmtic headquarters, but I don't reoaW 
anything specific:ally on it. · , 

'Mr. DoRSEN. Did you make a personal contribution to the President's 
campaign? President Nixon's reelection oampaign? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. DoRsEN. ·w· ere you solicited? 
Mr. MASTERS. I don't have any independent recollection of being 

solic_ited; I prdbaJbly was. After Mr. Mills didn't get it, I pretty ~ll · 
lost mterest. · · 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have 1any other informatiion or knowledge con• 
cernmg requests for contributions of AMPI or TAPE or contributions 
by those organizations.in connection witJh the 1972 Presidential cam
paign which you htaven't told us about today? 

Mr. MASTERS. I am not aware of any. I think we pretty well-·-·. -
¥1:· DoRSEN. _Did. you have any participatiion whatsoever in any 

act1v1ty concernmg 1mport quotas---- . · ·. /. 
Mr. MASTERS. 'No, sir. , · • 
Mr. DORSEN [continuing]. On the part of AMPI? 
_Mr. MASTERS. l was aware of the import quotas. I mean, don't 

mislmderstand. I was aware of it and I .was. aware of the problem. 
Mr. DoRSEN. What you are. saying is that you took no role per-

WMll~ . . 
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, Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. That was a Washington-generally ~n~ 
sidered the Department of Agriculture, Washington matter which I 
didn't-

Mr. DORSEN. Are you aware of any financial transactions of any 
sort between AMPI and Jake Jacobsen or John Connally? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. · 
Mr. WEITZ. Have you ever been retained by either Mid-America 

Dairymen or Dairymen, Inc. ? _ 
Mr. MASTERS. No, no. I know who they are. I know-I want to be 

. responsive to you:r question. I think I probably-John Gage represents 
Mid-America and I think I have possibly helped him on some legal 
matters. One in particular was on the franchise tax on being. 
domesticated in Texas. But I have never been retained by them, never 

, done any work for them as such. · . 
Mr. WEITZ. What about any organizations of which they were

those organizations were members such as Central America Coopera
tive Federation or Associated Dairymen or anything like that, any 
of those organizations? 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, I don't recall having done any work for Central 
America but I am, of course, aware of Associated Dairymen. Right 
offhand, I don't think I have ever done anything for them. I have 
attended some-I think I undoubtedly-I have undoubtedly, I am 
sure attended some meetings of Assocfated Dairymen but it is-that 
is pretty vague in my mind. , · · 

Mr. WEITZ. Have you ever been asked for or given any moneys to 
any employees or anyone connected with those organizations? 

.Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. · 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, we have received the billing which. we were dis-

. cussing before from you to AMPI, dated December 20, 1969, a copy 
of that billing, and I would like to mark it as exhibit 1-D. I will 
show it to you for identification. Is this a copy of the billing of Decem-
ber 20 to AMPI from you? . 

Mr. MASTERS. [Nods in the affirmative.] 
'. Mr. WEITZ. Your answer is yes? 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes. sir. 
[The document referred to was marked Masters exhibit No. 1-D -

for identification.*] 
Mr, WEITZ. Now, the billing indicates a total of $4,200 which is 

l'e:presented as a backup for that January 6, 1970 check, ~xhibit, I 
believe, No. 1, and it reads "Domestication of the FolJowing Stat~s," 
and there is a list of 14 St!ttes with a charge of $300 each. 

Now; is that an accurate billing reflecting those services? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Does this refresh your recollection as to any matters 

that we have discussed about your having provided services for which 
you had not billed AMPI in 1969, or any services for which you re
ceived advances? Or shed any light on the dicussion- we had Mrlier 
in this interview? · 

. Mr. MASTERS.No. I can't say that it does. . 
Mr. WEITZ. What actually do these services represent? What did . 

you do in terms of the $300 per State? 
•see p. 6981. 
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Mr. MASTERS. Well, that was a rounded-off figure for getting us 
domesticated in those States. 

Mr. WEITZ. Registered as licensed to do business? . 
- Mr. MASTERS. Yes, and that-in some States, of course, it is much· 
easier, and much simpler. In most of them it is a pain in the neck. 

Mr. WEITZ. Would this include expenses, or would you bill those 
separately.? In other words, expenses in connection with filing fees et< 
cetera? 

Mr. MASTERS. That partfoular bill, right there, I couldn't say one'. 
way or the other. I generally tried to keep my expenses separate. Now, 
that may include a filing fee. I don't recall one way-it is possible that · 
it does, but I don't think so. 

Mr; WEITZ. Did you retain any or maintain at the time in 1969or 
1970, any diaries which would indicate-which would indicate either 
the time spent on particular matters or particular dates or events in: 
which you participated ?Attorney's log of some sort? 

Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Well, how would you, for example, with respect to these 

billings which.are fairly detailed as to date and services provided on 
particular dates and in some cases the time spent, how would you com-
pute that or what record did you keep for those purposes? . 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, as time went on-well, to back up a moment, I 
have been active in the bar association on attorneys' fees and charging, 
an~ I thi_nk ~mewhere in there I start~d using these little tim~slips, 
prmted t1meshps for each-for everythmg I did., A separate shp for 
each act or telephone call or what have you. And some notation there, 
on the time. . · 

Mr. WEITZ, And have youretained those records, those slips? 
· Mr. MASTERS. Generally not. Generally, when I get the bill made out, 

I throw those away. . ' 
Mr. WEITZ. And you have no other records that would in any way 

help you reconstruct, for example, the services represented by that 
December 2 billing or the contacts that you had with Lilly in connec
tion with the payments to him? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
' Mr. SANDERS. You have told us that you made, you thought, two or 
three cash payments to Lilly for a total of $4,000 or $5,000. 

Mr.·MASTERS. That is what I estimate; yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. Just as an estimate, J realize. Lilly's records 

show a payment to him by you of $1,000 in.January of 1970, and n9ne 
again until $4,000 was paid in September of 1970. I wonder if,.,-'--well, 
first of all, I would like to know if you do remember that each time. 
you made a payment to Lilly, it was person to person, and it was by 
handing the cash to Lilly. 

Mr.MASTERS. Yes,sir .. 
Mr. SANDERS. You never at any time wrote a check to him? 
Mr. MASTERS.No. · · · 
Mr. SANDERS. Or gave him a cashier's check. · 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. If I ever wrote him a check, it certainly 

doesn't register on my memory. . · 
· Mr. SANDERS, Did he at any time give you a receipt.? 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Generally, where w uld the delivery occur? Do you 
recall where any of the transaction' occurred? 

Mr. MASTERS. I think on one O' t:asion it was in the parking lot when 
he said he was on the way to Austin. That is one. I don't know-'-it 
could have boon in his office or ~ould have been in mine. 

Mr. SANDERS. Other than what you have already told us, can you 
recall any further indication you received at any time about the dis- . 
position he was making of the money? 

Mr. MASTERS. It was always Austin. · 
Mr. SANDERS. Never gave you any-the name of any person for 

whom it was intended? · 
Mr~ MAsTERs.' Not specifically. He was always mentioning every 

prominent officeholder in the State of Texas. . . 
Mr. SANDERS. But he never mentioned any national political figures . 

. Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was anyone else ever present when you made a de

livery to Lilly?. 
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. How would he arrange to meet with you and receive 

the money? 
Mr. MASTERS. Oh, usually, I think, by telephone call. 
Mr. SANDERS. Speaking directly with you? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did he ever involve your secretary in any of these 

allrangements? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. I presume then, he would-you would--
Mr. MASTERS. He used-generally, I would say this is the way he 

would do. He would call me up and just say he was going to Austin ' 
and they sure needed, you know-he would have contacted me befo~ 
and say, "Have you got anything to send the boys in Austin? I .am 
getting ready to go; can I come by?" 
· Mr. SANDERS. What would you do then after receiving that phone 
call? 

Mr. MASTERS. He could come by, either come by the office or I would 
meet him out in the parking lot. I remember one time he said he was 
in a big hurry, the time I met him in the parking lot. 
. Mr. SANDERS. Well, would it 'be necessary for you to cash a check in 

between the phone call and meeting him, or did you keep a sum of cash 
in the office for-- · . ' 

. Mr. MASTERS. Well, he would usually give me a little notice, say, you, 
know, that he was going up next week or next month or something, so 
in answer to your question, if he was getting ready to go to Aastin, no, 
I would already have the money in my pocket. .· 

Mr. SANDERS. In other words, he probably wouldn't meet with you 
on the same day that he called. There would be some time--

Mr. MASTERS, No. He would call-no. When he was getting ready to 
go to Austin, he would say, "I am getting ready to go to Austin a,nd I 
will come by." 

Mr. SANDERS. He would come to see you, then, on the same day that 
~ca~ • 

Mr. MASTERS. Yes; but he would have talked to me, usually talked · · 
to me a week or more before. · 
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Mr. SANDERS. Actually, there would be two calls. There would be an 
early call to indicate to you that he would be needing some money, 
and then there would be a call on the day he actually picked it up from. 
you. 

Mr. MASTERS. Generally-- . 
Mr. SANDERS [continuing]. To more firmly fix·the arrangements. . 
Mr. MASTERS. Generally, that is the way it worked. · .. 
Mr. DoRSEN. According to Mr. Lilly's records, you gave him a total 

of $6,000 on three separate occasions. According to your recollection, 
could the amount have been as high as $6,000? ' 

Mr. MASTERS. Well, I don't want to say it couldn't have been. It is 
possible, but I don't think so. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Now, is it your testimonythat on each occasion when 
y9u gave Lilly money, that this was a separate request, unrelated to . 
any other request, in the sense that there was no specific overall amount 
that either he requested or that you intended to give? · 

Mr. MASTERS. Repeat that question or read it back? 
Mr. DoRSEN. In other words, was there a separate request for each 

time you gave him money, or was there some overall plan that he ex
pressed to you or you had in your own mind, that would result in 
several payments over a period of time of a particular amount? 

Mr. MASTERS. As I recall it, he would suggest an amount. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you always .give him the amount he suggested? 
Mr. MASTERS. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. On those occasions when you actually gave him money, 

did you e;ive him the amount he suggested? Do you understand my 
question? 

Mr. MASTERS. I don't:_well, sometimes I did and sometimes I didn't. 
Mr. DoRSEN. So, are you testifying that on some occasions he asked 

you for money and you did riot give him anything, and on other oc
casions. he asked you for money and you gave him less than he iasked . 
for, and yet on other occasions he asked you for money and you g:we 
him what he asked for? . 

Mr. MASTERS. I suppose you could say that. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And was that based on your financial position at the 

time? 
Mr. MASTERS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. You have said a number of times that Mr. Lilly told you 

the money was going to Austin. Were you aware of any bank accounts 
that Mr. Lilly had in Austin? . 

Mr. MASTERS. No, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Does anyone have any further questions? 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you have anything further? 
Mr. FLAKE. I don't think we do. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I guess that will conclude the hearing for today. I be

lieve there are two outstanding requests which are on the record, and 
we will work out the mechanics of receiving the information from 
you, if that is OK. 

Mr. FLAKE. Right. That is the Mills check·and--
Mr. DoRSEN. The record of the deposit of the cashier's check. 
Mr. FLAKE. Right. 
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. Mr. ,WEITZ. Also, let me add a third. The backup or invoice of the 
December 2 check, which is exhibit No. 3, if there is any, if you have 

·. any. 
Mr. SANDE,RS. May I add to that the Humphrey check, if you cal) 

. findiU 
Mr. WEITZ. There are four requests . 

. . Mr. FLAKE. OK. 
· Mr. DoRSEN. Let me just add to that, that if there are any other com

munications or documents that you have respecting the Mills contribu
tion or the Humphrey contribution such as solicitation letters or 
thank-you letters, we would appreciate copies of those, too, 

If that is the case, that will conclude the hearing for today. Should 
'any further appearance be required, we will be m touch with your 
lawyer, Mr. Masters. 

[Whereupo11, at 12 :15 p.m., the hearing was concluded.] 
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MASTERS EXHIBIT N 0. 1 

I
·--·-·-··· -- . ·--····· . - --~~=-·~-----·--

A::WCIATED Milt( PRODUCERS,INC. 
! "• PHONE A/C !~t.3:;~1~~~

8
~ELEX 76·7446 NS' 104 

SAN ANTuNIO, TEXAS 78216 

_____ Janua.ry ~ •. __ 19_7()__ 

PAY. __ ,. __ ~[}1::ux;~~\~SJf\: ZJ:: .. ~fflC~:lZf.1 fl-ct~s ___ s __ Q,~~oo ___ _ 
TO Toi!: oAOER OF 

Frank Masters 
7S01 2roa<lway 
San Antonio, Texas 

ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS, INC. 

·--------- - -- ' ' ---------------
~----·---------------------------------------~----·-------·------------

~' ··•n""'"~ S1AJU,!£NT-DETAC::ll THIS STATEMENT BEFOR<. OEPOS!TH<G cr1 .. c>. 
---·------------------

11/4/69. 
l2i20/69 
11/4/69 
ll/4/69 

12/19/69 

Legal Fees ,, " 

Less Advance 

ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS, me. 

6,840.00 
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MASTERS ExµJBIT No. lA 

FRANK D. MASTERS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

'7SQ1 BROADWAY• SUITE 207 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 79209 

November 4, 1969 

1011 N. W. Military Drive 
San Antonio, Texas 78213 

FOR LEGAL SERVICES rendered during the month of Augnst, 

824-9566 

.· · 1969: 

,. 

8-1-69 Telephone conference with Sidney Harris; Houston conference 
re Jimmy Walters balile case with attorneys. 130.00 

8-4-69 Attendance at Marketing Committee Meeting in Dallas; 
telephone conferences with Joe Long (2). 150. 00 

8-5-69 Telephone conference with Walters' attorney; 1 hour 
miscellaneous office time re AMPI. 35. 00 

·8-6-69 Houston conference with Houston Bank for Cooperatives; 
telephone conference with Joe Long, Lee Young, attorneys; 
1 hour miscellaneous office time re AMPI printed matter. 190. 00 

8-8 through 11-69 Telephone conference with Stuart Russell; 3 
hours miscellaneous office tinie re preparation MPI copies 
for Stuart Russell, Bob Isham, preparation of letters for 
annual audit. 

8-12-69 Telephone conference Joe Long(2); Bob Isham, Ed Daly, 
Stuart Russell; 1 hr. miscellaneous office time re MAP 
settlement. 

8-13-69 Telephone conference Fra:ncis Haugh; conference with 
Bob Isham, Sidney Harris, Joe Long, and Stuart Russell 
re MAP settlement and annual audit. 

8-14, 15-69 Attendance at MPI Board of Directors meeting. 

8-18-69 Telephone conference Stuart Russell, John Gage. 

8-19-69 Telephone conference Joe Long; 1 hour miscellaneous 
office time re MAP and equity opinions. 

70.00 

75.00 

75.00 

300.00 

20.00 

30.00 
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8-20-69 Telephone conference Stuart Russell, Frank Sheckarski 
and Ed Daly. Temple conference with ·FHA re Uniform· 
Commercial Code Financing Statements. 

8-21-69 Telephone conference Stuart Russell; 1 hour miscellaneous 
office time. · 

8-22-69 Telephone conference K. L. Howard; 2 hours miscellaneous 
office time re mailing MPI printed matter to Wisconsin; 
Houston conference South Texas Base Committee re McKenzie 

120.00 

30.00 

and Walters base. 140.00 

8-25-69 Telephone conference Stuart Russell, Joe Long; preparation 
of Order of Dismissal in Buckley suit with copies and 
miscellaneous correspondence; 1 hour miscellaneous office 
time re AMPI material, _75. 00 

8-26-69 Telephone conference Lynn Elrod; Clayton McKenzie, 
Frank Sheckarski. 

8-27-69 Telephone conference Bill Odeneal, Joe Murphy; I .hour 
miscellaneous office time. 

'8-29-69 through 8-30-69 Attendance at Annual MPI Membership 
meeting and Board of Directors meeting. 

30.00 

40.00 

300.00 

$1,810,00 
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MASTERS EXHIBIT No. lB 

FRANK 0. MASTERS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

7BD1 BROADWAY• SUITE 2D7 

SAN ANTDNID 1 TEXAS 7S2D9 

November 4, 1969 

t,..jilk Producers, Inc. 
1011 N. W. Military Drive 
San Antonio, Texas 78213 

FOR LEGAL SER VICES rendered during the month of 
September, 1969: 

9-3-69 Conference in Houston office. 

9-4-69 Telephone conference O. C. Copeland, Byford Bain, 
Joe Long. 

9-5-69 Telephone conference Stuart Russell, J. G. Anderson, 
Joe Long, Bill Butcher, attorney; office conference with 
Martin Fulcher. 

9-8-9-69 Telephone conference Bud Warren, attorney, Clayton 
McKenzie, office conference with Bud Warren, attorney. 

9-10-69 Telephone conference Joe Long, Clayton McKenzie(2); 
and attorney general's office. 

9-10, 11-69 Attendance at Chicago AMPI Board meeting. 

9-12-69 Telephone conference Bill Ball; Lloyd Duncan, Penrose 
Albright; 1 hour miscellaneous office time re McKenzie 
Compromise and Settlement Agreement and patent matters; 
conference w{th Mapes in Sulphur Springs. 

9-15-69 Telephone conference Clayton McKenzie, Frank Sheckarski, 

9-16-69 Telephone conference Lynn Elrod and Washington Patent 
Attorney (Lahr); miscellaneous office time re patents. 

9-17-69 Telephone conference Joe Long(2); Jack Lahr, attorney, 
· Bill Ba11(2), Dan Noorlander and Phil Porter. 

9-18-69 Telephone conference with J. Meyers, attorney, Omar 
Bjelde, Joe Long, Phil Porter, and Julius Mapes. 

60.00 

30 .• 00 

55.00. 

75.00 

35.00 

300.00 

125.00 

20.00 

60.00 

80.00 

50.00 
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9-19-69 Telephone conference Julius Mapes; 3 hours miscellaneous 
office time re preparation of AMPI matters and Federal 
Marketing Order resolutions. 

9-22-69 Attendance at Base Commiuee to amend base plan in 
Dallas. · 

9-23-69 Telephone conference Clayton McKenzie and 
Frank Sheckarski. 

9-24-69 through 
9-26-69 Washington conf~rence with patent attorneys and Noorlander 

re MPI patents. 

9-29-69 Telephone conference with Noor lander, Bill Ball, Lynn 
Elrod, John Grimes, attorney, Bob Isham. 

9-30-69 Telephone conference with Don Alsop, attorney; 
3 hours miscellaneous office time re AMPI charter 
matters. 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 - 4 

i0.00 

90.00 

20.00 

300.00· 

50.00 

i0.00 

$1,490.00 
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4,3,40.00 
4,200.00 
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MASTERS EXHIBIT No. lC 

FRANK D. MASTERS 
A'J'TORNE'f AT LAW 

'78D1 BROADWAY• SUITE 207 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78209 

November 4, 1969 

1011 N. W. MilitaryDrive 
San Antonio, Texas 78213 

FOR LEGAL SER VICES RENDERED for the month of 
,:i_,· October, 1969: 

· · · 9-30-69 thru 10-2-69) Conference with Don Alsop, attorney 
and Five Star Group in Carrington, N. Dakota, re Five 
Star lawsuit (2 days). 

10-2-69 Telephone conference Frank Sheckarski, Byford Bain, 
J. G. Anderson, and Ross Clark; attendance at Southern 
Division Base Committee hearing in Houston. 

500.00 

300.09 

io-3; 4-69 Attendance at AMPI Board Meeting, Madison, Wisconsin. . 400. 00 

10-3-69 ·Telephone conference Martin Burns, Dan Noorlander, 20. 00 ... 
·10-6-69 Telephone conference Joe Long, Bob Isham, George Guy, 1 

Frank Sheckarski. 40. 00 

'1-0.:7-69 Telephone conference J. G. Anderson, Joe Johrrson; Dan 
Noorlander, IRS (Washington); office .conference with 
George Guy, Bob Isham, re Texas Federation. 200. 00 

· ·.10•8,.;69 Telephone conference Francis Haugh, Bob Isham, Charles 
Van Sickle, Frank Sheckarski, Stuart Russell, Bud Warren, 

· Fred Delone, and Antigo attorney. 

·10-9-10-69 Attendance at court hearing in Antigo, Wisconsin, re 
Antigo equities. 

10-10-69Telephone conference Joe Long, Byford Bain, Frank 
Sheckarski; 1/2 hour miscellaneous office time re FHA 
deduction forms. 

'to'-11~69Telephone conference Martin Burns, Bill Cureton, 
· · · .Joe Long. 

100.00 

lOQ.00 

3.0.00 

',· 
'· 
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10-14-69 Telephone conference Charles Moore, John Grimes, 
attorney; 1 hour miscellaneous office time re FHA 
correspondence. 40.00 

10-15-69 Telephone conference Dan Noorlander; Bill Cureton; 
F_rank Haugh; Charles Moore (2); and Bill Butcher; 60. 00 

10-16-59 Telephone conference Frank Sheckarski; office 
conference with Harold Nelson and Charles Moore 
re employment contracts, 150. 00 

10-17-69 Conference with John Grimes; Houston office conference 
re payment of STPA unclaimed equities and base claims 
re McKenzie and Terry Graham. 85. 00 

10-20-69 Telephone conference Stuart Russell, John Butterbrodt, 
Francis Haugh, Frank Sheckarski, Harold Nelson, 
Joe Long (2), Stuart Russell, Jim Zeeger, attorney; 
office conference with David Gault; miscellaneous office 
tine 1 hour. 110.00 

10-21-69 Houston conference re MAP settlement. 200.00 

10-22-69 Houston conference re MAP settlement. 200.00 

10-23-69 Attendance at MPI Board Meeting at Dallas. 300. 00 

10-24-69 Telephone conference with Bill Cureton, John Gage (2), 
Joe Long (2), Dr. Kraus; 1 hour miscellaneous office time 
re patents matters. 80. 00 

10-27-69 Telephone conference Martin Burns, JohnButterbrodt, 
Ron Zeeger, Attorney, Jim Jones; Austin conference with 
Secretary of State re AMPI, Texas Milk Producers 
Federation and Mid-America; miscellaneous office time 
(1 hour) re Central Indiana. 350.00 

10-28-69 Telephone conference with Meyers, patent attorney, 
John Gage, Dan Noorlander, IRS, Washington, Bob Isham, 
John Gage, Bill Odeneal; 3 hours miscellaneous office 
re contract with Dr. Kraus and Life Sciences. 130. 00 

10-29-69 Office conference with Bill Ball; telephone conference 
Ken Stewart; 1 hour miscellaneous office time re 
AMPI mergers. 150. 00 
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10-29-69 Attendance at AMPI Board meeting in Chicago (2 days) 300.00 ,. 

10•31-69 · Telephone conference with Stuart Russell, K. L. Howard, 
Bill Cureton. 30. 00 

$4,.325.00 

EXPENSES: 

190 miles to Austin @10¢ per mile: 18.00 

$4,340.00 

, .. 
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MASTERS EXHIBIT No. lD 

FRANK D. MASTERS 

?1101 ~i.a,,..t;nr,,,-y' • lil./lT£ :u:n 
SAN A.Hn:m10. Tt:XAS '1lil:i!09' 

Associated Milk Produc.ers, Inc. 
1011 N. W; tfilitary Drive 
San Antonio, Texas 78213 

FOR LEGAL SERVICES RENDERED as follows: 

0.Jmestication in the following states: 

Arkansas 
Illinois 
Minnesota 
Indiana 
Mississippi 
Colorado 
Oklahoma 
Nort.li Dakota 
Tennessee 
Wisconsin 
New Mexico 
Iowa 
Texas • 
South D.ikota 

$300.00 
300.00 
300.00 
300.00 
300.00 
300.00 
300.00 , 
300.00 
300.00 
300.00 
300;00 
300.00 
300.00 
300.00 

$4,200.00 
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 10, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
W(J,Shington, D.O. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 :15 p.m., in room 
G-334, Dirksen Senate Office Building. 

Present: David Dorsen and James Hamilton, assistant chief coun
sels; Alan Weitz, assistant majority counsel; Donald Sanders, deputy 
minority counsel. 

Mr. WEITZ. The record should show that this is a resumption of the 
session from yesterday morning, a continuation of that session; and 
for the record, I would like the witness, Mr. van Dyk, to give his full 
address. 

TESTIMONY OF TED VANDYK, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL WARNKE, 
OF CLIFFORD, WARNKE, GLASS, :McIW AIN & FINNEY 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes. Ted van Dyk. Home address, 8918 BelmartRoad, 
Potomac, Md. Offi.ee address, 1156 15th St. NW., Washington, D.C. 

Mr. WEITZ. And would your counsel please identify himself for the 
record? 

Mr. WARNKE. Yes. My name is Paul Warnke, W-a-r-n-k-e, of the 
law firm of Clifford, Warnke, Glass, Mel wain & Finney, 815 Connecti
cut Ave., Washington, D.C. 

Mr. WEITZ. Mr. van Dyk, I would like to begin with a background 
of your position, professional positions, I believe with Vice President 
Humphrey in the 1960's, please. 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes. From 1964 to 1968 I served as Senator-then 
Vice President-Humphrey's principal speeehwriter and assistant for 
domestic and foreign policy matters and in 1968 served as one of the 
principal managers of his Presidential campaign. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, following the 1968 campaign, could you tell us 
what positions you then occupied? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Yes. Since that time I served. as vice president of 
Columbia University. Then I returned to Washington in late 1969 
to form the consulting firm Ted van Dyk and Associates, which I 
now head and have since that time. I was active in the McGovern for 
President effort in 1971 and 1972, and was director of issues and re-· 
search for the McGovern-Shriver Presidential campaign. My only 
other political association at the moment is that I am a member of the 
National Executive Committee of ABA and Washington representa
tive of the Southern Elections Fund, which is headed by Julian Bond 
and which assists black and other candidates in the Southern States. 

( 6983) 
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:. ' '. .. '. ],fp, WEITZ. Off the record for a minute. 
· ·· [Discussion off the record.] 

Mr. WEITZ. What was your first contact with representatives of 
.Associated Milk Producers? -

. ,': Mr. VAN DYK.· Well, I saw them from time to time, of course, when 
-Mr. Humphrey was Vice President, and he was a prominent agricul- · . 

. -. ·tural Q9:Viser to President Johnson, and they periodically would make 
. i . calls on his office and on me. 

· ·· I saw them in late 19.68 after they lost the election campaign, a.nd , ·, 
, · ·they indicated. to me. that they were interested in hiring- a number of. ·. • 
,consultants and would I be interested in working with them. I- said. " 

· · . that·my plall8 were not firm, but I would let tnem know: Well, in fact, ., · 
-I. went to Columbia. However, they contacted me while I was there, _; . 
and on a eouple of occasions at least we met in person in New York · · 

. and, ta:lked about the general plans for the .cooperative. I believe I . 
. iwootethem a memo or two, and then when I returned to Washington 

.; ·',:late in 1969, I did establish a consulting relationship with them which, 
· · lasted until Februarv 1972. 
-.. ·Mr. WEITZ. Now, "in your meetings with them after you left-.,..after 

.the _ 1968 election and until the time when you began your firm, did 
you receive payments from them in connection with the advice? . . -

Mr. VAN DrK. A $10,000 payment, I believe it was. A total for-:-:-to 
"cove.r 1969 until such time as I established the company. - · 

. . Mr. WEITZ. Who was it that you met with when you're talking 
about representatives of AMPI? · . 

. . ·. Mr. VAN DYii. I met with Harold Nelson, David Parr, and George 
, : . Me4ren, who at that time, I believe, was still a consultant to them 

· .. · rather than a full-ti:rne employee. · 
Mr. WEITZ. We're talking about 1969? . 
Mr. VAN DrK. Early in mid-1969. 

· Mr. WEITZ. And when you were retained, your firm was retained, by ... 
tp.em, what were the arrangements in terms of payment? · · - · 

. ·Mr.VANDYK. Initially it was a $25,000 annual retainer to be paid . 
. . tJuarterly. I believe that's the way we started. 

_·· Mr. WEITZ. And then, what subsequently happened? 1 

· · .Mr. VANDYK. Oh, later, I believe, from time to time they would 
change their billing instructions. It went into a monthly payment, 
a.nd then they gave me an interim increase, and then in the last several 
months I worked for them, I was up to the level of a $5,000-a-month · 
:retainer. 

M,r;: WEITZ. Just for a'complete picture, have you ever been re-
tained:•by either Mid-America Dairymen or Dairymen, Inc.? . 
·· l\{.r. '1'A:N' DrK. Yes. I was retained by Dairymen, Inc., from-'4.t 
would have been mid-1972 until October of 1973 when I resigned my · 
relationship with them. · · 
· Mr. WEITZ. Was there a retainer arrarigementwith them~ 

- Mr. VAN DrK. Yes. I did very little work forthein, and!it was$1,000 
a. month retainer. · · ' : ' 

· : Mr: WEITZ. Were you also ever retained by Southeast Dairymen, , 
, another association? · · · 
·. Mr. VAN DYic I have been and am retained by Southoost. The· 
initials SUDIA,- which _is the Southeast Division of the American 

-Dairy Association; :they deal w4olly with advertising, promotion, 

'\ ,, ' 
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and public relations for the dairy industry. I have been retained and 
still am at a retainer of $1,500 a month. . 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether either Associated Milk Produc
ers.or Mid-America or Dairymen, Inc., are members of that? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Well, Dairymen, Inc., is an important member of 
that. 

Mr. WEITZ. I see. Have you ever been retained by Central America 
Cooperative Federation, CACF? 

Mr. VANDYK. I believe in fact I was. Let me correct myself. You 
asked about Dairymen, Inc. I have in fact worked for Dairymen, Inc., 
in the period, I believe, for the first 3 or 4 months; however, payment 
to me was made by CACF, which is Central America Co-op Federa-. 
tion, of which Dairymen, Inc., is one member; and then they trans
ferred me directly to Dairymen, Inc., for payment, but in fact, the 
work was basically on behalf of Dairymen, Inc., for the entire period. 

Mr. 'WEITZ. Now, you said that in your meetings in 1969, early in 
1969, with rPpresentatives of AMPI you discussed the co-op and so 
forth. Did they ask your advice with respect to either access to the 
Nixon administration or political contributions in 1969? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No. In fact, it was a hard and fast rule, which I 
thought was a wise one, that they never discussed relations with or 
contributions to any Republicans or with the Nixon administration 
with me. They did during this early period talk with me about what 
their plans should be, how they could organize. They were relatively 
inexperienced in the public policy sector. They were in a position, I 
would say, which is roughly analogous to that of the labor unions in 
their earlier days. 

They knew that they lacked leverage politically, economically, that 
there were a dwindling number of dairy farmers as well as people in 
agriculture in general, and that in fact classic measures had to be 
undertaken to represent their interests. And I at that point, I am sure, 
discussed with them, as I'm sure others did, the necessity of having a 
political action arm, a COPE, if you will. I think a TAPE or some
thing like it was already in existence as a matter of fact, hut there 
was not-in 1969 there would have been nothing more than the most 
general· amount of discussion about the necessity for this type of 
activity. 

Mr .. WEITZ. Did you give them any advice with respect to Presi
dential contributions as early as 1969·~ 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did they ever mention to you, whether or not they were 

asking for your advice, any Presidential contributions they had made 
or were contemplating making in 1969 to the Nixon administration~ 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. And in the same vein, to
Mr. VANDYK. The Democrats. 
Mr. WEITZ. To the Democratsi 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, when your firm was retained by them, start~ in 

September or October of 1969 and thereafter, what was the relation
shiE; what type of services did you provide for them~ 

Mr. VANDYK. Basically those of consultancy. They varied. I ad
vised them on all aspects of what they were doing. I was- I guess you 
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: . oouM describe me as thefr ambassador to the liberal Democratic eo~-
. numitJ. I introduced them to and arranged meetinp:s with a number ,. 

o;rliberal Democratic Senators and Congressmen; We had a number 
of---several dinner meetings, breakfasts, others in which various issues 
were discust,ed ·with Senators-Congressmen 'attended where AMPI 
.personnel would.also be present. I would often travel to San Antonio 
.Qr to Little Rock and talk in general about climate o:f public opinion;· 
climate in the Congress, political developments. I would speak toAMPI. 
member groups periodically. I arranged :for Democratic speakers af. 
their conventions and regional meetings. I wrote, I guess it would have 
been about a monthly newsletter to Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr sum~ 
mariz~ng; what· T thought ·were major Washington developments, b<Jt, 
just dealing with dairy, but' with any major policy trends. · ' · . : · 
· So general, broad 0 gage consulting services. · • ·. · 
· · Mr,.WEITZ-;You mentioned Mr. Nelson ahd'Mr. Parr a nu:mber·of · 
times.-Is there-anyone else that you had frequent contact with or'any 
substantial contact with i .• · · ' • .· · . · : . 
, -Mr. VAN DYK. Not really. Not really. They were my two principtlJ 
contacts. I would :from time to time see'Mr. Townsend, who is now with 
Mid-America, I believe, but was then with AMPI out of Little Rock, 
who was a dairy economist. . 

I would see, but dealt very little with Robert Lilly from time to' 
time. He was a face I .would encounter. I dealt maybe as many ~ a 
total of three or four times by' telephone with Robert Isham and saw 
Mr. Isham on other occasions in a larger meeting context, and I met on 
a number of occasions officers of AMPI and occasionally also offi~rs • 
of Mid-Am and DI who would appear under AMPI auspices at meet-
. ings, luncheons, et cetera. And I attended their convention each year -_., · 
where I would meet a number of their officers and members. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in connection with the matter of milk price sup- · 
·ports in 1971, did there come a time when you were either asked for .. 
oro:ffered any advice to the dairy people in connection with methods 
:they might use or any steps they might take in order to ~ure an · 
increase i · · . 

Mr .. VAN DYK, Certainly, and it was not just in 1971, but I ·think 
beginning in fact in 1969 and thereafter, a basic question in thehr 
minds is what are the important contact points where milk policy was·: 
made. I pointed out _to them obviously £he Secretary o:f Agriculture. 
was one. The members of the Agricultural Committees in the 'Senaw , 
an.d the House were contact points. Quite obviously, the Council. of · 
Economics Advisers, the Bureau of Budget, later to become Qffic!' of 
Management and Budget, would have important bearing on •any 
decision-all of these points that needed to be touched. . · 

Obviously, also they should; in pursuing their policy objectives, 
'be in close and frequent contact with the Senators .and Congressmen. 
from the States in which they operated. · · 
. Mr. WEITZ. With respect to their e·fforts to secure an increase in · 

-~ 1:971-·-·· · , ·f· ;, 

. ·, Mr.VANDYK; Yes. . 
· Mr. WEITZ [continuing]. J)id they ask any particular advice or. ·' 

discuss· with you any particular problems they were having or any 
particular methods they were attempting to undertake to secure ail 
;mcrease that yead '- · ·· 
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Mr. VANDYK. Yes. I knew they had a most active program of legis
lation 3:nd a large number of cosponsors in both House and Senate, 
as was noted in the white paper released yesterday. I also knew that 
they were frequently in Washington making contact with the admin
istration. They would, for instance, show up in my office saying that 
we have just been to see the Secretary of Agriculture, or we have been 
to the White House, and so on. But they were always quite discrete 
in never sharing with me any information about the substance of their 
discussions or how they were-what was transpiring in their contacts 
with the administration or with Republican Senators and Congress
men. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, when you say that-you mentioned that they were 
obtaining a number of cosponsors for legislation. 

Mr. v'AN DYK. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recaU whether you learned of this and, in fact, 

whether their efforts to do so took place before or after the first decision 
that year on March 12 by the Secretary of Agriculture? 

Mr. VAN .DYK. I can't be sure, but I believe the legislative efforts 
began before the original decision. I can't be sure of that, but I'm rea
sonably sure that is the case. They were, in any case, by then in fre
quent contact with Senators and Congressmen from their States at 
least; and I'm sure all of them were aware of their position on a sup
port level. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did they ask your advice or did you offer it with respect 
to whether it would be more fruitful to obtain an increase by legisla
tion as opposed to administrative action or vice versa? 

Mr. VANDYK. Well, obviously, the first place you go-
Mr. WEITZ. More fruitful or more likely? 
Mr. VAN DYK. Well, I don't recall having said that. I know they 

were in contact with legislators. I then recall that when there was 
great concern-and I don't know whether the act had been undertaken 
or not-but there was great concern that the administration would 
not grant the desired support level. 

Mr. WEITZ. Would this have been before the actual announcement? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I'm not sure. I had an awareness of it. I re~lly can't 

remember whether it was before or after the annbuncement. But there 
was a knowledge that either their support level had not been granted 
or was not going to be granted, and a very active legislative effort 
began. And they obviously began with the administration, because any 
President has the ability to grant that support level; and that is where 
you start. . 

Mr. WEITZ. Did they ever mention any contacts they were having or 
attempting to have with Secretary Connally? ·· 

Mr. VANDYK. No. I would get vague allusions from time to time.
there would be mention of Colson, or mention of Connally, or mention 
of Nixon-but I would never be given any real information about what 
was being discus$e.d or what their roles were. . 

Mr. ·WEITZ. In addition to the dairy people, did you ever meet wiA;h 
any of their other attorneys, other attorneys >r other consultants of 
theirs? -

Mr. VAN DYK. Yes, periodically I would. At their conventions I 
would meet other consultants. . ... 

Mr. WEITZ. In connection, however, with the milk price-support 
decision? · 
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Th~ would always headquarter at the Madison Hotel, and there were 
a,oouple of.meetings where various consultants they may have em
ployed were present and discussed the· situation and made suggestions 
about contact with the various legislators, et cetera, et cetera. And I 
would ·at these meetings, as followup to these meetings, see other con~· 
sultants, yes. . · 

. Mr. WEITZ; Did you ever meet with or were aware of any meetings 
that were taking place between 'the dairy people and Marion Harrison¥· 
·. Mr. VANDYK, No, I was not. In fact, I did not know that they had. 
any association with Mr. Harrison until the news reports. · . 
,, M:r. WErrz. What about J alre Jacobsen? 

Mr. VAN DYK. I know that Jake ,T acobsen was a consultant to them .. 
I don't recall, however, ever being present in a mooting with him . 
. . Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware, by whatever source at the time, of their 
effort to :Or of any intention or actual contributions on their part--~he 
dairy industry's part--to the President's reelection effort? · · . 

Mr. VANDYK, My first knowledge of this was in reading a story in 
the Washington Post, which I believe was George Lardner's story, and. 
l was shocked. There were hundreds of thousands of contributions to.: · 
dummy ·committees with really-'-some. of them with very ludicrous 

. names. ' 
Mr. WEITZ. This was an article in 1971? 

· Mr. VAN D~. 1971. 
·. Mr. WEITZ. Sometime shortlv after the contributions were made! 

Mr. VANDYK, Well, whenever it was. There was a story, and I was: ' 
shocked, and called them about it. · 

Mr. WEITZ. Did they ever discuss with vou or were vou aware at the 
tim~this was during the price-support· effort in 1971-of any con'
tributions or intended contributions by the dairy people to Democratic 
Presidential candidates? .. .. · · . 
· Mr. VAN DYlr. To my knowledge, there were none. I mean, they didn't ... 

·discuss any with me. I assume that they had contributed in 1968-to: 
the Humphrey-Muskie campaign. I assumed that in 1972 they were 
gQing .to.contribute to the Democratic nominee whomever he might bet . 
and I assumed that that was their intention. 

Mr. WEITZ. But they didn't discuss that with you, either independ-, 
ently at that time or in connection with the price-support matter 1 · 

Mr. VAN DYK. No. Not in that connection, no. 
Mr. WEITz. Did anyone -from the dairy industry, either at the time, 

or .after that, after the increase was announced, discu$s with you the. 
matter of the incre!lse and the reasons for-:--their perceived reasons ' 
f.o:t the increase ? . , · · 

Mr. VANDYK, Yes. First of all, I recall on reading a newspaper arti- , 
ele ,calling Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr both in outrage, saying "Why,did , 
you do this j" I mean, this was an outra~ous sum of money. . . . , 

The .method described' for the contributions, the nam~ of the-com
mittees-:::-it .appeared to me that t,hey had not only been shaken down 
for large _contributions but had been purp(}sely humiliated, given the 

, names of .the committees and the means of dissemination. There was , · 
one, ~or instance,the Committee for the Preservation of the American· 
Dream. The Nixon people had to know that these contributions had to · 

. be publicly declared, that all this would come to light; that was the 
· .law. 
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And I asked them "Why did you do this?" And they said "We felt 
we had to do it." And I could never get a fuller explanation. Following 
their convention in 1971, during which Mr. Parr and Mr. Nelson went 
onto the podium with Mr. Nixon, I called both Mr. Nelson and Mr. 
Parr. I told them that I thought they might not see it but given the 
fact of the contributions, given the general tone of the convention, that 
they had far overstepped good judgment and I thought-I wanted to 
talk to them about it. And I went to Little Rock. Mr. Nelson was not 
there, but Mr. Parr was; and he called two secretaries into the room 
who took notes. And I proceeded to tell Mr. Parr essentially what I 
had told him earlier, which wl'.s that I thought that they had been 
quite foolish in making these large contributions; that there was an 
implication that the action, the Federal Government's actions on price 
supports were tied to the contributions. 

Beyond that, my good sense told me that they had overstepped the 
bounds. They were, after all, professional employees of AMPI; they 
were not elected officers of AMPI. And that when they, in fact, took the 
podium at the Chicago convention, I thought they had-it was entirely 
inappropriate. They were riding too high. They would be in serious 
trouble with their members. How could they possibly justify these 
massive contributions? And Mr. Parr's response was on the contrary, 
their position had never been stronger within the organization, and 
morale had never been stronger within AMPI, and that my advice was 
in fact unfounded; whereupon, I got back on an airplane and went 
back to Washington. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he shed any light on the reasons for the contribu
tions or for the price-support increase? 

Mr. VANDYK. Only the cryptic statement again that they felt they 
had no choice but to make the contributions; that it was something 
that they felt they had to do. And my contention was it should not 
have been done. 

Mr. WEITZ. When he said it was something he felt they had to do, 
was it in connection with the price-support increase? 

l\fr. VANDYK. That was what I was talking about; that was what 
I was talking about. Yes. , 

Mr. WEITZ. He did not elaborate on that? 
Mr. VAN DYK. He did not, and I couldn't elicit any further. In fact, 

I was surprised when I went down there when immediately upon my 
arrivial he called two stenographers into the room. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember their names? 
Mr. VANDYK. I do not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were they secretaries or court stenographers? , 
Mr. VANDYK. They were secretaries whom I had seen around his 

office on past occasions. 
Mr. WEITZ. Have you ever seen a copy of the transcript of that 

conversation? 
Mr. VANDYK. I have not. And again, as I think I mentioned in a 

previous interview, I don't think they could have a trianscript be
?ause I ~alk fast and and they had no machine or anything. They were 
Just takmg notes. So I think, at most, a record of the general tenor 
and content of the discussion would be all that would have been made. 

Mr. WEITZ. So, it is your judgment that it would not-even if a 
transcript existed, it would not necessarily be verbatim? 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't think it would have been possible. 
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'·Mr; WEITZ. YOU said that the two stenographers were secretaries1 l . 
~ke it, that you had seen in Parr's office. 

Mr. VAN DYlL Yes. I don't know who they were, but I had seen them 
in the past in the AMPI offices in Little Rock. , , · . 

· Mr. WEITz. Do you know whether either was Mr. Parr's personal 
·· secretary i · . . · 

Mr. VAN DYir. I couldn'.t be sure. I couldn't be sure. But they were 
· secretaries who worked outside of his office. · 

Mr. WEITZ. You say physically outside his office? 
Mr. VAN DYJr. I'm not entirely sure. He had one girl who was his· 

secretary, and I don't know that she was one of them, but the other two 
·. l had seen. I know I had seen both girls frequently in the '.AMP! 
· -offices. 
.. Mr. WEITZ. Do you know Norma Kirk or Mrs. Kirk? 

·. Mr. VANDYK. Is she his secretary? , 
Mr. WEITZ. I believe :at that time she was Mr. Parr's secretary. 
Mr; VAN DYir. I'm not sure whether she was one of the two or not; 

· but if it was Norma, Norina was the one who sat outside his office. 
And I can't be sure that she was one of the two, but both faces were 
previously familiar to me. . 

Mr. WEITZ. Could you describe them? 
Mr. VANDYK. One girl was relatively tall, blond, husky, not heavy 

but husky. The second girl I'm not sure; I can't remember. I remember 
there was :a second girl. · 

Mr. WEITZ. Was this the only time that Mr. Parr, in any conversa• 
tions with him, had someone present who tried to transcribe the con-
versation? . . · · 

Mr; VAN DYir. Oh, from time to time when I was there, when there 
were other personnel there, somebody would take notes, but on a very, 
casual basis. But this-I was taken aback by the formality of the whole 
.business. I had known Mr. Parr-as I say, I had met him and Mr. · · 
Nelson in 1968. I had been associated with AMPI since 1969, and then' 
in late 1971, when I arrived for what I assumed would he an informal, ' 
confidential conversation, upon my arrival he called two stenographers· 

, into the room. . . 
. I don't want to attribute anything negative to that. I assume that he · . 
would have been highly uneasy and worried about his position given.· 
the events. 

Mr. WEITZ. How much time after the AMPI convention did this 
· meeting take place, would you estimate? 

Mr. VANDYK. Oh, soon there·after. 
· Mr. WEITZ. Within a month's time? . 
Mr. VAN DYK. Oh, sure. It must have been within a month's time. 
Mr. WEITz, Besides your telephone conversations with Mr. Nelson 

and Mr. Parr and your meeting with Mr. Parr, is there any other time 
when you have-since that time that you have gained any further 
specific information that would shed any further. light on the r1:mson. 

· for those contributions or the price support? 
Mr. VANDYK. Nothing that would be firm. My feeling, my strong 

feeling during this entire period was that both Mr. Nelson and Mr.· 
Parr were extremely hard-working and conscientious on behalf of 
their members. They were also somewhat in awe of the White House 
and of power and of-I know oftentimes in the presence of a Sena- , 
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tor or Congressman become highly uneasy. They were in a sense coun-· 
try boys. 

I felt that in the presence of the President and/ or of White House 
personnel they had overreacted, whether in response to a direct re
q_uest or a false anxiety of their own that they had made the contribu
t10ns, thinking that this was in the best interest of their members ,and 
was the way to achieve their objectives. I thought that they had simply 
been intimidated, either directly or indirectly, into making these con-
tributions. . 

For one thing, I believed-I was amazed-perhaps this is too great 
a conspiracy . theory. I was amazed that a Secretary of Agriculture 
would have made the decision that Secretary Hardin made. Tradi
tionally the Agriculture Department, as you well know, represents 
the interests of farmers; I mean, farmers are in effect the Agriculture 
Department's constituency. 

I am not a farm economist, but it was my judgmentr-and it would 
have certainly been a Democratic administration's judgment, certainly 
the Johnson administration's judgment-that the support level sought 
was justified in terms of incre'ased costs to dairy farmers and current 
supplies of milk. 

Therefore, I was surprised to see Secretary Hardin's decision. And I 
admit to being a partisan liberal Democrat, but I suspected that there 
had been a manipulation of policy to extract from the producers mm
paign contributions. That was an impression I had. After reading 
about the large contributions, that was my fear, and I expressed that 
to Mr. Prarr and Mr. Nelson. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, let me ask you whether at the time of the activity 
on March 1971, just to try to secure an increase, was there ever any 
discussion as to the likelihood, first, of passage of the legislation that 
dairy people were seeking? 

Mr. VANDYK. Oh, yes. I told them in my judgment the legislation 
would be passed, but that in my judgment it would not be passed by 
such a margin that it could override a Presidential veto. 

Mr. WEITZ. In that context, was there any further discussion about 
overtures that might be made to the administration in connection with 
avoiding a veto or otherwise securing favorable administrative action? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. No. And again, their method of operation was
such that I didn't know, although I suspected, that they had counter
part Republican consultants. The legislative sessions, the strategy ses
sions which I attended with other consultants, they were always Dem
ocrats and discussion was limited to Democrats. 

I assume that later in the day or somewhere,else in town or some
where they were talking to Republican counterparts. But they were 
hard and fast about the rule of not sharing any discussion about ad
ministration or Republican contact with at least me. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. Let's go off the record for a minute. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. vVEITz. Mr. van Dyk, I would like to turn your attention to 

December of 1969. 
Mr. VAN DYK. Yes? 
Mr. WEITZ. At that time, did you receive a request for a payment of 

money from some representative of AMPI? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes, I did. 
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:MT. W":EITZ. Could you tell us about that, please? ' . ' ' ' 
Mr. VAN DYK. I received a phone call in mid-December of 1.969· 

... from one of three people-and I don\ know which one it was, it would 
· httve been either Harold Nelson, David Parr, or possibly Robert Isham, 
although I think he is the least likely-indicating that there had been 
.a decision to give Robert Lilly an additional $10,000 compensation. 

That it had been approved by AMPI's officers. That it had to be 
done privately and for internal reasons could not be paid as direct sal
ary. from AMPI to Robert Lilly, but that a decision had been made 
to give Mr. Lilly this compensation. Could my firm make a $10,000 
payment to Robert Lilly for which it would be reimbursed? 

I thought it was an unusual request, but they were disorganized and' 
did not operate in exactly a measured way and I said "Yes," I would: 
I then was sent a check for $10,000 which was billed to AMPI for . 
direct expense. I sent, in turn, my company check for $10,000 to Robert 
Lilly. . 
··. I subsequently sent-or at the same time I forget which and I re
member there was some urgency about it because they said the pay
ment had to be made in calendar year 1969. And they were sending 
me;-:..if I would agree-they would send me immediate payment so 
that I could, in turn, issue the check to Mr. Lilly, which they did. 

At year's end, I sent the standard IRS form, statement of earnings 
for the $10,000 to Mr. Lilly, since it had been described to me that 
Mr. Lilly was being-this was compensation for Mr. Lilly. A short 
time later I received a call from Mr. Isham--

Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Isham was comptroller? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes,'comptroller-angrily asking me why I had sent · 

the IRS statement of earnings form to Mr. Lilly. 
And I said, "Well, that was what you asked me to do was to make. 

a payment to him which I did, and I sent him a statement of earnings · 
'form." And, whereupon, Mr. Isham said "You have caused a great 
-deal of trouble for us and we will have to make this up to Bob some
how," et cetera and et cetera. 

· And I said "Well this would be the only circumstance under which. 
· I could make this payment." And he grumbled and that was the' end 
of that incident. . . 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. Now let's perha,ps go through this a little more 
carefully from the outset. · 

Mr. VANDYK. Sure. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any way of knowing or recollecting who , 

of the three gentlemen you have mentioned might have called you 
and, in fact did ask you? 

· . Mr. VAN DYK. If I try to remember-it would have been, I think_ 
most likely, either Mr. Nelson or Mr. Parr, who I would have assumed 
would have had the authority to transmit this kind of decision or 
make that kind of decision. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was this the first time they made a request of that na
ture to you? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Yes, it was. I am extremely dubious that it would 
have been Mr. Isham, althoug-h I don't want to say it wasn't, because 
I can't be sure that it wasn't. Remembering his later call to protest-

Mr. WEITZ. Now perhaps we can-I would like to show you some 
dQCuments for your identification. 
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First we have a -and I won't mark them as e,xhibits to this session 
since they've already been marked as exhibits to other sessions. 

First I would like to show you Lilly exhibit 13.1 And it is a voucher, 
a copy of a voucher form from AMPI, actually Milk Producers, Inc., 
dated December 22, 1969, in the amount of $18,050, and a copy of the 
check to Ted van Dyk. And attached to it is a request for a check of 
that date, approved by Isham, and it says "Charged to account of pro
fessional services." And underneath that, handwritten, is "statement 
in mail to San Antonio." Accompanying that is your statement, dated 
December 22, 1969, with an accompanying letter. 

Is that a copy of the check that you received and the accompanying 
statement? 

Now obviously some of the documents you may not be able to iden
tify, such as the intPrnal AMPI documents. 

Mr. VANDYK. Sure, this looks like my invoice to AMPI. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. All right. Now what I would like to ask you is, could you 

tell us why the check was sent to you in advance of your statement to 
AMPI? 

Mr. VAN DYIL Oh, sure. I probably didn't have $10,000 in the bank at 
that point. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. ,Just a matter of having it clear ahead of time? 
Mr. YAN DYJL Yes. I probably didnl have the money to make the 

payment, so I sent them a bill. 
Normally, I ,vould have billed them quarterly, but as you see I sent 

an invoice dated December 22 for my January-March retainer, which 
vrnuld have been for $6,250 and included in the expenses-so the total 
came to $18,050, which would have been my normal invoice with the 
$10,000 added to it. 

Mr. 'WEITZ. All right. Now also for purposes of identification, this 
is Lilly exhibit 14.2 This is a copy of the front and back of the check 
from you to Bob Lilly dated December 29. 

Mr. VAN DYIL I'm sure this is the check, sure. 
Mr. 1V EITz. That is the $10,000 check? 
Mr. VAN DYIL Yes. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. And you say the sequence essentially' was just to get you 

the money and you immediately sent a check back to--
Mr. VANDYK. So I could send a check back to Lilly. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now does the date of December 29, would that indicate 

the date? Do you recall whether that was approximately the date ,vhen 
you sent the check out to Mr. Lilly? 

Mr. VANDYK. I'm sure I sent it immediately, I remember the great 
anxiety to get the money to Lilly before the end of the year and as I 
remember the sequence-I can't be sure, but I think: (1) They made 
the call, made the request to me; ( 2) they said they were sending the 
money, send us an invoice; I sent the invoice; a check arrived; and 
when their check arrived I sent Lilly a check. I am sure that that is 
what happened. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you know whether Mr. Lilly received the payment 
before the end of the year? 

J\fr. YAN D-nc I don't know, I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you talk with Mr. Lilly at all during this period? 

1 See Book 14, p. 6015. 
2 See Book 14, p. 6018. 
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Mr. VAX DYK. I don't reeall having done so, although I Sf'e corres
pondence there that-from me to Lilly. He may lrnve ealled at some 
p~~-- . 

J\f r. ,VEITZ. Right, part of Lilly exhibit 13 indicates--
Mr. VANDYK [continuing]. To urge me to hurry up and send a check 

or something like that. 
l\fr. ,vmTz. Now the letter from you sending the invoice dated Srp

tember--Decernber 22. part of Lilly exhibit 13, indicates: "Dear 
Harold," it's addressed to Mr. Nelson. "Per my discussion today with 
Dob Lilly, I am submitting the enclosed invoice." Do you recall that 
discussion? 

Mr. VAN DYK. I don't, and I assume it was probably Lilly saying 
hurry up and sen<l the money-or here is how the arrangemrnt is to be 
made, et cetera-but it was not Bob Lilly ·who called me to make the 
original rrqnest. 

l\fr. ,vmTz. Do you remember whether you sent the check directly 
to Mr. Lilly. orto Mr. Nelson for l\fr. Lilly? 

Mr. VAX DYK. I don't know, I think I would have-I don't recall. I 
might have--is it that correspondence there which indicates that? 

J\Ir. ,VEITZ. No; on the letter, on the copy of the letter to Mr. Nelson, 
the back copy went to Mr. Lilly, that is, of the letter. 

::\fr. VAX Dn{. Yes; I might have sent it to Mr. Nelson at his home. 
I can't rrnwmber the exact method of transmission. T know it would 
have either been sent to Mr. Nelson in San Antonio or to Mr. Lilly. 
Dut it was either Mr. Nelson, l\fr. Parr or Mr. Isham who made the 
initial request for payment to me. 

I would certainly not have honored Mr. Lilly's request directly 
because I would not be about to send him a $10,000 payment for him
self without anybody telling me. 

Mr. ""\VMTZ. He wasn't in that kind of a position of authority as far 
as you undrrstood? 

Mr. VA"N" DYK. No; I barely knew him. 
Mr. w·EITZ. What were his responsibilities? Do you know, at that 

time? 
l\f r. VAN DYK. So far as I know, he was the staff man for TAPE, 

which was a political organization analagous to COPE. 
Mr. WEITZ. w·as he an·employee of TAPE or an employee of AMPI 

at that time? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't know, I don't know. 
I always thought of TAPE as an arm of AMPI and how he was 

technically employed, I dc>n't know. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Well if he were employed, at the time, by TAPE, your 

billing and therefore the expenditure would have come from AMPI. 
Did that concern you? 

Mr. VAN DYK. I never thought about it to tell you the truth. I 
though of Bob Lilly as somebody who worked for Harold Nelson in 
San Antonio and was associated with their political activity. I couldn't 
tell you whether he did, or still does, or ctoes now work for TAPE or 
not work for TAPE, but he was their political staff man and I asso
ciated him menta11y with TAPE and TAPE functions. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Did you have any awareness or knowledge of whether 
the moneys you ·were providing to Mr. Lilly would have any other use, 
such as for political purposes other than those described to you? 



Mr. VANDYK. No; I never thought of that, frankly, because their 
political funds were so large, I saw no reason that they would request 
me to send money for Bob Lilly other than for the reason they gave 
me. It was irregular, but it was, to me, believable. 

J\fr. 1VEITZ. Did they ever discuss with you-"they" meaning repre
sentatives of the dairy people-at that time, or later, any need for 
money for making cash political contributions at any time? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. 1Vere you aware of any outstanding loans or other obli

gations that Mr. Lilly had in December of 1969? 
Mr. VANDYK. I was not. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. 1Vere you aware of any contributions or payments of 

money that had been made on behalf of AMPI or TAPE in 1969 to 
a representative of the President? 

Mr. VANDYK. No; I was not. 
Mr. )VEITZ. Do you know whether any other consultants or attorneys 

for AMPI received any simila,r requests on or around the time that you 
received your request? 

Mr. VANDYK. I do not. 
Mr. vVEITz. Did you ever talk with De Vier Pierson about this 

matted 
Mr. VANDYK. I did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever talk with Richard Maguire about this 

matter? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. What about James Jones? 
Mr. VAN DYIL No. 
Mr. 1V EITz. You know Mr. Pierson was retained by them? 
Mr. VAN DYK. Yes; I knew all three of those people were retained 

by them. 
Mr. WEITZ. I see. Did either Mr. Nelson or Mr. Parr, whomever 

contacted you, or at a later time Mr. Isham, or at any time, Mr. Lilly, 
ever indicate that anyone else had been requested to make payments to 
him for whatever purpose? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, you said that either at the time, or shortly there

after, at year's end, you sent an income tax form to Mr. Lilly to reflect 
the payment to him? 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes; I did. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now we have a portion of Lilly exhibit No. 15* and it 

consists of two documents, :t letter from you to Bob Lilly dated 
March 10, 1970, and a copy B of a form 1099, from Ted van Dyk & 
Associates to Bob A. Lilly, in the amount of $10,000, for commissions, 
fees, et cetera. 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Is this the letter you sent Mr. Lilly, in sending him a 

copy of the form 1099? 
Mr. v AN DYK. Yes, sir, this is it. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now I have a couple of questions about the letter. The 

letter, first of all is dated March 10. 
Can you explain why the form was sent to him approximately 21h 

months after the payment? 
•see Book 14, p. 6019. 
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Mr. VAN DYK. No; I only assumed that-my secretary was putting 
together my statement of earnings form, my employees statement of 
earnings forms, and at the same time prepared one for Mr. Lilly. 

Mr. vVEITZ, Now, at the time when you made the payment to 
Mr. Lilly, did you contemplate sending him a form to cover the pay
ment and reflect a commission or 1a fee of some sort to him? 

Mr. VAN DYK. I never thought about it, to be frank. I simply-I 
mean we did what we should do in this case. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. Let me ask you this. You are not an accountant, obvi-
ously, or an expert, I take it, in income tax matters? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you discuss this with anybody? 
Mr. VAN DYK. vVith my secretary who took care of our books and 

worked with our accountant and it was made clear at the time the 
payment was made that this was for payment to be handled as a pay
ment for services and I explained to her what the situation was. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. You say it was made clear? With the dairy people? 
Nelson and Parr? 

Mr. VANDYK. No-with them, and-,vell, they told me that it was 
a payment to him for compensation and I so told my secretary and in 
March she issued a statement of earnings form to him and she issued 
one to me. She issued one to herself as she issued one to anybody else 
who worked for me. 

l\fr. '\VmTZ. Now the first paragraph reads: "As protection for both 
of us, you will be receiving a withholding slip for the $10,000-just 
as I received one." -

And the next paragraph: "That closes the circle and keeps us be
yond question." 

Mr. VANDYK. That's right. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Now can you explain the first paragraph when you say 

"as protection for both of us"? What did you intend by that phrase? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I meant- I don't know, but I assume I meant it's 

something I would have said to mean that this thing has to be done 
straightforwardly and within the ]aw and therefore you are going to 
get a form. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. You had one or more employees at Ted van Dyk Associ
ates, at th at time ? 

Mr. VAN DYK. That's right. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Obviously they were in Washington? I'm assuming you 

did not have to mail them your slip in that sense, although you may 
have mailed it to their home address? 

Mr. VANDYK. That's right. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. But did you perceive of those-of sending them their 

statements as protection for them? 
Mr. VANDYK. No, but they were regular employees of mine; Bob 

Lilly was not. Bob Lilly worked for AMPI. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Had you discussed this with Mr. Lilly before you sent 

him the form ? 
Mr. VANDYK. No; I did not. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. And when you say at the end of the first paragraph, 

"just as I received one", were you referring to a withholding for you? 
Mr. VANDYK. That's right. 
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Mr. WEITZ. It had nothing to do with this particular transaction? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Your company's books, presumably, reflected the pay

ment as a business expense? 
Mr. VANDYK. Sure. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Now, the second paragraph: "That closes the circle and 

keeps us beyond question." vVhat did you intend by that, or mean by 
that? 

Mr. VAN DYK. I meant that he had gotten $10,000 from me. It was 
income. I had sent him a statement of earnings form which closed the 
circle. I mean these were the requirements. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. "Well, it made the transaction complete, hut did you 
feel that without that, there was some serious question as to the pro
priety or legality of the transaction? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No, but I don't know-I'm not a lawyer, I'm not 
an 'accountant, but I--

Mr. vV mTz. "\Y ere you concerned about it? 
Mr. VAN DYIL S1ire, I would have been uneasy had-I'm sure my 

secretary told me at that time. Again, I can't recall in detail. I'm 
sure she told me that a form had been prepared for Mr. Lilly and I 
was simply sending-this is a letter of transmittal. I mean I assume 
he has to have a form and therefore, there is a form. 

Ml'. "\VEITZ. "\Vho ,vas your secretary at that time? 
l\fr. VAX DYK. Ms. Glenda Temple. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Is she still employed by you? 
:.\fr. v.\N DvK. No: she is not. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Do yo;1 know where she is located? 
Mr. VAN DYK: She is an employee of the House Agriculture 

Committec. 
Ml'. "\VEITZ. And she normally handled the paperwork? 
:l\fr. VAN DYK. AU the paperwork, accounting, bookkeeping, et 

cetera ; yes. 
Mr. v\~EITZ. Now, on or around March 10, when you sent the form 

109!! to Mr. Lilly, was that the same time that you sent the form 1099 
to others who had been employed by you in 1969? 

Mr. YAN DYK. I assume it would '1iave been about the time that she 
put togeHwr the withholding slips and we sent one to Lilly as ·well as 
to ourselrns. I am sure it ·would have been about the time that I got 
mine, sure.Not withholding, but statement of earnings. 

Mr. vVEITZ. You indicated that after this was sent, you received a 
call from )fr. Isham? 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes; I did. 
Mr. \VEITZ. 1Vho was irritated at the fact that you had sent the 

form? 
Mr. VANDYK. Statement of earnings. 
]\fr. vYEITZ. Statement of earnings? 
);fr. VAN DYK. Yes. 
Mr. WiF.ITz. Did that :raise a question in your mind as to the veracity 

of the explanation that had been given to you in December? 
Mr. VANDYK. No: I thought that the explanation was undoubtedly 

correct. That they had inte,nded to pay Mr. Lilly another $10,000 and 
had internal problems, perhaps, of morale vis-a-vis the other staff 
members, et cetera, where they did not want to have it go through 
normal channels. 
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I suspected, however, after Mr. !sham's call, that-well, I wondered. 
Did they expect that he was not going to have to pay taxes on the 
$10,000? I mean it was-that was the suspicion that I had. 

Mr. '\VEll'rz. And, in fact, when l\fr. Isham said we will have to make 
it up to Bob somehow-I think was your wording? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Yes. 
Mr. W1nTZ. Did that indicate to you that they were going to have 

to pay, or try to cover the income taxes that would-that Mr. Lilly 
would incur as a result of having to report your payment to him? 

Mr. VAN J)yK. That was my interpretation; yes. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Did you ask Mr. Isham what he meant by that? 
Mr. YAN DYK. No; I just simply assumed that's what he meant. 
To tell you the truth, I was quite annoyed myself. I mean I had done 

what I considHed a favor to them and, having done so, I was somewhat 
annoyed that Mr. Isham would call me and complain about it. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you consider either the form or the language of this 
letter that we have described, Lilly exhibit 15, * at all unusual or-given 
the form that you were sending him, or the statement of earnings 
you were sending him? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No, I guess the words "for your protection" are the 
important ones, and the statement of earnings certainly was for his 
protection. 

Mr. '\VJ<~ITZ. Did there come a time in 1970, when you received
subsequent to this conversation with Mr. Isham-when you received 
a request for a<lditional funds? 

Mr. VAN ]hn:. Yes, I did. In September 1970, I received a call, again 
from one of the three people in question-it would have been either 
Mr. Nelson, l\fr. Parr or Mr. Isham, and I think least likely Mr. 
Isham-a request for another $10,000 payment to Robert Lilly, and 
I recall refoning to the 1969 payment and pointed out that, if I made 
any such payment, I would again be sending him a statement of earn
ings form to Mr. Lilly, to which the response was, "'\Vell, we can't do 
it that way this time. Can you write a personal check to Mr. Lilly 
and we will reimburse you?" I said: "If I were to write a personal 
check to Mr. Lilly, it would raise my income considerably-it would 
raise my tax bracket considerably-and you would have to pay me far 
beyond $10,000 to reimburse me for my sending $10,000 to Bob Lilly." 

And whoever the person was, pressed me, and said, "Well, have you 
got an employee in a lower tax bracket who could write a $10,000 
check to Bob Lilly and we would make payment to him plus whatever 
difference was necessary to meet his taxes?" 

And I said, "Well, isn't this a clumsy, silly way of making this pay
ment? Can't you just do it directly?" And he said, "No, we're faced 
with the same situation-internal problems and so on." And I said, 
"'\Vell, I will ask someone who works for me and I will let you know." 

I asked Kirby Jones, who worked for me. Kirby said he would be 
willing to do so and he estimated it would take a payment of $12,000 
to enable him to make a $10,000 payment to Mr. Lilly. Whereupon, he 
wrote a $10,000 personal check to Mr. Lilly. I recall specifically saying 
at the time that I called AMPI back to say that Mr. Jones would send 
the $10,000 check, that even though Mr. Jones is not a corporation and 
doesn't issue earning statements, it's going to be Bob Lilly's respon-

•see Book 14, p. 6019. 
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sibility to declare this as income. And they said don't worry about 
that. 

So Kirby sent, as I recall, a $10,000 check to Bob Lilly. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. I would like to show you exhibit No. 16 1 from the Lilly 

executive session, dated-it's a copy of a voucher and check, dated 
September 4, 1970, to Ted van Dyk & Associates, Inc., :for $19,055.72. 
And attached to it is a letter from Ted van Dyk to Bob Lilly, dated 
August 27, 1970, and it enclosed a billing from Ted van Dyk Asso
ciates to AMPI for that amount. 

Is that the copy of the check you received and the billing and letter 
you sent to AMPI? 

Mr. VAN Dnc Yes, this seems to-must be it, it's my signature and 
my letterhead. 

·~Ir. WEITZ. Now, in the letter from you to Bob Lilly, again it begins: 
"Dear Bob: Per our discussion earlier today, please see the attached 
invoice for processing." 

Let me ask you several questions. 
First of all, do you recall a conversation with Mr. Lilly in connection 

with this transaction? 
Mr. VAN DYK. No, I do not, although the letter indicates I must 

have had one. 
I would-again, the original request I am sure came from one of the 

other three people. 
Mr. "'\-VEITZ. Nelson, Parr or Isham? 
Mr. VANDYK. Or Isham, in that order of likelihood. 
Again, I am assuming, as per the earlier occasion, that Lilly called 

to follow up and discuss the transfer. 
Mr. 1,rEITZ. Now, also, for purposes of completeness, I will mark 

this as exhibit No. 1 for your executive session, a copy, front and back, 
of a check from you to Kirby Jones, dated September 11, 1970, in the 
amount of $12,000. 

Is that a copy of your check ? 
[mereupon, the document referred to was marked Van Dyk ex

hibit No. 1 for identification. 2
] 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes, that is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. And that represents the $12,000 payment that you made 

to Mr. Jones? 
Mr. VAN DYK. That represents the $12,000 payment which enabled 

Mr. ,Jones to send $10,000 to Mr. Lilly. ·· 
Mr. 'WEITZ. And finally, we'll mark as exhibit 2 to your testimony, 

a copy of the form 1099 and wage and tax statement for Mr. Jones 
for the calendar year 1970, the form 1099 covering the $12,000, and 
the wage and tax statement for the remainder of his earnings :for that 
year. 

Are those the statements that you submitted to him? 
[1'Thereupon, the documents referred to were marked Van Dyk ex

hibit No. 2 for identification. 31 
Mr. VANDYK. I am sure they are, I am sure they are. 
Mr. WEITZ. Is it your recollection that again you requested that 

payment be made to you before you made payment to Mr. Jones? 

1 See Book 14, p, 6021. 
2 See p. 7043. 
• See p. 7044. 
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Mr. VAN DYK. Probably, I think it ,vould have been the same cir
cumstance, that in the sizable sum of $10,000, I didn't want to pay it 
out before receiving it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was there any urgency in connection with this request? 
As you indicated, there was with the other request. 

Mr. VANDYK. Not to my recollection. I knew there was an urgency 
on the 1969 check. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was there any explanation-do you know whether 
AMPI is on a calendar year or a fiscal year basis for accounting 
purposes? 

Mr. VANDYK. I have no idea. I assume the first urgency was that they 
wanted-the 1969 urgency was that they wanted Lilly to be paid in the 
calendar year 1969. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Well, that was in fact what they told you? 
Mr. VANDYK. That's right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did it have any relationship, for example, to book

keeping for AMPI, or otherwise? 
Mr. VANDYK. I have no idea. 
Mr. WEITZ. "\Vas there any indication to you as to why this request 

came apparently sometime in August of 1970? 
Mr. VAN DYic No, no. 
Mr. "\:VEITZ. At that time, were you aware of either any obligations 

on Mr. Lilly's part, or any political contributions that he was making 
with moneys he was receiving from you or others? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you know Mr. Stuart Russell? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. "\Vere you aware of any moneys that Mr. Russell was pay

ing, either to Mr. Lilly or others, for political purposes? 
Mr. VAN DYK. No, the first I heard of Mr. Russell was in reading the 

press reports in the press recently. 
Mr. WEITZ. You indicated that with the second request that was 

originally made for you to make a payment directly or personally, I 
should sa.y, to Mr. Lilly, your response was that your-because of your 
income tax bracket and so forth, it would be awfully expensive, both 
for you and then ultimately AMPI, to make that payment. 

Mr. VAN DYic Because I would assume they would have to reim
burse me, yes. 

Mr. "\:VEITZ. Was there any discussion, similar discussion or arrange
ment, in connection with the first payment? 

Mr. VAN DYic No. 
Mr. WEITZ. I understand from what you said that for the first por

tion of the period, the number of years when you were retained by 
AMPI, your retainer was $6,250 a quarter ? 

Mr. VANDYK. Right, it was $25,000 on an annual basis, sure. 
Mr. WErrz. All right. Now in Lilly exhibit 13 which we have al

ready looked at, the $18,000-$18,050 invoice from you on December 
1969, that covers two items, the retainer ,January through March would 
account for $6,250, and expenses October through December which 
would be the remaining $11,800. 

Now you have accounted for $10,000 of that as a payment that you 
made to Mr. Lilly. Do you have any records to account for the remain
ing $1,800 of that? 
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Mr. VAN DYK. Oh, I am sure they are out-of-pocket for travel, or 
luncheon or dinner, which I felt would have been the expenses out-of
pocket f~r the previous 3 months, which is how we handled i~. 

It would 1cert·ainly not have had any-I mean there was no ~1scus
sion or consideration of-I needed it to cover taxes. After all, 1t was 
handled as a 'business discussion. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Could we go off ·the record? 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Mr. van Dyk do you have any records, expense records 

or firm records, from 1969 ? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't any longer, no. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. All right, I think the record should show, as counsel for 

the witness has indicated, that other billings su:bmitted to the com
mittee, billings to AMPI, copies of which have been submitted to the 
committee, indicates that expenses-direct expenses were normally 
billed also 'to AMPI? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Sure, as with all my clients. That is my standard 
billing procedure. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. And you recall nothing unusual about the billing at this 
point? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Do you recall any services or actual trips or meetings 

that you engaged in on their behalf in the last quarter of 1969? 
Mr~ VAN DYK. Normally I would make one or two trips a month, 

somewhere, on their behalf, whether it be San Antonio or Little Rock 
or some other point where a meeting was taking place. As I indicated, 
I had begun at that period a series of dinners and luncheons with 
Senators and Congressmen at the Madison Hotel which were rehtively 
expensive. So $1,800 would have been ,a normal direct expense for that 
billing period. 

Mr. WEITZ. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Just a few more questions with respect to this August

September transaction. 
You say Mr. Jones estimated that an additional $2,000 would be 

needed to cover his excess taxes 'as ,a result of the transaction? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know how he computed that, or figured that? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I don't know. I think it was just an estimation of 

his. 
M~. WEITZ. Now exhibit 2, which we have looked at, is ,a copy both 

of his wage and tax statement from you and also the form 1099, indi
cates ~ederal income taxes of approximately $3,000 on income of 
approximately $18,500, before the payment and information provided 
to us by Mr. Jones, I believe he incurred additional taxes of over 
$3,000. 

I am not a tax expert, to determine whether it is all related to the 
$12,000 payment, but to the extent there was 'an excess tax due in addi
tion to $2,000, did you or he ever discuss the matter further? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Well I would have made it up to him if that had been 
the case, I don't recall that I did, but if he h:ad inicurred an excess tax 
I would have paid it to him to meet my dbligation to him. ' 
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Mr ... WEITZ. He never came ba'Ck and discussed the matter with you? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't recall. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Did he ever ask you at any time ,after that any further 

details about the transaction? 
Mr. VANDYK. No-well, look, since 1971 and the press coverage and 

so on of course both of us hnxe speculated often as to ,,hat really 
happ;ned to th~se two $10,000 checks. It is dbvious. But our under
standin()' at the time. in 'both cases, was that these were for compensa
tion, pe~sonal compeiisation, to Bob Lilly. 

Mr. "\VARNKE. Could I make a comment? 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. "\VARNKE. I don't think there's anything in this exhibit 2 which 

would lead to the conclusion that the total tax on the $18,541 would be 
the $2,945. That's just the amount of withholding. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. That's right. 
Mr. "\VARNKE. And I think it's a frequent practice that you don't 

have withheld the total amount of the tax that you pay. In other words, 
back in the days when I had a withholding statement, I can't think of 
any instance in which I did not owe addi'tional tax at the end of the 
year. And I haven't calculated it, but it seems to me highly unlikely 
that he would have ,as little a tax as $3,000 on income of $18,500 with 
only one child. 

So I would suspect that the $2,000 probably amply compensated 
for the additional tax he paid on the $12,000. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right, have yon ever seen ,a copy of the check which 
Mr. ,Jones presumably sent to Mr. Lilly? 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes; I have. You have that, I believe, don't you? 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Yes. 
Let me-if you can identify it, I will mark it as exhibit 3 even 

though it's not your 'check. 
[Whereupon, the document referred to ,vas marked Van Dyk ex

hibit No. 3 for identification.*] 
Mr. VANDYK. Mr. Jonesshowedmethecheck. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Let me show you a check from Mr. Jones to Bob Lilly, 

dated September 9, 1970, in the amount of $10,000. 
Is exhi'bit 3 a copy of the check Mr. Jones showed you? 
Mr. VAN DYK. Yes, it is. 
Mr. WEITZ. _Were there ,any :further requests, other than the two 

you have descrl'bed of you, for payments to an employee of AMPI? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. vVEITZ. What about any other consultants or attorneys of 

AMPI? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. 'WEITZ. Did anyone at AMPI or the other two dairy co-ops we 

have referred to, Mid-America or Dairymen, Inc., ever ask you to 
mak~ payments directly to some political committee or political 
candidate? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
~r. WEITZ. Di~ they ever, any of those organizations or any of 

their representatives, ever ask you to make expenditures on their 
behalf for a political purpose? 

*Seep. 7045. 
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Mr. VANDYK, No. 
Mr. WErrz. May we go off the record? 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. I would like to turn your attention to one or more polls 

which you commissioned on behalf of AMPI. First, I would like to 
ask you whether you commissioned a poll by the Gallup organization 
for them in several States? 

Mr. VANDYK. I did, yes. 
Mr. 'WEITZ. And was that poll in connection with the Presidential 

campaign of 1972? 
Mr. VANDYK. Not in that connection. It was to measure the popu

larity 'at that point of several Democratic possibilities in the Stiates of 
·Wisconsin and ·west Virginia. I think the poll was-what, January
December of 1970 was it? 

Mr. vVEITZ. vVeil, we can mark this as an exhibit for identification. 
I will mark as exhibit 4 a check signed by Glenda Temple, but on a 
check of Ted van Dyk Associates to Public Opinion Surveys, in the 
amount of $12,000, dated December 16, 1970. 

Is that a copy of the check that was submitted to them? 
["\Vhereupon, the document referred to was marked Van Dyk ex

hibit No. 4 for identification. 1 ] 

Mr. VANDYK. I am sure it is, yes. 
Mr. vVEITZ. And this is-let me mark as exhibit 5, an invoice-I 

believe this looks like. an original from the Gallup organization, Ted 
van Dyk Associates, dated ,Tanuary 11, 1971, in the amount of $12,000, 
for professional services in connection with the polls in "\Vest Virginia 
and Wisconsin. 

Is that a copy or is that the billing that was submitted to you? 
["\Vhereupon, the document referred to was marked Van Dyk 

exhibit No. 5 for identification. 2] 

Mr. VANDYK. That is it, yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now finally, I would like to show you and mark as an 

exhibit, as exhibit 6, a copy of an AMPI check and voucher and an 
attached billing. The check is dated December 11, 1970. Your billing is 
December 1, 1970. And both in the amount of $19,573.08, ·with "direct 
expense due" of $14,244.66. 

Is that a copy of your billing and a check which you received from 
AMPI? 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Van Dyk 
exhibit No. 6 for identification. 3 ] 

Mr. VANDYK. I am sure it is. 
Mr. WEITZ. Is the direct expense due item of $14,000, does that in-

elude the $12,000 expenditure? 
Mr. VANDYK. I am sure it does, I am sure it does. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now there again, your billing to them and the return 

check predates the-I believe it predates the--
Mr. VANDYK. December 1 is the billing and the check was, my check 

to them was-- . 
Mr. WEITZ. Your check to Public Opinion Surveys was on Decem

ber 16, so that it would have just predated it. 
Mr. VANDYK. That's right. I sent the invoice on the 1st, they sent 

me the AMPI check and I paid Gallup on the 16th. 

1 See p. 7045. 
2 See p. 7046. 
3 Seep. 7047. 
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Mr. WEITZ. By way of background, would you tell us who at AMPI 
asked you to commission the poll? 

Mr. VANDYK. I believe I commissioned the poll. There were regular 
discussions of possibilities of who might be the Democratic nominee 
in 1972. I recall in one session, attended by Mr. Nelson, Mr. Parr, and 
myself, there was speculation by them as to what would be helpful 
in helping us to determine how things were going bevond our judg
ment and the judgment of other people and I said, "\V elL one way 
you can find out would be to-and it is far too early-but some indi
cation could be gained from in-depth studies, not only of popularity 
but of analysis of personal characteristics. voters' perception, et cetera. 
of the Democratic candidates who might be entered in the pivotal 
primary States of \Visconsin and \Vest Virginia." 

And they said, "How much would that kind of poll cost?" and I 
said, "I'll check with Gallup." I did and they OK'd the expenditure 
and we had the poll done, a copy of which you have. 

Mr. WEITZ. Yes. Do you recall whether it was both Mr. Nelson 
and Mr. Parr, essentially, who approved it? 

Mr. VANDYK. I think it was. In my recollection, I think it was. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. \Vas there anv reason that in your billing, exhibit 6, to 

AMPL is not addressed to ;ither Mr. Nelson or Mr. Parr? 
Mr. VANDYK. I always made the billing according to what they told 

me at the time-for a time the bills were sent to Mr. Nrlson, for a time 
they were sent to Mr. Parr, I don't know where that one went. 

Mr. \VEITZ. That was just generally, Associated Milk Producers, 
fourth floor? 

Mr. VA:"i" DYK. Right. 
Mr. WEITZ. At the time when they asked you to, or agreed that the 

poll should be commissioned, and you discussed it with tht>m, did you 
discuss with them or did they suggest any additional benefit that 
might accrue to any candidate, Presidential candidate, or possible 
Presidential candidate? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. No; it was wholly for--
Mr. \VEITZ. As far as you undt>rstood and as :far as they understood, 

it was to be used solely for internal purposes? 
Mr. VAN DYIL That is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. \Vhat did you perceive to be the purpose for which they 

would use the poll? 
Mr. VAN DYIL I thought that they wanted to know to whom they 

should pay attention. What priorities they should girn their contact. 
They knew full ·well that their industry was dependent upon the de
cision of the President, whoever he might be, and they had a linly, 
and I though rightful interest in who a possible Democratic nominee 
might be. 

Mr. WEITZ. Nmv, of course, this was commissioned nearly 2 years 
ahead of the 1972 election? 

Mr. VAN DYK. That's right, but only a vrar ahead of. really, the 
primary period. In other words, March 1972 was the first primary. 
The campaigns would probably be getting underway in mid-1971 
sometime, so it was a timely poll. -

Mr. \VEITZ. \Vas this with a view toward advising them or them
selves taking advice as to ·who to make contributions to? 
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Mr. VANDYK. Possibly, I think it was more an overall assessment of 
just what the possibilities were. 

Mr. ·wErTz. Well, besides the curiosity factor, what did you perceive 
to be the concrete uses to which it could be, or probably would be, put? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Well, as I indicated, a contribution might be one 
possibility. Another might be the amount of speakers they might want 
to invite to their regional national meetings, emphasis they might 
want to place on contact when they were in Washington, people in 
their organization who might or might not have acquaintance with 
these various possible contenders. 

I think they had every right to know the realities of the situation 
within the Democratic Party. As it turned out, as the poll showed, the 
final outcome was, you know, directly the opposite of what the polls 
indicated. 

Mr. WEITZ. In December of 1970, or slightly in advance of that, when 
the poll was actually-can you remember when exactly the poll was 
commissioned? 

Mr. VANDYK. It would have been righ~ 
Mr. ""\VEITZ. How long did it take to have the poll taken and billing 

sent to you? 
Mr. VANDYK. I'm sure the poll itself would have taken a couple-6 

,veeks probably. 
Mr. ""\VEin. Do you normally have to pay in advance? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes, because they have to pay their interviewers and 

their field staff and they simply can't do that out of pocket. 
Mr. --wErTz. But you normally at least receive an invoice in advance 

of payment? In other words, what \VC have here, exhibit 5, the invoice 
to you from Gallup is dated January 11. Your check is dated Decem
ber 16 of the previous month, and I'm just wondering-they just told 
you informally? 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes; and I sent them the money so they could get 
going, and in the course of time I guess the invoice came. 

Mr. ""\VEITZ. In December of 1970 and November of 1970, when the 
poll was commissioned and you paid for it and billed AMPI, were 
you aware of any pli~dges that AMPI or others had made to repre
sentatives of the administration for substantial political contributions 
to President Nixon's reelection effort? 

Mr. VANDYK. I was not. 
Mr. ·wEITz. Did Mr. Nelson or Mr. Parr or anv others indicate that 

they wanted to go ahead and make contributions'to Democratic Presi
dential candidates in 1972? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No; I assumed that they would, simply because in 
1968 they had supported the Humphrey-Muskie ticket and I knew 
both Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr personally to be Democrats. I also knew 
that they were dissatisfied with Nixon administration farm policy, so 
it was my surmise that they would give what support they could to 
the Dem0<:ratic nominee. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you have any notion of what the amount of that 
support might be? 

Mr. VAN Dnc. I had no idea, I frankly hoped it would be generous. 
Mr. ""\VEITZ. Did you know what, or have any idea of what, the re

sources or contributions in the Presidential campaign of 1972 would 
he of TAPE? 
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Mr. VANDYK. I did not. I knew that TAPE, through the checkoff 
system, generated an awful lot of money and I don't know the total. 
I did know, from public record, what their 1970 contributions were, 
and they ,vere sizable, and I assumed that as a growing organization 
they had even more resources to put into the 1972 campaign. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. And neither Mr. Nelson nor Mr. Parr said anything 
to you to negate that inference? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. After receiving the poll, or even in advance of that, did 

you discuss the fact that the poll was being taken or the results of the 
poll with any then-Presidential candidate or possible Presidential 
candidates? • 

Mr. VANDYK. No; I did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. vVhat about any of their representatives? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. My question was whether you discussed it either before 

receiving the results of the poll or after receiving the poll? 
Mr. VANDYK. After receiving it; yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. I'm sorry, let me ask that again. After receiving- the 

poll, did you discuss the results with representatives of possible Presi
dential candidates? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Sure-and I can be quite specific. The poll, as I recall, 
arrived in a large box either the day after or the day before our break
fast meeting which was scheduled with Senator McGovern and Mr. 
Parr, Mr. Nelson, and various officers as I recall of AMPI and/or per
haps the other co-ops. 

The breakfast was at the Madison Hotel. I had with me several 
summaries of the poll and I gave them to Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr and 
told them that the poll had arrived and I would be forwarding the poll 
to them-or perhaps I had given them their copies then, I can't recall. 

On leaving the breakfast, it suddenly occurred to me as I left the 
room, I turned to Mr. Nelson and I said, "Do you have any dbjection if 
I share a summary of this poll with Senator McGovern?" since he had 
been our breakfast guest at that time, and he said, "No, I don't see any 
reason why not." 

So I gave McGovern-at that moment as we left the breakfast in the 
elevator and saw him back to the lobby-I gave him a summary copy 
of the poll. 

Some weeks later-and I knew that Senator McGovern was a pos
sible candidate-several weeks later I was having luncheon with David 
Burke, who at that time was administrative assistant to Senator 
Kennedy whom I did not regard as a candidate or as a potential can
didate, but because the poll contained some information which would 
have been personaHy encouraging to Senator Kennedy, and I thought 
good for his morale, I mentioned the poll to Mr. Burke and gave him 
a copy of the summary and Mr. Burke gave it to Senator Kennedy. 

Mr. WEITZ. And did you subsequently inform or ask to get the au
thorization of--

Mr. VANDYK. I told the AMPI people that I had, in fact, given a 
copv of the summary. 

Mr. WEITZ '[ continuing]. Get the authorization of AMP!? 
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Mr. VANDYK. Yes, after the fact. I did not, before the fact, check 
with the AMPI people on the distribution of the poll to Senator Ken
nedy beciause they had been so forthcoming on the copy to Senator 
McGovern. I did, however, after I had given the summary to Senator 
Kennedy, inform them that I had done so and they were approving 
of it. They had no objection to it. 

Mr. WEITZ. And the poll was commissioned-or at the time that you 
received the authorization from representatives of AMPI to do so
was there any-was it your intention that the results of the poll would 
be shared with or distributed to possible political candidates or Presi
dential candidates? 

Mr. VAN DYJr. No, it was wholly for AMPI's internal use. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. And neither Mr. Nelson nor Mr. Parr indicated to you 

that they would be willing to or hope to share the results of the poll, 
at the outset, with such candidates at the end of it? 

Mr. VAK DYK. No, no, it was never discussed. As a matter of fact, the 
first sharing of it was one that was an impulse under the circumstance 
wherein I gave the copy of the summary to Senator McGovern. 

Mr. WEITZ. In exhibit 6, by the way, besides the expense due that 
you indicate covers the cost of the poll, there is a direct expense of 
N ovem:ber of $5,328.42. 

Mr. VANDYK. "'\Vould that be for that month alone? Let me see. 
Mr. WEITZ. That's what the billing indicates, and I was wondering 

whether you have any recollection of what that represents. 
Mr. VANDYK. We have notes here. My guess is it would have been 

a payment to John Kraft for a poll in the State of Arkansas. 
Mr. WEITZ. That would have been at the same time? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes. Payment was made in 1970 and that would have 

undoubtedly been that---
Mr. '\VEITZ. Do you have any separate document,ation for that poll? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I don't have the poll. That was to endeavor to the 

AMPI people in its entirety and it's a poll internally inside the State 
of Arkansas and it was on all possible candidates in statewide races 
in that State and they ·worked with Kraft and paid him and was reim
bursed. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did that have any connection to the Presidential cam
paign of 1972? 

Mr. VANDYK. No, no. 
Mr. WEITZ. '\Vas it in any way commissioned for or hoped to be 

shared with in connection with Congressman Mills, in connection with 
his Presidential effort? 

Mr. VANDYK. No, no. 
Mr. WEITZ. All right, now I would like to turn your attention to 

some work you commissioned on behalf of AMPI with Charles Mickel, 
M-i-c-k-e-1, in South Dakota. 

I would like first to show you, and mark ,as exhibit 7, a letter-an 
invoice in the form of a Jetter-dated September 16, 1971, from 
Charles Mickel to you for professional services rendered : legal re
search, consultation and advice, $2,357, sales tax at 5 percent, $142.85, 
for a total of $2,999.85. 

Is that a copy? Is that the invoice you received? 
[1Vhereupon, the document referred to was marked Van Dyk exhibit 

No. 7 for identification.*] 
*See p. 7049. 
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Mr. VANDYK. That is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who asked you to commission that work? 
Mr. VANDYK. That was Mr.-I believe it's Mickel. He was a friend 

and associ,ate of Representative Abourezk who is now Senator Abou
rezk who was a friend of mine. And Jim Abourezk asked one day at 
lunch, he said, "I have a friend who is an attorney and who could 
badly use some legal work. Do you have a client who could use him?" 

I checked with the AMPI people. 
They said they could use ,an updated survey of milk marketing and 

other regulations governing them in the State of South Dakota. And I 
called Mr. Mickel and he said he could do the job for that amount. 

I cleared back with AMPI and he, in fact, undertook the study 
which I forwarded to AMPI and he was paid in that amount. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you bill AMPI for this payment? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes, I did and then I, in turn, paid Mickel. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did that have any connection with the Presidential 

campaign of 1972? 
Mr. VANDYK. No, it did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now did you ever have occasion to commission work 

with Kenneth Olson on behalf of AMPI? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes, I did. It was in-well, you have the record there. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me mark this as exhibit 8-and exhibit 8 appears to 

be a copy of a check and voucher from AMPI to you for $2,500. It is 
dated August 7, 1970, and it reflects payment to Kenneth Olson of 
$2,500. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Van Dyk exhibit 
No. 8 for identification. 1

] 

Mr. VANDYK. I made two payments for $2,500 to Mr. Olson in the 
summer of 1970. The circumstances of that were as follows. 

I received a telephone call from the Senate Democratic Campaign 
Committee indicating that Mr. Olson was a friend and associate of 
Phil Hoff in Vermont, and that Mr. Olson, whom I knew and had met 
during the 1964 Presidential campaign, was seeking ret,ainers and busi
ness and needed some help and could-I check with AMPI and/or other 
clients to see if there was any work that could be undertaken in their 
behalf. 

I did check with them and as a result Mr. Olson filed periodic re
ports on political developments in the New England States which were 
forwarded to the AMPI people and I made two payments to him for 
which I was reimbursed at $2,500 each. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me mark also exhibit 9 and show you both exhibits 
8 and 9. 

Exhibit 9 is an expense voucher and check of June 12, 1970, to you 
and it includes an item of direct expense and on the attached invoice 
from you to AMPI it shows, consultant fee: Mr. Olson, $2,500. Do 
these two reflect the $2,500 billings to AMPI ? 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Van Dyk exhibit 
No. 9 for identification. 21 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes, I'm sure, July 31 and June 3, yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, was the purpose of these consultations or advice 

that Mr. Olson provided them from time to time, in any way connected 
1 See p. 7050. 
2 See p. 7052. 
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to-more or less a preview of an analysis of possible primary elections 
in those States? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Yes, in other words the political situation as to pri
mary and general election outlook in the New England States. And he 
sent me several of these which I then forwarded to them. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know, again, for what purpose those were used 
by AMPI? 

Mr. VAN DYK. I assumed that they were interested in those States 
and were the possible reelection prospects of Senators and Congress
men who were already there, statewide officeholders who were already 
there, and general informational purposes as for instance the Presi
dential poll gave them insights into what would be-

Mr. \VEITZ. Well, Mr. Olson's reports, did they also cover prospects 
for the Presidential primaries? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No, they did not. This was, again, the summer of 1970. 
Mr. 1VEITZ. So, to the best of your knowledge, this had nothing to 

do with the 1972 Presidential campaign? 
Mr. VANDYK. There was nothing to do with the Presidential cam

paign in any of those reports. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. No,v, in addition to the transactions and other services 

,vhich you either performed or commissioned for AMPI, are there any 
other services or other work that you either performed or commis
sioned for them in connection with the 1972 Presidential campaign? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Any other expenditures that they made that you were 

a,vare of in connection with the 1972 Presidential campaign? 
Mr. VAN DYK. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you make any solicitations for contributions to a 

Presidential candidate, contributions from either TAPE or AMPI 
or the other dairy co-ops to a Presidential candidate in the 1972 
campaign? 

Mr. VANDYK. On behalf of a Presidential candidate? 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. VAN DYK. No. Obviously I worked as director of issues and 

research for the McGovern-Shriver campaign. The only circumstances 
the.re, was that during the summer I received a call from George 
Mehren, general manager of AMPI, asking if I could arrange a meet
ing for AMPI's staff and officers with Senator McGovern during the 
time he was visiting President Johnson in Austin, and I said to Mr. 
Mehren that, in fact, I wanted to take a step back in this since I'd had 
a previous professional relationship with AMPI and I would put him 
directly in contact with Mr. Steve Robins who was the director of 
scheduling for the campaign, and that Mr. Robins would call him. 

In the meantime, I told Mr. Robins that AMPI had had the em
barrassment of the Nixon contributions and so on, and that I would 
advise Mr. Robins to use extreme caution in scheduling such a meeting. 

He checked with Senator McGovern, however, and the meeting was 
held, and I understand that Mr. McGovern in fact solicited a contri
bution at the meeting, but no contribution was made to my knowledge. 

Mr. 1-VEITZ. 1-Vas the meeting just with Dr. Mehren as the repre
sentative of the dairy? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No. It was Dr. Mehren and as I understood it, AMPI 
officers, directors, and a large number of people. 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk, 16 - 6 
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Mr. WEITZ. And this took place in San Antonio? 
Mr. VAN Dnr. No; in Austin I believe, while1Senator McGovern was 

visiting President Johnson. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was this the same day, do you know? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't know. It woul<l have been the same day, eve

ning before, et cetera, but I believt~ it was at the motel where he was 
staying. It was arranged either before or after his visit with President 
Johnson, and that was-I did not regard that as a solicitation by me 
on behalf of Senator McGovern. 

I did, however-I was instrumental in establishing contact which 
led to the meeting. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, did you solicit or have 'any role in any oontribu
tions by TAPE or the other dairy co-ops to Senator Humphrey's 
Presidential campaign? 

Mr. VANDYK. No; I did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. What about Congressman Mills' campaign? 
Mr. v AN DYK. No; I did not. 
Mr. lV°EITZ. Any knowledge of any contributions by the dairy co-ops 

to those-to their Presidential campaia:ns? 
Mr. VANDYK. No, no, none that I-you know, whatever they de

clared was in the public record, I assume they made. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now what about with respect to Senator Muskie's Presi

dential campaign? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. I have no knowledge. I mean, they may have. 
Mr. WEITZ. Would any contributions-well, did you solicit contri

butions in-could we go off the record a minute? 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WETI'Z. Now, I take it the answer to the last question would 

apply to any--
Mr. VANDYK. Any Democrat. I mean, the only instance that I know 

of was the one I related, which was my part in arranging the meeting 
in Austin, I believe. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Would any solicitations that you made for contributions 
to any senatorial campaigns in 1970 have been related in any way to 
your knowledge or gone to the Presidential campaigns of any Demo
cratic candidates in 1972? 

Mr. VANDYK. Not to my knowledge. I solicited, as you know-not
solicited is a bad word. I recommended a number of AMPI contribu
tions to senatorial campaigns in 1970, and many of them were made. 

Mr. WEITZ. But to your knowledge, your efforts were not connected 
with either soliciting moneys to be used for the Presidential campaign 
of 1972 or to your knowledge, none of those moneys were in fact used 
in those Presidential campaigns. 

Mr. VAN DYK. No, no. 
Mr. WEITZ. All right. Let's go off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. When was your relationship with AMPI terminated? 
Mr. VANDYK. In February of 1972. 
Mr. WEITZ. And could you tell us the circumstances or the reasons 

for that? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I certainly can. I received a form letter signed by 

Robert Isham at the end of February 1972 informing me, as I as
sumed-it was an obvious form letter informing others, saying that 
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the directors had met and they had terminated all consultancies, and 
that they ·wou]d be happy to continue ·working with me on an ad hoc 
basis as projects arose, but this was ne,vs that no further-my retain
ership vrns ended, period. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Now, Dr. Mehren had just replaced, in January of 1972, 
Mr. Nelson. Is that correct? 

Mr. VAN DYK. That's right, that's correct. Mr. Nelson had been re
placed, Mr. Parr had been replaced, in fact, the turnover I foresaw, 
and it did happen. 

Mr. vVEITZ. Do you know the reasons for dismissal of or replace
ment of Mr. Nelson? 

Mr. VAN DYK. ,ven, I assume that the Nixon contributions played 
a part. I also understand-and I don't mean anything hard on this
that there had also been internal problems regarding mergers with 
other co-ops in other parts of the country, and there had been internal 
tensions which played a part in this. I don't know how much of this 
is true or not. 

Mr. vVEITz. Do you know of any solicitations by Republican fund
raisers or contributions to President Nixon's reelection effort in 1972 
that were then taking place? 

Mr. VAN DYK. I did not know. I have since read the press of Mr. 
Kalmbach's solicitation of Dr. Mehren and the rest of it, but I had no 
knowledge at that time. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did Dr. Mehren ever ask your advice or confer with you 
at all in connection with additional contributions in 1972, other than 
his request to meet with Mr. McGovern? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No, that was the so]e discussion we had about that. 
I talked with Dr. Mehren subsequent to that letter I got from Bob 
Isham, which frankly angered me to receive a form letter from a 
comptroller 3 days before the end of the month, and he, Dr. Mehren 
told me that in fact his hands were tied and that the officers of the 
cooperative had severed all of these relationships, and there was noth
ing he could do, but he was very cordial. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. 
Mr. Sanders? 
Mr. SANDERS. All right. 
Do you recall in 1970 a Muskie political committee entitled Maine for 

Muskie? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I don't know if I recall that specific committee. I 

know that there was an AMPI contribution made to a Muskie com
mittee. That may have-that may well have been it. 

Mr. SANDERS. '\Vhat I am seeking is to determine whether you knew 
whether that was a senatorial campaign committee or a Presidential 
campaign committee. 

Mr. VANDYK. No, I assume it was senatorial. Senator Muskie was 
a candidate for reelection at that point. 

Mr. SANDERS. Just being a senatorial candidate from Maine might 
make it seem unlikely that the State name would be in the name of 
the committee. 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't know. 
Mr. SANDERS. You don't have any recollection? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you solicit from-are you acquainted with Stuart 

Russell? 
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Mr. VAN DYK. I am not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you ever had any contact with him by corre-

spondence, telephone or otherwise? 
Mr. VANDYK. Not to my recollection, no. 
Mr. SANDERS. Are you acquainted with Milton Semer? 
Mr. VANDYK. Oh, yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. In 1970, did you talk with Semer concerning contri

butions for Senator Muskie? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I dont' know whether I talked to Milton Semer. I 

may have. I do recall having spoken to Donald Nicol, who was Senator 
Muskie's administrative assistant, I believe, at that point, but I may 
have talked to Milt, too. I'm not sure. 

Mr. SANDERS. Nicol was his AA? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. And what was the nature of your discussion? 
Mr. VANDYK. Senator Muskie, as many other Senators, was up for 

reelection and wanted campaign funds, and I think we discussed 
whether or not Senator Muskie needed money. I think he was-I think 
Senator Muskie had in fact told me that his total campaign expendi
ture of the previous campaign had been $18,000, and in fact inflation 
had multiplied that many times and that he needed campaign con
tributions. I spoke to Don Nicol, and we talked about AMPI con
tributions, and they, in fact, sent me some checks which I passed on 
to them. 

Mr. SANDERS. Who is "they," when you say they sent you some 
checks? 

l\fr. VAN DYK. Nelson, Parr. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall during what time this occurred? 
Mr. VANDYK. 'Well, it would have been before the 1970 campaign. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or about how many checks, or the total amount? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I know there were at least two checks, and they had 

a white form on the front of it which was to have heen sent back by 
the recipient. There may have been more, but I recall at least two, 
which I just shipped over to the Muskie office, which was not on the 
Hill at that point, but was on L Street. 

Mr. SANDERS. 1Ve11, now, in your discussion with Nelson and Parr 
concerning funds for Muskie, were you talking with them, or did you 
have in mind funds from TAPE? 

Mr. VANDYK. 1Ve11, sure, whatever-when I say AMPI, to me AMPI 
and TAPE are interchangeable. I was retained by AMPI, sure, TAPE. 

Mr. SANDERS. And the two checks you received, were they from 
TAPE? 

Mr. VAN DYic I don't know. I recall one, specifically as being from 
the predecessor of what is Mid-Am, what is it, ADEPT, which used 
to he called something else prior to being called ADEPT, and there 
was a second check which may have been from TAPE or-I have been 
asked, quite obviously, by the 1Vatergate people the same questions, 
and they asked me if a check was from Stuart Russell, and I told 
them as I told you, I don't recall it was. I don't have that recollection. 
It might have been. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were you shown any documents in connection with 
this? 

Mr. VANDYK. No, I was not. No. 
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Mr. SANDERS. I show you a document I am marking exhibit No. 10, 
which purports to be a ietter from Bob Lilly to Ted van Dyk, dated 
July 28, 1970, with an attachment, two checks, copies of two checks 
from Russell to a Muskie election committee. 

[Whe.reupon, the document referred to was marked Van Dyk exhibit 
No.10 for identification. 1 ] 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall receiving that letter? 
Mr. VAN DYIL I'm sure I did, and I do recall receiving two checks. 
Oh, yes, there are two checks here, from Stuart II. Russell, the Lib-

ertv National Bank and Trust Co. of Oklahoma City. However, there 
mt{st have been more than two or separate mailings to me because I 
also recall a check from-possibly as many as two or more checks, be
cause I also remember a check, as I indicated, from the predecessor of 
ADEPT, the Mid-Am political committee. I have no reason to doubt 
that these were the checks. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you wonder why AMPI was sending you checks 
from an individual rather than their political action arm? 

Mr. VAN HrK. No; I don't really recall, quite frankly, up until this 
time, the Russell checks. I assumed, if I assumed anything, that they 
had found some individual that would make a contribution. 

Mr. SANDERS. There is, of course, in this letter the reference that 
these two checks, along with checks from two other co-ops, makes the 
total slightly in excess of $10,000. 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes. Well, that reference to checks from other co-ops 
must be the Mid-Am check we are talking about. 

Mr. SANDERS. Now you had then no conversation with Parr, Nelson, 
or Lilly concerning moneys they would collect from Stuart Russell. 

Mr. VAN DYK. No. I had never heard-I have never met Stuart 
Russell. I had never heard of him until I saw the recent press reports. 

Mr. SANDERS. I ·will show you Lilly exhibit No. 18.2 It purports to 
be a memo from you to Bob Lilly dated September 14, 1970. Do you 
recall preparing and sending that memo to Lilly? 

l\fr. VANDYK. Yes; I'm sure, yes, I'm sure. 
Mr. SANDERS. Can you explain what that is all about? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes. There must have been something wrong with one 

of the checks, or didn't comply with regulations or something, and 
the Muskie people asked me to get it changed. I don't recall the 
specific-- -

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know who Whitmore is? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't know; no. 
Mr. SANDERS. Why would Muskie people have been using you as an 

intermediary? 
Mr. v AN DYK. vVait a minute, wait a minute, wait a minute. 
Whitmore, I think-Senator Muskie-the AMPI people asked, I 

believe, Senator Muskie to send them a list of candidates in New Eng
land and other places whom he recommended for contribution, and as 
I recall, there was a 'Whitmore who was one of the people he recom
mended to receive a contribution. I think Bob must have sent this 
check to me. I think I sent it to the Muskie people, and it was too late 
or they changed their mind or something, and instead they apparently 

1 See p. 7055. 
2 See Book 14, p. 6025. 
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asked for a $1,000 check to Maine for Muskie instead, and I'm-and 
that's what happened, I'm sure. 

Mr. SANDERS. You think °"7hitmore would have been some New 
England candidate? 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. That they initially--
Mr. VAN DYK. Had recommended for a contribution. I remember 

there was quite a long list they had turned in. 
Mr. SANDERS. Muskie's office had recommended for a local contri-

bution? 
Mr. VANDYK. That's right. 
Mr. SANDERS. And that the check was submitted and was sent back. 
Mr. VAN DYK. And I think they-either they sent it back or they 

called me up and told me to forget it, that they wanted the money 
instead for Muskie, and that is the note. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Excuse me. I would like to say something for the record 
now. I thought that we would be-the documents would tend to indi
cate the jurisdiction of this committee. It appears now that the docu
ments, quite the opposite, are showing that this is completely unrelated 
to the jurisdiction, and that we are now dealing with local candidates. 
I don't want to stoo this line of questioning. I--

Mr. SANDERS. Well, until Mr. "\Vhitmore is identified, one doesn't 
know whether he's the one that signed the check payable to Muskie 
or whether he's-until we get the answer there's no way to know 
whether it was or wasn't. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Right, that is true. I didn't know whether you were 
still--

Mr. SANDERS. I think you're taking a very narrow-I really objeot 
to such a narrow interpretation of the questions, and I'm going to get 
in a minute to a check that was written after the November election, 
and I really do take offense at the very restrictive view you are taking. 
I think it is harassment, and I take offense at it. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Well, I think that's an extreme characterization of my 
observation, Mr. Sanders. 

Mr. SAKDERS. There's no reason why we can't have a little more lati
tude in these. We a.re not in public session. I think we have been very, 
very generous in not making objections to inquiries of majority staff 
which have related to many, manv things which are extremely tangen
tial and remote from the 1972 Presidential campaign, not only on 
the milk investigation but in the Howard Hughes contribution. 

If you want to argue about it, I would be glad to continue. 
Mr. WARNKE. May the record show I have taken no position with 

respect to this colloquy. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I think that is clear, and I think it is incumbent upon 

us to act within the scope of our resolution, so I would hope that 
everybody would toe the line to the appropriate extent. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall receiving, then, the ne,v check to Maine 
for Muskie? · 

Mr. VANDYK. I either rece,ived it or it was sent directly to-I believe 
my note says to send it directly to the Muskie man there. 

Mr. SANDERS. Was it in :fact signed by Harold Nelson? 
Mr. VANDYK. Nelson was the fellow who worked for Muskie, you 

see. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Oh, excuse me. 
Mr. VAN I)yK. Nelson was Muskie's man. It must have been Ndson 

who called me and told me to forget the vVhitmorc check and send 
money instead to Muskie. 

Mr~ S,\NDERS. '\Vas this a TAPE check that ·was--
Mr. V.\N DYK. I assume, sure. I don't know, but my instruction to 

Lilly then', you recall, is that he send the check direct1y to Nelson, who 
was Muskie's campaign officer. 

Mr. SANDERS. Are you aware of the receipt of any checks through the 
auspices of .AMPI to Muskie which were received after the November 
election in 1970 ? 

Mr. VANDYK. Not specifically. There may have been. If the record 
shows that there ·were, it is quite possible. I don't have any specific 
recollection of such, no. 

Mr. SANDERS. vVell, the documents that I have been furnished by 
Thfr. Weitz do not include a copy of the check after the November elec
tion, which was apparently sent to the Muskie election committee by 
Stuart Russell at the request of Bob Lilly for $5,000. 

I'm going to mark this as exhibit No. 11, and show you this docu
ment which purports to be a letter from Stuart Russell, dated Novem
ber 24, 1970, which is after the November election by my calendar. 

[vVliereupon, the document referred to ,vas marked Van Dyk. 
exhibit No. 11, for identification. *l 

Mr. v,rn DYK. I have no knowleclge of that. I mean, this is my first. 
Mr. SANDERS.You have never seen this letter? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. And the contents of it do not stir anv recollection on 

your part of the receipt of any such check? • 
Mr. VANDYK. Not by me. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or that you requested Lilly to obtain funds of that 

amount? 
Mr. VAN DYK. No. By and large I was told the contributions that 

were made were made directly to the candidates' committees from 
San Antonio. In a few instances, I think as much inadvertence or 
anything else, checks were sent to me which I would then pass directly 
to the election committee. So I mentioned the checks I sent to Muskie. 
I believe there was a check I sent to ,Joe Duffy. There was a check 
I sent to George Rawlings, perhaps one or two others. Norma1ly the 
checks would not have been sent to me. I mean, it just happened they 
came to me and they always came with a form on the top of them, and 
I would forward them to the candidate or his campaign committee 
in most cases. The procedure was I would make recommendations, 
as I would assume others were making recommendations, and then 
any contributions were made directly to the campaign committee. 

So in the normal course of things I would have no knowledge of this 
at all. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any recollection, other than the two 
Stuart Russell checks which have already been shown, of at any 
other time receiving from AMPI or any of its officials checks drawn 
by any individuals as opposed to TAPE? 

Mr. VAN DYK. It is possible. My reaction would have been that if 
there were checks drawn on individuals, they were individuals whom 

*Seep. 7057. 
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AMPI had solicited and who had agreed to make contributions as 
individuals. 

I have been in politics a long time and I would have assumed that 
that "·as what might have happened. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any involvement in the arrangement for 
any thank you letters from Senator Muskie to A"!\fPI for the contribu
tions that they had sent to the l\fnskie campaign? 

l\J:-r. YAN DYIL I may have. I don't recall. If you would share the 
lettc>rs ,Yith me, I could tell whether it was something I drafted or not. 

l\fr. SANDERS. I'm going to. The ones I was turning over here are not 
related to what I was speaking of. · 

l\fr. YAN DYJL OK. I usually can recognize something I might have 
clrafted. · 

l\fr. SAXDERS. I'm going to mark here as exhibit No. 12 a lrtter from 
Senator Muskie to Harold Nelson, undated but stamped "Received 
August 27, 1970," and another document-a letter from Senator Muskie 
to Stuart Russell. dated December 22, 1970.1 

['Ylwreupon, the document referred to was marked Van Dyk exhibit 
No. 12 for idrntification. 2

] 

Mr. ,YAnNKE. Could I ask l\Ir. Sanders what ,vas exhibit No. 11? 
l\fr. Ss\XDERS. It is this letter from Russell to thc> Muskie election 

committee. 
Mr. ,VARXKE. Yes. I would like the record to make it clear that that 

,vas not identified by l\fr. van Dyk. 
Mr. SANDERS. I be.lieve the record so shows. 
Mr. ,vAnNKE. So that I question whether it is properly an exhibit 

to his testimony. 
Mr. VAN DYK. I would also mention that neither exhibit 12 nor the 

other Muskie letter is familiar to me, and I would assume bv the word
ing on exhibit 12 that Milt Semer was in fact the man who drafted the 
Jetter, since it says Milton Semer has given me a summary of your 
generous contributions. Milton Semer was in fact Senator Muskie's 
finance chairman, I believe, as well as being on retainer to AMPI. 

Mr. SANDERS. I wiJl now show you Lilly exhibit 19 3 which is a letter 
from you to Don Nicol dated ,July 9, 1970. I am going to show you this 
for your examination, and I want to ask you particularly about the 
special milk program mentioned. 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes. This is a letter that was sent to Mr. Nicol follow
ing a meeting Mr. Nelson, Mr. Parr, and a number of members of other 
co-ops had had with Senator Muskie in his office which I had arranged. 
They were the campaign checks to which we referred. The special milk 
program would have been a-that was a. piece of legislation, a special 
milk progran1 was something under consideration in the Congress and 
Senator Muskie, I believe, his support for the program was solicited, 
and he said he already supported it. 

The No. 3 point is the list of candidates to which I referred where 
Nelson, Parr, and their colleagues _asked Senator Muskie to submit 
a list of candidates to whom contributions might be made, and, that is, 
'Vhitmore was, as I recall, one of the people on that list. 

Point No. 4, the Sf'nator said he wanted substantive input from sev
eral academics involved with agricultural policy and in fact we saw 

1 See Semer exhibit No. 5, p. 7227. 
2 See p. 7058. 
• See Book 14, p. 6026. 
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that several such documents were forwarded, and the other was a 
request that Dave Parr's son spend--

Mr. SANDERS. I don't think you need to tell me. 
l\fr. v AN DYK. All right. 
Mr. SANDERS. I am not clear from your response- I'm still not clear 

what is meant by-what milk program is being referred to? 
Mr. VA::-. DYK. There was a special milk program. It would have been 

either the school lunch program or the special supplementary milk 
program. In other words, it comes up for legislative action each year. 

Mr. SANDERS. Annually? 
Mr. v AN DYK. Yes. And this was a solicitation 0£ his support for 

the sperial milk program, and as I remember his saying, "You don't 
need to ask me for my support because you have got it already." 

Mr. SANDERS. And did his statement 0£ his support for this program 
have some relationship to the contributions mentioned in paragraph 1? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No, not to my know ledge. 
Mr. SANDERS. Now, during the conference were political contribu

tions mentioned? 
Mr. v AN DYK. I think, I do believe-in £act, as the meeting ended, 

Mr. Parr said to Senator Muskie, "Senator we want to be 0£ help to 
your campaign." I think Senator Muskie said, "That is fine, I am happy 
to hear that," something 0£ that nature. 

Mr. SANDERS. Are you saying that no specific sums were mentioned? 
Mr. VAN Dnc No, I believe the sums were my fault there, on point 1 

where I wrote a note to John-Don Nicol saying please see that 
checks-I think the two sums, the sums I think were arrived at in 
independent consultation with the milk people. 

I think the sums were their sums, or I might have talked to Don 
about the sums. There was no discussion with Senator Muskie about 
the sums, I am sure 0£ that. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know how this figure 0£ $1,666, was reached? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I don't know, except you will notice in the bottom 

0£ the paragraph, I say to reach a total 0£ $5,000 for each committee, 
so apparently $1,666 is-that is supposed to add up to $5,000. 

Mr. SANDERS. "'\Vell, then out 0£ the hearing, at least i£ it was not 
discussed in the hearing 0£ Senator Muskie, out 0£ his presence you 
talked with Nelson and Parr about this level 0£ contribution? 

Mr. v AN DYIL I believe so, yes; I think it was either subsequent to 
this meeting or it was on the phone previous at some point. During 
that summer there was discussion about help £or Senator Muskie. As I 
recall at the end 0£ that meeting Mr. Parr said to Senator Muskie, 
"Senator we are going to be 0£ help to your campaign," and he said 
something to the effect "vVell that's fine, that's good news," et cetera, 
and that was the extent 0£ it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were you the one who arranged the appointment 
with Senator Muskie? 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes; I was. 
Mr. SANDERS. Through Nicol? 
Mr. V,\N Dnc Yes; I believe so, or his appointment secretary, one 

of the two. 
Mr. SANDERS. And were you the one who made the arrangements 

£or Senator Muskie to speak at the AMPI convention in September, 
2 months later? 
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Mr. VANDYK. I invited-let me see which, is this the-
Mr. SANDERS. The 1970 campaign. 
Mr. VANDYK. I arranged for all of the speakers. 
There was-I talked to Paul before about this, I arranged for all 

of the Democratic speakers at the convention in 1970. Senator Muskie, 
at the last moment, had a conflict and said he could not come and that 
he was tied up in Maine and it was impossible to get travel connec
tions, there was just no way he could make it. And I received a cal1 
from the AMPI people saying, "Isn't there something we can do to 
change his plans?" 

I said: "Look, the man has a problem. He will come to another con
vention. Yon have a good relationship with him, don't press him on it." 
And they said: "Isn't there something you can do to get him to come?" 
and I said: "I've done all I can without making a pest of myself. I£ he 
can't come, if he has a conflict and transportation is impossible, then 
fine." 

I attended the convention and much to my surprise, Senator Muskie 
arrived and apparently they used some other channel, or some other 
means, to secure Senator Muskie's attendance. 

I don't know whether they had flown a private plane to pick him 
up, whatever, but he came in any case. I had made the original invi
tation to him, but I was quite surprised to see that he did attend. 

Mr. SANDERS. This late-hour call that you had received to try to 
secure Senator Muskie's presence there, had the convention already 
begun at the time? 

Mr. VANDYK. I£ it had not begun, it was on the eve of the beginning. 
Mr. SANDERS. And after talking-who called you? 
Mr. VANDYK. Oh, I'm sure it was Don Nicol, or somebody else on 

the Senator's staff to say that he could not, that there was a conflict 
and it wasn't going to work. 

Mr. SANDERS. No ; who called you from AMPI? 
Mr. VAN Dnc Oh, it would have been Mr. Nelson or Mr. Parr. 
Mr. SANDERS. And then you called Nicol? 
Mr. VAN DYK. Right. In other words, Senator Muskie, as I recall, 

was already tentatively on the program. The conflict arose, I then 
called Nicol to say, "Look they are quite urgent, it is highly impor
tant to them, and they asked if there isn't some wav that it can be 
worked out logistically," et cetera. • 

It could not and I left it at that and so reported to Nelson and Parr. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you told by Nelson or Parr that they needed 

Senator Muskie because President Nixon was not going to appear? 
Mr. VANDYK. No; it might have been, I don't recall. It was not 

an important factor in my mind. 
Mr. SANDERS. In the communication you received from Nelson or 

Parr on the eve of the convention, were you told of what sum or 
honorarium would be paid to Muskie? 

Mr. VANDYK. Whatever it was, it had been arranged, and Parr may 
very well have said we will increase the honorarium, and I know what 
my reaction would have been, which is to say that doesn't make any 
difference, if a man has a conflict, he has a conflict. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know what Senator Muskie was paid for his 
appearance? 
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Mr. VAN DYK. I don't recall, but I'm sure it was declared in his 
annual listing of same, which goes into-goes to the Clerk of the House, 
doesn't it? It is in the Congressional Record over here. 

Mr. SANDERS. How much of an increase was offered by Parr? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't recall. I don't recall. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you conv~y that to Nicol? 
l\fr. VANDYK. No; I didn't. 
Mr. SANDERS. "\Vere any of the contributions that ·were discussed 

by you with Nelson and Parr in .July, in a meeting around the time 
you met with Senator Muskie, ,vas Senator Muskie's appearance at 
the convention mentioned at that time in connection with those 
contributions? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No; not at all. There was a long list of people who 
were up for election and reelection in 1970, and I made a number of 
recommenda:tions which were largely for a number of liberal Demo
crats plus Democrats in their home States. I don't recall any direct 
relationship between the convention and the political contributions. 
All the speakers were paid honoraria, whatever their standard fee 
might be, to come to the convention. 

Mr. ·wE1Tz. I just want to enter for the record the fa.ct that I have 
looked through my records and cannot find a copy of the check from 
Stuart Russell to the Muskie campaign, a $5,000 check, but we will 
attempt to locate it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you think you had it at one time and just could 
not locate it? 

Mr. "WEITZ. I don't think so. I have never seen it. ·wen, I can't say 
I've never seen it. I just don't remember. 

Mr. "\VARNKE. Might I ask with respect to Lilly exhibit 19, might 
I take a look at it? 

Mr. SANDERS. Sure. 
Mr. VANDYK. I must say the Muskie committee certainly kept vo

luminous files if they kept this type of material. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have--
Mr. VAN DYK. I thi.nk it should be noted again that some of these 

exhibits, at least three, I had no previous exposure to or knowledge of. 
Mr. WARNKE. I think the record shows that you did not previously 

see either exhibit 11 or exhibit 12. 
Mr. VANDYK. Right. 
Mr. 1VARNKK And as a consequence, none of them have been identi

fied by you. 
Mr. VANDYK. Right. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have within your office a file on your work for 

AMPI? 
Mr. v AN DYK. A file? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Mr. VAN DYIL I don't have anything that is current with any client. 

I have a current file with Dairyman, Inc. I don't have anything
I have nothing current with AMPI, obviously, except the corre
spondence I received from George Mehren, which I passed to this 
committee regarding all of the financial end of the re:cords for sub
mission here. Anything I prepared for them, however, ought to be in 
their files, if they keep long backfiles. 
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Mr. SANDERS. While you were consulting :for AMPI, you undoubt
edly kept a file on their activities. 

Mr. VANDYK. Sure, sure, some, and some 0£ the things I kept and 
some 0£ the things I made only copies. I'll be quite £rank with what 
they were. They were analyses I made particularly 0£ Democratic 
and other politics in which I was quite candid about developments 
within the party, prospects for various oandidates, C't cetera, many 0£ 
whom were all friends of mine. I marked these particularly confiden
tial and sent them to Parr and Nelson, requesting that thev be kept 
that way. It is not the kind 0£ thing you like to have floating around. 
So at that time I kept no copies of these. 

For other things I did have copies. 
Mr. SANDERS. Well, at the time your retainer was discontinued with 

AMPI, what did you do with your file or files on your work for 
AMPI? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Nothing at that time. When I moved my offices in 
March 0£ 1972, I threw just about everything out that was more than 
a few months old, that was not current, for all of my clients, which 
included AMPI. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you stilt today, occupy the same offices, the same 
space that you occupied then? 

Mr. VANDYK. No, no; ·we moved twice. I moved in March 0£ 1972 to 
1720 I Street NW., and we moved last ·week to 1156 15th St., NvV. The 
first time my lease expired. The second, a client 0£ mine wanted us to 
have adjacent offices, and we had also ran out 0£ space, so we accom
modated him and moved. 

Mr. SANDERS. vVhile you were representing AMPI, do you know 
how your files for that work were labelC'd? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Oh, AMPI, I'm sure, maybe. They were originally 
called Milk Producers. I think therP was a predecessor group, Milk 
Producers, Inc. AMPI, that ·would have been it. 

Mr. SANDERS. vVould you have had any separate file £or correspond
ence with Parr and Nelson? 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't think so. I thing it probably all would have 
been thrown into the AMPI or Milk. I might have .. I don't recall 
specifically. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you, today, have any file anywhere within your 
office containing material from your representation of AMPI? 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't know. I can look. We :found some 0£ the things 
you asked for. Sure, those ·were in my file,. 

Mr. SANDERS. Alan, have you asked :for production 0£ this material 
that I have just been inquiring about? 

Mr. WEITZ. It would be covered ,vithin the subpena, yes, I believe. 
I'm sorry, the last question was--

Mr. VANDYK. ,,rell, we've given you everything you have asked for. 
Mr. SANDERS. Well, I would assume that Alan has asked for in

voices and copies of checks. 
Mr. VANDYK. And you asked £or anything, whatever, having to do 

with 1972 Presidential campaign activities or anything touching on 
these things which we-I mean, we've given you--

Mr. vVEITz. And it includes, I believe, billings and payments hack 
and forth bet.ween you and any 0£ the dairy co-ops. 

Mr. VANDYK. That's right. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Well, in your representation of AMPI after 1970-
you were, I believe, discontinued in January of 1972? 

Mr. VANDYK. That is correct. 
Mr. SANDERS. For a period of 13, 14 months there, any representa

tion of AMPI would have had considerable relationship to the up
coming 1972 Presidential campaign, would it not? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No. I mean, my relationship with AMPI WlJS the 
same that it had been. I mean, it was the same during that period as 
previous until it ended in, well, February of 1972 I think it was. 

Mr. SANDERS. Well, I am going to ask for production of anything 
you have in your office in a file pertaining to AMPI dated after 
November 1970. 

Mr. VANDYK. Could I ask, could counsel ask what is it you are look
ing for? I mean, I don't--

1Ir. SANDERS. Any correspondence, any memorandums, any notes, 
any documents whatsoever pertaining to your representation on behalf 
of AMPI from November 1970, until January-actually until Febru
ary 1972. 

Mr. ·w ARNKE. I will object to that request to the extent it goes be
yond the subpena of the committee already issued. The subpena al
ready issued by the committee relates directly to materials that had to 
do with the Presidential campaign. Those materials have been pro
duced. If there are other materials that don't relate to the Presidential 
campaign, they are beyond the scope of this committee's activities and 
they will not be produced. 

Mr. SAXDERS. Are you saying, 1\fr. ·warnke, that these files pertain
ing to AMPI that I have just inquired about have been completely ex· 
amined and that to the best of your judgment there are no copies, no 
letters or copies of letters, of memorandums or copies of memorandums 
or any other docum@ts that have any relationship to the 1972 Presi-
dential campaign? · 

Mr. vVARNKE. vVhat I am eaying, sir, is that we have examined the 
snbpena and the subpena has been complied with. The subpena, as far 
as I'm concerned, exhausts the authority of the committee. 

Mr. VAN DYK. Let me indicate also, I want to be as helpful as pos
sible. vVe have been asked here today, as in the past, about contribu
tions, contacts, about involvement in and with the campaigns of most 
Democratic candidates you have asked. I would be happy to give ex
actly the same answer to that of any other candidates that you want 
to name in the Presidential nomination, Republican, Democrat, 
orange, yellow, green. I mean, that is it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have within your office, Mr. van Dyk, any 
files pEirtaining to-containing correspondence with Senator Muskie? 

Mr. VANDYK. I may, I may. 
Mr. SANDERS. How would communications with him be filed within 

your office? 
Mr. VANDYK. Probably under Muskie. 
Mr. SANDERS. ·would you have had occasion to correspond with him 

concerning the 1972 Presidential campaign? 
Mr. VANDYK. I doubt it. I can't recall having done so. 
Mr. SANDERS. Would you have had occasion to prepare memoran

dums, copies of which might have been placed within your files con
cerni~g the Muskie 1972 Presidential campaign? .... 
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Mr. VAN DYK. I think not. I did, I did as I indicated to you, pre
pare periodic memorandums on various Democrats ;and campaign pros
pects and so on, which were made in one copy which I sent to Nelson 
and Parr. There was no memorandum or exchange involving Muskie 
that I can recall at all. 

Mr. SANDERS. Copies of any correspondence which you have had 
with AMPI which pertain to Muskie I presume would have been 
placed also in the Muskie file. 

Mr. VANDYK. I assume, but I don't know. I can look at the Muskie 
file. I have gone completely through my files searching for every
thing to comply with this subpena. If I have anything in a Muskie 
file, there would at most be one or two letters to or from Senator Muskie 
nothing involving the 1972 Presidential campaign to my knowledge. 

Mr. SANDERS. "\Vell, I woul,d like to request you to again examine 
files, the Muskie file, and produce anything which you and counsel 
feel might yet be within the scope of this subpena. 

Mr.WARNKE. We'd be delighted to do so. 
Mr. SANDERS. There came a time when your retainer with AMPI 

was increased from $25,000 per year to $60,000 per year. 
Mr. VANDYK. That was in stages, yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. It was not at a single instance? 
Mr. VANDYK. No, I don't believe so. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know in how many increments? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes. I mean the invoices will show that. There was 

a time when I asked them for an increase and early in 1971, April of 
19'71, I had-sometime early in 1971 I had talked to Mr. Nelson and 
Mr. Parr about an increase in retainer. They said at that point, "It 
will be difficult for us to increase your retainer, per se, but why don't 
you allocate some of your overhead direct expense to AMPI and bill 
us for that." I did that through the months of April, May, and ,Tune 
1971. I was told in ,July 1971, I could go to a flat-I had been given a 
flat $5,000 a month retainer, which continued until--

Mr. SANDERS. As of April 1971, you were still at $25,000 per year? 
Mr. VAN DYic April, yes, through March 1971, I was paid on the 

basis of $25,000 per annum. 
Mr. SANDERS. And as of July 1971 you were at a level of $60,000 

per year. 
Mr. VANDYK. That's correct, yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. What was it that you told Mr. Nelson to justify an 

increase? 
Mr. VAN DYK. Well, I thought I had been valuable to them. l 

thought my advice was worthwhile. I thought I deserved an increase, 
given what I knew other consultants and people with similar skill 
were being paid in Washington. I also told them quite frankly that a 
major client of mine which was paying me a retainer of some $36,000 
per annum, was in fact going into bankruptcy and I was going to 
face some financial pressures as a result. And all of these things taken 
together, I asked if I could have an increase, and again they gave me 
the temporary interim increase for 3 months, and then the firm in
crease July 1971. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you cite to him any specific examples of the bene
fit of your services? 
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Mr. VAN DYIL No, only this, that I had eve,ry reason to believe 
I had confidence in my judgment and placed store by it, except they 
certainly didn't follmv my advice or reaction on the Nixon contribu
tions. But I, perhaps being immodest, I saw a large number of con
sultants they had. I thought my skills ,vere of an order higher than 
most, and I had every reason to believe that Mr. Nelson and Parr had 
full confidence in me and felt my judgments and advice were im
portant. And I thought therefore that I dese,rved an increase. 

Mr. SANDERS. Was there any mention made of the moneys paid to 
Lilly? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you mention to him, in talking about an increase, 

any particular thing that you would do in the future for them? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't think so, except to continue to advise. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was there any understanding between you that any 

of the moneys paid to you would be channeled through to any other 
persons? 

Mr. VANDYK. I assume you were talking about the-no. 
Mr. SANDERS. I'm talking about just the moneys paid to you as a 

retaine,r. 
Mr. VANDYK. No, no. It would be paid to me for my company. 
Mr. SANDERS. I had in mind channeled to other persons for political 

purposes. 
Mr. VANDYK. I know it. I thought, quite frankly, I assumed you 

meant Senator McGovern, who by then I was an informal adviser to, 
and the answer to that is no. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any correspondence with AMPI con
cerning the arrangements for Senator McGovern to speak at the con
vention? I'm sorry, Senator Muskie. 

Mr. VAN DYic I don't think so. Essentially what happened, as I 
recall-in fact, I think I arranged their speakers for 3 years. We would 
counsel informally about who might be appropriate, people from 
their States, people who would be attractive to the audience, and so 
on, and I ,vould simply call them up and get them. I don't recall any 
correspondence in particular, except I am sure I sent factsheets, 
information, et cetera, re the meetings to everybody about who was 
going to speak. If there was Muskie correspondence, I will look for it 
inmy files. 

Mr. SANDERS. All right. After the time of the November 1970 elec
tion, did you have occasion to issue any personal or company checks 
to Senator Muskie or to any campaign adjunct of his? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you still have a copy of the report prepared by 

Ken Olson? 
Mr. VAN DYK. No. They were single, typewritten copies. It was not a 

report, it was a series of reports about going with the State political 
developments. They would come periodically. They were typewritten 
by him obviously. They weren't even-you could see mistakes and 
everything else, and I simply sent them direct on to AMPI. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any correspondence to or from Kenneth 
Olson concerning this project? . 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't think so, but agam we can look on that, too. 
Let me look. I don't recall so. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any correspondence to or from the Sen
ate Democratic Campaign Committee concerning the request to you 
to institute this? 

Mr. VANDYK.No. This was a simple telephone request. 
Mr. SAXDERS. Do you know where Olson is at the present time? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I believe he is making a movie in Greece. It's a 

good life. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do yon know ·where his home is located? 
Mr. VANDYK. Oh, I don't know. He's a single guy, divorced, and 

has lived in New York, San Francisco, et cetera. He's a writer, a free
lance writer, and the last I heard he was in Greece making a film. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any office file correspondence pertaining 
to your contact with AMPI and your contacts with the polling firm 
in connection with the "\Vest Virginia or Wisconsin poll? 

Mr. VAX DYK. That was very simple. No. I did the whole thing. 
Once the thing was agreed on, I talked to the Gallup people. They 
did the poll. You have the poll. 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Mr. VAN DYK. And I think it's a very straight-forward thing. I told 

them exactly what we wanted, which was an indepth poll covering 
not only so-called beauty contest, but attitudinal outlook of voters 
and how they would proceed, vis-a-vis certain issues. 

Mr. SANDERS. And your request then was not in writing? 
Mr. VAX DYK. No. Look, the Gallup people are professionals and 

so am I. It must have taken me all of 15 minutes to tell them what I 
wanted. They had done it 100 times and so had I. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did Senator Muskie or any person working -for him 
receive any advice concerning the results of the poll? 

Mr. VANDYK. Not to my recollection, not from me. 
Mr. SANDERS. How many copies of the full poll report did you 

receive? 
Mr. VAN DYK. As I recall, five or six, all of which except one, I gave 

to the AMPI people, the one you have. 
Mr. SANDERS. The only thing that you gave to McGovern and Ken

nedy were the summaries? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes, summaries. Also a copy of which you have. 
Mr. SANDERS. Well, do you have any correspondence pertaining to 

the poll conducted in Arkansas? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. That, too, was a simple, straightforward kind of 

thing. It was the type of poll that Kraft did all the time, and it was 
just a matter of the. same kind of poll, candidates, how the voters 
perceive them on a statewide basis. 

Mr. SANDERS. Was it Parr that asked you to conduct this poll? 
Mr. VAN DYK. The Arkansas poll? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Mr. VAN DY:ir. Yes, it was. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did he talk with you in person or by telephone? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't recall. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any correspondence with AMPI or with 

Parr concerning this poll? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't know that I do now. Again, it was a state

wide-AMP! was very active in Arkansas. Parr himself lived in 
Arkansas, as you know, in Little Rock. They have been very active 
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in State politics and they wanted to know, I guess, what the prospects 
were, and they gave me a list of candidates. . 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you still have in your office any copy of the results 
from Kraft? 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't. That was given to Mr. Parr. 
Mr. SANDERS. Can you give me, to the best of your recollection,. 

Parr's conversation with you, when he spoke of his desire to have 
fu~p~? . 

Mr. VAN DyK. Yes. I think it was this, particularly there were a 
number of candidates down there who were, as I recall, statewide pos
sibilities, Dale Bumpers, McClellan, Fulbright, the congressional dele
gation. He wanted to find out just how the Arkansas candidates stood 
vis-a-vis each other, and how the State lined up, and we got the names 
and we took them to Kraft and he devised the poll and went ahead . 
with it. 

Mr. SANDERS. This was in advance of the November 1970 election ... 
Is that true? 

Mr. VANDYK. What was the date of that? [Pause.] No, that would 
have been for 1972, right? . 

Mr. SANDERS. You have a date for a billing or payment there? 
Mr. VAN DxK. "\Vhat was it, 1971, the end of 1970 and into 1971, so 

it would have been for the prospects for 1972. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did Parr tell you in talking with you, about his desire 

for this poll, of any feeling that Mills would be a Presidential 
candidate? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No, I tell you, the impression I had was that they 
had specific interest in two races, particularly, the gubernatorial race 
in that they had been friends of Dale Bumpers and they wanted to 
measure his strength, and in the senatorial race, which was-which 
would be a choice in 1972 between Senator McClellan and any one of 
several others in the primary. 

And that was really where their interest lay. As I think I indicated 
when we had our last interview, the last thing that would have been 
helpful to Wilbur Mills would have been a poll in .the State of Arkan
sas. I don't even recall that Mills was in the poll, but I know that there 
were particular areas just for the governorship and senatorial races. 

Mr. SANDERS. I had some recollection that during the last interview, 
you did say that you thought there was some coverage of Mills. 

Mr. VAN DxK. He may have been in it, but it was certainly not some
thing I had a feeling was undertaken at Mills' behest or benefit, or to 
help him. That was remote. 

Mr. SANDERS. Are you personally acquainted with Charles Mickel? 
Mr. VANDYK. Only by telephone. · 
[Discussion off the record. J 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any office file or any correspondence con

cerning the project he conducted in South Dakota? 
Mr. VANDYK. Only that which you have, which is his invoice. The 

rest, again, was telephone. It was Jim Abourezk's request, my tele
phone conversation with Nelson and Parr, my discussion with, in 
turn, Mickel, et cetera, his sending of .the study and the bill. 

Mr. SANDERS. I want to direct your attention to the meeting you told 
us you haa. with Dave Parr in Little Rock. 

Mr VAN DYic. Yes. 
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· Mr. SANDERS. You said that it was perhaps a month or within a 
month ·after the September 1970 convention. 

Mr. VAN Drn:. 1971. When was it they made the milk-the Nixon 
contributions? 

· Mr. SANDERS. All right. That would have been 1971. 
Mr. VAN Dnr. 1971, ·and then Nixon was there at the convention in 

1971. Yes, .that's right. 
Mr. SANDERS. Would you please explain the circumstances of your 

going to see him, how the arrangements came about? 
Mr. VAN Dnr. My going to see him on that occasion? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Mr. VAN Dnr. Sure. First I had, as I indicated, been highly upset 

when I saw the reports of the massive contributions to the various 
eampaign committees, and I had called Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr and 
told them· I thought it was a serious mistake ·and that it reflected 
badly on the organization and on them. I frankly thought they dis
counted my concerns because they thought I was a partisan Democrat 
who was simply objecting on a partisan basis, and I mentioned this 
several times to them, and then, upon my attendance at their convention 

· in Chicago, where Mr. Nixon was present, as I told you, I was startled 
to see, rather than the AMPI officers and the board of directors and 
so on take the stage with Mr. Nixon for his appearance, Nelson and 
Parr accompanying him to the platform in front of the many thousands 
of members and so on. I thought it was a serious mistake in judgment, 
and I thought they were riding too high .and they were going to be 
just plain thrown out of their jobs. And with all of these things taken 
together, I called Parr shortly after the convention. I said, "Dave, I 
want~ come down and see you and talk with you quite frankly because 
I'm quite concerned a,bout what's going on here." And I flew down 
there. 

It was my intention, as I did, I balked to him about the Nixon· cam
paign committee contributions. I have already told you how in late 
1970 I was upset because I read in Congressional Quarterly and Na- · 
tional Journal of massive contributions to Republican congressional 
and senatorial candidates who I knew to be sure losers, and £hey were 
huge contributions. And I recall on that occasion calling them and 
after that they did make modest, if not equal, contributions to the 
Democratic opponents after my call. · 

Anyway, this struck me as being unrealistic and harmful. Then 
the Nixon contributions, then their conduct at the convention. So 1 
flew down. But I was surprised when I got there. Rather than Dave 
simply welcoming me and saying "What's up?" and "What are these 
things you are so upset about again? Let's talk it through." Instead, 
here are two stenographers and a very formal setting. 

Mr. SANDERS. Why, did you choose to me.et with Parr as opposed to 
Nelson? 

Mr. VAN Dnr. Because I knew Parr best. I looked on Parr as.the 
most active political guy in AMPI, and in fact, I think mv request 

, was to meet with both of them, as I recall. I called and said. "I want to 
meet wi,th"-I may have called Nelson first. and I said, "I want to 
meet with you and talk with you about this," and as I r~all, the out-
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come of it was that I was to go to Little Rock and moot with Parr.So 
Nelson was not present, wasn't part of the meeting. . 

Mr. SANDERS. Was anyone else present when you talk~d with Pan, 
besides the stenographers? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you make any notes concerning that m~ting, 

either during or after? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Your present retainer for Dairymen, Inc.-
Mr. VAN Dnr. Is none. I resigned my relationship with them. 
Mr. SANDERS. All right, at the time you were retained by them, y<>u 

were receiving $1,000 per month? · 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was the type of service you were performing for them 

of greater difference than what you were performing for AMPI ~ . 
'Mr. VANDYK. Yes. I was spending far less time, paying far less at

tention. They basically needed periodic counsel re Democratic candi
dates and personalities and they needed counsel re legislative possibili
ties, But it was on a far less intensive basis and the understanding was , 
that they couldn't expect much time because of the low retainer. 

Mr. SANDERS. During the questioning by Mr. Weitz you were asked 
about, when we first began in general terms, about what you expected 
with regard to AMPI's contributions to political candidate~. And. 
you mentioned that you thought they would have separate advice for 
Republican political candidates. 

Mr. v AN Dnr. Yes, sure. 
Mr. SANDERS. You said you assumed that they would be contribut-

. ing, you hoped they would ·be contributing substantially to Democratid 
candidates because you knew that they had contributed in 1968. I well 
recognize that this may very well be objectionable to Mr. Weitz a:s 
beyond the scope of this committee, but I do want to ask you just one 
question. Do you know of any means by which-first of all, are you 
aware that TAPE was not created until 1969? 

M·r. v AN DYK. I am not. I told you, I knew they were forming it, and 
I recall the discussion in 1969 in New York when we talked about them 
forming some such, but I never got working with them until iat.e 
1969. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know of any means by whJ.ch AMPI in 1968, 
therefore, could have legally made political contributions? 

Mr. VAN DYK. I don't know. I had nothing whatever to do with 
campaign financing in the 1968 campaign. I simply had no part in 
that. One could speculate that individual members made contributions. 
Who knows? I did know, though, that they were identified to me as 
contributors. · · · 

Mr. SANDERS. You made sqme mention of meetings which you at
tended where other AMPI consultants were also present and you 
refer to these as "strategy sessions". . . . , . · · 

First o! all, could you identify who you had in mind as other 
Democratic consultants? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Well, they were people I would normaly see, and 
again, this would be no more than three or four times a year.· And the 
strategy sessions, for instance, the 1971 legislative period, would be an 
example wlien the congressional situation was being discussed, on price 
support, other Democratic consultants who I knew to be associated 
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. with the AMPI, it included De Vier Pierson, Jake Jacobsen, and Milton 
Semer, the late Cliff Carter, Jim Jones, now Representative Jim Jones, 
William Connell, I believe at an early stage Richard Maguire, although 
I had the imf+ression that later on, he no longer was associated, al
though I don t have anything to say that. that is necessarily so. 

I think that was pretty much it. I always regarded-eight, at most. 
We might need one or two people. I was amazed that they were retain
ing this many people. 

Mr. SANDERS. And all of these persons whom you have just now 
p.amed, you looked upon as consultants-probably consultants for 
AMPI with regard to Democratic politics? 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes, I so assumed. All had Democratic backgrounds, 
all had served with a Democratic President or legislator in some 
capacity. 

Frankly, I think they adopted a policy of, as I say, I think they 
looked on me as their ambassador to the Democratic liberal community. 
I think they looked upon each of these as their representative to a cer
tain segment of the party. I thought it was foolish. I thought one or two 
people could give them good advice about almost anything they needed 
to know. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were any of these sessions concerning allocation of 
contributions 1 

Mr. VANDYK. ]S"o, no, no, no. Legislative strategy. Legislative out
look. Political outlook. But never did I hear contributions discussed in 
this context. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you ever hear a discussion in these sessions of 
moneys available in the dairy trusts which could be legally contrib-
~d! - , 

Mr. VAN DYK. No; I think everyone was a ware that there were large 
sums in the trust which were available for contribution, but I· never 
heard any specific discussion of sums. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were there discussions of which Democratic Presi-
dential candidate the dairy cooperative should-- . . 

Mr. VANDYK. No, no; I had the impression as I first indicated, they 
first came to see me in late 1968. I had the impression they went broad
side around in the Johnson administration and the few people they 
knew within it, simply ad hoc, they offered retainerships. 

They were getting started. They didn't know what they were doing. 
I think they just indiscriminately grabbed on to some people and 
thought well, trial and error, we will find some who are useful, some 
who are not. I thought it was a ridiculous way to do business, but it was 
always my judgment that that was the way they did it. 

Mr. SANDERS. ~re you saying that the only strategies discussed at 
these sessions related to legislative desires? 

Mr. VANDYK. Legislative policy, political climate, never individual 
eandidates, if only for the. reason that everybody there had dif
ferent political allegiances and viewpoints. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. HAMILTON. OK, I apologize coming in new at the end of a long 

day and hitting you fresh. 
Mr. VAN DYK. 

0

No, no, no; I'm just getting warmed up. 
Mr. HAMILTON. I will try to be brief. When did your relationship 

:with Norman Sherman begin~ 
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Mr. VANDYK. I've been his friend since I first met him which was in, · 
really, 1964. 

Mr. HAMILTON. And did this friendship inspire any attempts ,that 
you had to help Valentine, Sherman sort of get off the ground? 

Mr. VANDYK. Sure. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Why don't you tell us, in your own words, what 

you did in this relationship? 
Mr. VAN Dnr. Sure. As far as AMPI was concerned, I recommended 

them, as I believe Bill Connell did, all three of us worked together for 
Senator Humphrey, to AMPI as skilled people who ran a direct mail 
survey operation which might be useful to them. Beyond that, I 
recommended them and I continue to, to any number of organizations; 
political candidates, anybody else who could use their services. 

Hr. HAMILTON. Who, besides AMPI, did you reqommend them to? , 
Mr. VANDYK. Oh, gosh, over the past several years, probably dozens 

of people. · 
Mr. HAMILTON. Political candidates? · 
Mr. VANDYK. Oh, 12, 15, any number of Democrats with whom I 

had acquaintance: 
Mr. HAMILTON. Can you just for the record, tell us some? 
Mr .. VANDYK. Well, specifically, as far as AMPI is coricerD:ed which 

I assume is your interest here--
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, I'm going to get to that .. 
Mr. VANDYK. Through AMPI, well the two specific instances which 

I think apply here, were the States of Iowa and South Dakota. After 
having made the introduction to AMPI, I understood that there had 
been an agreement that AMPI WOllld use them, and in two cases I 
believe they undertook work at AMPI's behest in the States of South 
Dakota and Iowa where I had given them introduction, respectiveiy, 
to Senators Abourezk and Hughes, then Representative Abourezk. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well I want to get to that, but I don't want to get 
ahead of myself. 

What is your understanding as to.the initial contact between Valen-' 
time, Sherman, and AMPI as to how it was arranged? 

Mr. VANDYK. I think I, and I think Connell as well, mentioned to 
Nelson and Pa.rr, one or more times, tha,t they should talk to Valentine, 
Sherman to see if they could do business with them. 
· Mr. HAMILTON. Did you write any letter? -

Mr. VANDYK. No; I don't think so. I think in discussion and !men
tioned it several times, and eithe,r Valentine, I know Sherman.,. I don't 
know Valentine, too, they went to see the AMPI people. Who they 
went to see-I guess it was Nelson and Parr, and .dealt .with them. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know when the initial contact was made? 
Mr. VAN DYK. When would this have been? 1971 ?I 1910? 
Mr .. HAMILTON .. Do you know, specifically, whe~, where? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't have-no, I never attached a great importance 

to it. It was kind of a casual thing. The work th~y did .in South 
Dakota and Iowa was what, 1972? 

Mr. HAMILTQN. It was in 1971, I believe. 
Mr. VAN DYK. Then it would have'been early 1971. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Were you present at the initial contacU 
Mr. VAN. DYKi No; you mean between them and AMPI 1 
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes. 

' ',; 
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Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. ~AMILTON. When did you learn that some type of an agreement 

had been-reached between AMPI and-Valentine, Sherman1 
Mr .. VANDYK. Oh, I don't know, sometime between the year 1971, 

either the AMPI people or Norman told me they were working, ,doing 
some work. 

Mr. }µMILTON. Well, wha.t was your understanding of the nature 
of the agreement 1 . . 

Mr. VANDYK. I understood-two specific things I knew about-I 
knew that they were undertaking political survey work in South 
Dakota, and that they had talked to the AMPI people a.bout this, and 
South Dakota was a State in which they had an interest. 
. In the case of Iowa, I had attended a breakfast or luncheon at which 
Senator Hughes was present, and the AMPI people had asked Sena.tor 
Hughes how things looked in Iowa and he talked about it and he 
mentioned the possibility of Valentine, Sherman, and using Valentine, 
Sherman, and the AMPI people responded by saying, "Oh, yes, we 
know that, maybe we can be of some help on that." 

So those are two specific instances. Norman told me, also, that they 
were. going 1-,9 take some direct mail, I think to sell insurance to the 
AMPI members and to solicit new members, et cetera. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, let's focus in on the Iowa situation and then 
we'll look at South Dakota. 

Mr. VANDYK. All right. . 
Mr. HAMILTON. Was it your understanding that there was some type 

of arrangement formulated before Iowa? In other words, sort of a 
broad understanding that Valentine, Sherman would do some political 
work that AMPI would pay for? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No, I think my first awareness, the first tangible 
thing I knew about was the Iowa thing in which I was involved and 
flowing from this, I remember Parr and/or Nelson saying, "Oh yes, 
Valentine, Sherman. We talked about them, maybe that's where we 
will get some help." I was not aware that they were necessarily doing 
anything prior to that. 
. Mr. HAMILTON. Well, did you arrange the Iowa deal? 

Mr. VANDYK. Arranging, what I did was to put Norman in touch 
with Senator Hughes and with Ed Camp'bell in Hughes' office and 
that was my arranging. 

Mr. HAMILTQN. In other words, you called up Campbell in Hughes' 
office and said, "Would you talk to Norman Sherman?" 

Mr. VAN DYK. Yes, "Remember we talked the other day at the 
breakfast about Valentine, Sherman and Iowa? Norman is going to 
call on you." And they took it from there. · 

Mr. HA.IDLTON. Well, at the breakfast in Iowa 1 
Mr. VANDYK. It wasn't there, it was here in Washington. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And Nelson and Parr were at that breakfasU 
Mr. VANDYK. As were a number of other people. 
Mr; HAMILTON. And you initiated the conversation and said-
Mr. VANDYK. No, no. Hughes was there, and Ed Campbell-his 

aide was there. In the course of things they were discussing the situa
tion in Iowa and what was going to happen and what the outlook was 
for congressional candidates and others. And Senator Hughes, I be
lieve, indicated, yes, they planned to possibly institute the Val~ntine, 
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Sherman survey in Iowa as a means of getting lists up-to-date of 
Democratic voters, et cetera. . 

Whereupon, the AMPI people said, "Well, we have been talking 
with them, maybe that is somewhere where we can be helpful." And 
Campbell was sitting over here and I nudged him,and we nodded. At 
the end of the meeting, I told the AMPI people, "I will have Valen
time, Sherman get in touch with the Hughes people and that"-which , 
is what I did and that was it. 

Mr. HAMILTON. How did Hughes know Valentine, Sherman? 
Mr. VANDYK. Oh, they had seen them and had been calling on them, 

and I'm sure I introduced him to them. 
Mr. HAMILTON; And you arranged that? 
Mr. VANDYK. Sure, sure. . 
Mr. HAMILTON. But you had not arranged, I take it, any besides 

the initial contact, you hadnt really arranged any further meetings 
between AMPI and Valentine, Sherman? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No, no, no, that was it. 
Mr. HAMILTON. OK, what was your understanding as to what the 

work at Valentine, Sherman would do for Hughes? 
Mr. VAN DYK. "\Vell I !tssumed-:--it wasn't for Hughes, it was for 

the Iowa Democrats, basically. Hughes, himself, was not a candidate 
to my recollection, in that year, but had an interest in the Iowa Demo
cratic Party and other Democratic congressional candidates and State
level candidates in Iowa. And I assumed Valentine, Sherman was 
going to do what they do in political races, which is computerize voter 
lists, get profiles of whether they're union members, how many kids 
are in the household, how many phones, data which can be used for 
direct mail for voter registration, for any number of political uses. 
And I assumed they were going to install that system in Iowa, and 
that AMPI was going to help pay for it. . 

Mr. HAMILTON. Did you have any perception that this material 
might be used for Hughes' Presidential race in 1972 r 

Mr. VANDYK. Oh, no, no. Why would Hughes need an Iowa voter 
list in running for President? I mean, you know, that's the last thing 
he would need: If Harold Hughes were running for President, he would 
need lists in other States. 

Mr. HAl\HLTON. I understand that. I uhderst.aud that. . 
Mr. VANDYK. The understanding was, it was on.behalf <>f the Iowa 

Democratic Party and other candidates in Iowa, . . , :.' . . . 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, did you understand there was a poss1b1hty m 

1972, in the general election, that these lists might have been used in 
the general election? Is there any reason why they could:q.'t have been? 

Mr. VAN Dric I never thought of that. You mean on Hughes' behalO 
Mr. HAMILTON. "\Vell, whoever the Democratic candidate was: 
Mr. VAN DYK. Oh, I never thought of that. I don't think anybody 

thought of it; I mean there was work t~ be done. As I. recall, the pros
pect then was that John Culver was going to run against J!l<qk; M,iJler, 
it turns out he didn't, there were other congressional races under dis
cussion about statewide races. It was a Democratic project and Harold 
Hughes was like a grandfather-godfather of the Democratic Party-
Iowa Democratic Party .. · · . .. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, it was looking forward to the Presidential 
election? 
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Mr. VAN DYK. Was it 1970, or 1972? 
Mr. HAMILTON. So, it was looking forward to the 1972 election 1 
Mr. VANDYK. And/or general party use. 

. Mr. HAMILTON. OK, I take it if it was looking forward to the 1972 
election, it certairrly would have been. a potential that the same list 
could have been used in the Presidential context to get out Democratic 
voters? 

Mr. VAN DYK. Oh, I guess it's possible. I don't know that it ever 
wa,s. I don't think anybody had it in mind in that discussion. 

Mr. HAMILTON. So are you certain of that? 
Mr. VANDYK. I mean it wasn't discussed. 
Mr. HAMILTON. You are sure that it was not discussed? 
Mr. VANDYK.It didn't enter into the discussion. 
Mr. HAMILTON. That these lists could have been used by the State 

party in 1972? 
Mr. VANDYK. Nobody mentioned it. I have no knowledge that they 

were. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, do you know of any reservation by Valentine, 

· Sherman that the lists were not to be used for that? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't know. I don't know. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know if there was any contract between 

Valentine, Sherman and the Iowa people? Any written contract? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't know. I don't know. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know how Valentine, Sherman was paid for 

the work they did in Iowa? 
Mr. VAN DYK. I don't know. I will say this, that in recent weeks, 

Norman Sherman, who rents office space from me, has told me that 
some of the work that they did was paid for by AMPI checks, whereas 
it probably should have been paid for by TAPE checks. He has told 
me that. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Is that the first time that you knew that? 
Mr. VAN DYK. To my recollection-he may possibly have told me 

several months earlier, but I don't recall that he did. I know forcer
tain that he told me recently. 

Mr. HAMILTON. But you don't remember contemporaneously 
·knowing? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you have any knowledge now whether the peo

ple in Iowa, the people who wanted the list, knew contemporaneously? 
Mr. VANDYK. I have no idea, no. You know, everything I know is 

. what I told you. . 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, they obviously knew because they didn't pay 

the whole bill and because AMPI was in the picture-,--that some money 
from the milk people was coming. 

Mr. VANDYK. Oh, sure, that was-as I say, the milk people said, 
maybe we can help with it. 

Mr. HAMILTON. But you don't know if they knew whether it was 
TAPE money or AMPH 

Mr. VANDYK. Well, Pm not sure. I'm not sure, but I would imagine 
they did. 

Mr. HAMILTON. You mentioned Ed Campbell and Clark Rasmussen 
in Iowa. Which of these individuals dealt most directly with Valen
tine, Sherman? 
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Mr. VAN DYK. I don't know. I only made the original contac~ 
through Hughes and Ed Cambell. Clark Rasmussen, I didn't mention., 
John Culver, I mentioned as a guy who was thinking of running. 

At one time, Sherman may have called up and complained about 
lack of payment, in which case I would have called Campbell. I think 
Campbell called me once to complain about some irresponsiveness of 
Valentine, Sherman, in which case, I would have called Norman and 
passed on the complaint. I was just kind of the broker in this thing, 
They both knew me but didn't know each other as well. 

Mr. HAMILTON. So was it your perception that Campbell was the 
main operative in this regard? 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't know; All I know is I made the initial intro
duction to Ed Campbell and then Valentine, Sherman carried on their,, 
project. 

Mr. HAMILTON. I wasn't trying to put a name in your mouth, but 
there is a letter in the file of Valentine, Sherman to Rasmussen, and 
that's why I mentioned the name. 

Mr. VAN DYK. I don't know him. I don't know who he is. , 
Mr. HAMILTON. So I take it, if I asked you who in the Iowa opera" 

tion we should contact to find out their side of the story, you would 
·say Ed Campbell, is that correct? 

Mr. VANDYK. Well, I don't know what you mean by "their side 
of the story." Ed Campbell-I'm truthfully telling you that Ed Camp
bell was present at the meeting where Valentine, Sherman first came. 
up and to whom Norman made his first contact. I know that to be 
true. The rest of it, I uon't know. I don't know who they dealt with 
in Iowa. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you have any correspondence relating to the 
Iowa arrangement? 

Mr. VANDYK. That was my total role. That's it. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Don, do you want to ask some more questions ab9ut 

Iowa before I move on? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes, we might as well clear the record while you 

are on the subject. . 
The breakfast was in Washington? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes, it might have been a lunch-it was a meal of 

some kind. 
Mr. SANDERS. Senator Hughes was present? Can you put an ap

proximate time on this? . 
Mr. VANDYK. Oh, it would have been in 1971 sometime. This is, I 

refer to a series of breakfasts and luncheons we had with a number 
of Democratic Senators, attended by AMPI and other co-ops. 

Mr. SANDERS. Who from AMPI was present? 
Mr. VANDYK. I know Nelson and Parr were there. I believe there 

were some Mid-Am, some DI people present, and perhaps one or two 
AMPI officers. . 

Mr. SANDERS. Can you recall who said, for AMPI, that maybe they 
might be able to help on the Iowa project? · · : 

Mr. VAN Dnr. It was probably Nelson and Parr. It was just kind 
of a general response, a nodding of heads. One of the two of them, or 
both. 

Mr. SANDERS. Sherman was present? 
Mr. VANDYK. No, no. . 
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Mr. SANDERS. On some occasion previous to that, then, Valentine, 
SherID.an had been in contact with the Hughes folks~ 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes; I think so, yes. · 
Mr. SANDERS. Following that breakfast, what was the next event 

you can recall concerning AMPI assisting in payment for the Valen
tine, Sherman work in Iowa 1 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't recall any of them. That was the end of it. 
Anything else from there was worked out between Valentine, Sherman 
andAMPI. 

Mr. SANDERS. No; you did tell us you may have had some call 
from--

Mr. VANDYK. Campbell, a Hughes man. 
Mr. SANDERS. From Hughes, and you also said you might have had 

a complaint from Valentine, Sherman about a payment not received i 
Mr. VANDYK. That would have beeri from Hughes. In other words, 

I recall a couple of times along the line, during the time they were 
doing the Iowa work, there was a complaint by Ed Campbell about 
Valentine, Sherman. At one point I remember Valentine or Sherman 
called me with some complamt and I just passed on the complaints. 
Each·one, apparently, called me out of futility in trying to get some
thing done with the other. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did one of the complaints pertain to a nonpayment, 
or late payment~ 

Mr. VANDYK. As I recall there was something about a payment and 
as I recall. the Campbell complaint was about some printouts or 
things that were to have been delivered that didn't arrive on time, or 
something of that nature. _. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know why they didn't deal with each other 
directly¥ 

Mr. VANDYK. Oh, I'm sure they did. I am simply-you asked for 
my contacts and that was it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you receive a fee for this project~ 
Mr. VAN DYK. This project? No. I received a fee for a total of 

$2,000 or something like that, in general, which Valentine, Sherman 
sent me at one point to be of general help in soliciting business for 
them, period. It didn't have anything to do with any particular proj-
ect, to my knowledge. . . 

Mr. SANDERS. And you didn't submit any bill to them for the Iowa¥ 
Mr. VANDYK. I might have, but the understanding was that they 

would pay me a couple thousand dollars to do what I could for them · 
and I did. 

Mr. SANDERS. I want to ask you about the physical circumstances 
on the occasion of this remark by Senator Hughes, that Valentine 1 

Sherman would be used for the work in Iowa, and the remark by 
Parr and Nelson that maybe they could h~lp on that. Was this while 
the breakfast was still underway, or lated 

Mr. VANDYK. Yes, like I was sitting here and Hughes is where you 
were, and he was talking about what political prospects were in Iowa, 
what the various congressional races ,were, what he saw happening, 
and so on. And he was talking about plans and he talked-in fact, we 
had been talking about possibly using the Valentine, Sherman peo
ple to computerize, make lists, and so on, to be of help to us. And Parr 
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and Nelson whp were over here said, "Maybe that's something we can 
help with." 

Mr. SANDERS. Did Senator Hughes respond to that remark? 
Mr. VAN DYK. He nodded and. I think, as I recall, Campbell was 

over here and I said to Campbell and Hughes, jointly, "I'll get back 
to you on that." 

Mr. SANDERS. OK. 
Mr. HAMILTON. The fee that you got, generally, was that by Valen-

tine, Sherman check? 
Mr. VANDYK. I'm sure it was, yes. 
Mr. HAMILTON. In other words, it wasn't AMPimoney? 
Mr. VANDYK. No, just Norman sending me a check. 
Mr; HAMILTON. Well, let me ask you about the-unless Dave or 

Alan have any questions on it i 
Mr. WEITZ. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Let me ask you about the Iowa situation and maybe 

again if you'll just tell us in your own words, how it came about, 
what you did and-.-

Mr. WARNKE. Is that Iowa, Jim? Or South Dakota? 
Mr. HAMILTON. South Dakota, excuse me. 
Mr. VAN DYK. That one is very simple. ,Tim Abourezk is a friend 

of mine. He told me he was going to run for Sena.tor in South Dakota 
and we were ta.Iking about what he had to do. He ought to take a poll. 
They ought to get some media done. I told him, "W"ell one of the things 
you've got to look at is how Valentine, ·sherman people do the com
puter survey ·work." I sai·d, "I will arrange an appointment for you 
to see them," period. That's it. And they saw them and they did the 
business. · 

Mr. HAMILTON. So your dealings were with Abourezk directly? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes. All·I did was arrange an appointment, give him 

a high recommendation, and that was it. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know who met with Abourezk? Whether it 

was Sherman or--
Mr. VANDYK. I suspect it was Norman, because he is kind of the 

salesman of the two, but I am not sure. 
Mr. HAMILTON. How did AMPI get into the Abourezk situation? 
Mr. VANDYK. I think Norman may have talked to them, or I sim

ply have the general impression that they probably were involved 
there and I don't know where to tag it. Maybe they weren't. I don't 
know. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Did you do anything to get AMPI involved in 
South Dakota? 

Mr. VANDYK. Not that I can recall. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know who told you that they were involved? 
Mr. VANDYK. It might have been Norman, it might have been Parr 

or Nelson. I simply· had a general impression that somehow AMPI 
was involved in that South Dakota project. · .. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, do you know any details about the payment 
arrangement to Valentine, Sherman ? 
. Mr. VANDYK. No. Well, whoever paid them, paid them-I simply 
have the general impression tha.t AMPI played a role in it. 
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Mr. HAMILTON. Do you have any correspondence or any documents 
relating to the Iowa situation? · ' 

Mr. VANDYK. The South Dakota situation? 
Mr. HAMILTON. South Dakota. . 
Mr. VANDYK. No, only that I met with Jim Abourezk. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you remember when you met with Jim 

Abourezk? · 
Mr. VAN DYK. 1971, I believe. He ran in, what, 1972? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes. 
Mr. VAN DYK. It would have be.en about the summer of 1971. 
Mr. HAMILTON. The summer of 1971? 
Mr. VANDYK. Yes. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Was your discussion with Abourezk confined to the 

senatorial campaign? · 
Mr. VANDYK. Oh, yes, sure·. I mean I was a friend of his and I was 

in his office and he said, "I am going to run for the Senate, I've never 
done it and what should I be doing?" 

And we talked about various things he should be doing and he 
mentioned the Valentine, Sherman thing. I said "It would work, I'll 
send them in to see you," et cetera. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Again, did you have any conversations with him 
about the use of the list for other campaigns? For example the 1972 
Presidential campaign? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know if there. were any restrictions in the 

arrangement between Valentine, Sherman and Abourezk that would 
have disallowed the use of this list? 

Mr. VANDYK. No, I don\ know anything about that. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did either Abourezk or Snerman confide in you, 

or talk to you later on, about the progress of the work in South 
Dakota? · 

Mr. VAN DYK. Again, I may have had a-I'm not even sure that's 
so, but the company went through a terrible, p:;tinful growth period 
when they took on more business than they could handle, and they 
got a lot of complaints from a lot of places, and it may well be that 
Abourezk called me and complained about something, and if so, I 
would simply have passed it on. I don't recall in this instance. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know if Norman or Valentine called you to 
complain about nonpayment? . 

Mr. VANDYK. They might have, but I don't recall that they did. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And do you know if anybody besides Aboure.zk was 

dealing with-- · 
Mr. VAN DYK. Whoever was running his effort, I'm sure that he 

turned them over to his campaign people once the thing got starled. 
Mr. HAMILTON. You don't know who that would have be.en? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't know who it would have be.en. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Don? 
Mr. SANDERS. Along the same line, I don't recall that we asked 

you similar questions pertaining to Iowa, that is, do you have any 
knowledge about any eventual payment of AMPI on the Iowa bill? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. Again, all I knqw in the aggregate is what Nor
man has told :me recently--
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Mr. SANDERS. No, I mean contemporaneous with these transactions. 
Mr. VANDYK. No, I don't even know if it applies to Iowa. He told 

me that some of the work he did for AMPI, they were paid by AMPI 
rather tha.n a TAPE check which would have been appropriate or 
proper. I don't know for what work or what States or what was in
volved. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall ever learning in 1971, to what extent-
first of all, did you know what the project was going to cost, the Iowa 
project? 
. Mr. VANDYK. Oh, I probably did at one time. Is it $50,000 or $60,-

000? Maybe that is the number, I don't know. It just came into my 
head. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you, at any time in 1971, learn of the extent to 
which AMPI would fund this project? . . . 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. SAN~ERS. Do you have any recollection of telling Norman.Sher-

man a certam amount to be paid by AMPI? . 
Mr. VANDYK. I might have. I don't have any specific recollection of 

it though. I would have all taken place in this same frame, when 
the discussion took place. I am sure whatever he said is accurate. 

Mr: SANDERS. Were you to have any responsibility for obtaining the 
AMPI money to be paid to V1alentine, Sherman for the Iowa wo~ or 
to illiiure that it was paid? 

Mr. VAN DYK. No. Somebody has told me that Jack Valentine claims 
to have called me at some point and complained about lack of payment, 
that he asked me to call AMPI and that I did. I don't recall, but if he 
says that that is so, I believe it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you know in 1971 that Valentine, Sherman had 
met with-had met in Louisville and made a proposal to AMPH 

Mr. VANDYK. In Louisville? · 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Mr. VANDYK. Not specifically, no, I don't recall that. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you ever a ware in 1971, that the written proposal 

had been made by Vafontine, Sherman. to AMPI? 
Mr. VANDYK. I may have then, but I don't recall it. 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you ever seen such a written proposal? 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't think so. 
Mr. SANDERS. Well, from your previous statement I gather it may 

be that Valentine called you and said that some money wa,,s due from 
AMPI? . 

Mr. VANDYK. He could have, yes. He has told me that, Norman 
has told me that, and if they say it, they're truthful people. I don't 
know. It would have been characteristically something I would have 
done, sure, if they had asked me. · 

Mr. SANDERS. Aside from calling Campbell, do you have a recol
lection of calling Parr or Nelson in order to expedite the AMPI pay
ment? 

Mr. VAN J)yK. I may have, if they say I did. I don't recall it, 
though. · . . 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you ever inake a visit to the State of Iowa in con
nection with this work with Valentine, Sherman? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
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Mr. SANDERS.· Jim, I don't believe we have the documenta.tion on the 
fee that Mr. van Dyk got for the Valentine, Sherman work. 

Mr. HAMILTON. I don't believe we do, either, even though we may, 
after this week. ' · 

Mr. VANDYK. They would have a check. It would have been a Valen-
tine, Sherman check. As I recall, it was for a couple thousand dollars. 

Mr. SANDERS. But would you not have submitted an invoice for it i 
Mr. VANDYK. I don't recall, I don't recall. I can look and see. 
Mr. SANDERS, Did you know in 1971 what was to be the total cost 

of the South Dakota project~ 
Mr. VAN DYK. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you know in 1971 what amount of the cost of the 

South Dakota project was to be paid by AMPH 
~r. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any recollection of telling Valentine or 

Sherman what portion was to be paid by AMPI on the South Dakota 
project~ . . . 

Mr. VAN DYK. No. I don't even recall havmg an mvolvement m 
that one beyond being introduced to Jim Abourezk. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall being told by Valentine or Sherman 
that the South Dakota list could be used by McGovern~ 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, we know from other sources that Valentine 

and Sherman also performed similar services in Oklahoma and 
Kansas, and as to each of those States, take Kansas first, do you have 

· any knowledge of that arrangement~ 
Mr. VANDYK. No, I don't. 
Mr. HAMILTON. As far as who was contacted, how it was set up, how 
~~p~i . 

Mr. VANDYK. No, I don't. I believe Bill Connell had made contact 
with people in those two States on their behalf, Oklahoma and Kansas. 
He knew people, had friends there, as I happen to know people in 
Iowa and South Dakota. 

Again, I made a lot of solicitations for them that didn't work out. 
I think Bill probably did the same. · 

Mr. HAMILTON. You had nothing to do with Kansas¥ 
Mr. VANDYK. No, nor did I have anything to do with Oklahoma. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And I take it that you have no knowledge of the 

details as to the transaction. 
Mr. VANDYK. All I know is that I didn't work there. 
Mr. HAMILTON. You don't know how much was paid, how it was 

paid, who paid it~ 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. ;HAMILTON. What type of work they did, specifically, what it 

was gomg to be used for i 
Mr. VAN DYK. I assume it was the same kind of general work as I 

described in Iowa. I have no basis for knowledge. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you have any reason to believe that the work 

they did in those two States was Presidential election, was going to be 
used for Presidential campaign~ 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
· Mr. HAMILTON. Do vou have any knowledge that-Don, unless you 
want to ask some questions. 
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Mr. SANDERS.No, thank you. · 
Mr. HAMILTON, Do you have any knowledge of payment by AMP!. 

:for work done :for Humphrey by Valentine, Sherman? 
Mr. VANDYK, No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you have-I'm not talking only of contempo-

raneous knowledge, I'm talking of current know ledge. _ 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. It doesn't ring a bell in any context? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. You see, I worked for Senator Humphrey from 

1964 to 1968 and beginning in that-when we got into that 1972 
Presidential campaign :fr.om mid-1971 onwards, I was helping Sen
ator McGovern, so I just wasn't involved with the Humphrey people, 
although they remained my :friends. I had good relationships with 
them. 

Mr. HAMILTON. So :from mid-1971 on you were with McGovern 
and you didn't know anything about Humphrey's campaign, say in 
the :fall o:f 1971? 

Mr. VANDYK. No; and I was in Florida in the primary of April 
1972, I saw Norman down there and he told me he was doing work 
there for Senator Humphrey. · 

Mr. HAMILTON. ·what is your understanding o:f Jack Chestnut's 
roJe vis-a-vis Vale.ntine, Sherman, and AMPI? 

Mr. VAN DYK. I don't know. Norman has told me, as you say, con
temporaneously, that ,Jack was consulted legally at some point by 
them. That is all. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know if Chestnut was involved in the pay-, 
ments from AMPI to Valentine, Sherman ? 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't know. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you have any other details concerning Chest

nut's relationship with either AMPI or Valentine, Sherman besides 
what Norman told you? 

Mr. VANDYK. No, that's all. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did you know that Chestnut was under retainer 

from AMPI? · . · 
Mr. VANDYK. No: I did not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you have any further information concerning 

the connection of Bill Connell with Valentine; Sherman besides what 
you told us? 

Mr. VAN DYK. That's all. Bill, of course, remained ac;tive in _the 
Humphrey campaign, but the only knowledge I have is whatI have 
told you aboutthe Kansas and Oklahoma assistance. , · 

Mr. HAMILTON. Which you've already told us about 7 You don't 
know if Connell was doing anything else for them? · . . 

Mr. VAN DYK. No. I think he .was doing as I was, although I only 
knew of those two. Everybody he knew to whom he could recommend 
them to, he did. , . 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know of any AMPI commitment to Sen-
ator Humphrey.? . 

Mr. VAN D:rx. No. You mean this time? 
Mr. HAMILTON. This last time around, in 1971. 
Mr. VANDYK.No. 
Mr. lIAMILTON. Do you know d:f any AMPI commitment or pay

ments or supplying of goods or services to Congressman Mills i . 
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Mr. VANDYK. No, I do not. I believe they made a contribution to 
Congressman Mills which Isa w publicly stated. 

Mr. HAMILTON. I take it that was a TAPE contribtuion. 
Mr. VANDYK. That's what I mean,yes. 
Mr. HAMILTON. I take it also that there was no AMPI contribution 

or TAPE contribution to Senator McGovern. 
Mr. VAN Dnr. That's correct, that's correct. Before you came in 

we went all through that here. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Oh, well I certainly don't want to, then. Have you 

talked to the prosecutors? 
Mr. VAN Dnr. Yes. • 
Mr. HAMILTON. Have they, in regard to the AMPI or Valentine, 

with regard to the Valentine, Sherman connection, which I'm sure 
they've gone into other things with respect to AMPI, with regard to 
Valentine, Sherman matter; did they c<>ver any areas that we haven't 
covered here? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. In fact, they were less interested. Quite frankly, 
their primary concern was, did I know or did I have any reason to 
believe that they had been paid by general AMPI funds, and I said 

. I had been told by Mr. Sherman recently that that was the case. 
Mr. HAMILTON. vVell, that obviously is what we ar() interested in, 

too. Are there any other details in regard to Valentine, Sherman, and 
AMPI that perhaps we haven't asked you? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. Let me just say this on behalf of Valenti.ne, Sher
man, because these are good people. I mean, they had a service. They 
started from scratch. They had a lot of trouble with the work be
cause their computers broke down and they got into foulups and so 
on. ~ either one of these people is a devious person, and any difficulty 
they got into was unintentional and goodhearted. 

I don't know what more you can say. I know that doesn't count for 
. anything, but they are good souls who wouldn't knowingly do any
thing that they regarded to be wrong. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, let me ask you a question about that. Wasn't 
it your understanding that the work that was being done in Iowa and 
in South Dakota was purely political? 

Mr. v AN DYK. Sure. ' 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did· you know that there was some type of ,bogus 

arrangement that Valentine, Sherman would supply them with farm
ers' names as a coverup for the political work they were doing? 

Mr.VAN DYJt. No; I did not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Have you heard of that before right now? 
Mr. VAN Dnr. No; I have not. · 
Mr. HAMILTON. This is the first time? · -
Mr. VANDYK. Yes. 
Mr. HAMILTON. That has been broached to you? 
Mr. VAN DYK. That is correct. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And Norman didn't tell you in. the summer.of 1971 

· that they were supplying certain rural route.names to-,-- . . 
Mr. VANDYK. No. Norman told me that m the course of their busi

ness with-he's toid me that part of the work they did for AMPI was 
-nonpolitical. He has told me that. That's what I know. He told me they 
put together a list to sell insurance to their members, some insurance 
plan, and a list of rural box people to try and enlist new members, 
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and so on. Then there was work that was not political which they also 
did for AMPI. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Was it your impression :from what he told you that 
this was legitimate? 

Mr. VANDYK. Sure. I mean, that's all he told me. 
Mr. HAMILTON. He gave you no further details? 
Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you have any perception that any of the people 

in Iowa or South Dakota knew that AMPI, for the money they were 
paying Valentine, Sherman, was also going to get rural route lists as 
well as the particular candidate? 

Mr. VANDYK. I don't know; I don't know. 
Mr. HAMILTON. So you have no perception or knowledge of thaU 
Mr. VAN DYK. I don't know. 

. Mr. HAMILTON. Did Sherman ever talk to you about the fact that 
records of the dealings between Valentine, Sherman, and AMPI had 
been falsified ? 

Mr. VANDYK. No. 
Mr. Ifa.l\ULTON. Do you know anything about that i 
Mr. VAN DYK. I do not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Nobody has broached that subject with you until 

rightnowi 
Mr. VANDYK. That is correct. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Besides the States we've talked about-the four 

States ":Ve have talked. about-do Y?U know any other S~ate where 
Valentme, Sherman, did work, poht1cal-type work for which AMPI 
paid? . 

Mr. VANDYK. No. Florida-Florida; oh, not AMPI. No, I'm sorry. 
Mr. HAMILTON. OK, Don. ·· 
Mr. SANDERS. I believe you told us that this breakfast where Senator · 

Hughes was present, it was the first event known to you whereby there 
was some indication that AMPI would be working together with 
Valentine, Sherman. 

Mr. VAN DYK. As I recall, I had known that we had .recommended 
them. I had known that Valentine, Sherman, had gone down to talk 
to the AMPI people, and I don't recall in the intervening I knew that 
anything had developed or not. I do know that this transpired. 

Mr. SANDERS. Well, then it did. appear to you that they had been in 
contact. 

Mr. VAN DYK. Oh, I knew they had been down there. I knew Valen
tine, Sherman, had been to see the AMPI people. I knew they had 
solicited their business and we had recommended them. 

Mr. SANDERS. But you had not heard that they had concluded any 
agreement. 

Mr. VAN Dnc No, I didn't. If I did, I didn't place any great im
portance to it. 

Mr. SANDERS. To your knowledge, is Campbell still working for 
Senator Hughesi · 

l\fr. VANDYK. Oh, I think so; sure. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you maintain a calendar, or appointment book by 

which you recall meetings you have or-why don't we start with 
meetings? 

3.0-33T O - 74 • Bk. 16 - 8 
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;. . Mr, V~N Dri. Yes; usually I have one for tlie year and the yeai: 
· - before which I keep. . · 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have a ci,tlendar or appointment book for 1971 i 
Mr. VANDYK. I will look. I know I've got 1972 because I just filed 

: it, and I've got this year's. Whether I kept 1971, I can find out. For 
1971; it's unlikely. • 

Mr. S4NDERS. If you have 1971, we would he interested in any en-
tries pertaining to Valentine, Sherman, or any arrangements with 

. .AMPI in relationship to Valentine, Sherman. · 
· . Mr. VANDYK. Well, an appointment book won't--! mean, I have 
· said the sum total of-the appointment book wouldn't show anything 
~ith Valentine, Sherman, you know. I never had a formal meeting 
'with AMFI, with them or anything else. The sum total of my .dealings 
w,ith them and AMPI was recommending them. . 

. \"1\fr. SANDERS. Do you or your secretary make any; or keep any, log~ 
of telephone calls? 

· Mr.VANDYK.No . 
. ·· Mr. HAMILTON. I only have one more question. 

.. · Mr. DoRSEN. Jim, I have one more question, too. 
· /; Mr. HAMILTON. OK. My only other question is whether or not you 

:have any reason to believe that any of the money paid AMPI, paid by 
;AMPI to V identine, Sherman, was passed through to any political 
• candidate. 
;, Mr. VANDYK. I do not. 
; Mr. DoRSEN. The question I have, I think, has been a~ked in a some
. :wh.at different form, but·do you have any knowledge that any of the 
:work done by Valentine, Sherman, and paid for by AMPI, was in any 
; way utilized in the 1972 Presidential campaign~ · 

Mr. VANDYK. No, I have no such knowledge. . 
Mr. 'DoRSEN. Let's go off the record for a second. 
[Discussion off the record.] . 

. Mr. VANDYK. I think it should be made clear that when I refer to 
. ·AMPI, I refer generically to AMPI as the parent organization of an

other organization. My ties, my relationship, was with AMPI. Harold 
Nelson and Dave Parr were AMPI people, and so any relationship 

, with them I referred to as an AMPI relationship, regardless of 
i .•• whether, in fact, it might· have involved a TAPE activity or not, 

TAPE being a subsidiary of AMPI. 
Mr. WARNKE. And am I correct, Mr. van Dyk, in understanding 

then that when you referred to a payment by AMPI, that could refer 
to a payment from TAPE funds? Is that correct? 

Mr. VANDYK.It could; sure. 
[Di~ussion off the record.] 
Mr. DoRSEN. If we could go back on the record. . 
I believe there are no more questions this afternoon, and we would 

like to express our appreciation to Mr. van Dyk for spending the after
. noon with us. Thank you. 

[Whereupon, at 5 :59 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled. matter 
· adjourned.] 
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VANDYK EXHIBIT No. 1 
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VAN DYK EXHIBIT No. 2 

-- . ------. -----------------------
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VAN DYK. EXlllBIT N 0. 3 
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VANDYK ExmBIT No. 5 

MARKETING AND ATTITUDE RHEARCH 
(609) ,24-9600 

Ted Van Dyk Associates 
1224 17th Street N. w. 
Washington, D. c. 20036 

.For professional services rendered in connection with 
a st.Udy-entitled "Democratic·Opinion in West Virginia 
&:Wisconsinn, 400 interviews in-each state conducted 
between December ll, 1970 and January ll, 1971. 
(GO 70126 & GO 70127) 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

January 11, 1971 

$ 12,000.00 
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VANDYK EXlllBIT No. 6 

ASSOCIATED MILK PROOUCERS,l!JC. 
PHONE A/C S12 341·86SI TELEX 76-7446 

P.O. aox 32287 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216 

3627 ~ 
"1140. 

O"'!U$'fli.t'll:t<l..,...~'7»~ \,~• n-n·~--De_c_ea:b_o~l,.__ 19_1!L 
PAY' ________ n_'b,_· .. _*·_lI_t_i~t~"~'-~--·_W'_ . .,_..o_· ._fu_/_M_S_v_uo_e_···_ts _ __;~~l9:..,,c:_57:.:,3c,c.08=----
TO THE ORDER OF 

THI!: ALAMO NATIONAL BANK 
o, SAN ANTONIO, l£llA9 

PWOICII: .... INYOIC:C 
NVMaM 

Legal 11,cpenses • November 

ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS, INC. 

ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS, INC, 

ANOUlfTOP' ....... 
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' 
TED VAN DYK ASSOCIATES, INC. 122.C SEVENTEENTH STREET. N. W. 

W~SHINGTON, O. C. 20036 

(202) 78G•.3337 

December 1, 1970 

TO: Associated Milk Producers, Inc. 
GPM Building -- 4th Floor 
San Antonio, Texas 78216 

Direct Expense, November 

Direct Expense due 

TOTAL DIRECT EXPENSE 

$5,328.42 

14.,244.66 

$19,573.08 
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VANDYK EXHIBIT No. 7 

Box 1641 
Rapid City, South Dakota 57701 
September 16, 1971 

Mr. Ted Van Dyke 
Ted Van Dyke Associates 
1224 17 Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Dear Mr. Van Dyke: 

For professional services rendered as follows: 

Legal research, consultation and advice 
Sales tax at 5% 

$2857.00 
142.85 

$2999.85 

~~ 
Charles J. Mickel 
Attorney at Law 

393/ 
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VAN Dyji{ EXlllBIT No. 8 

ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS, INC. 
PHONE A/C 512 344-1392 TELEX 76-7446 

P, O. BOX 32287 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216 

1980 

.:._ ___ _,A:,,US\!St i, 19.1.Q..... 

PAY ________ _....Hiw.:v:r~t¥2!20Dr1''ifsD_CU1tL_s.2_._5_0.,o"-'.oo""-__ _ 
TO TKS ORDER OP 

ASSOCIATEP MILK, PRODUCERS, INC. 
T= V.''N ~ ASSOCIATES INc---;:,v;~=-~:mr:,--~ •-~·--·-··v·t· ···--·--· = n '"" , '""'""·' f.r:i;.11.l':"~W\<'J.\,,~.,~~p.c<r,· """J )':,,! err·.· ,,,,>;,if', '.c,,...,•;·_. 
1224 Seventeenth Street, N.·Wi·,w;':,Ji',r.t\~~~.~.:__.~.<,-"!o:." \.;..~~·v.~··~·~~t,;/ :i,:.·-~· 

Washington, D, C, 20036 

THE ALAMO NATIONAL BANK 
C,Pl SAN lltNTONIO, TeX .... 

7/31/70 Payment to Kenneth Olson 

ASSOCIATED MILK PROOU~ERS, INC. 

AMOUNT o, 
INVOICE 
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TED VAN DYK ASSOCIATES, INC, 1224 SEVENTEENTH STREET, N. W. 

TO: 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. Z0036 

July 31, '1970 

Attn: Bob Lilly 
Associated Milk Producers, Inc. 
GPM Building 
San Antonio, Texas 78216 

For payment to Kenneth OlsQn: 

For consulting services on behalf 
of .AMPI . $2,500.00 · 
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VAN DYK ExmBIT No. 9 
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Cc,n~;u1t~mt' s Fee, l,Ir. OL,on 

. •;·r~:,_1 ,,l, Entcri. D.i.nmcnt and 
hqJre sent at ic;n 

Literature and direct office 

t 

$2,500. (ll) 

'119. i) .L 

, .. ~ ?80 G,.-{:~XIH.-!iS,; .. ) ',..>. t....)') 

TOTAL DUE 

. ' ~ , .·, 
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VAN DYK EXHIBIT NO. 10 

July 28, 1970 

lir. Ted Van Dyk 
Van Dy;_ Associates, Inc·. 
1224 Seventeenth Street N. w. 
Washington, D. c. 20036 

Dear Ted: 

Enclosed are two checks in the amounts of$ 1,750 and$ 1,650 
r.:<?da out to 1-:aimai for :-:uskie and I-:us1de Election ·comr:.ttte3 
respe~t'ively. 

These two checks along with the checks· from Dairymen, Inc. and 
1-lid-A!~erica r.;ake a total slightly in excess of$ 10,000. 

Sincerely, 

J>.SSOCIATED lUL.l{ PRODUCERS, INC. 

Bob A. Lilly 
Assistant to the General Hanager 

BAL:kb , 
Enclosures--checks # 1002 & 0989 
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u• 1? 3 2 38 211•· . . .....••••. 
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...... 

Tlfif J!.welltq NATIONAL. B.A:i'lK 
AND TRUST COMPANY Of OKLAHOMA QTY 

,.,. 0989 . . ..,. 
. executive~ 

. . club~ 
DATE Jul Y 24, 1970 
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~ - -Sixteen Hundred Fifty and Ho/100-
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STUART H. "RUSSELL 

.. 

J '· 
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VAN DYK EXHIBIT N 0. 11 

SWAllT H. RUSSELL 
ATTORNEY AT lA W 

ls:c'? fllt:ST NATIONAL 6UllDING 

OKLA.HOMA OTY. OKLAHOMA 73102 

Novembu. Z4, 1970 

AIP. HAIL. 

, kt . .tl1e JLe.quut 06 /.!IL. Eob U.lly, 06 
A.&.&ociate.d .tf,i.t.11. P11.oduce1u,, 1 nc.. in· San An.torJ..o, 
Texal>, encloA ed l:e11.e.with qou wi.U 6,i.nd mq check 
l25D, payable. .to .the. Hu.&kle. Ele.c.tlon Commit.tee. 
in .the. plt.lnclpal ium 06 $5,000.00 •. 

Plea.he. con.ta.ct: me. l!, you have any 
que.l>t:lonl>. 

You/1.l> ve.11.y .t11.uly, 

STUART H, RUSSELL 

SHR:jh 
Enclot,uJLe /' '-,. 

cc: Eob U.Uy / 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 - 9 
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VAN DYK EXHIBIT No. 12 

EDMUNDS. MUSKIE 
M.AINC 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2051D · 

Mr. _Harold s. Nelson 
russociated-Milk Producers, Inc. 
1011 N.W. Military Highway 
San Antonio, Texas 78213 

Dear Harold:_ 

Milton Serner has given me a summary 

~f the generous contributions you have in-. 

spired among your colleagues and friends. 

~ hope you will convey my thanks and best 

wishes- to Dave Parr and Bob Lilly for their 

continuing support. 

z:·~L 
Edmunds. Muskie 

RECEIVED AUG 2 7 1970 



FRIDAY, JANUARY 25, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT CoMMI'ITEE oN 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
Washington, D.O. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 :20 p.m., in room 
G-334, Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Joseph M. Montoya, 
presiding. 

Present : Senator Montoya. 
Also present: David Dorsen, assistant chief counsel; Alan Weitz, 

assistant majority counsel; Fred D. Thompson, minority counsel; 
Benjamin Plotkin, minority investigator. 

Senator MONTOYA. "'\iV ould you state your name, first, please? 
Mr. ALAGIA. My name is Damian Paul Alagia, Jr. D-a-m-i-a-n 

A-1-a-g-i-a. 
Senator MONTOYA. Would you raise your right hand? 
Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 

the truth, in the testimony you are about to give, so help you God? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, sir; I do. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Would the counsel identify themselves, please? 
Mr. MILLER.John T. Miller, Louisville, Ky. 
Mr. ALAGIA. That is my law partner. 
Mr. BROWN. I am John Young Brown of Kentucky-Louisville, 

also. 
Senator MONTOYA. Are you an attornev, too? 
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir, for a great many years. 
Senator MONTOYA. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
[ A brief rooess was taken.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Alagia, could you state for the record your full 

address? 

TESTIMONY OF DAMIAN PAUL ALAGIA, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN T. 
MILLER AND JOHN YOUNG BROWN, COUNSEL 

Mr. ALAGIA. Mv address is-the office address is 1800 Louisville 
Trust Building, Louisville, Ky. 

Mr. WEITZ. "'\V"hat was your position with Dairymen, Inc., or DI, for 
the record, from September 1968 through March 1971 ? 

Mr. ALAGIA. The law firm of Brown, Miller, and Alagia at the time 
was employed by Dairymen to render managerial services. The law 
firm permitted me to spend the time necessary to get-to coordinate 
this endeavor until such time as they could select a manager, which 
they could not agree upon at the beginning. 

Mr. W1<JITZ. And what was your title? 
( 7059) 
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Mr. ALAGIA. I was the executive director and the law firm was 
general counsel. 

Mr. WEITZ. Am I correct in assuming that DI was formed in Sep-
tember 1968 ? 

Mr. ALAGIA. You are. 
Mr. WEITZ. And who succeeded you? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Ben F. Morgan, Jr. 
Mr. WEITZ. That was officiallv on April 1, 1971? 
Mr. ALA.GIA. Well, he was employed on March 10, 1971. That is the 

day that I look at it, because I didn't have any other-I mean I just 
didn't do anything else to speak of from that time on, because Mr. Mor
gan came over and had his managerial meetings and set up his 
program. 

Mr. vVErrz. ,vhen was SPACE, the trust for Special Political Agri-
cultural and Community Education, formed? 

Mr. ALAGIA. March of 1969, as I recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you participate or have a role in its formation? 
Mr. ALAGIA. The formation of SP ACE came from our management 

group and farmer members. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. ,vas there an advisory committee that was formed for 

SPACE? 
Mr. ALAGIA. The advisory committee was set up after we got a legal 

report as to what we can do and the reporting requirements and 
all that. 

Mr. _vV:EITZ. ,vith respect to reporting requirements, was it your 
understanding or did you receive legal advice from the outset that 
you or the cooperative and the trust, that all contributions by the trust 
would have to be reported under the Corrupt Practices Act? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I insisted that when we started making expenditures, 
all funds expended would be reported. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. And did you receive advice, legal advice, consistent with 
that from some attorney? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. vVas that De Vier Pierson? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, it was. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. ,vas Mr. Pierson retained by Dairymen, Inc., or by 

SPACE? 
J\fr. ALAGIA. Not retained, no. He was on a service basis. He bills for 

services rendered. 
J\fr. ,vmTz. But he was providing you services as attorney for DI 

and SPACE? 
Mr. ALA GIA. Yes, we asked him to. 
Mr. w·mTz. And since the formation of SP ACE, has every political 

contribution by SPACE, to your knowledge, been reported, those that 
are required to be reported to the Clerk of the House, been in fact 
reported? 

Mr. ALAGIA. To my knowledge, yes, sir. 
Mr. vVEITZ. And to your knowledge, has every contribution that has 

been made by SPACE been in the form of check or cash? 
Mr. ALA.GIA. Our contributions made by SP ACE have all, to my 

knowledge, been in checks. 
Mr. WEITZ. And therefore, the reports of SP ACE as filed first with 

the Clerk of the House and with GAO would be a complete record of 
the contributions by SP ACE; is that correct? 
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Mr. ALAGIA. Yes; as far as I would know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, in the formation of SPACE, did you consult with 

or receive advice or consultation from representatives of other coop
eratives, other dairy cooperatives? 

Mr. ALAGIA. vVell, I am sure we did, as well as from the National 
Council of Cooperatives. 

Mr. WEITZ. I believe Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr of Associated Milk 
Producers, Inc., have testified that they both felt that they, particularly 
Mr. Parr, were very helpful and perhaps instrumental in the forma
tion of Dairymen, Inc., and of SP ACE. "\Vould that be a fair 
characterization? 

Mr. ALAGIA. There is no question that in April of 1968, Parr, at a 
speech he made in Richmond, Va., at the Southeastern Dairy Con
ference, had an effect on the farmers in the audience there about getting 
together. They had been trying to-farmers have been trying to get 
together for years, but they could not get together for a number of 
reasons-managers, boards, identity, and so on. 

Mr. vVEnz. vVho had practical responsibility as opposed to-who, in 
practice, made the decisions for contributions by SP ACE? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Well, during the period that I was there, I made some, 
Mr. Moser made some, the farmers, you know, would make some, and 
Mr. Morgan, you know, might make some. 

Mr. \VEITZ. There was input from a number of sources? 
Mr. ALA GIA. Sure. 
l\fr. vVEITZ. Do you have any knowledge of any contributions to any 

or deliveries of moneys to any representative of the President in 1969? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, sir; I do not. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. I should qualify that-by the dairy people. 
Mr. ALAGIA. vVait a minute, now. I did read the newspaper. 
Mr. vVEITz. Yes; other than what you read in the newspaper? 
Mr. ALA GIA. No ; I did not. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. At the time or subsequent to that time, other than what 

you read in the newspaper or heard from public sources? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, sir; I did not. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Did anyone in 1969 from Associated Milk Producers ever 

ask for participation by Dairymen, Inc., and SP ACE for contributions 
to the President? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Not to my knowledge. We didn't spend any money in 
1969. "\Ve just collected funds. 

Mr. \VEITZ. In fact, contributions were not until 1970 by SP ACE? 
Mr. ALAGIA. The first contribution we made was $5,000 or so to the 

Democratic Committee. 
Mr. vVEnz. That had nothing to do with Presidential contributions? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I don't know what they did with the money. 
Mr. ~VEITZ. But it was in 1970, far in advance of any Presidential 

campaign, to your knowledge? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I don't know. Some people think the campaign starts 

after the election. 
Mr. _vVEITZ. In addition to Mr. Pierson, who you said was an attorney 

who did some work for your group, was Mr. Harrison, of the law firm 
of Reeves & Harrison-was he or his firm ever-did they ever per
form any services for you? 
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Mr. ALAGIA. Mr. Harrison-I met Mr. Harrison the first time, as I 
recall, and I mean I realize I could be wrong, but I didn't meet him 
until March 21-not 21-23, whenever the President's meeting was, 
1971. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know when the firm of Reeves & Harrison was 
first retained by Central America Cooperative Federation-CA CF? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I am not sure, but it would have to be-the records 
ought to show that. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Let me ask you, was it subsequent to the time that you 
met Mr. Harrison in March 1971? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, to my knowledge, that would be right, because 
CACF-Central America Cooperative Federation-was not formed 
until, didn't have their organizational meeting until March 25, 1971. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. I see. Did Jake Jacdbsen perform any services for your 
co-op at any time? 

Mr. ALAGIA. ,ven, I remember Jack Jacobsen-I understand he was 
the administrative assistant to President Johnson-did come around 
when we were setting up SPACE in 1969 or 1970 and talked to the 
SP ACE advisory committee, and he talked to different personnel. That 
would be the only thing that I would know that he had done for us, you 
know, when I was there. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Do you know when AMPI and its political action trust, 
TAPE, was formed? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I was under the impression, until I got reading some 
of this stuff, that it had already been formed prior to our SP ACE, 
which was March 1969. But formally, I understand, it was sometime 
in 1969-the early part of 1969. 

Mr. WEITZ. It was approximately the same time as your organiza
tion? 

Mr. ALAGIA. That is my understanding now, but that was not my 
impression all along. 

Mr. WEITZ. And Mid-America-do you know when that was 
formed-Mid-America Dairy? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Mid-America ADEPT, they call it-I don't know what 
ADEPT stands for, but it was formed, my understanding is, either 
the middle of 1970 or September of 1970, something like that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Approximately sometime a year or so after the forma-
tion of your cooperative and its trust? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I think it is a little more than that. 
Mr. WEITZ. A little more tha.n a year. 
Mr. ALAGIA. But that is something that the records would show. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, directing your attention to 1971, did representa-

tives of your co-op participate in an effort to obtain a price support 
increase for milk for the 1971-72 marketing year? 

Mr. ALAGIA. That responsibility was delegated to Mr .• Joseph West
water, and they conducted letter writing campaigns and they went to 
see Congressmen and Senators with the farmers. 

Mr. WEITZ. That was in an effort to obtain an increase in price 
supports. 

Mr. AI=\.GIA. The effort was to lay your case out before the-. -
Mr. WEITZ. Were there any contacts or meetings that you were 

aware of, either by Mr. Westwater and other employees of your co
operatives or the other dairy cooperatives, with representatives of the 
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administration-the Secretary of Agriculture, others at the Depart
ment of Agriculture, or the White House? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I am sure with the Secretary of Agriculture-that 
Department. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you meet with any of those individuals or officials? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I could have; I could have. I would not say that I 

didn't. But I don't think I met with Secretary Hardin on the support 
price. But if somebody has something to refresh my memory on that, 
fine. But I know my people did. 

Mr. vVEITZ. Now, were you aware of anyone contacting anyone in 
the White House? 

Mr. ALAGIA. \Vas I aware of anyone contacting anyone in the vVhite 
House? 

Mr. \VEITZ. On the price support matter, yes; other than perhaps 
Congress. I am talking about people from your cooperative or the 
other cooperatives? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Again, I mean, that could have happened, but I am not 
a ware of that at this point. 

Mr. WEITZ. You attended a meeting with the President and the vari
ous dairy leaders on the morning of March 23, 1971, did you not? 

Mr. ALA.GIA. I was there. 
Mr. WEITZ. vVhen did you first learn of preparations for that meet

ing, arrangements that were being made for that meeting. 
Mr. ALAGIA. You say preparations. I learned sometime in Decem

ber or ,January, I don't remember the exact date- it could even have 
been February-from Harold Nelson that this meeting was going to 
take place, an industry meeting. I didn't associate it at the time with 
the support price. 

Mr. vVErTz. When were you first informed of the particular date 
and time of the meeting? 

Mr. ALAGIA. It was not too much in advance of the meeting. I mean 
I just don't remember the exact time. 

Mr. WEITZ. '\Vere there a number of others from your cooperative 
in attendance? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No, just John Moser and myself. 
Mr. \VEITZ. He was president of the cooperative? 
Mr. ALAGIA. John Moser was president of Dairymen, Inc., and 

still is. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who told you of the meeting, whenever you did learn 

of it-the specific time and arrangements? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Oh, I knew the day of the meeting before I knew the 

exact time. It came to my office or somebody at AMPI had called and 
told us. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was it either Mr. Nelson or Mr. Parr, do you recall? 
Mr. Ar,AGIA. I don't think it was Mr. Parr. It could have been, but 

I don't think so. We didn't know exactly where to go until the morn
ing of the 23d, when Mr. Westwater advised Mr. Moser and I, you 
know, where we were going to meet. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, you first gathered before the meeting with the 
President at Mr. Harrison's office. is that not correct? 

Mr. ALAGIA. That is right. 
Mr. WEITZ. And at that meeting. That was the first time you met 

Mr. Harrison? 
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Mr. ALAGIA. To my knowledge. I mean, if I had met him before-I 
could have, but I don' recall. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know who Pat Hillings is? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No sir, I don't. 
Mr. WEITZ. You don't recall meeting him that day? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, I do not. 
Mr. WEITZ. You don't recall meeting him with the President that 

day? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I would not know Pat Hillings if he stumbled into me. 

He could have been there. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know Murray Ch?tiner? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I have met Murray Chotmer. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you know him before the meeting on the 23d with 

the President? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, sir, I did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you meet him on that day? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I don't recall meeting him on that day. 
Mr. WEITZ. Jut to finish that off, you met him subsequently, then, to 

the 23d. 
Mr. ALAGIA. I met him later on. 
Mr. WEITZ. Shortly after, or weeks or months later? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, I will tell you exactly when it was. 
My recollection is that when Attorney General Kleindienst was being 

confirmed up here before the Senate Judiciary Committee that-I was 
in Marion Harrison's office and I had asked him, you know, Mr. 
Chotiner got to be-well, he is a curiosity and I thought, if he is here, 
I would like to meet him. 

Mr. WEITZ. So you met him then? That was in 1972? 
Mr. ALAGIA. That was whenever those confirmation hearings were. 

He commented about Richard the lionhearted and that is why I remem
ber that meeting. 

Mr. WEITZ. Before your meeting with the President, or by the time 
of the meeting with the President, were you aware of any contacts that 
were being made on behalf of any various dairy groups, such as on 
behalf of AMPI, with people in the White House, by either Mr. 
Chotiner or others? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I didn't even know Mr. Chotiner-I mean I didn't even 
know who he was. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. You did not know he was of counsel to the Reeves and 
Harrison firm at that time? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I mean if I did, I didn't pay any attention to it, because 
I didn't know who he was. If they were making contacts, I mean they 
could have been making contacts and I would not necessarily know 
about it, you know. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you meet at all or regularly with any of the repre-
sentatives of the other two co-ops in Washington at that time in 1971? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Did I? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. ALAGIA. In March of 1971, I remember meeting with a Pat 

Healey, who is secretary of the National Milk Producers Federation, 
with Fred Letford, who is from my office. Fred reminded me of this, 
and these farmers were all up here, yon know, from all over. I could 
have met with, yon know, these other fellows. I assume I could have. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you, at the meeting with the President, in a 
court pleading filed in the Nader suit, of which I am sure you are 
aware, filed on January 10, 1974, plaintiffs-counsel for plaintiffs in 
the suit include in their pleading a portion of the transcription of the 
tape of that meeting-tape recording of the meeting with the 
President. 

Mr. ALAGIA. Is that the one Mr. Dobrovir played at the cocktail 
party? 

Mr. WEITZ. Perhaps. 
The first sentence of the President's opening remarks goes as fol

lows, according to this representation: "I first want to say that I am 
very grateful £or the support we have [inaudible word] from this 
group." 

I believe in all fairness, the ·white House has said that inaudible 
word should be "we have had in this administration." 

Whether that is the correct insertion or not, do you recall the Presi
dent making such remarks at the outset of the meeting or at any time 
during the meeting? 

Mr. ALAGIA. The President could have made those remarks and-I 
mean whatever, if the tape is OK, I certainly don't see any problem 
with that. · 

Mr. \VEITZ. It is not inconsistent with any recollection you have of it? 
Mr. ALA.GIA. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you this question: Do you have any idea 

what support the President would be referring to? Well, let me ask 
that question, first-what support he would be referring to or he was 
ref erring to ? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Well, I thought he was-I mean I didn't associate it with 
contributions, which is what everybody is trying to make out of this 
thing. In my own mind, he was just thanking them for support that 
they had given him, I guess, in voting in the Midwest. I don't remember 
how the Midwest States went in 1968. 

Mr. ·wE1Tz. Well, would that be voting £or this administration since 
the time he had been elected, or would that in £act have been different? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Well, you know, I certainly didn't associate it with 
contributions. 

Mr. WEITZ. You hadn't discussed, in £act, up to that point, contribu-
tions to the President with anybody? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. You are aware whether others have or have not? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I am not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Outside of your co-op. 
Mr. ALAGIA. That is right. 
Mr. WEITZ. On March 23, 11 days had passed since the Secretary 

of Agriculture's decision not to increase price supports is that cor
rect? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Right 
Mr. WEITZ. You said John Moser had been active on behalf of your 

co-op, Pat Healy and others, perhaps, on the Hill to get legislation. 
Would that legislation be an attempt essentially to get an increase 
which had not been forthcoming from the Secretary's decision, is 
that correct? 
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Mr. ALAGIA. 'Well, let me answer your question this way rather than 
to say that is correct. The market price at the time was approximately 
$4.86 a hundredweight. The record will show exactly what it was. The 
85 percent o:f parity was about $4.92. Today~well, I don't want to 
come into that. 

The bills that were in Congress would have put a floor during the 
season when milk generally is plentiful :from it going below the sup
port price. But in this case, the market price ahvays stayed right 
around, and o:f course, next year, when they did not raise the support 
price, the market price just soared away :from the support price to 
where it is today, better than $2 a hundred. 

Mr. WEITZ. My question is this-
Mr. PLOTKIN. I:f I am correct, I believe you said $4.86 per hundred

weight when you were referring to parity. Did you mean $4.66? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No; no; parity and the, $4.66 are different animals. 
The $4.66 was a floor beneath which the :farmer's price :for milk 

that went into butter, powder, and cheese, or the milk-equivalent 
basis, would not go below. 

Mr. WEITZ. According to the March 12 decision. I don't want to 
quibble. I think you are right. 

Mr. ALAGIA. Right. ·what I am saying is the March 12 decision said 
the support price is $4.66 on a milk-equivalent basis. We can talk 
about what that means in butter, powder, cheese. But on a milk-equiv
alent basis at the same time we were meeting with the President, 
it was right around $4.86 or $4.88. So in effect, what I am saying is 
they didn't give the American :farmer anything to speak o:f. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you this: ·without regard to whether or not 
the bills that you were advocating were o:f any benefit to the :farmer-

Mr. ALAGIA. They were o:f benefit, because they would establish a 
floor below which--

Mr. WEITZ. Right, which was higher than the existing market 
price at the time, is that correct? 

Mr. ALAGIA. At that time, the market price was about $4.86 or $4.88 
and the 85 percent. of parity was about $4.92. 

Mr. WEITZ. And most of the bills provided :for a floor of 85 pe,rcent 
of parity? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Between 85 and 90 percent. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Right, a minimum of 85 percent. My question is this: 

With bills being prPsented on the floor, of which you and your groups 
were -advocates and supporters-

Mr. ALAGIA. Sure. 
Mr. WEITZ. And in :fact, those bills being largely supported by Dem

ocrats, as the record shows, and not by Republicans, do you believe 
at that point that you were in the posture of being supporters of the 
administration and the President~ Was that consistent-was that 
a logical statement :for the President to make at that time, when, for 
the last 11 davs, there had been a lot of activity on the Hill to get 
bills that would set a minimum price above the Secretary of Agri
culture's stated miuimum? Does that make sense to you-that in 
fact. on March 23, you were acting as :friendly supporters of the 
administration? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Let me put it this way-you mean we were acting as 
friendly supporters of the administration? 
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Mr. WEITZ. The dairy cooperatives, the leaders who were at the 
meeting. 

Mr. ft.LAGIA. You don't go around and kick the man that is in 
power. I mean the :fact that he was-I mean the administration-it 
is ob1:ious to me that the Republicans ,vould have to have some sup
port m the farm belt. I mean that is just-Democrats need support 
m the farm belt, and in the South. I just don't associate the fact that 
he sa:ys, "I welcome you here and thank you for support," or whatever 
he said-you mean I just can't say what you want me to say. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. I just want you to say what you want you 
to say. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. I just want you to say what you want to say. 
what the facts are not. 

Mr. WEITZ. So you didn't associate it as contributions, just asso
ciated it as a friendly remark. 

Mr. ALAGIA. That is right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were Under Secretary Campbell and Secretary Hardin 

at the meeting with the President? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was the position taken by Secretary Hardin? 
Mr. ALAGIA. You know, everybody looks at the same picture and 

we see different things. I did not feel that Secretary Hardin had a 
closed mind. 

Mr. WEITZ. What about Under Secretary Campbell? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Under Secretary Campbell-in my judgment, I have 

known the Under Secretary for several years now and my judgment is 
that he is going to support, his boss, although his feelings would be for 
the dairy farmer. If he was concerned about surpluses, he knows that 
dairy farmers can put in base plans, and have, you know. 

:Mr. ·WEITZ.Now, in the disposition given by John Moser in the case 
of Nader v. Butz on November 16, 1972, at pages 8 and 10, in response 
to a request as to what the position-question as to what the positions 
of the Secretary and the Under Secretary were at the meeting, reciting 
what took place a.t the meeting, Mr. Moser says: "The Secretary of 
Agriculture was very much opposed, I would say, toward a price in
crease and the Assistant Secretary, Mr. Campbell, was violently op
posed to it." 

Is that consistent with your recollection? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I didn't-you know, I didn't read it that way. I didn't 

~·ead that Secretary Hardin was violently opposed to the support price 
increase. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, at the conclusion of the meeting, did you have oc
casion to leave and thereafter discuss the meeting with Mr. Moser? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was your general assessment of the meeting as you 

communicated with Mr. Moser? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Well, of course, you never know. It was a nice meeting 

and the President took time, and frankly, I was impressed, whether 
eorrectly or not, that he took time to answer every one of those farm
ers in the room what they thought of the problem. 

Mr. \V°EITz. "\Vhat was Mr. Moser's assessment-I am sorry, go ahead. 
Mr. ALA.GIA. I mean I don't recall exactly what ,Tohn said, except I 

am sure it had something to do with the cost-price squeeze the farmer 
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was in. Everything-the inflation was high and wages going up and 
everything, and here the farmer is talking about what would amount 
to a very small increase and he does not even get that. 

But in any event, I mean we may not have read every detail of the 
picture the same way. 

Mr. WEITZ. I see. 
Now, at lunch on the 23d, I believe you were joined briefly for a 

short ,time by Mr. Campbell? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Mr. Campbell joined Rudolph Clark and Gene Marx, 

who are farmers of Georgia that he has known for years, and Mr. 
Moser and I joined them for lunch. 

Mr. WEITZ. At that meeting-he had been, of course, at the meet
ing shortly before with the President. Did you discuss the price sup
port question or the meeting itself? 

Mr, ALAGIA. Oh, I think they obviously had something to say about 
the meeting. 

Mr. WEITZ. What about the price support matter, the underlying 
issue? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I donl-I mean it is logical that something was said, 
but I can't nail down exactly what was said. But I didn't come away 
with the feeling that he was telling those farmers from Georgia that 
he didn't care whether the support price went up or down. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Campbell indicate that he would be meeting 
with the President that afternoon and other advisers? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No, he didn't. If he did, he didn't tell me-didn't 
confide in me. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate in any way that a reconsideration of the 
matter was underway or that otherwise there might be a reversal in 
the decision by the Secretary of Agriculture? 

Mr. ALAGL'\. No, I mean I don't recall anything like that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you have occasion before you left "\Vashington on 

on the 23d to discuss either the meeting or the underlying matter of 
price supports with any representatives of the other two dairy co-ops? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I didn't see the representatives of the other two dairy 
co-ops except probably George Mehren, M-e-h-r-e-n. He just moved to 
San Antonio or something and was telling me something about a new 
automobile that he had. But we didn't discuss that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, you left Washington the afternoon of the 23d? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Before you left, until that time, had you ever discussed 

with representatives of the other co-ops possible contributions to the 
President for his reelection or for whatever other purpose? 

1\f r. ALA GIA. You mean that day? 
Mr. WEITZ. No, any time previous to that or up to the time you 

left Washington. 
Mr. ALAGIA. Any time previous to that? You know. I could have, 

but I sure don't remember. And if somebody has something that, if I 
have some other memory on that, you know, let me see it, because I 
don't recall. It is possible, but I don't recall. 

Mr. WEITZ. And you have no recollection of any conversations or 
discussions with any representatives of the other two co-ops up to the 
time of the 23d or up to the time you left Washington on the 23d 
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of any commitments or goals or large, substantial contributions to the 
President or to the administration? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No, sir. Absolutely not. 
Mr. ·wErTz. Were you aware of any commitments that had been 

made by representatives of AMPI to the administration? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, sir, I sure was not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware that prior to the 23d, representatives of 

AMPI had met with people in the White House? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Was I aware? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, I was not; but I read so much in the newspapers; 

apparently, they did. 
Mr. WEITZ. But your knowledge-at the time you had no knowl

edge of any contacts or any subsequent discussions they might have 
had with representatives of the White House? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No. I didn't live with those fellows, you know. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, the afternoon of the 23d, did you fly to Chicago 

from Washington? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I did. 
Mr. WEITZ. And you had a meeting there on the afternoon and 

evening of the 23d that was unrelated to the dairy question-to the 
price-support question. 

Mr. ALAGIA. I met a group, an insurance man at an insurance in
dustry meeting that wanted me to meet some other people in connec
tion with the possi'bility of filing a civil suit. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, at the time you left Washington on the 23d, was 
there at that time planned a meeting on the 25th, 2 days later, to 
organize and form Central America Cooperative Federation-CA CF? 

Mr. ALAGIA. That had been scheduled. vVe had scheduled that one 
time in February and AMPI didn't show up and now it was rescheduled 
for March 25. 

Now, I want to say this: Before we left Washington, John Moser 
and I discussed-you know, when we got in the cab and went to the 
9uality Court, he and I discussed whether or not, you know, the meet
mg. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. The meeting with the President? 
Mr. ALAGIA. The meeting with the President, and we should con

centrate our efforts on the Hill, where these bills were going through 
Congress. And we talked about contributions to Republican commit
tees in hopes that some of the Republicans that didn't sponsor the bills 
would perhaps again look at it and give us an attentive ear. 

And I told him that since I was a lame duck and on my way out, 
back practicing law, really full-time, now, I would appreciate it and 
would take it up with Ben Morgan and it would be his decision and 
Mr. Moser's, and if they had any questions about it, I mean that would 
be it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you decide before you left Washington on any 
specific contribution or amounts of contribution that would be made? 
For the purpose you have described? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Well, we knew we had the dinner tickets. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. vVell, let's back up, then. 
The following night, you were a ware of a Republican fundraising 

dinner that was to be held? 
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Mr. ALAGIA. It was either the following night or the morning we 
went over to the ·white House. 

Mr. WEITZ. But the dinner itself was to be held on the 24th and you 
knew about it? 

Mr. ALAGIA. The Senate campaign dinner. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who had told you about that dinner? 
Mr. ALAGIA. These farmers. 
Mr. WEITZ. On the other side, had fundraisers--
Mr. ALAGIA. Republican and Democratic fundraisers contacted me 

all the time. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who were the Republican fundraisers that contacted 

you about that dinner? Did yon talk about the dinner with Mr. 
Harrison? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I went and asked Mr. Harrison at the 1V"hite House, 
"Where can I go and get dinner tickets for this Senate campaign 
dinner tomorrow night ? " 

Mr. \V"EITZ. Right. Had he talked to you about it previously? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I don't recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. ·why did you go to Mr. Harrison? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I thought anybody who could take us into the \V"hite 

House ought to be able to tell us where to find Republican dinner 
tickets. 

Mr. \V"EITz. Do you recall any Republican solicitors who had ap
proached you prior to the time you talked to Mr. Harrison about it, 
for this particular dinner? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I don't specifically recall. 
Mr. \V"EITZ. Had you ever purchased any Republican fundraising 

dinner tickets through Mr. Harrison prior to this occasion? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, sir, not to my knowledge. 
Mr. WEITZ. Had he ever asked you to purchase any such tickets or 

make any Republican contributions before this time? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No; I just met Marion Harrison. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. ·was he introduced to you in some way as a Republican 

lawyer or Republican law firm? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Well, I assumed that it was a Republican law firm, be

cause we met there and he took our identification to walk across the 
street and ge'L into the \V"hite House. 

Mr. \V"EITz. Before you left Washington, did you tell Mr. Harrison 
of the amount of tickets or the amount of contributions you would-

Mr. ALAGIA. A table. You know, if a table is 10, and that is my un-
derstanding, that is--

Mr. WEITZ. It would be 10 tickets. 
Mr. ALA.GIA. That is right. 
Mr. WEITZ. And your understanding also was that it was $1,000 a 

plate? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, that is my recollection. Now, I am not infallible 

by a long shot. 
Mr. WEITZ. I think that is consistent with the record. 
So before you left Washington, you had informed Mr. Harrison that 

it was your intention to purchase 10 tickets and make a $10,000 con
tribution subject to review by Mr. Morgan. 

Mr. ALAGIA. I didn't say anything about subject to review by Mr. 
Morgan on the 10 tickets. 
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He said he would have them there in his office the next day by noon 
and I could pick them up there then and that was fine. 

Mr. ·wErrz. Did you attend the dinner? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, sir; my practice has been that I didn't attend any 

of these things, but when it came time to go to the White House, I 
thought that would be a very fine opportunity, because I don't get to see 
the President very often. 

Mr. WEITZ. So you left Washington on the afternoon of the 23d 
with the knowledge that approximately 10 tickets would be purchased 
for the following night's dinner but that you would not attend, you 
would not return to Washington for that dinner. 

Mr. ALAGIA. A table, that is right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Approximately 10 tickets or 10 seats. 
Mr. ALAGIA. You know, whatever is in the table. I don't remember 

whether it is 5 or 10. You can probably tell me. Ten is what I have 
in the back of my head. 

Mr. "\V"EITZ. Now, when you were in Chicago, after you had left 
Washington at that meeting, were you informed that representatives 
of AMPI were trying to reach you, either directly or indirectly? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell us how you came to know that? 
Mr. ALAGIA. "\V-ell, when I got to Chicago, I called my wife sometime 

during the course of the evening. She told me that these fellows from 
AMPI were looking for me. And I didn't know what. She either gave 
me a number, you know, or-you know, I called her back to tell her
it was either that time, it was one of those calls she told me they were 
looking for me. And she either told them the time I was coming in, 
because I had told her, and I had not planned to stay overnight in 
Chicago. I had this matter at Harrisonburg in southern Illinois--

Mr. WEITZ. For the next day? 
Mr. ALAGIA. For the next day. A plant was in trouble and I was 

concerned about making sure the legal papers were all fixed up on that. 
She either told them what time I was coming in or else she gave me 

a number to call and then I was informed that they wanted to meet 
me. But I can't remember-I know I didn't talk with Nelson, Parr, 
Lilly, or Hanman. I mean I don't recall them talking to me. 

Mr. WEITZ. While you were in Chicago? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Right. 
Mr. WEITZ. But were you informed that those were the people who 

were trying to look for you? . 
Mr. ALAGIA. Oh, no. No. I didn't know who was gomg to be at the 

airport when I got off until I got off the airplane. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you know someone would be trying to meet you or 

wait for you? · 
Mr. ALAGIA. I was told that. "\V"hether or not they would be there, I 

was going home. 
Mr. WEITZ. But your wife told you they would try to meet you at 

the airport? · 
Mr. ALAGIA. When I got home, yes. . i 
Mr. WEITZ. What is your best recollection of the time you arrived in 

the airport in Louisville that morning? I 
Mr. ALAGIA. Three or four o'clock. 
~fr. WEITZ. Who did you find at the airport waiting for you? 
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Mr. ALAGIA. I found Harold Nelson, Dave Parr, Gary Hauman, 
and Bob Lilly. If they had anybody else there, I don't remember. 

Mr. WEITZ. And Mr. Lilly, Mr. Nelson, and Mr. Parr were employed 
by AMPI, and Mr. Hanman was employed by Mid-America 
Dairymen? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who spoke to you when you came off the plane? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I don't know which one of them spoke to me, but I 

know my-you know--
Mr. WEITZ. Who did most of the talking to you? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Mr. Parr. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall anything in particular-could you tell 

us essentially what he told you? 
Mr. ALAGIA. When I got off the plane-you know, I can tell you the 

thrust of the meeting. I can't remember it word for word, but I can 
tell you what the thrust was as far as these four fellows descending on 
me at that time. That was, you know, I could not imagine why they 
were down there to meet me at that time. But in the past, I mean, they 
were night people from the word go as far as meetings and things like 
that were concerned. 

In any event, I asked them to-you know, what on earth did they 
want? 

They said, well, they indicated to me they wanted $200,000 or 
$300,000 from us. 

I said, well you, or words to this effect, you have got to be kidding. I 
mean we would not have that kind of money. What are you guys talk
ing about? You have to be kidding. 

So they got off that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Before we leave that. They got off that. When they 

first made the-would it be Nelson or Parr, essentially, who made 
that requests or statement? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, but I don't recall which one. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did they in any way indicate, either by the context 

of the discussion of anything else you can piece together from your 
understanding at the time, did they indicate what they wanted the 
money for, or for whom? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Well, it was-let me put it this way. In the context 
of the meeting-and you know, incidentally, I didn't know whether 
this meeting was this day or later on at some other time until we got 
really checking these records. But obviously, in the meeting we had 
had with the President and it was in the context of, you know, that 
meeting. That is about the best I can put it. 

Then they go on to wanting SP ACE to lend ADEPT $100,000. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, ADEPT, you indicated, had been formed more 

than a year after SP ACE had been formed. ,¥ as it your understand
ing that they had even a smaller amount of funds available than did 
SPACE? \ 

Mr. ALAGIA. Frankly, I didn't know what ADEPT had in their 
coffers, you know, nor did I know what TAPE had. I just didn't 
keep count of that, you know, 

Mr. WEITZ. But it was cleat in your mind that they wanted the 
money in order to enable ADEPT to make a contribution with that 
amount? i 
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Mr. ALAGIA. What other conclusion could I reach? 
Mr. WEITZ. And they said they wanted how much, $100,000? 
Mr. ALAGIA. $100,000. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did they tell you by what time or timetable they 

wanted it? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I asked them, in effect, what was the timetable. They 

said the first of the week. 
I said, well, "Listen, I am a lame duck, by gosh, and I am sure not 

going to make any decision like that." 
Mr. WEITZ, Did you also raise a question as to the legality of that 

loan? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, I did. I said I didn't think that corrupt prac

tices law would permit the transfer or loans like that. And I had 
made up my mind I was not going to have any part of that. 

Mr. WEITZ. I am sorry if you had stated it before. Did he indicate 
he wanted the loan by the first of the week. Did you-did he indicate 
that to you? 

Mr. ALAGIA. They indicated-I am just telling you,how I remem
ber it. The thrust of it was that by the first of the week, the loan from 
SP ACE that they wanted for ADEPT--

Mr. WEITZ. Right. Now, if the record, which would, of course, be 
a matter of public knowledge, if the record shows that the morning 
of the 24th was a Thursday morning and the first of the following 
week, meaning Monday, was the 29th, then essentially, they were ask
ing for this loan by the 29th of March if that is the way the calendar 
works out for that year. 

Mr. ALAGIA. Would you run that by me one more time? . 
Mr. WEITZ. The 24th was a Wednesday morning. I am sorry 1f I 

:mid Thursday. Wednesday morning. 
Mr. ALAGIA. OK. 
Mr. WEITZ. If Wednesday was the 24th of March 1971, the fol

lowing Monday would be the 29th of March 1971. Just so the record 
is clear, they were asking you for this $100,000 loan by the first of 
the following week, which would be the 29th of March 1971? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes; that is the kind of way I would agree. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Did you tell them of your decision to have a table 

purchased for that night's dinner on the 24th? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I don't know whether I did or not. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Did they mention the dinner at all, by the way, during 

this conversation? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I am not sure that they mentioned the dinner. They 

had tickets, did they not, to this dinner? 
Mr. WEITZ. I believe ultimately they did attend the dinner, yes. . 
Mr. ALAGIA. You know, I have read so darned much stuff now m 

newspapers and trying to reconstruct everything. It could have hap
pened, but I don't recall. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did they talk about commitments to anyone or for 
any amount for political contributions? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No; they did not to me. They wanted that $100,000 
from SPACE to ADEPT and that is what statement was. made. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you tell them that you would ask BeIJ. Morgan 
about it? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I told them that any decision on stuff like this is 
not going to come from me. I had made my share of decisions, I am 
a lame duck, and Ben Morgan is the director. 

30-337 O - 74 - Bk. 16 - 10 
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Mr. WEITZ. I understand, but just to be precise about it, tha,t 
response could mean one of two things. Either, if you want to make 
the request, ask Ben Morgan; or it could mean none of us are inter
ested. Did you try to convey one or the other response? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I was trying to leave. I was trying to leave. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did they indicate why they hadn't contacted Morgan 

directly, since he was taking over or had taken over 1at that point? 
Mr. ALAGIA. "\V-ell, I think this was just a last-minute effort to put 

some pressure on a guy. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you something. Do you know whether

did they indicate to you any amounts that they were prepared
"they" meaning TAPE or perhaps ADEPT, but primarily TAPE
was prepared to contribute? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I don't recall any. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. In the executive session held before this committee with 

Harold Nelson on December 19, 1973* at pages 74 and 75, we asked Mr. 
Nelson about this meeting at the airport. I asked Mr. Nelson, "Did he 
agree to make that contribution that you asked for"-Mr. Nelson, by 
the way didn't remember the amount, but he knew they asked for some 
amount. I asked, "Did he agree to make that contribution that Mr. 
Nelson had asked you for." Mr. Nelson's response was on page 75: "He" 
-meaning you, Mr. Alagia-"agreed to see what he could do." 

Is that consistent with your recollection? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, it isn't. "Well, I would not consider doing that. I was 

on my way out and I was not going to make any decision at all on any
thing like that. 

Mr. vVE,ITZ. On page 75, Mr. Nelson says: "I think there was no ques
tion about it, they would have been interested in doing it if they had 
the money available." 

Is that consistent with what vou told him or what your recollection 
of the meeting was? • 

Mr. ALAGIA. I was not interested in doing that at all. 
Mr. vVEITZ. And when I asked Mr. Nelson. ""\Vas he"-meaning you 

-"interested in helping you but just wanted to check how much they 
had and would do everything they could?" Mr. Nelson's response was: 
"In my recollection, he was very interested. There was no problem from 
that standpoint at all." 

And that is inconsistent with your recollection of the meeting? 
Mr. ALA.GIA. "\V"hy, ves; I didn't agree to that at all. 
Mr. WEITZ. How did you leave it? Did you just go to bed and leave 

it that you would not be contributing any amount or no amount? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I told them that I was goin,g· to leave any decision on 

contributions tQ Ben Morgan and I didn't think it was legal what they 
were trying to do. I don't know what he says about that, but I sure 
didn't think it was legal. 

Mr. ""\V°EITZ. When you sav "what they were trying to do," are you 
talking in terms of the loan from one trust to another? . 

Mr. ALAGIA. "\V-hy, sure. Why should we lend ADEPT or anybody 
else the monev? If they don't have the money, they should not be mak
incranv contributions. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, the very next morning, the morning of the 24th, 
that same day, did you relate this converf'ation to Mr. Morgan? 

Mr. ALAGIA. That next morning, I talked with Ben Morgan and I 

*See Book 15, p. 6630. 
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talked about the Presidential meeting. I talked about the meeting with, 
you know, Mr. Moser. 

Mr. WEITZ. The discussion? 
Mr. ALAGIA. The discussion about the contribution. 
We talked about the fact that we ought to concentrate our efforts on 

the Hill, and vrn-I am sure we discussed the dinner dates, and as :far 
as the meeting at the airport, I told Ben Morgan if he got a call from 
anybody over there, lending money from SP ACE to ADEPT or any 
of that, I am sure not going to authorize it from a legal point of view. 

Mr. vVErTz. Let me ask you one question. I think we may have over
looked this from my unde.rstanding of the meeting at the airport. vVas 
there any reference to Mr. Connally by the AMPI officials? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. vVEITZ. This was at the meeting at the airport? 
Mr. ALA GIA. Yes. They told me, you know, they had either been to 

see Connally or they were on their way to see Secretary Connally. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Who told you that, do you .recall? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Harold Nelson. I £eel it could have been Dave Parr, but 

I think it was Harold Nelson. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Lilly or Mr. Parr say anything about Mr. Con

nally that you can recall? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Mr. Lilly-they were trying to tell me what kind of a 

forceful fellow Mr. Connally was. 
Mr. WEITZ. There again, was it your understanding that they were 

referring to the price support matter then possibly before the admin
istration? 

Mr. ALAGIA. vVell, it was in the context of this meeting. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was anything else said that you can recall at this meet

ing at the airport at 4 in the mo.ming? 
Mr .. A.LAGIA. No; I was ready to leave, you know, and would have 

done anything within limits to politely excuse myself and get out of 
there. I didn't appreciate them descending on me, you kno-w. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you one more question. I-fad you been aware 
before their comment to you about Mr. Connally that they had been in 
contact with Mr. Connally or were trying to get in contact with Mr. 
Connally? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Had I been aware? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes, be-fore they told you. 
Mr. ALAGIA. I mean if they did tell me, it didn't make much of an 

impression, because they were always talking about big names. And 
I say big names; you know, they had either been down to see President 
,Johnson at his ranch or some other place. 

Mr. vVErTz. But this was the only big name that they mentioned 
to you at the airport meeting? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, sir, as :far as I can recall. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Now, on the 24th, after you had talked to Mr. Morgan, 

do you in £act know what steps were taken to make a contribution that 
da v to the dinner, to the £undraising dinner on the 24th? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes. When I could not find Joe vVestwater and my wife 
reminded me that she tried to get Lou Westwater, his wife, to call me 
during the course of the morning if she ran him down, I sent .John 
Mays to vVashington to get the dinner tickets from Harrison's office 
to take them to the Quality Court--
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Mr. WEITZ. In Washington? 
Mr. ALAGIA. ,VIiere our dairymen were-so our dairymen, the Pres

ident and ~hese other farmers, would not be floundering around, won
dering where the· dinner was, or anything like that. 

Mr. WEITZ. I think the record shows that five checks, each for $5,000, 
to various Republican committees, totaling $25,000, were drawn for 
SP ACE on the 24th of March. Can you tell us who authorized those 
contributions? 

Mr. ALAGIA. After talking with Mr. Morgan. he called me back, 
talking about how much was in our kitty, and $20,000 or $25,000 
is what he authorized Jim Mueller to write. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether that contribution on the 24th, 
totaling $25,000, was the largest amount to any one function or fund
raising event that SPACE had made up to that time? 

Mr. ALAGIA. It could have been, it could have been. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether any representatives of your 

co-op or employee of your co-op talked with any representatives of 
AMPI or Mid-·America on the 24th, after the meeting that you had at 
the airport? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Do I know? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. ALAGIA. No. not of my own knowledge. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did anyone ever tell you that they did on the 24th 

talk again that day or that evening with any of the other people from 
the two co-ops? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I don't, you know, now recall any such conversation, 
you know, reported to me. There could have been, but I don't recall. 

Mr. WEITZ. men was the next time that you in fact met with Mr. 
Nelson and some of the other members of AMPI ? 

Mr. ALAGIA. ,v ell, the next day in Chicago
Mr. WEITZ. On the 25th. 
Mr. ALAGIA. On the 25th, we had the farmers that were to serve on 

the first board of directors of Central America Cooperative Federa
tion meeting, you know, to have their organizational meeting. 

Mr. WEITZ. At that time-Mr. Nelson was there and you were 
there? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I don't remember Mr.Nelson being there. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who was there from AMPI? 
Let me ask you this: Were either Mr. Parr or Mr. Lilly there? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Mr. Parr was there, but I don't remember Mr. Lilly. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Was Mr. Hauman there? 
Mr. ALA.GIA. Mr. Hauman was there. And their president and 

officers. 
Mr. WEITZ. Of course others were there. What I want to get to is 

did either Mr. Parr or Mr. Hauman mention in any way or discuss 
again or refer in any way to the matters that they had raised with 
you at the airport meeting on the morning of the 24th? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No, but when we were up there in Chicago, word had 
come in the room there that the support price had been changed. 

Mr. WEITZ. Of course, you were quite pleased, as were the others? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Well, I was surprised, to be honest with you. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Parr indicate, either before that was an

nounced or at the time it was announced or thereafter, that he knew 
it was in fact going to be increased? 
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Mr. ALAGIA. Of course, he had been talking about the support price, 
I think, at one of our meetings at the Marriott in February, when 
dairymen and AMPI were talking about merger and we had Mid
America people over there. You know, they were trying to organize 
Central America Cooperative at that time. I am sure there was dis
cussion about the support price. 

Mr. WEITZ. Not merely discussion. Did he in any way indicate on 
the 25th at this meeting, either before the announcement that the in
crease had been made or granted or after you received the news, that 
he had prior knowledge or in some way knew from certain knowledge 
that it was going to be raised as opposed to just mere speculation? 

Mr. Ar,AGIA. 'When I got to Chicago and waited around there
you know, they kept us waiting for a little while-the announcement 
came in that the support price had been increased. I mean I don't 
have any recollection of him or anybody else telling me that it is a shoo
in or something like that, if that is what you are asking me. 

Mr. WEITZ. Right . 
. Mr. ALAGIA. If they did, I would have thought that was just brag

gmg. 
Mr. w·EITZ. After the 24th, when you had the meeting at the air

port, when they accosted you at the airport, subsequent to that time, 
did you have further discussions with any representatives of AMPI 
or Mid-America co-ops about contributions for the President or to 
the Republicans? 

Mr. ALAGIA. With me? 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. ALAGIA. After that time, I didn't participate in the day-to-day 

decisions that anybody might make with respect to SP ACE. It seems 
like on these $2,500 committees, these dummy committees in 
August--

Mr. "\VEITZ. Yes, August 1971. 
Mr. ALAGIA. They asked me about those sometime in 1972, after the 

IRS had issued a Treasury information release on campaign contri
butions. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Who is "they?" I am sorry. 
Mr. ALAGIA. Mr. Mueller. 
Mr. ·wErTz. I see. By way o:f asking your advice? 
Mr. ALA.GIA. Yes, from a legal point o:f view. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. But at the time in 1971, in the course of making these 

contributions, were you at all involved in those contributions? 
Mr. Ar,AGIA. No, sir, I was not. I didn't even know they had made 

those to those funny committees. 
Mr. \VEITZ. I think the record shows that what we are referring 

to is, just for the record, 12 checks, each for $2,500, :for a total o:f 
$30,000, drawn and contributed by SPACE on August 19, 1971. That 
is what the record shows the SPACE reports indicate. 

Now, in connection with those transcactions, you have no contem
poraneous know ledge o:f those contributions? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No, sir. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Since the time o:f those contributions with Mr. Morgan? 

The fact that they were made or the circumstances? 
Mr. AL.\.GIA. I am sure we have. 
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Mr. WEITz. Has he ever, in fact, told you that those contributions 
were made and how in :fact they came to be paid ? 

Mr. ALAGIA. How they came to be made? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes, who asked for them, who inade the decision, who 

they were delivered to, and so :forth. 
Mr. ALAGIA. I mean since all o:f this has come up, you know, we 

have gone back and looked at the records. I am sure we have had dis
cussions on them. 

Mr. WEITZ. Could you identify various documents that are related 
to those transactions such as the authorization vouchers and so :forth, 
the SPACE vouchers? Have you been shown them since then and has 
it been explained to you which in fact were the vouchers for those 
contributions? 

Mr. ALA GIA. You mean the $2,500 ? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes, in August 1971. 
Mr. Au.GIA. I am not·sure. 
Mr. WEITZ. I am going to show you them and ask you-
Mr. ALA GIA. I think I have seen them. 
Mr. WEITZ. H you have seen them, you may be able to identify 

them. 
Mr. ALAGIA. Let me ask you, these are the records that you got 

:from Mr. Mueller on SPACE--
Mr. WEITZ. That is right. 
Let me ask you this. Have you ever been shown, subsequent to the 

time it was drawn, an authorization voucher for one o:f the committees 
which shows that the check or checks are to be sent to Reeves and 
Harrison, attention Mr. Murray Chotiner? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, I think we have, you know, I have seen these 
since this came up. 

Mr. WEITZ. I understand. Subsequent to that time. 
Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any knowledge o:f, for example, the in

volvement o:f Mr. Chotiner in those contributions? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, I do not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Has Mr. Morgan ever told you the circumstances sur-

rounding those contributions? 
Mr. ALAGIA. You mean the $2,500? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes, the aggregate $30,000 contribution in August. 
Mr. ALAGIA. O:f course, I didn't know about those until such time 

as I had read about them in the newspapers or when they asked me 
for a legal opinion as to whether or not there was any gi:ft tax con
sequences. 

Mr. WEITZ. I understand that. What I am saying is-I am not 
saying, even i:f it is not contemporaneous, this committee has ac
cepted information which is either a:fter the :fact or even hearsay and 
then weighed it in that light. My question is, subsequent to the time 
o:f the contributions, have you had any discussions with Mr. Morgan, 
Mr. Mueller, or anyone else familiar with these transactions and been 
told anything about those transactions as far as how thev were solic-
itE•d or any other cirrumstances? . 

Mr. ALAGIA. No, I didn't. Let me tell you, if they did-they could 
have, but I don't recall. I mean I have spent my time doing a Jot o:f 
other things besides worrying about dairy and SPACE and milk. 
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Mr. '\:VEITZ. Now, i:f the record shows that on the 19th, six checks 
totaling $15,000 were contributed to a number o:f committees that 
were included in a list with these 12 committees and those contribu
tions were made by ADEPT, do you have any knowledge, either at 
the time or subsequent to that time, o:f whether there was a connec
tion between those two contributions-the $15,000 by ADEPT and 
the aggregate o:f $30,000 by SP ACE? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Now, you are asking the wrong :fellow :for those 
questions. 

Mr. WEITZ. I can only ask you :for your knowledge. 
Mr. ALAGIA. Right. 
Mr. WEITZ And you have never been told how SP ACE came 

by those 12 committees ? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I:f they have told me, I don't recall it. I mean, it is 

possible they could have told me those things, but when you don't live 
with that stuff day by day, you just don't keep track o:f it. . 

Mr. '\:VEITZ. Now, at the time or subsequent to the time o:f 1971, 
were you ever told o:f a commitment by AMPI and perhaps other co
ops to-a commitment made by representatives o:f AMPI to contribute 
$90,000 a month to the President? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I read that in the newspaper and was surprised. 
Mr. WEITZ. You had never heard o:f that before? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I had never heard about that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Had you ever had any knowledge other than what you 

have read in the newspapers about a $2 million commitment by the 
dairy people? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I most certainly do not. 
Mr. WEITZ. In 1972, the records again indicate :for SP ACE that on 

August 2, 1972, $25,000 was contributed by check to Democrats :for 
Nixon and on October 28 o:f that year, another $25,000 was contributed 
to a Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President. Do you ha,.ve any 
knowledge-did you have any knowledge at the tim:,, o:f either o:f those 
two contributions either by way o:f your advice being asked or just 
being told that they were being made, or anything else? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No; I didn't know they we,re being made. I mea,n after 
the fact, somebody might have told me about it, and I think they did, 
and I was upset, you know, giving money to Democrats for Nixon. I 
didn't know how that was possible. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether, in connection with the contribu
tion to Democrats :for Nixon, Mr. Morgan or anyone else had met with 
Mr. Connally? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I think Mr. Morgan has told you he met with Mr. 
Connally. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether at that meeting or in connection 
with that meeting, that contribution was solicited? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Now, I was not there and I don't know what went on 
and I am not the man to ask about that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Well, again, I have to ask you, did Mr. Morgan ever 
tell you whether he was solicited for that contribution and i:f so, by 
whom? 

Mr. ALAGTA. Well, now, i:f lIB told me, I don't-I mean he could have 
told me but I just didn't keep track o:f it. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate that in fact, someone had asked for the 
contribution? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I iust don't recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you normally, after you left, did you have oc

casion from time to time to talk to Mr. Morgan about certain key con
tributions or certain key decisions by SPACE before the 1972 
election? 

Mr. ALAGIA. About the 1972 election? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes; certain key decisions. Not every contribution, but 

certain key decisions or major contributions? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, not major contributions, but if a man was run

ning like you, you know, Senator Huddleston, who is a friend of mine, 
why, I brought him in, asked the committee to talk with him and sup
port him, and he understands---at least he knows what a farmer does. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, do you have any-I believe you have indicated
let me ask you this: Was there a straw vote taken at a meeting of an 
advisory group for SPACE or some other type of meeting of support 
for one or the other Presidential candidates after Mr. McGovern's 
nomination in 1972? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was the approximate result of that straw vote? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Everybody in the room voted for President Nixon ex-

cept one vote for McGovern. 
Mr. WEITZ. Whose vote was that? 
Mr. ALAGIA. That was me. 
Mr. WEITZ. And my question, was that straw vote taken to provide 

guidance as to Presidential contributions for the remaining part of the 
year? 
• Mr. AwIA. No, it was obvious that the SP ACE advisory group were 
going to go with the incumbent Republican. 

Mr. WEITZ. With the President. OK. 
Do you recall approximatdy when that meeting took place and that 

straw vote took place? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Do you know? 
Mr. WEITZ. I think I know, but let me ask you this. 
Mr. ALAGIA. If you know, tell me and we will save some time. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you connect it with some time shortly after the 

Democratic National Convention or many months thereafter or several 
months thereafter? 

Mr. AT,AGIA. It was about the time. It could have been before even 
he was the nominee. 

Mr. WEITZ. Before the President was the nominee? 
Mr. Au.GIA. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. But after Mr. McGovern was the nominee? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Mm'hmm. 
Mr. WEITZ. So if it is indicated that the meeting and the straw vote 

took place on July 25, 1972, is that consistent with your recollection, 
which would have been a couple of weeks after the Democratic 
Convention? 

Mr. ALAGIA. It was either be,fore the convention when he was the 
front runner or shortly thereafter. 
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Mr. WEITZ. So would it be a fair characterization that your recol
lection is that it was in the summer of 1972, sometime in the summer, 
June or July, perhaps? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Yes, give or take a few months either way. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you this: Can you explain why no contribu

tions were made to the Committee To Re-Elect or the Finance Com
mittee To Re-Elect the President until just prior to the election? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Can I? 
Mr. W EITz. Yes. 
Mr. ALAGIA. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you attach any significance to the fact that 

October 28, the date of the $25,000 contribution to the finance com
mittee, is after the final reporting date before the election to the 
GAO? 

Mr. ALAGIA. You would have to check ·with Mr. Mueller on that. 
Mr. WEITZ. No one has ever talked to you about it since that time, 

of any significance as to the date of that contribution or the timing 
of that contribution. 

Mr. ALAGIA. Let me ask you, did the GAO make an inquiry about 
that? 

Mr. WEITZ. I don't know. 
Mr. ALAGIA. I am not trying to ask you questions, but the GAO, 

if they would make an inquiry-and you know, they have made some. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Let me step back for a minute and explain. There is 

nothing illegal about making a contribution on October 28 and re
porting it when the next reporting date calls for it. 

Mr. ALAGIA. I am glad to know that. 
Mr. WEITZ. At least not to my knowledge. I am not giving you free 

legal advice. That is my understanding. 
Mr. ALAGIA. I am sure you are not giving me free legal advice. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. My question is, however, in the context that if a con

tribution was made in fact on October 28, 1972, then existing law 
did not require that it be reported prior to the election of November 7, 
1972. 

My question is, although there was nothing illegal about the timing 
of the contribution, do you attach any significance to it or did anyone 
ever tell you of the significance of the timing of the contribution? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I attach nothing sinister to it and no one has told me 
or consulted ,vith me on that that I know of on this October 28-is 
it October 28? 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Yes, I believe so. 
Mr. ALAGIA. What was the contribution? 
Mr. WEITZ. $25,000. 
Mr. ALA GIA. Oh, that one I don't have anything on. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Did Mr. Morgan tell you of any meetings he had in 

1972 with Mr. Kalmbach? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I knew he went, you know, from one of his depositions, 

to see Kalmbach. I haven't, you know, sat down and asked him about 
those meetings. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. "\Vas the purpose of those meetings to solicit money 
from SPACE? 

Mr. ALAGIA. You are asking me the purpose of the meetings when 
I didn't go. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Morgan ever tell you whether solicitations 
were ever made or contributions discussed at that meeting with Mr. 
Kalmbach? 

Mr. ALAGIA. I think he has reported to your people on the Senate 
Select Committee what transpired at those meetings and I am not 
going to be trying to second-guess him. He was there. 

Mr. WEITZ. And one final question. Do you have any knowledge 
of any contributions, your knowledge either being direct or from 
hearsay or other indirect sources, of contributions made by the other 
two co-ops during: 1972 for the President's reelection? 

Mr. ALAGIA. You mean other than what I read in the newspaper 
and all that stuff? 

Mr. WEITZ. That is right, yes. 
Mr. ALAGIA. You know, I-no. I would say no I don't. I have tried 

to give you what I know and I just don't keep, you know, track of 
those things any more. 

Now, I mean, there may be some that I am supposed to be aware 
of that I don't now recall, but I don't know what they would be. I just 
didn't-when I resigned on March 10, 1971, I was getting back into 
law practice and trying to maintain what I had. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Off the record just a minute. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. PLOTKIN. On the record. Do you know of SPACE, ADEPT, 

TAPE, or any of the co-ops providing any services or funds to any 
Democratic candidates or contenders for the Presidential nomination, 
to the best of your knowledge? 

Mr. ALAGIA. During what period of time? 
Mr. PLOTKIN. The 1972 election? 
Mr. ALAGIA. In 1972--
Mr. PLOTKIN. For the 1972 election. It might have started back in 

1971 or 1970, whenever everybody started running for office. 
Mr. ALAGIA. Well, now, I mean I have read in the newspapers about 

AMPI providing apartments for some, I don't know whether they 
were announced or unannounced, candidates up here. I mean I have 
read something. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Do you have any personal recollection of any services 
or any funds contributed by cash or by check that you were aware 
of at the time that the services were provided or the cash or checks 
were provided to any Presidential contenders? 

Mr. ALAGIA. No. I mean in the 1972 election, I just was not, you 
know~well, I was interested in some of the senatorial candidates 
running, like in Kentucky. I didn't spend my time, you know, trying 
to run this kind of stuff down. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Now, I would like to ask the same question with re
gard to any senatorial congressional elections that took place in 1972 
where goods or services or cash or check contributions were provided 
by any of the dairy co-ops or any of the political arms of the dairy 
co-ops? , 

Mr. WEITZ. May I just, before the witness answers, I don't want to 
impede or I will not ask that the witness not answer. I think he should 
go ahead and answer it for a complete record. But Jet me just note 
for the record that I believe the question calls for testimony that falls 
o"\1-tside our mandate and I just do want it noted for the record, so that 
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if at a proper or appropriate time, some similar question, either at a 
public session or use of this executive session for the public record, will 
conform to the mandate and a proper ruling will be requested from 
the committee. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. A further clarification of the question. Some people 
who were congressional or senatorial candidates may have been infor
mal or unofficial candidates for the Presidency while at the same time 
they were standing for reelection for the congressional or senatorial 
offices. For that reason, if it has subsequently come out that they were 
never really official Presidential candidates, I just want to establish 
whether they received any of these finances or services for their 
senatorial or congressional elections. 

Mr. ALAGIA. As I say, the only ones I would have read about would 
have been in the newspaper involving AMPI or those apartments for 
Mr.-I think it was Mr. Mills, I am not sure. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. You have no independent recollection. OK. 
Now, with regard to the 4 a.m. meeting in the airport in Louisville. 

Without rehashing everything you stated before, was it your intention 
at the time of that meeting to in any w1ay ever give any considertaion 
to loaning SP ACE funds, arranging for the loan of SP ACE funds to 
ADEPT? 

Mr. ALAGIA. Absolutely not. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. OK. Would you tell me for the record what your per-

sonal impression was of Mr. Nelson? 
Mr. ALA GIA. You mean at that meeting? 
Mr. PLOTKIN. At that meeting and in general? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Well-well, of course, at that meeting-you know, I am 

just sorry you fellows can't experience something like that, have four 
of them descend on you at the airport. I wanted to gracefully, you 
know, get out of there, to leave. I didn't appreciate that type of descent 
at that hour of the morning. 

My impression of Mr. Nelson, whether that is material or not-I 
don't know what good that will do-but it was quite apparent to me 
at this time, with what I now have knowledge of, that they, the AMPI 
group, would have done anything to have merged Dairymen, Inc., into 
AMPI. And he might play one member of a management team against 
the other. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. He isn't someone you would care to deal with? 
Mr. ALAGIA. '\V ell, at this time, I would say no. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Are your feelings similar toward Mr. Parr and 

Mr. Lilly? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Toward who? 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Mr. Parr and Mr. Lilly. 
Mr. ALAGIA. I never had any dealings to speak of with Bob Lilly. 

He was at the airport this morning, you know, and he was at some of 
these meetings. They are always at meetings. 

And Dave Parr, if he would stay in the management field as a 
marketing man, a milk man, he is a good marketing man. And Harold 
Nelson is a promoter. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. It is absolutely clear for the record that your meeting 
with them in the airport was contrary to anything you would have 
wanted under those circumstances at that time and that there was 
never any intention ,to further investigate or participate in any request 
or effort on their part to obtain funds from SP ACE? 
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Mr. ALAGIA. Absolutely. I mean, they sought me out and descended 
on me and I wanted to get up and leave and I got up, if I was sitting 
down-I am not even sure I sat down. If I sat down, it sure was not 
for long. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Just two final questions. Is Mr. Morgan a lawyer1 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, he is not; he is an economist. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Did you advise him at the time that you passed on the 

events of the meeting at the airport that it was your opinion that 
loaning SP ACE funds of $100,000, or any amount, to ADEPT would 
be illegal in your opinion? 

Mr. ALAGIA. In my judgment, I told himt he should not even consider 
that, because that law didn't say that in my bOok. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Thank you. 
Mr. WEITZ. I just have three questions. 
First of all, were you a ware that 'TAPE in fact made a loan the 

following month, April 1971, to ADEPT, of $50,000? 
Mr. ALAGIA. April what? 
Mr. WEITZ. 1971, to ADEPT. Were you aware of that? 
Mr. ALAGIA. Well, looking over the records, yes, I am now aware of 

that. I am aware that talking with De Vier Pierson, he called me about, 
you know, whether SP ACE was going to lend money. I said, I don't 
think, in my judgment, the law permits that, and I tell you right now 
we are not going to do that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was that shortly after the meeting at the airport? 
Mr. ALAGIA. I think it was, you know, a week or so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ask him to call or did he call you? 
Mr. ALAGJA. No, he called me. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he tell you who told him to call you or who had 

informed him of this possibility? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, but I can only-you know, I don't want to assume, 

but it had to be somebody from AMPI or Mid-America. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he indica;te that TAPE was going to in fact or 

might make a loan to ADEPT? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, he didn't tell me that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate that there was an urgency in the context 

of the 29th of March such as they had at the airport with you? 
Mr. ALAGIA. No, he didn't indicate that to me. I just remember a 

telephone call from him along those lines and I told him that SPACE 
was not going to-you know, I didn't think it proper for one com
mittee to lend to another. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is David Parr now employed by DI? 
Mr. ALAGIA. By Dairymen. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know in what capacity he now serves as an 

employee? 
Mr. ALAGIA. The board of directors of Dairymen employed him 

and I don't know the exact date, sometime in 1972. I think you were 
furnished the information on that, Mr. Weitz. I think Mr. Morgan 
gave you an explanation of what he does. I don't follow him, I know 
he talks to producers at producer meetings and different things. I 
mean I am aware of that. 

Mr. WEITZ. I have no further questions. 
Thank you, Mr. Alagia. 
·we will recess the session. 
[Whereupon, at 5 p.m., the proceeding was concluded.] 
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U.S. SEN ATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
Washington, D.0. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :10 a.m. in room 
442, Russell Senate Office Building. 

Present : Senator Inouye. 
Also present: James Hamilton, assistant chief counsel; Donald 

~ande~s, deputy minority counsel; Benjamin Plotkin, minority 
mvestigator. 

Senator INOUYE. Would you raise your right hand, please? 
Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give is the truth, 

the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I do. 
Senator INOUYE. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, Senator, what I was going to do was to raise 

a matter of procedure, even before we start the initial questioning. 
Mr. Vanet has made a dual request to us. One: That he be allowed to 
tape record this morning's executive session, and two: In regard to a 
prior executive session, that he be allowed to read it, and as I under
stand it, to make verbatim notes out of the session. 

Now, it is my understanding of the rules of procedures of the com
mittee, that this would not be allowed, because executive sessions are 
only released by a majority vote of the committee, and this, in effect, 
would be the releasing of an executive session. But Mr. Vanet has 
made this request, and I think that he should be allowed to put it 
formally to you, so that you can make a ruling on this request. 

Senator INOUYE. Well, the transcript he is speaking of is what, now? 
Mr. HAMILTON. This is an earlier transcript, Senator, of Mr. Town

send. We are calling him back, because we now have some other matters. 
Senator INOUYE. Were vou present at this? 
Mr. V ANET. yes, I was. The way I read the rules we are entitled to 

a transcript of his testimony. We requested a transcript prior ,to giving 
the testimony, and we have not received a copy of it. We have been 
advised we probably would not get a copy, and we have cooperated and 
testified before. And we are here, ready, and we want to testify, but I 
am going to insist on my right to take a copy of what he •testifies today; 
and what I would like to do, although I'm not going to hold up his 
testifying today, if I can't; but I would like also to have a ruling that 
I may dictate, after the hearing today, the transcript that Mr. Hamil
ton has from th~ prior hearing. Otherwise, I am just going to advise 
my client not to testify today, and take the fifth. I don't want to do 
that. I want him to testify. He is here, he has cooperated. 

Senator INOUYE. W"ell, I have never heard of any person being per
mitted to take in a tape recorder during executive sessions. I presume-
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not presume, I would think-that the interpretation of the rule, as·you 
set forth, is correot in that sense; but there is no rule prohibiting 
counsel to take notes during executive sessions. And so, as to one part 
of your request, that you be permitted to take notes from that tran
script-

Mr. VANET. I just wanted to redictate them into my recording ma
chine after the fact. In other words, the rules expressly provide I am 
entitled to a copy of the transcript. 

Mr. HAMILTON. I don't believe that is right, Senator. 
Mr. V ANET. It is the way I read it, and if we're going to get a copy 

of both transcripts, well then fine, I've got no objection. But, you know, 
down the road, in case something comes up--

Senator INOUYE. Copies of the transcript, sir, as I recall the rule, 
have never been provided to any person other than appropriate staff 
and members of the committee. Do you have a copy of the rule there? 

Mr. V ANET. Senator, it says if it is made public--
Mr. SANDERS. I just asked my secretary to bring one. She will be 

here in just a moment with a copy. 
Mr. HAMILTON. I believe the rule is, Senator, that if the transcript 

is going to be made public for one reason or another, perhaps for sub
mission into the record, that takes a majority vote of the committee. 

Senator INOUYE. Has this been made public? 
Mr. HAMILTON. This has not been made public yet. You asked for 

some type of precedent, and I think the main precedent I can think of 
is in regard to the Chester Davis matter. You remember there was a 
vote of the committee in regard to making that available, certain 
transcripts available to Mr. Davis for his court litigation, and 
Mr. Davis only got it because the committee authorized his having it 
for that purpose. I think it is rule 24, but I am not sure. 

Mr. V ANET. I thought I understood that one witness had a stenog
rapher present when his testimony was given. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, there may have been for one reason or another 
some change in the rules. I think I know what you're talking about. 
I don't know under what circumstances that was done, but certainly 
the normal situation-I believe I mentioned the wrong rule-the 
normal situation is that executive sessions are not made public. 

Sen111tor INOUYE. That is rule 27. 
Mr. HAMILTON.Would you like to see this? 
Senator INOUYE. Rule 30. 
Mr. HAMILTON.Would you like to see rule 27? 
Mr. V ANET. Yes. I remember it says, if it is going to be made 

public-
Senator INOUYE. Rule 30 says the witness shall, upon request, be 

given a reasonable opportunity, before any transcript is made public, 
to inspect, in the office of the committee, the transcript of his testi
mony to determine whether it was correctly transcribed, and may be 
accompanied by his counsel during such inspection. If the witness so 
desires, the committee will furnish him a copy of his testimony at no 
expense to the witness. 

In this case, does the committee plan to make puiblic this transcript¥ 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, Senator, we don't know that yet. But we will 

let Mr. Townsend and his counsel read the last transcript, and this 
one, too, of course, after it is transcribed. And it has been procedure 
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that counsel can make notes, not verbatim notes, but can make notes on 
the content of the transcript. ,vb.at we have proscribed in the past, 
and will continue to do so unless the committee, of course, votes other
wise, is to prohibit counsel either from making verbatim recordings, 
or from taking a transcript and reading it verbatim into a tape 
recorder. 

Mr. SANDERS. Senator, I think that rule contemplates that the fur
nishing of the transcript, when requested by the witness' counsel, 
would occur at such time as the committee thinks that it would make 
it public. 

Mr. TOWNSEND. Well, I don't have any hesitation in terms of pro
ceeding anyway. I am perfectly willing,, if counsel would agree to 
waive the objection. . . · ~ 

Senator INOUYE. In view of rules 27 and 30, I would have to deny 
the request of counsel, but as noted hy committee counsel, I see no 
objection to the witness' counsel taking notes during the executive 
meeting. 

Furthermore, I see no objection to counsel taking notes from the 
transcript of the prior hearing. 

Mr. HAMILTON. 'Well, Mr. Vanet, if you--
Mr. VANET. ,v en, if Tom doesn't mind, we will go ahead, then. If 

it's all right with him, it's fine with me. Irrespective, it's my inclina
tion to say "no", but if he wants to go ahead, fine. 

Mr. HAMILTON. All right. 
I think we should recess this session, and move to 334, if that's all 

right; so then we won't take up any more of the Senator's time. 
[Whereupon, at 10 :20 a.m., the Select Committee recessed, to recon

vene in Room G-334, Dirksen Senate Office Building.] 
Mr. VANET. I would state for the record that I would include here

in, and incorporate by reference, the objections made at the first testi
mony of this witness before this committee, in order to save from 
repeating them again at this time. 

Mr. HAMILTON. OK. Mr. Townsend, just for the record again, would 
you state your full name? 

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS W. TOWNSEND, ACCOMPANIED BY 
M. RANDALL VANET, COUNSEL 

Mr. TOWNSEND. Thomas W. Townsend. 
Mr. HAMILTON. I am going to avoid going into your background, as 

we did earlier, but just so I can be completely clear; as I understand 
it, you worked for AMPI from the beginning of 1970 until sometime 
in 1972. Is that correct? 

Mr. TowNSEND. That is correct. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Sometime in April 1972, I believe? 
Mr. TowNSEND. February. 
Mr. HAMILTON. February 1972. 
Mr. TowNSEND. And it started-my employment with AMPI 

started when AMPI started, not 1970. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And for a certain period of time, you were special 

assistant to Mr. Nelson. What was that period of time? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Gosh, I really don't recall when it began. I would 

think probably sometime in 1970, until Mr. Nelson was relieved as gen
eral manager in 1972. 
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Mr. HAMILTON. And I believe that you told us last time, even though 
you were assisting Mr. Nelson that you worked primarily for Mr. 
Parr. Is that correct? 

Mr. TowNSENB. Yes, that is correct. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Now, Don, I'm not going to go into any more back

ground unless you want to, because I think it is :fairly fully covered 
in this earlier session. 

Mr. SANDERS. Go ahead, Jim. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Townsend, in 1971, do you recall, or do you 

have any knowledge of, any cash contributions being made to Con
gressman Mills? 

Mr. V ANET. Excuse me, and again, at this time, I'm going to advise 
the witness, that at any and all times, questions asked encompass only 
the 1972 Presidential campaign, and answer any questions accord
ingly. If there's any confusion in your mind about the scope of the 
question--

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, that is the scope, but I think that--
Mr. V ANET. Well, because it could go back to 1940, maybe he knew 

something. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, I am talking now about contributions made to 

Mr. Mills in 1971. I'm not asking about contributions made in 1940, 
but if the witness has any knowledge of any contributions made in 
1970, I wish he would answer, and we can discuss them. And if he 
thinks they were not related to the Presidential campaign, then either 
he or you can say so. 

Bu£ my question is, in 1971, do you have knowledge of any contribu
tions, for any purpose whatsoever, going to Mr. Mills? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. You mean, cash versus checks. You don't mean 
checks? 

Mr. HAMILTON. I'm talking rubout cash at the moment. 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes. I took an envelope that contained, as I under

stand it, ,as I was told, some cash 'and some checks :from Little Rock 
to Washington one time, when I was coming to Washington from 
Little Rock. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Oan you date this? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Well, not very precisely. I would say sometime in 

the fall or winter of 1971. , 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, are you sure that wasn't in August of 19711 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I'm not sure it wasn't in August of 1971. 
Mr. HAMILTON. But your lbest recollection is that it was the fall or 

winter of 1971? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Can you remember t'hat the weather was chilly? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I just don't have any recollection. It didn't seem 

much out of the ordinary to me. There is nothing that 'I recall ,about it. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Under whose instructions did you do this? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Mr. Parr's. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did Mr. Parr tell you, or did you look in the en

velope, to determine what was in the envelope? 
Mr:. TowNSEND. I did not look in the envelope, that I recall. He said 

that 1t was some checks and some cash. I had the idea Pm not sure 
what _he ~id, ex,actly, but I think that it was a whole group of small 
contrrbut10ns. It may have been that the check that I wrote for Chair-
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man Mills was in the group. I wrote a $50 check to the Mills campaign. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did he rtell you how much cash there was? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I 'believe he said there was slightly less than $5,000 

total, ·and I don't have any idea 0£ how much of t~at would have been 
in cash and how much of that would have been m checks. 

Mr. HAMILTON. What was the nature of the envelope? A small, white 
envelope? . 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, it was a small, regular, let~er-s1ze envelope .. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And was it chocked full, was 1t bulky, or was 1t 

reasonably--
Mr. TowNsEND. I would say that it was maybe half 1an inch. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Half an inch? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Slightly less than the thickness of my thumb, I 

would say. 
Mr. HAMILTON. What I'm trying to get at--did you have the impres

sion that there were 20 or 30 checks, 20 or 30 bills in there, or that
Mr. TOWNSEND. I would say there were more than 20 or 30. Gosh, I 

would hate to guess-it was :Jiairlythick, 1as I indicaited to you. I had 
the impression there might be-oh, 100 checks or bills. 

Mr. HAMILTON. The envelope, I fake it, was sealed? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, it was. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And you didn't look art it at any .time? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, I did not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did Mr. Parr say anything to you about wh0ther it 

was mostly cash or mostly checks? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I don't recall that he did. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did he tell you the source of the money? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, he did not. 
Mr. HAMILTON: Where did you get your impression that it was small 

contributions, like the one you had ,made? 
Mr. TowNSEND. From Mr. Parr. 
Mr. HAMILTON. What exactly did he say? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't remember exactly what he said. I think it 

was something like, "I've got some icontri'butions 'that I would like to 
have you take up to Washington," and I said, ''OK;" ,and he said, 
"Now be careful, because some of it is cash," ,and I said, "Well, is it a 
large amount of cash?" and I think he said, "No, there is some cash 
3:11d some checks, and it's less than $5,000," or something along that 
lme. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Did he mention to you thart there were any contribu
tions in there from AMPI per se ?' 

Mr. TowNsEND. Oh, no, no. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did he tell you where the contributions were from? 

Did he indicate that they were from people like you in AMPI, per
haps? 

Mr. '!-'owNSEND. I don't recall what he said. That was, I think, my 
- conclusion, from something he said-there ;is some cash and there is 

some checks, :and it may have been that ,th'is was ,after I gave $50 and 
I may ha ye-it may 'be all my assumption, you know. This is 21,,'2 years 
ago, and I't may be all my assumption that it was small contributions, a 
whole bunch of them. But it was, as I say, a very substantial envelope. 

Mr. HAMILTON. To whom did you deliver this money? · 
Mr. TowNSEND. I gave it to Gene Goss. 
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Mr. HAMILTO;.,. Did you tell Mr. Goss what it was when you gave it 
to him? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, I think I said that it cam~---that Dave ,asked me 
to bring this up 'to Washington. 

Mr. HAMILTON. You did bring it to Washington? Goss was m 
Washington at this time? 

Mr. TowNsEND. Yes. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did you tell him how much was in there 1 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall that I did, no. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did you tell him what the nature of the contribu-

tions was? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall that I did. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Did he open the envelope in your presence? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't !believe that he did. 
Mr. HAMILTON. What did he do with it? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I think it just sat on the corner of his desk until 

after I left, but he may 'have picked it up and put it in the desk dmwer. 
I just don't recall. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you reeall if he said what he was going to do 
with it? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, I don't recall. 
Mr. HAMILTON. I mean, for example, did he say, "Well, I will send 

this downtown to the Draft Mills for President office"? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I just don't recall. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Now, in placing- the date of this transaction, do you 

know if it was in proximity to the appreciation meeting or rally that 
was held for Mr. Mills in Little Rock? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't remember when that was. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, I think that was in August of 1971. Did you 

attend that? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, I did. I don't remember whether it would have 

been before or after. I just really don't remember. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, you were in Little Rock, I believe. Now, I 

may be wrong in this. I don't want to shape your testimony, but didn't 
you participate in the planning for that appreciation meeting? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, I did not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. You did not? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Were you in Little Rock several days before then? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I think that I was, but I have submitted my calen-

dar to the committee, and I'm sure that it would accurately reflect 
where I was on my expense reports. 

Mr. HAMILTON. I take it your testimony is that you did not partici
pate in any way in the organization or planning for, or getting out of 
participants for the Mills rally? 

Mr. TowNSF.ND. Boy, I just don't recall a darn thing that I per
sonally did. I knew that the rally was going on. I may have run a few 
errands or something like that, but as far as really having anything 
to do with the rally, I didn't feel that-and when I attended the rally, 
I went as a spectator. I took my wife and my two children along, and 
just sat up in the stands. 

Mr. HAl\ULTON. Well, you said you ran a few errands, do you 
remember perhaps making a delivery of some money to the rally 
organizers, some money given to you by Mr. Parr? 
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Mr. TOWNSEND. Well, I just don't know who the rally organizers 
were. Could you tell me a name or something? 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, I believe the name-I believe the State party 
chairman down in Arkansas was running it. Don, was his name 
Purcell? 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Mr. Purcell. 
Mr. HAMILTON. I believe Mr. Purcell was the organizer; Mr. Ward 

was participating, Mr. Charles Ward. 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I know Charlie Ward, but I'm not sure I ever met 

Mr. Purcell. What was his first name? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Frankly, I've forgotten. 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't believe I've ever met Mr. Purcell. 
Mr. HAMILTON. ·wen, do you remember making a delivery for Mr. 

Parr to anyone in the Mills' organization of some moneys that would go 
to cover the expense of the rally? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Boy, I just sure don't. It's possible I may have, but 
I sure don't remember. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know if AMPI in any way financed that 
rally or meeting for Mr. Mills? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir, I do not know. 
Mr. HAMILTON. You know of no expenses that they paid for, no 

contributions that they made? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. That AMPI would have made? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, that AMPI would have made. 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, I do not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. ·well, it is true, is it not, that they supplied some milk 

for that rally? Isn't that right? 
Mr. TowNSEND. If they did, I'm not aware of it. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, was your perception of that rally that it was 

a Mills for President rally? It was a rally to start the bandwagon 
rolling for Mr. Mills' candidacy? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. Boy, really, you're just going into details that I 
just honestly don't-I really didn't participate to any considerable 
degree on the-on that Mills rally, and really, you're just in an area 
that I can't honestly answer. 

Mr. HAMILTON. I understand that. I am really asking for your per
ceptions as a spectator, how you viewed it. 

Mr. TowNSEND. I think that I can recall generally overhearing some 
conversations in terms of Mills for President, and I can't honestly 
remember whether it would have been at that time or August. I think it 
would have been at that time, or previous to that time. I'm sorry that 
I just can't be any more helpful on that. 

Mr. HAMILTON. We are still on contributions, Mr. Townsend. Were 
you, in 1971, in the airport at Austin, Tex.? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know at what time? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes. The committee asked me some questions last 

time. That is really the only thing that I wanted to look at in the 
record of my previous testimony, and I said at that time-that was, 
you know, a completely new thing to me-and I said that I was, and 
I believe there was one time, and at that time it was at a time when 
Chairman Mills spoke to the joint session of the Texas Legislature, 
and there were questions relating to Jake Jacobsen. And I said that I 
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just couldn't remember, and since that time, I thought back quite a 
little bit about that, and I believe that there were two times that I was 
at the Austin airport. 

The one time, when Mills spoke to the joint session of the Texas 
Legislature, and I believe I feel quite sure now that there was another 
time that I was there. I flew in with Dave Parr, and we, I think 
inadvertently, saw Bob Lilly at the airport, and Jake Jacobsen was 
there, yes, sir. 

Mr. HAMILTON. When was the occasion? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall when that was. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Might that have been in November of 1971? 
Mr. TowNSEND. It might have been in November of 1971, but you 

know, it might have been back in the spring or summer, or in the fall. 
I just can't place it in reference to any time period. 

Mr. HA11nLTON. Well, the first trip was in the spring. Wasn't it in 
April of 1971? I believe that's what you testified to last time. 

Mr. TowNSEND. OK, if that's what I testified to. I had my calendar 
at that time, and I did have it on there. 

Mr. HAMILTON. And that was the speech to the legislature? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, it was. 
Mr. HAMILTON. What was the purpose of the second trip? 
Mr. TowNSEND. It was a stopover on the way to San Antonio, to 

the best I can recall. It was strictly a stopover that Dave wanted to 
visit with Jake Jacobsen. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know why he wanted to visit with Jacobsen? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No sir, I do not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you remember if anything passed hands be

tween Jacobsen and Parr? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No sir; I don't remember anything passing between 

Jacdbsen and Parr. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you remember Mr. Long coming up in the >air

port? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Since these questions were asked at the previous 

hearings, I thought about that, and I just honestly don't. I don't know 
whether-I kind of think that Mr. Long was there, but it really just 
doesn't ring a bell to me. I kind of think he was, but I'm just not 
absolutely certain. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, do you remember his coming up, that Jacobsen 
was there, and then Mr. Long came up su1bsequently and gave some
thing to Mr. Jacobsen? Does that ring a bell? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, it does not ring a bell; I don't recall any
thing that was unusual a:bout that particular stopover at all in Austin. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you think it was unusual that Parr would stop 
in Austin to see Jacobsen? Was that unusual? 

Mr. TowNSEND. To the best of my knowledge, it was the only time 
that I was with Dave, to the best of my knowledge, when we stopped 
in Austin and saw Mr. Jacobsen. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, you were flying in a private plane, then; the 
AMPI plane? 

l\fr. TowNSEND. Yes. It was not an AMPI plane, it would have been 
a. leased plane, a chartered plane, probably from Central Flying Serv
ice in Little Rock, Ark. 
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Mr. HAMILTON. Well, you didn't ask Mr. Parr why you were put
ting down? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. I don't recall that I asked him. I think that in the 
process of the flight, he said that he was going to stop and see Jake 
for a minute in Austin. I think he volunteered. 

Mr. HAMILTON. And you didn't say, "why do you want to do that?" 
Mr. TowNSEND. Not that I recall. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you remember when Mr. Parr, when he got off 

the plane, did he take anything with him? Can you recall that? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I sure don't. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, when he got back on the plane, do you remem

ber if he had an envelope or something of that nature? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I sure don't. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And he didn't tell you, for example, that he just 

picked up some money from Mr. ,Jacobsen t 
Mr. TowNSEND. Boy, I sure don't recall that he said anything about 

any money. 
Mr. HAMILTON. He didn't mention the amount of $5,000? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I sure don't recall it at all. 
Mr. HAMILTON. You have no further recollection of why Mr. Parr 

wanted to visit with Mr. ,J,acobsen? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, I don't. I remember that-the only thing 

that I can really remember about it was that we were sitting at the 
counter at a little restaurant there, and I believe that I was on a 
stool, and Mr. Parr was on the next stool, and I believe Mr. Jacobsen 
at the next one, and Mr. Lilly may have been on the one on the other 
side of that. And the heads were generally-like, we are here, I would 
have been sitting here, and then Mr. Parr and Mr. Jacobsen, and if Mr. 
Lilly were there, he would have been on the other side, and I don't 
recall whether he was sitting over there or not. And the conversations 
would have been Mr. Parr looking this way and Mr. Jacobsen this 
way. 

But I rec,all no conversation. I just don't have any recollection, and 
I think that if there would have been anything in relation to money 
that I overheard, or would have seen anything, I think that I would 
have recalled it. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, if Mr. Jacobsen had given Mr. Parr some 
money, do you think Mr. Parr would have told you about it? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. Not necessarily. 
Mr. HAMILTON. After that time, did you ever hear Mr. Parr say that 

he had another $5,000 to give to somebody, to give to Mr. Mills? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Not that I recall. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, did you ever hear Mr. Parr say anything about 

contributing AMPI money to Mr. Mills? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Contributing AMPI money? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes. 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, not that I recall. I sure don't. 
Mr. HAMILTON. OK. I have one more set of contribution questions, 

and then I will let Don ask you some questions about the same thing. 
Do you recall receiving $5,000 in cash from Mr. Stuart Russell? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes. 
Mr. HAMILTON. When was that? 
Mr. VANET. Excuse me. 
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This doesn't have anything to do with the 1972 Presidential cam-
paign, does it? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, I would like to get into it. 
Mr. V ANET. Get into it? There's nothing to get into. If he says 

clearly it doesn't have anything to do with the 1972 Presidential cam
paign, then it is beyond the scope of the authority and inquiry of this 
committee, and he could testify about things for weeks that he knows 
about, but I'm not going to let him testify to anything outside the 
scope of the inquiry. Anything within it, I would be glad to have him 
testify to. 

Mr. HAMILTON. I think we have a right to inquire about the circum
stances of this and then make our own judgments. I mean, if we let wit
nesses spoon feed us, so to speak, and counsel, we wouldn't have gotten 
a heck of a lot of the information we have gotten. 

Mr. V ANET. Well, that might be. But you can ask him questions about 
hundreds of things that are outside of the authority on the pretense, 
well, we want to hear about it and then we will decide if it is relevant, 
and tha.t is going beyond your--

Mr. HAMILTON. I think the determination of relevance is up to the 
staff and the Senators and, you know, we can go back for another ruling 
of Senator Inouye if you want, but. I don't. think we're going to ask him 
about. hundreds of things. ,v e're going to ask him about. a few specifics, 
and we do have some information that. there was a $5,000 delivery 
of money from Mr. Russell to Mr. Townsend. 

,ve just. want to find out. what. it. is about, because we know that 
Mr. Russell was involved in some other matters involving Presidential 
campaigns. 

I think it. is a very fair question. ,ve're not asking a blind question. 
1\fr. V ANET. Well, is this the same time period as 1970 and 1971? 
1\fr. TowNSEND. Yes; it's in this time period. 
Mr. VANET. mat. you are saying is, you have information that it. 

may well be that he was obtaining money not. for himself but. for a 
Presidential candidate? 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, 1: don't. want to state it. too strongly. We know 
that. there was some transferral of money; we know that Mr. Russell 
was involved in transferral of money for Presidential campaigns. 

Mr. VANJ<JT. This is already of record? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes. And because of those two facts, we would just 

like to inquire into this. 
Let me say I don't. think that this interrogation this morning is 

going to be that. sweeping. I don't t.nink we're going to spend 5 or 6 
hours going into every conceivable aspect of 1\fr. Townsend's affairs. 
I don't. think you have any worry about that. · 

Mr. VANET. Well, I can see where there would be relevancy if there 
is some possibility it could have been not. for him but. for someone else. 

Go ahead, Tom, and answer. 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Go ahead and answer? 
Mr. V ANET. Yes. 
Mr. TowNSEND. I forgot the quest.ion. 
Mr. HAMILTON. The quest.ion was whether you received some money, 

I believe, and you said yes; and then I asked you what was the time 
frame. That is as far as we have gone. 
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Mr. TowNSEND. I am going to say September 1970. If I r.,0uld look at 
my calendar, I could pinpoint it. 

Mr. SANDERS. I am looking at 1971 here. I will have to dig out 1970. 
Mr. TowNSEND. I would say it's on September 17, 1970. 
Mr. HAMILTON. How about describing the circumstances surround-

ing this delivery of cash, the amount, the reasons for it, et cetera. 
Mr. TowNSEND. Could I confer with counsel for a minute i 
Mr. HAMILTON. Sure, please. In fact, if you want to step outside-
Mr. TOWNSEND [confers with counsel]. I was attending a board 

meeting of the Oklahoma divison board of directors of AMPI, and I 
called the office, my office in Little Rock, to see if there were any mes
sages. There was a message for me to call Page Belcher at his office 
in Tulsa. 

I called that office some time in the afternoon, as I recall, and talked 
to Page, and I think we talked probably about the weather and foot
ball, and I asked if there was anything I could do. And he said, "yes; 
I would like to have $5,000." 

And I said, "Fine, I feel sure that I can make a call and get a check 
sent today." And Mr. Belcher said, "No; I would like to have it cash." 

And I said, "'Vell, I don't know if I can do that. I will have to make 
a couple of calls and call you back." And he said, "OK." 

And so then I called Mr. Parr, told him the circumstances, and Mr. 
Russell's name came up in the conversation. And I believe I said some
thing like, "Do you want me to call Stuart Russell i" and he said 
"Yes." 

So I called Mr. Russell, who was in Oklahoma City. He was in his 
office. I told him that I would like to have $5,000. He was somewhat 
reluctant. He asked who it was for. I said "for Page Belchert and he 
asked who had authorized it, and I said "Dave." And he said, "OK, 
drop by the office." And I said, "OK, I'll come bv this afternoon." 

And then I called Page Belcher back and asked if he would be in his 
office. I said it would probably be a little bit after 5 o'clock by the time 
I got over there. He said he would wait on me. 

After the Oklahoma board meeting was over, I went down to Stuart 
Russell's office. He had a client with him. I talked to his secretary. His \ 
secretary handed me an envelope. I took the envelope and went out to 
the airport, got my plane, went over to Tulsa, took the envelope down 
to Page Belcher's office, gave it to Page. It was a little bit after 
5 o'clock, as I recall. I don't believe there was anybody in the Federal 
Building, at !east not very many people. 

And he said, "Thanks, Tom," and took the envelope and put it in a 
coat pocket, and then we walked out of the building together. As I re
call, it was Mr. Belcher and a long-time administrative assistant who 
since has died. And I got in a cab, went back to the airport, and went 
back to Little Rock. 

At-oh, I would say about 4 months ago when I first-I don't know 
what time period, 3 or 4 months ago, when I first heard this-I mean, 
heard of Stuart Russell's name coming up in terms of some other 
contributions, I asked advice of my attorney, and told him about 
this situation, and he suggested that it might be a good idea to go to the 
district attorney, go forth and volunteer this information. 

And I said, "Well, that will be fine. Let me consider that." And I 
talked to-at about that time, I talked a couple of times with him and 
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suggested that it might be good not to have the same attorney ,as cor
porate counsel, that is how I got in touch with Randy Vanet, and 
talked to him about it, and he thought that it would probably not be 
best to do so. 

I talked with Stuart Russell about it, and he said he didn't care 
one way or the other, that the money was all his own personal, it didn't 
have anything to do with AMPI, and he didn't care whether I went 
forward with the information or not. 

And on the advice of counsel, I did not go forward with that in-
formation to the U.S. Attorney's office. 

Mr. SANDERS. Can we take a 5-minute break, please? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Sure. 
[ A brief recess was taken.] 
Mr. HAMILTON. I only have one more question on this matter, and 

that is, Mr. Townsend, in regard to the $5,000 delivery from Mr. 
Russell to you to Mr. Belcher in 1970, have you got any information 
that this money was used in support of any Presidential candidate in 
the 1972 campaign or election or any proceeding or any campaign or 
canvass leading up to 1972? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No; I do not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. OK, Don. 
Mr. SANDERS. I assume, from the way you have phrased your an

swers, Mr. Townsend, that your $50 check for Mills was given prob
ably just shortly before you brought this envelope to w·ashington for 
Parr? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No; I am not sure of the date of that check. I think 
I said I am not sure whether it was included in that group or not. It 
may have been. 

Mr. SANDERS. Could you tell us the circumstances of your making 
that contribution to Mills? Were you solicited by Parr? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes; I believe I was solicited by Mr. Parr, and I was 
happy to make a contribution. 

Mr. SANDERS. Was it payable to the Mills Campaign Committee to 
the best of your recollection? 

Mr. TowNSEND. The best I can recall, it was made out payable to 
the Draft Mills for President campaign. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did Parr suggest an amount to you? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I don't recall that he did, but he may have. I just 

don't recall. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you aware that he was soliciting other AMPI 

employees at that time? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I have no personal knowledge of anyone else that 

made a contribution to that campaign. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you aware that he was making calls around to 

AMPI board members and other employees to solicit contributions for 
Mills? 

Mr. TowNSEND. You know, I have difficulty in terms of the time 
frame. I have heard that that was done. I am not sure that I knew 
about it at the time that he talked to me about it. I don't believe that I 
personally have heard him ask any other employee or any board mem
ber, but I wouldn't be surprised if other employees were asked, yes. 

Mr. SANDERS. W"ell, have you at any time been told by other AMPI 
employees or board members that they were solicited by Pa.rr? 
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Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall a board member mentioning it to me. 
I think probably one or two employees have. I think probably-shoot. 
I am thinking that maybe Joe Murphy mentioned this to me, but I am 
just not absolutely certain. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you ever learn of any AMPI employee or board 
member complaining that Pa.rr had coerced them to make a con
tribution to Mills? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you receive from AMPI any reimbursement for 

your contribution? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you in any way enter that into your expense 

account? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you at any time learned that any contributions 

by other AMPI employees were reimbursed by AMPI contributions 
for Mills? ' 

Mr. VANET. You're talking about during this same time frame? 
Mr. SANDERS. 1971, 1972. 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall any conservations along that line. 
Mr. SANDERS. Perhaps you have stated this in your previous testi-

mony, but I would like to ask you where you we,re officed in 1971. 
Mr. TowNSEND. In Little Rock, Ark. 
Mr. SANDERS. During the entire year? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any sort of an office in San Antonio? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir; I did not. 
Mr. SANDERS. During the year of 1971, did you consider that you 

were responsible most directly to Parr? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Most directly, yes. I think there were probably 

some-most likely there were some projects that Mr. Nelson asked me 
about that I would have reported directly to Mr. Nelson, but for the 
most part I reported directly to Mr. Parr. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were there any printed or handwritten or letter mark
ings on the envelope which Parr gave you to take to Goss? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall anything being on the envelope. Gosh, 
there might have been some writing on the envelope, but I just don't 
recall if there was or not. 

Mr. SANDERS. "\Vas this delivered to Goss in his office? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes; it was. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was anyone else present? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Not that I recall. 
Mr. SANDERS. In all of 1971, did you deliver to Goss any other en-· 

velopes or packages which were indicated to you to contain any checks 
or cash? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. On how many other occasions? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. One other occasion. I brought an envelope which I 

wii:s told contained some checks to "\Vashington. · 
IMr. SANDERS. Who gave it to you and what was said to you? 
:]\fr. TowNSEND. To the best I can recall, Mr. Parr gave it to me; and 

he said it was some checks for Mills' campaign. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did he say how much was in it? 
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, M:r. TowNSEND. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. vV as it also sealed? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. 1iVas it similar in description and size to the previous 

envelope you explained? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I believe it was a manila envelope rather than a 

white, letter-size envelope. I believe it was an envelope that probably 
would have been 8% by 11 and thin. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you deliver it to Goss? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. To the best I recall, yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was this before or after the first one you have 

mentioned? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I just honestly don't-I believe it was a:fter. 
Mr. SANDERS. All right. Now, have you at any time learned the ap-

proximate value o:f the contents o:f that enevelope? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, I have not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any occasion to open it? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir; I did not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you personally deliver it to Goss? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I believe I did. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you observe him opening it? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know what he did with it? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I do not. 
Mr. SANDERS. What conversation did you have with him when you 

gave it to him? 
Mr. TowNSEND. To the best I can recall, it would have been something 

like, "Dave asked me to drop this off to y'all," and he probably would 
have said, "OK, thanks." And that would have been the extent o:f the 
conversation. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did Parr make any mention to you o:f cash in the 
envelope? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No; as a matter o:f :fact, I believe that he probably 
would have said checks, because I sure had the distinct :feeling that it 
was all checks. 

Mr. SANDERS. Can you place this into any time :frame in re:ference 
to the Mills' rally in Little Rock? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. I really can't. I can't tell you whether it would have 
been before or after. I think probably after, but Pm just not certain. 

Mr. SANDERS. To your knowledge-I should say, to your recollec
tion-did you deliver any package to Goss in 1971 which contained 
solely cash? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. It is my understanding that Mr. Parr has a walk-in 

vault in his Little Rock office. Is that true? 
Mr. TowNSEND. It's in the Little Rock office, there is a walk-in vault; 

yes, sir. It wasn't in Mr. Parr's office. 
Mr. SANDERS. It wasn't in his office. OK. 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you aware in 1971 o:f any sums o:f cash kept in 

there by Parr o:f $1,000 or more? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir; to the best o:f my recollection, that vault 

contained only records, and I don't recall ever walking by that vault 
door when it wasn't wide open. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Was there within it any other smailer safe or locked 
box with a combination or key lock? · 

Mr. TOWNSEND. Not that I reca11. 
Mr. SANDERS. At any time in or about August 1971, did you learn that 

cash had been delivered to Norma Kirk at the Little Rock airport? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or did you learn that Norma Kirk had brought cash 

into the office to Parr in August? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir; I have no recollection along that line. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any knowledge that Parr was keeping 

any cash, any cash sums, in that vault for ·Wilbur Mills? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir; ·we1l I would be just completely surprised 

if there were, because, as I say, I just don't recall ever walking by that 
vault door when it wasn't wide open. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any recollection that Bob Lilly came to 
Little Rock any time around the Mills rally? . . . 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't remember seeing Bob Lilly around m Little 
Rock at that time, but I don't recall seeing Bob Lilly-I just don't 
recall seeing Bob Lilly in Little Rock, period. 

Mr. SANDERS. Your calendar indicates the words "Mills rally" on 
August 26, 1971. 

Would that indicate to you that was the day of the rally? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I ·would assume that it was. I ·would think that 

would be the day. 
Mr. SANDERS. Now, it is my information that Lilly traveled to Little 

Rock on August 17, 1971. 
Does your calendar contain any notations on August 17 which 

would stir your recollection of that day? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No; I would say I was in Little Rock on that day. 

I indicate that there was a hearing in the Twin Cities, Minneapolis
St. Paul, but I don't recall going to that. 

Mr. SANDERS. Is that a milk hearing? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, it would have been a milk hearing. 
Mr. SANDERS. Although you have no recollection of attending it, 

does the notation indicate that you did attend? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, I just said my notation says that there was a 

hearing on voting on diversion limitations and lowering supply plant 
requirements and also location differentials. I don't recail whether I 
was at that hearing or not. 

Mr. SAXDERS. Is there any indication from your calendar that be
bveen August 17 and August 26 you traveled to Washington? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. I ,vould say-well, let me look. I feel rela
tively certain that I did not. Sometimes I have notations on this cal
cmdar which I've never followed through, or notations for Dave, or 
as a reminder of some kind of a meeting which I did not attend. For 
instance, just on the 16th, I have got Nelson, Parr and others, North 
Holiday Inn at St. Louis. I went to that meeting. 

I sometimes have notations on here where I:didn't go to the meeting 
at all. I think this, in combination with my expense account, gives a 
real accurate indication of where I was. But from looking at this, I 
would say I did not go to Washington between August 16 and through 
the end of August. 
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Mr. SANDERS. It is my understanding that there was an office in 
Little Rock which was handling responsibilities for the Mills rally. 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall that office? 
Mr. TowNsEND. Yes, I do. 
Mr. SANDERS. "\¥ ere you ever in that office? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, I think I was there probably twice. 
Mr. SANDERS. You said you were acquainted with Charles Ward? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, I've met Charles Ward maybe three times. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you also know an individual named Jernigan who 

served as treasurer? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I believe I met Mr. Jernigan maybe twice. I don't 

know Mr. Jernigan well at all, or Mr. Ward well at all, either. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you ever take any envelope or package from the 

AMPI Little Rock office to the Little Rock office for the rally? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Not that I recall. I sure don't recall doing so, and 

I think if I had I think I would remember it, but I don't have any 
recollection of doing so. 

Mr. SANDERS. At the time, on the occasion that you took the two 
envelopes to Washington, D.C., to Goss that you have already told 
us about, to your knowledge, was there any office in Little Rock oper
ating for a Mills' Presidential candidacy? 

The reason I ask you that, is because I want to know if it went 
through your mind to ·wonder why you were making the delivery all 
the way to Washington, if there was some local operation that it could 
have been given to. 

Mr. TowNsEND. I don't recall any office in Little Rock in that 
regard, other than this Mills rally office. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did that close up right after the rally? 
Mr. TowNSEND. It surely must have been shortly after, because I 

remember driving by the office, I don't recall when, but it was all open. 
The office, as best I recall, was on a corner of a main street in down
town that had windows completely along two sides of it, and I believe 
the office had been vacant for some time, and I don't think that it was 
open for very, very long. 

Mr. SANDERS. You have no recollection of a Little Rock Draft Mills 
office? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. A Little Rock Draft Mills office? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir; I do not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Since the committee questioning concerning any 

travels to Washington carrying any checks or cash for Mills, have 
you perchance had occasion to review or search your logs to see if 
you could match any trips to Washington with those occasions of . 
delivering them? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir; I have not and I kind of doubt-I think 
it would be rather fruitless on my part to try to do so, because I came 
to ,v ashington quite a few times. And I think before making the 
copies that I looked through there, and I just don't think that there is 
anything in there that would shed any light on that time period. 

Mr. SANDERS. In your calendar for July of 1971, there is a note at 
the beginning, Mills-Kennedy. 

"\Vhat is the significance of that ? 
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Mr. TOWNSEND. I think probably I had my calendar out. t?~ first 
time that I heard the names of Mills and Kennedy as a poss1b1hty on 
the Democratic ticket, and I suspect that I was just doodling and 
wrote down the names, Mills-Kennedy. 

Mr. SANDERS. On July 24, there is an entry, "Ark-Div," Arkansas 
Division, I presume, "Mills, Conway," which I assume is Conway, 
Ark. 

Do yon know the significance of that entry? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Could I look at it? [Pause J I believe this was a 

time period when the southern region of AMPI had its normal yearly 
division meetings, and I would say that on the 24th of July 1971, that 
the Arkansas division had their annual division meeting in Conway, 
Ark., and that Chairman Mills was the speaker at that meeting. 

Mr. SANDERS. ·would having the meeting in Conway be an ordinary 
event, or would that be unusual? 

Mr. TmvNsEND. That would be very ordinary. I have attended three 
Arkansas division annual meetings; they were all held at one of the 
colleges there at Conway, Ark. And I know that last year, I received 
an invitation to go, and it was also held at Conway. 

Mr. SAXDERS. An entry for July 30 says "Washington." 
"'\Vould that indicate that you were in "'\Vashington on that date? 
:Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAXDERS. Do you know for what purpose? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I would not have any idea. Sorry. 
1\fr. SANDERS. And the entry for July 31 says, "Mills, January 14, 

San Antonio." Is that correct? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, that's correct. I believe that is probably the 

first time that I heard that Chairman Mills was to make some kind 
of a speech before some group in San Antonio, on January 14. 

Let me Jook back at the end. I think I also wrote it-yes, in Decem
ber, which is the last entry, on a little blank spot. I also have "Mills, 
January 14, San Antonio." 

I am quite sure he was to speak before some civic group on Janu
ary 14 in San Antonio. I don't know if it ever took place, but I feel 
sure it was scheduled. 

Mr. SANDERS. The entry for August 3 says "vVashington." 
Do you know for what reason? Did you travel to Washington that 

day, and do you know for what reason? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I would say I did travel to Washington on that 

day, and I don't have any idea why. I did quite a little work in Wash
ington in terms of, you know, working with various-oh, gosh, Agri
culture people, and I was kind of in charge of the development of 
white papers in terms of price supports, imports, the economic justifi
cati~n, and background, that kind of stuff. And I think if-you know, 
lookmg through my old calendars, you could say I came to Washington 
quite often. I would say that I was in Washington on that day. 

Mr. SANDERS. An entry on August 25 says, "Butterbrodt." 
Do you know the reason for that entry? 
Mr. TowNsEND. No, I really don't. It could be that I was supposed 

to call John Butterbrodt on that day. I would say that would be the 
most likely, but I am not positive on that. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you have occasional business dealings with him? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, I did. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Just to take it a little beyond the period of the Mills 
rally, your calendar indicates in September that perhaps you were in 
Washington for several days, the first full week of that month. 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir; I would say that I was: 
Mr. SANDERS. For what dates would you judge? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I was there on September 8, 9, and 10. I possibly 

came in on the 7th, or possibly stayed over and came home on the 11th. 
I feel relatively certain that I was out of or away from my home for 
3 days that week, 3 nights. 

Mr. SANDERS. Can you tell from that why you were here? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, I cannot. I can't tell from this. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you now know why you were here? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I don't recall. 
Mr. SANDERS. Jim, I have got a few more questions I want to ask, 

but I assume you're going to go back into the Iowa rally. I will get 
into that when it comes up. 

For the month of November 1971, your calendar indicates San 
Antonio on the 10th and 11th. I see no indication here of Austin. Can 
you refresh your recollection for the 10th and 11th? 

Mr. TowNSEND. On the-
Mr. SANDERS. 10th and 11th. 
November 10 is the Marine Corps birthday, in case you want to 

put a reference on that. 
Mr. V ANET. A little trivia. 
Mr. TowNSEND. I can't remember whether I was in San Antonio on 

the 10th and 11th or not. I believe that I was in there on the 11th. I 
am not sure about the 10th. I also have a notation of a supply and man
agement committee meeting in Dallas on November 10. 

I also see that there were Canadian people in San Antonio on the 
11th and 12th. I believe that Jim Reeves talked to the Canadian people 
in San Antonio, or Dr. Mehren, or maybe both. I know that I did not 
talk to the Canadian people who were in San Antonio. 

My expenses would indicate that I was probably in San Antonio on 
the 11th anyway. I don't recall. 

Mr. SANDERS. Can you possibly relate to the 10th and 11th the events 
you have told us of meeting Lilly in the Austin Airport? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No; I really can't. 
Mr. SANDERS. The reason I asked that is, it is our information that 

it was on November 10 that Lilly met you, or saw you, in the airport 
with other AMPI personnel. . 

Mr. TowNSEND. It could have been, but it sure doesn't ring a bell. 
There just isn't anything about that Austin Airport deal that really 
rings a bell with me, or I am sure I would remember it. 

· I am not saying that it wasn't on that day. I am just saying tha,t I 
just-I don't have any-I can't help in terms of that date. 

Mr. SANDERS. Now, with respect to your remarks about being in 
Austin with Parr whenever the daite was, on that occasion, would you 
have flown to Austin with Parr? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did he make any mention to you on the way that he 

was to receive anything from Jacobsen? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, not that I recall. The only thing I can recall 

is, I think what I said earlier was that he said he wanted, if we were 
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going to stop in Austin, he wanted to talk to Jake a little bit. And I 
think it was purely accidental that Bob Lilly was there-purely 
accidental. 

Mr, SANDERS. Do you recall, then, flying from Austin to San 
Antonio? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I am not positive where we went from Austin. I 
think it was to San Antonio, but I am just not positive. 

Mr. SANDERS. In relationship to that occasion, were you at any time 
thereafter given any package or envelope by Parr to deliver to any 
Mills personnel? 

Mr. TowNSEND. You mean like immediately after? 
Mr. SANDERS. I mean, within the same day or within a few weeks? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, certainly, not on the same day, and nothing that 

I could ever tie back to that Austin stop. 
Mr. SANDERS. Well, now, just-this was November 10. Well, I am 

saying we were told November 10. You don't remember that it was 
that date. But within about 60 days thereafter, there was a complete 
change of management in AMPI. 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. At any time between your seeing Lilly in the Austin 

Airport and the time of change of management in AMPI, did you 
deliver anything to Washington for Mills? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Well, I think-as I say, I can't tie any time periods 
in terms of delivering to ·washington, so it may have been after No
vember 10; it may not have been. We could look at the calendar and 
see how many times I was in Washington after that. 

Mr. SANDERS. Your calendar indicates Washington on November 16, 
Washington on November 23. Maybe you could do a better job of 
covering the next month there than I can. There might be some
thing besides "Washington" that wou]d indicate that you went to 
Washington. 

Mr. TowNSEND. Ye.s. I would say I did come to Washington on the 
23d of November. 

Mr. SANDERS. Also on the 16th~ 
Mr. TowNSEND. Also on the 16th of November. [Pause.] 
This would indicate that I did not come to ,vashington the entire 

month of December. But, again, I think it would be good to look at the 
expense reports. I don't believe I did come to 1Vashington in December 
1971. 

Mr. SANDERS. Or ,January 1972? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No; not fo ,January of 1972. . 
Mr. SANDERS. And you don't know the purposes for your trips on 

November 16 or 23? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No; I rea11y do not. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. I don't believe Mr. Sanders asked you, with regard to 

the second envelope that you gave Gene Goss in Washington, was that 
delivery in his Capitol Hill office? 

Mr. TowKSEND. To the best I recall, it was, yes. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. ,vas there anyone else present in the room at the time, 

or that might have been present and was sent out of the room? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, there was no one sent out. I don't remember 

anything peculiar about it. Gene Goss' desk is separated by a-at that 
time, it was separated by a partition, and I believe it most likely that 
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I would have just gone back and I would have been the only one 
behind this little partition. It was, oh, 5 feet high. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Is there a secretary that sits on the other side of the 
partition? 

Mr. TowNSEND. On the other side of it, yes. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Was she there when you came in? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, gosh, I can't remember. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. I£ she was there when you came in, do you think she 

might have overheard any conversation you might have had with Mr. 
Goss? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, I doubt it, I think she probably would have been 
typing letters. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. OK. You also said that you were pretty sure that the 
envelope contained checks? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. What causes you to think that? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I think Mr. Parr said that there were some checks. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. pid he say they were all checks, or did he say there 

was no cash, or did he say, "Here are some checks?" 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't remember. I feel relatively certain it was 

after that first time that I felt that there was some cash and some 
checks in the envelope, and I know I felt on the airplane a little bit 
apprehensive in terms of the cash. And I know that I didn't feel anv 
apprehension in terms of this second time, because I, in my own mind, 
felt that they were all checks made out to the Draft Mills for Presi
dent Committee. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. But in fact vou don't know there was--
Mr. TowNSEND. No; I didn't look in the envelope for a fact. I 

couldn't verify that there were cash or checks in either one of the 
envelopes. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. So then it's just as possible that it was cash in that 
second envelope as there was in the first one? 

Mr. TowNSEND. It's possible that there was cash. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. All right. That's all. 
Mr. HAMILTON. OK. I want to get on to a few other subjects, and I 

will move as fast as we can. 
I want to focus on--
Mr. TowNSEND. We just missed the airplane I really wanted to 

catch. 
Mr. HAMILTON. I want to focus on this rally in Ames, Iowa, on the 

2d of October. Your calendar indicates that you were out in Iowa a 
couple of weeks before that. Now, what were you doing out there? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I was in Iowa to help whatever I could to try to 
get a crowd for the Iowa Cooperative. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Why was it so important to get a crowd? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Well, I think there was a couple of reasons. One, 

Iowa has been messed up in the dairy industry ever since I have been 
in the dairy industry. It has been a rather noncooperative area. It has 
been a low-priced area, and we wanted to try to get a crowd, get people 
together and see if we couldn't develop some more cooperation. 

And then I think, too, I knew that Chairman Mills was going to be 
one of the speakers at that meeting, and anything I could do to help 
Chairman Mills I would be happy to do. 
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Mr. HAMILTON. Was that the official position of AMPI, "Let's help 
Chairman Mills"? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't know as I would say it was the official posi
tion of AMPI. I think that may be an unofficial position or some
thing of-any time that we could do anything for Chairman Mills 
that was, you know, honest and legitimate, I think that we would make 
every effort to do so. 

Chairman Mills, at least in my opinion, has probably more knowl
edge than any other single individual on the Hill in terms of the dairy 
industry and some of the technicalities of the dairy industry, including 
Federal orders. And he was helpful to us in terms of the dairy indus
try, and, at least I felt that any time there was anything we could do 
that would be helpful to Chairman Mills, that it would be done. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Let me be a little more specific. ,vas it your view, 
and was it the general perception of the people at AMPI, to your 
knowledge, that the Ames rally was at least in part a Mills for Pres
ident rally ? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I can't speak for others, but I felt that the primary 
purpose was the Iowa Cooperative, the milk thing, but it was an oppor
tunity for Mills to appear in Iowa. 

Mr. HAMILTON. But you perceived it as a vehicle to promote Mills' 
candidacy? Is that correct, or is it not correct? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yeah, I guess I perceived it as--
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you think Mr. Parr perceived it as that way? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Gosh, I wish you would ask Mr. Parr that question. 

I would think that he would have perceived it as an opportunity to help 
Chairman Mills ; yes. 

Mr. HAMILTON. How about Mr.Nelson? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I would say the same with Mr. Nelson. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And Mr. Johnson, Joe Johnson? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I would think that probably Mr. Johnson-I don't 

know whether Joe Johnson would have thought of it in the same
I don't know; maybe a lesser degree or something. 

Mr. HAMILTON. ,vell, take Parr and Nelson. Did either one of these 
gentlemen say anything to you indicating that they perceived this as 
a Mills for President rally that you can now recall? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall any specific instances where it was 
said that this would be a Mills for President rally. 

Mr. HAMILTON. ,v ell, did you ever help prepare, or was there pre
pared, campaign items to promote Mills' candidacy that were distrib
uted at the Ames rallv? 

For example, were' there balloons that said "Mills for President," or 
was there a banner? Was there Mills for President litemture available 
there? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I was not at the rally and I just honestly don't know. 
Mr. HAMILTON. You weren't there? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I was not there; no, sir. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, how shortly before the rally did you leave? 

Do you remember? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't have anything on here that indicates when 

that rally was held. ,v as it on October 2? 
Mr. HAMILTON. The 2d, yes. 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 - 12 
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Mr. TowNsEND. I th.ink that I was there on September 30-that 
would have been the last day. I tell you, all during 1971 and the-let's 
say from Thanksgiving of 1970 on through almost all of 1971 was an 
extremely trying period of time for me. My wife was in an extremely 
depressed situation, to the point that I had to have my mother come 
down and take care of my children along about Thanksgiving of 1970 
through, I think-after Easter of 1971. And from that period on I tried 
to be home a great deal more, and it was constantly on my mind. 

And, as a matter of fact, I think on September 30, I-probably I got 
a ca11 indicating that I should get home right fast, and I went home 
that night and stayed there and did not go back for the rally itself. 
And I will just be honest with you, that was very much on my mind, 
and it still is. It's a period of time that I will never forget. It is, I think, 
a period when I finally realized what some of the important things in 
life really are. . 

I think I was a pretty mixed-up kid for quite a while, and I think it 
is unfortunate that it took that to get some proper perspective in my 
own personal life. 

I'm sorry I digressed on that. 
Mr. HAMILTON. That's all right. 
Mr. TowNsEND. But it would indicate-my records would indicate 

that I was in Iowa. 
Mr. VANJ<~T. I think, Tom, yon answered the question about 10 min

utes ,ago, but if you want to miss your next plane, you can just keep 
talking. 

Mr. TowNSEND. Thank you, counsel. 
I was just going to say it looks like I was in fowa about 3 days the 

week of September 13, 2 days the week of September 20, and either 
2 or 3 days the week of September 27, and that was the extent of my 
involvement in Iowa. · 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, while you were there, did you see anybody 
blowing up Mills balloons? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, I did not see anyone blowing up Mills 
balloons. I recall that there were some banners being made. I don't 
know what the banners said or how large they were. I don't recall any
thing about balloons. 

Mr. HAMILTON. 'lVell. that may sound like a trivial question, but the 
point is, how much was this rally focused toward electing Wilbur Mills 
President? That is the overall question. Do you know how much money 
AMPI put into this rally? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. I wouldn't have anv idea. 
Mr. HAMILTON. I take it there were contributions bv the other dairy 

cooperatives, too? e 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't think there were any contributions in terms 
of any cash, at least none that I a.m aware of. I think that there were 
people that were involved. There were people involved from AMPI, 
from Mid-America Dairymen, from Land O'Lakes Velco division, and 
I believe the Rural Electric Cooperatives, Farmland Industries, and 
probably other cooperatives, you know, that I am just not aware of. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Is it your understandinP." that the outlays of cash 
that were necessary were made by AMPI? When I say outlays of cash, 
I mean outlays of money t-0 pay for the-in terms of the expenses. 

Mr. TowNSEND. In terms of the-- · 
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Mr. HAMILTON. Renting the hall, et cetera. 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, I am not a ware 0£ that. 
Mr. HAMILTON. OK. On the trip to Texas £or the speech to the 

legislature, that was in April, I believe? Can you pinpoint that? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I think I did it the-
Mr. HAMILTON. You may have. 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, I would say it was April 30, 1971. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Now, did you travel down there to the rally with 

Chairman Mills? 
Mr. TowNSEND. To the best 0£ my knowledge, I did, sir. 
Mr. HAMILTON. How did you travel? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. By a private jet from Little Rock. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Was that the AMPI jet? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, it was not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. It was a rented jet? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I don't have any idea what the source 0£ the 

plane was. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know who paid £or the plane? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, I do not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And did Mr. Mills travel back to Little Rock on 

the plane? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I am not sure how we got back. [Pause] 
I see a notation 0£ our Project P Committee meeting in the Execu

tive Inn in Danas, and I don't remember whether Mr. Parr went to 
that Project P Committee, which stands for "promotion," or whether 
we went back to--whether we went back to Little Rock. And I don't 
remember whether we went back with Chairman Mills or whether 
we did not go back with Chairman Mills. 

Mr. HAMILTON. I take it--
Mr. TowNSEND. Mv notation shows that we went to the LBJ ranch 

the same day, and I ~m just not sure 0£ the mode 0£ transportation. 
Mr. HAMILTON. How did this speech to the Texas Legislature come 

about? 
Do you know who made the arrangements? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I wouldn't have any idea. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know i£ this speech was a device to promote 

Mr. Mills' candidacy £or the Presidency? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, and I'm not sure 0£ the time frame. I'm not 

sure that I was aware in April 1971 that there would be a Mills £or 
President candidacy. I am not sure 0£ the time period, and I think 
that Chairman Mills spoke to several joint sessions 0£ the legislatures, 
and I think- I am not positive--

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you remember the topic 0£ his speech? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I sure don't. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Can you remember any facts that would indicate 

t.hnt. thi" =n;; sort 0£ a c,ampaign appearance? 
Mr. TowNSEND. None that I recall, but I am really not a campaign 

advance man or any 0£ that kind 0£ thing. That isn't really the role 
that I played in any way or any advance man £or anybody. And 
what may be obvious to some people as something that is very political 
might not seem political to me, and particularly in relating time pe
riods-well, it is difficult in the whole line 0£ inquiry to separate 
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what I knew at the time, what I've heard about, what I have read in 
the newspapers. 

Boy, in terms of some of the whole funding deal, I have learned 
a lot more since I left AMPI than I ever knew when I was in AMPI. 

Mr. HAMILTON. But you don't remember any discussion on the plane 
going down as to how this would be a great boost to Mills' crmdidacy 
or ,anything like that? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall. There may have been some, but I 
don't recall any. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Who was on the plane? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. To the best I can recall, it would have been two 

pilots-I wouldn't have any idea who they were, because it was not 
a plane that I was familiar with. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Who were the passengers? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Chairman Mills, Dave Parr, Carl Arnold, and 

myself. 
'Mr. HAMILTON. Why was Carl Arnold on the plane? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Pardon? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Why was Arnold on the plane? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't know. 
Mr. l-lAJ\ULTON. He was in Mills' office? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Carl Arnold? Not that I'm a ware of. 
Mr. HAMILTON. What was his position, and what was his connec

tion with the Mills organization? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I don't have any knowledge that he was. He was

I think Carl Arnold was an attorney here in 1Vashington, and I don't 
know who his clients are or anything. 

There may have been somebody else on the plane. There may have 
been one other person. If there was, I do not-it is the first time I ever 
saw him and the last time I ever saw him. 

Mr. HAMILTON. And you can't recall? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Don, let me ask just a couple more questions, just 

to finish up Mills if that's all right. 
Were you aware that there were any AMPI employees working for 

Mills in 1971 ? 
Mr. TowNSEND. In 1971? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes. People on the AMPI payroll working for Mills. 
Mr. TowNSEND. I knew that Joe Johnson had been an AMPI em-

ployee and worked for Chairman Mills. I don't know when he switched 
from being an AMPI employee to a--

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, he was a ful1y paid AMPI employee until 
,T anuary of 1972. Was it your understanding that be.fore that time he 
was working for Mr. Mills? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Well, I would think he would be working for AMPI. 
Mr. HAMILTON. ·what was your understanding at that time? Were 

you told at that time, or did you know by some means, that he was in 
Washington working for Mr. Mills? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I knew that he was in Washington. I don't know 
that he was spending all of his time working for Mr. Mills. 

Mr. HAMILTON. That's what I'm asking, your perception. Did you 
have an understanding--
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Mr. TOWNSEND. My perception was that Joe Johnson was in Wash
ington, he was doing some ·work for ·Wilbur Mills, but it was not my 
perception that he was spending full time working for Wilbur Mills. 

Mr. HAMILTON. So it was your understanding he was still doing some 
work for AMPI? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Is the same true of Betty Clements, his secretary? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't think Betty Clements-to the best of my 

knowledge, Betty Clements was not on the payroll, not on the AMPI 
payroll, after she came to Washington. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, I think she came around November 1971, and 
she was still on the AMPI payroll. What was your perception of what 
she was doing up here? 

Mr. TowNSEND. 1:Vell, I thought that she was-I thought she was 
working for Draft Mills for President campaign: 

Mr. HAMILTON. And not doing any AMPI business for Mr. 
Johnson? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't have any knowledge of-I don't recall. I 
didn't think she was on the AMPI payroll. 

Mr. HAMILTON. So the answer to that is, you did not think she was 
doing any work for AMPI, for Mr. Johnson, after she came to 
vVashington? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, I don't think-I thought she was, but she could 
very well-could have been. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know if any AMPI employees ~ere sent to 
New Hampshire to work for Mr. Mills? · 

Mr. TowNSEND. I believe that there were, yes. 
Mr. HAMILTON. And who were they? 
Mr. TowNSEND. AMPI employees? I don't know if I can say if I 

know who the AMPI employees were or not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Neither AMPI employees nor people whose expenses 

were paid by AMPI? ' 
Mr. TowNsEND. Joe Johnson was in New Hampshire to my knowl

edge. I don't know of any other. 
Mr. HAMILTON. What about a fellow named 8-Borge-last name of 

George, Charles George? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't think I know anybody named Mr. George. 
Mr. HAMILTON. How about Mr. Holmes? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Johnny Holmes? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know if he was in New Hampshire? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I'm not sure whether he was or not. When you 

mentioned that name; he may have been. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know of anybody else who was, let's say, 

working for Mr. Mills, either on the AMPI payroll or financed by 
AMPI? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Well, I sure don't recall any. 
Mr. HAMILTON. OK, Don. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you get the feeling that this is like tag wrestling? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I get the feeling that you all are asking me an 

awful lot of questions that I just don't-I may have overheard some 
of these things, but I had no direct contact with-~ 

Mr. V ANET. That's what they're finding out, Tom. 
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Mr. SANDERS. You shouldn't infer that we presume that you have 
any knowledge to all of these questions we ask. We just feel that we 
have an obligation to cover the field as long as you are here, and if 
you don't know anything about it, that's all you can--

Mr. TowNSEND. It makes me feel like there must have been an awful 
lot I didn't know about. 

Mr. SANDERS. When you traveled to Iowa to work on making prep
arations for the event on October 2, did you do that at the direction 
of Parr? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. What, if anything, did he tell you when he asked you 

to go up there concerning Wilbur Mills? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I viewed my prime role in going to Iowa as to see 

what Joe Johnson was doing, and see if I could hold down-see if 
any money was being expended unnecessarily, not knowing whether
with no indication of--

Mr. SANDERS. Other than Joe ,Johnson. were there any AMPI em
ployees besides yourself working in Iowa on arrangements for this 
event? · 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Let me say. other than Iowa-based people. 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, sir; Terry Shea, Betty Clements, Robert Radel, 

R-a-d-e-1. 
Mr. SANDERS. Is he from Little Rock? 
Mr. TowNSEND. He is in Little Rock at the present time. At that 

time, he lived somewhere in the Houston, Tex., area. Those are the 
ones that come to my mind. 

Mr. SANDERS. Was any of your work in Ames directed toward gen
erating attention to the public that Wilbur Mills would be at this 
event? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. I was a ware-I don't know that any of my work was 
directed in that regard. I was aware that there was publicity being put 
out; I think newspaper and radio advertisements advertising the Iowa 
Cooperative Month that Wilbur Mills would be there, that Governor 
Ray would be there. I believe Senator Miller was there. I believe all of 
the congressional delegation was invited; now, I'm not sure who all 
attended. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any awareness that advertisements were 
being prepared which would state the Mills Presidential efforts? In 
other words, any bumper stickers saying, "Mills for President," any 
newspaper advertising? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. I don't think there was any advertising stating any
thing relating to Mills for President. I believe I saw some bumper 
stickers that were there, but I don't think they would have been pre
pared there, or under--

Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any involvement in the preparation of 
any Mills for President advertising? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Not that I can recall. 
Mr. SANDERS. To your know ledge, did Joe Johnson or Terry Shea 

have? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Mills for President? Boy, there may have been, but I 

am not aware of it. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Did you see Charles Ward while you were in Iowa in 
September? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. No. I don't think Charles Ward was in-I just 
:feel real certain Charles Ward was not in Iowa _when I was in Iowa. 
If he was, I didn't see him. Now, I'm not saying he wasn't in Iowa, but 
I sure don't recall seeing him. 

Mr. SANDERS. Have you ever been to the St. Paul or Waverly home 
of Senator Humphrey? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, I have not. 
Mr. SANDERS. In 1970 or 1971? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I've never been to any of Mr. Humphrey's homes 

in Minnesota. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any knowledge that-first of all, let me 

ask you, do you know John Val en tine? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, I do not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know Norman Sherman? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I do not. 
Mr. SANDERS. While you were with AMPI, did you have any contact 

with the firm, Valentine, Sherman? 
Mr. TOWNSEND.None that I can recall. 
Mr. SANDERS. While you were with AMPI--
Mr. TowNSEND. It's possible that I may have called somebody at 

the Valentine, Sherman office, but I just don't recall it. 
Mr. SANDERS. While you were with AMPI, were you aware that that 

firm existed ? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. And how did you know that, and in what connec

tion? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I'm not sure when I first knew about it. The only 

direct knowledge that I had of Valentine, Sherman was with-in con
nection of an obligation with Governor Docking, of Kansas. 

Mr. SANDERS. Would you explain, then, your previous testimony? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I had forgotten it was there, and I think I relayed 

pretty much everything I know ,about Valentine, Sherman. If I men
tioned that, did I also mention in there-the only time that it was 
brought up by AMPI people formally to me was at a restaurant some
place, and I don't know where it was, and Mr. Parr, Mr. Nelson, Mr. 
Lilly, and Mr. Isham were sitting at ,a table-the four. And there was 
a group of the rest of us sitting at another table, and they called me 
over, and they asked me if I knew anything about any commitments 
to Valentine, Sherman for anything other than Docking. And I said, 
"No, I do not," and they said, "OK," and I went back to the other 
table. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you ever have any conversation with Lilly con-
cerning work done, or to be done, by Valentine, Sherman for AMPI? 

Mr. TowNSEND. For AMPI? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I don't believe so. 
Mr. SANDERS. ·while you were with AMPI, did you have any knowl

edge that Valentine, Sherman was doing work for AMPI? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I think that they did some surveys-ran some sur

veys for AMPI. 
Mr. SANDERS. How did you learn that? 
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Mr. TowNSEND. I think that I just overheard it. It possibly could 
have been in a board meeting. 

Mr. SANDERS. Can you explain in any greater detail what survey 
work was done? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, I really can't. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or where? 
Mr. TOWNSEND.No, I do not know. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know who would have been handling it in 

AMPI? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Probably Mr. Nelson, but I'm not sure; I'm just not 

sure. I had one other conversation ·about Valentine, Sherman-relat
ing to Valentine, Sherman with Bob Lilly within the last 6 months, 
and that was when I called Bob Lilly and asked him if the obliga
tions to Governor Docking had been met and he said, as far as he 
knew, that they had. And I said, "OK; I will be in a meeting where 
Governor Docking will be present, and I just want to know, beoause he 
may ask me something about it, and I just want to know." And he said, 
"As far as I know, they have," and that was the extent 0£ it. 

Mr. SANDERS. While you were with AMPI, did you learn that Valen
tine, Sherman was doing work £or the Humphrey campaign? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I really don't think that I knew that Valentine, 
Sherman was doing work £or the Humphrey campaign. This is all 
just on, you know, maybe little things that I overheard. Somehow or 
other, I think it's possible that a fellow by the name 0£ Jack Chestnut 
was--I have him associated with Valentine, Sherman some way. I'm 
not sure whether he worked £or Valentine, Sherman or was an asso
ciate, or something, and I believe that Jack Chestnut at one time 
worked £or Senator Humphrey, but don't hold me to that. I'm not 
positive 0£ that. But I associate the name Jack Chestnut in some way 
with.Hubert Humphrey. 

Mr. SANDERS. I still don't-from your answer, I'm not sure i£ I 
have an understanding 0£ my question 0£ whether, while you were 
with AMPI, you knew that Valentine, Sherman was doing work £or 
the Humphrey campaign. 

Mr. TOWNSEND. I guess I would just have to say that I honestly 
don't have any direct knowledge. I'm not sure whether I have any in
direct knowledge, you see. I'm not sure 0£ the time period we are talk
ing about, and I just-really, nothing to my knowledge that can tie 
Hubert Humphrey to Valentine, Sherman. There is nothing that I 
have ever heard other than just passing comments that would just
or it leads me to believe that there may have been something with 
Valentine, Sherman, Jack Chestnut, and Hubert Humphrey. That's 
really the extent 0£ my knowledge on the thing. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you ever learn that Valentine, Sherman was doing 
anything-any work 0£ benefit or value £or the Mills campaign? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Not to my knowledge. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall ever remarking to Lilly that AMPI had 

some commitment to Valentine, Sherman? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir; the one I just related to you, in terms 0£ 

· the Docking--
Mr. SANDERS. Only the Docking? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. No other? 
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Mr. TowNSEND. No others. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you ever recall remarking, or do you recall ever 

remarking to Lilly, that the value of the AMPI commitment to Val
entine, Sherman would be for the benefit of Hubert Humphrey's 
campaign? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, I don't recall ever having made such a 
statement. 

Mr. SANDERS. Or for the Wilbur Mills campaign? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir; I do not recall ever making such a state

ment. 
Mr. HAMILTON. "'\:\Thile you're looking, can I ask a couple of ques

tions, Don? 
Mr. SANDERS. Sure. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you know if AMPI had made-if AMPI made, 

in the summer of 1971, any type of financial commitment to Hubert 
Humphrey to be elected President? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir; I do not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Do you recaH telling Mr. Lilly that there was a 

substantial commitment to Humphrey by AMPI? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, I don't recall making that statement. 
Mr. HAMILTON. If I mentioned a $140,000 commitment to Mr. 

Humphrey by AMPI, would that make any sense to you? Would 
that ring a bell? 

Mr. TowNSEND. It does not ring a bell to me at all. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Have you ever heard before this time that AMPI 

had a $140,000 commitment to Hubert Humphrey? 
Mr. TOWNSEND.No, sir; I have not. 
Mr. HAMILTON. You certainly would not have told Mr. Lilly at any 

time that AMPI had made a $140,000 commitment to Humphrey? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I don't see how-no, because I'm not aware of 

any $140,000 commitment, and I couldn't have made such a statement 
to anybody. 

Mr. HAMILTON.You are drawing a blank? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HAMILTON. All right, Don. 
Mr. SANDERS. Well, you may know this already, but to sharpen the 

question to you, I think I am obligated to state to you, perhaps as a 
help in refreshing your recollection, exactly what was said to us by 
Lilly involving, or relating to you; and this is in the time frame of 
July 1971. 

He says that at about that time, Nelson, Parr, Chestnut, and pos
sibly Townsend met at the home of Humphrey in Waverly, Minn. 

Mr. TowNSEND. I have never been at the home of Hubert Humphrey 
in "'\V"averly, Minn. 

Mr. SANDERS. And then, he says: 
Shortly after this meeting, Nelson, Parr, and Townsend told me in San Antonio 

that we were committed to $140,000 to Humphrey and Mills through Valentine 
and Associates. 

Mr. TowNSEND. I am just flat not aware of that. 
Mr. SANDERS. And you deny~whether it is true or not, you deny 

ever saying that to Lilly? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. You see, I'm not aware of any commitment 

for any amount of money to Hubert Humphrey for the 1972 cam-

• 
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paign from anyone, and under those circumstances, it would have been 
just completely beyond my recollection of any possibility that I could 
have made such a statement. 

Mr. SANDERS. If you had said something like that to Lilly, you 
would probably be able to recall saying it j 

Mr. TowNSEND. Boy, I sure think I wouid. 
Mr. SANDERS. So your statement is not that :vou don't recall saying it 

to Lilly, but that you did not say that to Lilly, or anything to that 
~ffect? 
, Mr. TowNSEND. Well, gee, I mean, I just don't want to, I don't see 
any way that I could have. But maybe I was-I may have been visit
ing with Bob some time and he may have told me something about 
it, and asked if I knew about it or something, and I may have nodded 
my head. But, boy, I just have no absolute knowledge of any commit
ment by AMPI or anybody else to the campaign of Hubert Humphrey. 
I just don't have any know ledge of it. 

Mr. SANDERS. I hate to belabor the point, and I don't want to split 
hairs, but the way you are answering my question is by saying you 
have no knowledge of any such commitment. l\fy question goes to the 
matter of whether you made any such statement to Lilly, without 
regard to--

Mr. TOWNSEND. To the best of my belief, I did not make any such 
statement to Mr. Lilly in that regard: 

Mr. SANDERS. Do 'you have any knowledge of anv funds going to 
the 1971 and 1972 Presidential campaign of Hubert Humphrey which 
originated with corporate assets of AMPI? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No sir, I do not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or any such funds going to the Presidential campaign 

of Governor Wallace? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir, I do not. 
Mr. _8ANDERS. Or to ~he Presidential campaign of Senator Muskie? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, I do not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Are you acquainted with Bill Connell? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Could you just briefly describe the nature and extent 

of your relationship? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Most of the relationship with Bill Connell has been 

in connection with Concept Films, Inc. There was a contract from 
AMPI to Concept Films to do two films, one related to the dairy 
:farmer and his plight. I believe it was called "Mailbox Money." 

Mr. SANDERS. You don't need to go into detail about that. 
Mr. TowNSEND. OK. That is the main contact. To the best of my 

knowledge, I had met Bill Connell before that and knew who he was. 
He was a former administrative assistant, I believe, to Senator Hum
phrey, and the main contact that I had with him was in connection 
with these films. 

Mr. SANDERS. And in any of your contacts with Connell, has there 
been any discussion concerning contributions to the Presidential cam
paign of Senator Humphrey? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Boy, there may have been. But I have no recollec
tion o:f any specific instance where there was. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did he at any time solicit contributions :from you? 
Mr. TowNSEND. From me? 
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Mr. SANDERS. From you as an individual or as an employee o:f 
AMPI? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. No,neitherway. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or make any solicitation o:f AMPI? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Through me, no. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or from TAPE? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No; not that I can recall. You know, there were 

only three people that could make a TAPE commitment. That was 
Parr, Nelson, and Lilly. And I think that was :fairly well known. 

Mr. SANDERS. But I would assume that other persons working :for 
them could make suggestions or recommendations? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, yes. And I'm sure, I :feel confident that they did. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did any o:f your contacts with Connell relate to Valen

tine, Sherman? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes; I was trying to think o:f whether it was more 

than one. I remember one, and that was about 4 weeks ago, and I was 
visiting with Bill Connell about a film project, another film project, 
and I said that I had been up before this committee and they had 
asked about Valentine, Sherman. And I didn't know a darned thing 
about Valentine, Sherman. I didn't believe I had ever met Jack Chest
nut or Valentine or Sherman. And I said that I had been inquiring, 
and that, I said that there was a--

Mr. VANET. Excuse me, Tom. He's not asking all the things that 
you said to him. He's asking you a simple question, a question that I 
have :forgotten. 

Mr. TowNSEND. Do you want me to go ahead with my-
Mr. VANET. ,Just answer his question. 
Mr. TowNSEND. OK. 
Mr. SANDERS. The question is: "Did you have any conversation with 

Connell relating to Valentine, Sherman." And your answer is, "Yes; 
about 4 weeks ago." 

In this conversation, did Connell advise you o:f the nature and ex
tent o:f his relationship with Valentine, Sherman? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. No; he said that he made a trip into Kansas. I 
told him about the Docking thing, and he said that he made a trip 
down to Kansas to explain what the program was. And that was the 
extent o:f the conversation with him. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did either o:f you in this conversation mention the 
matter o:f benefits for the campaign o:f Humphrey? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir. Not that I can recall. I don't recall any
thing being said about it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Your calendar :for January 29, 1971, has a notation 
"HRH, Parr, HSN to Louisville." 

Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, yes. I believe--
Mr. V ANET. Excuse me. There is no question, Tom. He hasn't asked 

you any question. Just try to listen to his questions, and we will move 
:faster. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you travel to Louisville on that date? 
Mr. TowNSENl>. No; I did not. 
Mr. SANDERS. And do you know the purpose o:f your, or the reason 

:for your entry? _ 
Mr. TowNSEND. I think it was very minor, that Hubert Humphrey 

was to speak to the board o:f directors o:f Dairymen, Inc. on that date. 
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Mr. SANDERS. At or about that time, did you learn that Parr had 
received a proposal from Valentine, Sherman for work which could 
be done for AMPI? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No; I am not aware of it. 
Mr. SANDERS. On your calendar there are notations of "Connell" 

or "Bill Connell" in October on the 9th and 16th, and another one on 
January 17, 1972. Do you have a recollection for the reason of any 
of these entries? 

Mr. 'DowNSEND. Yes, sir. We were talking about these films I was 
talking about. 

Mr. SANDERS. Was any aspect of your discussion with him on any of 
those days in relation to Valentine, Sherman? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir. Not that I can recall. 
Mr. SANDERS. All right. I want to clarify a point with regard to 

all you have told us ,rubout a meeting in the Austin airport restaurant. 
In your first testimony before the committee you gave some indica
tion that this may have occurred at the time of a Mills speech to the 
Texas Legislature. 

Am I ,correct in assuming that you now completely disassociate 
those two events? 

Mr. TowxsEND. Yes, I do. And I was going to tell you why, but-
Mr. SANDERS. You are now certain that they occurred on two dif

ferent dates? 
Mr. TowNsEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. You lead me to ask the next question. ·what is it that 

makes you able to-say so certainly that they were on two different 
daites? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Because just this morning in trying to-I wracked 
my brain, since this was ,asked the first time, and just this morning I 
remembered the mode of transportation on both occasions, and they 
were different. So I feel certain that they were two different occasions. 

Mr. SANDERS. One was the AMPI jet? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. One was a ,charter plane from Central Fly

ing Service in Little Rock, and the other one was a jet that we went to 
Austin with Chairman l\1ills. So I just feel confident that they were 
two different times. 

Mr. SANDERS. What is the extent of any persoll'al relationship you 
have with Congressman Mills? 

Have you had occasional ,personal conversations with him? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, sure. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Ever ,alone, or always with ,a group of others? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I have been with the chairman ,alone. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you acquainted with him !before your employ

ment with AMPI? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I was not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you ever talked with him ,rubout contributions 

from AMPI employees? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Boy, not that I recall. Yes, I don't ibelieve that I 

have. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or have you ever talked with him about funds from 

TAPE? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, I don't beEeve that I ever have. 
Mr. SANDERS. Has he ever ,asked you for any contributions? 
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Mr. TowNsEND. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. From TAPE or from AMPI? 
Mr. TowNsEND. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Has Gene Goss ever asked you for contributions for 

Congressman Mills' Presidential campaign? 
Mr.TowNSEND. No,sir. No,sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. In your previous testimony, you remarked 1ahout an 

aborted checkoff system for Chairman Mills. Was this idea initiated 
by Parr? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I am not certain. I think that it was. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was the checkoff to be made ,among AMPI employees 

or AMPI members? 
Mr. TowNSEND. AMPI employees is the only thing th•at I r~call. 
Mr. SANDERS. And w:as the idea that a 1certain amount of tt:he'lr pay

check be withheld and collected and delivered to the Mills campaign? 
Mr. TowNsEND. I do not know that an amount was suggested. I know 

I signed an authorization to deduct-I don't recall the 1aniount-from 
my check to be sent to the Elect Mills for President campaign. 

Mr. SANDERS. Well, wha't I'm trying to get an understandmg of, is 
whethe,r P,arr's idea was that this was to be made known to all AMPI 
employees everywhere, and that it was to be, they were rto be asked rif 
they would authorize a checkoff to Mills, or whether this was just to 
be handled among a selected group of employees. 

Mr. TowNSEND. I really can't answer that. I know that it was 
brought up in a meeting in McAllen, Tex., .that's where I signed an 
authorization form. And ,at that meeting there were-I don't know, 
maybe 100 employees of AMPI from the southern region of Al\1:PI. As 
I recall, they were all from the southern region. And I don't recall any
thing in addition to that. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did Parr make ,a presentation of this idea to that 
assembly? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall whether he did or not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know for what reason it was 1alborited? 
Mr. TowNsEND. No; I am not sure. I am not sure today. I got a 

letter back from Bob Isham saying this was 'against AMPI policy that 
had my authorization receipt enclosed. 

My understanding-I just don't know why it was, and I still don't. 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you ·a't ·any time learned that anyone working for 

Mills, either in his congressional office or in his campaign offices, 
were aware of that intended system? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, I have no knowledge if they were aware of it 
or not. 

Mr. S~NDERS. Did you have any persoll'al involvement in generating 
congressional support for the dairy cooperative effort to increase the 
milk support level in March of 1971 ? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you personally contact any Congressmen? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Approximately how many? 
Mr. 'TOWNSEND. I was probably in groups-that maybe I contacted 

20, if I had to just guess, you know. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you talk with any Congressmen alone? 
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Mr. TowNSEND. I don't believe that I ever did. I can't recall any 
instance where I did. 

Mr. SANDERS. In your conta'cts with Congressmen in these groups, 
were you acting as the AMPI liaison? 

Mr. TowNSEND. In some cases, yes, I did. In some cases, I was there 
strictly as a resource person. If they wanted factual information, I 
had it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were you the only AMPI employee in those groups? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No; I would say I was not. There were probably 

some instances where I was, but some instances where I was not. 
Mr. SANDERS. And we are speaking 0£ March 1971? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes,sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was this before or after the March 12 decision? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I £eel relatively confident I had contact both before 

and after. The bulk 0£ it was after the March 12 decision. 
Mr. SANDERS. In February or March 1971, did you have any con

versation with Chairman Mills concerning the milk support level? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. None that I can recall where I was the only 

one there. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any contact with him other than in the 

presence 0£ a number 0£ dairymen? And by dairymen I mean coopera
tive members, as opposed to employees. 

Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, yes, I think thiat I probably did. 
Mr. SANDERS. Perhaps in the presence 0£ Parr or Nelson? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes; I think that I probably did. 
Mr. SANDERS. Are you aware that Chairman Mills met with Speaker 

Albert early in February concerning the milk support level ? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you present? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Who initiated that meeting? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I think Speaker Albert called Chairman Mills, and 

I am not sure, you know, what the conversation was between those two. 
Mr. SANDERS. Well, did AMPI, anyone in AMPI, ask that this meet

ing take place, to your know ledge? How did it begin? 
Mr. ToWNSEND. Well, you know, we were working on price support 

clear back in January-you know, developing resource papers and that 
kind 0£ thing. We finally finished one up the 24th 0£ February. And 
we were calling on various Congressmen, as I recall, probably in Feb
ruary and early March, before the March 12 decision, in terms 0£ trying 
to get support for price support. And I think that-I am kind 0£ con
fused in terms 0£ my dates. There was a time-or even the subject mat
ter-there was a time when Chairman Mills and the Speaker got 
together and asked somebody from the White House, a liaison man, to 
come up at a meeting in Speaker Albert's office right off the floor 0£ the 
House. There was somebody there from the ·white House, I believe 
Bill Galbraith. I am not positive. 

Mr. SANDERS. One would tend to think that that type 0£ a meeting 
occurred because a dairy cooperative, perhaps AMPI, asked that it 
take place, perhaps asked Congressman Mills to set it up. Do you know 
0£ any £acts to support this? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I think, in terms 0£ generating, you know, ways to 
get support for an increase in milk price support, which was badly 
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needed, I think this would have been very logical. I suspect' that this 
would have been one avenue, in terms of various alternative methods, 
of generating support that would have come from AMPI, yes, sir. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did Dave Parr ask Chairman Mills to schedule this 
meeting? · 

Mr. TowNSEND. I just really don't know. I think it would be reason
able to assume that he would, yes. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were you present at any conferences with Chairman 
Mills before the meeting with Albert when a discussion occurred con
cerning meeting with Albert? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. I could have been. I just don't have any recollection 
of it, but I sure could have been. If there was one there, and they 
wanted to have somebody that had, you know, that knew the numbers 
thing in terms of the economics of it, I think that I would have been 
there. 

Mr. SANDERS. And you said that you were present when Albert and 
Mills met? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I recall two meetings of Albert and Mills. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you present at both? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I think there were two meetings. Now, I may be con

fused, but I think there were two meetings in Speaker Albert's office. 
But I don't think that they related, at least one of them I don't think 
related entirely to price supports, and I'm not so sure it did at all. I 
know it re1'ated to a-oh, three- or £our-point program of the dairy 
industry, and things that were needed including, I think, price 
supports. 

Mr. SANDERS. Was the White House liaison present at but one? 
Mr. TowNSF,ND. I am not sure. I know that he was at one of them, 

and I'm not sure about the other one. The person that did most of the 
talking at the one was the White House-I'm sure that the White 
House representative who was there was-I am embarrassed-the 
name of the ranking Republican on 1Vays and Means in 1971. Oh, John 
Byrnes from Wisconsin was there and did most of the talking. 

Mr. SANDERS. 1Vhat was the overall purpose of the meeting? How did 
it appear to you? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. Well, the farmers were in relatively bad-the dairy 
farmers were in a relatively bad position. 

Mr. SANDERS. No, that would be a reason-I mean, what was the 
objective of the meeting? 

Mr. TowNsEND. Oh, the objective would have been to get the support 
of the White House liaison man to the program that we wanted. 

Mr. SANDERS. 1Vhich was statutory increase in the support? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I think that was part of it. There was about three 

parts to the program. Dr. Mehren was also there. I think imports was 
a part of it. I think some additional statutory authorty in terms of 
cooperatives and doing business was a part of it. And I think the price 
support was part of it. To the best I can recall, there was about three 
or four points. 

Mr. VANET. Tom, I should have told you a long time ago, just be
cause there is a pause in the questioning, you don't ha.veto fill up that 
pause with something if you have already responded to the question. 

Mr. TowNSEND. OK. 
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Mr. SANDERS. So your main interest in February, March 1971 was 
the impending decision on the milk su12port level, I assume? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. ·· 
Mr. SANDERS. What, i:f anythin·g, did Chairman Mills and Speaker 

Albert represent to AMPI that they were personally willing to do £or 
the dairymen? .. 

Mr. TowNSEND. Well, I think, lend support to the bills that were 
being introduced. 

Mr. SANDERS. Chairman Mills, o:f course, never introduced or spon
sored any such legislation. 

Mr. TowNSEND. I thought that he did. 
Mr. SANDERS. He may have been vocal in expressing support :for it. 

But I don't believe he sponsored a bill. 
Mr. TowNSEND. OK. 
Mr. SANDERS. I may be wrong on that. 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I was under the impression that he had, and that 

this was a-whoops-'-Poage did, and it was unusual for the chairman 
o:f the committee to do so, and we thought that was significant. And I 
thought the same was true o:f Mills, but maybe he did not. 

Mr. SANDERS. All right. I:f he did sponsor any legislation, did he 
represent that he would do anything :further to enhance the likelihood 
o:f passage ? 

Mr. TowNSEND I don't recall anything specifically that he said, but 
I sure had the distinct impression that he would try to be helpful in 
terms o:f advising the administration and other Members o:f Congress 
to generate support. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did he represent that he would call influential persons 
in the administration? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I'm having some difficulty in terms o:f the white 
paper that the administration put out 2 weeks ago. Reading that and 
newspaper accounts and remembering back there, I am not sure that 
I know that he said that he would call any member of the White House 
staff. 

Mr. SANDERS. What i:f anvthing did Speaker Albert represent that 
he would do to enhance the likelihood o:f legislation? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall anything specifically that the Speaker 
said that he would do. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did he express a viewpoint? 
Mr. TowNSEND. He said that he believed that we had a problem, and 

that dairy :farmers were on the short end, and that our :facts, he 
thought, justified a price increase. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were you a party to any conversations among officials 
or employees o:f AMPI wherein it was said that any contributions 
made or to be made by TAPE were in consideration o:f-and here rm 
talking contributions to Congressmen and Senators-were in considera
tion o:f their support o:f the milk support bills? 

Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Why don't you ask the same question regarding 

administration support while you're there? · 
Mr. SANDERS. The same question applies to whether you were a party 

to any conversations between officials or employees 0£ AMPI wherein 
it was stated that any contributions to the reelection campaign o:f 
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President Nixon were in considera:tion of the adininistration'sreversal 
of the March 12 decision? 

Mr. TowNSEND, No, sir. . 
Mr. SANDERS. Ben, do you have some questions? I might have a few 

more. 
Mr. HAMILTON. I have one more. Were you informed in the fall or· 

winter of 1971, that Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr had made a $50,000 
pledge to Hubert Humphrey's campaign? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. I'm not aware of that. 
Mr. HAMILTON. OK, then I am through. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Mr. Townsend, you stated before that you were at' · 

President Johnson's home following the trip to Austin by Representa- , 
tive Mills for a speech to the joint session? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. OK. Who went to LBJ's ranch bes.ides yourself? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Dave Parr and Carl Arnold. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Did Chairman Mills go? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes. Excuse me, and Chairman Mills. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. All right, Now, do you recollect any conversation -at _ 

the President's home with regard to campaign contributions? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, sir. I do not. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. You have no recollection about the President being 

asked how a commitment by AMPI to President Nixon's campaign 
should be handled? · · 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. I have no recollection of anything on that. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Was there any time, while you were there, that any 

of you left the President's company and he was alone with one of you? 
Was he alone, for example, with Mr. Parr or Mr. Lilly, and you and 
Chairman Mills and Mr. Arnold might have been someplace else? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Mr. Lilly was not there. . 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Oh, excuse me. I apologize. 1V as there any time that 

you were split up ? 
Mr. TowNSEND. There was a lot of time that I was split up from the 

others, because I had a camera and I was taking pictures. So my role 
was a little bit di:ff erent from the others in the group. And I did take 
pictures, and there was quite a little time, you know, that I was not 
physically in the immediate proximity. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. So while you were taking your pictures the President. 
might have been engaged in conversations with Mr. Parr or Arnold . 
and Chairman Mills? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, yes. . / 
Mr. Pu:,fKIN. Did any of them discuss with you or mention,to,you 

the gists of any of the conversations they might haverhoo with;tl{ec, , 
President while you were out of the room? -

Mr. TOWNSEND. Not that I recall. No, we weren't inside a house. This 
was all outside, from the time we got there. . 

Mr. PLOTKIN. All right. What, to the best of your·recollection, was 
the purpose of the visit? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Gosh, the main thing that was talked-about, that 
I overheard, was a lot of recollections between Chairman Mills and 
the President in terms of situations where they were both involved 
when he was President, and the Chairman was Chairman of the Ways 
and Means. And most of the time was take~ up-I was in the ha-ck . · 
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seat of the car and was driving around the ranch looking at the ani
~als, and we stopped and judged the weight of the new bull that the 
President had bought. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Then what you are saying-this was primarily a 
social call? 

Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, to my knowledge I heard nothing other than 
social. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. There was no effort on Chairman Mills' part to solicit 
advice from the President with regard to how the dairy producers' 
problems should be handled before Congress or before the adminis-
tration? . , 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. Not in my presence, there was not, not that 
I overheard, and I would seriously doubt if there was. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. But you really have no recollection of any significant 
conversation having taken place? · . 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir, other than I was closest to judging the 
weight of the bull . 

. . \ Mr. SANDERS. What is your present position with Mid-Am ? 
. . Mr. TowxsEND. Director of special projects. 

Mr. SANDERS. And your office is in Springfield, Mo.? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. You have been with them since April 1972? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Same position? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. To whom do you report? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Gary Hanman, H-a-n-m-a-n. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do your duties entail legislative liaison? 
Mr. TowNSEND. Part of it, yes. · 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any responsibilities with regard to the 

allocation of funds from ADEPT? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, I really don}t. I make some recommendations 

from time to time. 
Mr. SANDERS. An entry on your calendar for December 4, 1971, says 

"airport: Mills." I wonder if you might recall the purpose of that? 
I will show it to you. . 

Mr. TowNSEND. Yes, I remember that. There was the dedication of 
the Little Rock airport scheduled for that date. I don't believe that 
it ever took place. I don't believe the airport was ready to be dedi
cated at that time. I'm not sure when the airport was dedicated, or if 
Mills was there, or spoke or anything. 

Mr. SANDERS. There is . an entry on December 6, 1971, which is 
.stricken. Do you know what was blocked out? 

Mr. TowNSEND. It looks like up at the top, U-D-I-A, and it looks 
like.in some Quality Motel. I'm going to say it's Atlanta, and I believe 
the meeting was called off. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any responsibility with respect to the 
October 1971 Iowa rally for the authorization of funds to be paid by 
AMPI for expenses of the rally? 

Mr. TowNSEND. No, I don't believe that I did. . 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you involved in any conferences or meetings 

with representatives of other cooperatives where the allocation of 
expenses was discussed? 
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Mr. TowNSEN,D. I believe that I was. 
Mr. SANDERS. Could you give me some understanding of what 

AMPI undertook to underwrite for the event~ . 
Mr. TowNSEND. I don't recall that there was anything that was .· 

underwritten by AMPI. · 
Mr. SANDERS. What sort of division of expenses was made 1 
Mr. TowNSEND. I think in terms of the-I believe that in terms of 

the total Iowa cooperative month expenses, that there w~re, I thi:qk 
there were expenses that-boy, you're getting on the real frmges of me, 
~~~m~ -

In terms of, I think, expenses or some of the costs that were, in 
terms of that Iowa cooperative month through the Iowa Institute of 
Cooperation, I believe there was a special account. When I think . 
back, I think there was a special accom;it set up, and I think some of the· 
money that was used in that special account came from AMPI, and 
some came from Mid-America Dairymen. And I think I had a conver
sation with Gary Hauman one time in terms of those expenses, and 
trying to get Mid-Am to pay to the Iowa Institute of Cooperation to 
cover some of those expenses. And I'm not sure, but what I did11't 
ask Farmland Industries also if they could make some contributions 
in terms of the Iowa cooperative month campaign, And I may have 
made them also to Land-0-Lakes, or the Philco Division of Land-0-
Lakes. 

Mr. SANDERS. Well, would you not have been the one, on behalf of 
AMPI, to agree to accept any, or a certain proportion of expenses? 

Mr. TowNSEND. I could have been. Yes,·sir. · 
Mr. SANDERS. 'Who else could have been besides you? 
Mr. TOWNSEND. Joe Johnson, I would think. I would think Dave 

Parr, Harold Nelson, Bob Isham. 
Mr. SANDERS. But I mean, in terms of the reality of who was on the 

scene and having meetings with other cooperative people. 
Mr. TowNSEND. Oh, I think either Joe Johnson or I could have. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have some concept of the overall cost of iU 
Mr. TOWNSEND. I have no idea of the overall concept. 
Mr. SANDERS. Does $50,000 or $60,000 sound reasonable? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sounds way, way high. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have some concept of what was ultimately 

paid by AMPI? 
Mr. TowNSEND. No, sir. I do not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Does about $6,000 sound reasonable? 
Mr. TowNSEND. I just really don't have any concept. 
Mr. SANDERS. I have no further questions. . 
I thank you for your patience. . · 
[Whereupon, at 1 :35 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled matter 

adjourned.] 
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MONDAY, JANUARY 28, 1074 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CA¥PAIGN ACTIV!Tll,S, 
Washington, D.O. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 :30 p.m., in room 
342, Russell Senate Office Building. 

Present: Senators Weicker and Talmadge. 
Also present : James Hamilton, assistant chief counsel; Donald 

Sanders, deputy minority counsel; Benjamin Plotkin, minority in
vestigator. 

Senator WEICKER. Do you swear that the evidence you are about 
to give the committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. ARNOLD. Yes, I do. 
Senator WEICK'ER. All set? 
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes. 
[ A brief recess was taken.] · · 
Mr. PLOTKIN. For the record, I am personally serving Mr. Carl 

Arnold a subpena issued by the Senate Select Committee on Presi
dential Campaign Activities, retur}J.able today, January 28, at 2 p.m. 

I should further like to point out that Mr. Arnold is appearing 
here voluntarily, notwithstanding the subpena. 

Mr. SANDERS Would you state your name, please? 

TESTIMONY OF CARL F. ARNOLD, ACCOMPANIED BY J. D. 
WILLIAMS, COUNSEL 

Mr. ARNOLD. Carl F. Arnold. 
Mr. SANDERS.Would you state your residence and office addresses? . 
Mr. ARNOLD. My legal residence is 867 Canal Drive, McLean, Va. 

I have got a couple of offices. The one here in Washington is 1100 Con
necticut A venue. 

Mr. SANDERS. How many other offices do you have? 
Mr. ARNOLD. One other. 
Mr. SANDERS. And what is that address? 
Mr. ARNOLD. That's in the Murphy and Arnold Building in Bates

ville, Ark. 
Mr. SANDERS. And what is your principal business activity or pro

fessional activity? 
Mr. ARNOLD. ·n is hard to define principal. Can I just sketch the 

majorones? - , · ' 
In Arkansas I am in the farming and real estate business. At various 

places in this country and in Canada I am in the business of trying 
to find new supplies of oil and gas-exploring for oil and gas. In 
Washington, two things: looking after investments, and as a business 
consultant. 
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).fr. SANDERS. Do you have a firm name? . 
Mr. ARNOLD. No, sir, just my name; no associates or anything else. 
Mr. SANDERS. Unincorporated? 
Mr. ARNOLD.Just Oarl F. Arnold. 
Mr; SANDERS. Are you in business with any other persons? 
Mr. ARNOLD. I am in a lot of partnerships, and I own stock in a 

_lot of corporations. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. May I inquire? We would like to request a transcript 

9£ this session. I could not tell from the rules. It states even-
Mr. SANDERS. Why don't we go off the record? 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Arnold, did you serve in any official capacity 

with any adjunct of the Mills for President effort in 1971 and 1972? 
Mr. ARNOLD.No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you serve in any unofficial capacity, assisting the 

Mills Presidential effort? 
Mr. ARNOLD. Well, I served in the same capacity I would serve with 

any friend, where I could be of some help. 
Mr. SANDERS. It is my understanding that· the draft Mills effort 

began in mid-1971, principally at the initiation of Mr. Charles Ward. 
Are you acquainted with him? 

Mr. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or did you serve in the draft effort in conjunction with 

Mr. Ward? 
· Mr. ARNOLD. WeJl, I have to explain that. I never did work for 

him or with him but we had frequent conversations. You know, I would 
say, "How are thinS!S going?" and he'd tell me, but he had a head
quarters set up. I ha,i no connection whatever with the headquarters . 
. Mr. SANDERS. Do you have a home in Arkansas also, or is your pres
ent place of residence here? 

Mr. ARNOLD. We1l, I have three of them part time. It depends on 
whether they are occupied. I have got three houses down there, but I 
am down there an awfully lot. 

Mr. SANDERS. In what manner did you assist the Mills Presidential 
effort? 

Mr. ARNOLD. Well, the only real manner would be asking friends to· 
help the campaign. Here again, let me emphasize it was no different 
than if any member of this committee who was a friend of mine

Mr. SANDERS. I a.m not imputing- ·anything wrong with your ac
tivity. I just wanted to get an understanding of what your involve
ment was. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. I bad understood there were four areas we were going 
to go into. Was I correct? · 

Mr. SANDERS. Yes: but I am trying to find out what the nature and 
· character of his involvement was in the Mills campaign. 

· I don't think I can intelligently go into the others until I explore the 
relationship he had with the campaign. Did the suoport that you 

. have mentioned that you tried to develop among friends of yours-did 
that extend to financial support? 

Mr. ARNOLD. Yes, Rir. 
)fr. SANDERS. Did you seek-did you solicit financial contributions 

for the Mills campaign? 
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Mr. ARNOLD. Yes; in the sense that anybody I knew-if they in-: 
quired about it, I would tell them that I understood the campaign 
needed some financial assistance, and i:f they could be of any help-

Mr. SANDERS. Was this all by personal contact, or did you do any 
bymaiH . · , 

Mr. ARNOLD. I don't recall doing any by mail. , 
Mr. SANDERS. Did your fundraising activities extend up to the tim.e 

of the Democratic Convention? · 
Mr. ARNOLD. Prior to April 7, I was more active than after April 

7. After April 7, if somebody asked me, then, yes; I would say I under
stand they have got a deficit and any help would be appreciated. 

[Discussion off the record.] 

* * * * * * * 
Mr. SANDERS. Well, you did make a trip to New Hampshir~ dur-

ing the preprimary period? 
Mr. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you make two trips to New Hampshirei 
Mr. ARNOLD. To my recollection, I made two. 
Mr. SANDERS. One of them with Chairman Mills? 
Mr. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. . 
Mr. SANDERS. Was he on a speaking trip? 
Mr. ARNOLD. He had a speech scheduled that day. I think I made 

atrip with Mr. Mills. , 
Mr. SANDERS. Was that to the New Hampshire Legislature~ 
Mr. ARNOLD. I don't recall exactly who he spoke to. 

, Mr. SANDERS. Well, on the occasion.of either of your trips to New 
Hampshire, did you deliver any cash to some persons in New 
Hampshire working with Mr. Mills? , 

Mr. ARNOLD. I don't recall doing that ever, no, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you take any cash with you of $1,000 · or more 

for the purpose of making it available for the Mills Presidential 
effort in New Hampshire? 

Mr. ARNOLD. I don't recall doing that, no, sir. · 
Mr. SANDERS. O,r did you deposit to any New Hampshire banking 

institutions any funds for the Mills campaign? · 
Mr. ARNOLD.No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you at any time send any funds to New Hampshire 

for the preprimary efl'ort? 
Mr. ARNOLD. Not to my knowledge; no. Maybe this money of Mr. 

Wild's ended up there, hut-- ·. 
Mr. SANDERS. I wanted to know if you did. 
Mr. ARNOLD. No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. We have information, Mr. Arnold, that in about 

August .of 1971, a sum of cash was delivered to persons in Washing-. 
ton on behalf of Chairman Mills, money originating from AMPI, the 
Associated Milk Producers, Inc. This sum of money was $5,000. Were 
you contemporaneously aware of the delivery of that money? 

Mr. ARNOLD.No, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you at any time up to the present talked with 

anyone in the Mills congressional or campaign offices concerning the · 
delivery of that money? · · 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Your question is limited to the Mills campaign 
office i 

NOTE : Stars indicate portions of testimony on another subject which was omitted, but 
will be printed in a later volume. · 
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Mr. SANDERS. I said congressional or campaign offices. ' 
· Mr. ARNOLD. At some point recently, I have heard about inquiries 

being made into that subject. When I say recently, I mean within 
the last week or two, and that is the first, to my knowledge, that I have 
ever heard of it anywhere. 
· Mr. SANDERS. At any time in 1971 or in 1972, did you have any con
tact with any officers or personnel of AMPI to solicit from them money 
for the Mills campaign i . 

Mr. ARNOLD. I don't recall soliciting ever from any AMPI officials. 
Mr. SANDERS. Are you acquainted with Dave Parr i 
Mr.ARNOLD. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. With Harold Nelson~ 
Mr. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. At any time in 1971 or 1972, did you learn that AMPI, 

as opposed to their political action arm, TAPE, had contributed any 
, funds to Chairman Mills i · 

Mr. ARNOLD. No, sir, I don't recall hearing anything like that, but 
that is a typical subject that I wouldn't get into anyway, not being my 
business. 

Mr. SANDERS. Are you acquainted with Tom Townsend~ · 
Mr. ARNOLD. I believe I have met Mr. Townsend, but I can't put the 

face in front of the name right now. But I believe I have met him. , 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you meet him in connection with your work in the 

Mills campaign in 1971 ? · 
· Mr. ARNOLD. Well, I don't recall that exactly. Since I can't put the 
face with the name, it could have been there or I could have just seen 
him at Mr. Mills' office, if he ever went to see Mr. Mills, or I could have 
met him in Little Rock, Ark., if he is stationed in Arkansas. 

Mr. SANDERS. Are you acquainted with Jake Jacobsen? 
Mr. ARNOLD. I have met Jake Jacobsen I believe one time. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know of any contributions that he made avail

able for Chairman Mills i 
Mr. ARNOLD. No, sir. 

* * * * * * * 
Mr. SANDERS. You understand,! am sure, what TAPE is. 
Mr. ARNOLD. I've heard of TAPE and I know it is the political arm 

for some dairy association. I don't know which one. 
Mr. SANDERS. It is the political arm for AMPI and the successor to 

TAPE called CTAPE contributed $25,000 to the Mills for President 
campaign on June 13, 1972. Did you have any involvement in the 
arrangements for the delivery of those funds? 

Mr. ARNOLD.,No,sir. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any participation in the solicitatfon 

of it~ . ·. 
Mr. ARNOLD. No, sir. 

' Mr. SANDERS. Were you contemporaneously aware that it was sent 
to the Mills campaign? .- · 

Mr. ARNOLD, No, sir. . 
Mr. SANDERS, Have you at any time learned why that. particular 

sum was contributed? 
· Mr. ARNOLD. No, sir. 

Mr. SANDERS. That's all. 
· · [Whereupon, at 4 ;10 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled matter 

adjourned.] 



THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, ' 
Washington,D.0,. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :15:a.m., in room 
G-3, Russell Senate Office Building. 

Present: Senator Baker. 
Also present: David Dorsen, assistant chief counsel; Barry Scho

chet, assistant majority counsel; Benjamin Plotkin, minority .investi-
gator. . . . . 

Senator BAKER. Would you hold upyour right hand. . 
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are.about to give will 

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing· b.ut, the • truth, so help · 
you God? · 

Mr. PALMBY. I do. 
[ A brief recess was taken.] 

TESTIMONY OF CLARENCE D. PALMBY, AOCOMPANiED BY . 
ARTHUR L. LYMAN 

Mr. DoRSEN. Could you give your present position and address for 
the record? · 

Mr. PALMBY. My present position? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes. 
Mr. PALMBY. I am vice president of Continental Grain, New York. 
Do you want my home address? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes, please: 
Mr. PALMBY. 45 Sutton Place South, New York. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Mr; Lyman, could you identify yourself for the record i 

. Mr. LYMAN. I am appearing as counsel for Mr. Palmby. My name 
1s Arthur L. Lyman, and I am a member of the firm of Paul, Weiss, 
Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison of New York. · · ·• ' 

Mr. DoRSEN. Mr. Palmby, what was your position immediately, prior· 
to your present position? . · ·· 

Mr. PALMBY. I was an Assistant Secretary of Agriculture.. · 
Mr .. DoRSEN. How lon,g did you hold that position? · · 
Mr. PALMBY. From January 22, I believe it was, 1969, to June: 7, 

1972. . 
Mr. DoRsEN. What did you do immediately prior to thaU . 
Mr. PALMBY. I was executive vice president of the U.S. Feed Grain 

Council. 
Mr. DoRSEN. How long did you do that? 
Mr. PALMBY. Nearly 8 years. 
Mr. DoRSEN. What is, briefly, your expertise in terms of edu~tion 

and training in the agriculture area i . . ' ··· 
( 7129) 
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Mr. PALMBY. My training is in animal science. · 
Mr. DoRsEN. In the period 1970 and 1971, what were your duties 

as an Assistant Secretary of the Department of Agriculture? 
Mr. P ALMBY. In the period when? 
Mr. DoRsEN. 1970 and 1971. · 
Mr. PALMBY. For the full period of time that I was in the Depart

ment of Agriculture, the first 31h years or thereabouts of the Nixon 
administration, I was Assistant Secretary for International Affairs 
and Commodity Programs. · 

Mr. DoRSEN. What did that involve? 
Mr. PALMBY. It can best be explained by the agencies that reported 

through me to the Secretary. There were four such agencies. One, the 
Foreign Agriculture Service; two, the Agriculture Stabilization and 
Conservation Service; three, the Export Marketing Service; four, 
the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation. Plus I had a very small inter
national organization staff. And, in addition, of course, to those 
agencies reporting to me, I was a member of the Board of Directors 
of the Commodity Credit Corporation and the last few months of my 
tour of duty on the board of the rural telephone-I am not quite sure-
I believe it is the Rural Telephone Bank or some such that was just 
organized shortly beifore I left. 

Mr. DoRsEN. 'What other positions have you held with the Federal 
Government? 

Mr. PALMBY. I served the Government from 1953 to January 20, 
1961. Also, you will note I just had an 8-year interim. 
· · And during that earlier tour of duty, I was State chairman of the 
agriculture stabilization conservation committee in the State of Min
nesota for about 3 years, from about March, March of 1953, until 
March of 1956, at which time I came to Washington as Associate Direc
tor of the Grain Division, later Director of the Grain Division, and 
Deputy Administrator of the Commodity Stabilization Service, later 
as Associate Administrator of Commodity Stabilization Service, a 
position which I occupied when I resigned shortly after the election of 
November of 1960, effective .Tanuary 20, 1961. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Over the course of the last few years, 1969, 1970, 1971, 
and 1972, were you involved at all in the price support decisions with 
respect to dairy products? 

Mr. PALMBY. Yes. As a member of the Board of Directors of the 
Commodity Credit Corporation. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Was that your only involvement? 
Mr. PALMBY. You have to understand that the Agency-may I 

now call it the ASCS to save work? 
· '.Mr. DoRSEN. Yes. · · 

Mr. PALMBY [continuing]. Is really the work arm of the Commodity 
Credit Corporation. Consequently, the Administrator of that Agency 
'reported t-0 the Secretary through me, as was the custom in the De
partment at that time, run strictly as a straight-line type of depart
ment, so that the Agency reµorted through me to the Secretary, and in 
turn the policy went down from the Secretary to that agency. So to the 
extent that there was action in any of these programs, the price sup
port programs, including this one on manufactured dairy products, 
_which was administered by that Agency, sought policy guidance from 
me in the straight~line type of operation. 
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Mr. DoRSEN: According to the USDA records on March 12, 1971, 
the price support level for manufactured milk products was announced 
at $4.66 per hundredweight. · 

Could you please describe your knowledge of the events leading up 
to that announcement? 

Mr. P ALMBY. Yes, I will do the best I can. Remember it has been . 
3 years ago. The records I have are on the table. 

. Mr. DoRSEN. It should be clear that Mr. Palm by is indicating thµ.t he 
did not bring any records with him and, appa.rently, he has no records. 

Mr. PALMBY. The date a,t which the decision on the level of price 
supports for manufactured dairy products, as I recall, must be an
nounced by April 1 of each year. So, historically, during the time 
that I was there, and, of course,, in the earlier tour of duty, in the 
years between, as I recall it, there has always been a good big deal of 
publicity given as to what the level of price support might be, con
sistent with the terms of the statute with which I believe, at that time, 
made it mandatory that manufactured dairy products be supported 
at a level somewhere between 75 and 90 percent. I believe that was the 
statute at that time, that the language 1n the act which, really, in my 
opinion, was most meaningful, was that the level should be established 
at a level-thait price supports should be established ,at a level that 
would assure an adequate supply of dairy products. 

So, finally, in answer to your question, we had a considerable amount 
of what I would call informal discussion, both in ,Secreta.ry Hardin's 
immediate family staff sessions in the morning, and I believe we did at 
an established meetin~ of the Commodity Credit Board, even though 
the item was not in the agenda, we discussed the dairy situation, and 
there were a couple of unusual factors. · 

Counsel, am I taking too long? 
Mr. LYMAN. Answer it as fully as you can. 
Mr. PALMBY. There were several unusual type of situations that 

existed at that time, and I am going into detail. 
Mr. DonsEN. I want you to, please. 
Mr. PALMBY. No. 1-not necessarily in order of importance-the 

year 1970 we had a southern corn leaf blight problem which did rather 
drastically affect the volume of corn that was produced and in turn 
was reflected in higher prices for corn which, to a degree, had what 
I choose to call a rub-off effect on the price of all feed ingredients, 
which of course is the raw material for dairy production. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. What do you mean, a "rub-off effect"? 
Mr. PALMBY. On other feed ingredient prices that responded to a 

degree to the higher corn prices. I am speaking of protein supplements, 
to the extent of roughage, so there was an increase in the cost of feed 
ingredients utilized for dairy herds. That is really No. 1. 

No. 2, the Commodity Credit Corporation had acquired what I would 
choose to call somewhat of a troublesome surplus supply. That is al
ways a cost item and traditionally butter, the surplus butter, that must 
go through the disposal route, has been a rather costly thing for the 
Commodity Credit Corporation. 

No. 3, there was rather a peculiar situation happening in the world 
dairy markets at that time. New Zealand, which is the largest single 
dairy exporting country, had suffered a drought. The country. also 
had had continuing contracts for export of butter to the United King-
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dom, so th'e United Kingdom, whether this came through a formal 
route, I cannot be sure of this, but I know our agriculture attache at 
that time fed the information that the British would be receptive to 
buying surplus butter at some price from the Commodity Credit 

• Corporation. 
It also later developed that the Canadians had a shortage of butter, 

· and there were some other countries, too, to a limited amount, one being 
Algeria. 

Whether it was at that particular time or before March 12, or some
where after, I do not know, but a decision was made by the Commodity 
Credit Corporation-it was a joint decision with the Office of Manage-

. ment and Bud~et-we discussed it thoroughly with the State Depart
ment-that Commodity Credit should, in the best interests of the 
Nation and .the best interest of the Commodity Credit Corporation, 
off er that butter for export. 

A price was arrived at using the best judgment that we could con
sistent with what other butter was selling for on the world market. As 
!_recall, the butter that was finally sold was exported at 50 to 54 cents 
a pound, which would be a loss of 30 cents to Commodity Credit. I do 
not remember the amount, but it seems to me it was around 125, 140 
~illion pounds. But I am not sure; you can get this from the Depart
ment. 

Mr. LYMAN. A 30-percent1oss on what? 
Mr. PALMBY. A pound, I estimated in my judgment. 
A No. 4 item which I must also list is that the number of dairy herds 

at that time were really diminishing in number very rapidly, and this 
. is an important item, because I looked upon Secretary Hardin and the 
Under Secretary, Campbell, as being better authorities in the dairy 

. industry than I. I would not be so modest on all commodities. They 
anguished a good deal about that there was a diminution of herd num
bers, even though many herds were getting much larger, that there 
should,be a sufficient incentive to keep production coming or sooner or 
later we would run into a dairy shortage in this country. 

I believe I have listed about all the things that I remember that 
strike me as being policy consequence at that time. I mention these four 
items because they wei~hed rather heavily on us, I think weighed more 
heavily on the two gentlemen I mentioned. 
· So, finally, leading up to the day when the decision was made, I had, 

. as I remember, cleared- that decision with the Office of Management 
and Budget. I believe it was Don Rice at the time; he was the man I 
worked with. It was their recommendation, along with the Council of 
Economic Advisers, because they also almost always had an input on 
these price support decisions regardless of commodity. And they con
curred in that price support staying where it was, $4.66, I believe you 
said it was. And 0MB looking at it largely from the fiscal standpoint, 
and the Council of Economic Advisers perhaps more from the stand
point of the statutory intentions of the act itself, to insure an adequate 
supply of dairy products. · 

Mr. DoRSEN. This information was presented to the hoard in one 
form or another and was known by the board prior to the March 12 
decision? 

Mr. PALMBY. What decision? 
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Mr. DoRsEN. Well, these considerations, including the corn blight 
and other factors? 

Mr. PALMBY. They were all good students of agriculture, certainly~ 
Mr. DoRSEN. Within the Department of Agriculture, do you know 

of the procedure by which the recommendations in the ASCS was 
made and transmitted up through the lines to the Commodity Credit 
Corporation? · · 

Mr. PALMBY. At that time, I cannot speak for today, there has been 
at least up to that time a historical pattern of doing these things,in 
what I think is a very acceptable and very businesslike manner. The 
Commodity Credit Corporl'l,tion operated on the basis of dockets as 
per the custom. 

A docket on this particular subject was prepared and the docket 
contains the economic justification. It contains an opinion by counsel 
consistent, giving an opinion whether it is or is not consistent with the 
language of the act. And that docket goes through what we call the 
preboard clearance, and the preboard members, on what I call this 
preboard, for lack of a better word, are not policy people. -They are 
simply civil servants and what I call qualified technicians in the 
Department. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Were you aware of any substantial controversy within 
the Department of Agriculture as to the appropriate supply level-' 
the price support level? Excuse me. · 

Mr. PALMBY. No; I was not. And I did tell you this, and I want to 
repeat it again. But it was my p€rsonal feeling that Secretary Hardin 
anguished a good deal on this. They can speak for themselves, but it 
is my personal feeling that he and to a degree the Under Secretary 
did have a good deal of anguish on this matter. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is what you are saying, then, this was more in the 
nature of anguish on the part of the ·secretary, rather than a source of 
controversy within the Department? · 

Mr. PALMBY. I am not aware of any controversy. You understand, 
nobody ever sees these things exactly alike. During my tour of duty, 
I certainly never discouraged anybody from telling me I was crazy or 
telling me I was wrong. The best inputs are not good enough on some
thing like this. 

M~. DoRSEN. In addition to Mr. Rice, what officials in the Depa~ 
ment of Agriculture on a sta.ff level, as far as you knew, participated 
in the decision and gave you input on the basis of which you parti

·cipated in the decision? · 
Mr. PALMBY. You are speaking now of the agency that reported? 
Mr. DoRSEN. That is correct. · 
Mr. PALMBY. The docket originated in the dairy division and came 

on up through the Associate Administrator and Administrator e>f 
ASCS. It is those two gentlemen that I dealt with; namely, Mr. Frick 
and Mr. Brunthaver. 

If you ask me which one the more, I don't rem.ember, because an 
associate administrator meant to me just what he is. He is an asso
ciate. I do not recall which one of those two that I worked with more 
on this docket. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall any other significant events that were 
connected with the price decision announced on March 12, 1971, on 
the manufactured dairy products? · 
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Mr. PALMBY, I do not believe that I recall what I would call, other 
than what would be normal :for that time o:f the year. I was aware 
that there was some correspondence at the end suggesting that the. 
price support be at different levels, most o:f it, as you would expect, at 
& higher level, of course, than what was announced, and this came :from 
various quarters. AMPI, I would think there was probably more cor
respondence from them, although the National Milk Producers, as I 
recall/ had some correspondence in on it. Believe me, it was 3 years 
ago.· I do not consider tha,t really unusual at the time you set 
support price levels. 

Mr. DoRSEN. I have marked as exhibit 1 a two page letter dated 
February 12, 1971, or a copy thereof. 

Mr. PALMBY. What date? 
· Mr. DoRSEN. February 12, 1971, from the National Milk Producers 

Federation, what ,appears to be a copy of a reply by you to the 
. secretary of the federation. · 

I would like you to take a look at it and see if you can identify 
those two documents. 

[Whereupon, the document reJferred to was marked Palmby ex
hibit No. 1 for identification.*] 

Mr. LYMAN. Your question is whether he can identify this. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes, can you identify those documents? 

· Let me put it a different way. Does that appear to be a letter that 
you received, and a copy of a letter that yon sent? 

Mr. P ALMBY. First of all, it is to Secretary Hardin. The reply seems 
to me that it probably is accurate. I also note that my deputy's name 
is on here, which is quite often the case, that he reviewed it before I 
signed it. It looks perfectly logical to me. That is all I can say about it. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is this typical of the correspondence that was received 
during that period, would you say? 

Mr. PALMBY. It is typicial of one side of the correspondence. You 
see, I cannot say for sure whether we received correspondence, for 
instance, froin the American Farm· Bureau Federation and Land 
O'Lakes, but I-but these two, Land O'Lakes being a Minneapolis 
·cooperative, it is my memory that the American Farm Bureau Feder
ation and Land O'Lakes were in favor of continuing the price-support 
level at the present level. You know how farm organizations-maybe 
you don't. I would suspect that there are other farm organizations 
that sent in similar letters, but I don't remember. But that is very often 
how the lineup quite often was. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is it fair to say that a number of farm organizations 
s,upported a higher level than $4.66 per hundredweight where other 
organizations were satisfied, were in :favor of $4.66 level? · 

Mr. PALMBY. Yes. I want to paint this picture a little more. As I 
reread that letter, there was a transition taking place that continues 
to take place. One, of course, butter consumption per capita was going 
down. Cheese consumption was going up. I believe the letter states that 
the surplus was in butter and nonfat, and one school of thought by 
well-meaning people on the· outside, producer groups, was that the 
marketplace is :functioning, cheese consumption is going up. Conse
quently there will be a move towards more cheese production out of 
butter production. So there was one good school of thought by well-

•see p. 715•2. 
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meaning people, don't fool around with the price levels. Let the market 
do this. The other school of thought is, we need the guarantee as .an 
incentive to be sure that there is an adequate supply. -

I would hasten to say, as one gets more mellow, both sides have · 
logical arguments, generally by well-meaning people. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Mr. Palmby, were you familiar with the Interagency 
Dairy Supply Estimates Committee?. 

Mr. PALMBY. I was aware of it. 
Mr. ScHoCHET. Could you please explain for the record what its 

function was? . 
Mr. PALMBY. I would rather you would get it from somebody else: 

I am not being coy when I say this. · 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Could you just please, then, state the nature of your 

awareness? · . 
Mr. LYMAN. What was that? 
Mr. ScHoCHET. The Inter-Agency Dairy Supply Estimates Com-

mittee, that was the official title. · 
Mr. PALMBY. This is a true civil servant body from within, true 

technicians or civil servants, call them what you will, who are pooled 
from different agencies as the Economic Research Service, I believe, 
the Statistical Reporting Service, I believe the Agriculture Market
ing Service. Their function is one of projecting supply, demand, or . 
disappearance. Their findings and their recommendations are widely 
used by policy people. I use them myself. 

Mr. ScHoCHET. Is this preboard clearance of which you were 
speaking? 

Mr. PALMBY. No. 
Mr. ScHoCHET; Could you please distinguish between the S:upply 

Estimates Committee's functions and the preboard clearance function? 
Mr. PALMBY. They served two different functions. The Supp~y 

Estimates Committee is a long-standing group within the Depart
ment that is set up to utilize the best expertise there is within the 
Department to project the supply and demand requirements of agri~ 
cultural commodities. The preboard docket committee that I am talk
ing about is a g:roup that also had been set up for a long time to 
review a docket for technical sufficiency, and then finally working with 
counsel for legal sufficiency to be presented to the board for policy 
determinations. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Who would have been the members of the pre-
board clearance g:roup ? . . 

Mr. PALMBY. I believe the gentleman who was chairman was 
a man by the name of Richard Moody. He has since retired. I believe 
he was still there at that time, and he had held that function for many, 
many years, through sevl:lral administrations. . 

The people that made up the group, that I called the preboarq., 
group, were not only people who prepared the docket in ASCS, but 
also representatives from other agencies, because other agency-inter
ests-they are interested in what is happening in the price support 
programs. . ·. · ·. 

If I .may give an example, for instance, the Foreign Agricultural 
Service has the expertise on the demand requirements from overseas;, 
and is there going to be an outlet for w volume of exports· or not? 
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· And so this is the type of thing that was all discussed in this pre-
board docket. ' · 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Is it proper then, to state, to your recollection, that 
in this instance the preboard clearance group approved the recom-
mendation of the $4.66 level~ . 

Mr. PALMBY I would not put it that way. 
Mr. ScHOCHm. They did not disapprove of it, did they~ 
Mr. P ALMBY. No. That is not a policy group. What I quite often 

did, particularly in this type of sensitive policy decision, was to have 
the preboard supply the costs, No. 1, of maintaining the price sup
port level at this level, or at this level, or at another level, No. 1, the 
cost. No. 2, the production response, No. 3, the consumption response, 
because this is the kind of information that very frankly I would have 
had to ,have had to talk with the Office of Management and Budget 
and Council of Economic Advisers. 

So, the preboard is a working group and it was really not their 
role, even to make recommendations, but to· supply the information 
for policy determinations. · · 

. Mr~ Scm>CHET. This information on cost, productions, and con
sumption responses at different levels-

Mr. PALM:BY. Yes. 
Mr. ScHOCHET [continuing]. Was prepared and given in the Hl71 

period? 
. Mr. PALMBY, We had it as we made the decision. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Was it an input into your decisionmaking? 
' Mr. PALMBY, Yes. If I could add one more thing, I only recall 

from memory, but it seems to me that it was the projection at this time 
to.move up to about 85 percent of parity, which I believe was $4.92 or 
$4.93 at the time, from $4.66, would cost somewhere near $100 mil
lion more money. To a degree, this reflects the anguish, I say, in my 
opinion, that the Secretary was going through. · 

Mr. LYMAN. What was that~ 
Mr. PALMBY, About $100 million more, because, as I said, the best 

judgment is not good enough on these matters because there was 
this feeling that with the trend that was taking place in the dairy 
industry, that No. 1, the added cost would not be that much more, 
No. 2, the higher support level is necessary to bring forth the needed 
production and to keep dairymen in business, not necessarily looking 
at 1 year. And I would say, ironically, that I think that the Secre
tary was more right than I was on this matter, because of what has 

. -now happened to dairy production. This is obvious for anyone to 
see. Our cheese consumption continues to go up on the trend that I 
\mentioned to you earlier, and actually our importation· is becoming 
substantial now. ·.· · 

Mr. ScHOCHET. When you mentioned as to added costs of $100 
million, are you referring to costs to the CCC~ 

Mr. PALMBY. Let me clarify that. That does not mean an out
right loss. If it is ~n accumulation· of butter and nonfat, if that is 
the disposal cost. it of course wov.ld lessen. 

Mr; LYMAN. You said, Mr. Palmby, that the Secretary was more 
right that you were. It is not clear on this record what you mean as 
to what your position was at the time. · 
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Mr. PALMBY. I told you that the Secretary anguished. I should 
have put this-that his anguish had proved to be quite well founded. 
It was my feeling at the time, as it was by the rest of the board mem
bers, but not quite to the degree of my own, that by maintai;ning it at 
the $4.66, sufficient production would be forthcoming, and that the 
trend toward increased cheese production at the expense of butter 
would continue to take place. 

Dr. DoRSEN. Was part of the input that led to the Secretary's 
anguish political pressure or. contact by Members of Congress? 

Mr. PALMBY. He can best speak for himself on that. I find it diffi~ 
cult to speak for him on that. Obviously there was great interest 
on the Hill, a great deal of pressure on the Hill. . 

Mr. DoRSEN. And was this pressure that was discus.5ed from time 
to time within the Department of Agriculture at your level and 
higher? · 

Mr. PALMBY. Of course. 
Mr. DoRSEN. You also indicated .that the Secretary may have been 

right in terms of his anguish. . ·· 
Is it what you are saying that, based on subsequent events, the facts 

turned out that a higher price level was not as costly as was antici
pated? 

Mr. PALMBY. Yes. I do not have those cost figures here. Certainly 
they are readily available. What I had more in mind was the fact that 
dairy cow numbers have continued to go down really at an alarming 
rate in this country. As the result of that, we are turning more and 
more to foreign supply and the imports have gone up. · 

Mr. DoRSEN. As far as the data within the Department of Agricul
ture was concerned, that all led, in your opinion, at maintaining the 
level at that time of $4.66. 

Is that a fair statement? 
Mr. P ALMBY. That is a fair statement. That is right. But I want to 

say again that there is particularly in the manufacturers' dairy price 
support program, and the trends that have been faking pface and the 
trends that were quite appa.rent at the time, that believe me, there is a 
good deal of room for well~meaning people with their best judgment 
that they have, there is a good deal of room for disagreement. 

Mr. DoRSEN. To return to the $100 million figure which I think you 
explained, I gather that that figure does not take into account added 
possible costs to the private sector in addition tothe CCC. 

Is that correct? 
Mr. PALMBY. Tha,t is correct. To the extent that it would he effective. 

Do not jmnp at conclusions here bec:wse I think that you will find
I have not researched this, but I think you will find that the increased 
level of price support had a minimum impact on the price -0f cheese 
because cheese was already above support prices. 

Mr. DoRSEN. At least some of the products were resting on the price 
support level. 

Mr. P ALMBY. Of course. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I would like to move ahead now to another important 

date: namely, March 23, 1971, which according to testimony and rec
ords was the date of two meetings at the White Hous.e, a morning 
meeting attended by Government officials and the dairy industry rep~ 
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. ;~ives, and an afternoon meeting involving 'just 0-vvernment 
.. oflfoio.ls. · 

. - Didyouattendeithertn~ting.? .· · .· 
· . Mr. PALMBY. I attended the one with the dairy industry group in 
the morning. 

•. Mr. DoRSEN. Prior to that meeting, in the period March 12 through 
· Ma.rch 23, d~ you recall any .significant events or discussions in the 
Department of Agriculture or in the Government concerning the dairy 
industry problem or the price support level decision? 
·· Mr . . PALMBY. Yes, because-and I talked before to this--::-the items 

t.lmt I recall that we discussed were how we would respond in hear
. in.gs in the event that there would be hearings on the several bills that 
were introduced by the Members of. the Congress, and while every 

, · ,Government witness as a matter of habit said he was delighted to 
· appear before the respective committee, I never enjoyed testifying and 
:de;fending price-support decisions. It was always tough. So that was 

.. rea.lly the framework or the frame of reference that I remember that 
. the discussions took place in staff meetings during that period·of time. 

·· Mr. DoRSEN. Was there any feeling that the price-support level 
' , would be changed prior to the April 1 effective date? · 

. , .Mr. PALMBY. Therewasnotonmypart. · 
... Mr. DoRSEN. Were you aware of any such sentiment or. discussion 
·. involving anybody else in the Department? 

. Mr. PALMBY. No. 
: ·: .· Mr. DoRSEN. Up until the March 23 meeting, were you aware of a.ny 
· · . ··.growing dissatisfaction with the March 12 decision? 
. ' ' Mr. PALMBY. To the extent that Members of Congress were climb

ing ~n the bandwagon to make it mandatory to increase the support 
· ". price,,I was certainly aware of that, and it was a worry. 

· Mr. DoRSEN. A worry in what sense? · 
, · · · · Mr. PALMBY. I did not want to see mandatory legislation that it be 
·, pushed up to- 90 percent of parity. It was my feeling that it woul.!,l 

he devastatingly bad for the dairy industry . 
. · Mr. DoRSEN. Were you familiar in any detail with the bills that 
· were introduced at that time? 
· . . Mr. PALMBY. Only as I remember them. My memory does not serve 

me. too well here. I believe the vast majority of those bills would make 
-it mandatory to support manufactured dairy products at 90 percent 
of parity. I don't remember the time period, a 1 or 2 years of limita
tion or. not. ·. · Mr: .DoRSEN. You may be incorrect in that. I _think all hut two Mero
.hers 9f tlie Congress supported bills that would malre it.ma.nda.tory , ~Jf &i£nt;for the following year, but I think the record will speak 

Mr, PALMBY. I am only quoting from memory. If you say it is 85, I 
· . ~rtainly don't question it. · 
' Mr.LYMAN. You said 75? 

. . ·. Mr .. PALMBY. The $4.66 would figure out at about 80 or slightly 
' :under as of April 1,. I believe that's right. . 
,.. -Mr. DoRSEN. Could you describe as best you can what occurred at 

· t~e-arch 23 morning meeting-~ . · . . . . . 
, .~r! P..AliMBY. First Jet me ~Y, as I remember from the Department, 

· ~ addition to the Secreta,ry and the Under Secretary. Assistant Secre-
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tary Lyng was there and the Congressional Liaison, Bill Galbraith, if 
there are others, I do not remember. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Excuse me. 
Did you prepare any memorandum or other document for the Presi

dent or the President's aide in connection with this meeting? 
Mr. PALl\rnY. Not to my memory. I was invited to the meeting on a 

very short notice. I had not known that there was going to be a meet
ing. I just cannot believe that I helped participate in preparing any 
document. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall who was present from the dairy industry· 
at this meeting? 

Mr. PAI,MBY. No, but I think their names have been in the paper. 
I say to you, I was not well acquainted with that dairy group. I have 
already explained that. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Did you know any of the persons who were at the 
meeting from prior contacts or conversations or meetings? 

Mr. PALMBY. If I saw the list I could tell you which ones I know. 
I just do_ not feel that my memory is good enough to tell you .who 
those people were. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Let me ask simply about two, Harold Nelson. 
Mr. PALMBY. I knew Harold Nelson. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you know David Parr? 
Mr. P ALl\rnY. I did. 
Mr. DoRSEN. How extensive were your contacts with these two gen

tlemen? 
Mr. PALMBY. Very, very limited. In fact, I am quite positive that 

they were never in my office. I would run into them on a couple of 
occasions in the Secretary's reception room. "\,Ve called it the glass 
cage. Whether they were there at that time to see the Secretary or -
the Under Secretary I do not know. -

Mr. DoRSEN. Did you ever attend any meetings with either of 
them, at ·which the price supnort level was discussed, other than the 
meeting that we are about to discuss? 

Mr. PALMBY. I did not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Please tell us to the best of your recollection what 

occurred at the March 23 meeting? 
Mr. PALMBY. As I have stated before, when your staff visited on this 

matter, the President made the usual, what I will call nicety remarks, 
and the one thing th.at particularly sticks in my mind was that the 
President, if I recalli correctly, asked in a couple of different ways 
what assurance they could give of restricting or not overproducing, 
I guess is a better word, dairy products; that in the event that the 
support price had been set up at a higher rate. And it was a general 
comment by several of those speaking, and they were representatives 
from several States as I remember; that it was their feeling as they · 
expressed it, that overproduction would not be a problem. That was 
the gist of the conversation as I recall. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Were any reasons given as to why it would not be a 
problem? 

Mr. P ALMBY. Yes. There is contained in the Agriculture Act of 
1970, which was amended in 1970, a provision-I believe it is called 
the dairy basis provision. This provision really allocates a great 
amount of power to what I call a milkshed area, and actually it is 
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<.>Um.tamo~t to a. license to produce, and jf administe~ to the ex-
.. t~ tightness, it could conceivably control production'. . . 

,Mr. DoRSEN. Are you .familiar with the mechanics of how this base 
system goes into eff e.ct? · · . 
, . Mt:. PALMBY. No, I do not. That was not under my jurisdiction. 
'that is ~he reason that I am having trouble with it. I frankly can

·. not tell you. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Are you familiar with how effective such a system 

· is in practice ? 
". Mr. PALMBY. No; I do not. I would rather not comment. 

. ·. l{r. DoRSEN. You would defer to other experts as to the feasibility 
· · . of that as a solution to the President's concern . 

. . Mr. PALMBY. Yes. That wias being administered under really 'the 
Consumer Marketing Service that reported to Assistant Secretary 

. Lyng. I had enough worries of my own. I never did understand the 
delicate features of this basic plan. . 

, . Mr. DoRSEN. Was there any suggestion at that meeting that the · 
, ·'.prioo,-support decision might be reconsidered or the level changed? 
. , ··Mr, PAJ;J\IBY. Not to my memory, I thought about this many times. 

I cannot recall that any mention was made that it might be changed. 
Mr: DoRSEN. I believe you did tell the staff at an earlier time that 

<: 'tfiere was no discussion, in any direct form certainly of political con-
.. tributions at that meeting. , . 

Is that correct? 
.Mr. PALMBY. That is correct, not that I heard. 

_ . · ¥r. DoRSEN. Was there any discussion that you heard concerning 
.the suµport that the dairy industry wanted to give the President or 

·, · had _given the President or was prenared to give to the President? 
Mr. PALMBY. I believe when the President made his--what I call 

nicety remarks, opening remarks is perhaps· a better term, that he 
thanked this group for their support. I am going into detail a bil 
here. . 

. · This group did support the Agriculture Act of 1970. It was not 
' easy to get agricultural legislation at that time, and I worked very 

. hard working with the Congress to get the Agriculture Act of 1970 
; · myself. In fact, I was the one responsible. I. too, thanked the many 

groups for helping me work with the Congress to g-et that legislation 
and to work with the Congress. So I am only relating this to you 
~ause this group was helpful in securing that part of the Agricul
't.ure Act of 1970, which did help the administration acquire the en

. ti:oo package of aim.culture legislation. 
· . Mr,. DoRSEN. Was this what you interpreted the President to mean 

·· when he thanked them for their support.~ · " , . 
· · Mr~ P ALMBY. That is what I interpreted itto mean. · 

Mr. DoRSEN. Were vou aware of anv discussions between the repre-
. ·sentatives of the administration and the President or the dairv indns
,tl"y .concerning contributions to the President's reelection effort at that 
time.~ · · 
· Mr. PALMBY . .No . 
. Mr. DoRSEN. That was not somethin~ that you could have taken 
into account when you considered what the President's remarks meant. 
· Mr. PALMBY. It was the furthest from my mind. 
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Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall anything else that was said at the March 
23 morning meeting? · 

Mr. P ALMBY. No, I do not. 
Excuse me. I will say one thing. After the President left, the Under 

Secretary did quite an eloquent job in many ways of lecturing this 
group a bit on thelimitations of Government to help any particular 
sector of agriculture. I remember that. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Was that kind of statement one that was frequently 
made by the Nixon administration officials? 

Mr. PALMBY. Which statement? 
Mr. DoRSEN. That the limitations-regarding the limitations of 

Government assistance to agricultural groups? 
Mr. PALMBY. It certainly is, and I have heard the same thing in every 

other administration. There is nothing novel about that statement. 
Mr. DoRSEN. The two administrations you were in was the Eisen-

hower and Nixon administrations. 
Is that correct? 
Mr. PALMBY. That is correct. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Is it fair to say that the Republican administrations 

were less prone to have price support levels and involve the Govern-
ment in agriculture than the Democratic administrations? . 

Mr. P ALJ\IBY. I£ you had asked me that. question 20 years ago, I 
would have said yes. Today I would say no. · · 

Let me tell you why I say no. The support prices for grains were 
dropped more drastically under the Democratic administration, 1961 
to 1969, than any period in history. I am talking loan rates. I aµi not 
critical of it. They developed a good program. · 

Mr. DoRSEN. What about price-support levels in such products as 
dairy products? 

Is there a difference in philosophy there? 
Mr. PALMBY. I£ there is, I have not found it because Secretary Bent

son got burned, Secretary Freeman got burned, and by bein~ burned,· 
the costs just went up in a bubble when the price support, the mcentive, 
was set at too high a level. And I believe in both the Bentson and the 
Freeman years they actually had to lower the support price rather 
than to maintain it. I believe you will find that to be true. 

I cannot give you the specific years. So that was a production-
consumption response. . 

Mr. DoRSEN. To expand that one point, at the meeting, the morning 
meeting, was there any indication that you could detect on the part of 
the administration officials as to a weakening of their position on the 
$4.66 level? 

Mr. PALMBY. At what meeting? 
Mr. DoRSEN. The morning meeting. 
Mr. PALMBY. That morning meeting, no. 
Mr. DoRSEN. What did you do after the meeting broke up? 
Mr. PALMBY. I went back to my office and I have not researched 

whether I went to Kansas City that afternoon or the next morn
ing early because I had a meeting in Kansas City. My wife and I were 
going to Kansas City. I am not sure whether I went that afternoon or 
the next morning, and I have not researched it, but I spoke out there 
on the 24th. I think I went out there the afternoon of the 23d, but I 
would not swear to it. 
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· .~ · J)onSEN. Do. you have records that would clarify that? 
Mr. PALMBY. I do not have them. , 

·Mr.LYMAN. The Department? . 
"Mr. PALMBY. The Department must have them. You are free to get 

them. 
. Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall any dlscussions or events between the 

. time the March 23 morning meeting broke up and the time you left for 
· ';Kansas City? . 
· ·· .Mr. PALMBY. No. 

:· Mr. DoRSEN: Were you aware, at that time, of the afternoon meeting 
• on March 23? · . 
. · Mr. PALMBY. No. 
: .· 'Mr. DoRSEN. When did you first become aware of it? 

Mr. PALMBY. Quite some time afterward, because, as I stated before 
· f:o staff, I found out about the increase in support prices when it was 
'. .phoned to me in Kansas City by Mr. Frick. · 
. ·Mr. LYMAN. You did not state it on the record, you stated it to the 
investigators. ,You may now state it. 

Mr. PALMBY. My wife and I were attending the annual meeting of 
•. the National Grl),in & Feed Association in Kansas City. I was in. the 
'program. And, as I left the meeting out there with my wife, I was 

·J)ein1;' paged. And I took the phone.call in a phone booth in th~ lobby, 
·I believe, of the hotel. And Mr. Frick had told me that the price sup
port was going to be increased to, I believe, this $4.93 level and that it 
would be announced shortly. 
· I.believe he called me before the announcement went out. That is the 
first !·heard about it. I, at that time, had no idea that there were future 
meetings, nor would I haveanywav of knowing. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall what time of day you received the phone 
call? 

·. · · Mr. PALMBY. No; I do not. I tried to check that. I frankly do not 
· .. ': ·. know. I was in a meeting-I think I was participating in a panel and 

' ,the meeting broke up. If that is the case it had to be somewhere ,around 
· noon, or thereabouts. · 

·· .. Mr. DoRSEN. It is your recollection that you got that phone call 
. " ;. before the public announcement of the increase? 

· Mr. PALMBY. It is my recollection, but I would not be sure of that. 
That was the 25th. 
' Mr. DoRSEN. If the decision was announced about noon in Washing

. · ton, wo-qld that tend to indicate to you- I do not want to overstate it
. that you heard the information around noon in Kansas City, that it 
was indeed a morning panel that was breaking up? 

'Mr. PALMBY. I do not quite get your question. 
Mr. LYMAN. The meeting at the White House was on the 23d .. You 

went to Kansas City either the 23d or the 24th. This meeting was on the 
· 25th that you were interrupted. It was 2 days after the White House 

meeting. · . 
Mr. PALMBY. Yes. As per custom, again, price support decisions are 

not,· made when markets ,are open. Frankly, again, I told you I'm not 
the authority on dairy products that others are, but the price-support 
fjecisions on dairy products, and.the release of them, was timed to the 
closing of the cheese market in Wisconsin. 

I .• 
/ , 
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Mr. DoRsEN. Do you recall participating in any discussions concern
ing the price support level for manufactured dairy products between 
the time of the breakup of the morning meeting on March 23d, and the 
time that you left for Kansas City? 

Mr. PAUIBY. No, sir. . 
Mr. DoRsl',N. Do you know of any such discussions that took place, 

from your own know ledge? 
Mr. PAL1\IBY. No. 
Mr. DoRsEx. Did you have any conversations on that subject during 

that perio(l, with Secretary Hardin, Under Secretary Campbell, or 
Assistant Secretary Lyng? 

Mr. PAL::1,IBY. No; I did not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you know, at the time, that the matter was being 

reconsidered at all? 
Mr. PALMBY. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. vVas that a customary way of reviewing price-support 

decisions? 
Mr. PALMBY. What do you mean by that? 
Mr. DoRsEN. The fact that you were not at all involved in the de

cisionmaking process. 
Mr. PALMBY. No, it was unusual, but I was out of town, I would say 

that. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know whether the Commodity Credit Corpora

tion was involved in the decision to raise the price-support level _to 
$4.93? 

Mr. P.-\LMBY. vVhat do you mean Commodity Credit, being involved 1 
l\fr. DoRSEN. The Board, excuse me. 
Mr. LYMAN. Do you mean, were they consulted? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes. 
Mr. PALMBY. I have already answered those questions. 
Mr. LY1\IAN. About the increase. 
Mr. PALMBY. I have answered that. 
I, as one Board member, was not consulted. I do not know about the 

other Board members. The Commodity Credit Board is nothing but 
Board members, so I am speaking of one-seventh. 

Mr. DoRsEN. For the record, who are the other members of the 
Board? 

Mr. PALMBY. The Secretary is Chairman of the Board by statute. 
The Secretary designated me as President. In addition to that, the 
Under Secretary of-Campbell, was the Director. Assistant Secretary 
Lyng; Assistant Secretary Cowden; the Director of .Agriculture Eco
nomics, Don Paarl berg; Administrator of .ASCS, Kenneth Frick. 

Mr. DORSEN. 1Vhat w.ere your specific d·uties as President of the 
Board? · 

Mr. PAL1\IBY. I presided at Board meetings, in the absence of the 
Secretary. That is largely it, and it was the flow of documents. It is not 
unlike, really, the public corporation. 

T~e Secretary of Agriculture is chief executive officer, but the 
president of the corporation acts in his place. And all of the actions 
that are taking place by the Commodity Credit Corporation Board 
bear the signature of the President. 

Mr. DoRSEK. Is it fair to say that if a meeting were held, of the 
Board, prior to the public announcement, on March 25 of the price 
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;ft°}(~,,thil;tthat'm~ting would have come.to your attentioo. afsome ; · ' 
',\;.;J;im~,··-.. . . . . . .· . . . . 

, , ·'· Mr. PALMBY. Oh, sure. . . 
'. Mr. DoRSEN. Did such a .meeting come .to you:r; attention i 
. :)\[t. PALMBY. No. . . . . . . .· 

. . . ~r, DoltSEN. According to our understanding, the .85 percent of 
;'.ji,:· parity level works out ·at $4.92 a hundredweight of manufactured milk. 
'. 'I·: . ·, _ :Were you aware, during March of 1971-.-. . . · . 
' , · Mt. LTI:CAN. 1971-72? ' 

·. Mr. DoRSEN. March of 1971-,-of the particular levels, dcmar levels, 
·· 'for ea.ch .parity level? · . 

· .. Mr; PALMBY. First of all, I do not recall what parity was at that 
..i •time,, but I discussed this some with· your staff, before and tried -to 
-;. ~lain, the rationale for $4.93 which was the decision that was later 
, ,ma:de. .. 

· The statute calls for a 7.5-90 percent .of parity as of A·pril 1 and it 
'CQWd. easily be that civil serv~nts in the Department were proj()cting 
$4.93 tobe about 85 percent of parity come April 1. 

. ··· :Mr.DoRSEN. p9.you.have an specificknowledgeof this? 
.'Mr. P ALl\:IBY. No. · 

' Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know of !}ny other possible explanation for the 
· price level of $4.93 as opposed to $4.92 per hundredweight? 

l\{r. PALMBY. No.. · 
, .Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know of any new information that was brought 
to the attention of Secretary Hardin between. March 12 and March 25 
.,deeisi9ns that rela.ted to the economic desirability using the statutory 
. eriterion of the particular support level ? 
. , Mr. PALMBY. I know of no new information, no. . . 

. · :. · . I know what I call a "rap session." Secretary Hardin operated very 
· ~· .fufo:r;mally, as I mentioned before, to this group and it was not qn
. ,, common at the close of business that three or four of us would sit 
· ' iJ.~md and compare notes of how poorly or how good we had done 

. dµring the day. . · . . 
· : · .And ,Secretary Hardin made a comment, at least on one occasion, 
· · that something- along- the lines that he hoped that that decision was 
right. Again, I am illustrating the anguish that I know that he was 

.,experiencing. . · 
. ~ ,Mr. DonsEN. He certainly had no high degree of confidence in the 
: .' March 25 decision, is that fair to say? 

: ]\fr. P ALMBY. I want to explain another problem. . 
, ' Mr. LYMAN. You said that-when you say that he hoped that deci
·. si()~:ivas {ight,; are you reforrh1g ~ tn~ ¥arch 25 decision, pr; March.12 
r d~,\5!f>ll:.j ,, .. · .·. • ' I . 

·, , :Mr. DoruiEN. The 12th. . . . . . . · 
'. , Mr. LYMAN, I think your question was prol:>ing.:_MardiT2? What 

, happened between Marcli 12 and March 25? · 
~. . ¥r. DoRSEN. There was a misunderstanding .. You are referring to 

tb'eMal."Ch 12 decision? 
0 • ·, Mr. PALMBY. Corre,ct . 

. · We were worriedi frankly, a.t that time as to what kind of a corn 
erop we would have in 1971 because the seed trade was apprising us 
that their quality of seed was not what they would like to have and it 

,, W~·.w?t.iµi-,n;tne from southerµ. COf:t;l leaf :blight .. Anybody, who :vras 
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Secretary of Agriculture and the rest of us, for that matter, were truly 
worried about what might happen to the 1971 corn crop. . · 

And, remember, corn is "it" in this country, as an a.gricultural com
modity. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Did you have any discussions with Secretary Hardin 
or Under Secretary Campbell concerning the. way in which the March 
25, 1971, decision was arrived at? 

Mr. PALMBY. No; I did not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. In view of vour prior statement concerning Secretary 

Hardin's informality and rap session, can I ask you why not? · 
Mr. P ALMBY. Yes; and I can answer. 
I felt that I had pushed pretty hard to keep it at $4.66. And I was 

obviously overruled. To me, the subject was closed. I had an excellent 
working relationship with Secretary Hardin. I am very fond of him 
as a person, and when it was announced, the subject was closed. There · 
wrts nothing more to talk about as far as I was concerned. 

Mr. DoRsEN. You differentiate that type of announcement from the 
March 12 announcement? · 

Mr. P ALMBY. I was part of the March 12 announcement. I was not 
part of the later announcement. 

Ur. DoRSEN. Did you feel excluded from the March 25 announce
ment? 

Mr. PALMBY. How yould you feel? After all, I have served in Gov
ernment, at that time it approached about 9 years, and I used a little 
swear word out in Kansas City when I found out about.it. 

Then, you shake the dust off your suit coat and go back to business. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Was this an unusual occurrence for you not to be con-

sulted con,cerning a decision of this importance? 
Mr. PALMBY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Can you think of any other instance when it occurred i 
Mr. P ALMBY. Yes-one that was not as far reaching. 
I was in Europe at one time, shortly before I left, and with full con

currence, we had made a decision on the level and the extent to which 
we would make grain sorghum available within the confines of the 
establishment. 

And, in my absence, I was overruled. I think it happens to every
body. 

Mr. DoRSEN. This was certainly one of the few instances and prob-
ably the major instance that you can recall, is that correct? 

l\fr. p ALMBY. yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall when you returned from Kansas City? 
Mr. PALMBY. No; I do not. I think~I don't know if I threw that 

note away-do you remember what day of the week .the 25th was'? 
Mr. ScHOCHET. The 25th was a Thursday. · ' 
Mr. LYMAN. Would you have something that woul.d indicate it? You · 

would be able to give that information to them lruter? ' · 
Mr. P ALMBY. I think you can get it from the Department. 
Mr. DoRSEN. It would be in departmental records to indicate when 

you returned? 
Mr. P ALMBY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Was it before April 1? Do you believe? 
Mr. PALMBY. Oh, yes. · 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know of a~y other instance when the price-
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·r;d:)~~ ltvet decisioii, was reversed prior to the ~:ffective. date of thEl' 
•S, ·r~J:..3· 'i • .fi , . . ::,,\.-~l~UOO Sl0n t . I I • . 

,: , · '- · -' M;r. PALMBY. In our administration~ ' 
. . Mr. DORSEN. Yes. 
, •' ': · Mr. PALMBY. No, I do not,believe there was. · 
:·,_. · Mr. DoRSEN. You are suggesting there may have been-one in another 

·· administration~ . 
' ·•· Mr. PALMBY. I would not lrnow. I just would not know. · · 

·.I.can tell you we came awfully close to one, reversing one, once that 
WQ.S on honey. . 
. Mr. DoRSEN. On what 1 
· Mr. PALMBY. Honey. 
'. Mr. DoRSEN. Maybe we should take a few minutes of recess now. 
[ A brief recess was taken.] 

, · Mr. PLOTKIN. With regard to various dairy cooperatives that would 
",·be interested in increasing milk price support, is it not true that there 

are certain co-ops, of which Land O'Lakes is one of them, that operates· 
• on a flat rate for the sale of milk, and that it is not affected particularly 
· hy price.supports~ · 

Mr. PALMBY. I would not agree with that. 
,What do you mean by flat rate 1 

- Mr. Pu>TKIN. I am not exactly sure because I do not understand the 
: economics involved. I was under the impression from another witness, 

:,,· that_ there are certain areas in the country, milk co-ops or however 
you refer to them, that are not as keyed in to the price-support system 

. . as others, that some sell milk on a flat rate-that is the only phrase 
· . that I can think of to use-on a flat rate basis that would not subject 

."~them to the fluctuations of other dairy producers that they may be 
· subjected to. 

Mr. P ALMBY. I hardly feel qualified to respond on that question. 
> .. 0

. Certainly there are plenty of people that are more qualified than I am 
.. , on how to respond when you talk about flat rate'price. I do not feel 

.. competent to respond. · · 
' Mr. PLOTKIN. If the dairy herd decreased at a tremendous rate, 
. 'which apparently it has been doing for the last 20 years--
': ~ · Mr. PALMBY. That is correct. 
. Mr. Pt,OTKIN. [continuing]. Would it be possible to reach a point 
.. where having obtained maximum production--

. Mr.PALMBY.Percow. · 
Mr. -PLOTKIN. [continuing]. Per cow, and having reached the mini

mum number of cows to provide the maximum amount of milk that 
~:we need_._ 

·, .:Mr; PALMBY. Yes. 
. Mr. PLOTKIN [continuing]. Would that then create a situation 
.. where we would not need price supports 1 
' Mr. PALMBY. There are two schools of thought. In my judgment, 

· y,es, you would not need price supports. I have thought for quite a few 
_· years that the price-suppo~ progpi:_m for manufactured d3;iry _prod-

.. , ;u~ could be phased out with a mm1mum of harm to the dairy mdus-
. · try, B,ut again, you have well-meaning people on the other side who are 
·, of course v~ry much ma.rried to the price-support concept of ma~u

'ijJ~tured dairy pro.ducts1 So you can get a first rate. controvei:sy gomg 
, oh-this :matter. - · -· · 
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Mr. PLOTKIN. Can you give me, generally, the reasons why people 
'Yould be opposed to phasing them out if circumstances were as I out-
lined them? · 

Mr. PALMBY. As feed costs again go down, and it should be accom
panied by lower prices for beef, where these are competing agricul
tural commodities, then it is conceivable that resources might, under 
those conditions, flow back into the dairy industry, and without any 
floor under the price of dairy products, that school of thought says it 
would head the dairy industry, or many dairy producers to bankru,ptcy. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. The loss at which the excess butter was sold, and one 
of the factors that we were considering prior to the making of the 
price-support decision for 1971 W'as that loss, within a general range, 
what the CCC customarily sells surplus dairy products. 

Mr. PALMBY. You have to understand the CCC's authority to sell 
surplus dairy products are what I recall restricted for export uses. 
In other words, if they were sold domestically, you would break the 
domestic price and you would accomplish nothing. You would just .be 
recycling through the Commodity Credit Corporation, so that the au
thority to price commodities competitively in the exnort market is very, 
very broad, and for manv years, really, the London nrice of butter, 
in England, which is the big world butter market in that they have a 
very limited butter production of their own, hovered around the 30 
cents. or 30 cents plus. So that when a situation developed that they 
actually wanted butter from this country, the New Zealanders asked 
us to sell butter so that the British would not forget how to eat butter. 

"When we could get 52 cents, 54 cents, that was considered, at least in 
my judgment, a pretty good price. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. For export purposes we made money, but in relation
ship to the excess butter that was being sold, you would be selling it be
low the market price. In this country, you lost money. 

Mr. PALMBY. Absolutely. 
And to the extent that 30 cents jg a loss, it is a subsidy, it is an export 

subsidy which I in principle abhor. In this particular case, it seemed 
the proper thing to do. 

Mr. PLOTKIN: Thank you. . 
Mr. DoRSEN. Mr. Palmby, when, for the first time, did you become 

aware of the fact that representatives of the dairy cooperatives were 
making political contributions to the President? 

Mr. PALMBY. "\Vhen I read it in the paper. I am not sure that I was 
aware of it until after I left Government. I left Government, as I told 
you, in June 7, 1972. I knew it when it first began to be in all the papers 
and I began to suspect that it was true. 

Mr. DoRSEN. I believe you testified that you know Dr. Don 
Paarlberg. 

Mr. PALMBY. Indeed, I do. I know him well. 
Mr. DoRSEN. How long have you known him? 
Mr. PALMBY. Eighteen years. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Have you worked with him regularly during that 

period? 
Mr. PALMBY. To a limited degree in the Eisenhower administra

tion. Of course, I saw very little of him in the 8 years of the Democratic 
administration. He was 'back at Purdue most of that time. He. came . 
into the Nixon administration early, after the President. was 'first 
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lf'{~~~ted.~So I would think that he came in in February .or there- . 

/;;(;_;·~, so I worked with him for over 3 years'and rather closely in 
i~': ' tluit,period oftime. · . · 
J/·; :' i. ··){r. DoRSEN. Have you ever had a conversation with Dr. Paarl
f";< berg?-let me confine myself to the year 1971--concerning ·contribu

.(:,,,;._\.tions by dairy cooperatives or other representatives of the milk indus
t\ ;': try to the Presi~ent's reelection campaign? 
\,\: ; ·; Mr. PALMBY. I do not recall any such conversation. 

•, . Mr; DoRSE:N. Do you recall a conversation in which you told Dr. 
"P~arlberg several weeks or several months after the milk price deci
sion of March 25, 1971, that the dairy industry political contributions 
were a factor in the decision to raise the price-support level? 

· Mr. PALMBY. No, sir, r do not recall such a conversation now. 
· Could I make a comment i 
. Mr; DoRSEN. Please do. . 

, . . 'Mr, PALMBY. I reflected on this a good deal, as you would expect. 
· · ': ,· Don ·Paarlberg and I offi.ced rather closely together in the Department, 

· .:11,nd as per custom we both attended the Secretary's policy staff meet
<ings~ sometiIOOS every day of the week, sometimes 2 or 3 days a week, 

and we quite often walked down the hall together back to our offices. 
l spouted off ·more to Don Paarlberg than anybody else in the De
partment because Don was, and is, a great distinguished economist 

· .()f great experience, and· he and I agreed on many issues. You .must 
.remember at this time that when we were peddling butter around 
the world and increasing, and then in turn the decision was made to 

· increase the price support, that it bothered me on a couple of counts, 
one that I have not mentioned. That 'is, in my capacity at that time 

. I guite often was either negotiating informally or to a degree formally ·· 
with the Common Market and the United Kingdom people on several 

· of their agriculture policies. Theirs is what is known as a common 
agriculture policy, and it provides for high target prices or high price 

· )mpp9rts, in our terminology, and under normal times, and what they 
were doing at that time, would pay very heavy subsidy to export grain 
or other items that were in surplus, occasionally butter, not at that 
particular time . 
. I· had one a;mbition in serving my Government at that time, and I . 

still have that ambition. That is, that finally, under the auspices of the 
~eral agreement of tariff and trade, or under some multilateral 
:fuMn,ework ,ve will all grow up enough in our agricultural policy that ,we 'agree not to subsidize exports . 

. And I could easily have spouted off to Don and said I find this ter
ribly embarrassing because here I am pleading, Iam critidzing, I am 
talking to our European friends about their lousy policy, about paying 

· excessive subsidy, exporting barley, wheat; and now we got caught
at the same time increase their internal target prices, so that the dif

. fer,ential between target price and export price widens. And so here is 
a ease where we did the same thing. . · · . 

, . . I for l minute would not deny that I spouted off along these lines 
.·. · · with Dr. Paarlberg, but as far as any reference or any knowledge that 
.· · I had on contributions, I have told you before what it is. · 

. : Mr. DoRS~. If he made the statement which I indicated to you 
Dr. Paarlberg stated to me, it would not have reflected knowledge on 
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your part but merely a state of mind concerning the wisdom of the 
decision and other considerations? 

Mr. P ALMBY. Plus one other thing. I am sure that you are aware 
of the famous March meeting f this dairy group in Chicago. Was it 
1970 or 1971, I am not sure. 

Mr. DoRSEN. In March? 
Mr. PALMBY. The famous fly-i meeting. 
Mr. ScHoCHET. That Secretar. Butz spoke at? 
Mr. PALMBY. The dairy conve tion in Chicago. 
Mr. DoRSEN. The dairy conv ntions are basically in September. 
Mr. PALMBY Thtore was a co vention where roughly 40,000 dairy-

men, according to their figure , were flown in. There were a great · 
number of Congressmen and S nators that were flown out-attended. 
I don't know if thev were flo n out. I was invited. I refused to go. 
Some of our people ·in the Dep rtment went. I do not know who, but 
I was uneasy about attending hat convention, and with the general, 
let's say the general attitude re arding-I used the expression myself 
a couple of times-it looked Ii e when they came into town, $20 bills 
were dropping out of their p ckets. Frankly, they scared me. It is 
that simple. 

Mr. DoRSEN. If you were, you indicated, dissatisfied with the 
price- support decision and oth r policies which the dairy cooperatives 
at least heavily supported and ushed for, is it likely that you would 
have tied together the March 2 decision and political decisions? 

Mr. PALMBY. Me? 
Mr. DoRsEN. Yes. 
Mr. P,\LMBY. No .. I was not working on the campaign. I was not 

going to work in the caµipai . I had already at that time thought 
I would not stay around to go hrough a political campaign. I really 
was not interested. 

Mr. DoRSEN. I am talking a ut in your own mind, discussing it 
with Dr. Paarlberg. 

Mr. PALMBY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Would you ha e been likely to have linked the two 

together? 
Mr. PALMBY. No. I certainl could have linked the free money to

gether as regarding what the es that at least we thought they were 
paying certain Congressmen a d Senators to appear in their conven
tion on their convention prog ms. This was common gossip around 
the city. I know I made. the c mment, as I say .again, there seems to 
be a lot of money here. 

Mr. DoRSEN. I was present hen Dr. Paarlberg was interviewed. I 
think it is a fair statement tha he was quite emphatic in terms of his 
recollection of his conversation with you. . 

Mr. P ALMBY. I suspected th t from your phone conversation. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have an explanation as to how he couldreceive 

the impression he did; namely, as to the statements you made concern
ing the linking of that price d cision with the political contributions, 
and second, that it was his im ression that you had information that· 
you were basing it on ? 

Mr. PALMBY. I have given y u all I can tell you. That is all. I just 
cannot. 
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;:'1. . . ,~ truS~. in y~ur corivetsatio~s with Don Paa.rlberg he, too, ex,. 
fr"/}r~ soioo, uneas~ness on how this group handl~d themsttlves on the 
?\' ·'; : , whole; That 1s for him to say, not for me. · . 
~:. '/ .· · Mr. DQRSEN. Did it ever come to your attention prior to the publica
r: ''.· tion of the White House white paper on the milk price-support deci

,, :;,) \:~ ~'Sion that it was the President rather than Secretary Hardin who was 
!~f~·;} ._:l'ppareritly primarily r~sp~msible for the March 25, 1971, decisio1!? 
~'.\l'.'(: ,; Mr. P~MBY. No. To this day I do 1~ot really ~now who was m on 
1_-; __ :.;,:_-~.}_i·_.::< .· ---that demsion. I on~y _know what I read m th~ 1:Vhite House paper. 
lf:t, · , Mr. DoRSEN. This is a rather general question, but }:lave you read the 
~~_'{_,_· __ President's white paper on the milk price decision? 
~f:'c; •: · · Mr. PALMBY, Not carefully. . · . . _ 
!~/'., : , Mr. DoRSEN. The gep.eral questio? was actually gomg_to be, ~o you 
;1~/C ,, .··have any comment on it that you wish to make on the pomt of view of 
~t_:_ t . · _what we have already cove!·ed here? 
~?-·-··, Mr. PALMBY. Idonotthmkso. 
fi!.i~-: , · . Mr. DoRSEN. Did it ever come to your attention as to why the deci
~1;;;. _ s1on~ was reversed on March 25, 1971, as opposed to a later date or an 
r.::'.(, \ ._ eatber date; for that matter? · 
~t's:, _. :. Mr. PALMBY. I discussed this matter with your staff earlier, too. 
fttt.'.,, • , · ·_ .The answer is no. I ~hin~ we went on. a. bit ii! detail at that time, that 
i{, . t through the years m different admm1strat10ns, language has been 
~~ \; .. ·~ utilized in the press release by the Secretary, stating that along the 
~}, r • lines that I will continue to observe the dairy situation, and there 
~?'.-' ' ' .has been occasions when a commitment was made that every quarter 
~f . , it' would be reviewed to see whether the proper production is coming ~<<· "· forth, and to see whether the increase should be-made. That is as near 
fit ::· -• :asI can come to answering your question. . . fz:,( : · _· Mr. DoRSEN. Were you at all involved in the decision in late 1970 or 
I;>':. Jannll"ry 1, 1971, concerningimport quotas for dairy products? 
~Y.:-> Mr. PAtHBY. I was the USDA representative together with staff 
f.!f' ·: '· from the Department, along with other departments of Government, 
~< ·' : in: putting together the options for Presidential consideration. 
J/?? . .· Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have any knowledge as to how the final deci-
i~· ·., :SI-(>n was made? 
(~~,'. . Mr. PALMBY. No. 
ff',_;.-::.,, . :Mr. DoRSEN. Did you e,rer see or hear anything about a letter from 
' .·· · · · ·' · Patrick J. Hillings to the President, dated December 16, 1970, which, 
!_:.~.!,';_ •. '_-.· . · , r.el:ated to both import quotas and campaign contributions? 
~---.- , Mr. PALMBY. No. 

~r_·-1,=.·--.-_-;.

1

':'-~-::.,·.~-·,·::.'_: ___ :_.·.:···:·.·_:_._ ,, :M. ~: ~;~:;.I;!~~\~~d ~;i~~~~ ~:;::.eard of that? ::_- · ·.·' r.DoRSEN.Igatherthatwasfairlyrecently. 
Mr. PALMBY. Not long ago. 

~i/ :~: t!:~~rN~c!:S~i~!s. 
it:.,.; ·Mr. Poo'l'KIN. For the record, I want to clarify. I also attended 

f_}.~.i;/: . '. ': !:hi~1:~iMr.w~~~:·s!:t~fth~;:~ ~~h;~t J/~~1i::; :d: 
· I myself did not get the impression that he was implying that you 
had specific knowledge of any contributions that would have in
fluenced the decision of March 25. . ,, 

_· 'Have you spoken to Di·. Paa:rlberg subsequent to the meeting on. the . 
ifiSue of ,exports? · . ' 
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Mr. PALMBY. No. I listened to Dr. Paarl berg spMk right after the 
first of the year in New York, at an Economics Association meeting. I 
shook his hand. That is the only time I have seen him for at least 7 or 8 
months. 

]\fr. LYMAN. You have not discussed the subject of your testimony 
with him or talked to him about it. 

Mr. PALMBY. No.' 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Thank you. 
Mr. PALMBY. My comment is this, and this has to do with presum

ably the Paarlberg conversation. I guess we all have some human 
weaknesses. I like to blow once in a while, particularly when I feel 
that I am under undue pressure, and poor Paarlberg was the one that 
I had, the best listener I had, at the time that I was in the Department, 
and if, in fact, I made mention of the level of the manufactured dairy 
price supports and moneys from that group, if he says I did, I believe 
I did, and I can tell you, if I did, it was made in a cynical manner, and 
I can be pretty cynical at times. That is my explanation. 

l\fr. PLOTKIN. Do you tend to think of yourself less as having been 
a political appointee and more as a public servant when you held these 
offices? 
· Mr. LYMAN. I guess he is asking you if you are a professional. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. I do not have any doubt of that in my mind. 
Mi:. PALMBY. I considered myself a very highly qualified political 

appomtee. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Did you ever feel some kind of resentment about the 

politics that often affected certain types of decisions you made~ 
Mr. PALMBY. A professional on these matters in implementing and 

carrying out price-support programs are against the gmin, quite. often, 
of a true professional, but on the other hand, the business of govern
ment is a matter of compromise between the legislative branch and the 
executive branch, particularly in securing legislation, and I think I 
understand that. And probably the biggest thrill I had in my tour of 
duty was ,, orking on the Agriculture Act of 1970 with the House 
Agricultural Committee and later the Senate and conference commit
tee, and I know I made some lifelong friends of both committee mem
bers on both sides of the aisle. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Would you say that your professionalism kept you 
away from the convention in Chicago of the dairymen~ 

Mr. P ALMBY. I was not interested in going to that convention. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. May I ask why~ 
I would like you to elaborate just a little bit more on that. 
Mr. PALMBY. I did not believe in their method in spending the 

amount of money they did. It was a pretty blatant show of free 
spending. 

That is their business, not mine. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Would I be correct in assuming that you felt that that 

type of conduct would give the appearance of trying to buy people's 
supporti 

Mr. PALMBY. It is unbecoming. I will put it that way. It is 
unbecoming. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Thank you. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Thank you very much. 
[Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled matter 

adjourned.] , 
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PALM:BY EXHIBIT No. 1 

, ,"~' ',,~~riok B. S.aly, Secretary· 
•atl<inal·Milk·Producers Federation 

· ~,F:··Straet, N. ·w, 
' Jrashf.ngton, D;. C. 20001 

March 9, 1971 

· ·,Tbank you for your letter of Februa.ry 12, 1971, urging that the dairy price 
, _.upjort level for 1971• 72 be set at 90 percant of parity and that it be 
·~ti!d·as,so0n as possible. 

, I 

'' ., While. w.e r,ealize that farm costs have risen, it ls also' true that mllk pro-
'7 ducdon bas. been inoreasing over year-earlier levels for more than a year. 

'!'his 'is due' to the continu,;,d increase in production per cow and a decrease 
in .the rate of· decline in cow numbers. 'In the five prior·years, increasing 
!'roduction per, cow did not effect the decline in cow numbers. 

C-rcial consumption of milk and its products has .not increased suffl• 
: , e,t.en,:ly to match the increase in production. Market removals by Commodity 
,. , Ctedit-·Corporation have been substantially greater so far this marketing 
· f,!Jal' aa compared· to last year. CCC baa purchased 5. 9 billion pounds of c:: 

·"1llt ellltivalent through February 28, ~ompared to 4.0 billion pounds in the 
ii'ame ,.r1od a .year earlier. Tbe product. of greatest concern to us is 

, 'bl!tter, ., CCC purchased 249 mqlion pounds in the firat eleven months ·of the 
:11Dai-keting !,ear compared with 165 million pounds a year earlier. 

~ attemptin'I! to.determine tbe level of support which will assure an ade~ 
cpiate supply for tbe next marketing year, we will certainly be concerned 
·~ the .increase in farm coats; but, we must also consider developments 

.. ta .~tion, consU11ption, stocks, prices, and program costs. 

:s:1~erely, ' 

sClat'1'nce ». Palmby 
.. , Aaatac:.it Secretary 

ce:: Sc;:c~eta:cy•s r...ecorc:. 
t.SCS D":CO '.ll 2 .. \-J 

ASCS Cohen Ld 17 -W 
ASC5 liog~ul l.~ 17-U 
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AGR. STAB. & CON~ 

PATiJCIC I. HEALY. S•cr•to 

393-8151 

NATIONAL J\Ul.K PRODUCERS FEDJERATIOA 
DlltTfMl;(!UIG 
IIIEl!(rt.ffW!ffl 

* * * 
* 30 F STREET NORTHWEST * 

\ 
Honorable Clifford M. Hardin 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D.C. 20250 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

* * * WASHINGTON, 0. C. 2000 

February 12, 1971 

We respectfully urge that you ·m!'ke announcement at the earliest 
possible date establishing the(I>rice support for manufacturing 
1!!!)sat 90 percent of parity for the marl<E!ting year beginning 
April 1, 1971. 

the present price support level of S4.66 per hundredweight of 
milk, when made effective April 1, 1970, was about 85 percent 

·Of parity, Since that time, virtually all cost items faced by 
dairy farmers have increased and the price support ~f $4.66 by 
April 1, 1971, will approximate 80 percent of parity. The decrease 
in the percentage of parity represented by the $4.66 support price 
is evidence that farm costs have been increasing relative to prices 
received. 

Dairy farmers have been particularly disadvantaged because of the 
severe shortage of capable farm labor at ever-increasing wage rates. 

The corn blight also has had its effect on the availability and 
price of feed grains, the results of which will be felt in the next 
marketing year if, for no other reason, because of the shortage of 
blight-resistant seed corn, 

It is recognized that milk production in 1970 was moderately higher 
than in 1969. It is estimated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
that milk production for Calendar 1970 was 117 .4 b.illion pounds. 
This, however, represents a substantial reduction from the high point 
in milk production, which reached 127.0 billion pounds in 1964. 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 - 15 
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2, Honorable Clifford M, Hardin, 2/12/71 

On a per capita basis, milk production declined in Calendar 1970 
and was the lowest on record. The United States population is 
increasing at a rate of over 3 million per year, and there is 
growing concern that the population is not meeting recommended 
levels of nutrition, particularly among the young and the unem-
ployed. · 

There is a serious question as to whether or not milk production 
can be maintained at present levels. The number of farms milking 
cows constantly is declining. This decline has been offset thus 
far by increased production per farm, but this entails more hired 
farm labor and a greater investment, both of which make dairy 
farming more expensive and hazardous. 

The number of milk cows on farms January 1, 1971, was 12.4 million, 
a reduction from a year ago and the lowest on record in over a 
century. 

During the past year, the Commodity Credit Corporation will have 
purchased modest quantities of dairy products to support the price
of milk. The quantities purchased, however, have been less than 
adequate for the School Lunch Program and for food distribution 
programs, when the quantities distributed are compared to those 
made available in recent years, 

Furthermo're, it should be noted that imports of dairy products for 
Calendar 1970 were equivalent to about 1,9 billion pounds of milk, 
an increase of about 20 percent from 1969. 

By Presidential Proclamation, import quotas were increased in an 
amount representing over 26 million pounds of milk for Calendar 1971, 

An increase in the price support for manufacturing milk to 90 per
cent of parity is necessary to maintain dairy farm income and to 
maintain sufficient milk production for U.S. consumers. The amount 
of money required to purchase dairy products to maintain a price 
of 90 percent of parity will not be excessive, and will be needed to 
further the nutrition efforts of the United States. 

Again, we respectfully urge that you make an announcement at the 
earliest possible date, increasing the price support level for 
manufacturing milk to 90 percent of parity. 

(5~~/i._,, 
at · B. ealy, Secretary 

NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION r 



THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
Washington, D.0. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 3 p.m., in room 
1418, Dirksen Senate Office Building. 

Present: David Dorsen, assistant chief counsel; Alan Weitz, assist
ant majority counsel; Don Sanders, deputy minority counsel; Ben
jamin Plotkin, minority investigator. 

Mr. DoRSEN. We are about to proceed with an interview of Mr. 
Haldeman. This is being taken verbatim, but is an unsworn statement 
of the. witness. 

Mr. Weitz, will you please proceed. 
Mr. WEITZ. Thank you. 
Mr. Haldeman, let me direct your attention to 1969. Did there come 

a time when Mr. Kalmbach discussed with you contacts he was having, 
or communications he was having, with representatives of some dairy 
cooperatives? 

INTERVIEW OF H. R. HALDEMAN, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK H. 
STRICKLER, COUNSEL 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I am not able to identify either time or individual 
as to when and how I become aware of the· interest on the part of the 
dairy industry or intention on the part of the dairy industry to supply 
contributions. I did at some point become a ware of that. I don't believe 
it was in 1969. I would expect it was probably in 1970. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you this. Are you aware that the $100,000 in 
cash was delivered by a representative of the dairy industry to Mr. 
Kalmbach? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. In 1969? 
Mr. WEITZ. In 1969. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't recall that. I am not currently aware of it. 

That is something I may or may not have known at the time, and I 
have no recollection of knowing it. Kalmbach reported some things to 
me, he generally kept me informed on what he was doing--

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall whether in 1969, he asked your advice or 
notified you of any contacts he was having in connection with solicit
ing contributions, contributions for the trust account, or whether or 
not they were with regard to the trust account in general? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know what you mean by the trust account. 
But I .h~ve no recollection of any indication that he was soliciting 
or rece1vmg funds in 1969. 

Mr. WEITZ. If Mr. Kalmbach has testified in a civil deposition that, 
in fact, he was contacted by Milton Semer, representing the dairy 
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people, in 1969 concerning possible contributions, would that refresh 
your recollection~ 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. If he has testified that he, in fact, notified you that they 

wanted to make a contribution, and he asked your approval, does that 
refresh your recollection~ 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Not in terms of 1969, nor specifically Kalmbach. 
I know that I was told by someone at some point that the dairy people 
were planning to provide major financial support. 

Mr. WEITZ. But I am talking about really in 1969. You have no 
recollection of it~ 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you talk with Attorney General Mitchell, do you 

recall, in 1969 about the dairy groups or possible contributions from 
the dairy industry~ 

Mr. STRICKLER. Mr. Weitz, I am here only as counsel to Mr. Halde
man. I would like, i£ I could, to obtain from you a statement of 
relevancy of this line of questions to the 1972 Presidential campaign. 

Mr. WEITz.<Jertainly. 
Mr. STRICKLER. We have been afforded that courtesy by otlter dis

tinguished members of this group, and they have undertaken to ex
plain how it does fit into the relevancy point. 

Mr. WEITZ. I would be happy to. We have testimony and documen
tary evidence that Mr. Kalmbach received $100,000 in cash from the 
representatives of certain dairy co-ops in 1969. And he has testified 
that the money was commingled with funds in his trust account, 
which was a trust account of surplus funds from the 1968 campaign, 
the surplus from which in 1972 was applied toward the 1972 campaign. 
In addition, I think there are various expenditures that he made from 
those funds in the course of his trusteeship, which I think were directly 
related to the 1972 campaign. 

Mr. STRICKLER. All moneys are fundable, and if anything went into 
this trust fund it is related--

Mr. WEITZ. In fact, that is his testimony, that he was taking funds 
in as a general matter, and that the surplus from that account went 
into 1972. 

Mr. STRICKLER. I was wondering about your theory. 
Mr. WEITZ. It is several theories. It is both as to the disposition of 

the funds, and the disposition of moneys from the funds related to 
the 1972 campaign. And I might add also that there is some testi
mony and some evidence that we have gathered that the intent of 
the donors was not particularly toward any one campaign but to the 
administration. I think there are really three possible theories. 

Mr. STRICKLER. And somehow you are relating this to the scope 
of the committee's charter~ 

Mr. WEITZ. I think that will cover it. 
, Mr. HALDEMAN. That, in a general sense, is totally consistent with 

my general belief, and with my testimony I think before the Sen
ate committee, and also in another interview here, in the sense that 
it was my understanding that Kalmbach had a fund that was :the res
idue of 1968 in some form; that other funds were added to that over 
a period of time and expended from it over a period of time ; that he 
also undertook to raise funds in 1970 for support of candidates in 
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the 1970 congressional and senatorial elections, and that funds were 
left over from that endeavor also. 

And this is all a general understanding. I don't have any specifics 
on this. That all fits together. 

Now, as to where milk enters into it, specifically, I am not able to, 
in my own mind, establish a time. My feeling has been that it was in 
1970. But I have no basis for that, except that that is just what my 
feeling is. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you recall any discussions whether they were in 
1969 or 1970, of a problem as to the posture of certain dairy coopera
tives of having supported democratic candidates in 1968 and there
after trying to make overtures to the Nixon administration, become 
supporters of the administration one way or another. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. 'When you say you don't remember whether it was Kalm

bach that you learned of the interest of the dairy people to make 
contributions from, was it probably Kalmbach, or do you have ·any 
other person that you think it is more than likely you received such 
information from? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No, I can't suggest any other more likely source. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever advise or instruct Mr. Kalmbach in seek

ing contributions to seek cash whenever possible? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know that I advised him to. It was my 

understanding that this fund that was left over in 1968, was essentially 
a cash fund, and that what I have talked about in terms of that fund 
was a cash fund, in other words, it was money that was in the form 
of cash at the time it was donated. and it was held in the form of cash 
in bank deposits or something, or bank boxes. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall-speaking to Harry Dent about the dairy 
people either in 1969 or 1970? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. "'\VhataboutJackGleason? . 
Mr. HALDEMAN. No. There again I am not sure. I don't fix sources 

to tii:ries very specifically. If the dairy people were involved in the 
fundmg of the 1970 congressional support thing, I would have talked 
with Gleason, or could have talked with Gleason about that, because 
he was handling it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Right. But other than that? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. VVEITz. Do you relate, by the way, any of your conversations 

with Gleason to the dairy people specifically? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. "'\VEITZ. Was Mr. Kalmbach reporting from 1969 forward to you 

as to his activities in connection with the trust account for surplus 
1968 funds? . 

Mr. STRICKLER. By reporting, do you mean by way of a change of 
command? 

Mr. "'\VEITZ. Either directly or indirectly. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. It was providing information. I think Mr. Strick

ler's point was that reporting was in the sense that he was operating 
under mv direction or authority or something. I did not consider that 
he was. He was in some cases getting guidance and receiving requests 
from me for the use of funds. And ,ve did ta]k some during that 
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period, at which time he would tell me in general what his fund status 
was, a report in that sense, provide information. Frequently, and 
more often than not, his communication with me was via Gordon 
Strachan, or Larry Higby in my office, rather than direct. They saw 
him considerably more than I did. 

Mr. WEITZ. That would go to the method of communications? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. That is right. 
Mr. WEITZ. But my question is this. Who, then, had final authority 

with respect to the disposition of those funds? Was it Mr. Kalmbach, 
or was it someone else? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. My view was that it was Mr. Kalmbach, but that 
he consulted with others before making decisions as to disbursement, 
and that he, I would imagine, didn't want to be in the position of mak
ing a disbursement solely on his own authority, and that he probably 
would in 'any case have consulted with someone before he actually 
spent money. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. If Mr. Kalmbach has testified as follows, "I simply un
derstood that these funds were to be expended for political purposes 
nt the direction of Mr. Haldeman,"-and if in that context he is 
referring to the fund in this trust account which we have been dis
cussing_:_would that be consistent with your understanding. 

Mr. HALDRl\IAN. It wouldn't be inconsistent, becauee that would be 
at least partly what my understanding would be. It is my under
standing that they could be, and I believe were, expended at the direc
tion of other people as well. 

Mr. "rEJTZ. Would you be informed of those expenditures, or those 
directions? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Not necessarily, and not totally, no, I don't think. 
Mr. ,vmTz. Do you know what other persons gave such directions? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I understand, for example, that he made expendi-

tures for Tony Ulacewicz' activities. which would not have been at mv 
direction. And I don't know whether he told me he was doing that or 
not. If he did: it was simply that this was a project he was taking 
the financing on, and let it go at that. I don't know whether he ex
pended any funds at the direction of Mr. Mitchell. 

Rut I wonk! have assumed that had Mr. Mitchell or Mr. Stans 
instmcted him to use funds for some particular purpose, that he 
would hnve done so, and wonl<l not have felt it necessary to get any 
approval in order to do it, and that the rnme would apply probably 
to-that would basically be the-possibly Mr. Ehrlichman-that 
would probably be the-,T ohn Dean, perhaps, as the President's 
counsel. 

Mr. ,vmTz. Do yon know whether any moneys that were solicited 
or received by Mr. Kalmbach from 1969 to 1972 were used either for 
t.he purchase· of San Clemente or any other personal use of the 
President? 

Mr. HALDEMAN .. I do not know that any were. And it is my very 
strong m1rlerstandmg that they were not. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is it your understanding whether an:v of such moneys 
solicited were received bv Mr. Kalmbach, during that period or on 
his behalf, were used to reimburse the President for such expenditures? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. The same answer. 
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Mr. \V1<~rrz. You have mentioned that perhaps the earliest time 
when vou became aware of interest on the part of the dairy people 
to maim contributions ,vould have been perhaps 1970. 

Mr. HALDRl\IAN. That is my impression, yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, in 1970, do you recall being told or becoming aware 

of pledges, particularly pledges of contributions or an amount of con
tributions, by the dairy industry? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Again I am not positive it was 1970. But when 
there was a question of an amount, it wa~ my understand_ing-~ot 
that it was in the form of a pledge, but that 1t was a declared mtent~on 
that they wanted to contribute $2 million. That is my recollection 
of the amount. 

Mr. \VEITZ. And how did you become aware of that intention? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I am not sure. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Do you know to whom the dairy people declared their 

intent? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. There are various names that have come up in this 

regard. I have the problem now of being colored by what I have read 
in the papers. And it is very hard for me to sort out now whether a 
name that comes to mind as a result of that or as a result of the recol
lection of the time. But the communication to me on that, I have the 
feeling, came through Gordon Strachan. And I have a feeling that the 
likelihood is that that was via Kalmbach. But other people raised 
the same interest in different ways, I mean the point that the dairy 
industry was planning to make a major contribution. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in the .. White House ·white paper on the milk fund 
and dairy contributions--

Mr. HALDEMAN. Which I have not read, if the record may so show 
that. 

Mr. ·WEITZ [continuing]. There is a reference to a briefing paper 
by Mr. Colson to the. President, in connection with a meeting between 
the President and two dairy industry leaders, a Mr. Nelson and a Mr. 
Parr, in September 1970. First of all, were you a,vare of that meeting? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I am sure I was at the time, because I had the basic 
responsibility for the President's schedule. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. \Vere you told, either in advance or in connection with 
the meeting, of the dairy leaders' intent to make large contributions 
to the President's reelection? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. You say two dairy leaders. My recol
lection is that the meeting was with a large group of dairy people. 

Mr. ""\VEITZ. I believe there were two meetings at the \Vhite House 
bet.ween the President. and dairy leaders. 

In September 1970, there was a brief meeting, brief photo oppor
tunity, I think that it might he referred to as b-et,veen the President 
and two dairy leaders. -

In i~arch of 1971, there was a larger meeting. Do you have any re
collection of the first meeting between the President and two of the 
dairv leaders? 

M'r. HALDEMAN. As I say, I surely did at the time. I don't have any 
recollection now. 
. Mr. vVEITZ. \Vho would have final authority to arrange such a meet
mg or short meeting such as a photo opportunity between the President 
and various interested industry groups. 
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Mr. HALDEMAN. I would have the final authority, I think I could 
say, because I had the final authority on the President's schedule. '\,Ve 
allocated a segment of time each day, or as often as we could, to this 
photo opportunity kind of a thing, or we called it the open hour, 
actually-I think that that was in operation at that time-where we 
allocated a half hour to an hour every day that we could to brief ap
pointments, opportunity for people to come in and shake hands with 
the President, and for Congressmen to bring people in that they 
wanted, for whatever reason, to present something to the President, 
or something like that. 

And many of those were photo opportunities. Technically a photo 
opportunity is when you let the press in to take a picture. And most 
of these were not that. Most of them were just White House photog
raphers. The lists for those were made up, and that was handled on a 
fairly routine basis by Dwight Chapin, who was the operative appoint
ments secretary and handled the actual implementation of the Presi
dent's schedule. 

And so I did not necessarily review each individual appointment, 
especially in that category, because the President sort of left that time 
open. And Chuck Colson and others who were dealing with people on 
the outside, the congressional relations group, and so on, were free to 
recommend meetings. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did there come a time in the fall of 1970, possibly 
November of 1970, in which you conferred with Mr. Kalmbach about 
his becoming active in soliciting contributions for the 1972 campaign? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I am sure-I don't know when it was, but I am 
sure there was, because there was a plan agreed upon that Kalmbach 
would undertake to raise a startup fund in effect for the 1972 campaign 
that would provide income and ability to underwrite campaign-type 
expenses that might be undertaken before the setting up of the formal 
campaign committee, and things that couldn't be properly undertaken 
by the White House, but that needed to be early. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you recall discussing with him, in specific or general 
terms, particular contributions or possible contributions from large 
groups, as part of that startup campaign? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. The plan of what he was going to do was, as I 
recall it, a plan limited to large contributors. It was to work in the field 
of very major contributions on the basis that that would be early 
money. It was not a broad-based fundraising program. 

Mr. WEITZ. I understand. Do you remember discussing with him 
contributions or soliciting contributions from the dairy industry or 
dairy groups? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't remember the dairy groups specifically. But 
I would not be surprised that that would be included. And I know 
there were discussions at some point, because I have been questioned 
on this subject somewhere with some memorandums that raise the 
question of the handling of dairy contributions. 

Mr. WEITZ. We will get to that shortly. 
Your logs show that on November 19 and November 20, you met 

with Mr. K•almbach on snccessive days. And according to Mr. Kalm- · 
bach's testimonv, it was in November of 1970 that you discussed with 
him the possibility of raising funds for the 1972 campaign. And those 
two dates I mentioned were the only times you met with him? 
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Mr. HALDEMAN. Was Mr. Mitchell in either of those meetings? 
Mr. WEITZ. Is it your recollection that Mr. Mitchell was present 

at one of those meetings? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I have the general feeling that he was. 
Mr. WEITZ. The log indicates that on November 17, which would be 

close to that time, you met with the Attorney General, but not with 
Mr. Kalmbach. It may have been a later time. Do you associate it with 
the other discussions with Mr. Kalmbach about him soliciting funds? 
This is just a summary. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. It may or may not have been the same face to face 
meeting. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Is it your recollection that at that meeting you probably 
did discuss the dairy contributions or the dairy group as one of the 
possible contributors? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I can't give you a recollection. I don't know whether 
it was or not. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is it your recollection that iby that time, you were aware 
. of this declared intent on the part of the dairy ihdustry? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I think so. It is my impression that I was aware of
I have the impression that the dairy industry contributed to the 1970 
effort, and I was aware that they had done that and were going to con
tinue with this other support in 1972. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you instruct Mr. Kalmbach to contact the dairy 
people, or in the alternative, did you instruct representatives of the 
dairy industry to contact Mr. Kalmbach t-0 meet with them and arrange 
for such contributions? 

When ·I say "you," I mean either directly or indirectly. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. That is why I raised the question as to Mr. Mitchell. 

There was a question as to how the dairy people had indicated whether 
it was to Mr. Kalmbach or someone else. But the information came in 
that they wanted to make these maior contributions, that they wanted 
committees set up so that they could make them to a number of com
mittees. And this was the question of who would set those committees 
up and carry out the administrative orocedures and handle the receipt 
of the funds and the disbursement of them, and that sort of thing: it 
was going to be a complex effort. And it was obviously a first effort 
or a step in the establishment of this early 1972 money. 

So at some point there was discussion, and I am sure with Herb, as 
to the process of setting this up, and whether he should be the contact 
to handle the milk thing or not. 

Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware that Mr. Evans, Tom Evans of New 
York, was also involved in that undertaking? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes; generally so, in the sense of Mr. Kalmbach, I 
believe, using Mr. Evans as legal counsel for setting up the papers and 
the mechanics of these numerous committees. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know Pat Hillings? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes; I do. 
Mr. WEITZ. Have you ever seen the letter termed "The Pat Hillings 

letter of December 16 to the President"? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes; I have seen that in the paper. 
Mr. ~EITZ. Besides what you have read in the paper, do you recall 

ever havmg seen or received the letter, or a copy of the letter? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't. 
Mr. WEITZ. We have a memorandum dated December 17, 1970, the 

day following the letter, from Roger Johnson to you. And the subject 
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matter is "Letter to the President, from Pat Hillings"-which indi
cates he sent a copy of the letter to you. Does that refresh your recol
lection as to whether or not you have seen the letter? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No; it doesn't. I had forgotten all about Roger John
son. But he was working in this area of dealing with friends of the 
President and people such as Pat Hillings on the outside. And so this 
would be a natural routine. And I don't recall that or this letter. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in the Johnson memo, it says that "Pat Hillings 
handed me the attached letter and asked that it be directed to the 
President." 

Was the letter, in fact, directed to the President? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. I can't answer, because I don't recall 

the letter. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall whether the President was briefed on the 

subject matter of the letter, which would be both dairy import quotas 
and the subject of contributions? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know that. 
Mr. WEITZ. We have another memorandum, which is undated, Mr. 

John Brown to J.C., whom we have since been informed is probably 
John Campbell. And the comment, the handwritten notation is, 
"Would you check with E. and Colson on whether this should go in, 
and if so, in what form." And we have obtained an affidavit to indicate 
that this was attached to a letter from Pat Hillings, which would 
presumably be this same letter. Does that refresh your recollection 
as to whether the President was briefed as to the subject matter of 
the letter? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No, it does not. But this is exactly what the pro
cedure should have been, which is nice to see that it went that way. 
A memo like this addressed to me, transmitting or purporting to trans
mit something to be directed to the President, would in our normal 
process, if it 1s properly carried out, have gone to the staff secretary, 
who at that time was John Brown, for what they called staffing, which 
would mean checking it out as to exactly this question, should it go 
to the President, and if so, in what form. And Brown's job was to 
decide and carry out the checking of this against the proper source, 
which in this case, it being a domestic policy matter, would be John 
Ehrlichman. 

J. C. was the domestic counsel staff secretary at that time, John 
Campbell. And this, then, would be the route that Brown would 
take to get an answer from Ehrlichman on whether this should go to 
the President. All that fits together exactly the way it should fit to
gether. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember discussing the subject matter of the 
letter, or the matter of the import quotas and dairy contributions, 
with either Mr. Colson or Mr. Ehrlichman? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I do not. 
Mr. WEITZ. How about Mr. Flanigan? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you involved in the decisionmaking process or 

aware of it in connection with the setting of import quotas at the 
endof1970? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No-I am sure I was, in an abstract sense, aware 
that this was a matter coming before the President. I was not in
volved or aware of the process by which the decision was being made. 
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Mr. WEITZ. You notice in the Hillings letter, in the third full para
graph, it refers to the $2 million that the dairy people were attempting 
to raise and arrange to contribute to the President's reelection. Would 
that be the $2 million declared intention to which you have referred? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. That would mesh ·with what I understood. 
Mr. VVErTz. The last sentence of that paragraph refers to the fact 

that "AMPI also is funding a special project." Do you know what 
that special project was that AMPI was funding? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did anyone ever inform you, in a general way, as to what 

that might refer to? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. On that basis, no, I have no recollec

tion of a special project that was being funded by them, with no more 
indication of it than that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Your logs indicate that on December 14 you met with 
Mr. Connally. Do you recall ever discussing in 1970, before he became 
Treasury Secretary, or in early 1971, before he became Treasury 
Secretary, any matters in connection with the dairy co-ops or the dairy 
industry? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I recall-and I am sorry to keep doing this, but I 
have got to, in the interest of accuracy-I recall talking with or listen
ing to Mr. Connally on the subject of the dairy contribution. I cannot 
tell you whether it was before or after he became Treasury Secretary, 
nor can I tell you on a calendar basis when it was. I don't know. It 
obviously was before the mechanics were set up for receiving the 
money, because the point that Mr. Connally made to me was, as I re
call it, simply that the dairy people want to make a contribution, and 
they have been trying to work with the campaign people, or whoever 
is handling it, and they weren't getting the mechanics set up for them 
to do this. And that is kind of stupid, why doesn't somebody ·get it 
set up. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. If the record shows that dairy industry committees 
were established and substantial contributions were made by the dairy, 
certain dairy trusts in the middle of 1971, presumably this conversa
tion with Mr. Connally would have preceded that? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. That would be my feeling, that it was before the 
process was underway of the money actually being donated. 

Mr. WEITZ. In what connection did you discuss this with Mr. Con
nally? Or did he raise the matter with you? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. H~ simply told it to me. As I recall, it was after 
a meeting of some kind, and he and I were walking down the hall, that 
is sort of the recollection I have, walking down the hall, and I was near 
my office, and his saying in effect what I have just said. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. 1',1ben he raised it you were already aware at that time 
of the declared intention and who the dairy people were, and so forth? 

Mr. RALDE~IAN. That is right-not who they were in terms of people. 
Mr. )VEITZ. As a group. · 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I was aware that the dairy industry was interested 

in making this contribution. 
Mr. WEITZ. And you associated this with this declared intention that 

you learned of sometime in 1971? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I did. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Connally discuss the matter in connection with 
any particular problems or any particular previously agreed upon 
arrangements of the dairy industry? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Or these dairy groups? 
'When you say "dairy industry," were you aware of the fact that 

these were dairy cooperatives as opposed to other corporations? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. No, I wasn't. My understanding is that it was the 

milk money, the dairy people, and that kind of thing, is the way it was 
put to me or at least the ,vay I understood it. And I was not in my own 
mind at least conscious of any particular individuals or organizations. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did Mr. Connally, by the way, seem fairly familiar with 
the attempted arrangements on the part of the dairy industry to make 
such contributions? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Not particularly. I had the impression that someone 
had spoken to him, probably, and said, "We are trying to get this 
worked out to make contributions, and the Nixon people haven't worked 
it out." And Connally passed that along as information. 

Mr. WEITZ. Before the dairy import quota decision was actually 
made, and at the end of 1970, do you recall meeting with Mr. Kalmbach 
and learning of the progress being made or the arrangements to be 
made for the dairy contributions. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Well, I can't put one in juxtaposition to the other. 
But I have the feeling that there were some discussions with Mr. Kalm
bach in the process of getti.ng this set up as to the progress reports from 
him as to his getting the means set up for receiving the contributions. 
I don't know whether that fits vis-a-vis either the calendar-I don't 
know when the quota decision was made. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, turn your attention to 1971. Do you recall when 
you first became a ware of the intention of persons in the administra
tion to arrange a meeting, or the request that the administration ar
range a meeting between dairy leaders and the President? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No, that doesn't stand out as a significant event, 
because at that time, and over considerable time, there were a number 
of meetings set up with industry, labor and various kinds of groups, 
religious and so on, with the President. And this meeting with such 
people was one of such. 

Mr. vVEITZ. Let me show you a copy of a letter indicated January 26, 
from Secretary Hardin to you. And the subject is "Meeting with the 
President and leaders of the dairy industry." 

Does that refresh your recollection as to any communications be
tween you or your office and Secretary Hardin in the process of arrang
ing such a meeting? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. And again, absent any other indication that 
that came to me, the odds are that it wouldn't. Normally that kind of a 
memorandum ,vould go to Chapin or to Dave Parker, who handles 
the scheduling. 

Mr. WEITz.-In thP; white paper in that connection it indicates that 
preparations began i.n January and the meeting was in fact arranged 
sometime in February for a meeting. But again ~ou don't recall any 
specific arrangements for the meeting or any specific knowledge as to 
when, in fact, the meeting was arranged? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. That is correct, I do not. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Did there come a time, however, that you did become 
aware that such a meeting was to take place? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes, I am sure when it ultimately was put on the 
President's calendar as a scheduled meeting. 

Mr. WEITZ. If, according to the white paper, it was arranged more 
than 3 weeks ahead of time, and the meeting took place the 23d of 
March, therefore it had to be no later than late February or the very 
beginning of March, when the meeting was ultimately set on the Presi
dent's calendar, it was no later than that time that you would have 
become aware of the meeting? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know what you are defining at that time. 
Mr. WEITZ. The time it was set on the President's calendar, no later 

than late February or early March of 1971? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know when it was set on the President's 

calendar. Normally the President's calendar was set on quite a short
term basis. This kind of meeting was not formally set up very far 
in advance. Some of them were, and this may very well have been. But 
generally a meeting of this kind was set up on only a few days' notice, 
because we worked to keep the calendar flexible. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall any discussions either with Mr. Colson 
or Mr. Kalmbach, again directly or through your aides, in 1971, con
cerning specific arrangements by someone oi1tside the, White House 
to oversee such contributions from the dairy industry? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I am not sure I know what you mean. 
Mr. "WEITZ. "\Vas Mr. Kalmbach to be primarily responsible for ar

ranging for the committees to receive the contributions? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. That was my recollection originally. And then there 

was a question of whether or not Mr. Kalmbach would or should or 
could. He was always interested in getting out of the fundraising 
mechanical area. He was willing to take on this major project, but 
wanted to do that and then get out of fundraising. This was basically 
a routine fundraising thing, if that is what you mean. I am not sure 
I know what you mean. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know Bob Bennett? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I do not. I know the name. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you know what function he was to play, or in fact 

played, in the arranging of the receipt of contributions from the dairy 
group in 1971? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No; I don't recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me show you-unfortunately it is no more than a 

mockup of a White House memo, since we have not obtained a copy 
of the memo from the White House. 

Mr. SANDERS. It is a fabrication of a memo. 
Mr. WEITZ. It is a fabrication of a memo. And it is described in the 

Kalmbach deposition. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. And then I wrote "Proceed away," and then I wrote 

"Bob Bennett"? 
Mr. WEITZ. You wrote "Proceed away," and Mr. Kalmbach was not 

able to identify your handwriting as to whether you wrote "Bob 
Bennett." 

Does that refresh your recollection as to any arrangements being 
made or discussions in early 1971 about receipt of the contributions i 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Wasn't Mr. Kalmbach actually very reluctant to stay 
involved in that for two reasons? One, he hadn't solicited the contribu
tions, and second, he didn't want to deal with these people particularly 
or with any special interest groups as opposed to single contributors? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I am not sure of the second point. But certainly if 
he says that I would accept it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Is that reconstructed by Kalmbach? 
Mr. WEITZ. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Does it purport to be verbatim, or is it just an esti

mate? 
Mr. DoRSEN. There were a number of exhibits described from the 

Kalmbach deposition, some purporting to be direct quotations, and 
some paraphrases. The direct quotes we put in direct phase, and the 
paraphrases we do not. And so we have taken whatever knowledge we 
have and tried to reconstruct the exhibit at this time. 

Mr. SANDERS. Is it constructed solely from Kalmbach's remarks in 
his deposition? 

Mr. WEITZ. Based on the document in front of him; yes. 
Mr. STRICKLER. And you were showing this to Mr. Kalmbach to re

fresh his recollection. 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Kalmbach had the document in front of him, didn't 

he? 
Mr. WEITZ. That is right. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Why don't you subpena the document? 
Mr. WEITZ. That is a long story. 
Mr. DoRSEN. We have, is the short story. 
Mr. WEITZ. My first point was correct, in that Mr. Kalmbach did 

not consider himself as having solicited the contribution, and therefore 
was not responsible for the contribution. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. And, yes. And he was not anxious to get in a dif
ferent fundraising role, dealing with a lot of fundraising activities. 
He had set out the goal of these prime contributors that he was going 
to start out a fund for. And I believe his intention was a way of getting 
himself out of having to stay in the fundraising business through the 
campaign. 

Mr. WEITZ. Who in fact did you consider having been responsible for 
solicitinQ;the contribution? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. My general view is that it was not a solicited con
tribution, that it was a volunteered contribution. 

Mr. ·wEITz.You didn't consider Mr. Colson as having solicited the 
contribution? 

Mr. HALDEMAN·. No. I knew Mr. Colson was in contact with the milk 
group, as he was in contact with many other groups. Rut my recollec
tion now is that this was something where they were volunteering _to 
provide support, not where someone had gone and asked them for 1t. 

Mr. 'WEITZ. Did you consider it unusual that a group without, I 
might say, a history of sunportin~ Republicans, especially at the 
Presidential level, was pressin~ and seeking out and volunteering, as 
you put it, to contribute $2 million? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Not necessarily. And I should say that it was 
rlearlv stated in the discussions of this several times' in m:v under
standing, that they "·ere making it very clear that their contribution 
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was in the nature of a campaign contribution and was not dependent 
upon any quid pro quo in any way. 

Mr. WEITZ. Who told you that? . 
Mr. HALDEMAN. It was an explicitly stated sort of thing. I am not 

sure who told me. But obviously, an offer of a $2 million contribution 
is a matter of interest. And the question, if not spoken, automatically 
arises as to why. And the point was made that this was not contingent 
upon any action, nor was it as a result of any action that had been taken' 
or would be taken by the administration. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you talk about this with Mr. Colson? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. That is possible. 
Mr. 1VmTz. Did Mr. Colson assure you that he hadn't made any 

promises? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. ·wait a minute. I cannot confirm that I did talk 

about it with Mr. Colson. 
Mr. WmTz. Do you recall whether either Mr. Colson or Mr. Ehrlich:

man or Mr. "Whittaker assured you that no promises had been made 
for the $2 million? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I can't give you a name on it. But I can say what I 
previously said. It was clearly my understanding, from whomever the 
information was coming, that this was a matter that was not contin
gent upon any promises made, nor ·were there any asked. 

Mr. WEITZ. 1Vere you aware that at one or more meetings between 
Mr. Colson and representatives of the dairy industry, at which such 
pledges and declarations of intent had been made, beginning in 1970, 
that, contemporaneously, discussions of dairy products had 1boon 
discussed? · 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No ; I don't believe so. 
Mr. 1VmTz. vVith regard to the price-support matter-
Mr. 8TRICKLER.1Vou1d you read that last answer back? 
rThe reporter read the record.] 
Mr. 1VEITZ. 1Vith rega.rd to the price-support question in 1971, did 

you have any involvement in any meetings or any communications or in 
any way in the decisionrnaking process leading to the President's 
decision? 

Mr. H,\LDEMAN. To the milk price-support decision? 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I do not believe I did. That is not an area in which I 

,vould be inrnlved. 
Mr. Wrrrz. Your logs indicate that in March of 1971, as is probably 

true for most of the period when you ,vere in the "'hite House. you met 
very frequently, almost daily, with Mr. Ehrlichman. And I believe 
the white paper indicates, as well as other evidence we have gathered, 
that Mr. Ehrlichman. Mr. 1Vbittaker. and the others were in contact 
with the milk people and the President on milk procedures support. 

Did you discuss with Mr. Ehrlichman or Mr. vVbittaker, or did you 
receive any communications from them either directly or indirectly, 
concerning the price-support question? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't rec::tll any discussion with them or anyone 
else on the price-support question, nor communications. 

Mr. 1VEITZ. How about communications through your aides 1 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I do not recall any at all. 
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Mr. WEITZ. The white paiper at _page 10 indicates that in a briefing 
paper to the President, in connection with the meeting on March 23 
between the President and the dairy leaders, there was a reference 
to the fact that the dairy group had decided to spend money, and that 
the President's old friends, Mr. Chotiner and Mr. Hillings were 
involved. Did you have any knowledge of those matters? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Of what matters? 
Mr. WEITZ. The fact that dairy people had decided to spend money, 

and that Mr. Chotiner and Mr. Hillings were involved? 
Mr. HALD:EMAN. I think I have already said I had knowledge-I 

don't know what the date of this is. 
Mr. WEITZ, This would be March 22, 1971. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. By then I would imagine that I did have knowledge 

that the dairy people were going to contribute. 
Mr. WEITZ, What about the involvement of Mr. Hillings and Mr. 

Chotiner? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I am not sure whether I knew they were involved 

or not. It is quite possible that I did, as a matter of fact. Again, if you 
are trying to put it in a position of time, there was a question at one 
point of Chotiner being on retainer, I think, by the dairy people, or 
his law firm here being retained by the dairy people. And I did know 
that. 

Mr. WEITZ, When you say "connection," in what connection? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Just that, the fact. 
Mr. WEITZ, There was knowledge? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And Mr. Chotiner left the White House, I believe the 

record indicates, on March 5, 1971, and became counsel--
Mr. HALDEMAN. I 11,m not sure when he left. 
Mr. WEITZ [continuing]. Became counsel to Reeves and Harrison 

on March 8, 1971. At that time Reeves and Harrison was on retainer 
to the dairy cooperatives. Is that your recollection? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. That is the way that fits together. 
Mr. WEITZ. Is there a question whether it would be proper for Mr. 

Chotiner to join with that firm at that time? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was there, in fact, a discussion or a notion that it would 

be preferable for 1him to join that firm and represent the dairy industry, 
or those dairy groups? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I do not know that there was one way or the other. 
I think it was just a matter of the fact that he was. And he may have 
been for that reason a source either directly or indirectly of the dairy 
people's interest in the contribution-no, that probably came before 
he went over there. So it would not have been. 

Mr. WEITZ. It may have come before, but there was some indication 
that he was also involved later. On March 22, one dairy trust con
tributed $10,000 to several Republican committees, and on 
March24-

Mr. HALDEMAN. Republican or Nixon~ 
Mr. WEITZ. Republican committees. And on March 24 another dairy 

trust contributed $25,000. This would be the day before the meeting 
of the President and the day of that Whittaker memo I referred to, 
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the briefing paper, and the 24th, the day after the meeting with the 
President. Do you have any knowledge of those contributions? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you know whether Mr. Whittaker had any knowl

edO'e of them? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I have no knowledge of Mr. Whittaker's knowledge. 
Mr. WEITZ. With regard to Mr. Chotiner, were you aware in March 

whether there was any discussion of Mr. Chotiner taking an active role 
in representing the dairy people? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. I don't recall any discussion of that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware of any problems-when I say "prob

lems," bad relations-between anyone in the White House, such as 
Mr. Colson, with the dairy groups? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. I indicated earlier this general question of who 
would handle the contact with the dairy groups. And Colson was the 
normal White House man to handle contact with outside organiza
tions. And I don't know why the question should have arisen, because, 
as a matter of formal routine, he would have handled it. The fact that 
there was some question about-but that wasn't a White House contact, 
that was just a question of--

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. 
We have here a copy of an exhibit to the committee's hearings. And 

it is dated May 18, 1971. And the subject matter is: Campaign Spend
ing, H.R.H. and Dean.* 

Mr. HALDEMAN. What does that mean, H.R.H. and Dean, H. R. 
Haldeman and Dean? 

Mr. WEITZ. H. R. Haldeman and Dean. In other words, I believe it 
is the notes of a meeting taken by Gordon Strachan with you and 
John Dean. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I see. 
Mr. WEITZ. And the subject matter is campaign spending. Now, in 

the memo the question comes up, Dean puts the question to you-
Mr. STRICKLER. Can you give me the page reference in the tran

script? 
Mr. WEITz. Page 1229, Dean asks the question-the question before 

was: "What about the milk moriey?" 
Mr. HALDEMAN. What date is this meeting? 
Mr. WEITZ. May 18, 1971. "Our current thinking is to keep it totally 

separate and not even use the same bank." And the notation for you is 
"Agree," and so forth. Do you remember that discussion, or do you 
remember the question of what the milk money should be used for? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't remember this specific discussion. I remem
ber, as I have indicated, the question of how the milk money was to be 
handled, and that also included the question o:f what it was to be used 
for. And I remelllber that it was in cash, and it was coming in early, 
I believe, and at the starting point of ·a political campaign it is ob
viously useful money in setting up things that you are trying to get 
underway in the simplest fashion. And I don't know whether it was at 
that meeting or a subsequent meeting, or whether it was in a meeting 
at all. But my view, I believe, was that the milk money should be used 

•see Book 3, exhibit 34-26, p. 1226. 
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to set up the starting-up costs of setting up the campaign organization 
which at about that time was being set U]?, I think, by ,J eb Magruder 
and Harry Fleming, to get various campaign activities, organizational 
structure and so forth underway. And I saw this as being a logical 
source, because it was cash in hand for financing that activity. 

Mr. WEITZ, Why was it to come in cash? What was your under
standing? 

Mr. HALDEMAN, I don't knw,Y. I have never questioned why contri
but.ions are in cash or in any other form. 

Mr. WEITZ, Did it raise a question in your mind as to the propriety 
of the source ? 

Mr. HALDEMAN.No. 
Mr. WEITZ. We are talking about, I take it, close to $2 million in 

pursuit of their pledge? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I did not regard it as a pledge, it was a stated intent. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. I'm sorry, stated intent? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. We are talking about it as whatever they were 

going to provide. 
Mr. WEITZ. Over what period of time did you have an understand

ing as to over what time period the contribution would be made? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know that I did in foe inception period. As 

the plan was put together-I have a general recollection that it was 
set up on a basis that they would provide $100,000 a month, or some
thing like that, over a period of 20 months to get to this $2 million. 
That may not be precise, but that general kind of a thing. It would be 
a monthly flow. And I think that information probably preceded my 
point that this would be a good funding base for the setting up of the 
committee, because it would be presumably a regular monthly income 
that they could th(m work out a budget against and utilize. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. Now, in the memo--
Mr. HALDEMAN. All of this-I also have the very strong feeling that 

there was considerable discussion with Mr. MitchelJ, whom I looked 
to as having the basic responsibility for setting up the campaign 
organization. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. Mr. Mitchell, therefore, was aware of the arrangements 
for this? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. W'EITZ. Was this one of the largest contributions, both in terms 

of timing, size, and regularity, contemplated at that time? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. At that time? It probably was. 
Mr. WEITZ. The spring of 1971. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. It probably was. I don't know. I th-ink it was prob

ably-of course, it was a group contribution. I don't know that there 
were any others of that size. 

Mr. WEITZ. On page 1230 of our committee paging, but part of the 
same memo, Dean said: "It is my understanding that the White 
House is to be completely hands off the milk money." ·what does that 
mean? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Other than precisely what it says, I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you this: ·were there certain moneys that 

were being collected from whatever source that the White House was 
not hands-off of? 
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Mr. HALDEMAN. Well, I have testified in other regards, and you 
get into a semantic confusion to an extent on the White House and 
what is the White House. But some of the funds that Mr. Kalmbach 
administered over those intervening years between 1968 and 1973, 
were not hands-off by the White House. I requested the expenditure 
of a substantial amount of funds for polling that was done for the 
White House. And it was paid for by Mr. Kalmbach out of those 
funds. And that would be in a sense direct White House use of the 
funds. 

As I testified in the Senate hearing, I was involved in the question 
of some of those funds or a substantial amount of those funds being 
provided as campaign support to a candidate for office in Alabama. 
And that was to consider White House use of the funds. But the point 
here was that the milk money was to be set up as campaign funds 
totally separate from anything as to the White House use of funds. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you. You said your understanding was that 
it was probably $100,000 for 20 months. Some of that would be the 
timing and the amount of the contribution, as you recall. Would that 
be up to the time of the election, or up to the time of the campaign? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I haven't figured it out. I don't know when the 
20 months would be up. 

Mr. WEITZ. Up to the time of the election you have no recollection? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. That would be to carry out their pledge. I do not 

know whether that runs to after the election or before it or whatever. 
Don't hold me on those figures. It was some division like that, in some
thing like that time reference. Maybe it was $200,000 a month for 10 
months. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. We have a memo, which I will get to shortly, which talks 
about a $90,000 a month commitment. 1Vould that be consistent with 
a 20-month-or-so timetable? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. 1Vhatever it would take to run up to the $2 millioh? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. And maybe some of it came in, in an original 

amount, so that there wasn't $2 million to run on it monthly. 
Mr. "WEITZ. ·wasn't in fact the $100,000 in 1969 part of that? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Maybe it was, I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. If you are not aware of the $100,000 previously in 1969, 

were you made aware of it in connection with being made aware of the 
full arrangement for the $2 million contribution? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't recall any reference back. My recollection 
would be that the $2 million that was discussed-and it was a general 
discussion, I don't think anybody wrote out an I OU, and I think it 
was considered a general figure, not a specific dollar commitment
but I think that that-at least my recollection of what my view of it 
was that that was what they were talking about for the 1972 campaign. 
And I didn't see the other money as having been part of what I under
stood to be a $2 million intent for 1972. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. In the May 18 memo we just referred to
Mr. HALDEMAN. That is the Haldeman-Dean meeting? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. The decision as reflected in the memo was that the 

milk money would go to -pay the operating expenses of 1701. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. That is in that meeting? 
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Mr. WEITZ. That is in that meeting. Three days later there is a mem
orandum from Strachan to you-that is May 21, 1971, which I will 
show you-which indicates that it has been decided, or the recom
mendation is that the milk money would not be used to pay operating 
expenses. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Is that this bottom paragraph? 
Mr. STRICKLER. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. It would be to this last sentence on the recommendation. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I have read this paragraph you have indicated. 
Mr. VVEITZ. Under "Recommendations." 
Mr. HALDJ<,MAN. So I say I agree "·ith that and comment, "What 

are they going to use the milk money for?" So that it would then 
· indicate that the vie,v I had come to a few days earlier, of using it for 
that, had been disagreed with by Kalmbach and Nunn, and so I am 
agreeing with their disagreement. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. vVhat ,ms the answer to the question, what was it used 
for? 

Mr. J-LuJ)E:\UN. I don't know. 
1\fr .. "\VEITZ. "\Vhat was it to be used for? 
Mr. HALDKMAN. I don't know. That isn't indicated here, I guess. 
Mr. vVE1Tz. There arc attached some hand,,Titten notes, apparently 

from Gordon Strachan used in the preparation of the memo. Do 
you recall :my involvement of Murray Chotincr at that point, or as 
time went on, to arrange for the contributions? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I am trying to figure out what Lt~e Nunn is doing 
at that point. 

Mr. vVi:rrz. vVere you aware that he, sometime in 1971, became 
affiliated with the Citizens Committee To Re-Elect? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes, I knew he was in their fundraising. I didn't re-
alize that it was set up that early. · 

Mr. WEITZ. I think the record indicates it was set up sometime in 
April of 1971. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. OK. 
f Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. vVErTz. We have a memo, dated September 11, 1971, from Gor

don Strachan to.you. And the subject is milk money. I would like you 
to take a look at it. And then I would like to ask you a few questions 
about it. 

Mr. H.\LDEMAN. Am I allowed to discuss grand jury matters with 
yon people? 

Mr. vVmTZ. That is 011 public record. 
That indicates that as of that time, there was $232,500 that had 

been-I don't know whether it ,rns called banked or received. 
Mr. HALDEMAN Released is the euphemism. [He is a lawyer, and so 

he cannot talk straight English. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. It says slightly more than half the commitment, which is 

then characterized as $90,000 a month. Do you have any recollection 
of what is your understanding of the commitment? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Only what I have described to yon earlier. I didn't 
S6? it as a c0111mitmeilt, as I told yon, I saw it as an intention to con
tribute. 

Mr. vVEITZ. You hadn't dealt with these people directly? 
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Mr. HALDEMAN. The milk people? 
Mr. "WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. $90,000 a month, 1s that consistent with your 

recollection? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. It isn't inconsistent, as the example I gave you 

was hypothetical, but it was pretty close. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know when the commitment or the timing of 

those contributions was to have begun? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. No; I probably knew then. I do not recall when 

it wa,s. You can extrapolate back from that by dividing 90 into 232. 
Mr. WEITZ. It says that 232 is slightly more than one-half. If that 

were $450,000, taking $90,000, that would be 5 months back, which 
would be April 1. Do you remember any timing to begin with April 1, 
1971? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. But that does not sound unlikely, based on 
the timing of the other discussions. 

Mr. WEITZ. In the middle of the second paragraph it refers to 
the fact that a reporter was interviewing various people associated 
with the contributions, and that is this sentence: "Bennett has told 
Nunn that no damaging information has been released." What dam
aging information ·was there that had not been released? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. I notice there was in. one of the 
earlier things some concern about the avoidance of any language or 
something-I don't know why, unless it was that the milk people 
wanted these to be nonreported contributions and did not want it 
known that they were giving this support. 

Mr. WEITZ. In the third paragraph he states that--
Mr. HALDEMAN. I would also say, and I have got to say, in this 

context, and it applies to a lot of others, that Gordon Strachan was 
a very capable administrative type guy, but he was a,lso a very impres
sionable young lawyer, and he tended to overdramatize a lot of things, 
and to lay more import on the language than they really needed. Some
thing like "damaging information'' can be read as kind of colorful 
language tha,t I am not sure was really an accurate description of 
his concern. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. The third paragraph makes reference to an agreement, 
that Colson had established a, separate agreement with the milk people 
in order to have cash available. Are you familiar with such an agree
ment, or have you ever received any information to shed light on 
whether or not such an agreement or arrangement existed? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Let me ask Frank something for a minute. 
[Discussion off the record. J 
Mr. STRICKLER. As the record may show, I have just left the room 

with Mr. Haldeman for a matter of seconds. 
Mr. WEITZ. It should also indicate that you have returned. 
Mr. STRICKLER. And I have returned. And his concern is that he 

was asked questions in this area by the grand jury, which has the 
document in this area. And he says, "Can I disclose what happened 
before the grand jury, or base some of my testimony on knowledge 
I acquired from the grand jury?" 

My response to him is, "Yes," if you want to ask the questions. 
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Mr. "\V°EITZ. Let me repeat the last question as a starter, and that is: 
What knowledge do you have or have you learned in connection with 
possible arrangements of provision of cash or moneys from the dairy 
people to Mr. Colson or from Mr. Colson's projects? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Simply going back to referring to this memo, I 
have learned that there is a followup memo to this, which perhaps you 
have. And in that case my answer to Mr. Strickler would be academic. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is this the memo, September 16? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes; it is. 
Mr. WEITZ. That has already been made public. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I didn't know that. 
Mr. STRICKLER. Mr. Haldeman saw it this morning before the grand 

jury, !think. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I did. And this is a followup to this. 
Mr. WEITZ. For the record, we are referring to a September 16, 

1971, memo from Strachan to you, subject, milk money. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. You were asking me what I knew about this. And 

this is basically what I knew about it. 
Mr. WEITZ. 'Let me ask you this: Wasn't there a concern that others, 

other than Mr. Kalmbach or designated fundraisers, would be ap
proaching contributors who had already contributed through Mr. 
Kalmbach for additional moneys for whatever purpose? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. "\V°EITZ. And, therefore, wasn't there a concern that Mr. Colson 

not approach the same groups that Mr. Kalmbach and others were in 
contact with for contributions? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. There was. 
Mr. WEITZ. And therefore--
Mr. HALDEMAN. That was not limited to Mr. Colson, but Mr. Colson 

among others. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, with respect to Mr. Colson and the milk people, 

doesn't the September 16 memo reflect the fact that, yes, indeed, Mr. 
Colson and perhaps Mr. Ehrlichman had arranged. for such an addi
tional receipt of cash from the milk people, addition to whatever they 
were contributing through Mr. Kalmbach and Mr. Nunn? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. It does. 
Mr. "\V°EITZ. After receiving this memo, did you have occasion to 

speak to others, Mr. Ehrlichman or Mr. Colson or someone else about 
this? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Not that I recall. 
Mr . .. WEITZ. Wasn't that inconsistent with your attempt to provide 

that such double solicitations not take place on a frequent basis unless 
absolutely necessary? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. "\V°EITz. Or in any event not take place? Can you explain to us 

why you in fact did not follow this up in any way? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't recall following it up. I can't affirm that I 

didn't. It is quite possible that I mentioned to Ehrlichman or Colson 
something about it, or told Strachan to. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. "\;Vhat did they tell you? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know: as I said, I don't rec,all. 
Mr. WEITZ. This September 16 memo says, "This money was com

mitted by Ehrlichman, but never delivered in connection with a"-and 
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there is a quotation in the memo-"project we-Colson and Ehrlich
man-worked on together." To begin with, did you recognize the hand
writing after the sentence I have just read? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Whose is that? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Larry Higby-I believe it to be Larry Higby's. 

There is not enough there to confirm the writing, but it also has an "L." 
Mr. WEITZ. Does that indicate that Mr. Higby followed up and con

firmed the accuracy of this report? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes ... What it would indicate in this case is per the 

instruction to Strachan on the earlier one, which says, "check with 
Colson--

Mr. WEITZ. The September 11? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. On September 11, I initi,ated that which instructed 

Strachan to check with Colson, which he did, and he is reporting hack 
here. 

Before this report of Strachan came in to me, Higby took it upon 
himself-seeing the statement here by Colson to Strachan that the 
money was committed by Ehrlichman, Higby took it on himself I as
sume here, apparently, that this would be the case, to check independ
ently with Ehrlichman or Ehrlichman's office to see if this was the 
case, in other words, whether Ehrlichman's views of this coincided 
with Colson's as reported to Strachan. And his writing would indicate 
that he did, that Ehrlichman confirmed it. 

Mr. WEITZ. It was confirmed? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. That would be my impression of what that says. 
Mr. \VEITZ. And what was your understanding of the project 

referred to in that memo? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I have none. 
Mr. vVEITz. Do yon know the nature of the project undertaken by 

Mr. Colson? -
Mr. HALDEMAN. Excuse me. No . 

. Mr. vVEITZ. Did you have any knowledge either at that time or 
smce that time, other than what you have read in the paper, as to 
whether or not that project refered to investigation into the back
grom1d of Mr. Ellsberg? 

Mr. HALDEMAN.Not other than what I have read in the paper. I have 
seen the report in the paper that Mr. Colson supplied the money 
to pay the expenses, or whatever it was, of that trip .. However, this all 
seems to have taken place after that. So I don't know that this is 
referring to that. 

Mr. \VEITZ. It is not clear in the memos what the arrangement was 
and when the money was provided. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No; but it says on it, September 16, that was not 
expended, it says, "committed but not used." 

Mr. VVEITZ. But never delivered? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Are you familiar with George ,v ebster? Did you know 

him? Have you heard the name? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. He is the lawver? 
Mr. STRICKLER. I suppose. • 
Mr. HALDEl\IAN. Is that George vVebster the lav,yer? 
Mr. \VEITZ. There is a George ·Webster that is a lawyer. 
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Mr. HALDEMAN. I know the name. I don't kno,v the man. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Do you know whether he has any connection with pro

viding any role having been played in providing moneys to Mr. Colson 
or Mr. Ehrlicl).man for this project~ 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I have no recollection of any knowledge of Mr. 
'\Yebster in that context at all. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. 1Yhat about ,Joseph Baroody, did you know him? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I know that name, also. There are a lot of Baroodys, 

and I am not sure ,vhich one Joseph is, but I know the Baroody name. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Do you know the public relations firm in '\Vashington 

of '\Vaguer and Baroody? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I kno,v that one of the Baroodys is in a public 

relations firm, and one is in a foundation and one is at the 1Vhite 
House. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether the Baroody that you have heard 
of in the public relations firm had anything to do with providing the 
moneys for the Ellsberg break-in? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I have no knowledge of sources of money on that 
at all, other than what I have seen publicly, and I do not believe I have 
seen that. 

Mr. WEITZ. In the September 11 memo at the bottom, as written in, 
we see "Cashen-Mulcahy 3" and below that, "5-G separately on E 
committed siphoned." Can you identify that handwriting for me? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I believe that to be Gordon Strachan's writing, I 
am quite sure it is. 

Mr. vVEITZ. Both lines? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Do you have any knowledge of what the meanrng 

of those two lines is? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Yes; if you will give me the other memo. I think 

that this memo comes back to him with my instructions saying to do 
this, and that these notes are his notes as he carries out those instruc
tions. Because his memo of September 16, I think, is a statement of 
what these cryptic memorandums are regarding. In other words, 
Cashen-Mulcahy 3, I think there is probably a .6 stricken out, be
cause this memo says, "Cashen request for $3,600, Ireland," and Ire
land could be Mulcahy, and "5-G separately on E committed 
siphoned," that is sort of shorthand to what he says in the first 
paragraph. 

Mr. vVEITZ. '\Vhat does the "E" refer to? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Ehrlichman. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Not Ells berg? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. "E" is Ehrlichman in our office shorthand. I didn't 

have occasion to have a shorthand term for Ellsberg. 
Mr. STRICKLER. Could I ask you-could I obtain copies of those? 

They are excerpts from the public record. 
Mr. DonsEN. Yes. '\Ve will give yon clean copies as they appear in 

the public record. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. '\Vhat do you have to wipe 011t? 
Mr. DonsEN. Our own notations. 
Mr. vVEITz. Are you familiar with the term "house account" in con

nection with the contributions? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't think so, no. 
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Mr. WEITZ. We noted in the September 11 memo-the figures used 
at that point, in the September 11 memo, of $232,500 from the milk 
people-and I have here page 121 of the Hose Mary ·woods list, so
called, the list of pre-April 7 contributions----

Mr. HALm:l\L\N. Rosemary's babies? 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Perhaps. And on page 121 appears the title "House 

account," the total $232,500. And another titk,, "Milk Producers As
sociation," with the three individual dairy trusts. 

Let me show it to you, although it may not be very edifying. Can 
you tell us what that refers to? · 

Mr. HALDEl\IAN. No. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Or why the uesignation "House accounf'? 
::\Ir. HALDEMAN. Do you have any other page of this? 
Mr. ,VEITZ. That is apparently the only page with "House ac

count.:' The other pages are State by State lists of contributors. 
)fr. HALDEMAN. No, I do not know. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. ,Vas that a reference to moneys that had been soli

cited, not by the State or not by regular fund;aisers, but by someone 
in the White House? 

!fr. HALDEMAN. I don't think so, but I don't know. The source 
on that would be Kalmbach or Stans, I would think. 

Mr. ,:VEITZ. Here we are reduced again-there was a series of 
memos in September 1971, to mockups, and there are two memos
three memos with quotations that I think are significant, or at least 
I think are worth showing to you for that purpose. 

The first is September 24, 1971, from Colson to you, subject, "milk 
producers." And the entire portion we have here is in quotations. 
And I would like to read that and tell me ,vhether you have any in
formation or recollection of the matter discussed therein? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. "WEITZ. Now, the memo refers to an antitrust investigation by 

the Antitrust Division of the ,Justice Department of the milk pro
ducers. The _last sentence goes as follows: "If this goes too far, there 
will be a number of very serious adverse consequences which I would 
be glad to elaborate on in detail." 

Did you talk to Mr. Colson about that? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Not that I recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Isn't that surprising? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. That I didn't talk to him? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. No, Colson was wanting to come up with serious 

consequences all the time that I didn't discuss with him. 
Mr. vVEITZ. What did he mean by the reference to serious conse-

quences? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Serious adverse consequences, I should say. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. 
Mr. )V"EITz. Did it have anything to do with contributions? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. I cannot tell vou. 
Mr. WEITZ. And then you have no knowledge, direct or indirect, of 

the meaning that hf'. put on this, either through one of your aides or 
directly in conversations with him? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Now, we have another memo, September 28, 1971, from 
Strachan to you. The subject again is "milk money." And the last 
quoted portion, which is quoted in om source, ,thich is the Kalmbach 
deposition, says: 

"Colson urges his own noninvolvement." And this refers to the 
antitrust investigation, and says: "John Dean is checking this report 
on a very low-key basis." 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Checking wha.t report? 
Mr. "\VEITZ. The report of an antitrust investigation. 
Mr. STRICKLER. Let 11s have time to read these things, will you, 

counsel? 
[Discussion off the record. J 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you enlr discuss this directly or indirectly with 

John Dean? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I do not recall any discussion with ,Tohn Dean or 

Chuck Colson. 
Mr. WEITZ. "\Vhat is the signifkance of the ·white Honse interest in 

the antitrust investigation? 
Mr. HALDl:MAN. I do not know. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. On the part at lrast of Mr. Colson and ::\fr. Dean? 
Mr. IL\LDEMAN. Where is the reference to a vVhite House interest? 
Mr. "\VEITZ. As evidenced by Mr. Colson's memos to you and J\fr. 

Dean's low-key investigation. 
Mr. HALDE11IAN. Colson's memos would appear-or Colson's memo

and then this comment of a Colson memorandum to apparently some
one else, saying p_e urges his own noninvolvernent, would seemingly he, 
I gueBs, that he has been in conta.ct with the milk producers, and, 
therefore, does not feel that he should be involved in any question that 
is being raised, if there is one. I am simply interpreting out of specula
tion here. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. You don't have any recollection or knowledge, directly 
or indirectly, of the investigation of some concerns investigated by 
other than what appears in these memos by -white Honse persons in 
the investigation? 

Mr. HALDEJ\IAN. I have no such recollection on the part of Colson 
or Dean, or anyone else. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. "\Vould Dean undertake such an investigation without 
consulting yon either before or aftr,r? · 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Oh. sure. Dean did not consult me-Dean very 
rarely consulted me on matters tha.t he ,vas dealing \vith. Dean ,va·s 
"\Vhite House counsel, he fnnctioned as counsel to all the adjuncts of 
the "\Vhite House, and lw \rnrkt 0cl-I have explained this in other 
testimony-he worked directlv with whatever White House division 
,ms using- his services and did not have any reporting requirement to 
me on substance at all. His reporting to me was in the administra
tive area of staff and facilities. 

Mr. vVErTz. I have again a moc.kup of a memo of November 8, 1971, 
from Strachan to you. And it is a cover memo for an agenda or talking 
paper with the Attornev General for the next afternoon, November 4. 
And it indicates that the Attorney General received a copy of the 
nttached agenda. Item 11 on the attached agenda. as paraphrased and 
described in the Kalmbach deposition, goes as follows: 
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"The agenda discusses this antitrust matter with respect to the dairy 
contributions, or ,vhatever they refer to, in this memorandum as the 
milk-money project." 

Do you remember discussions at that time, or at any time, about 
dairy contributions and the antitrust investigation? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No, I don't. As I pointed out in other testimony, 
Strachan's agenda were voluminous, and my meeting with Mitchell 
very rarely, if ever, followed the agenda or covered anything ap
proaching all of the items on the agenda. 

Mr. ·wEITz. If they were not covered in a particular meeting, if 
you did not reach the item in a particular agenda, how would they be 
handled? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. In no routine fashion. Some would be ignored and 
some brought up again by Strachan in an agenda another time. 

Mr. vVEITZ. How was this matter handled? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I do not remember the matter. So I don't have any 

recollection of it coming up, let alone how it was handled. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Are you aware that in the fall of 1971 the Antitrust 

Division of the ,Justice Department recommended to the Attorney 
General that a grand jury be impaneled for the purpose of investigat
ing :for possible criminal indictments the dairy cooperatives? 

Mr. HAI,DEl\IAN. I guess I am generally aware of that from the press. 
accounts. But I have no personal recollection of any knowledge of 
that at the time or any involvement in it. 

Mr. \VEITZ. "\Vhat about an investigation in general? 
1\fr. HALDEMAN. The same. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Other than what appears in these memorandums, if these 

are correct mockups. 
1\fr. HALDEl\IAN. The same. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Are you aware that on November 30, the Attorney Gen

eral rejected the request by the Antitrust Division and suggested that 
they only proceed civilly? 

Mr. HALDEl\IAN. No. 
l\Ir. WEITZ. And you never discussed, or to your knowledge, no one 

on your behalf discussed the matter with the Antitrust Division or with 
the Attorney General ? 

1\fr. HALDE:CVIAN. I have no recolketion of having discussed it with 
the Attorney General. I do not believe I ever had any discussions with 
the Antitrust Division, nor have I instructed anyone on my staff. I 
cannot speak for ,vhat someone may have done without me, but I do 
not ha rn any recollection at all of anybody doing it with my knowledge. 

Mr. vVEITz. Did you ever discuss antitrust matters "·ith the Attorney 
General? 

Mr. lLH,DEl\L\N. Antitrust matters? 
1\Ir. \VEITZ.Yes. 
Mr. 1Ln,DE1\IAN. None that I can recall. I did not have substantive 

discussions with him. My dealings with the Attorney General were 
on-I did in areas other than ,hrntice Depitrtment matters. He was 
an adviser to the President in other areas, and I did communicate 
with him on some of those. On substantive matters, relating to the 
.Tnstice Department, the communication was through other routes in 
the "\Yhite Honse and then through me. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Did you discuss the antitrust investigation with Murray 
Chotiner at the time? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't believe so. I have no recollection of discussing 
any case like that with Murray Chotiner. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. According to your phone records, on November 3, and 
again on November 29, l 971, yon talked by telephone to Mr. Chotiner. 
Do you recall what the substance. or purpose of those conversations 
was? 

Mr. IL'\LDE::1:1:AN. No. Do you have those? 
Mr. 1V EITZ. Just the notations. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. If I can see those phone records, I can tell you 

w·hether-those have been grossly misinterpreted. Those may have 
been calls that I did not talk on. I don't know that they were. 

Mr. VVJ<,ITZ. In 1972, Mr. Kalmlxwh had a series of meetings with the 
dairy people in connection with the~ subject of additional contributions. 
We have a series of memos-perhaps I can speed things up just by 
showing them together. A memo of January 18, 1972, from Strachan to 
you, a politicaJ matter memo, and again another one on February 1, 
and again another on February 1 EL 

Mr. HALDEMAN. This is Kalmbach back into the milk money thing, 
,vhich would indicate he had been ont of it. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. In the Jan nary 18 memo there is a reference that starts 
out, "Herb Kalmbach met with Messrs .• Jacobsen and Nelson." Do you 
know ,vho they were? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know whether I do or not. I don't think so. 
Are they identified as milk producers? 

Mr. "\VEITZ. No. It is concerning: milk money, but I was just curious 
as to whether you had heard those names before that time or had dis
cussed them with anyone. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. They are not meaningful-the Jacobsen name is 
meaningful to me now, because I have le,arned recently that he is the 
same ,Jacobsen who worked with Mr. Connally in the campaign. , 

Mr. vVErTz. Presumably, if you didn't know who they were, Mr. 
Strachan would have identified them. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Not necessarily. He may have referred to them in 
earlier memorandums, and if it is identified as milk in some way-

_Mr. 1VEITZ. The reference to milk monev. 
Mr. HALDEMAN. 1Vhat that is-it is a Sl1mmarv of his notes of a meet

ing with or a communication wit.h Kalmbach that he is transmitting 
to me. 

]\fr. "\VEITZ. It indicates that Kalmbach informed Colson at the meet
ing, but would not tell Colson who asked him to see ,Tacobsen. Do you 
know who asked Kalmbach to see .Jacobsen? "\Vas it anyone in the 
1Vhite House? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. 
J\fr. WEITZ. And the recommendation hv ~fr. Strachan in the memo 

of .Tanuarv 18, is that Kalmbach be asked not to discuss thP milk situ
ation witli Colson in the futurP.1Vhv ,ms that? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know, m1less it rPlates to C'olson~s thing of 
his being kept out of it, or whatever. 

l\fr.1V:EITZ. For what purpose? 
Mr. I-Lu,DEJ\L'\.X. I don't know. 
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Mr. vVEITZ. vVasn't Mr. Colson concerned that if he was-if the 
publicity revealed his connection to the milk contributions, his other 
activities might be publicized as well? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't really know what Mr. Colson's concern was, 
or that I ever did know. 

Mr. VVEITZ. ·wasn't that your concern? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. 
Mr. vVEITZ. You don't know what your concern was? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know that I had any concern. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Were you aware of anyone else's concern in the "\Vhite 

House about publicity with regard to Mr. Colson's activities, what
ever they may be? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. Colson was engaged in .activities that were of such 
a nature that he did not want to publicize them, and working with 
Democrat groups and that kind of thing. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you concur in this recommendation by Mr. Strachan? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. Did I? 
Mr. WEITZ. I am asking you. It says "approved." Does that indi

cate--
Mr. HALDEMAN. His recommendation that I tell Colson of the milk 

situation and that Kalmbach not discuss it with him in the future. So 
that is acceding to a request there, I bruess. 

~11'.· WEITZ. Now, the February 1 memo which you have looked at
this 1s a week after the Nader suit had been filed, and Kalmbach 
refers to a cut in the original $2 million commitment back to $1 
million. Does that refresh your recollection that there was in fact a 
commitment? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. That is Strachan's terminology still. 
Mr. WEITZ. That is the second memo that we have found with that 

wording. You never discussed that with him or admonished him 
not to use that terminology? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No; I didn't worry much about his terminology. 
Mr. vVErTz. It also indicates that Kalmbach will accept the risks--
1\fr. HALDEMAN. These were written as internal office memorandums, 

not as public documents. 
Mr. vVEITZ. It indicates that Kalmbach will accept the risk of being 

subpenaed by the court in connection with the Nader milk suit. "\Vhat 
risk can that entail? What was your understanding? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. And at the end the recommendation-and that was 

Strachan's recommendation-apparently the Attorney General, ac
cording to Strachan, believes that Kalmbach should continue, and 
your comment was, "I will discuss with the Attornev General." vVhat 
WPre the Attorney General's views? • 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't know. 
;\fr. 1V1<:1Tz. Did you discuss it ·with him? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I don't remember any discussion. I don't know 

whether I did or not, unless there is something that follows up on 
that that indicates it. -

Mr. vVErTz. What follows up is that on February 16, Strachan re
ports to you that Kalmbach is working with the milk people to in
crease the 233 currently back to $1 million by April 7. 
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Mr. HALDEMAN. It appeared to indicate that Kalmbach was still 
working on the milk thing. That does not give any indication as to 
whether I raised it with the Attorney General or not. 

Mr. STRICKLER. Is that $1,001)000 from your last question? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. STRICKLER. The $1,000 in the memo comes out $1 million when 

you read it. 
Mr. WEITZ. It is not written as $1 million. I am just saving time. 
Mr. STRICKLER. I understand. 
Mr. WEITZ. Also on February 1, 1972, there was a memo from 

Dean to Ehrlichman, subject Naderv. Butz, which was the Nader milk 
suit referred to in the other memorandums. Do you remember receiv
ing a copy of this memorandum? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. And I suspect that had I, I would not have 
looked at it. 

Mr. W°EITZ. We have later memos on the same matter that go both 
to you and 1\fr. Ehrlichman. That is why I am curious as to why you 
may have received a separate copy. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I do not recall it. And that is the kind of thing I 
didn't usually read. 

Mr. WEITZ; I would not question you about most of the contents, 
which really just reviews the factual background of the suit. 

On page 3, I believe, at the bottom-I will take a quick look and show 
you what I want to refer to-on page 3, at the bottom paragraph, it 
indicates that the discovery proceeding could prove disastrous. Do 
you know what Mr. Dean meant by that? Did you ever discuss the dis
covery proceeding in the Nader suit?-

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. And then on page 4 of the same memorandum there is 

a sentence that reads, "Although these individuals" and that refers to 
officers of Republican committees that receive the contributions
"would quite truthfully be unable to have knowledge of any pressure 
brought to bear on Secretary Hardin because of those contributions, 
questioning about their duties with the committees and the manner in 
which the committees operate could prove highly embarrassing in an 
election year." Do you know what pressures were brought to bear on 
Secretary Hardin in connection with those contributions? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No; I don't think that says that anywhere, does it? 
Mr. STRICKLER. Are the instructions referred to? 
Mr. WEITZ. They refer, if I may characterize it, to the multiple 

setup in 1971, to receive dairy contributions. 
1\fr. STRICKLER. Was this for all elected officers or somebody? 
Mr. WEITZ. I believe those would be the Committees For the Re

Election of the President. 
Mr. STRICKLER. Thank you. It is too long for me to read, and I am 

not going to do it now. 
Mr. WEITZ. Finally, we have a memo dated August 31, 1972, and 

this is from Dean to you and Mr. Ehrlichman, again on the subject 
Naderv. Butz. 

Anrl the last sentence on parre 2, reads: 
"As is readily apparent"-this is discussing the possibility of the 

depositions of Chotiner, Whittaker, and so forth-"the potential for 
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political embarrassment during the remaining months of the cam
paign is high." 

That is at the bottom of page 2. I show you the memo. 
What was your understanding of what embarrassment might result 

from such depositions? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. The record indicates that, ultimately, $1 million was 

not.contributed by the dairy trust to the reelection effort of the Presi
dent, nor $2 million, for that matter. Do you have any information 
and knowledge as to why those amounts were not contributed? 

Mr. HALDEMAN.No. 
Mr. vVEITz. Did you have occasion to discuss either with Mr. Mitchell 

or with Mr. Connally in 1972, or with Mr. Kalmbach-let me add, 
in 1972, either the timing of additional contributions or a possible deci
sion to delay additional contributions until just prior to the election, 
to the general election? 

Mr. HALD'.EMAN. I do not recall any discussion of milk money in 19'72 
at all. I wasn't really in the campaign money thing at all at that point, 
because when I was involved was when there wasn't a campaign struc
ture. And even then it was only on a basically information basis. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you have any understanding, whether or not you 
have participated in such discussions, that any such decisions to delay 
contributions prior to the election had been made? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I do not recall any; no. 
Mr. WEITZ. I have no further questions. 
Mr. SANDERS. Would you just give me whatever recollection you 

have, if any, concerning the feeling prevailing in March 19'71, with 
respect to the bills being introduced in Congress to statutorily in
crease milk price support? And what recollection you have, if any, 
about the congressional pressures being put on the White House to 
take administrative action to raise the support level, or any indica
tions coming from Capitol Hill that legislation would, in fact, be 
enacted? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. I really am not-I cannot be responsive to your 
question. It covers an area of knowledge and requests an evaluation of 
opinion that I am not competent to give. I was not in the mainstream 
of .evaluation of policy or evaluation of congressional attitude or con
gressional pressure kind of thing in a way that I would be aware 
of this kind of thing. That would flow through-there are other peo
ple that you should ask that of, who would have a much better evalua
tion of it than I do. 

I have read of some of what has been in the paper, and I have heard 
reference to the President's statement in this regard. I could allude 
to that, but from my own knowledge and recollection I cannot really 
add anything. · 

Mr. SANDERS. Do any calls from Congressmen during that time in 
March 19'71, to the President, stand out in your recollection? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. And it would not be likely that they would. 
A call from a Congressman to the President goes through the con
gressional office, and it would be dealt with imd recorded and followed 
up from there rather than my office,. 

Mr. SANDERS. And it is not likely, then, that you would have per
sonally received these calls from congressional leaders pertaining to 
the milk support problem? 
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Mr. HALDEMAN. It is not likely, and almost not possible. I did have 
calls from congressional leaders, but they were not on substantive mat
ters. My dealings with them were on things relating to the Presi
dent's schedule, or something of that sort, rather than legislative ac
tion on policy matters. 

Mr. SANDERS. There have been some intimations that the March 12 
decision, which was the initial one made by the Department of Agri
culture to maintain the support level at the same level as the previous 
year, that that was early or precipitous. Do you have any recollection 
of the circumstances surrounding the decision, in the spring of 1969, 
when you first entered the White House? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. My information is that the decision for the market

ing year beginning April 1, 1969, was actually made in December of 
1968 while President Johnson was still in the White House. Do you 
have any awareness of that occurrence? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. I am just totally ignorant on the subject one way 
or the other. 

Mr. SANDERS. You have been asked a number of questions by Alan 
concerning information which might have come to you with respect 
to a commitment by the dairy producers to the Committee for the Re
Election of the President. There are a number of references in the 
documents that we have shown to you. 

Do you have any recollection that any of these mentioned in any of 
these letters or memorandums were passed on to the President? 

Mr. HALDEMAN. No, I don't. I have a genernl belief, assumption that 
the President was aware-and I cannot tell you when that the milk 
industry had indicated their intention of providing campaign sup
port. I don't know when he was aware of that, and I don't believe 
that it was I who gave him the information. 

Mr. SANDERS. And the gist of your testimony, then, is that the milk 
producers had a desire to contribute to the re-election of the President, 
and had made known the specific level of contribution, but that this 
was totally unrelated to any favorable action taken by the Govern
ment or to be taken hy the Government. 

Mr. HALDEMAN. That is my specific understanding of what the basis 
of their intent to contribute was, that it was not to be considered to 
be related to any action or any desired action or any completed action 
by the Government. 

Mr. SANDERS. That is all I have. 
Mr. DoRSEN. In that connection, Mr. Haldeman, you mentioned one 

occasion when you believed the subject was raised as to whether there 
might be a quid pro quo for the contributions, and I believe you said 
it was made clear to you that the dairy industry expected no quid pro 

quMr. HALDEMAN. I don't think I said-my recollection is not that 
the question was raised of whether there was·a quid pro quo, but rather 
that the positive was raised. The point was made that it was to be 
understood that there was no quid pro quo, there was no commitment 
contingency. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Did this come up once or more than once? 
Mr. HALDEMAN. I think probably more than once. I don't know 

that it was discussed more than once. That I cannot put into ,a coi:J.ver-
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sation, I can only put it into a general feeling that that point was made. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And your recollection is that it was made on ,a number 

of occasions~ 
Mr. HALDEMAN. Not a number in terms of many, but maybe one or 

two occasions, one or a few more than one, perhaps. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I have no further questions. 
Mr. SANDERS. Just one more. Do you have any recollection that any 

decisions by the Department of Agriculture affecting the dairy pro
ducers subsequent to April 1, and not necessarily related to milk price 
supports, but in other areas as well, such as milk marketing orders, 
that any decisions by the Department of Agriculture were unfavorable 
to the dairy producers, and that they perhaps made any complaints 
about the lack of attention. -

Mr. HALDEMAN. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. We will have a recess. 
[Whereupon, at 5 f .m., the committee proceeded to the considera-

tion of other matters. . . 
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMl\UTTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
Washington, D.0. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 
109, Russell Senate Office Building. 

Present : Senator Talmadge. 
Also present: Alan S. Weitz, assistant majority counsel; Benjamin 

Plotkin,minority investigator. · 
Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Semer, raise your right hand, will you? 
Do you, Milton Semer, solemnly swear that the evidence that you 

shall give. the Select Committee on Pres,idential Campaign Activities 
of 1972 will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 
so help you God? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes, sir. 
Senator TALMADGE. Thank yon. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Semer, would you please give us your full address 

for the record, please? 

TESTIMONY OF MILTON B. SEMER, ACCOMPANIED BY CRAIG S. 
BAMBERGER, COUNSEL 

Mr. SEMER. My name is Milton B. Semer, and I'm an attorney prac
ticing law in Washington, D.C. My home address is Great Falls, Va., 
and my professional address is 1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW. 

Mr. WEITZ. And would your counsel identify himself for the record? 
Mr. BAMBERGER. I am Craig S. Bamberger, an attorney practicing 

in Washington a,t 1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, I'd like the record to show that Mr. Semer has 

provided us with a statement and accompanying documents, and I 
would like to mark this as exhibit 1 to your testimony, a,nd have it 
entered into the record as an exhibit. 

[Whereupon, the documents referred to were marked as Semer 
exhibit No. 1 for identification.*] 

Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Semer, first, by way of ba,ckground, just briefly, 
I understand that you were at one time the general counsel to the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development. 

Mr. SEMER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. And that was for what period? 
Mr. SEMER. 1961 through 1965. 
Mr. WEITZ. And then, suhsequent to that time, you were in a staff 

position as counsel in the White House? 
Mr. SEMER. I was counsel to the President of the United States for 

calendar year 1966. 

*Seep. 7219. 
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Mr. WEITZ. I see. And subsequent to that time, you entered private 
practice in Washington-reentered private practice? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes,sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, in 1968, did you form the firm of Semer and 

Jacobsen with Jake Jacobsen? 
Mr. SEMER. That was formed on January 1, 1967. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. And that firm existed in that form~ or succeeding forms, 

until 1972? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes, sir, until May 31, 1972. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. I believe, as you've indicated in your statement, in 1969 

the firm of Semer and Jacobsen were taken on, on a retainer basis, by 
the Milk Producers, Inc.-MPI. 

Mr. SEl\IER. It was then called Milk Producers, Inc., of San Antonio, 
Tex. 

Mr. WEITz. I see. All right. Prior to that time, Mr.Jacobsen had been 
representing them. Is that correct? 

Mr. SEMER. My understanding was that Mr. Jacobsen had been 
representing a client on Texas matters. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. What was the retainer arrangement with the client? 
Mr. SEMER. The retainer arrangement was $7,500 a quarter, plus the 

usual expenses and disbursements. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was the first time that you met any members of 

the client, or representatives of the client? 
Mr. SEMER. The first time I met representatives of the client was 

on March 21, 1969. 
Mr. WEITZ. And who did you meet with? 
Mr. SEMER. I met, certainly, with Dave Parr and possibly Harold 

Nelson. Harold Nelson was in town that day-I don't recall clearly 
as to whether he was at that initial meeting. 

Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Jacobsen was also present? 
Mr. SEMER. Mr. J ar,obsen, my partner, was at the meeting. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, you began-you've alluded to the fact that prior 

to that time, that it was your understanding that Mr. ,Jacobsen had 
represented the client with respect to Texas matters. What was your 
understanding of the nature of your representation to be? 

Mr. SEMER. The representation of Milk Producers, Inc., by the 
Washington firm of Semer and Jacobsen, in contrast and as distin
guished from any representation that Mr. Jacobsen would· have in 
Texas in his law firm Jacobsen and Long of Austin, was along these 
lines. It would be primarily, as far as I personally was concerned, 
research and presentations on the merits of their problems, which in
cluded price supports, tariff problems, and to some extent organiza
tional problems in the field of co-ops. 

In addition, the client was interested in establishing liaison with 
the new administration, which had not been established as yet; finding 
out how the White House would be organized to handle special interest 
groups such as this milk group, who would handle their problems; 
and finally, they were also interested in coordinating their lobbying 
efforts in Washington, and felt that Mr. J·acobsen and I, who had had 
some experience with politics and with associations, would be able to 
guide them on that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did they also explain to you that they were in the process 
of forming a political trust for the purpose of receiving moneys from 
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dairy farmers and disbursing them m the form of political 
contributions? 

Mr. SEMER, The client explained that fundraising among milk farm
ers would be a very high priority activity on their part, and that the 
money would be collected by a parallel organization called the Trust 
for Agricultural Political Education. 

Mr. WEITZ. It's commonly known as TAPE, T-A-P-E? 
Mr. SEMER. We used the acronym T-A-P-E from the start. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was it your understanding that contributions by TAPE 

were to be reported to the Clerk of the House under the then existing 
Federal law ? 

Mr. SEMER. I have no recollection about any discussion of reporting 
with them on that first occasion. I was never asked as a lawyer to render 
an opinion on their reporting requirements, but as an active fundraiser 
at that time for Senator Muskie, I was familiar with reporting require
ments, and did, in fact, report both when I was required to by law, 
and also I reported, even when not required by law, all through 1969 
and 1970. 

Mr. WEITZ,Now, in your statement, as exhibit 1--
Mr. SEMER. If I haven't answered your question specifically, it's 

because I don't have a clear recollection of that item havmg come up on 
that date when I first met them. I do have a general recollection that 
I had no doubt that political contributions of this type would be 
reported. 

¥r, WEITZ. All right. Now, in your statement, you referred to having 
discussed certain other matters with John Mitchell in 1968, and I un
ders~and ~hat you had known Mr. Mitchell for several years in cqJ1;-
nect10n with your work at HUD. Is that correct? . 

Mr. SEMER. I knew Mr. Mitchell professionally, because when I was 
General Counsel of the Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, he was a member of an advisory committee to the General 'Coun-. 
sel, and he was on that committee by virtue of his prominent and lead
ing position as bond counsel in the American Bar-probably the 
leading one. , 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, to the best of your recollection, in this first meeting, 
did you discuss with Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr, Mr. Jacobsen-did 
you discuss your acquaintance with Mr. Mitchell? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes, I did. 
Mr. WEITZ. And was that discussed in connection with, perhaps, 

exploring the possibility of gaining access to, or finding •a person to 
meet with, in the White House on dairy proiblems? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't recall specifically' offering the client the oppor
tuhity to work through Mr. Mitchell. I think in establishing my ca
pacity to work with the client, I don't have any dou:bt at all of that 
the name of Mr. Mitchell came up. But I don't recall ever suggesting 
to.them that I would go see Mr. Mitchell for them. 

The way the Mitchell name came u-p was in connection with a descrip
tion I gave the client of what I had done for another.client, and what I 
had' done was this. I had called Mr. Mitchell when he was campaign 
manager at the Pierre Hotel. Mr. Mitchell referred me to Mr. Stans, 
and Mr. Stans referred me to Mr. Jack Gleason, who was then an 
assistant to Mr. Stans in fundraising. This was just before the 196•8 
campaign. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Election. 
Mr. SEMER. Just before the 1968 Presidential election. When I 

described the situation to the client, and described what I would do, 
my recollection is that I said I would start with Mr. Gleason, and that's 
what, in fact, I did. 

Mr. WEITZ. So, it was subsequent to that meeting, and that was 
when you contacted Mr. Gleason ? · 

Mr. SEMER. Yes; within days. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, contacting Mr. Gleas~m on their behalf, as you 

described it to them, was that in the context of arranging for a con
tribution in the way that you had done in 1968? , 

Mr. SEMER. No, it was not. The contribution of 1968 was just prior 
to the 1968 campaign, and at no time can I recall the client suggesting 
that there would be a postcampaign contribution. 
· Mr. ,VEITZ. Well, without regard to the nature of the contribution, 

was it, in fact, the purpose of your contact with Gleason to seek a way 
to make a contribution in 1969? 

J\fr. SEMER. It was not. 
Mr. WEITz.Oratanytime? 
Mr. SEMER. By the time the question of contributions came up, the 

ball had been passed from Gleason to Mr. Kalmbach. 
Mr. WEITZ. We'll get to that in a minute. 
Mr. SEMER. The principal reason I went to Mr. Gleason was that 

he was the only person in the White House portion of the administra
tion, or within the Executive Office of the administration that I knew. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Now, Mr. Gleason at that time was an assistant to Mr. 
Stans at the Commerce Department. Is that correct ? . 

Mr. SEMER. That's correct, and he later went to the White House. 
Mr. WEITZ. Why didn't you contact Mr. Mitchell, who you also 

knew? 
Mr. SEMER. I didn't think it was appropriate to call the Attorney 

General on this matter. 
Mr. WEITZ. Well, the matter, as I understand it specifically, was to 

find out who in the White House would be-it would be appropriate 
to meet with for dairy problems. Is that correct? 

Mr. SEMER. That is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. And you'didn't feel that that was an appropriate matter 

to discuss with the Attorney General? 
Mr. SEMER. I didn't think it was appropriate for me to call the At

torney General for that purpose, when Mr. Gleason is the one that I'd 
been working with. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, subsequent to your meeting with the dairy people, 
you in fact did contact Mr. Gleason. Is that correct? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes, I got in touch with Mr. Gleason on March 25, just 
4 days after meeting with the client. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. And at that time, what was the nature of that discussion? 
Mr. SEMER. I described to him the nature of the business of the 

new client and told him about the client's interest in finding out how 
to deal with their problems as they may relate to the White House. 
I told them about their fundraising efforts and their plan to con
tribute as money was raised to congressional, State, local, and Presi-

. dential candidates, in order to try to get political influences and means 
of expanding the organization. And he expressed interest in the polit-
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ical fund, and he identified Mr. Herb Kalmbach, either at that time 
or soon thereafter, and suggested that a meeting be arranged. 

Mr. WEITZ. And why did he make that suggestion, or what was 
your understanding of the purpose of being referred to Mr. Kalm
bach? 

Mr. SEMER. Mr. Gleason referred to Mr. Kalmbach as a person 
who was not in Government, but was outside of Government, that 
might have some insights, or have some information, that he, Mr. 
Gleason, did not have. The publicity that Mr. Kalmbach was just 
beginning to get at that time, coupled with Mr. Gleason's sugges
tion that I get together with Mr. Kalmbach, suggested in my mind 
that Mr. Kalmbach was emerging in the administration as an impor
tant and influential adviser to the President and the White House, 
along the lines that people such as Clark Clifford, Abe Fortas, Jim 
Rowe, and others had performed for the Democrats. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was it for the purpose-was it your understanding 
that you were referred to Mr. Kalmbach for the purpose of pursuing 
the matter of political contributions? 

Mr. SEMER. The question of political contribution was not that 
specific or pinpointed at that time. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, subsequent to that conversation with Mr. Gleason, 
you contacted Mr. Kalmbach? 

Mr. SEMER. I'm not clear who made the first call, but a meeting 
was arranged for April 3. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know where that meeting took place? 
Mr. SEMER. The meeting took place, probably, in my office, in the 

morning; or possibly across the street in the Madison Hotel, in the 
coffee shop. I have entries in my log for a 9 a.m meeting in my office 
on April 3, and I also have entries for meeting Mr. Kalmbach at the 
coffee shop on one occasion at 4; and my best recollection is that, on the 
first meeting, he came to my office, and on subsequent meetings, we met 
in the coffee shop. 

Mr. WEITZ. OK.Now, what was
Mr. BAMBERGER. Excuse me. 
[ A brief recess was taken.] \ 
Mr. SEMER. The entries in my log, Mr. Weitz, show the times. The 

entries do not show specifically whether the meeting was in the office 
or across the street in the hotel coffee shop. 

Mr. WEITZ. But one way or the other, you, first in April and then in 
early May, had two meetings with Mr. Kalmbach in Washington. 

Mr. SEMER. Right. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was the substance of the first and second conver

sations with him-the first and second meetings? 
Mr. SEMER. I explained to Mr. Kalmbach who the client was, its 

relationship to other organizations in agriculture, and its politics. I 
identified the issues of concern to the client, such as price supports, 
tariffs, and discussed the client's potential for activity in a field 
such as housing, and also the potential for involvement in politics. 

I described to him the TAPE mechanism for collecting political 
funds, and discussed generally a wide variety of topics with him for 
the purposes of getting acquainted. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you discuss the possibility of making a political 
contribution? 
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Mr. SEMER. I don't believe that I discussed with him a specific con
tribution at that time, although there is no doubt, however, that I 
discussed as clearly as I could the client's potential for making polit
ical contributions; that the way that they would operate would be 
to make contributions to candidates of both parties, at all levels of 
government. 

Mr. WEITZ. And I believe you indicated before that that would 
include the President or Presidential candidates. 

Mr. SEMER. I'm sure that the discussion included Presidential oom
paign contributions, which in my mind, of course, were 3 years off. In 
addition, I discussed with him, I believe in some detail, the technique 
used by Presidential campaigners and at the White House, when the 
campaigner was an incumbent President, that the piggy-back con
tributions, particularly to Congressmen, either by taking credit for 
directing contributions, or by collecting money and redistributing it
redistributing the money to candidates. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you mention to Mr. Kalmbach your contact with 
Mr. Gleason? -

Mr. SEMER. Yes; I did. 
Mr. WEITZ. And did you mention to him your acquaintance, or any 

previous contacts, with Mr. Mitchell? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes; I did. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you tell Mr. Kalmbach that Mr. Mitchell had re

ferred you to him? 
Mr. SEMER. I don't recall saying specifically that Mr. Mitchell ever 

referred me. On the other hand, I regarded Mr. Gleaeon as very close 
to Mr. Mitchell, and that the relationship that I had with Mr. Gleason 
with respect to the client who made the contribution before the election, 
that Mr. Gleason had ready access to Mr. Mitchell. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in the deposition of Mr. Kalmbach, in the case of 
Nader v. Butz, taken on December 13, 1973, Mr. Kalmbach was ques
tioned with regard to his meetings with you, and the contribution in 
1969; and he said on pa~es 6 and 7 that "he", meaning you, "indi
cated, as my memory tells me, he indicated that they were interested 
in making a contribution, and that he had talked to Mr. Mitchell, 
and Mr. Mitchell had suggested he call me,." 

Now, is that consistent with yonr recollection. or does that refresh 
your recollection as to your conversations with Mr. Kalmbach? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't have any doubt at all that I discussed the con
tributions with Mr. Kalmbach. I do not recall discussing a specific 
contribution at this stage; and secondly, I do not recall being in 
personal touch with Mr. Mitchell, or telling Mr. Kalmbach that I 
was in personal touch with Mr. Mitchell. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, you indicated that you talked to Mr. Kalmbach 
about the potential of the client's trust fund to make contributions at 
a11 levels over a period of time. What was his response to that? Did 
he question you further about it, or ask you for any further specifics? 

Mr. SEMER. Mr. Kalmbach had an interest in what the potential 
was, insofar as the dollar proportions were concerned, and he also had 
an interest in how the decisions ,vould be made to disburse the funds. 

Mr. WEITZ. What was your response to that? 
Mr. SEMER. My response to that was that the client had told me 

that it hoped that the potential would be $1 million a year, and that 
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the technique of disbursement would be on a very broad scale to both 
parties at all levels of government. 

[ A brief recess was taken.] 
Mr. SEMER. Mr. Kalmbach in these early meetings struck me as a 

person who had no specific questions at all. He expressed great un
certainty, and a little later on some frustration, in trying himself to 
find out how the White House would be organized to handle matters 
such as the milk producers and substantive questions. 

Mr. ·wEITz. You did pursue that with him, but in your early con
tacts with him, he had no solution or answer for you in that regard? 

Mr. SEMER. That is correct. From the first time that I met Mr. Kalm
bach, which was, according to our logs--

Mr. WEITZ. April-I believe it was April. 
Mr. SEMER. It was early April, until early August; there was never 

an indication from Kalmbach to myself that gave me what I would 
regard as a satisfactory answer to the question the client had asked 
me to put to him ; and the general discussion I had with him consisted 
of generalities, rather vague guesses as to what might emerge as the 
"\V-hite House style of operating, and also rather general expressions 
of interest in the administration and the party, being interested al
ways in receiving contributions. By "party," I mean the Republican 
Party. 

Mr. WEITZ. Yes. In that connection, did you discuss with Mr. Kalm
bach the fac• that your clients had been supporters of Senator Hum
phrey and the Democratic Party in the 1968 election? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't recall that specifically, but I did identify the 
clients as consisting principally of two leaders, one from Texas and one 
from Arkansas, who had organized the large co-op by merging, and 
who operated in what was primarily Democratic Party territory
Texas and Arkansas; and were hoping to expand up the Mississippi 
Valley to the Canadian border, where the constituency would be one 
that was, in rather substantial majority, a Republican Party 
constituency. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, this same deposition I referred to previously, Mr. 
Kalmbach's-on page 7, he states that, again, in reference to these 
regular meetings with you, "he", meaning you, said: 

His clients had made contributions in support of Senator Humphrey in 1968, 
and indicated that his clients now wished to contribute, and that he had been 
directed to see me by Mr. Mitchell. 

Do you recall those exchanges with him? 
Mr. SEMER. I don't recall without mentioning the pattern of contri-

butions by the climt in the 1968 camnaign; my orientation to the 
client's political potential was the new Trust for Political and Agri
cultural Education then being organized, which would be the princi
pal vehicle for making contributions, and I had no familiarity and no 
involvement with anv contributions they made prior to that, al
though the client, of course, told me of their great interest and experi
ence in making political contributions. 

Mr. WEIT:i.:. Did you also have occasion to discuss with the client their 
feelings as to thPir nosition vis-a-vis the new administration, in view 
of their sunport for the onnosition candi<late in the previous election? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't recall that being discussed specifically. 
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. Mr. W:EITZ. After these first sever~l meetings with Mr. Kalmbach, 
d.1d you 1 m fact, rel?ort back to the chent and have subsequent discus
sions with them with respect to your contacts with Mr. Kalmbach? 

Mr. SEMER. I reported back to the client on every occasion that I 
met or spoke with either Mr. Kalmbach or Mr. Gleason. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you also report these meetings to your partner, Mr. 
Jacobsen? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes, indeed. 
Mr. WEITZ. Regularly? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, subsequent to these first two meetings with Mr. 

Kalmbach, in April and May, you had a series--am I correct, in May 
and June and early July-of telephone conversations and contracts 
with both the client and with Mr. Kalmbach in connection with the 
same matter. 

Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, in any of these conversations, was there any fur

ther conversation with either Mr. Kalmbach or with your client as 
to a particular-as to making a contribution, not necessarily sometime, 
in the future, but more immediately? 

Mr. SEMER. I have no recollection, Mr. Weitz, of discussing with 
Mr. Kalmbach, in this series of telephone conversations, the making 
of a specific contribution. We went over the same ground, I believe,1 
every time we talked, and one of the things that was of greatest in
terest to my client was whether I could find out from Mr. Kalmbach 
whether there was a particular person in the White House that the 
client could get in touch with. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, let me put it this way. Wasn't it in the context of 
representing a group that has supported the opponent of the adminis
tration in the previous year, the President in the previous election, and 
now meeting with an attorney for the President, and discussing the 
political potential and the potential for political contributions of your 
client? Without it being expressly stated, wasn't the purport of the con
tacts-wasn't it over time-didn't it become clear to you that the 
purpose of the contacts was, among other things, to arrange for some 
type of contribution to have the client more closely identified, or at 
least more bi-partisa,nly identified, with the new administration? 

Mr. SEMER. My recollection is that the principal technique used 
to establish a bipartisan base for the client's representations or lobby
ing would be principaUy by contributions to Republican Congressmen, 
rather than a contribution to a Republican Presidential campaign 
that year. 

Mr. WEITZ. 1969? 
Mr. SEMER. 1969. There were two or three special elections that year 

that the client got into. 
Mr. WEITZ. Directly? 
Mr. SEMER. Directly. 
Mr. WEITZ. Not through Mr. Kalmbach? 
Mr. SEMER. Not at all. As a matter of fact, on one, occasion, in 

response to an inquiry from Capitol Hill, I got the client in touch 
with a campaign chairman in one of the States where there was a 
special election going on; and this was without consultation with 
Mr. Kalmbach or a,nybody in the ·white House. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Now, I believe you told us in previous interviews and 
also it is referred to in your statement, exhibit No. 1, that on July 9, 
1909, you met with Messrs. Nelson, Parr, and Jacobsen in Dallas, 
Tex.; and then the subsequent day, on July 10, you met with Mr. 
Kalmbach in California. 

Can you tell us, in leading up to those meetings, what the purposes 
were of those meetings? 

Mr. SEMER. The purpose of the Dallas meeting was to get together 
with the client, when we would have some time, because we had not 
gotten together since we were first retained, for any lengthy discus
sion, and to make an assessment of what the situation was with respect 
to their effort to establish a contact with the White House. 

These things come to mind with respect to that first meeting in 
Dallas: First, that there did not seem to be much progress in getting 
any information from Mr. Gleason, Mr. Kalmbach, or anybody else 
as to how the White House would be organized for these matters ; 
or if not yet organized, how the White House could be approached; 
second, on the question as to whether it would be worthwhile to meet 
with Ka,lmbach, I have not been able to reconstruct from my log 
exactly what the sequence of dates was that summer, but my impres
sion is today that the reason I went to see Mr. Kalmbach is that 
there would be no occasion for seeing him in the near future; and 
third, I went along because this was Mr. Kalmbach's preference. 

Some of the members of the client group, as I recall, suggested 
that perhr~ps we go out as a group, and I just reported to them Mr. 
Kalmbach's preference, stated to me earlier, that he preferred to 
work with one person and he hoped that person would be me. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now you had met and talked with Mr. Kalmbach sev
eral times over a period of severa,l months; and I believe you indicated 
that up to the time of July, certainly there was still no indication 
from him as to how the White House would be organized and whom 
the dairy people would be in contact with. 

Now, he was aware of your question, and at that time you were cer
tainly aware of his ans,ver. What was the purpose of going out to meet 
with him again '/ Not again, but meeting with him again, this time 
in California, until he had some hard information for you? 

Mr. SEMER. Probably frustration, both on my part and on his; or 
rather, the client's part and his; or, at least as he expressed it, because 
having worked in the White House, it was, I believe, readily apparent 
to him, that a mere ceremonial visit would not be adequate. 

The question I was specifically putting, Mr. Weitz, ran something 
like this: For years the White House had been organized, and I had 
been a participant in that type of organization just a couple of years 
earlier, to handle substantive issues that would inevitably be escalated 
from the departments; that all through the recent administration's 
matters such as agricultural problems would inevitably be escalated 
from the Department of Agriculture to the White House. Certainly 
there are questions which are the direct responsibility of the President 
and would be handled by the .. White House. And my experience was 
that the ,iVhite House would be organized along substantive lines, that 
in the immediate office of the President, as a matter of fact, in the 
west wing, sooner or later the Nixon administration would have to 
adopt the techniques that we did in earlier years, which is to allocate 
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the tough issues to members of the President's immediate staff. That 
in my judgment-this is what I made very clear to Kalmbach-it was 
just an estimate on my part, just a guess; one which, of course, turned 
out to be wrong, which was that the White House would ultimately 
have to adopt the same method of organizing itself as its predecessors 
had. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, at the meeting in Dallas with the client, on July 
9, was there any discussion that you recall of a particular contriibution 
or making a contribution? 

Mr. SEMER. I have no recollection of that meeting pin-pointing a 
particular contribution. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was there greater interest expressed by the client of 
perhaps indicating to Mr. Kalmbach that they would be willing to 
make a contribution, or at least the discussion of a possibility of making 
a contribution ? 

Mr. SEMER. It may have, but my recollection is that the interest 
that the client wanted to get across, or the point the client wanted to 
get across, and Mr. Kalmbach's interest in the previous months, was not 
so :ri:mch a specific contribution as it was the client's potential. 

Mr. WEITZ. And was there any discussion of making an initial start 
on that potential or making a good faith showing that in fact they were 
willing to make contributions to the Republican Party or Republican 
candidates? 

Mr. SEl\,IER. I don't recall that being a matter of specific decision at 
that Dallas meeting. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, Mr. Parr has indicated to us in executive session 
that his recollection that there was a discussion at the m~eting in 
Dallas of a $100,000 cash contribution. Do you recall any such dis
cussion? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't recall the discussion being that specific. It may 
have been somebody's recommendation. I don't recall that meeting 
making a decision along those lines. 

As a matter of fact, I don't recall a specific recommendation. It was 
not a meeting in which the focus was on the question of a specific 
contribution. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, up to this time you had also been in contact with 
Mr. Gleason again on a number of matters? 

Mr. SEMER: I kept in touch with Mr. Gleason constantly. 
Mr. WEITZ. And did he also express interest on a number of occa

sions in the organization of this trust fund and its potential for con
tributions? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes, he did. 
~fr. WEITZ. And you reported that back to your client? 
Mr. SEMER. I kept the client informed of all conversations, as I 

recall, that I had with Mr. Gleason or Mr. Kalmbach. 
Mr. WEITZ. Wasn't the natural conclusion to be drawn from these, 

if I may characterize them as "repeated expressions of interest" on the 
part olboth Mr. Kalmbach and Mr. Gleason and the potential of con
tributions, wasn't it then-didn't it become clear to you, or is it 
your understanding, that the clients then felt that it, would be wise 
to perhans make a contribntion? And that matter-wasn't that dis
cussed at the Dallas meeting? 
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Mr. SEMER. I don't recall specifically, and I certainly did not feel 
that that was the holdup; that the whole thing revolved around an 
initial contribution as a price of entry to get into the vVhite House. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, if Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr have indicated to us 
in executive session that they felt the contribution which was in fact 
made the following month was for the purpose of gaining access to 
the administration, would that be consistent with your understand
ing of the events at the time? 

Mr. SEMER. Well, it wasn't my view at the time, nor has it been 
my view since; that's what would have been necessary to pursue their 
substantive interests in Washington. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now the meeting the next day, on July 10, with Mr. 
Kalmbach-aside from your repeated interest to gain, to find out how 
the vVhitc House would be organized and so forth, and his expressions 
of frustration-was there any further discussion of political contri
butions or potential of a trust fund and so forth? 

Mr. SEMER. So far as I can recall, the nature of the discussion with 
Mr. Kalmbach on that occasion was just repetitious of everything we 
had said before. 

Mr. vVEITZ. And there was no discussion of and certainly no agree
ment as to the making of a particular contribution at some time in 
the near future? 

Mr. SEMER. The only thing that I can recall that might add to the 
information that we have discussed so far, Mr. vi\Teitz, is that at some 
point the question came up as to the technique of giving, and I gave 
him a description of how I was operating as a campaign treasurer 
and describing to him the reporting policy that I was then pursuing. 

And this was one of the things that ought to be given some thought, 
if money were ever given by TAPE to beneficiaries or donees that he 
would indicate. 

I think that Mr. Kalmbach on all occasions expressed interest in 
how the client was faring and also how the political trust was coming 
along. 

Mr. WEITZ. When you talked about your experience in terms of 
campaign financing and reporting and so forth, did Mr. Kalmbach 
express an interest in one form of contribution over another? 

Mr. SEMER. I told him I was receiving cash as well as checks, as 
campaign treasurer for Senator Muskie, and that I was reporting all 
contributions to the Clerk of the House; first, because it was required 
by law for a Vice Presidential candidate, which is what Senator Mus
kie was in 1968; and then as a senatorial candidate in 1969 and 1970. 
I reported contributions received to the Clerk of the House even 
though it was not required by law. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now on page 2 of your statement, as e:ichibit No. 1-
Mr. SEMER. And Mr. Kalmbach, as I recall, at some point and on 

more than one oce,asion, expressed a preference :for cash. 
Mr. vVEITZ. It was he who expressed the preference for cash? 
Mr. SEMER. He expressed a preference for cash on more than one 

occasion, and I havp, a recollection of making a phone call to him, 
between the first time I saw him personally in California-which 
was on July 10-and the second time I saw him personally in Cali
fornia-which was on August 2. I recall asking him over ,the phone 
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just before going to California the second time whether he would take 
the contributions in checks, and he expressed a preference for cash. 

Mr. WEITZ. I see. So therefore, Mr. Kalmbach's testimony on page 12 
of the Nader v Butz suit, where he was asked, "Why did you want 
to receive it in cash ?"-and this is in reference t.o the $100,000 con
tribution-and his answer, "That was the way-my memory tells me 
that was the way it was offered to me"; that would be inconsistent 
with your recollection ? 

Mr. SEMER. The only thing that I could become very specific about 
is that there was at least one phone call between those two dates when 
I saw him personally where, to the best of my recollection, the prin
cipal purpose of the call was on the question as to whether he would 
take it in checks. 

Mr. WEITZ. And he refused? 
Mr. SEMER. He expressed a preference for cash. 
Mr. WEITz.Didhesaywhy? 
Mr. SEMER. I don't recall what his explanation was. I believe there 

were many conversations, some of which were between secretaries try
ing to set up dates. The second time I met him was a complicated prob
lem of setting up dates. I do recall, though, that the question of checks 
versus cash did come up in a telephone conversation before the second 
visit. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now I take it, then--
Mr. BAMBERGER. 1Vait just a minute-excuse me. 
Mr. WEITZ. Fine. 
[ A brief recess was taken.] 
Mr. SEMER. This is probably a great deal, Mr. Weitz, and as re

cently as a week ago, I called a former associate of mine who was 
working just a door away from me, and I asked him what his recollec
tion was of anything involving this thing; and he offered a recollection 
of two items; First, that I didn't want to make the trip because of 
scheduling problems; and second, that I was much concerned about 
getting the money in checks. 

Mr. WEITZ. This was the trip in which the contribution was 
delivered? 

Mr. SEMER. That's right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who was that individual? 
Mr. SEMER. The man whom I have iust been in touch with, within 

the last week, is Mr. Gavin O'Brien, G-a-v-i-n O'B-r-i-e-n. He is now 
working for the Dade County superintendent of schools, and he was 
then an associate in the law firm. In 1969 he was an associate in the law 
firm. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Your law firm? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes; the law firm of Semer and Jacobsen. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, just to put this in proper chronological order, I 

take it as of July 10, there was no specific contribution, whether in 
cash or checks, that was being discussed? That's your testimony? 

Mr. SEMER. Not that I can recall. I don't have anv doubt at all that 
the technique of political contributions was constantly being discussed 
right from the start. 

Mr. WEITZ. I understand. Now, between the time of July 10, and 
the time of the delivery of money to Mr. Kalmbach on August 2, could 
you tell us when, to your best recollection, the subject of a pa.rticular 
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contribution to be delivered to Mr. Kalmbach arose? Let me step 
back-I'm sorry-let me step back for one moment. 

In your exhibit No. 1 of your statement you say that on July 10, 
Mr. Kalmbach told you that contributions would be appreciaited by 
the administration. 

Mr. SEMER. Right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now was that, to your understanding, an invitation 

to make a particular contribution or to begin making contributions.? 
Mr. SEMER. This is my best recollection in response to the question, 

what the nature was of the conversation with respect to contributions 
at the July 10 meeting; and I don't have any doubt that we discussed 
political contributing methods along with other things, and that Mr. 
Kalmbach indicated an attitude that the administration would wel
come contributions, because Mr. Kalmbach spoke very generally from 
the very first tim.e that I spoke to him. And it was never clear until the 
last minute that he would be the recipient of a contribution. 

Mr. WEITZ. How did it come to pass, then, that in that 3-week pe
riod-how was it communicated to you-was a decision made to in 
fact make a contribntion and deliver it to Mr. Kalmbach, rather than 
to designated candidates? 

Mr. SEMER. I have no record or precise memory that there was' a 
single point in that period at which a decision was made, or ,a decision 
involving me as a participant in the discussion, that such a decision 
was made to contrihute a specific sum of money and contribute it to 
Mr. Kalmbach, and to contribute it in a particular form. 

I have been trying, without success, Mr. Weitz, to pinpoint the pre
cise time at which I knew that I was going to be the conduit for trans
mitting a political contribution in cash. I don't have such a record, nor 
do I have a memory nf the specific point. 

I do know that in conversations between my client and myself, the 
question did come up as to the form in which a contribution would 
be made. I recall that there was discussion about designated commit
tees, probably for r.ongressional candidates, whose names would be 
given to us by Mr. Kalmbach; and I also recall that the question came 
up as to whether the contributions would be made in checks or in cash. 

Mr. WEITZ. These were discussions with the client? 
Mr. SEMER. With the client. And also the discussion on whether it 

would be in checks or cash was a discussion with Mr. Kalmbach. 
Mr. WcETTZ. Did you discuss with Mr. Kalmbach the possible des

ignation of committees for congressional candidates? 
Mr. SEMER. From the start, I made it very clear to Mr. Kalmbach 

that the client had been contributing and would continue to contrib
ute extensively to congressional candidates, and that this would be 
one of the methods for the administration to keep piggy-backing con
gressional races, either by Mr. Kalmbach's designating the committees 
and having the contributions be made directly, or having the money 
transmitted through some individual, such as myself, on behalf of 
the administration to designated congressional campaigns. 

I believe one of the difficulties that we all had-that it was just 
after a Presidential campaign and no other campaign had begun to 
get going. · 

My own recollection is that in campaign experiences that I had, a 
contribution as early as 1969, in the congressional campaign, would be 
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welcomed by congressional candidates, particularly incumbents. And 
I made that point to all concerned. 

Mr. WEITZ. But Mr. Kalmbach didn't indicate expressly for what 
purpose the contribution would be applied? 

Mr. SEMER. The general impression I had with Mr. Kalmbach in 
1969, and as confirmed by a chance meeting with him in the lobby of 
the Madison Hotel in late spring or early summer of 1973, early 1973, 
was that that money was targeted at that time for the congressional 
campaigns, and this was confirmed by him in 1973. 

Mr. WEITZ. We'll get to that in a minute. 
I think Mr. Kalmbach has a different account now, but for the mo

ment, back in July of 1969, there was no discussion that you recall, 
other than your general understanding of the context of previous dis
cussions, as to the purpose of the contributions? 

Mr. SEMER. Other than the general purpose of all political contribu
tions, which is to petition Government-win friends. 

Mr. WEITZ. When did you first learn that the contribution was in 
fact going to be $100,000? 

Mr. SEMER. When I picked it up in Dallas. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now didn't the chent ask your advice as to the magni

tude of the contribution, since you were in fact the one who was in 
contact with Mr. Kalmbach? 

Mr. SEMER. I have no recollection of the client asking me how much 
ought to be contributed. The general context in which contributions 
came up was their potential, and I was never part of the decision
making process in either the corporate entity or in the trust for agri
cultural and political education, on how the funds, which were then 
being assembled, would be disbursed. 

I had no notion at the time as to what the trust for agricultural and 
political education had up to that point already assembled, by way of 
money. 

Mr. WEITZ. When did you first learn, if not the amount, then that the 
form would be in cash? 

Mr. SEMER. I knew it would be in cash, or I suspected it would be in 
cash, anyway, when I conveyed to the client the conversation I had 
with Mr. Kalmbach, where he p,:xpressed a pref(;)rence for cash. 

Mr. WEITZ. So, in other words, the chronology was that the client 
had indicated that they would like you to talk to Mr. Kalmbach about 
the mechanics of making a contribution at this time. You then called 
Mr. Kalmbach and he said "Fine, but I nrefer it in cash." And then 
you talked to the client about that possibility. Is that the approximate 
way it happened? 

Mr. SEMER. I discussed with both the client and Mr. Kalmbach the 
techniques of making political contribntions, and I exprec;sed a per
sonal preference both to the client rmd Mr. Kalmbach that some mecha
nism be worked out so that contributions could be made in checks. 

Mr. "\V"EITZ. But Mr. Kalmbach expressed a preference for cash? 
Mr. SEMER. In at least one telephone conversation, just prior to the 

Au.!!ust meetin~ I had with him, he expressed a preference for cash. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did vou already have the cash at that point? 
Mr. SRMER. I did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. But you knew it was being: assembled, pursuant to his 

initial, his earlier preference, as indicated to you? 
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Mr. SEJ\;IER. I did not know how much was going to be assembled or 
how it was going to be assembled. 

Mr. ·wErTz. ·well, then, how did you know that the cash was being 
assembled? 

Mr. SEMER. I didn't know any cash was being assembled. The only 
thing that I tried to do was to maintain the communication between 
the client and myself and Mr. Kalmbach and myself; to make sure 
that both ,vere informed as to what their information and understand
mg were. 

Again, the conversation I had with Mr. Kalmbach a few days before 
going down in August is one in which I expressed a personal preference 
for checks as being the means of transmitting political contributions. 

There is no doubt in my mind that this is what I conveyed to the 
client, and I called the client following the conversation with Mr. 
Kalmbach in which he expressed a preference for cash. 

Mr. WEITZ. "\Vhy did you express a preference? You were represent
ing the client that was making the contribution. You had the money, 
not Mr. Kalmbach. Why didn't you tell him they were prepared to 
make contributions in check when committees were available? Why did 
you merely express a preference--

Mr. SE::\IER. You said I had the money. I didn't have the money. 
Mr. WEITZ. Well, the client did. 
Mr. SEMER. The client had the money. 
Mr. WEITZ. If you thought it was preferable and you were going 

to be associated with the transaction, why didn't you insist that it, 
in fact, be made by check in the regular manner to the designated 
committee? 

Mr. SEMER. I thought it was preferable. I didn't think that cash 
contributions, which I had been receiving as a campaign treasurer 
and reporting-I didn't t,hink that they were. illegal. As a matter 
of fact--

Mr. WEITZ. No; they are not illegal if they are lirµited either to 
$5,000 to any one committee or candidate. 

Did you know how much was being discussed-whether it would 
be at least in excess of $5,000? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't think there is any doubt at all that both-cer
tainly the client knew what the ground rules were on political con
tributions, and Mr. Kalmqach, I believe, knew; and if he didn't, 
I'm sure he knew that I knew. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you then expect the contribution to be limited to 
$5,000? 

[ A brief recess was taken.] 
Mr. SEMER. I believe I indicated to Mr. Kalmbach what the ground 

rules were and the faw for making political contributions and described 
to him how I was operating as a politica,l treasurer; and that I also 
recall indicating to him the $5,000 limitation for any particular com
mittee, and that probably the most prudent method would be to have 
designated committees ready for the receipt of any political con
tributions. 

Mr. WEITZ. And what was his response to that? 
Mr. SEMER. I don't recall any specific words that he used. I did 

come away with the impression.that he was interested in helping in 
the 1970 congressional campaign. And of course I didn't ha.ve any 
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doubt that if people wanted to transmit money, whether it was cash 
or checks, to congressional campaigns, that it would be very easy to 
find committees to do it. 

Mr. WEITZ. And then, as you say, if TAPE had been making 
contributions all along and had intended to do so, then such com
mittees were in existence then, weren't they? 

Mr. SEMER. Well, I'm sure there were committees in existence all 
over the country. 

Mr. WEITZ. That's right. 
Mr. SEMER. The question was which of these committees Mr. Kalm

bach, as representative of the administration, would want to designate 
as the favorite committees for receipt of money from the milk 
producers. 

Mr. WEITZ. And until such time as Mr. Kalmbach had made that 
decision or someone in the administration had made that decision, 
was there any need for the money? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Other than to collect interest somewhere? 
Mr. SEMER. I have no idea what the motivations of people were in 

trying to give money at a particular time. All I know is that money 
was discussed all along the way. As far as my personal involvement 
is concerned, I did go out and speak to Mr. Kalmbach in July, 
without any money; and I did go out to him in August with money. 
And after that, I have no information whatsoever as to what hap
pened specifically with respect to the money along the lines that you 
are asking. 

I can only speculate that once the contributions were made to Mr. 
Kalmbach or his designated committees or people, that there would 
be a pattern established because as I recall, my attitude at the time 
was that it was highly desirable to establish a pattern of contributions 
from organizations thathad a lot of money to give. 

I don't know how much money ·was in TAPE at the time, but I 
do recall getting across the point that the client had told me that it 
hoped for $1 million a year potential in fundrai~ing and fund giving. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now in late July, did there come a time when you made 
arrangements either directly or indirectly with Bob Lilly of the 
client to receive the money in order to take it out to Mr. Kalmbach? 

Mr. SEMER. I was told-I don't recall by whom, possibly by my 
partner, Mr. Jacobsen-to go down to Dallas, and I believe he said 
it would be Mr. Lilly, but I don't recall specifically-that it would be 
Mr. Lilly that I would meet at the same place where the group had 
met a month before. 

Mr. WEITZ. For the expressed purpose of the receiving of the money 
delivered to Mr. Kalmbach? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And at that time did you know what was to be delivered 

to you? 
Mr. SEMER. I knew when Mr. Lilly told me. 
Mr. WEI~z. Did you know in advance of when Mr. Lilly told you, 

and I take 1t that was in Dallas at the time of the delivery? Did you 
know that the amount would be substantial? By that I mean in excess 
of $5,000 or $10,000? · 
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Mr. SEMER. I don't have a recollection of focusing on an amount 
before. I do know that I was surprised when Mr. Lilly told me how 
much it was. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you understand that it would be at least a sub
stantial contribution? 

Mr. SEMER. Well, by Muskie election committee standards, any
thing up to $5,000 was substantial. 

Mr. WEITZ. Then anything in excess of that was certainly substantial. 
Mr. SEMER. Yes. Anything $1,000 or more to the Muskie campaign 

was regarded as substantial. As ·a matter of fact, anything $100 or more 
was substantial. · 

Mr. WEITZ. On August 1, you met Mr. Lilly at the Executive Inn 
in Dallas; is that correct? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And was that the first time you met Mr. Lilly? 
Mr. SEMER. I believe I had met Mr. Lilly before, on occasions when 

he had accompanied Mr. Nelson or Mr. Parr or iboth in Washington. 
Mr. WEITZ. And did he deliver the money to you? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes, he did. 
Mr. WEITZ. And did he tell you then how much money he was deliver-

ing to you? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes, he did. 
Mr. WEITZ. The $100,000 was in cash? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
Mr.WEITZ. It was in $100 bills? 
Mr. SEMER. I don't recall what denominations they were in propor

tionately, but they were not all in one denomination, such as $100 
bills. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember whether the bills were of the same 
uniform condition or age, or whether they were of varied conditions 
and ages? 

Mr. SEMER. They were not all new. That's about all I can recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Some were new and some were not? 
Mr. SEMER. Some may have been. I never got a good look at them 

until Mr. Kalmbach took them out of the container and put them on 
his desk in his office for counting. 

Mr. WEITZ. That leads me to my next question. When Mr. Lilly 
delivered the money to you, did you count or in some way verify the 
amount of the cash? 

Mr. SEMER. I did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Lilly ask you to? 
Mr. SEMER. No, he didn't. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he explain what his understanding of the contribu

tion was, or indicate any knowledge of who yon were to deliver the 
money too, and for what purpose? 

Mr. SEMER. To the best of my recollection, Mr. Lilly gave me the 
money and very quickly left. He did not indicate to me as I recall, 
any of the policy considerations that lay in back of the contribution 
or anything more specific than the fact that he knew that I was going 
to take this to Mr. Kalmbach the next morning. 

Mr. WEITZ. What -was your understanding of the source of the 
money? 

Mr. SEMER. TAPE. 
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Mr. WEITZ. -Now the next morning you flew to Los Angeles and met 
with Mr. Kalmbach? 

Mr.SEMER. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. At his office in Newport Beach?· 
Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And you delivered to him the satchel containing the 

money? 
Mr. SEMER. It was the flight bag. 
Mr. WEITZ. The flight bag. Could you tell me the substance of the 

conversation ·with him with respect to the contribution, other than the 
pleasantries that you may have exchanged with him? 

Mr. SEMER. I told him that I had $100,000 in cash from TAPE, and 
I think quite a lot of the time was spent in counting it. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did he seem surprised at the amount? 
Mr. SEMER. I don't recall what his immediate reaction was. 
Mr. ,v EITZ. You do recall telling him that it was from TAPE ? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. He counted the money? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes, he did. 
Mr. WEITZ. And then he placed it in his office safe? 
Mr. SEMER. I don't recall what he did when he counted it. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you have any further discussion at that time about 

the form of the contribution, the designation of committees, or any
thing with respect to the procedures with respect to the contribution? 

Mr. SEMER. Excuse me, I think the question came up and, as I recall 
it, he was reassuring me that those details would be taken care of. 
I believe he regarded them as details. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate that he would take care of them, or that 
he expected you to take care of them ? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't believe he ever told me that he expected me to 
take care of them because the entire mechanism for political fund
raising and contributions, which I was familiar with because I was 
actively engaged in it every day, meant that people who controlled 
the policy decisions for giving and the policy decisions for receiving, 
were the ones who could control the techniques used in reporting the 
funds. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Did he ever indicate to you that he preferred in connec
tion with a contribution, that it not be reported? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't recall his saying that to me. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Is there anything else that you can recall about the 

August 2 meeting, when you delivered the cash to him? 
Mr. SEMER. The only thing that I can recall about that meeting 

that differed from the earlier ones, which was roughly the same 
airlinPs schedule out of Dallas to N Pwport Beach, is that we were 
about an hour and a half late getting together because of a misunder
standing about the place where we would have breakfast; and we 
were vPry late in meeting in his office. It was not too long after he 
counted the money that I had to start back to get my plane. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. But with respect to the actual meeting and discussion 
with him that day, do you recall anything else that was said or 
anvthing else that was discussed? . 

Mr. SEMER. ,v eIJ, I do recall his expressions of appreciation for 
the contribution. 
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Mr. ,VEITZ. What was your understanding-well, we covered this. 
I don't mean to constantly ask you again. Did he again indicate what 
the contribution would be used for, who would receive it, or how it 
would be applied? 

Mr. SEl\rnR. I believe that he indicated that the contribution would 
be applied to the upcoming 1970 campaigns. This was then August 
of 1969. There was more relevance in 1969 to that particular point, 
than there was when we first met in March. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr have testified in execu
tive sessions before the committee that they did not know what the 
money was to go for. Is that consistent with your-or does that re
fresh your recollection in any way, as to conversations you had with 
them, or the discussions that you had about the contribution? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't know what Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr may have 
had in mind when they said that. I think they were quite experienced 
in giving to many different kinds of campaigns. 

Mr. w·EITz. Let me add to it this way. For example, Mr. Nelson 
said that for all he knew it may have been a legal fee or retainer 
for Mr. Kalmbach in an effort to gain access to the administration, 
and he wasn't clear whether it was to be a contribution or legal fee. 
But in any event, he had no specific purpose or knowledge as to the 
use of the funds for any particular candidate. 

Mr. SEMER. There's the possibility that a contribution which would 
be made to Mr. Kalmbach, a lawyer, in the form of a legal fee, never 
came up between Mr. Kalmbach and myself, or between the client 
and myself. 

Mr.'WEITZ. Now I believe you stated that recently last year, you by 
chance ran into Mr. Kalmbach, and he indicated that money was, in 
fact, used for the 1970 congressional campaign; is that right? 

Mr. SEMER. That's correct. We met by chance in the lobby of the 
Madison Hotel, and he was with his partner, Mr. De Marco. Mr. Kalm
bach said, not in Mr. De Marco's presence, as I recall, but privately 
to me, that he was on his way to an interrogation, that he expected 
questions to come up with regard to the milk producers' contributions 
in the years 1971 and 1972, and that he did not believe that the ques
tions would be raised with respect to contributions in 1969. But if they 
were, if these questions were raised with respect to 1969, not to be 
concerned about them, because that money went into the 1970 cam
paig,i. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember when this conversation took place? 
Mr. SEMER. I did not make a note of that meeting with Kalmbach. 

As I say, it was a chance meeting. I do know that he was in town for 
some interrogatory, and I do know that it was in 1973. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, Mr. Semer, was it in the spring? Was it almost 
a year ago, as ooposed to 2 months ago? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes. I would say it was in the spring or early summer 
of 1973. · 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, Mr. Kalmbach was deposed in the case of Nader v. 
Rutz, which. of course, involves contributions to the President in 
1971-72 by the milk producers, on April 30, 1973. Is that consistent 
with your recollection as to approximately the time that you may have 
met with Mr. Kalmbach in this chance meeting? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Now, on page 8 of Nader v. Butz--..iand this is the second 
deposition of Mr. Kalmbach, December 13 again, to which I referred 
earlier-on page 8 he was asked, rather he recounted what became 
of the money he received from you in August of 1969, and he states 
as follows: "Finally, at a future date, Mr. Semer oame to this office 
in Newport Beach and delivered to me $100,000 in cash, which I placed 
in a safety deposit box here in Newport Beach," and he goes on to say
he was asked how long the deposit stayed in that box in specie. And his 
answer is: 

There were deductions, withdrawals from the .box, and la:er additions to the 
box, so I regarded it really as fungible, and so I have no knowledge really as to 
when that particular $100,000 was totally withdrawn. There were withdrawals 
from the box and there were additional deposits into the box throughout that 
period, throughout up until 1972. 

Is that consistent with what he told you? 
Mr. SEMER. He didn't tell me where he was going to put that--
Mr. WEITZ. Is that consistent with what he told you in 1973? 
Mr. SEMER. Well, if he took money out of that fungible source, it 

raises a tracing problem that is beyond my talents to figure out with
out any more mformation than what you've read. 

Mr. WEITZ. And if, in another deposition, Mr. Kalmbach has testi
fied that he used the moneys in that box in California to finance the 
activities of Anthony Ulasewicz and also to finance the candidacy 
o-J1 Mr. Brewer in Alabama against Governor Wallace in 1970, is that 
consistent with what he told you in 1969 or 1973? 

Mr. SEMER. No, it is not. As a matter of fact, I just learned for 
the first time on the radio this morning, as to the possible use of that 
fund, and this is almost beyond belief. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, I just have several more questions in connection 
with the aftermath of the contribution, and then we can take a recess. 

Shortly after the delivery of the money to Mr. Kalmbach, did you 
again speak with him with respect to making contact with a partic
ular individual or other individuals in the White House? 

Mr. SEMER. I received a message over the telephone, possibly from 
Kalmbach, more likely from Gleason, to call Harry Dent of the White 
House staff to make an appointment for the client to see Dent, and 
that appointment was made for August 19, when Mr. Nelson and Mr. 
Parr and I went to the White House and saw Mr. Dent, and possibly 
Gleason, who was then working for Mr. Dent. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Kalmbach tell you that he had been in con
tact with anyone in the White House to inform them of your interest to 
meet with someone there? 

Mr. SEMER. He never mentioned anyone specifically that he would 
be in touch with, but increasingly he gave me the impression that he 
was not only acquainted, but influential with, the White House people. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he tell you that he called Harry Dent, or was going 
to call Harry Dent? 

Mr. SEMER. He did not say that, as I recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. But if he has testified that he, in fact, did, that would 

not be inconsistent with the circumstances? 
Mr. SEMER, No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate that he had talked to anybody else in 

the White House about your client and their interest with meeting 
with people in the White House? 
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Mr. SEMER. Not that I recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he ever tell you that he talked to Mr. Ehrlichman 

about this? 
Mr. SEMER. No; he did not mention Mr. E?rli?hm~n's nam~, 

although on one occasion, I think the first occasion m his office, it 
was a White House call-I don't know whether it was from the 
White House or whether it was one that was put in by Mr. Kalm-
bach-that I believe might have been Mr. Ehrlichman. . 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he tell you that he reported the fact of the contri-
bution to Mr. Haldeman? 

Mr. SEMER. No ; he did not, that I recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was the purpose of the meeting with Mr. Dent? 
Mr. SEMER. The purpose of the meeting with Mr. Dent was two-

fold : First, to get the client acquainted with a White House st~ffer; 
and secondly, as indicated in the memorandum, a copy of which I 
have given the committee, to invite the President to attend the annual 
convention of the client group. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now I would like to show you Parr exhibit 2,* a copy of 
a memorandum to Mr. Dent, dated August 19, 1969. Is this a copy of 
the memorandum that you prepared and was submitted to Mr. Dent? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes; that's a copy of a memorandum from Harold 
Nelson, then the general manager of the client group, and this is a 
memorandum that was prepared in my office in Washington in con
sultation with the client. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you connect the meeting with Mr. Dent and the 
subsequent contacts between the dairy people and the White House 
people to the contribution in August of 1969? 

Mr. SEMER. No; I don't, Mr. Weitz. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now Mr. Kalmbach in his deposition on page 13 has 

stated, "I think that in my conversations with him," meaning you, 
Mr. Semer, "it became my belief that at some point after he had made 
a contribution, that Mr. ·semer would come to see me and ask me to 
introduce him to people in the White House, or in the Government, 
simply so that as an attorney for this particular client, he could make 
a case for whatever matter he wished to discuss with these people." 

Now do you remember either giving that impression to Mr. Kalm
bach, or is it your understanding that he could have drawn that 
conclusion from the contacts that had been made throughout 1969? 

Mr. SEMER. I would be very much surprised, Mr. Weitz, that Mr. 
Kalmbach, a very sophisticated attorney, would draw a conclusion 
that the contribution of the money would tie in with the meeting 
with a person, such as Harry Dent, in the White House. 

Mr. WEITZ. Well, on page 14, in recounting what he told Mr. Dent 
when he called him in connection with the milk producers, he said 
he was asked, "What did you say to Mr. Dent?" and his response is, "I 
said that this is an attorney whose clients are supportive of the Presi
dent, and indicated to him that I would appreciate it if he would meet 
with him." 

Now, would not the fact that the contribution make the people, in 
fact, supporters of the President, whereas in fact, the previous year 
they had not been supporters of the President? 

*See Book 15, p. 6909. 
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Mr. SEMER. Well, I don't know the context with which Mr. Kalm
bach says that. On the face of it, if that's what he says, then those 
are the standards by which he makes judgments in politics. I can't 
disagree with his point of view. I can't challenge that, if that's his 
point of view. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now I have here, I believe, subsequent to your meeting 
on the 19th with Mr. Dent---was there a subsequent contact that you 
had in 1969 with either Mr. Dent or Mr. Gleason in connection with 
your dairy client? 

Let me specifically, actually direct your attention to September 16, 
1969, both to a letter of that date, and also to some type of a contact 
or perhaps telephone call. Does your log indicate there was, in 
fact, a contact with Mr. Gleason or a message from him that day? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And what was that message or contact? 
Mr. SEMER. The message says-exactly quoted from the log, "Glea

son-no MPI this month. What else does MPI want?" 
Mr. WEITZ. What does that mean to you? 
Mr. SEMER. As best as I can reconstruct that, what it meant was that 

Gleason and I, who had been staying in touch with one another, wanted 
to know what the client was interested in, and from the notation it 
would seem that I had not called in to Mr. Gleason so far that month. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me enter this. Is this a copy of that log, and if so, I 
would like to enter it as exhibit 2? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes ; it is. 
[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Semer exhibit 

No. 2 for identification. 1
] 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, I also have a letter also dated September 16, 1969. 
from Mr. Gleason to you with respect to appointment of Associated 
Dairymen people to possible committees, and so forth. Is this a copy of 
the letter you received from Mr. Gleason? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes; it is . 
. Mr. WEITZ. I am marking that as exhibit 3 to your testimony. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Semer exhibit 
No. 3 for identification. 2

] 

Mr. WEITZ. Did there also come a time later in 1969 when you re
newed---,-! believe, in December of 1969-renewed efforts to extend an 
invitation and have the President attend some other functions, some 
other dairy function? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes: there was an occasion around the 1st of December 
when the client called and asked me to get in touoh with such contact 
as I had, which was supposed to be Gleason, and tell him that there 
was a meeting of the National Milk Producers' Federation scheduled 
for Fayetteville, N.C., on Saturday, December 6. 

Excuse me; I think the convention was scheduled for that weekend 
beginning possibly Friday, and that to make an effort to see if the 
President, who was either on his way to. his Florida home or coming 
from the Florida home, would touch down at that place and walk onto 
the stal!e of the convention. 

Mr. ,:VEITZ. I understand that he did not do so that year. 
Mr. SEMER. Th[1.t is right. The President did not. 

1 SPe p. 7224. 
2 See p. 7225. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Are you aware that the subsequent year, 1970, and the 
following year, 1971, the President did, in fact, meet with, first Mr. 
Nelson and Mr. Parr, and then later with the dairy groups, and then 
did attend a convention of theirs? 

Mr. SEMER. As I understand it, Mr. Weitz, during 1969 the Presi
dent did not appear at ~ny conventions of the milk producers, that 
he did not appear the following year in Chicago at the first annual 
convention of the Associated Milk Producers, Inc., even though a 
strenuous effort was made to get the President or the Vice President 
that year, but that the President did appear at the second annual 
convention in Chicago in 1971. The convention of the milk federation 
for Fayetteville was not the organization that Mr. Nelson and Mr. 
Parr were running. It was a large federation of milk producers that 
I believe Mr. Nelson and Parr wanted to have some influence with and 
believed that they could achieve that by arranging for the President 
to touch down in Fayetteville, N.C., for the convention. 

Mr. WEITZ. You also mentioned the Vice President. Let me direct 
your attention to your log of September 26, 1969, and there is a nota
tion on that day: "Bob Lilly-November 20, V.P. Dairymen's, Inc. 
letter to Stan Blair." Did that relate to an attempt to extend an in
vitation to the Vice President to attend the meeting of Dairymen, Inc.? 

Mr. SEMER. It may have. I don't have any more recollection than what 
appears on the log. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is this a copy of the log from your calendar with that 
notation? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes, it is. 
Mr. WEITZ. I'd like to, and I want the record to show that it's been 

excised of other irregular, irrelevant matters, of other client matters, 
and it's been excised as of that <lay, let me enter it as exhibit 4. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Semer exhibit 
No. 4 for identification.*] 

Mr. "\VEITZ. I just have a few more ·questions. First, do you have any 
knowledge of the arrangements begun in December 1969 for the pay
back to TAPE from corporate funds of the $100,000 delivered to Mr. 
Kalmbach in August? 

Mr. SEMER. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know, in fact, whether that wasn't in fact 

accomplished? 
Mr. SEMER. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any knowledge of. first of all, of any meet

ings in 1970 between the dairy people. Mr. Ne,lson and Mr. Parr a~d 
Mr. Colson, and anv pledges made to Mr. Colson or others at the White 
House, of substantial contributions, as much as perhaps $2 million to 
the President's reelection? 

Mr. SEMER. No, si.r: with one possible speculation, that sometime 
after Mr. Co1son joi11ed the White House staff. he had as a general as
signment liaison with associations and that the milk producers was 
one of the associations over which he, had iurisdiction. 

Mr. WEITZ. I beliPve you met in .T uly of 1970 with Mr. Mitchell. 
Mr. SEMER. That il'l correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Briefly, now, did you, in the course of that meeting, 

discuss the milk producers or any possible contributions on thefr part? 
*Seep. 7226. 
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Mr. SEMER. I told Mr. Mitchell on that occasion, and that was not the 
principal purpose of my meeting with him, that I believed that I was 
blacklisted at the White House, and I regretted it very much. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know the reason for your being blacklisted? 
Mr. SEMER. I did not at the time, no. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he, in fact, at the time tell you? 
Mr. SEMER. No, he did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever learn from him subsequent to the time 

that that was the case? 
Mr. SEMER. I believe he must have made an inquiry or checked on it, 

because I received a phone call from Mr. Gleason sometime after that, 
saying that-I don't recall specifically how Mr. Gleason put it, but 
it was pretty obvious at the time that'Mr. Gleason, who was the per
son who was the source of my speculation that I was blacklisted at 
the White House, if in fact, Mr. Gleason did not in fact specifically 
say I was blacklisted at the White House. He indicated that some
thing was being done, but I don't recall whether he said it was by Mr. 
Mitchell or by himself. 

What had happened is that an article describing my activities with 
the Muskie campaign was being circulated in the White House. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Well, maybe I don't understand you. Was his response 
then confirming or not confirming your suspicion that you had been 
blacklisted ? 

Mr. SEMER. Well, Mr. Gleason, I believe, was the original source of 
information that I was blacklisted by the White House. I believe 
from the very start he indicated the reason I was being blacklisted 
was my association with the Muskie campaign, or at least he indi
rated that it was a Xerox copy of a newspaper story that was being 
circulated in the White House, and that the content of that newspaper 
story was my association with the Muskie campaign. 

I told him that when I talked to Mr. Mitchell I had brought this 
up, and I just don't recall what Mr. Gleason's reaction to that was. 
Mr. Gleason did not shut me out from telephone conversations. When 
he told me that I was blacklisted by the White House, he was having 
some problems of his own. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. On the other hand, Mr. Gleason left the White House, 
I believe the records showed on ,Tune 30, 1970, so his being receptive 
to you would not necessarily mean that those still at the White House 
were or were not-

Mr. SEMER. Well, hindsight indicates that I was on some kind of 
an enemies list in the White House, and that, I'm not too sure what the 
protocol was among White Honse people for handling those of us 
who were on the enemies list, but I never had any problems in con
versations with Mr. Gleason. 

Mr. WEITZ. After the consultation with the client in 1969, with 
respect to contacts with Mr. Kalmbach, and the subsequent degree of 
payment of contribution to him, did you at any further time consult 
with a client about possible contributions to Republicans or Republi
can candidates. 

Without getting specific, I'd rather you just answer in a general 
manner as a general matter. 

Mr. SEMER. I believe I did because throughout 1969 and 1970 I was 
also c>ncouraging the client to make contributions to the Muskie camp. 
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Mr. WEITZ. No, I said Republican candidates. My question was 
whether you consulted with them or they with you concerning Republi
can contributions. 

Mr. SEMER. I don't believe so. I believe that after that August 2 
meeting with Mr. Kalmbach, I had no specific discussions with a client 
on political contributions except those that I initiated in trying to 
raise money for Senator Muskie. 

Mr. WEITZ. Wasn't it also your understanding that sometime there
after in 1969 or 1970, they retained another firm that was specifically 
Republican-oriented and advised them with respect to Republican 
contributions? 

Mr. SEMER. I learned much later that they had retained other coun
sel and representatives and I did not know that the purpose of con
sulting any one firm was to get advice on how to make contributions 
to Republicans. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. But, in any event, they didn't consult with you con
cerning any such contributions after 1969? 

Mr. SEMER. That's correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. So the fact that you did not know of any pledges to 

Mr. Colson with respect to Presidential contributions in 1970 or any 
discussions or actual contributions to the President's reelection effort 
in 1971 or 1972 by the dairy people, that isn't inconsistent, that doesn't 
mean that they don't, that it doesn't exist, but it's rather consistent with 
the fact that you were not consulted with respect to any such con
tribution? 

Mr. SEMER. I was not consulted. Well, I don't rule out the pos
sibility that after that August meeting with Mr. Kalmbach, that the 
client and I discussed contributions which would include contribu
tions to Republicans as well as Democrats. I don't rule that out. 

Mr. WEITZ. Youhavenorecollections? 
Mr. SEMER. I have no recollection, and there were other contribu

tions given by the milk producers to candidates other than Senator 
Muskie---Democratic candidates other than Senator Muskie. 

Mr. WEITZ. Then you have some recollection of, but not neces
sarily--

Mr. SEMER. I have specific recollections and records of those to 
the extent that they were brought to my attention in my capacity as 
Muskie treasurer. 

Mr. W EITz. Yes, these were in 1970? 
Mr. SEMER. Yes. In addition, as we discussed earlier, there were 

off-year elections in 1969 to which contributions were made and one 
specifically that I was involved in. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know of any contributions, other than what 
you've read in the paper, by the dairy co-ops and the dairy trusts that 
either intended or used for the Presidential campaign of 1972 to either 
Democrats or Republicans, other than what you've read in the paper? 

Mr. SEMER. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. I have no further questions. Let's take a short recess. 
f A brief recess was taken.] 
Mr. PLOTKIN. I just want to ask you one question, Mr. Semer, with 

regard to the $100,000 delivery made to Mr. Kalmbach. As a point 
of clarification, more than anything else in your interview here on 
January 21, you stated that you could not recall telling Mr. Kalm-
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bach that the $100,000 was from TAPE. Today you stated that you 
did tell him. Has something intervened in the last couple of weeks 
which has refreshed your recollection of this? 

Mr. SEMER. What was the question to which I answered "TAPE"? 
I remember answering the question specifically "TAPE" today. I don't 
have a specific recollection whether Kalmbach asked from whom the 
contribution came and distinguished between milk producers and 
TAPE. If that question had been put, I had no doubt in my mind that 
the contribution was from TAPE. I think in the context that · 
Mr. ~ ~itz ~sked the question, I believe now he was trying to make 
the d1stmct10n between TAPE and the corporate contributor. Is that 
correct? 

Mr. WEITZ. Well, let me just ask as a general matter, did you dis
cuss specifically who the source was other than your client or the dairy 
people, without regard to corporate or noncorporate? 

Mr. SiEMER. No. I don't believe that question came up. It was as
sumed all along that this was for political contributions-was TAPE 
and wou:ld be TAPE as the contributor. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. But your best recollection is that it wasn't raised-
Mr. SEMER. I don't think an issue was ever made of that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Especially at the time of the delivery? 
Mr. SEMER. Correct. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. You made reference to blacklisting at the White 

House. Do you find anything, or did you find anything inconsistent in 
the fact that on the one hand your client had solicited your support in 
making connection with the White House, or the administration, I 
should say, and on the other hand, your active involvement of several 
years standing on Senator Muskie's behalf? 

Mr. SEMER. I honestly don't know what the reason for the black
listing was, if that's not an inappropriate phrase for the so-called 
enemies list. I don't know when the enemies list was first put together 
and I don't know to what extent it was just Muskie or whether it was 
something else, I just don't know. · · 

Mr. PLOTKIN. But I mean, do you see anything in your own mind 
as being inconsistent in raising funds for one man who was potentially 
a Presidential candidate in opposition to the incumbent, who you were 
also raising funds for indirectly? In other words, when you think of 
it in practical matters, \ve're not talking about just the fact that milk 
producers was a client. We're thinking of it in terms of you were try
ing to do work for them, at the same time knowing that your past 
history has obviously been extensively involved in Democratic admin
istrations and Democratic candidates. I don't see anything from the 
material I've read that shows any past involvement with the Repub
lican Party affairs. 

Mr. SEMER. Well, I guess I missed the import of the question. I knew 
nothing about enemies lists excent what I read in the newspaper, and 
I knew nothing about a blacklisting other than what Mr. Gleason told 
mein 1969. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. And you can't conceive of any reason why you would 
be on such a list beyond what you, of course, stated? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't feel that I have any expertise whatsoever. Cer
tainly not as a matter of specific information, nor ,as a matter of spec-
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ulation as to the reason why enemies lists or blacklists were put to
gether and how you get on and how you get off. I just don't know. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. I'd like to show you a document that I believe you 
prepared dealing with contributions to the Muskie Election Committee, 
and I take it that these contributions were for 1970; although they 
were raised in 1970-Senator Muskie's reelection. Have you ever seen 
this document before? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Can you tell us a little of the background that led to 

its preparation? · 
Mr. SEMER. This is a document prepared by me as treasurer of the 

Muskie Election Committee and it was prepared during the last calen
dar quarter of 1970. It was a chronologically arranged list of contribu
tions from November 2 to December 29, and, if accompanied by a com
parable report on disbursements, would constitute the kind of report
ing I was doing to the Clerk of the House. This particular list of con
tributions was prepared hut not reported at what would have been the 
January 1, 1971, reporting date. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. This was never reported, in effect, then? 
Mr. SEMER. That probably turned up in reports at subsequent dates. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Do you have specific recollections? 
Mr. SEMER. I don't have •any specific recollection, but Senator 

Muskie's people, who took over following my service in that role, did 
disclose lists of contributors that might have included some of these 
people. That list was disclosed in connection with the disclosure of 
contributions not required prior to the April 1972 change in rules 
for political fundraising and contributions. These were the types of 
reports that were not required by law and which I gratuitously filed 
with the Clerk of the House, and this was my practice as Muskie treas
urer so long as I had any control over the function. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Do you know Stuart Russell? 
Mr. SEMER. No. I don't. I have never met him. I know who he is now, 

which I learned in connection with the publicity given to him in the 
last several months. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Do you recall being contacted by Ted van Dyk with 
regard to the contribution that AMPI wanted to make to the Muskie 
campaign? 

Mr. SEMER. I was not contacted by Ted van Dyk. The information 
about Ted van Dyk's contributions on behalf of my client was trans
mitted to me by Robert Nelson and the deputy director of the Muskie 
Election Committee staff who transmitted to me the letter that, I be
lieve, was sent by Mr. van Dyk describing the pattern and amounts of 
contributions, not only from the client, but to other organizations in the 
dairy producer field, and I have made that available to the staff. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Do you find it at all unusual, given the subsequent in
formation that we now have with regard to Mr. Russell's activities, 
that a contribution was made in his name for $5,000 after the election? 

Mr. SEMER. I did not know who Mr. Russell was. The best recollec
tion I have is that the client had used its influence with contributors to 
make contributions to the Muskie campaign and that one of them is, 
I know, say, retrospectively, in going over the records, was a Mr. 
Stuart Russell, whom I didn't know at the time and have never met. 
And, as far as the contribution being a postelection contribution, I 
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continued soliciting political contributions after the 1970 election as 
I did after the 1968 election in order to liquidate deficits. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. I'd like to show you a letter. Have you ever seen this 
letter before, to Mr. Nicoll from Mr. van Dy k? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. With regard to paragraph 2, would you read that 

please? 
Mr. SE~IER. Paragraph 2 of this letter of July 9 from Ted van Dyk 

to Don Nicoll, N-i-c-o-1-1, who was then the director of the staff of the 
Muskie Election Committee campaign. Paragraph 2: "I'll send you a 
memorandum, and list, re this special milk program. The Senator 
offered to help on this." 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Now, can you tell us, to the best of your knowledge, if 
you have any knowledge of the subject, what the special milk program 
,vas that Mr. van Dyk was referring to; and ,vhat help, if any, Senator 
Muskie had offered? 

Mr. SEMER. I have no notion of what Mr. van Dyk was talking about 
nor do I know of what the Senator's reaction was, if that was raised 
with him. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Either contemporaneous or present recollection? 
Mr. SEMER. That is correct. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Now, a letter that you sent to Mr. Parr, which is ap

parently undated, but he apparently received it July 20, 1970-would 
you please look at this letter and see if you can identify it and endeavor 
to explain to us what it says or what it means; this is totally ambiguous 
tome? 

Mr. SEMER. Well, in this letter from me-is from me to David Parr. 
The following points are being made and obviously, as it says, as a 
followup to a telephone conversation that I had with Mr. Parr. As 
I recall, this was what was then in the works in the summer of 1970. 
First, I was trying, obviously, with Bob Lilly to help the client, 
AMPI, or Associated Milk Producers, Inc., to coordinate; and I guess 
the language that we use today and we didn't use in 1969 or 1970 was 
the inputs from people that they worked with, with regard to the sub
stantive intelligence and also in the way that they made political 
contributions. There was a pattern of political contributions which is 
reflected in another set of materials that I made available to you in 
which three dairy organizations divided the burden of political con
tribution in mathematically precise thirds so that it came out to rather 
unusual numbers, and, I believe, this is what the import of this is in 
the sentence. 

Although the figures are mathematically precise, they raise ques
tions of logic and credibility which we may find difficult to answer, 
and this is with reg-ard to checks received in these unusual amounts by 
the Muskie Election Committee and these are the checks that Mr. 
van Dyk gave to the Senator's people either at or following a meet
ing, or before, for all I know, a meeting with the Senator which 
was then routinely transmitted to me by Mr. Bob Nelson, the No. 2 
man in the Muskie staff. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. What nroblems of credibilitv did yon foresee in view 
of the fact that these were-- · · 

Mr. SEMER. Well, the problem of credibility at that time was that 
there purported to be contributions from three different sources, some 
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of which, I believe, were personal in nature or appeared to be per
sonal that seemed to be coordinated from a common policymaking 
source, and, that, although, I had no problem with it since I im
mediately put it into the public domain, I didn't know what they had 
in mind and also, if I couldn't explain it, perhaps others couldn't 
and that leads to the second paragraph which also contains one sub
stantive and another probably protocol point and that was by way of 
telling Mr. Parr, in writing, that I thought the procedure for dealing 
with the Senator's campaign was not correct; that I was a little miffed 
which I had indicated to him over the telephone, and that the ap
proach to the Senator and his campaign should be principally sub
stantive and intellectual. which is a phrase used here, and that if this 
were a significant contribution, then I'd see what I could do to get 
them together with the Senator personally because the Senator, in my 
judgement, as a campaign man for him, was not only interested in, 
but should be interested in what is called here the entire agri-political 
scene. Since the milk producers were quite ambitious in what they 
hoped to cover geographically, that is, go right up the Mississippi 
Valley, form alliances with people in the Southeast, which, I believe, 
is cailed Dairyman's Inc., and perhaps in other parts of the country 
as well, that they would be important, influential, knowledgeable 
beyond milk. That they would, because they had worked with rural 
co-ops, the other farm organizations, that they were people who could 
help us. 

The significant contribution I was talking about was a significant, 
substantive, intellectual contribution but was not a significant fi
nancial contribution, which was the phrase used in that paragraph, 
and that's what it means because there was great difficulty in getting 
everybody in the Muskie camp briefed as to the nature of agriculture 
outside of his own home State of Maine. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. I don't want to nitpick but your reference to private 
session ,at his cottage in Maine or his home in Maryland, why not his 
office? 

Mr. SEMER. Because I think we had inst seen him in his office and 
what I was saving was that I thought that the ,vay to get acquainted 
with the Senator as a person, according to my experience, would be a 
substantive approach that would lead to his being interested in what 
they had to say intellectually. This was my experience with the Sena
tor from the years that I had spent with him and this was my recom
mendation as to how the milk people should anproach the Senator in 
contrast to the approach that was used just a few davs before. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. I have a very difficult time reconciling in my mind 
during a political campai1m when the Senator was in l!:reat need of 
contributions, that he woul<l be so terriblv concerned at that specific 
moment in time in sitting down and developing an intellectual rap
port rather than trving to raise campairn funds or trying to worry 
about the intellectual aspects of it at a future time. I don't want to dis
narage the Senator in any way, I don't doubt the man's integrity, but 
it inst seems that unde,r these circumstances it raises a question. It 
raises a question of credibility in my mind as to how at this particular 
moment in time, he was more concerned with their intelJectual atti
tudes with regard to subjects of mutual interest. 
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Mr. SEMER. This is my opinion which was not checked with the 
Senator personally. and, not only my opinion as the treasurer for the 
Muskie election committee, but also my opinion-my opinion to a 
client, that this was the approach that I would recommend to getting 
acquainted with Muskie and his campaign. . 

Mr. WEITZ. I just want to make two comments for the record. One, 
I think, although sometimes it's hard to adhere to it closely, that coun
sel and investigators for the staff should limit ourselves to questions 
rather than our own conclusions or opinions of the evidence or the 
testimony before the committee. And second, although I will not ob
ject to the point of preventing the questioning, this is now the socond 
time that the staff had had an opportunity to interview Mr. Semer and 
particularly with respect to the contributions, that he has been ques
tioned about, to the Senator in 1970; again, as I think before, there has 
been no basis, either in evidence that we have or in the testimony here 
today, that the contributions were anything but contributions to the 
Senator's 1970 senatorial campaign and, thus, I would like to note it for 
the record that our position would be that this q_uestioning and this te.s
timony fall outside of the mandate of the committee, but in so saying, I 
don't want, for the purposes of investigation, to foreclose the question
ing, but also to make it very clear for the record what our position is. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Counsel's nonobjection is noted. Mr. Semer, did you 
raise, or seek to raise, any campaign funds for Congressman Mills in 
either 1970 or 1972? 

Mr. SEMER. No, sir. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Did you seek to raise any campaign :funds for Con

gressman Poage or Melcher in 1970? 
Mr. SEMER. No, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. The brevity of that response precludes or moots the need 

for me to comment on that too. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Now, just a couple of final points. We were talking 

about the $5,000 contribution made by Mr. Russell in 1970 and I see 
that you wrote him a thank-you note December 1, 1970. Would you 
just quickly look at this and see if that's something that was sent to 
him? 

Mr. SEMER. Yes; that was a thank-you note that we sent to all con
tributors. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Now, was it your policy to send a thank-you note to 
each and every contributor, a form Jetter, or was this an individually 
dictated letter, which was the impression I would get? 

Mr .. SEMER. It is a letter that the girls in my office sent to all con
tributors unless some special effort was made to vary it. That was the 
form letter. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Is that in fact your signature, or is that a stamp, or 
did one of the secretaries sign for you ? 

Mr. SEMER. It's pretty close. I tried to sign all of them. If on some 
occasions I didn\, I take the responsibility for my girls signing my 
name to it. UsualJy they would put a little notation <;>n it, but _it c«:m]d 
have been either. The general style of aclmowledgmg contr1but1ons 
is to personalize the acknowledgement. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Now, a copy of another thank-you note was sent to 
Mr. Russel] in care of Harold Nelson dated December 22, 1970, signed 
by Senator Muskie, and the letter was then forwarded to Bob LilJy 
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by Mr. Russell on January 13, 1971. Would you look at these two letters 
and see if you can tell us whether the letter from Senator Muskie was 
a form letter that he sent to all contributors or all individuals who 
made sizable contributions, or whether it was just an individual letter 
with regard to the specific contributions. Additionally, I'm not asking 
you to identify that second letter, just to look at it. 

[Whereupon, the first letter referred to was marked Semer exhibit 
No. 5 for identification.*] 

Mr. SEMER. I don't believe that this particular letter from the Sen
tor to Mr. Russell has the ring 0£ being unique or different from most 
other letters that I recall his sending to contributors. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Then you don't know for a fact whether that's a form 
letter or whether it's a dictated letter? 

Mr. SEMER. I don't recall; I ·would have to do some research in my 
files, ,vhich I believe would help me determine that. I can only give 
you my general impression that this letter looks familiar-as the kind 
of letter that would be a supplement to the initial thank-you note that 
I would send out, and the other letter--

Mr. PLOTKIN. I wasn't asking about that. 
Mr. SEMER. Excuse me. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Now the gist of all of these questions, and I'm just 

trying to sum this up, I don't want to flog you to death, is that a con
tribution was made by Stuart Russell after the election; a contribution 
was apparently solicited by AMPI or its employees, and graciously 
received and acknowledged by the campaign committee. 

Now, I'm not suggesting any impropriety on the committee's part at 
all. Is there anything, any thought that you have with regard to this 
contribution and the circumstances that were now covered that, had 
you been aware of them at the time, would have made you think that 
the contribution was from corporate funds? 

Mr. SEMER. No. 
Mr. BAMBERGER. If I may, I think the premise of the question is, "if 

you knew everything that you know now," and since we've read in the 
newspapers about Mr. Russell, I think that's really not a fair question. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. No; the premise is related just to what we're talking 
about here. I'm not asking for your outside knowledge from news
papers. 

Mr. SEMER. The recollection that I have is that the two waves of 
contribution-one is, the contributions, I believe, aggregating $10,000 
before the senatorial election; and the one which is hindsight tells us 
also is related to the same source, which is a contribution in the form 
of a contribution from an individual-that in both instances, as Mus
kie treasurer, they were legal on the face of the transmissions; and in 
the case of the contributions before the election, they were duly re
norted, they would have been reported in that form after the election 
if we had continued that reporting policy. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Do yon know when the Muskie election committee of-
ficially closed its books? 

Mr. SEMER. It was probably sometime in 1971. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. You have no sriecific recollection about the time? 
Mr. SEMER; I could research that for yon. 

*Seep. 7227. 
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Mr. PLOTKIN. Do you know whether there were any outstanding 
sums in the account at the time it was closed out?, 

Mr. SEMER. I don't know that as a matter of specific recollection; 
I would have to research that for you. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Do you think that it is possible that there was a bal
ance in the account? 

Mr. SEMER. At the time I had control over the income and outgo 
of the Muskie election committee, I always had a deficit. There were 
times that I continued to be a signatory, during a transitional phase; 
but I mean that quite literally, that when I had control over it, I 
always had a deficit. 

I continued to sign certain documents as treasurer following that, 
during a period in which I did not have control over the income and 
outgo of the funds. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. When did you officially resign as treasurer? 
Mr. SEMER. There was no official resignation. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. When did you end, unofficially? 
Mr. SEMER. For all practical purposes, I transferred control about 

\ 
the end of the year. 

Mr. PLOTKIN.1970? 
Mr. SEl\IER. 1970, right. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. I have no other questions, thank you. 
Mr. WEITZ. I have two further questions. First, relating back to a 

matter we discussed before our earlier recess, with respect to the 
contribution to Mr. Kalmbach in 1969. From the time you delivered 
the money to him in August until the end of the year or any time 
thereafter, did you have any further conversations either with the 
client or with Mr. Kalmbach with respect to the designation of com
mittees or any other procedures for reporting the contribution? 

Mr. SEMER. No; I did not, that I recall. If the question came up, 
it may have come up in a general way, but not in a specific form. 

Mr. WEITZ. With the client, or with Mr. Kalmbach? 
Mr. SEMER. Certainly not with Mr. Kalmbach. 
Mr. WEITZ. Finally, Mr. Semer, you've understood the areas that 

we've covered with you in the questioning, particularly with regard 
to the transactions with Mr. Kalmbach and its aftermath, and in 
general with regard to the matters we've covered, is there anything 
else that-cognizant of the mandate of the committee-is there any
thing else relevant to the questioning which you feel is pertinent 
and which would amplify or make further complete or accurate your 
answers that you've given today? 

I'm just trying to elicit, in case there is something else you think 
is peculiarly relevant to the questions, but the questions do not par
ticularly cover your knowledge. 

Mr. SEMER. Well, I a,ppreciate the question, Mr. Weitz, and if I 
seem unprepared for it, it may be that you've been so thorough in your 
questioning up to now. 

Mr. W1oITZ. I have no further questions. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Off the record for a second. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. That concludes our executive session. 
I thank you, Mr. Semer. 
[Whereupon, at 1 :10 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled matter 

adjourned.] 
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SEMER EXHIBIT No. 1 

IN EXECUTIVE SESSION 

TESTIMONY OF MILTON P. SEMER 
BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL 

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, U.S. SENATE 
FEBRUARY 8, 1974 

My name is Milton P. Semer; I am an attorney practicing law 
in Washington, D. c. I am appearing to describe my relationship 
with a former client, the Associated Milk Producers, Inc. of San 
Antonio,· Texas. 

From discussions with your staff, I understand your interest 
in my testimony to center on representation of the client during 
1969 and 1970. 

Also, in light of your staff's interest, I should note that in 
1968 I was Treasurer for Senator Muskie's Vice Presidential cam
paign, and when Senator Muskie ran for reelection to the Senate in 
1970, I was Treasurer of the Muskie Election conunittee. 

Attached to my statement are copies of letters from the client 
to this committee's staff setting forth the extent to which the 
client has waived the attorney-client privilege in connection with 
my testimony. 

My relationship with the client conunenced on March 21, 1969, 
when representatives came to see me in Washington. We discussed 
how our Washington firm might assist them, when circumstances re
quired, in making a persuasive case on the merits to the Federal 
Government on substantive issues of interest to them, including 
price supports and import competition. In part, it appeared that 
this would involve presenting their arguments to the White House~ 
which, during the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations, had actively 
participated in decisions on such issues, and presumably would 
continue to do so. 

At the same time, it was explained to me that the client was 
organizing a political fund, the Trust for Agricultural and Politi
cal Education, to raise funds from their members for distribution 
to candidates of both major parties in local, State,· Congressional, 
and Presidential campaigns. TAPE was described to me as a fund 
modeled after the AFL-CIO's Conunittee for Political Education, COPE, 
whose purpose would be to support and win friends on Capitol Hill 
and in the Administration and promote the milk farmer's position 
on the issues. 

Shortly after my initial meeting with the client, I began an 
unsuccessful effort to help it find out how the White House was to 
be organized, and to whom it should make its case. 
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I have related the details of these efforts to your staff, 
and my purpose in .this statement is to highlight the basic events 
in the chronology. 

On OCtober 25, 1968, just before the Presidential election, I 
called Mr. John Mitchell who had served on an advisory committee 
when I was General Counsel of the housing department in the early 
1960's. I phoned him at the behest of a client wishing to contrib
ute to the Nixon campaign. Mr. Mitchell had put me in touch with 
Mr. Maurice Stans, who in turn referred me to Mr. Jack Gleason. 

On March 25, 1969, following my initial meeting with the client, 
I called Jack Gleason at the White House to describe my firm's new 
client and its interest in finding out to whom at the White House 
it should direct its case. Mr. Gleason in turn suggested I deal 
with Mr. Herbert Kalmbach, and it shortly was arranged for me to 
meet Mr. Kalmbach in Washington. 

On April 3, 1969, I explained to Mr. Kalmbach the interests of 
my client. Mr. Kalmbach did not ask for a political contribution, 
but did inquire about the contribution potential of the client's 
political trust fund, TAPE. 

On July 10, 1969, I visited with Mr. Kalmbach at his office in 
Newport Beach, California. On this occasion Mr. Kalmbach inquired 
how TAPE's fund-raising was progressing. When I explained that 
my client hoped its trust fund would collect sufficient funds to 
make contributions to a large number of candidates of both parties 
at ·all levels of government, Mr. Kalmbach told me that contributions 
would be appreciated by the Administration. 

At this time it was my understanding, and I thought it was Mr. 
Kalmbach's, that the client would be making, through its trust fund, 
a series of political contributions to commi.ttees for 1970 Congres
sional candidates, to be reported by TAPE and by the recipient 
committees. It had been a common practice for past Administrations 
to "piggy-back" such contributions - that is, to transmit them 
through the incumbent Administration, allowing it to share credit 
for the contributions with the donor - and I had discussed this 
political technique both with the client and with Mr. Kalmbach. 

Thus it was that on August 1, 1969, I flew to Dallas, Texas, to 
receive from the client for delivery to Mr. Kalmbach the next day a 
contribution of one hundred thousand dollars in cash. Although more 
than a little surprised at the amount, which was much larger than I 
had supposed it would be, I delivered the funds to Mr. Kalmbach ·as 
I had agreed to do. Neither then nor later did he tell me anything 
inconsistent with my understanding of the nature of this transaction, 
as summarized above. 
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ASS(} Cfl.J. TED fi/1/lf{ PR!JDIJCE:1S. lflf C. 
HOME OFFICE 

TELEPHONE 512/341-8651 lWX 910S711072 
P.O. BOX 32287 SAN ANTOMO. TEXAS 78284 

Mr. Aian Weitz 
Senate Watergate Subcommittee 
G-308 Dirkson 
Senate Office Building 
Washington., D, C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Weitz: 

October 31, 1973 

On October 29, 1973, you orally requested that Associated Milk 
Producers, Inc. ("AMPI") waive in p,3.rt its right to maintain the 
privilege of attorney-client confidentiality as to its communications 
with certain named attorneys concerning certain specified subjects. 
The a·ttorneys · named by you are: Mil ton P. Serrier, Richard Uaguire, 
w. Devier Pierson, Stuart H. Russell, E. Jake Jacobsen, Joe R, Long, 
E. C. Heininger, Anthony Nicholas, Marion E, Harrison and all attorneys 
of their respective law firms who have performed legal services for 
ANPI. . 

The subjects specified by you are: 

(1) The amounts of legal fees and other amounts paid to any 
attorneys by l'J·!PI; 

(2) Any disbursements by attorneys for AUPI including but not 
limited to direct or indirect political contributions; ar.d. 

(3) Contacts by attorneys for AMPI with government officials, 
including any communications, relating to milk price 
supports and/or import quotas. · 

AMPI will agree to waive its privilege in accordance with you,., 
request, However, AMPI does not waive any privilege which it may have 
as to any other individuals or subject matters. 

We believe the above statement fully .and completely complies with 
your request. We would appreciate your written confirmation of this 
understandine;, 

Very truly yours, 

cc: All attorneys listed above 
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- ,r. C''~u"' r-,,,1 Tr:,'). r., .. ,,,, pr-tr{]{JC'-' .. ~ 'fi..,,.. r,L,·, , ·,:uc.J ,.,;,.: Ii t.:..lJ. Jvl·l·f:.. i. ,.,/f...,. · · ~11.'r.Ji, I, ut,. 

cO'i:1.iF :: t IIOME omn 
.........:.:..../ PIIONE: A/C 51.2 311-0651 TELEX 76-7446 

r.o. nox 322fl7 SAN ANTONIO, TCXM 70784 

Mr, /llan Weitz 
Senate Watergate Subcommittee 
G-308 Dirl:son 
Senate Office Building 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Weitz: 

November 2, 1973 

You have requested that in addition to those persons and entities enumerated 
in our letter to you"of October 31, 1973, that Associated Milk Producers, Inc, waive 
its right to maintain the privilege of attorney-client confidentiality as to any 

· communications with certain additional named attorneys concerning certain specified 
subjects. The attorneys named by you are: Arthur Mitchell; Frank Masters; 
William Heatley; Clark, Thomas, Harris, Denius and Winters; and Vinson, Elkins, 
Searls, Connally & Smith. 

This waiver is limited to any communications on the subjects specified by 
you as follows: 

(1) The amounts of legal fees and other amounts paid to any attorneys 
~~~ . 

(2) Any disbursements by attorneys for AMPI including but not limited 
to direct or indirect political contributions; and 

(3) Contacts by attorneys fer AMPI with government officials, including· 
any communications, relating to milk price supports and/or import 
quotas. 

AMPI will agfee to waive its privilege in accordance with your'request. 
However, AMPI clozs not waive any privilege which it may have as to any other 
individuals or subject matters. 

We believe the above statement fully and completely complies with your 
request, We would appreciate your written confirmation of this understanding. 

cc: All attorneys listed ;:ibove 



Alan Weitz, Esq. 
Senate Watergate Subcommittee 
Dirkson Senate Office Building 
Room G-308 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Weitz: 
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November 13, 1973 

Reference is made to my letters (copies of which are enclosed) 
of October 31, 1973, and November 2, 1973, in which Associated Milk 
Producers, Inc. ("AMP!") waived its attorney-client privilege with 
regard to certain named attorneys and certain specified subjects. 

On November 7th you orally requested that a subparagraph be 
added to the list of subjects in which AMP! has waived its attorney
client priviLege: 

"(4) Any communications concerning direct or indirect 
political contributions for Presidential candidates 
by Milk Producers, Inc. ("MPI"), Associated Milk 
Producers, Inc. (''.AMP!"), Trust for Agricultural 
Political Education ("TAPE"), or Committee for 
Thorough Agricultural Political Education ("C/TAPE"), 
its officers, employees or representatives during 
the period from 1969 to 1972 ii;iclusive." 

AMP! hereby agrees to waive any attorney-client privilege it 
may possess with regard to this'additional subject matter as it 
pertains to the attorneys named in our previous correspondence. 

Very truly yours, 

Enclosures 

cc: All named attorneys 
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SEMER EXHIBIT No. 2 

SERVICES PERFORMED TODAY . TUESDAY 1(1~ 
2511111 DAY • SEPTEMBER, 1888 U\.YI" 

, DESCRIPTION.OF SE~EI ': 
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SEMER EXHIBIT NO. 3 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 
\ 

. t 

Septembe·r 16, 1969 · 

Dear Milt: 

. . - . 

Are there any people in the Associated Dairymen's group 
whom we ought to give priority consideration for a position 
on some of the Department of Agriculture Advisory Boards .. 
or Commissions? We can play this pageantry pretty far, if. 
you've got any suggestions for people in that group whom we 
ought to push for that _kind of appointment. 

I will need their names and some kind of biography on them, 
but I think we can pretty well get this in hand over at Agri-
culture. · 

Regards. 

Mr. Milton P. Semer 
Attorney 
1156 15th Street, N. W. 
W'ashington, D. C. 

Sincerely, 

Ja~leason 
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SEMER EXHIBIT No. 4 

SERVl~ES PERFORMED 1'0DAY 

NIGHT 
HOURS 

,,.·: . ..;_ ,ott: :,,, .. '·•:~,<:; ,,:•:\.·./,N11~ · 

289th DAY •· SEPTE:.::~~1:i: 2<@ 
. DESCAIPTIO~ OFSEAYICES; ., • ' ... -;. I 

J'.:.,.J"-~·'···- .. ± .. 
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SEMER EXHIBIT No. 5 

SE'\:.-\.TOR ED:ll:XD S. ;'lcsi..IE 
\,r'\SHL'>GTO~. 0. C. 20510 

D e,c em b e r 2 2 , 1 9 7 0 

Stuart H. Russell, 
c/o Harold Nel&on 
1011 N.·w. Military 
San Antonio,. Texas 

Deai Mr. Russell: 

Esq. 

Highway 
78213 

Before the year ends, I want to express to 
you again my very warm thanks and appreciation 
for all your help and encouragement to me in the 
months that have passed. 

I need not tell you of the many great prob
lems that face and divide our country in this 
coming year, nor how vital it is that we--all of 
us together--find a way to restore the faith, 
the confidence, the vigor, that are the great 
strength and inspiration of Ameri~i. 

I • 

To succeed, 1971 must be a time of great de
cision backed by positive action that will move 
us irrevocably forward in the direction of our 
great hopis. I am looking,to you for the wise 
counset·~nd guidance I need to assist me in f6rm
ulating policies and positions that vill help us 
all to achieve this goal. · 

So again, my thanks to you for your confi
dence in me this past year. And with it my wish 
for a New Year of great joy, of added accomplish
ment. and of deepening friendship between·us. 

Sincerely, 

I 





THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
W (J,8hington, D.O. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :25 a.m., in 
room G-334, Dirksen Senate Office Building. 

Present: Senator Howard H. Baker, Jr. 
Also present: David Dorsen, assistant chief counsel; Alan Weitz, 

assistant majority counsel; Donald G. Sanders, deputy minority 
counsel; Benjamin Plotkin, minority investigator. 

Senator BAKER. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about 
to give will be the truth, the ,vhole truth and nothing but the truth, 
so help you God? 

Dr. MERREN. I so swear. 
Senator BAKER. Will you please state your name for the record? 
Dr. MERREN. George L. Mehren, M-e-h-r-e-n. 
Senator BAKER. The further inquiry will be conducted by the staff. 

Thank you for coming by. 

TESTIMONY OF GEORGE L. MEHREN, ACCOMPANIED EY ERWIN C. 
HEININGER, COUNSEL 

Mr. WEITZ. Dr. Mehren, for the record, would you please give us 
your address? 

Dr. MERREN. 406 Country Lane, San Antonio, Tex. 78209; that is 
my home address. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. And "·ould your counsel please identify himself for the 
record? 

Mr. HEININGER. I am E. C. Heininger of Mayer, Brown & Platt in 
Chicago. · 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Dr. Mehren, just by way of background, I understand 
you were Assistant Secretary of Agriculture from 1963 until 1968 ; 
is that correct? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. What was your specific title with Agriculture? 
Dr. MERREN. I had two titles most of the time, Mr. Weitz. I was 

Assistant Secretary for Marketing and Consumer Affairs, and I was 
also Director of Science and Education. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, from June 1968, until March of 1971, you were 
president of Agri Business, Inc.; is that correct? 

Dr. MERREN. I believe it was April 1971, I am not certain; yes, 
Iwas. 

Mr. w·EITZ. And during that period, after you left the Department 
of Agriculture, for that approximately 3-year period. you were also 
a consultant for Associated Milk Producers. Inc., AMPI? 

(7229) 
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Dr. MEHREN. I believe at the initial stage I was consultant to Milk 
Producers, Inc., and was transferred to Associated Milk Producers, 
Inc., after that organization was -founded. 

Mr. WEITZ. Just to complete the chronology, from April 1971, until 
January 12, 1972, you were then, as I understand it, director of pro
graming-for AMPI? 

Dr.MEHREN. Yes,sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. And then, from January 12, 1972, to the present time 

you have been general manager of AMPI. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell us, in connection with the period 1968 

to 1971, as consultant, what your principal responsibility was? 
Dr. MEHREN. Primarily in preparing documentation for subm~s

sion :by Associated Milk Producers, Inc., and its predecessor, Milk 
Producers, Inc., principally in conjunction with other cooperatives, 
and often with the Central America Cooperative Federation with 
respect to such matters as market orders, price support dockets, legis
lative submissions; that, generally, was the subject matter. 

The technical contribution was generally of two types, one was the 
assured economic validity; and the second was to try to make the 
submissions and the method of submission as compatible with normal 
governmental procedures as possible. In general, to be explicit, it was 
more of an editing function than anything else. 

For the record, I think it's useful to say here that the procedure 
that was followed by AMPI and its related cooperatives in general, 
was to use a team of land grant university professors, supplemented 
by staff people, from any one of the related cooperatives, who would 
then bring in preliminary documentation to me to be appraised for 
validity and for formal submission. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, during the 8, or 9 months during which you were 
director of programing, 1971, what were your principal responsi
bilities? 

Dr. MEHREN. The :principal responsibility as I understood it, upon 
accepting the invitation to come to work on a full-time basis, was to 
do long-range planning, basically, to try to determine and to project 
some 5 years into the future, what we would like AMPI to be; what 
we would like it to be able to do, and how it would do it. 

As a matter of fact, it sort of shook down, ultimately, into a 
procedure to pick up "hon-fires," whatever was assigned to me by Mr. 
Nelson. The long-range planning never really worked out as I expected 
it would. 

Mr. WEITZ. In fact, you had during that period, a substantial amount 
of involvement in day-to-day operations; did you not? 

Dr. MEHREN. No; not in the operational sense, Mr. Weitz. Not in 
th~ sense o~ allocating milk, or putting prices on milk, or adjusting 
milk to vanous order terms. 

It would be such things as appraisal of the original submission to 
NFO with respect to economics, which would be such things as basic 
market order legislation, price legislation. Very, very little contact, 
quite truly, with thP. routine of the day's operations. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, prior to your becoming general manager in 1972, 
did you have any contact with the organization of TAPE, Trust for 
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Agricultural Political Education, or involvement in any decision
making? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, sir. Using the word "contact" now, I knew there 
w'.1s a TAPE, and I knew generally what its broad outline was; but 
with respect to its operation, I had no activity with it . 
. Mr. WEITZ. What about your knowledge with respect to contribu-

tions that were made? 
Dr. MEHREN. None. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were vou at that time a member of TAPE? 
Dr. MEHREN. No; ·I was never a member of TAPE. 
Mr. WEITZ. Dr. Mehren, do you have any knowledge, either con

temporaneous, or knowledge that you received since that time-other 
than what you read in the papers-in connection with any contacts 
between representatives of MPI, or AMPI in 1969, with Herbert 
Kalmbach or others representing the administration, or Republican 
fundraising, in 1969 ~ 

Dr. MEHREN. In 1969. Do I have it now, or--
Mr. WEITZ. Either contemporaneously, or now, up to the present 

time, do you have any knowledge? 
Mr. HEININGER. Except what you read in the newspapers. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. First of all, contemporaneously, did you have any knowl

edge of any meetings, or contacts, at that time? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, I did not,sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, since that time, have you learned of any informa,

tion in connection with such contacts, or meetings? 
Dr. MEIIREN. I'm not certain, now. I do not believe that the question

ing in the day I spent with the local grand jury ever directly referred 
to involvement with Mr. Kalmbach in 1968, or 1969. 

Again, if I become too discursive, you tell me; but as I recall the 
material, the information made available to me and revealed to me 
through that questioning process, from which I could adduce conclu
sions from that, went back to 1967, as a matter of fact. There were 
references to contributions in 1968 and 1969. · 

But I do not think that the name of Herbert Kalmbach was used 
in that transcript. I could be wrong, but my recollection is that it was 
not specifically mentioned. 

Mr. WEITZ. Other than what you learned from the grand jury, you 
have no other knowledge of such contacts? 

Dr. MEHREN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. ,Vhat about knowledge of delivery of moneys to either 

Mr. Kalmbach, or other representatives of the Republican fundraising 
in 1969 by AMPI, or AMP? 

Dr. MEHREN. I have learned of such deliveries, Mr. Weitz. I can't 
give you the date, but within the last 60 days. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. And what is the source of that information? 
Dr. MEHREN. Mr. Heininger. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know what his source of information is? 
Mr. HEININGER. Do you know? 
Dr. MERREN. No. 
Mr. HEININGER. My basic source of information was the Wright re

port. In other words, we have not gotten the Wright report yet. 
Mr. WEITZ. That is an attorney who has been retained by AMPI to 

investigate prior matters? 
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Mr. HEININGER. That is correct. 
Dr. MERREN. I think the record should show that he has been ex

plicitly retained by the board of directors. 
Mr. WEITZ. All right. Have you ever discussed that delivery of 

money with either Mr. Lilly, Mr. Nelson, Mr. Parr, or Mr. Jacobsen? 
Dr. MERREN. Mr. Lilly, on one occasion, perhaps 2 months ago, made 

an indirect allusion to such a delivery. And to my knowledge that is 
the only time that I have heard of it. As I recall he said something to 
the effect that the staff of this committee, and the grand jury-to use 
his language-"knew everything." He then said something, as I recall 
it, to the effect that they "even know about the big one." Again, that is 
a quote. 

And then he said "the big one" was the West. That is about as much 
as I knew prior to, I think, fairly detailed information from Mr. 
Heininger. 

Mr. HEININGER. Off the record. 
f Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. 
Dr. MERREN. In addition to the one reference that I recall having 

been made by Mr. Lilly, Mr. Heininger, who was counsel for AMPI, 
did on one occasion read verbatim excerpts from the deposition of Mr. 
E. J. Jacobsen, relevant to this matter. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any knowledge-let me start it this way: 
Did you have any knowledge in 1970 of any contact between represen
tatives of AMPI and representatives of the White House~ 

Dr. MERREN. I can't think of any, Mr. Weitz, truly. 
Mr. WEITZ. Since that time, have you heard of any information with 

respect to any such meetings, or contacts? 
Dr. MERREN. The information that I have had, to the best of my 

recollection, again, is exclusively newspaper information; and its 
validity or accuracy I cannot say. That is 1970, now; in 1971, I did 
hear things. 

Mr. WEITZ. Just with respect to 1970. Did you at the time, or have 
you since that time heard any information-other than what you read 
in the newspapers-in connection with any pledges of campaign con
tributions by representatives of AMPI to people in the White House, 
or representatiwB of the Republican fundraising? 

Dr. MERREN. We have discussed that various times, you and I, in 
various talks; and being questioned on this by Bill Dobrovir-I still 
do not know of any instance in which anybodv associated with the 
White House, anybody associated with the election campaign, or any
body associated with AMPI told me that a pledge had been made for 
the contribution of anything to the 1972 campaign. 

Now, I believe I also told you that in the first 2 or 3 weeks of my 
tenure 1as general manager, I did seek to determine the nature, the 
magnitude, of any and all commitments of any kind. I did this pri
marily because the organization was near bankruptcy. 

I was required in the first 2 weeks to reduce the home-office cost of 
this organization by something, I think, well over $10 million; it 
was for that reason that I inquired about commitments. 

Now, at some stage within the first week, and certainly by the end 
of the second week, I was advised that David L. Parr had stated that 
there was a commitment of $2.6 million made by him to Mr. Colson. 
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And in the presence of John Butterbrodt whom you also know, Mr. 
Weitz, the president of the board of AMPI, I asked David Parr quite 
explicitly whether such a commitment had been made. 

Among other reasons, I 1asked it because by that time, Mr. Weitz, 
I knew there was only about $1.3 million in the funds. His answer was 
equally explicit. He said that no such commitment had been made, 
and he further said that he was not acquainted with Mr. Colson. That 
was the only direct reference I know as to commitments to political 
contributions. 

Now, there were many, many other commitments that were exposed 
in this process of inquiry, some of which I felt-and the board with 
me felt-should be kept, and others were not kept. 

Mr. WEITZ. OK. We will return, I think, to that period of 1972. 
I take it you also had no knowledge, other than what you just related, 
to a pledge of $2 million in 1970, to the President's reelection 
campaign? 

Dr. MEHREN. I have no explicit knowledge of that, no, other than 
the Wright report, to my 1·ecollection. 

Mr. HEININGER. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record. J 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Back on the record. 
I take it also, however, that during that period you were not ap

prised, as a consultant of AMPI, of their meetings with people in the 
White House, if there were any such meetings; or of any discussions 
of campaign contributions, of pledges, if there were any such 
discussions? 

Dr. MEHREN. That is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, turning to 1971, I take it that you had some in

volvement in assisting AMPI and the other cooperatives in an effort 
to obtain a price-support increase for the 1971-72 marketing year. 

Dr. MEHREN. That is correct, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell us what role you played in that effort? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. The first role I played was again to edit the sub-

mission that was made to the Secretary of Agriculture, which I think 
we have given to you. That was a rather comprehensive activity, be
cause as I recall when it came to me, it wasn't in very good shape. 

The basic purpose was to put it into a form which would be rele
vant to the factors required to be considered by the Secretary in setting 
a price-support level. 

The second was to work primarily with Mr. Mills, and assuring the 
dissemination of this kind of information to other Members of the 
Congress. 

Mr. "'\V"EITZ. Now, was there a letterwriting campaign that was in
stituted that you were aware of? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes, I was aware of the letterwriting campaign. 
Mr. "'\V"EITZ. The letterwriting campaign was both to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture and to various Members of Congress? 
Dr. MEHREN. I believe to the Executive, also. 
Mr. "'\V"EITZ. You say to the "Executive." 
Dr. MEHREN. The 'President's Office at the "'\V"hite House. 
Mr. WEITZ. I see. And there was also a visitation program of con

stituents to various Members of Congress? 
Dr. MEHREN. A rather large-scale one. 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 - 20 
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Mr. WEITZ. Were you also aware of meetings taking place both 
at the staff level, and with the top officials of the Department of Agri
culture during that period, in connection with obtaining the increase? 

Dr. MERREN. To the best of my knowledge, I never participated in 
those. I am not certain whether I was aware of them calling upon 
such people as Dr. Hardin, the Secretary; I'm not certain, but I expect 
I was. It's not firm here, but I believe I was. 

I should add to that. I am not at all certain that they ever went 
over to the Department of Agriculture. I think I heard them say so, 
but I have no certainty. 

Mr. WEITZ. You think it's likely if we have independent evidence of 
meetings with a number of people in the normal course. 

We are talking about a certain period now. Would this period have 
begun as early as 1971, January 1971, ,vith a view to extending the 
effort up to the time, some time in March, when the price-support level 
would be set? 

Dr. MERREN. I think it would have been later than January 1, Mr. 
Weitz. I know-not with certainty, but I'm reasonably certain-that 
at least two or three times from the 1st of March to the 23d of March, 
I came down here to help these people with their formulations. 

I would guess probably it would have been in February that the 
submissions were made to me; and probably that would have been 
done in New York, but I'm not certain. 

Mr. WEITZ. When was the general time in March that you expected 
the decision to be publicly announced? 

Dr. MERREN. There 'is a certain time limit on this matter. The 
market year begins on April 1; prior to that, the Secretary must 
provide notice in the Federal Register. But generally, March 20 would 
be about the last time, March 20 to 25, that a price-suvport docket 
would be issued; and there-fore it would be generally between the 1st 
of March and perhaps the 25th of March, as a routine matter over the 
years, that the dairy price-support level would necessarily be an
nounced. 

Mr. WEITZ. In these contacts, both on the Hill and the submission 
that you prepared, for whatever purpose they were ultimately used, 
did that address itself to all phases, all economic aspects of the 
problem? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. You have that memorandum, I think. 
Mr. WEITZ. And did it also, for example, refer to the impact of 

increasing costs to farmers upon production, and their capacity to 
remain in business? 

Dr. MERREN. Well, to be helpful I have just told our economics peo
ple what to write for the submission on price support this very year; 
and generally there is a standard procedure. 

One is to specify the nine governing standards to which the Secretary 
must refer in setting the price support. 

The second step is to set the facts that are relevant to each of those 
standards out as precisely as one can. 

The third, then, is to derive conclusions that would be derivable from 
the Placing of the facts against the standards. 

Nearly always one then takes whatever special issues may be in
volved. This year it would be a matter of imports; it would also be a 
matter of relative prices for dairy products. Then one goes into what 
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might be called a traditional counterargument, Mr. Weitz, and that 
nearly always is what the Secretary must look at; and the consequence 
of once having been through that oneself, one knows reasonably well 
what the Secretary must have. As I recall, that is how I organized 
for that suibmission, the documents that went in to the Secretary, and 
up to the Members of Congress in 1971. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. Let me take about a 2-minute recess to get an 
exhibit which I thought I had brought, and which I would like to 
show you. 

[ A short recess was taken. J 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. 
Dr. Mehren, I am showing you Townsend exhibit 3*, I believe, to 

his executive session before this committee; and I want to ask you 
whether you recognize that as one of the submissions, or the prin
cipal submission of the cooperatives in 1971, with respect to the price
support question. 

Dr. MEHREN. I believe it is, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, I want to direct your attention to pages, principally 

9 through 11, where there is some written material and charts referring 
to increased costs to farmers. Is that some fairly complete and rele
vant data, avail,able at that time, as to the question of increased costs, 
including increased feed costs to farmers? 

Dr. MEI-IREN. Well, apparently the materials on page 9 come from 
Anthony Mathis, who I know to be the official in the Department of 
Agriculture, who at that time ·was responsible for determining such 
costs from the data. 

Similarly, the material I see on page 10, exhibit D, these reports 
come from "Dairy Situation," and therefore, could be expected to be 
replication of official data from departmental publications. 

If I may take a moment to skim page 10, please? 
Mr. WEITZ. Certainly. 
Dr. MEHREN. I think, Mr. Weitz, the materials on pages 9, 10, and 

11 appear to be accurate and basically from official sources. 
Mr. WEITZ. All right. Now, you notice :the date on the document is 

February 24, 1971. I think you said you were in "\Vashington several 
times in March of 1971 in connection with this matter. 

Dr. MEHREN. Either two, or three times between the 1st and the 
23d. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. You left Washington on the 23d, and did not return be-
fore the decision was announced with respect to price support? 

Dr. MEirnEN. That's correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. In fact, you went to Europe and left the country. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, until the time of the 23d, was there any informa

tion that you became aware of, economic data, with respect to price 
support, the price-support question, that was new, or shed further 
light on the question of incr-eased costs, subsequent to this document 
dated February 24? 

Dr. MEHREN. I have already testified, I believe, before Bill Dobro
vir, that I had no such information; and I still don't have any. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. 

*See Book 14, p. 6332. 
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Dr. MEHREN. What you are really asking me, was there any change 
in the basic economic structure, or any basic change in number or 
analyses that would lead to a different conclusion from the number 
set here. Is that what you are asking me? 

Mr. WEITZ. That is the relevant question. 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't know o:f any. But, I would also say that the 

numbers here, considering the nature o:f the standards that govern 
secretaries do provide latitude :for any secretarial offices to make alter
native decisions. 

Mr. WEITZ. And I understand to the best o:f your knowledge these 
submissions were made available to people in the Department o:f Agri
culture, or whoever the dairy people were meeting with during that 
period? _ 

Dr. MEHREN. I can't, o:f my personal knowledge, say they went to 
the Department o:f Agriculture, because quite meticulously I stayed 
out o:f the Department o:f Agriculture :for some 2 years after I le:ft the 
office; but I think that others did take them there. I do know that these 
are made generally available to quite a :fe-w people in the Congress. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in March o:f 1971-February-March o:f 1971, were 
you aware which lawyers in Washington were representing AMPI in 
assisting them in their efforts in connection with the price-support 
matter? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think I can truthfully say that I knew at tha~ 
stage o:f all o:f the lawyers who were apparently, or nominally, at least, 
associated with AMPI; I knew some. I knew that De Vier Pierson was 
associated with it because De Vier Pierson actually helped in the 
drafting o:f some documentation. 

I knew that Jacobsen was involved because I saw him on one or two 
occasions during this period; and I knew that Marion Harrison was 
involved. But I don't think I could say that-well, yes. 

Mr. WmTz. Is Ted van Dyk a lawyer? 
Dr. MEHREN. He was a consultant. I know he ,vas involved; I know 

Bill Connell was involved. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you have occasion to meet in March o:f 1971 with 

Mr. Harrison and others :from AMPI? 
Dr. MEHREN. I was at the meeting on March 23d, I think, :for about 

a hal:f hour in duration, prior to the movement o:f the delegation over 
to the White House. 

Mr. WEITZ. You did not attend the meeting at the White House, 
however? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, I did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Other than that meeting, was there any other meeting 

that you can recall with Mr. Harrison and others from AMPI in 
March o:f 1971, that you attended? 

Dr. MEHREN. I have a vague recollection, Mr. Weitz. 
Mr. WEITZ. How about Jake Jacobsen, did you meet with him dur

ing that period? 
Dr. MEHREN. I have a somewhat less vague recollection that on one 

or two occasions Jake Jacobsen was in the so-called headquarters 
room in the Madison Hotel. 

Mr. WEITZ. And you were aware that both Mr. Harrison and Mr . 
• T acobsen were assisting AMPI, advising them, and so :forth, in re
spect to obtaining a price-support increase? 
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Dr. MERREN. I was, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know who Mr. Harrison was meeting with in 

the administration on behalf o:f AMPI? 
Dr. MERREN. Not with any precise recollection. I believe he did 

say he had contact with Clifford Hardin; whether he met with him 
I cannot truthfully say. I think he alluded once or twice to contact 
with White House staff, but I cannot say which ones. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. 
Dr. MERREN. But there was a general tone-you want me to be 

help:ful-there was a general tone that he did know, generally speak
ing, the staff around the President's office. But, I don't recall any 
case where he said, "I saw Mr. so-and-so," or "Mr. so-and-so." I did 
not participate in that part o:f the activity at all. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you meet with, or know o:f any meetings taking 
place with Murray Chotiner in March o:f 1971, in connection with the 
price-support matter? 

Dr. MERREN. I have never met with Mr. Chotiner. Ex post I did 
learn o:f meetings, and well ex post, but not at the time. This part 
was not made known to me at all. Long, long a:fterward I can recall 
Harold Nelson saying something to this effect: "That o:f all o:f the 
people on the White House staff, the one that could really make the 
ball move was Mr. Chotiner." I think other records will show I 
have never met Mr. Chotiner; in :fact, I have never even seen him. 
But those were ex post conclusions, Mr.Weitz. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. I take it then, you were not aware that Mr. Chot!ner 
was, in the last part o:f March 1971, house counsel :for the Harrison 
firm? 

Dr. MERREN. That I learned ex post, and I think I can tell you 
when I learned this. Shortly a:fter the change o:f management Mr. 
Harrison came to my home and spent a night, I believe, or two. At 
that time he did tell me that shortly a:fter the detachment o:f Mr. 
Chotiner from the White House position, that he had become a 
counsel. 

And :for the record, I volunteer that he also told me at that stage, 
that the retainer from AMPI had at that time been raised. 

Mr. WEITZ. More than doubled, hadn't it? 
Dr. MEHRE•N. The number that comes to my head is $57,500-and 

please don't hold me to the accuracy of this later. 
I think he said, as I recall the conversation, that the retainer had in

creased $50,000 per year; and $7,500 was contributed toward equip
ment, furnishings, et cetera, for Mr. Chotiner. I believe that is what he 
told me. 

Mr. WEITZ. When Mr.Nelson talked to you, I believe somewhat after 
the :fact, that Mr. Chotiner was a prime mover, or--

Dr. MERREN. "Most effective," generally, to give you his exact words. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Was he talking with re:ference to the price-support 

question? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he give you any :further specifics as to Mr. Chotiner's 

role in the price-support effort? 
Dr. MERREN. We11, it is very difficult :for me now to recall with any 

specificity what he said, but I will give you the general tone, and my 
general recollection o:f it was to the effect that the one person who could 
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make effective representation within the staff areas of the White 
House, and I presume therefore, into the Secretary of Agriculture's 
office, was Mr. Chotiner. 

He seemed to feel that he was the one who could make the effective 
presentation and persuade people to do what Mr. Nelson wanted done. 
This is the tone of his statement to me. 

Mr. w·EITz. How long after March of 1971 did you have this dis
cussion with Mr. Nelson? 

Dr. MERREN. That would be awfully difficult to say, I am not slight
ing you-I believe it would have been well into the summer of 1971. 

Mr. WEITZ. While Mr. Nelson was--
Dr. MEHREN. While Mr. Nelson was still manager, so, it was prior 

to January of 1972. I am reasonably certain it would be well into the 
summer because I have no recollection of any discussions with him
that's a rather puzzling thing-or anybody else with respect to the 
price-support activity. I learned of it from the attache at the American 
Embassy at Bonn. 

Mr. WEITZ. In what context was the reference to Chotiner made, how 
did the matter come up? 

Dr. MEHREN. That would be difficult to recall. I believe it was in a 
general discussion of procedures in effectuating executive decisions in 
Washington; it was at this time when he made rather complimentary 
statements about Mr. Chotiner. 

I think in fairness, and in accuracy, there was no direct or indirect 
implication that any payments had been made, or of any improper, un
lawful activities. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he make any other references, or is there anything 
else about the conversation, relative to this matter, that you recall? 

Dr. MEHREN. By this question you a,re asking me, did he refer to 
other individuals? 

Mr. WEITZ. Either that, or expand in any way on the price-support 
matted 

Dr. MEHREN. I think he said two other people were, in his judg
ment, rather key individuals in the, White House staff in te,rms of 
influence on ultimate decisionmaking. There is another man whom 
I don't know; I believe he referred to Harry Dent at one, stage. He 
generally said something to the effect that here is a man to whom 
you can talk, he understands what you are saying; and broadly 
speaking, at least in tone, or basic conclusion from his statements, 
"Here is a man who gets things done." 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate he had met with him in connection 
with the price-support matte,r? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't recall if he did so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who else did he refer to? 
Dr. MEHREN. Mr. Colson. 
Mr. WEITZ. What did he say with reference to Mr. Colson? 
Dr. MEHREN. As I recall now-and again, that is a totally fresh 

recollection her&-as I recall he said that Colson was a. highly orga
nized, systematic worker who quickly understood what was being said 
to him; and seemed to be the kind of man who could function on ·an 
executive basis, and get the opinions of the representations made by 
such people as Mr. Nelson, to wherever they go for decisionmaking 
purposes. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Now, from the comments o:f Mr. Nelson with respect 
to Mr. Chotiner and Mr. Colson, was it your understanding, or im
pression, that Mr. Nelson was speaking from firsthand knowledge 
acqua,intance with these individuals? 

Dr. MERREN. I think I can say this properly-I am trying to be 
:fair as well as accurate-I think I can say this properly with respect 
to Mr. Chotiner. I certainly got the impression that he knew Mr. 
Chotiner and had talked with Mr. Chotiner. 

Mr. WEITZ. How about Mr. Dent? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think so, but I reaUy can't say that in a definitive 

sense ; but I think so. 
Mr. ·wErTz. And Mr. Colson? 
Dr. MEHREN. To a lesser extent. I would find it very difficult to 

conclude that with references to the effectiveness and capacity o:f 
these people to :function, one could not conclude that he had some 
contact with them, because otherwise it would be rather difficult for 
him to make such appraisals. That is the only basis on which I can 
conclude he had talked to them; he neve,r told me this. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in your meetings with Mr. Jacobsen, did he make 
any reference to Mr. Connally? 

Dr. MERREN. I think so. I am not sure-I think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware in March o:f 1971, o:f what I think I 

may sa:fely refor to as a longstanding :friendship and acquaintance 
between Mr. Jacobsen and Mr. Connally? 

Dr. MEHREN. Only in terms o:f one-sided purported relationship. 
I might say, without ever directly saying so, it was my impression 
:from the year or two earlier that I had become acquainted with Mr. 
Jacobsen that he was closely related on a personal basis with Mr. 
Connally. 

Mr. \:VEITZ. "\Vere you ever present at any strategy meetings, or any 
other types o:f meetings in March 1971, with the dairy people, in which 
conversations covered such matters as contacts in the White House, 
and alternative contacts with other Cabinet, or other high officials 
in the administration? 

Dr. MEnREN. I think so; I don't have any specific recollection. 
Again, :for the record purposes, the procedure that was generally fol
lowed by Mr. Nelson, as I presume others have told you, was kind of a 
segmented distribution o:f information. There were sessions in which 
I know I sat, on occasion, in the Madison Hotel m Mr. Nelson's suite, 
in which there was kind o:f an evaluating what they had done one day; 
sort o:f a strategic projection what might well be done the other. 

I think-'but again, it's not a precise recollection-that I have heard 
Mr. ,T acobsen say that Mr. Connally probably would be willing, given 
the appropriate :facts and bases for action, to make representation 
to help in the matter. But this, again, is not a precise recollection. 

So. I think that you probably understand that neither then nor 
now do I--nor could I-orient my activities in long and difficult days 
where these political matters were--

Mr. WEITZ. Without respect to particular words, or pinpointing 
particular meanings, this was a major effort in which you were pres
ent two or three times in Wflshington in March of 1971. 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
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Mr. WEITZ. And you, being astute and intelligent, can you recall 
being aware, or in fact being involved in decisions with respect to 
how best to procure the increase, whether through the administra
tion, or otherwise ? 

Dr. MEHREN. My activity, really, I think-going back, came down 
to two major sets of functions, Mr. "\Veitz. One was argumentation, 
or the supporting documents, to use the bureaucratic language 
here--

Mr. WEITZ. The economic data? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes; in a price-supported docket, above and beyond all 

other things, the economic data are also appraised in terms of politi
cal consideration; and has been, to my knowledge, in all adminis
trations. That was one. 

The other one was as a sort of a collaborator with Mr. Mills in terms 
of appraising the progress of the bills in the House, and to a lesser 
extent in the Senate. 

But there is very little in the sense of working the Hill as a depart
mental liaison officer regularly worked the Hill. No, I had none of 
that. 

As I recall it, I think I testified earlier, that during this period I 
may have talked with four or five people; but they are just the 
four or five people I happen to know well in Congress. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Now, on March 23, 1971, when you left Washington, 
was there optimism among the dairy people with respect to an in
crease by the administration of the price-support level? 

Dr. MEHREN. It's a difficult thing. As I recall, I rather thought
this is ex post of what all of them have told me since, I don't think 
I saw them; I packed up and went to New York. 

Mr. HEININGER. Your question is directed before--
Mr. WEITZ. That's correct. From your knowledge when you left 

Washington, was it your feeling that it was probably, or there was a 
good possibility that there would be an increase in the price-support 
level by the administration ? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so, and this is a difficult question to 
answer. I don't think so because as I recall it, they were reasonably 
well aware that while there was always much discussion, much clear
ance, occasional amendments or either a reversal of preliminary sub
missions from the Secretary's office to the White House. That to 
actually promulgate a finding and officially to send an order and then 
to reverse it would be a most unusual matter. 

I think they were aware of that, and certainly I was. To my knowl
edge that has not occurred before. Perhaps it has, but I don't know. 

I suppose the answer to your question would be that in view of the 
fact-what was the date on which the initial finding was made? 

Mr. WEITZ. March 12, probably. 
Dr. MEHREN. My departure was March 23. A reasonable man would 

be required to assume that the likelihood of reversal would be remote. 
Mr. WEITZ. And you had known from your personal contacts and 

meetings, and so fort:h, during the period when you left, on March 23 
no basis to think otherwise, from what a reasonable man would con
clude? 

Dr. MEHREN. Only one basis, and that was that the number of Mem
bers of the House, and I guess of the Senate, who had endorsed or 
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sponsored, as the case may be, bills setting a minimum floor to the 
price support, as they did this year, was impressive. 

This much I did think, that there was rather good likelihood of pass
ing a bill which would change the minimum from 75 percent parity, to 
whatever the level was being sought by the group. But beyond that, I 
think your question really goes to the point, is it a typical matter, or 
would it frequently occur that the Secretary, probably with t:Jhe 
acquiescence of the \Vhite House had made a finding, and then it 
would be reversed shortly afterwards. I quite agree, that would be a 
~ost unusurul matter, and it has never occurred in my personal expe
rience. 

Mr. WEITZ. Before the time you left, did you have any knowledge or 
information of any political contributions that were made, or were 
being made, or being contemplated, I should say; that ,were made, or 
being contemplated by any of the dairy trusts, or dairy cooperatives 
to the Republican--

Dr. MERREN. I cannot recollect any such discussions whatever. I 
think, and this is a backward judgment, that had anyone come to me 
and said that lawfully and properly in the period of seeking a price
support level, or in the period seeking an amendment, or a reversal of 
the price-support level, you should also be contributing political funds 
I would say, "This is not merely indiscreet, but this is perhaps lawful, 
but stupid." 

I don't think so. The memory I have of the association, attempt of 
the association at least, of political contributions in 1971, and price
support amendment in 1971 was substantially later, and basically 
through the press. I don't recall when that first became public. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right.Now, when you returned--
Dr. MERREN. Also, to answer this-and if I become too discursive 

you tell me-I think it was when the association, or at least the tem
poral sequence of political contrilbutions, amendment of a price sup
port, and apparently further political contributions became public, 
Mr. Nelson made the remarks, or statements with respect to who had 
been useful, and who had not. I think it was in association with the 
publication of these facts that this discussion with Nelson occurred. 

Mr. WEITZ. I see. But, in light of the segmentation-if th:it is the 
proper word-the propensity of Mr. Nelson to segment funct10ns and 
knowledge of activity in the organization, was it surprising .to y~u 
that you were not told of ·any suoh contributions, or contemplat10ns, 1f 
they were in fact made? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, it isn't really. I think that Mr. Nelson looks upon 
me as what might be called virtuous; he looked upon me as a person 
with a professorial background and academic reputation. I can't recall 
any time at which he discussed these kinds of things with me. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did there come a time in May 1971, when you met with 
certain officials in the Department of Agriculture, specifically Assist
ant Secretaries Lyng and Palmby? 

Dr. MERREN. There came a time, I think, when I met-I think prior 
to that, Mr. Weitz-with Mr. Lyng, Don Paarlberg, and there may 
have been others; ,vhich was ·antecedent, I'm pretty sure, to the meeting 
with Dick Lyng and Don Paarlberg. 

Mr. WEITZ. And at this prior meeting, this was after you returned, 
it would be sometime in April or May of 1971? 
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Dr. MERREN. I can't be certain of the sequence, ibut I believe I met 
in a rather heated session one itfternoon with Richard Lyng, an old 
friend and colleague. Don Pa·arlberg was Director of Agricultural 
Economics, another old academic colleague. I think it was prior to 
my meeting with Dick Lyng and Clarence Palmby, I'm not certain. 

Mr. WEITZ. And at that meeting, was the matter of price support 
of the previous March discussed? 

Dr. MERREN. At the meeting with Don Paarlberg and Richard 
Lyng, I don't think it was so much the price support as it was a gen
eral implication that "your people are playing too rough", something 
of that sort. 

Mr. WEITZ. What was he referring to, do you know; did you know 
at the time? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes, not specifically. I think what he was referring to 
was what later became the issue of the Oklahoma metropolitan order 
area difficulty-I think that's what it was. 

Mr. WEITZ.Nothing to do with price-support level. 
Dr. MERREN. I don't recall it as such. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was there any mention or reference, directly or indi

rectly to political influence? 
Dr. MERREN. You are talking now of the meeting with Don Paad

berg and Dick Lyng, which I think was the first meeting, I'm not 
certain of it. I don't recall that as being a thrust of the meeting. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, your subsequent meeting with Assistant Secre
taries Lyng and Paarlberg-did you discuss the question of price
support matter 1 

Dr. MERREN. There is a memorandum, I think, which has been 
made available to you; in which I advised Nelson basically what 
this discussion was. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me show you this memorandum that I believe you 
are referring to, exhibit 15* to the Nelson executive session. It is a 
memorandum to Mr. Nelson from you, dated May 19, 1971. I believe 
you have been shown this before. 

Dr. MERREN. Yes, I have. 
Mr. WEITZ. I want to direct your attention to two paragraphs, 

paragraph 4 and a portion of the second paragraph, item No. 15-
let's begin with No. 4. 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. There is a reference there to the fact that Mr. Lyng 

and Mr. Palmby are upset abeut the boasting and bragging with 
~pect to the reversal to the price-support matter. Do you know what 
this is referring to ? 

Dr. MERREN. Really, I don't think this one came so much from 
Dick Lyng and Clarence Palmby as it did from the Secretary. 

Mr. WEITZ. Secretary Hardin? 
Dr. MERREN. As I recall it, when I finished this discussion here, 

which had in fact been generated, if I recall, by invitation from 
Dick Lyng; I walked downstairs and met Clifford Hardin, who also 
was an old academic colleague of many years on the apron of the 
administration building. 

I really think it was the Secretary who said something to the effect 
that the reversal, or the amendment had occurred, and that he regarded 

•see Book 15, p. 6750. 
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the amendment of the Secretary's decision by the President as one of 
the occurrences that is associated with being a Secretary; but, that 
he did not like, as he put it, our people boasting, or bragging. 

I asked him, as I recall, who was doing it, and he said, "Well, it's 
various personnel out there in your field, the field people." 

I responded, as I recall, to Dr. Hardin to the effect that when I 
was in the Department it was frequently quite impossible to prevent 
such activities, or such statements from our own field personnel; and 
that to my knowledge there had never been any central discussion 
of this sort; and there hadn't. But that I would do everything I 
could to terminate it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in a previous interview with members of this 
staff, I believe with respect to that conversation with Dr. Hardin in 
May of 1971-at least our understanding of your previous interview
was that you said that Dr. Hardin had made a point of telling you 
that he had changed his own mind with respect to the price-support 
matter. 

Dr. M:ERREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, in your statement that you just made, I think you 

made a reference to the fact that Dr. Hardin was referring to a decision 
by the President. Can you clarify, or--

Dr. MERREN. No, no. 
Mr. WEITZ. Can you clarify, or amplify on what Dr. Hardin told 

you on that occasion? 
Dr. MERREN. I think I can clarify it out of my own experience. I 

really don't know of any important price-support decision that doesn't 
almost routinely go over to the White House. It may be occasionally 
on honey, or tung nuts, or some very minor thing that the Secretary 
is given total latitude, although I have seen it go on honey more than 
once to the White House. 

In the progress quite frequently, from my own experience, the 
original submission of the Secretary has been amended. The difference 
has been that it was never made as a finding, and published, and then 
amended. 

Mr. vVEITZ. My question is specifically this: Did Dr. Hardin make a 
statement to you as to whether or not the March 25 decision was his 
own decision, or the President's decision? 

Dr. MERREN. I believe he made it as his own decision; and tech
nically speaking it ,vas his own decision. 

Mr. WEITZ. What did he tell you about it, though? 
Dr. MERREN. As I recall he said something to this effect-and this 

is again most difficult-as I recall he said something to the effect that-
I did make the amendment, and I published it, and it's done. But now I don't 

want people saying I was pushed, or forced. 

Mr. W EITz. That "Was it ? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes, that's basically it, what was discussed-his saying: 
I don't like your boasting and bragging, and saying we made you do it. 

That was the thrust of his statement to me. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he make any reference to the fact that the President 

had ordered him to do it? 
Dr. MERRIEN. None. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he give you the contrary impression? 
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Dr. MEHREN. He really said rthat he made the amendment, and he so 
published it in the Federal Register. Basically, what he said to me was 
in the Federal Register, on the new data respecting costs, as I recall. 

Mr. WEITZ. From your experience in February-March of 1971 in 
connection with the submission that was prepared for relevant individ
uals, I believe you testified here that you were a ware of no such new 
data that was available. 

Dr. MEHREN. There may have been new data, but I will say this, I 
would be very surprised if any totally compelling data on costs would 
have been discovered, or would have been analyzed to reach con
clusions different from the first one. 

But, I must also say again, as I said during your short recess, that 
out of my own prior experience the governing standards of that 
statute are such that they can-with agreed sets of facts, there is 
latitude for secretarial or Presidential decision. 

You see, you cannot take the facts of output, price, cost, revenue, 
treasury cost, acquisitions, imports, et cetera, and come out with a 
unique single determinate finding. So, there is always latitude for 
revision. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, 1n 1971, did you have any knowledge of any con
tributions by AMPL or any of the cooperatives, or their political trust 
to the President's reelection effort? 

Dr. MEHREN. Prior to the price-support ma.tter? 
Mr. WEITZ. No; at.any time in 1971. 
Dr. MEHREN. I think so-I think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Would your knowledge have come through Mr. Nelson, 

or through TAPE reports? From what source? 
Dr. MERREN. I think, and that has to be the best of my recollection, 

it came whenever the Nader matter started; and the press began to 
note what they considered a remarkable interrelationship of temporal 
sequence between submission of data, a price-support finding, political 
contributions, the price-support amendment, and political contribu
tions. 

Let me say again, l do not recall any of them, either in Government, 
or out of Government, referring to political contributions prior, I 
think, to the public knowledge of that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, the public knowledge would be some articles on 
that sequence of events; it was published as early as September of 
1971, the beginning of 1971. 

Now, beginning in September of 1971 until you became general 
manager in January 1972, did you have occasion to discuss this mat
ter with anyone in A MPI? 

Dr. MERREN. Well, I have already stated that I discussed it at least 
once with Harold Nelson. I know his answer, at least in a general-

Mr. WEITZ. What was his answer? 
Dr. MEHREN. This is the thrust, at least in tone or conclusion, these 

aren't the words he used, that people just don't p:o around doing things 
like this. Professionally competent people don't go in and associate 
political contributions with administrative decisions because that's 
not the way things are done. From my earlier experience, that state
ment was correct. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, directing your attention to 1972--
Dr. MEHREN. Yon have 15, that you wanted me, to look at. 
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Mr. WEITZ. I think we covered that. Both matters essentially cover 
the same topic. 

Before we leave that, before we leave 1971, I have here an exhibit 
to one of your depositions. 

It is a report of the general manager, AMPI to the board of direc
tors, dated December 1, 1971. Now, on page 14 of that report it states 
as follows, the paragraph reads as follows: "What we have done has 
been worth the doing," that refers to the TAPE program. "Adjust
ments in price supports were worth at least $300 million in income 
to dairy farmers." 

I have two questions: First of all is that, to your knowledge, a fair 
estimate of the impact of the price-support increase on dairy farmers? 

Dr. MERREN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Didn't you write this report? 

. Dr. MEHREN. I helped write it, but I'm not sure I put that number 
m; no. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you have a chance to review this before it was dis
tributed? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. I wrote parts of it, I am not sure which, the parts 
that I 1actually drafted. I am certain I read the whole thing; but as of 
now I am quite certain that number is at least twice as high as it 
should be. 

Mr. VVEITz. 'When you say "as of now," what about at the time in 
1971 when the decision was made; was it a fair estimate? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes, I suspect it probably would have been a fair 
estimate then, because no one was aware that the market price by 
December of 1971, certainly by ,January 1971, would have exceeded 
the support level. 

Mr. WEITZ.January of 1972. 
Dr. MEHREN. 1972, yes. I think the way this was done, that they 

projected on the basis of the first quarter of the marketing yeiar the 
acquisitions and outlays by the Federal Government that would be 
associated with them. But in the meantime, by Decembe,r of 1971, as 
I recall, late December of 1971, the market price had exceeded the sup
port price. There were virtually no acquisitions, and no governmental 
additions to incomes in the last part of the marketing year. 

The number that I had worked out-I asked that question of Elrod 
and Miller, who are economists down there, and they come out with 
about $124 million as the maximum. 

Mr. VVEITz. As you say, that is concluded with hindsight. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Subsequent data. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, turning your attention to 1972. You became 

general manager on January i2 of that year; is that correcU 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Now, I believe you testified-probably a number of 

times-that when you became general manager, and I think you 
repeated it again today, that you made an effort to determine fr_?m 
those prior management people, and current management people, exist
ing commitments and responsibilities of the cooperative. Is that 
correct? 
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Dr. MEHREN. Yes. I believe the order was written on February 3, 
as I recall. I believe I wrote a memorandum saying I wanted our people 
to let me know what commitments and contracts, and so on, were out
standing, good, or bad. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, did you have an occasion to discuss with anyone 
"·hat outstanding political commitments, if any, then existed? 

Dr. MEHREN. I had the one specific discussion with David L. Parr 
to which I referred earlier. I think I asked Nelson, and I think I asked 
everybody else if we had such political commitments; the only one 
that I ever was given, as I reca11 it, was the $2.6 million, nommally 
from articles; that is not a money commitment. 

Mr. HEIN,INGER. He doesn't believe that. 
Dr. MEHREN. There were two commitments that I know about, they 

are in the record, in that not only N e]son, but other participants of that 
March 23 meeting told me that they did make two agreements with the 
President. At least they said something to that effect, if the price sup
port was put at the level they wanted it, which I vaguely remember 
was $4.93, as opposed to $4.66, (a) they would undertake to comply 
with the President's apparent request that they control production, 
and not load the Government up with stocks; and ( b) that they would 
not intervene or ask a price support in 1972. Now, that commitment I 
did keep because I asked Nelson bluntly if those two commitments 
had been made, and he answered quite bluntly "Yes"; and therefore I 
did not, or AMPI did not participate in representation for price-sup
port adjustment in 1972. 

Mr. WEITZ. To your knowledge, did the other cooperatives? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, I am quite certain they did. 
Mr. WEITZ. They did seek it? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, they did. 
Mr. WEITZ. What caused you to ask Mr. Nelson whether these com

mitments had been made? · 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't think I asked him whether those two commit

ments had been made because it would have been quite impossible, not 
having participated in a meeting of this sort, to ask two questions like 
that, I am quite certain that certain producer people who participated 
in that meeting, perhaps Nelson himself in telling me what the Presi
dent had said, let me know that these two quasi-commitments, at any 
rate, had been discussed. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, with respect to political commitments, or commit
ments with respect to political contributions, did you ask him of any 
of such commitments, and did he inform you of any such commit
ments? 

Dr. MEHREN. This much I can say to you, and again, for the record, I 
would like to have you personally, as well as professionally under
stand this: I do not, as a general matter, falsify myself on anything, 
nor have I, nor shall I. 

Second, I see nothing wrong with a commitment ; and if they had told 
me they had a commitment, I would tell you they had told me so. 
There were other commitments of rather dubious nature that I was 
told about; some of which I kept, and some of which I didn't. 

But again, I can tell you that I cannot recall any instance in which 
any of them said anything to the effect that they had made an agree-
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ment, ·with or without quid pro quo to participate in the financing o:f 
Mr. Nixon's 1972 campaign. 

Mr. "\V:srrz. Nmv, you say commitment, agreement; I am asking you 
,vhether they told you of any discussions, or representations that in
volnd a discussion of contributions to the Repu.blican Party, or to 
President Nixon's reelection. 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. All right. Now on page 144 o:f the December 19 execu

tive session when Mr. Nelson was before this committee, he was asked 
the follo,ving: "In your conversation with Dr. Mehren, either before 
the first meeting in January, or between the first and second meeting 
with Mr. Kalmbach, did he ask you whether any commitments had 
been made for political contributions?" 

Mr. Nelson's response is: "I think he asked me what we were com
mitted to do." And then he said, "I asked him what he told you," and 
he said, ""\Vhat we had told him"; and I said "what did you tell him?" 
and Mr. Nelson's response on page 145 is: "I told him the same thing 
I told everyone else, it was indicated that we would make large con
tributions and had been unable to get the committees." 

Dr. MERREN.Now--
Mr. "\VEITZ. Wait a second, -further down I asked him: "Did you 

indicate that these intentions or commitments, however you want to 
characterize them, had been -fully satisfied?" And Mr. Nelson's re
sponse was, "No, I told him they had not been." Do you recall any 
such conversation? 

Dr. MERREN. No, no. And again, now, I have no personal or profes
sional reservation in telling you if there was such a commitment. 

The only thing I know of is the reference by Marion Harrison to 
the difficulty of meeting commitments; but that, I think, was 1971, in 
g:etting committees put together. But I do not have any recollection
in fact, I have adverse recollections of Nelson and Jacobsen ever tell
ing me that they had made any agreement, specific, indirect, or other
wise, to contribute to the 1972 campaign. There would be no point in 
my telling you this unless it's so. 

Mr. WEITZ. That would include any discussions, or representations 
without regards to agreements, or commitments? 

Dr. MERREN. I think so. I don't have any recollection of it; and if 
I did, I would give it to you quite without reserve. 

Mr. WEITZ. And if you did, you would have a recollection of it. 
Dr. MERREN. I think so. I can't answer yes, or no. 
Mr. HEININGER. For the record, the document to which he referred 

was not discovered by us, and I am sure not seen by him until your 
search through the file. 

Mr. WEITZ. Are you aware that Mr. Parr has denied under oath 
even discussing the $2.6 million matter with you? 

Dr. MERREN. I am now aware, that you ask me the question; but I 
wasn't until this moment. The discussion was in the presence o:f an
other person. 

Mr. WEITZ. Who was that? 
Dr. MERREN. John Butterbrodt . 
. Mr. WEITZ. Did you talk with Mr. Butterbrodt about what com

mitments had been made, or what discussions, or representations with 
respect to contributions had been made? 
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Dr. MEHREN. Yes; I ta·lked to him many times about it. 
Mr. WEITZ. "That did he tell you? 
Dr. MEHREN. He told me first that he knew nothing about the 

apparent commitments in 1971; that appeared to have been a decision 
made individually by Mr. Nelson, or by Mr. Nelson and a group, a 
group in which Mr. Butterbrodt did not participate. Mr. Butterbrodt 
and any of the other board people to w horn I have talked said they have 
no knowledge of any agreements with quid pro quo, or bereft of quid 
pro quo, associated with earlier price adjustments, or also future price 
adjustments with respect to 1972. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. When did this conversation take place with Mr. 
Butter'brodt? 

Dr. MEHREN. Well, there have been many conversations with Mr. 
Butterbrodt. 

Mr. 1VEITz. men was the first time that you discussed that with 
him? 

Dr. MEHREN. Well, I suppose, and I will have to say this out of guess, 
rather than precise recollection, I suspect when the rumor about the 
$2.6 million with respect to David Parr came up, I asked ,John if he; 
knew •anything about any of this, and his answer was, "No." 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, on page 159 of your antitrust deposition, which 
is still underway, that particular questioning took place on December 
13, you were asked whether as new general manager you had asked 
management, prior management, of what the Republican Party and 
Mr. Kalmbach expected; and your answer was, "No, I didn't; I had no 
reason to believe there were any commitments of the sort we discussed 
this morning," and you went on to say that you didn't ask him about it. 

I take it from what you are saying that you, in fact, did ask Mr. 
Nelson. 

Dr. MEHREN. I really asked Mr. Nelson and everybody else, as 
best as I could, what commitments of any sort there were, whether 
they were personal contracts, of which quite a few came up; some of 
which were alleged to exist and never were found; business commit
ments, the works. 

But primarily, Mr. Weitz, in the context of saying, what are the 
areas, or the functions in which I can cut costs; this was my overriding 
necessity in the first weeks. I wanted to know what was owed there. 

I will agree that political matters at that time, in that environment, 
considering the urgency of the other decisions I had to make, were 
of relatively minor importance. But, I think I asked them one by one, 
and I think Butterbrodt was certainly there the first 3 weeks of this 
set of inquiry' "mat do we owe the people?" 

You see, again, I had to go from ·approximately, as I recall it, 
something like $15 million of home-office cost, I had to get it down to 
about $6 million. 

Mr. WEITZ. Yes; we will get to the specific meetings in a minute; 
but you testified, ·and it is a matter of public record, at least sometime 
in early February of 1972, you did meet with Mr. Kalmbach £or the 
purpose of discussing the general way of campaign contributions. At 
that meeting you were accompanied iby Mr. Nelson and Mr .• Jacobsen. 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Didn't you take that occasion, when you made ,a special 

trip from San Antonio to Los Angeles and back again, to at least dis-
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euss with Mr. Nelson and Mr. Jacobsen what, i£ any, commitments or 
representations had previously been made? 

Dr. MEHREN. No; I didn't do it quite that way, as I rec.all it. I said 
something-what I did ask them was, "Are we under pressure, or 
are we under requirement; and why are you people aipparently in effect 
acting as intermediaries with Kalmbach?"; and the answer they gave 
me was, "We have to live with those people for another 4 years." 

But nothing more direct than that; and that statement I ean 
remember quite explicitly in the airplane going out-incidentally a 
commercial plane, going out to Los Angeles. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did he indicate there had been a $90,000 a month com
mitment made the previous year? 

Dr. MEHREN. I have never heard 0£ a $90,000 a month commitment 
until it appeared in the press about 2 or 3 weeks ago. I am not sure now 
that there was any sueh commitment. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he tell you how mueh had been contributed in 1971? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't rec.all Nelson or anybody else telling me. I 

believe the press had discovered what had been contributed in 1971 
through TAPE. 

Mr. ·wEITz. Did you ask Mr. Nelson why that amount had been 
contributed? 

Dr. MEHREN. Probably not. It was contributed, it was done with. 
Mr. WEITZ. ·with respect to meeting with Mr. Kalmbach--
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ [continuing]. Did the matter come up as to, we con

tributed that amount, do they want more, or why do they want more; 
or was the feeling, we should contribute more in order to live with 
them £or another 4 years? 

Dr. MEHREN. Mr. Kalmbach went to great lengths, really, to make 
two points very clear to me in that discussion, whieh nearly all 0£ the 
others always did. That there was no quid pro quo 0£ any sort herA, 
Mr. Kalmbach, I believe, later testified under oath, to Bill Dobrovir 
that when he said he ,vould not make further representations that t,hP.r" 
would be no breach 0£ commitments. 

It was not at the first meeting with him, I think, but the last one; 
but the matter 0£ commitments came up, and I do rec.all saying to him: 
"Now the abstention from any further representation, or seeking 0£ 
funds here is not to be taken as a breach 0£ any commitment," and 
he said "there was no commitment;" and he so testified. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let's take those meetings--
Dr. MEHREN. Let me just put this on the record. I ean only tell you 

what was said. I cannot tell whether there was a commitment in the 
sense that you now say it. My own strong feeling now is, yes, there 
was; and I said that to you in private conversations. 

But your question is: "Did they ever say this to me?" and the 
answer 1s, "No." 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, I would like to take these meetings with Mr. Kalm
bach in sequence, so that we can perhaps bring out the specific matters 
with respect to each meeting. 

Dr. MEHREN. Sure. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Were you told, either before or after January 14, 1972, 

a meeting was going to take place between Mr. Nelson, Mr. Jacobsen, 
and Mr. Kalmbach in California? 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk.17- 21 
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Dr. MEHREN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Can you explain why Mr. Nelson in his executive session 

before us, on page 144, when asked about the meeting said that, "Mr. 
Jacobsen and I flew out in that jet and flew back, and then I reported 
to him"-meaning you-"about the meeting?" 

Dr. MERREN. Yes, I can. 
Mr. WEITZ. All right. 
Dr. MEHREN. When I heard, or had adduced from the questioning 

of the grand jury that this meeting had occurred, quite truly, this was 
my first knowledge of it. 

The next morning I reported to counsel, Mr. Heininger, that this 
information had been made known to me; and it was as impressive to 
Mr. Heininger as it was to me. 

Immedi,ately upon going back to San Antonio I asked the comp
troller to check the log of the company jet, to see whether it in fact had 
gone to Los Angeles. The log was last indicated on January the 12th of 
1972. The last logged flight of that jet was from San Antonio, to 
Mexico City, to Houston, to San Antonfo on January 12. I therefore, 
:is I think, told you on the telephone, and I certainly told Mr. Hein
mger that 1apparently the jet was not used. 

Then I heard, oh, a week ago from Mr. Heininger that Harold Nelson 
had said I gave him permission to use that jet, whereupon I told our 
people to go out and search for fuel records. Having searched for fuel 
records they found a fueling of the jet in Los Angeles on January 14, 
I think. 

I said then, "search again"-they had been through expense ac
oounts-and I said, "search them again to find out if we have any 
records of Nelson and the pilot being in Los Angeles." They found an 
expense record of Harold Nelson on the night of January 13, I think, 
at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel. They found, at another hotel, an ex
pense record for Mr. Paul Blanton, who is the pilot; but not for the 
copilot, as I recall it. 

So, the flight obviously occurred. It was not logged, and it still is 
not logged. The last log flight on that jm, was J anuarv 12, 1972; the 
tanks were drained on January 18, as I recall. · 

Mr. w·ErTz. Can you provide us with copies of the fuel record and 
expense records for that date? 

Mr. HEININGER. I don't think they are expense records, I think they 
are hotel hills. I think it was a charge on an Express card, or some
thing. We will provide that. 

Mr. wrEITZ. "Whatever von are able to find. 
Dr. MEIIREN. I have two things, I have the hotel bills for Blanton 

and for Nelson; and I have the fueling in Los Angeles. In fact, I can 
tell you now--

Mr. PLOTKIN. ,Just for clarification, are you saying that Nelson never 
filed an expense account covering those expenses? 

Dr. l\fEJIREN. Nelson paid for his Beverly Wilshfre on an AMPI 
credit card, which on the first inquiry was not discovered. Immediately 
after November 15, or whenever we were last here I asked Gary vV oods, 
our comptroller to check and see. 

Now, Heinie then asked me, "Did you give him permission to use 
the jet?" and I give you the best recollection of that I have, and I think 
the answer to that is "Yes." But I would like to put this on the record, 
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too. After the board meeting ,a.t which Mr. Nelson was detache,d as 
general manager and I was installed, the executive committee and the 
officers of AMPI met out in our office, ·which is way out from town; 
they met in my old office. · 

Shortly after we met there Parr came down and said, almost plead
ingly, "Will you give me 2 or 3 minutes with you"; and I did, primar
ily for tranquility, I guess, it had been a very difficult day. I went up 
to the office I now occupy, which was then occupied by Mr. Nelson. As I 
recall there was Mr. Nelson, Mr. Parr, Mr. Howard, Mr. Townsend, and 
Mr. Ball. There were perhaps others, but those I remember. 

I recall very well Mr. Parr saying to me that he would be most 
deeply grateful if I would make two immediate agreements with 
him; one is that Mr. Ball would become the manager of the north 
Texas division; the second was that I would leave Mr. Howard and 
Mr. Townsend with him for his thinking operation in Little Rock. 

I know very well what my answer to that was. My answer was: 
"That this is ,January 12, it's a difficult day, these are matters which 
will have to be considered in conjunction with many other things; 
and I would certainly make no such agreements one way or the other 
now." 

I think at that time Harold Nelson asked me if he could use the 
jet to clean up odds and ends; and I think I said "Yes." Now, I next 
saw Harold Nelson, to my knowledge, some 10 days later. 

Mr. ·w EITz.Did he tell vou at that time of his meeting? 
Dr. MERREN. No. Let me proceed. I know this now, and I knew 

this 3 months ago. They went from San Antonio that night to Dallas, 
all of them; this group. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. 
Dr. MERREN. As far as I can find out-Parr told me that he had 

gone up there with them in order to quiet the wounds and heal the diffi
culties, et cetera-I know that Parr went up and came back, so I 
rather believe his story. 

They apparently went out that evening, late that evening from San 
Antonio to Dallas--

Mr. HEININGER. That was the 12th. 
Dr. MERREN. The 12th, yes; I know that to be true. I think that 

Nelson did say, more or less anxiously, "Can I use the jet to clean up 
odds and ends?" I think I said "Yes." Again, this has gone back 2 
years with the use of the jet. I might say for the record, I never used 
the jet after .T anuary 12 at all. 

He did not show, as I recall it, and I think I can establish it also, 
because Butterbrodt was there every Monday for the following three 
Mondays for the purpose of seeing what we could do to find out what 
really needed to be encompassed in the next few weeks. 

I think it was at least a week, or 10 days before Nelson came back; 
and I have no recollection of any statement about going to Los Angeles. 
Ar~d I do not, to this date, recall any one of tnem ever telling me 
tln~. In complete truth, as I have told you in an informal session, Mr. 
Wmtz, the first knowledge I had of this was in the deduction from 
the question that Mr. Sale asked me. 

I will also say, if I had known, I think my procedures from there 
on ,vould have been substantially different from what they were, for 
very good reasons. 
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Mr. ,VEITZ. Now, sometime around ,January 26, or 27 did you have 
an occasion to discuss with Mr. ,T acobsen arrangements for a subse
quent meeting with Mr. Kalmbach? 

Dr. MEHREN. There is very great doubt that I discussed arrange
ments with him personally. I think, as best I can reconstruct it, that 
there were telephone discussions. The reason I am reasonably sure 
is because this was the day I 'first met general counsel-I mean legal 
counsel. 

Mr. vVmTz. You are reasonably sure you didn't meet with him? 
Dr. MEnREN. With Mr. Nelson? 
Mr. WEITZ. No, wearetalkingaboutJacobsen. 
Dr. MEnREN. Oh, on January 26, no. 
Mr. WEITZ. How about on January 27, do you recall meeting with 

Jacobsen on that day? 
Dr. MERREN. I was in Chicago then, also. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did there come a time, then, sometime before Febru

ary 3, when you discussed with Mr. Jacobsen, and agreed to meet with 
Mr. Kalmbach? 

Dr. MERREN. Very obviously, but I am not sure that was a per
sonal meeting. I know there were several conversations on the telephone 
with him-what does the calendar show? 

Mr. HEININGER. I think the record, ,as I reconstructed it, there un
doubtedly were some telephone conversations with Mr. Jacobsen. And 
the final arrangements :for going over to Los Angeles apparently were 
worked out between Mr. Jacobsen's secretary--

Dr. MERREN. And Mrs. Jamiesen. I have records to that effect, if 
you want that, I will give it to you. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, when Jacobsen talked about this matter what did 
he tell you? 

Dr. MERREN. Basically that Kalmbach wanted to talk to me about 
the support of the President in 1972; and that Mr. Kalmbach was in 
effect the major fund collector for the Nixon oompaign. And that in 
all likelihood, as he put it, that is, "Nelson reaffirmed we would have 
to live with these people"; and that it would be highly desirable that 
I get to know him and discuss this matter with him. That, generally, 
was the thrust of it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate how he came to be the intermediary, 
or ca,me to the position where he wanted you to contact Mr. Kalmbach i 

Dr. MERREN. Only to this extent, that as I recall it he said to me that 
Mr. Kalmbach wanted to talk to me about this. 

Mr. WEITZ. How did Mr. Jacobsen-did he explain how he came 
to that know ledge? 

Dr. MEHREN, No. Had he done this in December 1972, I would have 
asked him that question; in January 1972 I didn't worry. 

Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Jacobsen is a life-time Democrat, is he not? 
Dr. MERREN. In terms of party registration, or what? 
Mr. WEITZ. Affiliation and activities. 
Dr. MERREN. No, not to my knowledge. He was a major fund-

ga.therer, I think, of Democrats for Nixon, wasn't he? 
Mr. WEITZ. I said Democratic affili,ation. 
Dr. MEHREN. Was he a member of the party, you mean? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
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Dr. 1\'IBHR'.EN. But I also say to my knowledge that he apparently 
sparked the collection of Democratic funds for the reelection of Rich
ard Nixon in 1972. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. Did you perceive, or did he expliain this role in January 
of 1972 as that role? 

Dr. MEHREN. Well, I think it was generally known, publicly 
known that he was a fundraiser for Democrats for Nixon. 

Mr. WEITZ. Democrats for Nixon were not organized until the :fol
lowing August. '\¥hat did he tell you in January? 

Dr. MEHREN. Precisely what I said, that this is a man who wanted 
to talk to me. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. You didn't express surprise and say, "Jake, what are 
you doing talking to Herb Kalmbach"? 

Dr. M1rnREN. No, I didn't. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you know who he was? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes, but only vaguely. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. And did you ask ,J1acobsen how he came to know him? 
Dr. MERREN. No, I didn't because-look, now, Mr. Weitz, I knew 

Jacobsen had been a participant in a variety of political campaigns, 
which incidentally I had never participated in; that he did have con
nections across the board. ·when Jake said to me "Mr. Kalmbach wants 
to talk to you as the new chief of AMPI about political contribu
tions," I took it for what it said, that Mr. Kalmbach had asked him to 
do it. 

I didn't know why he picked ,Jacobsen instead of somebody else, 
,Jacobsen obviously had had a long and close connection with our 
preceding management. It was entirely likely that if Kalmbach did in 
fact want to speak to me, Jacobsen would be the person to whom he 
would go to set it up. 

I repeat now, Kalmbach testified that Jacobsen went to him. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Now, did there come a time in late January 1972, when 

you met with Marion Harrison in San Antonio? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think it was late January, I can't give you dates. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Sometime early in 1972. 
Dr. MEnmJN. Dowe have a record of that? 
Mr. HEININGER. I don't think we do. 
Dr. 1\huREN. The point is, I don't think it's January. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall him spending the night at your house? 
Dr. MEHREN. I certainly do. Do you want to know why? 
Mr. '\VEITZ. No, I would like to know the purpose of the visit. 
Dr. MEHREN. The purpose of the visit, as he put it to me, was to 

establish a relationship with me as the new general manager, and 
through me with the board of AMPI, different and more effective 
than what he had been able to establish with Harold Nelson and Dave 
Parr. 

·without any disparagement of Parr and Nelson, in essence what 
Mr. Harrison said to me was that he gave them excellent advice with 
respect to political procedures in Washington, and frequently they 
didn't adhere to it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate how? 
Dr. MEHREN. "\Vell, the one I can recall at this stage is that he would 

arrange appointments, he would arrange discussions, which most 
often, as you recall, they would go ahead and do; 'but then they would 
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go around left end and meet with other people, which made it very 
difficult for him effeotively to function as a door-opener and arranger 
of discussions. 

His basic request, if it can be so defined, of me 1was that if I would 
be working with him, I would give very careful consideration to his 
overall strategic recommendations, and not take collateral or outside 
action, which would diminish the effectiveness of what he was doing. 

Mr. WRITZ. He didn't try to impress upon him the fact that he was 
a key Republican lawyer with contacts in the administration that 
you would do well to retain; wasn't this the thrust of his conversation? 

Dr. MEIIREN. That was implicit in his conversation, and again, with 
no disparagement of Marion Harrison, that has been implicit in any 
conversation I ever had with Marion Harrison. 

l\fr. Vi!EI'l'Z. Did he also explain that he had played a major role 
in the 1971 contributions to the President's reelection? 

Dr. l\fEIIREN. Pm not sure he explained it, but by that time I knew 
it because it was in the press. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. I think in your antitrust deposition, on page 151, you 
referred to the fact that Harrison told you that. 

Dr. MERREN. Not just then. 
Mr. ,-VEITZ. But he told you that. 
Dr. MEHREN. I think the main thrust was how he and I would work 

together. 
l\fr. ,VEITZ. Wasn't he worried that you would cut off his firm's re

tainer; and didn't you discuss that? 
Dr. MERREN. I expect he was. I don't recall his definitely saying 

this, but I think by then, I think by February he certainly knew that 
I had required the comptroller of AMPI to give me detailed records 
on public relations people, lawyers, anybody on the collateral payroll 
at Al\fPI; and I expect by the time that Marion Harrison came to my 
home he knew that I had detached quite a few of them. 

Mr. WEITZ. Didn't he make some reference to the fact that he was 
necessary, and for you to continue to fulfill the commitments that had 
been made by prior management? 

Dr. MERREN. To my knowledge, again, Marion Harrison never said 
that there were commitments. Again, if he had said it, it would not be 
disturbing to me, I would tell you so. I cannot recollect, and I will 
not fabricate recollections any more than fail to recollect what I know. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, we have a mite House memo of January 1972, 
which makes reference to the fact that the milk people do not want to 
continue to deal with Reeves and Harrison. Do you have such knowl
edge of any such decisions, or discussions on the part of your coop
erative? 

Dr. MERREN, Not with any great precision. I think that there was, 
both with Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr, a feeling that he had not effec
tively handled the committee machinery through which those TAPE 
funds were apparently allocated; that it had been provocative of mas
sive trouble, which might have been avoided by rather more effective 
activity by Mr. Harrison. But I had heard nothing prior to my ini· 
tiation of tenure, Mr. Weitz, that would indicate firing him, or any
thing of that sort. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Harrison mention Mr. Jacobsen in that con
versation when he was at your house? 
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Dr. MEHREN. Truthfully, I can't recall; he may have. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Did he refer to Mr. Kalmbach? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't recall any reference to Mr. Kalmbach at all. 

It was basically the two points to which you yourself have referred, 
or which I have discussed in response to your questions. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. How about Mr. Chotiner, did he make reference to Mr. 
Chotiner? 

Dr. MEHREN. I am not sure it was at that meeting that he made 
reference to Mr. Chotiner; it may well have been. But this I can tell 
you, I do recall that at that, or some other meeting, Mr. Harrison told 
me about Mr. Chotiner becoming of counsel to Reeves and Harrison. 

I suspect it probably was at that meeting, because at that time I 
knew what the retainer fees were. Again, I am probably reconstruct
ing, which is dangerous and :foolish. I rather think I asked him why, 
sometime in 1971, the retainer had gone :from $50,000 to $107,500; but 
I believe there is a response to that question, that he told me the ar
rangement in respect to Mr. Chotiner. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, before we move to the February 3d meeting, just 
one other area. You mentioned the fact that you discussed commit
ments in general, and prior obligations and so :forth, of management 
when you took over with Mr. Nelson, at least with respect to one mat
ter with Mr. Parr. How about Mr. Lilly, did you ask him about any 
such prior obligations, political--

Dr. MEHREN. No, I did not. 
Mr. WEITZ [ continuing] or otherwise? 
Dr. MEHREN. Not to my knowledge, anyway. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you know that Mr. Lilly had substantial political 

responsibility under prior management? 
Dr. MEHREN. It was my understanding that he had a political re

sponsibility primarily with respect to two types of political entities; 
one was the State governments; and the other one was associated with 
the Animal and Product Health and Sanitation. That was my under
standing then. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember meeting with Mr. Lilly, or seeing him 
in vVashington in March of 1971, with respect to the price-support \ 
matter? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't have any memory of Mr. Lilly being present, 
but that doesn't mean he wasn't. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, on February 3, you, Mr. Nelson, and Mr. Jacobsen 
flew out to Los Angeles and met with Mr. Kalmbach. 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. vVEITz. And also present was Mr. DeMarco, and others of his 

law firm; is that correct? 
Dr. MERREN. I am quite certain that Mr. DeMarco was there, and 

I think there were three others; I don't know their names. 
Mr. WEITZ. I see. 
Dr. MEHREN. I'm not sure it was three. 
Mr. vVEITZ. The meeting began, as I understand it, in Mr. Kalm

bach's office, and then you proceeded to go to lunch; is that correct? 
Dr. MEHREN. Not quite. As I recall it, we walked about the area a 

bit because we were early, and discussed the architecture of the new 
Bank of America Tower. "\Ve then went upstairs, and I believe were 
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me,t by Mr. DeMarco. I would say it might have been 30 minutes 
after first meeting Mr. DeMarco that Mr. Kalmbach came in. 

Then, I think, we proceeded to DeMarco's offices. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, in the earliest, the first contact with Mr. DeMarco, 

did he discuss contributions in any way, before Mr. Kalmbach's ar
rival, or was it just pleasantries? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, it was no more than pleasantries, as I recall. 
These were pretty things, discussion of certain furnishings, certain 
art; I think there was discussion of the development of Kalmbach's 
firm, who they were, where they were. 

Mr. WI<,ITZ. There were no discussions of contributions? 
Dr. l\fanREN. No, only in the broad sense that we were there to dis

cuss contributions with Mr. Kalmbach; but no specifics were discussed, 
as I recall it, Mr. Weitz, until the arrival of Mr. Kalmbach. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, when Mr. Kalmbach arrived and you proceeded to 
Mr. DeMarco's office, could you tell us in a general way the substance 
of the conversation? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. I have a memory which I am not sure is precise, 
but be it correct, I believe Mr. Jacobsen introduced Mr. Nelson to Mr. 
Kahnbach. 

Mr. WEITZ. To each other? 
Dr. MEHREN. That is my memory, it could be wrong. But, I re

member, for what it's worth, accurate or inaccurate, a discussion of 
Mr. Kalmbach and Mr. Jacobsen, the tone of which indicated they 
knew each other; and then in reference to Mr. Nelson as if they did 
not know each other. That was the first part. 

The next part, as I can reconstruct this discussion by Mr. Jacobsen 
at some length, maybe 5 minutes, or so, with respect to the total de
tachment of any political contributions, including those about to be 
discussed from any action by any element of the Government prior 
to such discussions, simultaneously therewith, or thereafter. To the 
extent that I recall, and I think I so testified to Bill Dobrovir, that 
this was a sort of a civics lecture, and I had for one reason or another 
taken two or three political science courses in my life ; this is unneces
sary, and get on with the business. 

Then there was specific disclaimer, and rather eloquently stated, 
genteelly stated, civilly stated by Mr. Kalmbach at substantial length, 
Alan, that this did not in any measure indicate adjustment to anything 
that had been done in the past or anything that would be done in the 
future. He went to very great lengths, and did it rather well, to in
dicate that this was a discussion of the possibilities of contributing 
to the reelection of Richard M. Nixon solely for the purpose of the 
reelection of Richard M. Nixon in the interest of the people of the 
United States; and carefully, not merely did not affirmatively refer 
to agreements, to commitments, to quid pro quo, but carefully laid 
the groundwork that no such constituent elements were by any con
struction involved in these discussions. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, if "\Vhite House members, either at that time or 
earlier, had made reference to commitments of $1 million, $2 million, 
$90,000 a month, what does that indicate to you in connection with Mr. 
Kalmbach's conversation with you? And I might add, referring to Mr. 
Kalmbach, again, he was reportedly aware of such commitments. 

Dr. MERREN. You are a ware that I was not a ware of such memos. 
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Mr. ·WEITZ. Yes. Let me ask you this: Doesn't this indicate to you, 
then, that Mr. Kalmbach's references to you were cosmetic in nature, 
without regard to whether understandings had either ever been made, 
or ever been contemplated, or were to be made? 

Dr. MEHREN. As of now do I so consider, or did I on January 12, 
1972? 

Mr. vVEITZ. vV"ell, I take it that as of January 12, or as of February 3, 
you did not take these to be cosmetic? 

Dr. MERREN.No, I did not; I didn't have any reason to do so. Let me 
say again, and perhaps those of you who are attorneys here can correct 
me. I would not have been deeply shocked if they had said directly and 
unequivocally, "Your predecessors have agreed to support the candi
dacy of Richard Nixon in 1972." To my knowledge there is nothing 
unlawful about such an agreement, there is nothing necessarily im
proper about such an agreement. If they had said that to me, then 
I would have had to do exactly what I did with respect to other com
mitments, say that from Congressman James Jones, who most ve
hemently, orally, by telephone, by letter indicated to me that this was 
a flat handshake contract with Harold Nelson; who did put a lawyer 
on my tail when I said I wouldn't fulfill the commitment, so-called. 
I would have done the same thing here. 

And, if I might say, perhaps to facilitate the discussion, if there 
had been reference to agreements to contribute in 1972, first I would 
have adjusted to it as best I could, I would have gone back to discuss 
that with my colleagues; and i would have told you so. I would have 
no reason not to tell you. 

Mr. WEITZ. Well, let me ask you this, I am trying not only to deter
mine with respect to your testimony, but also with respect to your 
knowledge from these other individuals, their reasons to tell you, or 
not to tell you. 

Now, the previous week, in January 1972, the Nader suit was filed; 
and this was in the same vein ,as the adverse publicity in the fall of 
1971. Now, that publicity focused at that point on contributions of 
approximately $300,000 to the Republican Party, and a somewhat 
lesser amount directly to the President's commi-ttees. Now, I'm not 
sure of that-approximately $300,000. 

Dr. MEI-IREN. I think $422,500 to the committees, if I recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. That is including 1972; but as of ,January 1972, there 

was upward of $300,000. Now, in light of the publicity, and in light of 
the suit that had been filed, was there not in fact a reason either not to 
discuss, or to try to minimize, or conceal on the part of someone a 
commitment thait substantially exceeded the amount that had already 
been contributed and publicly· reported? 

Dr. MEHREN. I can only conclude-and this is a dangerous conclu
sion which could never be established empirically one way or another
that these people thought that if they told me there had been a commit
ment, I would on my own, or with my colleagues, say that we won't 
need it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Well, they testified that they did. 
Dr. MEHREN. Well, I can testify--
Mr. "\V"1s1Tz. At least Mr. Nelson testified. 
Dr. MEHREN. I have no such recollection, and I give you the best 

recollections I can. 
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Mr. WEITZ.Now--
Dr. MERREN. Let me finish because I think there is a point that you 

need here. The question of the Nader matter and the public reaction to 
the earlier contributions in 1971 did come up, and I so testified, I 
think-I'm not sure I testified before. 

Mr. WEITZ. My next question, then, will be: Was there not discussion 
of procedures that might be followed if additional contributions were 
made in 1972? ' 

Dr. MERREN. Yes, there was. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who said that, and what was said? 
Dr. MERREN. This was at lunch, and not, as I recall it, in the office of 

Mr. Kalmbach. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Well, at the office of Mr. Kalmbach, after he made these 

disclaimers, what, exactly, did he say? 
Dr. MEHR.EN. Well, what he said, that the President and he would be 

quite grateful if we found it possible for the good of the country to 
contribute to the support of the campaign for the reelection of Richard 
M.Nixon. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he mention any amounts, or quantity; did he char
acterize it in any way as substantial contributions? 

Dr. MERREN. Well, I knew this, and I think he understood I knew it. 
By that time I certainly knew that Herbert Kalmbach didn't deal with 
$50 contributions or $100 contributions. But the magnitudes came up 
only with respect to the question you are about to ask me, and those are 
disjunctive. 

Mr. WEITZ. Before we get to that, what was your response in his 
office? 

Dr. MERREN. My response was that I would listen to whatever sug
gestions would be made, whatever requests were made; that I would 
take it back and discuss it with my colleagues, and would respond 
later. This is what I do in every such matter that comes to me. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did he make any further suggestions, other than the 
general request that you indicated? 

Dr. MERREN. Nothing that was specific. He didn't say-among this 
now you are really asking me indirectly, "Your people have agreed to 
give me $1 million or $2 million," the answer is no. 

Did he say, ';Your people have agreed to give me anything at all," 
the answer is "No." 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he say, "We understand your people are supportive 
of the President"? 

Dr. MERREN. I don't recall his saying that. I do know he testified 
that I had once stated in that meeting that my single motivation was 
to assist in the reelection of Richard M. Nixon. The fact is, on a per
sonal basis, which I detach from my job at AMPI, I have never once 
availed myself of any opportunity, in California or elsewhere, to vote 
for Richard M. Nixon. But I do recall his having made that statement 
in his deposition to Dobrovir. No, it was really the security, the safety, 
the welfare of this country. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he mention any other contributions, or goal figures, 
for any other contributors? 

Dr. MERREN. I am not sure he did, I know Lee Nunn did later, in 
terms of total magnitude. I don't recall Herbert Kalmbach saying it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is there anything--
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Mr. HEININGER. Now, this is again the conversation prior to lunch. 
Mr. vVmTz. Yes. Is there anvtl11ng you oan recall with respect to the 

conversation at Mr. Kalmbach's offices before you went to lun~h? 
Dr. MEHREN. I can't, but if you have questions that you woul~ like 

to ask me, I will try to answer them with respect to discussions prior to 
lunch. I think I told you what I can recall now. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Could yon tell us the su:bstance of the conversation at 
lunch~ 

Dr. :MEHREN. Yes, I remember Herbert "\V. Kalm:bach ordered what 
he called a virgin Mary; that is very firm in my mind. It moved to 
a discussion of how contributions, if they were made, now, should be 
made. It was there, and to my reco11ection only there, Mr. "\Veitz, that 
references to magnitude were ·made. 

I think that it was Mr. DeMarco, and I'm not sure, I think it was 
he, who said that if we ·were to contribute $350,000, it could be 
sequenced in a certain way. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. "\Vhat ,vas that sequence? 
Dr. MEHREN. As I recall, he said the sequence could be, if it ,vas, 

say, $700,000, you would put so much in immediately; so much prior 
to the 1st of March; so much during March; so much between April 1 
and April 7; and then some rather minor sum thereafter. 

Mr. WEITZ. "\Vhat would you approximate to be the percentage of 
the total contribution that he suggested could be made, or should be 
made, prior to April 7, 1972 ? 

Dr. l\fanREN. I think, now, and I am doing the very best I can to 
remember accurately, I believe he said-and this again was Mr. De
Marco, and not Mr. Kalmbach-that if you, say, find it possible to 
contribute $700,000, then it would be sequenced something in the neigh
borhood of $50,000 given after April 7. 

Mr. WEITZ. Didn't he in fact. say $7.t'i0,000? 
Dr. Th,h::nREN. He may well have; this is very difficult. I used to be 

most impatient with people who couldn't remember precisely-I don't 
know. The numbers that stick in my head are 350, and perhaps 750, 
or 700; those two numbers I do remember. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. "Why did he make that suggestion; did you understand 
the purpose of dividing up the contribution? 

Dr. MEHREN. He didn't give me any specification of purpose, but 
even then, knowing a little about this, not very much, to be truthful; 
it was very obvious that what he wanted to do was disclose a certain 
amount of it and not disclose another amount beoausc my understand
ing of the terms of the law that expired on April 7, was that contribu
tions made prior thereto would not be disclosed. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. "\Vas there any direct reference to reporting, and not 
reporting contributions? 

pr.1\fimREN. Only indirectly. Now, this is the first thing. The second 
thmg that I responded-both of these I responded at that meeting; 
the first thing was the matter of the sequence. 

The second was a matter of the recipient agencies, and here it was 
suggested-and again, that is my memory-this was Mr. DeMarco, 
although it could have been Kalmbach. Again, I am not being evasive, 
or coy, I think it was DeMarco who said that in this case they could 
set up State committees. That the State committees would consist of 
real people. They would have chairmen and vice chairmen, secretaries, 
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treasurers, et cetera. They would be State committees, but they would 
not, in any measure, be associated with the Republican State commit
tees, wherever they were. He then said, as I recall, that what we could 
very properly do, and legally do would be to make contributions to 
these committees, report them accurately, fully in terms of complete, 
meticulous conformity to law; then, whatever those committees did 
with it thereafter was up to them. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate that they were not necessarily identified 
as committees for the President? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't recall his saying that. I do recall his saying 
that they would be fully separate, detached from the normal Republi
can State committees. 

It was at this stage that I did tell them, that I certainly made no 
decisions then and there, that I did immediately arrange for a com
plete termination of any individual decisions wtih respect to TAPE 
funds, or any other funds. I didn't like this, and I think I turned to 
Mr. DeMarco at one stage and said, "I am very surprised that you 
suggest a thing like this, we have been through this bloodbath of what 
appeared to me to be committees of dubious constituency in 1971; and 
I certainly don't react well to a proposal to reproduce this activity.' 1 

Mr. ·WEITZ. What was his response to that? 
Dr. MEHREN. His response was that these would be different. These 

would be committees that were real committees, real people, real ad
dresses, real everything; therefore, they were different in kind as well 
as function from those to which I had taken exception with respect 
to 1971. I did take exception, and I still take exception to what they 
did in 1971. 

Mr. WEITZ. But they likewise would have been committees for the 
reelection of the President. 

Dr. MEHREN. ·well, I don't think there was any effort to dissemble 
with respect to that. I don't think he came out and said that these 
special committees that he would set up, real as they might be, would 
not direct their activities and their funds to,vards the reelection of 
the President. Certainly he didn't say the opposite of it. But these 
are the two suggestions that were made. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is there anything else that you can recall at the luncheon 
meeting with respect to contributions, or any other substantive mat
ters that were discussed ? 

Dr. MEHREN. That is a difficult question to answer. 
Mr. WEITZ. vVas there anything else with respect to contributions? 
Mr. HEININGER. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. vVEITZ. Back on the record. 
Let me ask, was there a discussion of any substantive policies, or 

administration decisions that affected AMPI; were any such matters 
discussed at the luncheon? 

Dr. MEIIREN. Not to my recollection, as I told you a little earlier, Mr. 
Weitz. He did make a rather long and eloquent disclaimer of any such 
things. I have no recollection of the antitrust case being discussed. The 
only allusion to anything else was my response with respect to the pro
posal for temporal sequence and for committee structures. 

Mr. vVEITz. Now, was there any reference to the antitrust suit? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't recall any. 
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Mr. 'iVEITZ . .Mr. ,J acdbsen, at page 159 of our executive session testi
mony here was asked, "Did he"-rneaning you, Dr. Mehren-"ref<;T 
to the antitrust suit that had just been filed against A.MPI"-this JS 

referring to the meeting with Mr. Kalmbach-Mr. Jacobsen's answer, 
"Yes; I am sure he did." 

Do you recall discussing the matter at lunch? 
Dr. MEIIREN. No, I don't, and for this reason I think I am. correct, 

Alan; I remember a certain contrast. At one stage in the late Nunn dis
cussion I recall his saying, obliquely, "vVell, it never could be quid 
pro quo, and never would be. It is correct that the President doa5 re
member his friends who helped him.''. 

Now, that is as close to a quid pro quo statement as I think anybody 
ever came to me. I mentioned the Nunn conunent becausP I do not re
call any such comment by Mr. Kalmbach, or Mr. DeMarco. 

Mr. 1VE1Tz. Did you ever discuss-apart from this meeting with Mr. 
Kali:nbach-let me' first say, do you recall discussing the antitrust suit 
with 1f r. Kalmbach at all? 

Dr. Thfarnu:N. I do not. My recollection is, it ,vas an almost con
sciously directed effort to a,:oid any appeamnce whatsoever at any 
stage of this discussion to any benefit that might come from contribu
tion; or any adverse reaction that might come from not contributing. 

Mr. 'iVErTz. Did you hope that any benefits might accrue, whether or 
not they ,vcre overtly referred to? 

Dr. MEHREN. This again is a question to which I could give you what 
I nm, think to be my reaction 2 years ago--,is that a clear comment i 

Mr. 'iYErrz. 'iVell, I am asking you what you thought at the time. 
Dr. MEIIREN. I can now respond to you, I think, what I now think 1 

thought at the time. I would have been deeply shocked 2 years agc. to 
consider that, after having worked for administrations pnwiously, 
that any reference to contributions would, in any measure, be tied to 
any action, or failure to act by an administration- because in absolute 
truthi in participation in four preceding administrations at one level 
or another, the very thought of it would be deeply shocking to me. 

Again, this was 2 years ago. So, no; as I look back on it, it seems to 
me now that I had a rather different response to this. Perhaps I didn't 
have it then, but I certainly have it now, and that is, if you don't con
tribute, what they might do. But to think even now that by contribut
ing through the committee, or any other way to an administration that 
some affirmative action would be engendered by it, no. I think, quite 
aside from morals, that would be stupid. 

Mr. WEITZ. In 1972 you never discussed with anyone at Al\fPI, or 
representatives of AMPI the hope and possibility that contributions 
would help in the antitrust suit? 

_Dr. MEIIREN. No; I discussed with people at AMPI, and I discussed 
with Members of Congress quite the reverse. I haye discussed with 
people in Al\fPI, and I am certain I have discussed with people in the 
Congress that earlier contributions and the modes in which they were 
made, in my judgment virtually precluded a rational, ordered proce
dure under law in the resolution of the troubles with which we were 
afflicted. 

_Mr. 'iVnTZ. Then, why did you tell Mr. Isham in the spring and 
w~nte~ of 1972, that you felt you would probably have to end up con
tn bubng to the President? 
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Dr. MERREN. I don't believe I ever said that to Mr. Isham. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you discuss the matter of contributions and the 

antitrust suit with Mr.Jacobsen in 1972? 
Dr. MERREN. I don't recall any discussions, there may well have 

been. · 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever express the hope to Mr. Jacobsen that such 

contributions might help alleviate the problems with respect to the 
antitrust suit ? 

Dr. MERREN. That's not my way of doing things, no. vVhat you are 
really asking me, I think, did I suggest a process of bribery to Mr. 
Jacobsen? It is not my procedure and my way of living that, if you will 
fix up an antitrust case, I will give you some money. 

Mr. WEITZ. My question was, did you ever discuss with Mr. Jacob
sen in 1972, the hope that by contributing, the antitrust suit would 
somehow be alleviated, or eased? · · 

Dr. MERREN. I have never, to my knowledge anywhere, tied together 
political contributions with the perversion of the system of justice. 

Mr. WEITZ. It is Mr.Jacobsen's testimony to this committee that you 
did, in fact, in a private conversation with him discuss the hope that 
such subsequent conversations would help with respect to the antitrust 
suit. 

Dr. MERREN. Conversations, or contributions? 
Mr. VVEITZ. In conversations with him that such contributions would 

help with the antitrust suit; that would be incorrect? 
Dr. MERREN. I have never, to the honest and best recollection I have, 

ever done such a thing; and I tell you that it would be totally anathema 
to me. I do not believe in bribery of governmental activities, sir. 

Mr. WEITZ. You are characterizing it, I am not characterizing it. 
Now, there were several letters, I think, that you have been shown of 

February 1972, from Marion Harrison; one to Mr. Heininger, one to 
Mr. Russell, and one to you. 

Dr. 1\1:ERREN. Can I see them? 
Mr. '\VEITZ. The other two that are not addreEsed to you show copies 

to you. I believe you have seen copies of these letters? 
Dr. MERREN. I have to look at them first. This is some irony that they 

insist on expedited depositions. I have seen it. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. I am going to mark them and ask you specific questions. 

I'm not going into detail. 
Dr. M1mREN. You want to ask on this one, from Harrison to 

Russell? 
Mr. vVEITZ. You have seen those three letters. I am going to mark 

this as exhibit 1-A, a letter of February ~8 from Russell to Heininger; 
and 1-B, a letter from Harrison to Russell; and finally 1-C, a letter 
from Harrison to you. 

[Whereupon, the documents referred to were marked Mehren ex
hibits Nos. 1-A, 1-B, and 1-C for identification.*] 

Mr. ·w.EITZ. Now, these letters are all late February 1972, and the 
subject matter is the antitrust suit that had been filed by the Justice 
Department against AMPI on February l, 1972. · 

Now, in the letter from Marion Harrison to you, exhibit 1-C, the 
first sentence begins, "In view of the changing of the guard, a part from 

*See pp. 7349-7352. 
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. Jake's reasoning, I decided, with Murray's concurrence not to talk with 
the incumbent but to take the matter up anew with his successor." 

·with respect to that paragraph, -first of all, ,vhat was Jake's· 
reasoning? 

Dr. J\fEnREN. '\Vell, now, PH have to go back. Let me try to put this" 
thing together now as oost I can. As I recall this matter, Stuart Russell, 
out of his own volition, stated that he knew people at various levels at 
the Department of Justice with w hmn he had worked in the past. 

I had, I believe, said to Russell, possibly to Jacobsen also, and cer
tainly to Mr. Heininger and to Members of the Senate here that it 
appeared to me that the extreme press exposure of the alleged activi
ties of 1971 had so hardened the position of the Department of Justice 
that it was virtually impossible to talk compromise, or consent, which 
was in fact given in the early days as a decree cited; and in fact there 
is an ultimatum in the original. 

My interest, and I think ultimately out of Mr. Heininger, was to 
see whether we could counter the apparent intransigence of the Justice 
Department people at least to sit down and reasonably discuss the 
possibilities of consent. 

Now, that, I believe, I said to virtually every counsel involved in this 
battery of litigation that I inherited. I knew what Russell suggested. 
·what Jake's reasoning is at this stage, I don't know. I suspect that 
,Jake's reasoning would be, if yon follow the usual procedures that 
,Jake follows, that we would find access through contacts that Jacob
sen could establish, ultimately, if necessary, to discuss the possibilities 
of compromise with the Attorney General, as free as possible of the 
deeply seated preconceptions that seemed to burden the Chicago 
office on the working level of the Department of ,Justice. 

Proper or not, Heinie, I think you and I discussed that. 
l\!"1·. '\VEITZ. '\Vhat access is Jacobsen referring to? 
Dr. MEHREN. Mr. ,Jacobsen's usual access, after the termination of 

the Johnson administration was Mr. Connally. Whether it was here, 
I can't specifically recall, but I assume it to be so. 

Mr. ·wmTz. Now, this letter is dated February 25. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. On March 16, 1972, you met with Mr. Connally, didn't 

you? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. vVEITZ. At whose suggestion? 
Dr. MEIIREN. Jacobsen's. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Who else met with you? 
Dr. MEHREN. Mr. Nelson. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. '\:V1rnt did Mr .• Jacobsen talk to you about in connection 

with that meeting? 
Dr. MEHREN. Setting it up. I can give it to you almost verbatim. 

"l\Ir. Connally has become a very important man in this administra
tion; he is going to be nn important man in the future. He does not 
know yoni and it would be very desirable for you to know Mr. Con
nally." 

That was the presentation that was made to me. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Did he refer directly, or indirectly to the antitrust suit? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't think he referred to the antitrust suit at all 
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As I testified, the reference to the antitrust suit was, as I testified, in 
passing, and in a battery of discussions of other points. 

Mr. WEITZ. ·what reference to the antitrust suit? 
Dr. MEHREN. I am talking about the discussion with Connally. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Did Jacobsen refer to the antitrust suit? 
Dr. MEirn1<1N. No. I can remember March 16, at least varts of it fairly 

well. There was no such statement, to my recollection. 
Mr. WEITZ. Prior to March 16? 
Dr. MEHREN. No. 
Mr ... WEITZ. There was none? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, no; there was no reference on MaJ'ch 16 to the 

antitrust suit in .Jacobsen's representation that he was setting up an 
appointment for me to meet the Secretary of the Treasury. · 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did he tell you at that meeting on March 16? 
Dr. MEHREN. I believe so, it was March 16. As I recall, and I think 

I am correct in this, he advised me that sometime during the day on 
March 16 that he had a 5 o'clock meeting. I recall telling him that I 
couldn't make it, and he then said he would set it at 2 p.m.; and es
sentially he did. 

Mr. vV EITZ. You were in Washington at the time ? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Why did you come to Washington? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think there was a very heavy agenda in vVashington. 

I came to meet the chief buyer of A. & P. who is one of our major cus
tomers. Not all of my work is associated with political activities. I 
might also say, I had discussions with the Department of Agriculture. 

Mr. HEININGER. Here is the agenda that relates to that meeting, if 
it's of any interest to you. 

Dr. MEHREN. I should say, in answer to Mr. Weitz's question-
Mr. WEITZ. A number of other meetings were scheduled? 
Dr. l\fauREN. Mr. Townsend, Mr. Mills, Mr. Belcher, Mr. Albert

I'm not sure I saw him. I'm very sure I didn't see these people. 
Mr. HEININGER. Mr. Campbell. 
Dr. MEHREN. Campbell, I'm quite sure I saw. I am sure I saw Paarl

berg. 
Mr. WEITZ. One at a time. What took place at the meeting with Mr. 

Connally? 
Dr. MEHREN. On March the 16 is the only meeting I ever had with 

him, in fact. 
Very well, Mr.Jacobsen reset the meeting at approximately 2 o'clock. 

At 2 o'clock Mr. Nelson, Mr. Jacobsen and I went to the anteroom. I 
would say we waited perhaps 15 minutes. The meeting in total ·would 
be 20 minutes at the least, and 30 minutes at the most. 

There were the usual amenities of the introduction and becoming 
acquainted. Then the basic essence of the subsequent discussions was 
difficulties afflicting the dairy industry at large, and with very little 
specific reference to AMPI. 

I think that I have stated that there were some six points, and I 
know what ithey are, in here, that we went over. Basically, these points 
are in the memorandum I have given you earlier. They were discussed 
broadly. 

The point I made was that it appeared to us-not just to me, but to 
many people in the dairy industry-that a pattern of adverse reaction 
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on the part of the administration at large was needlessly and fortui
tously damaging to us; and that opinion was becoming very wide
spread, if such was the case. 

It was only in the matter of costs, a private and civil litigation with 
the Department of Justice that the antitrust suit was mentioned. It was 
not a major point. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you express the opinion to Mr. Connally that there 
was a negative attitude on the part of the Department of Justice, 
the administration, toward dairy cooperatives? 

Dr. l\IEnREN. Yes. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. So, it wasn't just \',ith respect to costs that came up-
Dr. MEIIREN. Oh, no, it came up as to price support; it came up 

here--
Mr. 'WEITZ. Did that include-one of those elements was the anti

trust suit? 
Dr. 1\fEnREN. It ,vas the antitrust suit as one element within a fabric 

of litigation. 
Mr. w·EITZ. vVhy did you include the price-support matter when 

in fact Mr. Nelson, according to your testimony, had committed your 
cooperative not to seek an increase? 

Dr. M1n-IREN. I included that, I kept that commitment, as I told you. 
Mr. )VEITZ. So, therefore, it would not have been surprising. 
Dr. MEHREN. No, no; the Secretary of Agricultme, quite aside from 

representation from AMPI, did in fact receive representation from the 
rest of the dairy farmers of the United States with virtually no excep
tion. The Secretary of Agriculture made his finding at the lowest pos
sib}e le-vel that he could make it under the law; and I did say that 
to--

Mr. ·wE1Tz. Are you aware that in March of 1971, the President met 
with representatives not only of AMPI, but a number of cooperatives. 
Now, unless that is a meeting we are not aware of, where, Mr. Nelson 
made this commitment to ,the President, if he in fact made the commit
ment, would it have been at that meeting? 

And are you also aware that in the ·white House "White Paper" 
with respect to the milk price-support question, the President indi
cated that in making his decision in March of 1971, he was setting it. 
essentially, for 2 years? · 

Dr. MJ::HREN. I have not really retad the "White Paper", Mr. Weitz; 
I have read press excerpts from it. I can tell you only that in response 
to my questions, and the information given to me by other participants 
in that meeting, I was advised that Nelson had said that AMPI would 
not make representation for an increase in 1972. After consultation 
with the board, I agreed to keep that commitment. Therefore, there 
was no AMPI submission. 

However, there were submissions from the National Milk Producers' 
Federations, and I believe from most of the other cooperatives in the 
United States. 

The fact to which I referred in my discussion with Mr. Connally 
was that regardless of the substance of such representations, or the 
scope of such representations the Secretary meticulously placed the 
price support in 1972 at the lowest possible level; and I took that in 
conjunction with other decisions that had been made by the adminis
tration that seemed virtually punitive to me, and still do. 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk, 16 - 22 
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Mr. WEITZ. Does that include the antitrust suit? 
Dr. MERREN. To be truthful, I have more doubts with respect to the 

genesis ttnd progress of the antitrust suit now than I had before. 
Mr. WEITZ. '\Vhat did you expect Mr. Connally to do with respect 

to this matter, including the antitrust suit? 
Dr. MERREN. I expected Mr. Connally to do precisely about these 

matters-not necessarily including the antitrust suit-that I had done 
many times when as Assistant Secretary people came in and said, 
"Your program is destructive to us; it is needlessly, fortuitously, 
wantonly destructive to us, can you do something about it?" That's 
what I had in mind. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. What did you want him to do with respect to the anti-
trust suit? 

Dr. MERREN. I made no request for him to do anything. 
Mr. WEITZ. "'What did you intend for him to do? 
Dr. MERREN. Well, again, the reference to the antitrust suit, and the 

inclusion of the antitrust suit in this rather brief and broad-ranging 
discussion with Connally did not involve any request for interven
tion, nor would I expect any. 

:l\fr. WEITZ. You didn't expect him to intervene in any of them, the 
antitrust suit along with the other problems. 

Dr. MERREN. It had no greater priority than any of the others. In 
fact, the import matter was probably more destructive to us in terms 
of cost and income than the antitrust suit. 

Mr. WE1Tz. ·wasn't it your hope that in respect to some of these 
matters he would pass on, as a very well respected, as Mr. Jacobsen 
put it, key man in the administration to those who might ta.ke favor
able action? 

Dr. MERREN. Well, your language is a little bit more precise than I 
like. I have been in the same position many times, at a somewhat lower 
level as Assistant Secretary. 

Yes, I would have liked Mr. Connally to understand what the reac
tion of our people was; what the apparent effects of the deeply ad
verse reaction of the administration were, and wherever he properly 
and lawfully could, to see if he could mitigate it, yes. There was no 
special reference. If you are trying to get me to say that there was--

Mr. WEITZ. I am trying to understand why you mentioned the anti
trust suit, if you didn't want him to pass that message along with 
respect to the antitrust suit for anyone to take action. 

Dr. MERREN. I passed to him the same statement that I later said 
to Senator Eastland. I know, I am quite sure I said to Senator Tal
madge, that there semns to be a total intransigence in the discussion 
of compromising this matter. 

Mr. WErTz. Tlrn antitrust suit? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes, and effectively developing a consent. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. But, what did you want him to do about it? 
Dr. MEHREN. About this one? You are asking about this one, now, 

instead of the rn other points that were covered there. You don't want 
me to talk about the imports, or--

Mr. "'WEITZ. ·what did you want him to do on imports? 
Dr. M1mREN. I wanted him certainly to see if he could make clear 

to his colleagues in the Cabinet of the United States that to open 
imports the way they have done was most destructive, not only to the 
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support and market-order programs, but to the income level of the 
farmers of the United States; and also, therefore, to the mainte
nance of an adequate milk supply in the United States. 

Mr. VVEITZ. What did you want him to do with respect to the anti
trust suit? 

Dr. MERREN. The only thing I would want him to do, if it were 
proper and effective for him so to do, to say to anybody whom he 
might want to discuss this with-I certainly didn't make any sugges
tions of any discussions of anything of substance on any of these 
points to him-that if he could, to see that reasoned discussions could 
be reached free of the pressures of the propaganda and publicity 
that were then affecting both the Department of Justice and us. That's 
all. 

But, let me say, most explicitly and firmly, that I do not and have 
not, and never ,vill go to a Cabinet member and say, "You go over 
there and muck up our law case." Law cases get mucked up enough 
without it. 

Mr. HEININGER. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. 
Now, I believe you said your hope was that he would make a rea

soned discussion of your position with those in the Cabinet, and else
where who might bring reason to bear on the problems that you men
tioned, including the antitrust suit. Did he call John Mitchell at that 
meeting? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes; to my knowledge, he did . 
. Mr. VVEITZ. Did he enter into a reasoned discussion with John, 

Mitchell about the merits, the procedure by which the antitrust suit 
was filed? 

Dr. MERREN. I don't think he mentioned the antitrust suit; I have. 
no recollection of it. 

Mr. VVErrz. In fact, did he engage in a discussion of the merits, 
or reasoned discussion with John Mitchell? 

Dr. MEIIREN. No; he did not. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. What did he say? 
Dr. MEHREN. Essentially, what he said is, "I have a group of people 

here who seem to be somewhat incensed with what they seem to con
sider systematic punitive action of this administration." He said in 
essence that, "This f'an do us damage in the Middle ,vest," and as I 
recall it he said, "You get some people out there and find out what 
is going on because we are going to have political trouble if we don't"; 
that was the essence of his conversation with Mr. Mitchell. 

I do not recall, and I am quite certain of this recall, of any direct 
reference in his discussion with Mr. Mitchell, or his purported dis
cussion with Mr. Mitchell of price support, of exports, of imports, or 
market orders, or any of the other matters with which we were 
concerned. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Did you talk with him about the political considera
tions, with John Connally, these various problems? 

Dr. MERREN. No, not really. I told him about the matters about 
which our people, the dairy farmers, generally, and the cooperatives, 
generally, would be deeply disturbed; and they were. 
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Mr. w·EITZ, Did you talk about the political aspects, or considera
tions? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't recall my saying that; this was his reaction to 
what I told him. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was his reaction different than ,vhat you had hoped it 
would be? 

Dr. MEHREN. Very honestly, on a personal basis, and detached in 
my professional-no disrespect to Mr. Sanders, I would have had no 
great personal trauma if the Republicans would have lost in the Mid
dle ·west; if you will forgive me, sir. 

Mr. ·wmTz. ·what generated that call, what generated that type of 
conversation? 

Dr. MERREN. I can give you this, again, as best and as accurately 
as I can recall it. We talked about Hi minutes, which fact alone pre
cludes any detailed discussion of any single element of this rather 
long battery of complaints here. 

As I recall it, he picked the phone up and said, "Please, give me 
l\'fr. Mitchell," and within a very short period of time, there was Mr. 
Mitchell. Then the conversation followed, as I gave it to you. 

But it was really the political repercussions that might be asso
ciated with the attitudes I had expressed as a representative of our 
people. I thing he also said-and I heard this from others, too-that 
he did not say, to my knowledge, that it was Jacobsen, or Nelson, or 
me, or friends sitting here, or any particular people. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is there anything else you recall that he said to Mitchell? 
Dr. MEIIREN. That is such a hard question to answer after 2 years. 

If you ask me specifics--
Mr. "\VEITZ. I take it your answer would be no, then. 
Dr. MERREN, I don't recall, that's right. 
Mr ... WEITZ. That he said anything else that you recall. 
Dr. MEHREN. That doesn't mean if you ask me specifics I ,vouldn't 

recall it. 
Mr. WEITZ. When he got off the phone, did you say, "Now, don't get 

me wrong, I am not saying that we are not going to be supporters, we 
just have these problems"? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, the question was never--
Mr ... WEITZ. Did you agree with his representation to Mr. Mitchell 

that they would be in trouble in the Midwest? 
Dr. 1\:fEnm:N. I wasn't really competent to make that decision. I 

knew that there was substantial adverse reaction to what was going 
on; and I think quite properly so. And I also think that representa
tions to Members of the Cabinet, of Members of Congress with respect 
to what was considered to be inequitable, or otherwise unpleasant 
activity was entirely proper. I would have no reservation about doing 
it again, it has been done in my office many times; and I see nothing 
,vrong with it. 

Mr. WEITZ. vVho else did he call? 
Dr. MEHmrn. As I testified before, I think he made a very, very 

short call to Mr. Dole. 
Mr. vVEITZ. In your presence. Do you recall anything of the sub· 

stance of that conversation? 
Dr. MEHREN. My recollection, which is far less precise there than 

with respect to the purported call to John Mitchell--
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Mr. ·WEITZ. Purported call? 
Dr. MERREN. I don't know whether it was John Mitchell on the 

other end, or not. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. He made some call and asked for some Mr. Mitchell, and 

then talked to someone on the line. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. HEININGER. The assumption is that it was John Mitchell. 
Dr. 1\famIBN. Sure, I have no way of knowing. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. And you are making the same assumption with regard 

to Mr. Dole. 
Dr. MERREN. I am not saying that the Secretary of the Treasury 

faked it; I don't know whether it was Mr. Mitchell, or not. 
I recall, again, with far less precision-it was a very, very short 

conversation with Senator Dole, to the same effect; that, "As the 
chairman of the Republican National Committee you are apt to get 
yourself in trouble if these attitudes become more pervasive." 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Did he call the Attorney General? 
Dr. MERREN. I don't think he was the Attorney General. 
Mr. vVEITz. No, I said, "Did he call the Attorney General." 
Dr. MERREN. No. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Did he call the Secretary of Agriculture? 
Dr. MERREN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he make any efforts on your behalf, do you know, to 

discuss the merits of your discussions, or the topics in a reasoned way 
with any other Cabinet member? 

Dr. MERREN. Not in my presence. Again, this entire session, includ
ing the social amenities, this discussion, and his later discussion alone 
·with Mr. ,Jacobsen took not more than 30 minutes. 

Mr. "\;VEITZ. Did Mr. Jacobsen tell you, before or ,after this meeting 
of the substance of any private conversations he had with Mr. Con
nally, with respect to the dairy people, in any way? 

Dr. l\fauREN. I don't recall, sir. 
Mr. vYEITZ. Now, was there also a reference at this meeting to politi

cal contributions to the President? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, not really to me, but just before the termination, 

and perhaps not ta.king more time than 1 minute. I think it was mainly 
to .r acobsen, a suggestion from the Secretary of the Treasury that if 
the dairy people at large-in those words precisely, there was no refer
ence of "you, sitting here", or to AMPI, to TAPE-if you did make 
a decision to contribute to the campaign, in his professional judgment 
it ·would be more useful toward the end of the campaign than now. 

Mr. vVEITz. Wasn't it a problem of publicity at the time; didn't he 
make a reference to the fact it would be better to wait until the heat 
is off? 

Dr. MEI-rnEN. I don't think so. My recollection is of what he said, 
"They'll need it worse at the end of the campaign than they do now." 
And that it could be put to better use. 

Mr. vVEITZ. How did the reference come up? Did it come-up in refer
ence to import quotas? 

Dr. MERREN. No. It did not come up in reference to these points 
here. 

Mr. WEITZ. How did it come up? 
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Dr. MEHREN. As I recall it now, and again, this is a difficult thing 
to do; I believe it was a suggestion made directly by the Secretary, 
at his own initiative, and without any direct reference to a.nything 
else. It was merely "If you people decide."; and the general tone--

Mr. ·WEITZ. Had Mr. Jacobsen been ta1king about contributions? 
Dr. MEHREN. He may have, not in my presence. 
Mr. 1VEITZ. He didn't tell you about it. 
Dr. MEHREN. Did Jake tell me? 
Mr. 1VEITZ. Did he tell you about these conversations? 
Dr. MEHREN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Jacobsen indicate he had talked to others, be

sides Mr. Kalmbach, in Government, or as Republican fundraisers 
with respect to possible contributions? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, not specifically, to my recollection. Jacobsen 
talked, or implied in all of the relatively few conversations I have 
had with Jacobsen, he had connections into the Republican adminis
tration, just as he had always implied in earlier discussions that he 
had such contacts into the Democratic administration, preceding Mr. 
Nixon's; is that he could get representation. He could get people in 
decisionmaking positions to hear what we had to say. I am not sure 
Jacobsen ever said this to me directly, with respect to the Republican 
administration, but certainly it was implicit in his behavior. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in your antitrust deposition on page 219, and again 
at page 225, you refer to the fact that there was no discussion of inter
vention by Mr. Connally in the antitrust suit "in my presence"; was 
there any, to your knowledge, discussion with Mr. Connally outside 
of your presence? 

Dr. MEHREN. I believe I also testified in that deposition that as we 
left, I think, Mr. Connally asked Mr. Jacobsen to stay by for a mo
ment or two, and Nelson and I went out in the hallway. Mr. Jacobsen 
came out smiling and rel?orted that the Secretary had taken mild um
brage with reference to his attire. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did Jacobsen make any reference as to what they 
discussed? 

Dr. MEHREN. No. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Did he, at any other time, discuss with you any basis 

for belief, or any reference, whether or not he indicated the basis for 
it, that Connally could help with respect to substantive matters, par
ticularly the antitrust suit? 

Dr. MEHREN. Not particularly the antitrust suit. 
Mr. WEITZ. ·with respect to wha:t? 
Dr. MEHREN. With respect to anything. The general indica.tion of my 

discussions with Jacobsen was that Mr. Connally was a man of major 
potency, major influence, properly exercised within the administra
tion; and merely to get Mr. Connally to understand what our difficul
ties ·were, was to take one step toward the resolution of the difficulties. 

Mr. 1VEITz. Do you have any explanation as to why Mr. Connally 
initiated the discussion at that meeting with respect to possible contri
butions? 

Dr. MEHREN. It didn't seem to be, at that time, an out of line matter 
at all. I suppose Mr. Connally knew that the TAPE people, and the 
other people in the industry, the dairy industry had con
tributed heavily before. He probably knew they had three sets 
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of mechanisms, at least-four, I guess, that I can think of-in which 
contributions lawfully could be made. He probably knew that there 
were rather rich treasuries involved in all of them. 

He would probably, therefore, conclude that these people will have 
to make decisions as to whom they support, to what extent; and I would 
suppose that out of that general knowledge, which by then was avail
able to a1most everybody in the United States, his suggestion may have 
been generated. But again, there was nothing sinister in his suggestion 
at all. 

Mr. 1VEITZ. Now, let me ask you this, Dr. Mehren, these rich treas
uries that existed, which he certainly, if he support:ed the President in 
1972, was interested in, why do you suppose he was so sure that you 
were going to support the President that he would not even ask you to 
contribute right away, and not wait for 6 months, when perhaps you 
would be predisposed to support another candidate, as yet unnamed by 
the Democratic Party? 

Dr. MERREN. I can only tell you what he said. 
Mr. 1VEITZ. I know you told us what he said. I am asking you what 

you understood by that. 
Dr. MERREN. I understood him to be telling the truth, and to be 

expressing an honest professional opinion. At least at that stage in the 
history of the United States when a Cabinet officer said to me, or to 
others sitting there, that he felt that political campaign contributions 
would be more useful and more needed later in the campaign, I took it 
to mean what he said; and not to involve, necessarily, any hidden mo
tives. I am not sure what you are asking me, I am trying to answer. 

Mr. HEININGER. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. 
Do you recall meeting with Mr. Kalmbach that day, on March 16? 
Dr. MERREN. I do not recall that day. As you know, we have tried to 

find out. I don't think it was that day, Alan, but your records could 
be right. 

Mr. WEITZ. vVell, let me put it this way, you met with Mr. Kalm
bach one other time after the February 3 meeting, in 1972, is that 
correct? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. vVEITZ. And at that meeting you were in ·w ashington, and Mr. 

Nelson and Mr. Jacobsen were also in Washington, is that correct? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. And that was an occasion when you didn't fly in and out 

on the same day, but rather stayed in a hotel in Washington. 
Dr. MEI-IREN. I think I left the night of the 16th of March. 

_Mr. "\VEITZ. Yes; I'm saying that was the occasion when you met 
with Mr. Kalmbach. 

Dr. MERREN. Well, I stayed in a hotel; yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. "\Vas that at the Madison Hotel that you stayed? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes; it was. It was in one room, and it was really in 

the Madison Hotel that Mr. Kalmbach came. 
Mr. 1VEITZ. And Mr. Kalmbach also stayed at the Madison Hotel 

that time? 
Dr. MERREN. I don't have any idea. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Well, didn't you go to Mr. Kalmbach's room when he 
was hurriedly packing? 

Dr. MEIIREN. No; I did not; Mr. Kalmbach came to the suite I was 
staying. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. ·where was Mr. Kalmbach going to that day? 
Dr. MEIIREN. I don't know. 
Mr. ·w EITZ. He didn't tell you he was going off to New York i 
Dr. MEIIREN. He did not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, the records of the Madison Hotel for the first 5 

months of 1972, indicate that only on one occasion were you, Mr. Nel
son, Mr. Jacobsen, and Mr. Kalmbach registered at the Madison HO'tel 
within a day, and that was March 15 and March 16 of 1972. ·would 
that be consistent of your recollection as to having met Mr. Kalmbach 
in the hotel? 

Dr. MEHREN. vVell, you disturbed my recollection more than you 
think by asking me if I recall going to Mr. Kalmbach's room while 
he hurnedly packed; I have no such recollection whatever. I am quite 
certain I never was in Mr. Kalmbach's room. 

Now, the second part of your question, really, I think asks me the 
£act if that is the only day all of us were registered at the Madison 
Hotel, precludes any meetmg with Mr. Kalmbach on any other day, 
I would be required to answer no; it does not so preclude it. I don't 
know whether Mr. Kalmbach always stays-have you checked the 
other hotels? 

Mr. WEITZ. Every hotel in Washington, no. 
Mr. HEININGER. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. If Mr. Nelson testified it was 

March 16, 1972, would that be consistent with your recollection? 
Dr. MEHREN. My recollection is that it was not on March 16, but 

I can't tell you. This wasn't on the agenda, it wasn't on the schedule. 
It was arranged, as nearly all of these things were arranged, by a 
call from Jacobsen. 

Mr. HEININGER. Alan, to his best recollection it is still April 24. 
Dr. MEHREN. I think so. I am not being difficult with you, Alan, on 

or off the record. I am trying to give you as honest a recollection as 
I can give you. I do not think it was March 16 for one damned good 
reason above all others. After getting through with Connally, I had 
to go back to the Madison Hotel, pack up and make an hour trip out 
to Dulles-I know I was there at 5 o'clock because I got the call from 
Earl Tilbert out there. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you meet with Mr. Kalmbach before you met with 
Mr. Connally? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so, Alan. Again, I am not being in any 
manner evasive if it was that date, but I don't think it is. 

Mr. \VEITZ. Now, at this meeting, whenever it took place, whether 
it was in March, or April of 1972, what was the substance of the 
discussion with Mr. Kalmbach? 

Dr. MEHREN. I testified before as to the substance of it, and I have 
no reason to amend that testimony in any measure that I know of. 
As I recall the matter, sometime during the day Jacobsen said that 
Mr. Kalmbach would be coming by. I think it was about 2 :30. I also 
remember, with less precision than I would like, that it was a rather 
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miserable, rainy type of a day. He came in, and there was a very 
brief conversation, genteel, as had been the first one. 

The thrust of it was that as a fellow Californian, would I wish 
some day to go home and rest in peace and tranquility; and I said, 
"Of course." He said, "In that case you will be happy to know that 
I will not proceed any further with discussions, or negotiations on 
political contrj}mtions." 

As I recall, I had Nelson in one room of that suite, a~king him 
in; and I think he got Jacobsen from somewhere else. I thmk it was 
in the presence of those two, I am reasonably certain, that I asked 
Mr. Kalmbach, "Do you agree that the termination of this represen
tation does not involve any breach of a commitment made by any
body else, it's your own statement that you are not going to---" 

Mr. WEITZ. vVhy did you say that? 
Dr. MEHREN. Because I was beginning to get. nervous abo:ut it, I 

thought from the beginning you are damned nght there might be 
some kind of a commitment involved in this. If you really want to 
know, if there was a commitment I would have liked to know because 
a breached commitment would ha vc frankly mattered to me, as I told 
you before. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. And you asked Nelson, and he said that there was no 
commitment. 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Kalmbach had made a disclaimer in February-~ 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes,sir. 
Mr. )VEITZ. Parr had specifically refuted any association. 
Dr. MEIIREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Wbat did you base your suspicion on? 
Dr. MEHREN. Oh, the fact that it had been done in 1971, apparently. 

There ,vas a remarkable temporal associa'tion of contributions and 
representations to the Government which was disturbing to me. It 
could be totally innocent, but at the very best it was most, most stupid 
and indiscreet. 

I wanted to be very certain that I did not put 40,000 dairy farmers, 
who to my knowledge had not been involved in any of these activities, 
in a position where punitive action could ever be taken. That's putting 
it very bluntly, and very honestly. 

Mr. WEITZ. In other words, if there had been a commitment you 
didn't want to take action that would be a breach of that commitment. 

Dr. MEHREN. If there ,vas a commitment, I would have wanted to 
r~solve the commitment and do it honestly and openly; and I would 
either say, "I can meet it," or "Can't meet it," but not just break it. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Did you ever ask Mr. Kalmbach whether there was a 
commitment? 

Dr. MEHREN. No. 
Mr. )VEITZ. vVhy didn't you? 
Dr. MEHREN. Because at that time. and in that environment when he 

said.to me there was.no commitment involved in February, I took i~ to 
be his word; but I still was nervous, and I wanted to cover any possible 
avenue of reaction that I could cover. I considered that to be a duty for 
anybo_dy that was working for the farmers that I represented. 

I might also say to you, it's very easy to sit here 2 y<'ars later and say, 
""Why didn't you do this and that." · 
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Mr. WEITZ. Well, yon said it ·was a deep concern of yours, and you 
had the opportunity twice to ask :Mr. Kalmbach. 

Dr. MEHREN, I took his assertion in the first meeting that there was 
no commitment, no quid pro quos, commitments or agreements; that 
was his statement and I didn't argue with it. 

Mr. WEITZ. What led then, after the first meeting, to your deep 
concern? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think what led to my deep concern was the apparent 
participation by Nelson and Jacobsen, the reasons for arranging meet
ings and discussions that I couldn 1t quite understand, plus the height
ening press references to the 1971 matters that made me want to be 
very sure then, that I could not be put in a position, acting unilaterally 
as I had to, which I do only when I am required to do. I had no chance 
for consultation with the board, or with the executive committee, or 
with the TAPE Committee, to make a decision that would adversely 
affect 40,000 people. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you tell Connally that? 
Dr. MEHREN. ·what? 
Mr. WEITZ. That there were no commitments for contributions? 
Dr. J\fEnREN. I don't think the matter ever came up. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Well, the question of contributions came up. 
Dr. J\fonREN. Yes, but the ma.tter of commitments, or agreements 

was never discussed in that meeting to my recollection. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you understand -at this March or April meeting, did 

you understand Mr. Kalmbach to disoontinne solicitations for con
tributions for the rest of the campaign? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes, that was my underst-anding, which was another 
reason, I think it was April, rather than March. 

Mr. SANDERS. Before you leave this, I want to ask ·a question or two. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Did Nelson or Jacobsen make any statements in Kalm

bach's presence ?. 
Dr. MEHREN. I cannot recall substantive st-atements. 
Mr. WEITZ. After Kalmbach left, did the three of you discuss it, or 

any two of you discuss it, to your knowledge? 
Dr. M1mREN. I don't recall it. Probably, almost inevitably we must 

have said, "Is it good news, or bad ne;ws ?" 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did anyone discuss the reason for this information be-

cause it was, I think, highly unusuaJ, or somewhat unusual? 
Dr. MEHREN. Not to my know ledge. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Sanders? 
Mr. SANDERS. Now, in telling us what K,almbach told you when he 

first came to the suite, you made some remarks about Kalmbach saying 
you could return to California in tranquility. 

I wish you would repeat all that and explain it to me, because I don't 
understand the import. 

Dr. MEHREN. I think I understand the import. I certainly cannot 
give it to you in any verbatim sense, Mr. Sanders, but it was a pleas
antry to the general effect that here is one more matter that you may 
otherwise have been required to resolve, which now is resolved uni
laterally by me; and the burden of making the decision is herewith 
lifted from your shoulders. I doubt that any more than that was 
meant by it. 
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But, you would have to ask him what he meant by that rather cryptic 
statement, rather than me. 

Mr. SANDERS. But, on the basis of what he said, you still had 01s 
concern, or maybe had a greater concern that there were some earlier 
commitments. So, you called Nelson and Jacobsen to get a reaffirmation 
from Kalmbach that there was no commitment? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, it was not so much commitment, I merely wanted 
these two people who by then I began to understand, and understood 
far more effectively later, were involved in almost every contact asso
ciated with solicitation of funds; o:t themselves to hear that Mr. Kalm
bach, on his own, had decided that the Republican people would not 
ask us for any contributions. 

My general reasoning there, Mr. Sanders, looking back--cand maybe 
that is an ex-post-rationalization-was that this would resolve also any 
further representation from them with respect to the matter, and put 
us in a position where, if the TAPE Committee, and the board of direc
tors, of their own accord decided to contribute to the Republican com
mittee, or anybody else, they could do so. 

But, it would free me, and would free my colleagues on the board 
of directors from any further participation in the matter, and I wanted 
them to know it. It was not to test him, or to find a witness to his 
statement, anything of that sort. 

Mr. SANDERS. That was in effect what he told all of you, that the 
Republicans would not expect any further contributions from AMPI? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, he didn't say that, as I recall it. He said that he 
would make no furthar representation with respect to campaign 
contributions. 

Mr. SANDERS. And you didn't take that to mean that it was limited 
to AMPI? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, I think it was limited to AMPI because he was 
talking to me, and I certainly could not speak for the other people, I 
never have in matters of this sort in any measure whatever. I think he 
was speaking to me. But, what he said, i take to be what he meant, that 
he, personally, would make no more representation to AMPI; that is 
what in effect he said. I am reasonably sure that is what he meant, 
because I understand that other dairy people did contribute to the 
Presidential campaign of 1972. 

Mr. SANDERS. Now, when you spnak of him as saying he would 
make no further representations to--

Dr. MEHREN. I think that was the word. 
Mr. SANDERS [continuing]. AMPI?, 
Dr. MEIIREN. To TAPE. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you think he was using the word "representations" 

in the sense of an attorney-client relationship? 
Dr. MEHREN. No; I don't think so. I think he was using it-and 

again, I can't with any precision say what he meant by it-but I am 
quite certain that is the word he ust:d. I think he took representation 
to mean that he had spoken in the past about the possibility of contri
bution, and that he would not do so in the future. That is what I took 
the word to mean. 

Mr. SANDERS. Something in the nature of no further solicitations? 
Dr. MEIIREN. I am not even certain that I could say that Kalmbach's 

earlier discussions involved what could be called solicitations; it was 
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an exploration of the possibility of contribution. I am not sure he ever 
said to me "give us mone,y," although that was the purpose of the dis
cussion, obviously. 

No; I simply took it that he meant he wasn't going to talk about 
this any more. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you understand there might be some time later in 
the year-from him, did you understand that there might be some time 
later in the year when contributions would be acceptable? 

Dr. MERREN. I am quite certain that my reaction was that at that 
time Mr. Kalmbach was speaking for the campaign mechanism of 
Richard M. Nixon. I took it to mean when he said, "There would be 
no more representation from himt that there would be no representa
tion from the campaign machinel'y of Richard M. Nixon to try to 
obtain political funds from. TAPE. 

Mr. SANDERS. Not even at a later time? 
Dr. MERREN. It certainly never occurred to me that he would come 

back. 
Mr. PwTKIN. Did it enter your mind when Mr. Kalmbach made his 

statement, "There would be no further representation," he was doing 
it with the thought in mind that this would ease your present problem 
with regard to the antitrust suit? 

Dr. MERREN. No; there was never any such allusion, nor could I 
derive any such conclusion from his statements. I know what he said in 
his deposition, and I presume you do too, that it wasn't worth it, there 
wias too much work. I don't knovv -whether that was his real reason, or 
not, that is what he said. 

Mr. PwTKIN. At that specific moment, I mean you obviously-when 
you met with him, you didn't anticipate prior to this meeting that he 
was going to tell you he -wasn't going to make any further solicitations. 
So, didn't it at some place enter your mind that in view of your cur
rent legal problem at the time with the ,administration, that it might 
have made things look bad for the administration, as well as also 
remove a burden from your shoulders if they made no further solicita
tions? 

Dr. MEIIREN. It certainly didn\ occur to me at that time. It had oc
curred to me, certainly by that time, and certainly it occurred to me 
much later that, given the litigation, given the adverse reaction to the 
price support, that for us to give a contribution of any size to Richard 
M. Nixon would be destructive not only to ourselves, but, J?ious as it 
may sound, destructive to our system of law; and deeply mhibitory 
to the proper latitude of executive, action, not merely hy the President, 
but members of the Cabinet. I sincerely believe this, ,and I know some
thing about this because I have sat in sub-Cabinet positions and know 
what kinds of inhibitions this can place upon you. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Would you care to speculate on the poss~bility that as 
a result of Mr. Connally's phone, call to Mr. Mitchell, ,and Mr. Mit
chell's position as campaign chairman, that he might have contacted 
Mr. Kalmbach, assuming you met with Mr. Kalmbach following your 
meeting with Mr. Connally, that this was to be one of these little bene
fits, although you were not asking Mr. Connally for any favor, would 
have helped you out by not asking? 

Dr. MERREN. That is a tenable hypothesis, at least a remotely tenable 
hypothesis; but it is also a hypothesis which is tenable in the sense 
that perhaps several thousand other hypotheses would he tenable. 
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I have no basis whatsoever to think that a, telephone conversation 
to one end of which I listened, was transmitted to Mr. Mitchell; from 
Mr. Mitchell to Mr. Kalmbach, and then it was decided that this bur
den would be taken off our back. I have no reason to reach that conclu
sion at all. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. To the best of your recollection, whait were your initial 
reactions when, what was obviously a burden to you, was removed from 
vour shoulders? 
• Dr. MEHREN. My immediate reaction was a hypothesis which is no 
more and no less tenable than the one you just posed. My immediate 
reaction was that the combination of the burgeonmg publicity with re
spect to LT. & T., compounded by the earlier and continuing pub
licity with respect to the so-called milk fund had probably led these 
people to believe that further solicitation of funds would be destruc
tive to them; and that the adverse reaction from contributions would 
probably be more than offsetting any financial benefit they got from 
contributions. 

That was my conclusion to myself which I have never transmitted 
to anybody else until this moment; that's it. I could be quite wrong 
in this, just as I think you are wrong in yours, :Mr. Plotkin. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. And you had no specific motivation to probe Mr. 
Kalmbach's--

Dr. MEHREN. I don't function that way. It's very easy for an attor
ney 2 years later in an interview of this sort to say, "Why didn't you 
ask this, why didn't you ask that". What you do in an operating sense, 
if there is a decision that is made, and it is a decision that appears 
to be basically desirable on a net basis, I do not probe into the psycho
logical motivations of the person that has made that decision. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. ·well, isn't it a fact that Mr. Nelson had stated prior 
to that meeting that, yes, there was a definite commitment from 
~\..MP I to the campaign; and then Mr. Kalmbach has said to you what 
he said; would you have then probed his intentions? 

Dr. MEHREN. Had I known that there was a commitment? 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Had you known there was a definite commitment. 
Dr. MEHREN. I think-and this again is an ex-post-rationalization

if there had been a commitment, or I had been told there was a com
mitment; I think I would have done what I did, in absence of any 
statement with respect to consideration, or agreement. I would have 
said, "Now, this, then, is not to be taken as a breach of any commit
ment, real or fancy," which is what I said to him anyway. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. But--
Dr. MEHREN. Had there been a commitment, I tell you what I 

would have done because I did it with everything else, some of which 
were, I repeat, rather dubious ones. I would have gone to my colleagues 
on the board, executive committee, and said, "It appears that a com
mitment was made." In some oases I would say, "I think you should 
meet the commitment"; in others, as I did with Congressman Jones, 
and as I did with half-dozen others, I would say, "No, I think this is 
a commitment which could properly be ma,de by any individual 
without discussion with his colleagues, and, therefore, my 
recommendation is we don',t meet it." 

Mr. PLOTKIN. I don't want to, in any way, question your intelligence, 
or astuteness in this matter, Dr. Mehren--
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Dr. MEHREN. I become wary when you say that. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Well, I know that Mr. Weitz has done that before

but in view of what we are dealing with, the problems that existed 
for you at that particular time, the sums of moneys that have been 
bandied about, I find it a little bit difficult that somewhere along the 
line of your conversation with Mr. Kalmbach you wouldn't have said 
why he was dropping any requests for funds, regardless of whether 
there was a commitment. or no commitment. 

Dr. MEHREN. It may'be the difference in the way we work as in
dividuals, you as an attorney, myself from a totally different back
ground with perhaps more operational activity than you have had. 
It would not occur to me now, I think, to ask "Why are you doing 
this." 

Mr. PLOTKIN. It wouldn't? 
Dr. MEHREN. I'll tell you this, I have learned on this very Hill, and 

once learned, it was certainly a humiliating situation, that if the judge 
gives you a decision, close your briefoase and leave, and don't argue 
with it. I have learned it here personally. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Dr. Mehren, were you aware that Mr. Kalmbach was 

associate finance chairman of the Committee to Re-Elect the Presi
dent, irom February 15, 1972, until April 7, 1972? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think to be explicit and precise, I became aware of 
that when I first tuned in on the so-called vVatergate Hearings. I did 
know this, that he was a major figure in the campaign matters. But 
I did not, I think, to be quite precise, know what his title was. 

Mr. HEININGER. Will you give me the dates again, Mr. Weitz? 
Mr. WEITZ. February 15 until April 7. 
Are you also a ware then, from these hearings, that he ceased to be, 

as you put it, major -fundraiser, or participant in the financial affairs 
after April 7, 1972? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes; I think I did know-I certainly knew after the 
broadcasting of the Watergate Hearings-I don't know when they 
started-that he had been so removed. I'm not sure I knew it then. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Now, if Mr. Kalmbach, as he testified publicly and 
privately, was no longer an active -fundraiser after April 7, and he 
was in Europe for the balance of April 1972, would that refresh your 
recollection in any way, tend to shed some light on when he actually 
met with you in the Madison Hotel? 

Dr. MEHREN. Well, obviously, if he was in Europe, and it is so estab
lished, we certainly didn't meet with him in the Madison Hotel while 
he was in Europe; that is not me,ant to be an offensive, or flippant 
answer. 

Mr. WEITZ. One more time, do you connect in any way the meeting 
with Mr. Kalmbach and the message he gave you with the meeting 
with Mr. Connally, and the bri0f discussion you had with him, and 
he had with you, concerning contributions '1 

Dr. MEHREN. I have never heard a question, or a response which 
would link the broadranging discussion of Connally to any actions of 
Mr. Kalmbach. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. I was referring to the portion of the conversation with 
Mr. Connally that mentioned contributions, timely contributions. 

Dr. MEHRl<~N. No; that is a hypothesis that did not occur to me--
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Mr. "\VEITZ. I am not posing a hypothesis; I am asking you whether 
you connected--

Dr. MEI-IREN. No; I didn't. Did I connect it then, or do I connect 
it now? 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Then? 
Dr. MERREN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you connect it now? . 
Dr. MERREN. It is a possibility, but it had not occurred to me until 

you just asked the question. I will a]so tell you that was not what Mr. 
Kalmbach said to me. 

Mr. WEITZ. "\Vell, didn't he say, "I am not going to be asking"
the substance of it was he wasn't going to be asking for any more 
contributions? 

Dr. MERREN. The substance was, there would be no more representa
tion. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. "By me"? 
Dr. MERREN. "\Vell, he didn't say "by me." The implication that I 

got from it, and Lord knows, you will have to ask him; the interpreta
tion that I got from it was that the mechanism that he had represented 
had decided not to pursue efforts to get contributions from TAPE. 
Now, that is my conclusion, rightly, or wrongly, at that time. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. I believe you said on the same day you met with Mr. 
Butz, Mr. Campbell, and Mr. Lyng. 

Dr. MEHREN. I think I met them in the morning. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Did you discuss the antitrust suit with them? 
Dr. MERREN. I don't think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. I believe in your deposition-
Dr. MERREN. There was some discussion--
Mr. WEITZ. I believe in your antitrust deposition on page 275, I 

believe, you said you did. 
Dr. J\fERREN. There was one discussion, and again, I'm not sure 

whether it is. Again, this is not an effort to be evasive with you. There 
was one meeting I had with Earl Butz, and I have known him very 
closely for a good many years, in which he did say that perhaps at 
the right time they could speak to the Department of ,Justice with 
respect to the activities and functions of farmer cooperatives. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you know that Dick Lyng approved the filing of 
the antitrust suit? 

Dr. MERREN. I know what Dick Lyng has told me before. 
Mr. WEITZ. What did he tell you? 
Dr. MEHREN. He said almost in these words, that Mr. McClaren 

came over and brought the tentative civil complaint. He said in 
essence, almost verbatim, repeated to me no less than 10 days ago that 
he said, "You take care of your jurisdiction, and I'll take care of 
mine. If in your judgment you think it should be done, go to it." 

Mr. "\VEITZ. If there are memos in the Department of Justice's 
files contrary to that, that would not refresh your recollection i 

Dr. MERREN. I can only tell you what Mr. Lyng told me. Mr. Lyng 
to~d me at a meeting of the Supermarket Institute in Miami, Fla., in 
smte 1310, about 10 days ago, precisely what I told you here. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, did you also meet, on or about March 16, 1972, 
·with Bob Strauss? 
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Dr. MEHREN. Again, I don't know the date. Is that on the agenda? 
I did meet with Bob Strauss. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was that sometime in March of 1972? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think so, but I would have to look. The only time I 

was in Washington, I think, was March 16. I don't know if it was on 
that same day, or not. 

Mr. WEITZ. And was the substance of your discussion with Mr. 
Strauss in connection with contributions to both the Republican and 
Democratic National Conventions, the purchasing of books? 

Dr. MEHR.EN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And was the amount that was discussed that of $100,000 

for each convention? 
Dr. ME!IREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. And was it not then contemplated to go forward with 

that as an alternative contribution at the present time to President 
Nixon? 

Dr. MEHREN. It was not so posed to me; no. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was it then discussed in that context by you and others? 
Dr. MEHREN. No. To my knowledge, the propo$al from Mr. 

Strauss----"who at that stage, as I recall, said he was a,lso speaking for 
the Republican committee-was never linked to any contributions. 

Mr. WEITZ. Oh, I know, he didn't link it. 
Dr. l\iEHREN. Or as a substitute, or alternative. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever discuss with anyone at AMPI that this 

would take the place of additional contributions at that time to Presi
dent Nixon? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so. I think I discussed it, and expressed 
my own personal opinion that this would be a foolish expenditure of 
money. You know the details of the proposal, I presume. 

Mr. WEITZ. The letter I am trying to find and enter as an exhibit 
will speak for itself. Off the record. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. Now, we have two letters and mem

orandums, one is exhibit 28 1 to the Lilly executive session; and it con
sists of a letter, memorandum from George Mehren to John Butter
brodt, Griffith, Besemer, and Bonnecroy--

Dr. MEHREN. For your information, that is the TAPE-committee 
for TAPE, executive committee. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right, and that is dated March 20, 1972. Attached to 
that is a letter, dated March 16, 1972, from you-to you from Robert 
Strauss in connection with this. 

Dr. MEHREN. Alan, that would almost certainly mean that the meet
ing with Strauss-for whatever relevance-could not have been the 
16th. I do remember meeting Strauss at the w· atergate-if you will 
forgive the expression-I remember his taking a car out to the airport, 
I think at about 12 :30 or 1 o'clock, with a statement that he would 
write to me the next day. 

Mr. WEITZ. You may have met him on the 15th. 
Dr.MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And then exhibit 2'9 2 --

Dr. MEHREN. Do you ,Yant me to read them, or what do you want me 
todo? 

1 See Book 14, p. 6186. 
2 See Book 14, p. 6189. 
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Mr. WEITZ. No, I just think that refers to that, and I wanted you to 
take a look at them. 

Also exhibit 29, a memorandum from you to Lilly, and attached a 
letter, dated March 27 from the Republican National Convention to 
you with respect to a similar proposal. 

Dr. MEHREN. This I recall, that I don't. 
Mr. 1VEITz. Now, in the memorandum, which is the cover memoran

dum for exhibit 29, you indicate to Lilly that you want this returned to 
you for the next day, March 30, when there is going to be a TAPE 
committee meeting, to take up that matter. 

1Vas that matter discussed at that TAPE committee meeting? 
Dr. MERREN. I think so; I can't say with precision. 
Mr. WEITZ. And what was the disposition? 
Dr. MERREN. The answer was a unanimous "no," as I recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you have anything in your file that would indicate 

that you expressed and communicated that to either Mr. Strauss, or the 
other gentlemen from the Republican National Committee? 

Dr. 1\1:EHREN. I think I telephoned him; I'm not sure. 
Mr. WEITZ. And when was that done-shortly after the meeting? 
Dr. MERREN. It would have been, normally; but I don't have dates, 

I'm sorry. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, did that communication and that decision have 

anything to do with the thirty $5,000 checks signed by you on April 4, 
1972? 

Dr. MEHR.EN. Not to my knowledge. I told you before, that is thP. 
one and only gap that I am not able to repair. I don't think so. 

Mr. ~r EITZ. Let's not get into that-off the record. 
[Discussion off the record. J 
Mr. 1V°EITZ. We will take a recess, now. 
Dr. MEHREN. Let me help you on the record to know why that was 

turned down. 
Mr. WEITZ. All right, let's just get that out of the way. 
Dr. MERREN. Why don't you ask me? . 
Mr ... WEITZ. All right. Can you tell us why that recommendat10n was 

turned down? We are not referring to the contributions to the 
conventions. 

Dr. MEHREN. There was unanimous reaction that to provide every 
one of the members of AMPI with two Convention Guide Books for 
themselves, and one each to give to their friends would be a fortuitous 
waste of money, and probably an irritant to our people. That was tne 
reason for it. 1Ve just thought it would be a rather silly thing to do. 

Mr. WErrz. We will recess now until after lunch. 
["\Vhereupon, at 2 :30 p.m. the hearings adjourned to reconvene at 

5 p.m. this day.] 
AFTERNOON SESSION 

Mr. WEITZ. All right, back on the record. 
Dr. Mehren, I would like to turn your attention to a period of early 

April 1972. Now, do you recall or have any recollection in connection 
with the drawing of the thirty $5,000 checks in blank on April 4, 1972? 

Dr. MEHREN. Basically, not much more recollection than I have 
given you before. We have, I think, through our attorneys included 
every possible line of inquiry I know. I can tell you this much, that on 
that day I had the pricing statute from the Department of Agricul-

30-337 0 - 74 • Bk. 16 - 23 
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ture. I had a difficult decision to make with respect to Russell. I had, 
I think, the meeting that you have referred to earlier; I am not sure 
who all was present. I believe Nelson was there. I had the Fond du Lac 
matter which was by far the important one, and we had checked the 
night, Alan, since I talked to you last. I had a very elderly plant man
ager from Iowa who was aflhcted with lung cancer, heart disease, et 
cetera, as a house guest with his wife, and he incidentally collapsed 
and I had to carry him to bed. But with respect to what they were, 
I don't know. 

I have asked if anyone in the household has any memory of the call 
that you mentioned to me on the telephone, and in truth I don't. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let's go step by step. First of all, I have 30-what pur
ports to be the 30 checks on the Committee for TAPE account with 
your signature and L. Elrod. Each in the amount of $5,000 in blank 
and all dated April 4, 1972. 

Mr. HEININGER. I think one is dated April 5. 
Mr. WEITZ. I think you're right. The check numbers are 25 through 

54, and I believe check No. 51, which is the first of a series of four 
checks on a different check form, the last four of the 30, that is, is 
dated April 5, 1972. I would like you to take a look at these, and I will 
mark them for the record. 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Total is $150,000. I will mark these together as one 

exhibit, and I believe it would be exhibit 2 to your executive session. 
[Whereupon, the checks referred to were marked Mehren exhibit 

No. 2 for identification. 1
] 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, I believe that you referred to a meeting with Mr. 
Nelson. Could you tell me what you do remember with respect to that 
meeting? 

Dr. MEHREN. It's a very difficult thing to give you, and again I speak 
with some embarrassment because I think the one subject matter which 
I don't have good memory, I think that it was a meeting at which he 
was present. I think Lilly was there. I think Elrod was there. But 
Elrod stated to our attorneys that he wasn't there. I have only a vague 
memory of the meeting occurring at all. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. This was on the 4th, or on the day the checks were . 
signed? 

Dr. MEHREX. This is on the 4th as our books show. It was scheduled. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. The meeting was scheduled at your office in San 

Antonio? 
Dr. MEnREx. Yes, it was so scheduled and I think it was in fact held. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall the purpose of the meeting or how the 

meeting came to be arranged? 
Dr. MEHREN. Why there is this blank, I do not know. I am not dis

turbed by the matter because there are 2 days in fact of whatever it 
was, it ,vasn't paid and there is no question I terminated any possibil
ity of payment and secondly, the records which need not have been 
kept were kept. So first, whatever it was, nobody got anything and sec
ondly, there was no effort to fail to disclose. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you have copies of these checks in your records? 
Dr. MEHREN. These records were kept and there is a substantial rec

ord all the way through. You ,vould note the number on these are our 
own. 

1 Previously entered as Lilly exhibit No. 30. See Book 14, p. 6191. 
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Mr. ·WEITZ. No, I want to repeat the question. Do you have in your 
records and the TAPE or the Committee for TAPE records, any rec
ords for these-the copies of these checks? 

Dr. MEHREN. The original of those checks were there. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. You do--
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, they are there. 
Mr. WEITZ. I would like to produce those for the committee. We did 

not receive these from TAPE. 
Mr. HEININGER. 1Vell, let me say in the stuff-and I guess you're still 

on the mailing list of the stuff in the Department of Justice, those did 
come from our files. 

Mr. WEITZ. I see. 
Mr. HEININGER. As a matter of fact, I might also point out that we 

produced those pursuant to a subpena in the antitrust litigation to 
TAPE or the Committee for TAPE. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. I see. 
Dr. MEHREN. Let me also say, if I may, one other thing which you 

haven't asked but I think you should know. To the best of my knowl
edge, I did not clear the voiding of these checks with my col
leagues on the TAPE Committee. I have also checked the records on 
that and the TAPE Governing Committee was set up on March 10, 
but was functioning well before that. To my knowledge, no request for 
funds were ever approved since I have been around without clearance 
by a majority of those people. None of them have any memory of this. 

Mr. WEITZ. Of what? 
Dr. MEHREN. Of these 30 checks. None of these and these are people 

with whom I work closely. That is one point I think you should know. 
The second point is that to my knowledge, these are the only instru
ments in which there isn't the usual and quite meticulously complete 
voucher. I don't know whether you know it or not, but I instituted im
mediately, or I think by March 1, a mechanism whereby every check 
of TAPE ,vas identified with respect to who asked for the contribu
tion, to what purpose it ,vould be put, who would receive it, a receipt 
form was included so that in every other outlay on TAPE or the Com
mittee for TAPE, since I have had anything to do with it, there is 
this detailed record. On these, there is nothing more than this. 

Mr. WEITZ. Can you explain that? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, I wish I could. To be completely honest, I wish I 

could. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, let's see if we can suggest things that may bring 

something to mind. 
Dr. MEHRJ<::N. All right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall any calls that day in the context or in con

nection with that meeting to or from Mr. ,Jacobsen? Do you associate 
him in any way with this transaction? 

Dr. MEHREN. So vaguely that I am reluctant to say that I recall it. 
I have a less vague recollection that Mr. Nelson was involved with the 
request for these moneys. 

Mr. WEITZ. And you also say that your recollection, based on your 
records is a meeting which took place when Mr. Nelson was present? 

Dr. MEHREN. There is on my books a meeting scheduled, but as you 
also may have noted there were many meetings scheduled but did not 
occur. I think it did. Others say it did not. 
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Mr. ·WEITZ. "\Vould it be consistent for example, with testimony we 
have as to the participants of the meeting, that a meeting of that sort 
did take place on that date? 

Dr. MERREN. I think it did, I am not sure who was present. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether these contributions were to go to 

the President or the Republican Party sources of some sort? Not 
sources, recipient rather. 

Dr. MERREN. No, I don't. There is one person that said I had said 
it was a request through Mr. Lilly for 30 checks for Democrats and I 
do not think that is so. I ·would tlunk, and again if I knew, I would tell 
you. I think these were probably for Republicans but that is a recon
struction without memory. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. I believe you testified today and previously that there 
was a hypothetical put to you at the February 3 meeting out in Los 
Angeles by perhaps Mr. DeMarco. 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. In connection with numerous or several contributions 

prior to April 7 and possibly through State committees organized 
apart from the Republican State committees to receive such contribu· 
tions if they were to be made. 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. "\iVEITZ. Did you in any way associate this transaction or this 

purported transaction with that suggestion or the mechanism de
scribed in that meeting? 

Dr. MERREN. To me, now, in terms of simple logic and simple ef
fort to be as open with you as I can on this difficult matter, it may 
well be that 30 committees were involved. But I cannot say. I have 
told you the reason I say this, I don't have it in my mind. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you recall any discussion of the fact that the $300,000 
was to be delivered prior to April 7, and $150 from TAPE or Com
mittee for TAPE and $150 from the two other cooperative trusts? 

Dr. MERREN. No, I don't, sir. That is the truth, that may well have 
happened, but I don't recall it. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you recall, in connection with this meeting or these 
checks, any discussion of the antitrust suit? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, sir. 
)fr. vVEITz. Who was to provide the names of the committees or 

recipients of these fonds? 
Dr. MERREN. Fnfortunately, I can't answer that either. 
Mr. "\iVEITz. vVas it to be Mr. Kalmbach? 
Dr. MEHREN. Notto my knowledge. 
Mr. WEITZ. Or representatives of his? 
Dr. MEHREN. Notto my knowledge. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you know how the checks came to be voided, each 

check I might add is marked voided across the face. 
Dr. MEHREN. I do not know from recollection. I know very well 

those checks would not have been voided unless I said that thev -"·ould 
be voided. Those were my instructions in the office. -

Mr. WEITZ. Do yon remember talking to Mr. Kalmbach on or about 
the 4th of April 1972? 

Dr. MERREN. I know that I have been told from sources that I bc
lieYe a call "·as placed at my house and in truth I do not recall it. I 
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have also asked others in my household. It was the night that this man 
collapsed and I had to ca.rry him upstairs to bed. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. You have alluded rto it and let me, for the record, state 
that we do have an affidavit from both the Republican National Com
mittee and the appropriate telephone company sources in Texa_s which 
indicate that-which show that on April 4, Herb Kalmbach did place 
a call and charged it to an RNC credit card number to your home. 

Dr. MEI-IREN. And it was received? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes, it was received. 
Dr. MERREN. Do you know how long the conversation was? There 

is this possibility, and I am just asking that as a possibility, has that 
been checked? 

Mr. WEITZ. They don't have records. It was at least several minutes. 
It would be impossible to tell what the conversation was obviously or 
to whom the person was talking. 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. But you have no recollection of that? 
Dr. MERREN.No, I don't. I wish very deeply I did. 
Mr. WEITZ.Now, if someone who was a participant at the meeting on 

the 4th with you in your office, or at least listed as a participant at that 
meeting, had a recollection that there were calls placed to Mr. Jacob
sen by Mr. Nelson, calls were received back from Mr. Jacobsen and the 
substance of the discussion was that the contributions were to be made 
and Mr. Kalmbach was to provide the names of the recipients of the 
contribution and you insisted upon talking with Mr. Kalmbach for 
the purpose of exploring the possibility or making sure that, in fact, 
easy treatment would be accorded to AMPI with respect to the anti
trust suit. Would that be consistent with your recollection? 

Dr. MERREN. No, it would be totally inconsistent in this one respect 
at least. It is not my way of ever, first, out of common morals, and 
second, out of common intelligence, to say to anybody that in return 
for a contribution I expect intervention in a lawsuit, no. 

Mr. WEITZ. What about the commitment itself, apart from any sub
stantive fallout from a contribution? We have talked about it today 
and you have testified to a number of meetings, some other meetings or 
meetings were held without your knowledge by others associated with 
AMPI or formerly associated with AMPI. If there had been a com
mitment on the part of someone or a concern on your part that a 
commitment had been made not to your knowledge and prior to your 
tenu!e, do you recall ever expressing on or around the time of 
April 4, 1972, or any other time the desire to communicate to Mr. 
Kalmbach that, in :fact, contributions would be made and that he 
should be aware of the fact that you were not going to breach or welsh 
on any commitment that had been made prior to your tenure? 

J?r. MERREN. No, I don't, sir. I find it very difficult to encompass 
log!cally the sequence. If, in fact, the discussion with Mr. Kalmbach to 
which we referred to this morning as to why it occurred on March 16, 
I would find it very hard to put together pressure from Mr. Kalmbach 
to take money on April 4. 

Mr. WEITZ. What about if it took place after April 7 or after April 4 
as vou had reason to believe, would that change your testimony? 

Dr. MEIIREN. ,v"ell, we won]d at least not have the inconsistency in 
the sequence I think you have built through your questioning this 
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morning that the March 16 meeting in which Mr. Kalmbach said he 
would no longer solicit funds and apparent effort on the part of some
body to get those funds. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did anybody counsel you either in connection with the 
April 4 meeting or otherwise to go ahead and try to make contri
butions so as to appear, still appear, as strong supporters of the Presi
dent for whatever benefits that might accrue? 

Dr. MEHREN. I recall no such--
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Jacobsen made no such recommendation? 
Dr. MEHREN. Not to my recollection. Mr. Jacobsen, looking back 

now, was obviously involved in every contact involving solicitation 
or possible contributions to the Democrats or to the Republican Party. 
Every one of them. Why, I still do not know. I would like to know why. 

I would also like to know why-here it would be most helpful to me 
in developing a better recollection than I have of this unfortunate 
situation-why, in fact, they didn't get the money, and they didn't. 
I obviously, alone, could have voided these things. 

Mr. HEININGER. For the record, we checked it with Lynn and the 
word "void" is in Elrod's handwriting and his recollection is that they 
were voided either the next day or the following day. 

Mr. WEITZ. At Dr. Mehren's instructions? 
Dr. MEHREN. It could not have been at anybody else's. I am trying to 

help, really I am. The next day would be most doubtful because the 
next day was probably the most difficult and tense day I have had in 
tenure at the office. This is the day I had to go up and get the board of 
directors of Mid-States region to breach a valid contract and add 50 
percent to the contribution cost. This was the critical transition.a] 
activity that I had worked on for many, many days in advance and 
I think perhaps the mitigation or the excuse that I don't have memory 
is that this one was by far the important thing for me to do. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you kn<:nv why Bob Isham formally resigned as 
treasurer of TAPE on A pr114, 1972? 

Dr. MEHREN. Bob Isham merely resigned as treasurer of TAPE 
which he had asked me in the beginning of my tenure to do as soon as 
possible. He also submitted a rather remarkable letter of resignation 
from AMPI on April 4, 1972, despite the fact that he ultimately re
signed on .J tme 30, 1972. I think I have given that to you. 

Mr. HEININGER. June 30, 1973. 
Dr. MEHREN. Right. 
Mr. WEITZ. First of all, as I understand it, wasn't Mr. Isham from 

April of 1972 to the end of ,Tune 1972 a consultant and he became an 
associate? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, no. His-the rather strange resignation paper 
which ,vas somewhat laudatory in tone, I might add, was never shown 
to me until after his departure. 

Mr. WEITZ. What was his status fromApril4 to June 30, 1972? 
Dr. MEHREN. An associate general manager. 
Mr. WEITZ. In June of 1972? 
Dr. MERREN. That is correct, that resignation was never shown to 

me until after the departure in June of 1973 and his title, his status was 
never changed. In fact, I did not know that the resignation from 
AMP.I v.as on file, in his personal file until after his departure, well 
after1t. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Didn't you tell him if he resigned he had to resign from 
AMPI? 

Dr. MEHREN. I did not ever. I took every effort and so did many 
other people to retain him. Bob Isham talked resignation from TAPE 
from the very beginning. In fact, before my tenure and to this I took no 
exception at all. 

Mr. WEITZ. He did not talk tv you about it, you weren't general 
manager at the beginning of TAPE. 

Dr. MEHREN. Oh yes, I think Bob Isham had said, long before I 
became general manager, that he wanted not to be associated with a 
TAPE activity and he wanted to be detached from that responsibility 
as soon as possible. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, when you became general manager in 1972 and 
through April of 1972, didn't you repeatedly tell him that you felt 
you were going to ultimately contribute to the President? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, I don't think so. I told him that there were obvious 
pressures on us, but whether we ultimately would be required to con
tribute, no. 

Mr. WEITZ. Not required from a legal sense, but you felt the pres
sure was great and you would probably have to contribute as a prac
tical matter. 

Dr. MEHREN. I have told him and I have told Mr. Heininger and 
told others there was obvious pressure on us to obtain it. 

Mr. WEITZ. ·what was it? 
Dr. MEHREN. The pressure obviously was the Kalmbach contact to 

start with and then these sporadic matters of this sort. 
Mr. WEITZ. No, I don't understand. You met twice with Kalmbach, 

the first time it vrns in general terms, he asked for no specific matters 
and you made no commitment and he asked for no commitments. The 
second time was a brief meeting in whi0h he announced to you that he 
was going to seek no further moneys from you. 

Dr. MEHREN. And in between those there were two or three phone 
calls which I did not take. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. And this matter on April 4, you don't connect that in 
any way to Mr. Kalmbach from your own recollection. What type of 
pressure were you under? 

Dr. MEHREN. I was under pressure obviously from Jacobsen and 
Nelson. 

Mr. 1VEITz. And at no time did you pursue the matter with them, 
as to exactly what type of commitment they had made that made them 
so desirous? 

Dr. MERREN. I had, I told you that. I did not ever ask Jacobsen 
explicitly I think, but I certainly asked Nelson if there vrnre any 
commitments we had to meet. If he said yes, I told you earlier, I would 
not have been disturbed, I would have made the same resolution of it 
that I made of many other commitments I inherited from him. But he 
never told me there was any commitment for 1972 ever. 

Mr. WEITZ. For the President without regard to when it was made 
or what time it was to be delivered? 

Dr. MEHREN. Correct. 
Mr. WEIT~. Turning your attention to October 1972, between April 

4 of 1972, which at least we have a record of a contact of a call from 
Mr. Kalmbach to your home. 
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Dr. MEHREN. May I go off the record? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. All right, back on the record. 
Do you have any recollection of Mr. Kalmbach, either directly or 

through some intermediary, telling you that he didn't want those 
contributions to come in just prior to April 7? 

Dr. MEHREN. I do not. But that means merely I have no recollection 
and my recollection is so faulty on the matter of the 30 checks that I 
do not say that this did not happen. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. 
Dr. MEHREN. But I do want on the record whatever it was they 

weren't paid and records were kept. 
Mr. WEITZ. And now, directing your attention to October 1972, be

tween-first of all as to the interim period from April 4, 1972, and 
October 1972, did you have any additional contact again directly or 
through intermediaries with Republican fundraisers? 

Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. 
Dr. MEnREN. The answer is, I can't think of any, Alan, which again 

doesn't mean that there weren't. 
Mr. WEITZ. I think I asked the question and you said to your recol

lection, no intermediary contacts were made. 
Dr. MEHREN. Correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Jacobsen, at any time, renew the matter-or 

Mr. Nelson-with respect to making contributions at sometime prior 
to the election? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes, he did. Mr .• Jacobsen did. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Jacobsen did? 
Dr.MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was that in connection with? 
Dr. MEHREN. That was a telephone call that Mr. Nunn wanted to 

see me and talk to me about the contributions. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. ·was this shortly befor,e the time you actually met with 

Mr. Nunn? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think it was in the same week. As I recall, Alan, it 

was a Saturday morning. I am almost certain it was a Saturday morn
ing that I saw Mr. Nunn and the reason I recall it was that there was 
no other time to see him. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was that October 21, 1972? 
Dr. MEHREN. I believe it was, yes. 
Mr. \i\TEITZ. So Mr. Jacobsen's call ·\Yould have been the week 

preceding? 
Dr. MEHREN. It was that same weekend as I recall, yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. That was the first contact that you recall renewing the 

subject of contributions by Mr. Jacobsen to you? 
Dr. MEnREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. ·what was the substance of Mr. Jacobsen's phone call? 
Dr. MEHREN. The substance of his phone call-he said this was Mr. 

Nunn who had become the major fundraiser of the Committee To 
Re-Elect the President and that Mr. Nunn had expressed a wish to 
talk tome. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Was it your understanding that he had essentially taken 
over much of Mr. Kalmbach's activities or responsibilities? 

Dr. MERRE:N". I think Mr. Jacobsen indicated that to me. May I also 
say in the conversation with Mr. Nunn, virtually, he explicitly said 
the same thing. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. I see . .Ait the time of the call by Mr. Jacobsen, did you, 
either in your o-wn mind or expressly to Mr. Jacobsen, raise the ques
tion-well, in light of the message with Mr. Kalmbach in which he 
had made explicit to you several months previously, did you ask him 
what the need was to meet Mr. Nunn again or meet the Republican 
fundraiser? 

Dr. MERREN. No, I did something else in response to the puzzlement 
that this sequence engendered in my mind. I did something quite 
different. 

Mr.WEITZ. What is that? 
Dr. MERREN. I decided to avail of the advice of politically expe-

rienced persons whom I respected highly. 
Mr. WEITZ. That was former President Johnson. 
Dr. MERREN. Former President Johnson. 
Mr. WEITZ. That was after the meeting? 
Dr. MERREN. No, no, I made the arrangements prior to the meeting. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you consult with the former President before? 
Dr. MERREN. No, I consulted with the former President within 30 

or 40 minutes after the departure of Mr. Nunn. 
Mr. WEITZ. That was after. 
Dr. MERREN. Yes, but I made the arrangements with him before. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. You decided to meet with Mr. Nunn and then President 

Johnson? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell me why you decided to do those two in 

the sequence that you did? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes, beoause again as I looked back by the 21st of Octo

ber, I had become aware of a remarkable coincidence of the name of 
Jake Jacobsen in virtually every overture with respect to funds for 
the reelection of the President, President Nixon. I did not feel com
fortable with Mr. Jacobsen. I saw no reason to explore with Mr. Jacob
sen his role in the generation of these contacts. I think, looking back 
that the major issue in my mind was not as I told you before, whether 
a contribution affirmatively would engender favorable action from the 
administration, but whether refusal to discuss soliciting contributions 
and perhaps the refusal to make one after consultation with my people 
might engender adverse action. 

I was puzzled ,also, as you imply in your question, as to why this 
would be reopened at this stage. I was puzzled enough that truly being 
totally inexperienced, I have never raised campaign funds in my life 
before or had anything to do with it prior to January 12, 1972, there
fore, it was something of a novice to me in the mechanisms of these 
things. I made .a decision to avail the opinions of a man whom I re
sp~cte1 and as I repeat, I made that well before, 2 or 3 days before. I 
tfnnk_ 1t wo_uld also be useful for your record purposes, again if I am 
too d1scurs1ve tell me. I called or told the pilot, Mr. Johnson's pilot 
and my pilot, to please tell the President I had a matter of some im
nortance I would like to discuss with him. The President called me 
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at my home about 6 :30, I would think, perhaps on Thursday of that 
week and I told him what the issue was, and the meeting had been 
scheduled with Mr. Nunn. I was reasonably certain that Mr. Nunn 
was going to suggest contributions that I had had assurances that 
they would not. I did have on the record, ,as you have seen, formal 
resolution of the governing committee for the Committee for TAPE 
tha,t no contributions would be made to the President. In the face of 
this oncoming President Nixon--

Mr. HEININGER. Or any other President. 
Dr. MEI-IREN. Or any other Presidential candidate. In the face of 

this, I was reasonably assured that there might be pressures in which 
my own experience would be inadequate to make full judgment and, 
therefore, I decided to talk to Mr. Johnson and after the talk with Mr. 
,Johnson to discuss the matter with my colleagues on the committee 
and report. 

Mr. ""\VEITZ. Let's take this in sequence. I would like to show you 
for the record and this is to identify, I am not going to introduce the 
whole document. The document is the minutes for the Committee on 
TAPE of October 11, 1972. Since most of the document refers to con-· 
gressionaI contributions and other matters outside of the commit
tee's mandate, I will not include that. I will include the paragraph be
ginning at the bottom of the page, page 5 and excise the rest and mark 
it as exhibit 3 for the record and ask you to identify the document. 

[""\¥hereupon, the document referred to was marked Mehren ex
hibit No. 3, for identification.*] 

Dr. MEHREN. I have seen this. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, according to this paragraph and the resolution 

in it--
Mr. HEININGER. Did you say Committee for TAPE? 
Mr. WEITZ. That is what it says. 
Mr. HEININGER. OK, I just wanted to be sure. 
Mr. WEITZ. The minutes in the Committee for TAPE meeting, 

October 11, 1972, held in Minneapolis-as indicated in exhibit 3, 
there was a request for contributions to President Nixon's campaign 
without any to Senator McGovern's by an AMPI member, and as a 
result the resolution was passed that the committee agreed not to 
contribute to either Presidential candidate but to contribute $100,000 
in four parts, $25,000 each, to the Republican and Democratic sena
torial and congressional campaign committees. 

Dr.MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, this was 10 days before the meeting which you 

held with Mr. N mm? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And I take it that it was 4 to 5 days before Mr. Jacob

sen's call of the week of the 21st? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And now, when Mr. Jacobsen called you in light of the 

existing resolution for the Committee of TAPE, in a sense binding 
your hands in terms of contributions to the President's campaign, why 
didn't you just tell Mr. ,Jacobsen to tell him, although you would like 
to accommodate Mr. Nunn, the committee had made a decision and it 
was out of your hands and to pass the message along as courteously 
as possible to Mr. N mm? 

*Seep. 7353. 
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Dr. MEHREN. I had two reasons. One, that always in a.ny position 
I have had, I tried to listen to any person of appropriate status and 
position who wanted to talk to me ribout anything. 

Secondly, here to use the patois that has become fairly common, I 
knew who Nunn was and one doesn't lightly say to Lee Nunn or Herb 
Kalmbach, "I won't talk to you." 

Mr. WEITZ. So you thought essentially what you had to tell him 
that you probably had to see him in person? 

Dr. MEHREN. I wanted to tell him in person and as gentle as I could, 
and I wanted to know what he wanted, specifically what he wanted. 

Mr. WEITZ. Didn't Jacobsen tell you what he wanted essentially or 
what he probably would want? 

Dr. MEHREN. Jake didn't have to tell me. I don't really recall if he 
told me. But by that time, I had become sufficiently sophisticated in 
this kind of matter to know who Lee Nunn was. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did Jake, again at that time, take the opportunity to 
urge contributions be made? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think that Jake did not urge that contributions be 
made. I think that Jake said that Democrats for Nixon would be an 
excellent vehicle if we decided to. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was this the first time that he mentioned the Democrats 
for Nixon as a possible recipient for dairy contributions? 

Dr. MEHREN. I am not sure, but I don't think it ,vas. By that time, I 
was also aware that Mr.Jacobsen was a very active person in the Dem
ocrats for Nixon. 

Mr. WEITZ. As with Mr. Connally? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, again, in view of the fact that-even given the 

fact rather that you wanted to be as courteous and gentle as possible 
with Mr. Nunn, given the fact that you already had this resolution by 
the TAPE Committee, why did you feel it necessary to call upon or 
arrange for counsel with Mr. Johnson? 

Dr. MEHREN. Again, his experience was such that I knew I could 
get advice from the President and I knew it would be advice based 
upon experience vastly broader than mine. 

Mr. 'WEITZ. Can you tell me this, while you viewed the situation 
sufficiently differently from that in the winter and spring of 1972, when 
you also had contact with Republican fundraisers in the person of 
Mr. Kalmbach, so that you did not call upon President Johnson's 
counsel then, but did in October of that year? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think, basically, I had to go back and reconstruct, 
which is difficult to do. I think, basically, it was the inconsistency of 
an apparent termination of solicitation and a renewal thereof that was 
disturbing to me. I suspect in the back of my mind really there was a 
question, looking at the overall 40,000 quite decent people working on 
farms, what was his opinion as to going back to the TAPE Committee, 
which I could, of course, do and I think in this circumstance we ought 
to do it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you two questions in that connection. First 
of all, the second meeting with Mr. Kalmbach, before that took place, 
for all you knew he was not going to cut off funds. He was going to 
make a second clarification or reaffirmation of the solicitation. 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
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Mr. "\VEITZ. ·why didn't that precipitate a contact to Mr. Johnson? 
Dr. MERREN. Again, there was not--
Mr. ·WEITZ. Before the cutoff. 
Dr. MERREN. Before the cutoff. The request to meet with Mr. Kalm

bach came on the day, whatever it was that I met with him, and it 
would have been quite impossible to consult with the President. Be
sides, I wasn't as battle-scarred in March, March 16, as I was by Oc
tober. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, in October, didn't your reason for-in October, 
this was prior to the election, of course, did Mr. Connally's prior ad
vice in March or April of 1972, to wait later on just before the elec
tion when they would need it more, meaning the President's campaign 
effort. Did the fact that he had given you that advice play any part 
in your decision to speak to Mr. ,Johnson? 

Dr. MERREN. No; I honestly say that I did not put together the 
rather casual statement of Mr. Connally with respect to the timing of 
any potential contributions with the appearances of Lee Nunn, de
spite the fact that the genesis of the appointment was .Jake Jacobsen 
whom I knew to be associated with Connally. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. My question now is, did Mr. Connally's comment and 
his previous association with President .Johnson lead you to contact 
President Johnson ? 

Dr. MERREN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. It did not? 
Dr. MERREN. No; it did not occur to me. Let me say again that I re

spected, unlike many other people in this country, I got to know 
the President pretty well, particularly after he left office and I did 
respect him and I do respect him. I am speaking very carefully about 
him. 

Mr. WEITZ. You have had a longstanding relation with him? 
Dr. MERREN. It became much more intimate after my departing 

from office and his, than before. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Did you in fact take other occasions to consult ·with him 

and seek counsel? 
, Dr. MERREN. This is the first matter of real importance about which 
I disturbed the President. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. All right, we will get back to that meeting. Let's ad
dress ourselves to the meeting of Mr. Nunn on the morning of the 
21st. Could you tell us the substance of the meeting, of what Mr. Nunn 
said and so forth? 

Dr. MERREN. I think I can give it to you seriatim and with substan
tial accuracy. He first advised me that he was Lee Nunn and he ad
vised me also his brother, Louis Nunn, who was a former Governor 
of Kentucky, ,ms a candidate for the Senate at the time. I believe the 
next major point that Mr. Nunn made was that he had long been a 
fundraiser for the Republican Party. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. I am sorry. Let's go off the record. 
[Discussion off the record. J 
Mr ... WEITZ. Back on the record. Do you remember the question? 
Dr. ~fEHREN. You were asking me the sequence. I recall him say-

ing that during his career, he had probably raised something between 
$50 and $60 million for the Republican Party. And then, quite ex
plicitly, he asked if ,ve would consider a contribution to the campaign. 

Mr. WEITZ. In what form, to what recipient? 
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Dr. MEHREN. He suggested two ways. One was to the President of 
the United States and the other was Democrats for Nixon. 

Mr. WEITZ. Didn't he-did he mention a figure by the way? 
Dr. MEHREN. There is in my mind a statement-I think it's ac

curate that at one stage quite late in the 45 minutes I spoke to him, he 
said something, "Well, we had thought about $650,000 from you." 
But again there was no direct statement that we would like $650 or 
any other figure. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you attach any significance to the fact that in the 
·white House memos, as late as February of 1972, there was a goal 
figure set of the remaining $750,000 on the $1 million commitment 
from the dairy co-ops to Mr. N unn's suggestion of a $650,000 
contribution? 

Mr. HEININGER. I think you will have to back that up with him. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me take it one at a time. 
In February 1972, if there was a memo from one White House aide 

to another referring to the fact that approximately $% million had 
been received from the dairy people and another$% million was go
ing to come in prior to April 7, you attach any significance to the fact 
that in October 1972, N mm mentioned a figure of $650,000 that he had 
thought you might contribute? 

Dr. MEHREN. I didn't at the time, Alan. I am not sure I would now. 
I didn't at the time. 

Mr. WEITZ. Didn't he, in fact, relate it back to prior meetings, com
mitments, conversations, solicitations with Mr. Kalmbach and other 
fundraisers? 

Dr. MEI-IREN. He did not to my memory. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you refer to that meeting or those meetings with 

him at all? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so. I may well have, but I am not certain. 
Mr. WEITZ. Why not? 
Dr. MEHREN. Why not what? 
Mr. WEITZ. vVhy didn't you tell him that you were in contact with 

)Ir. Kalmbach last spring? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think I told him prior to any discussions there ma;y 

have been, I merely tell you that I don't recall it. We had the resolu· 
tion not to contribute to the President. I told him most unequivocally 
that I was certain my colleagues would not acquiesce in a contribu
tion to Democrats for Nixon and I told him this rather quickly in the 
con versa ti on. 

Mr. WEITZ. What about to the President through the finance com
mittee? 

Dr. MEHREN. I am not sure that came out. 
Mr. WEITZ. He didn't suggest to the Finance Committee To Re-Elect 

the President? 
Dr. MEHREN. He made two proposals. I am not sure whether it was 

Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President. It certainly was not to 
the Republican National Committee. I am certain of that. 

Mr. WEITZ. It was not? 
Dr. MEHREN. No; because the tone of it was such that it would go to 

the Committee To Re-Elect. But I don't think there was any explicit 
statement by him to channels which it would go other than positing 
the alternative of Democrats for Nixon. 
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Mr. WEITZ. An alternative to what? 
Dr. MERREN. A contribution to the President. When I told him we 

had decided that we would not make a direct contribution to either 
candidate--

Mr. WEITZ. So it is fair to say his first request or his normal request 
would have been moneys to the President through normal channels such 
as the finance committee and an alternative he thought you might feel 
more comfortable with and he.suggested Democrats for Nixon? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes; he did. 
Mr. WEITZ. It may have been in that sequence and toward the end 

of the conversation-why did he wait until towards the end of the con
versation to speak of $650,000 if this other discussion took place at the 
outset? 

Dr. MERREN. I am not sure it was at the end of the conversation. 
Sometime during the conversation. 

Mr. WEITZ. Sometime during the conversation? 
Dr. MERREN. I do recall his saying we sort of---Ji.e put it this way, 

we sort of were thinking about $650,000. He didn't say we have writ
ten you down for that or anything explicit as that, but he was sort of 
thinking about that much for you. 

Mr. 1V"EITZ. Did he indicate who "we" were? 
Dr. l\h:RREN. Yes; he and his colleagues. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he say he t,alked to Mr. Kalmbach or taken over Mr. 

Kalmbach's areas of responsibilities? 
Dr. MERREN. I believe he said early in the conversation, after he told 

me who he was, what his experience had been, what achievements he 
had made, that he was in effect replacing-had repl,aced Mr. Kalm
bach as the major or a large fund collector. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, here was, as you indicated, an important gentle
man who you didn't want to treat lightly. You wanted to treat him as 
courteous as possible. 

Dr. l\fa1mEN. I didn't want to put myself or the people whom I 
represented in the position of any arbitrary "No, I will not talk to 
you." 

Mr. WEITZ. Precisely. And you had not only a resolution from 
your own people which was self-generated, that is generated pri
vately through the dairy co-ops and trust--

Dr. MERREN. No; that resolution was generated by me. 
Mr. WEITZ. It -was not generated by the Republican fundraiser? 

That is my point. It was generated in your organization. You not 
only had that but you also did not have--

Mr. HEININGER. ~xcuse me, I want to get this straightened out. I 
think if you got something in your question that he may have said 
"yes" as an answer to, and that was contributions of commitments. 
I think he said by other dairy trusts and I think as far as we know, it 
was only TAPE. 

Dr. MERREN. I don't think he referred to the others, Alan. I have 
no recollection of it anyway. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, you not only--
Dr. MERREN. Although, if I may say, it's very obvious now that 

he did contact the others because the others did make contributions. 
Mr. WEITZ. You not only had the resolution of October 11, as a 

reason perhaps not to give. Didn't you also have his own predecessor's 
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expl'€SS statement i:o you that they were not going i:o ask you £or any 
more contributions? 

Dr. MERREN. I may have discussed this with him. I don't recollect 
it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Wouldn't that have been more forceful and a more 
exculpatory reason not i:o contribute? 

Dr. MERREN. I told him that neither one 0£ those was open i:o us. 
Whether I mentioned-I rather think that I probably did tell him 
that I had an earlier discussion with Mr. Kalmbach at which he said 
no representations would be made. But the fact is, I told him that 
we could not, and on this one I was reasonably firm because I quite 
firmly believe we could not, in terms 0£ civil public decency as well as 
our own self-interest, make a contribution to any Presidendal 
candidate. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, after he mentioned these two alternatives and 
mentioned at some point in the conversation the $650,000, and you 
responded with respect to your resolution, did he make any additional 
offers or suggestions? 

Dr. MEHREN. Not that I know of. I did tell him that we had agreed 
that we would make contributions to the committees. 

Mr. WEITz. To the congressional committees? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Didn't he then ask you to increase those contributions? 
Dr. MEnREN. No, sir. That was done frankly on the recommendation 

of the President, and after consultation with my collea,gues, because 
among other things, we could not contribute to a President directly 
or indirectly. "\Ve also had far more funds at that time that could be 
e.ffectively used on individual candidates for the House and Senate 
or gubernatorial races. This was a decision that had been made at the 
$100,000 level, and after my discussions with the President, it seemed 
to me it would be a reasonable procedure, a.nd I therefore placed it 
before my colleagues who concurred that we ,vould ma.ke larger con
tributions. "\Ve made them in part for the simple reason that the 
President suggested to me, and I think properly that a competent can
rlidate for the Presidency could benefit from congressional campaign 
committees, without putting himself or us in the position of a direct 
political contribution, which would probably generate another prop
aganda splurge. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, without regard to whether or not you made the 
<le,eision based on Mr. Nunn's request, did not, in fact, Mr. Nunn ask 
you to increase the contribution and did not, in fact, he tell you that 
the President could benefit from that contribution? 

Dr. MERREN. I don't think so. 
Mr. ·wE1Tz. Didn't you tell him that you might consider increasing 

the congressional contribution? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't recollect it. 
Mr. HEININGER. There is one thing that ought to go into the mix, 

I don't think he has gotten it in any o:f his depositions and that was 
the problem of reasonable equalization. 

Dr. MEHREN. That also came up. 
Mr. WEITZ. I am limiting myseI:f to Mr. N unn's rema.rks. 
Dr. MERREN. No, on that one, for the record, and I think Alan will 

get to it later, that was a suggestion from Mr. Johnson which I placed 
before our colleagues and they concurred. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Let's go off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. 
Now, after you informed Mr. Nunn what you perceived as the pol

icy of the TAPE Committee and so forth, what was his response? 
Dr. MEHREN. Nothing very shocking or sta.rtling. I did tell him 

that we were going to go the committee route. 
Mr. WEITZ. What committee route? 
Dr. MEHREN. For committees. 
Mr. WEITZ. You weregoingto? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, I told him basically what is in that packet. 
Mr. WEITZ. That had nothing to do with the President. 
Dr. MEHREN. I told Mr. Nunn, I do not recall Mr. Nunn responding 

to that statement that, well, a larger contribution ,vould be a benefit 
to both Presidential candidates. As I recall it, Alan, that statement 
came from Mr. Johnson and not from Mr. Nunn. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall, without regard to whom it would help, 
the request by Mr.Nunn to increase the contributions? 

Dr. MEHREN. I do not recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. "\V" as there anything else of substance that took place at 

that meeting? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think there was one other thing. I did ask him why, 

a~ this stage of the campaign, he was soliciting funds, and he did 
give me an answer. 

Mr. WEITZ. "\V"hat was that answer? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think the answer was: "We are presently $3% mil

lion"-as I recall the numbers-"in the red, and at the end of the 
campaign we probably will be $10 million." It was one other state
ment also that I do recall. 

Mr. WEITZ. What was that statement? 
Dr. MEHREN. That statement was to the effect that while these were 

made with certainly no thought of any return benefit, or any adverse 
action if we didn't it was a fact to the donors--

Mr. WEITZ. We have gone over that before. 
Dr. MEHREN [continuing]. To the donors that the President did 

remember his friends who had helped him. That was the closest it 
came in my recollection. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. That was in the context of the discussion of contribu
tions? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Anything else of substance that you can recall from 

the meeting? 
Dr. MEHREN. No; I think I have given you the whole story. 
Mr. WEITZ. After Mr. Nunn left, I take it you left with him; that 

you would not contact him or vice versa. 
Dr. MEHREN. I left it with him that I would contact him. 
Mr. WEITZ. To what end? 
Dr. MEHREN. And I did. To the end that I would take his sug

gestions as I think I properly should, and discuss them with my col
leagues. If there were any differences in policy or activities, I would 
so advise him. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you tell him when you would contact him? 
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Dr. MEHREN. No; I told him after I had discussed his request or 
his suggestions with the other members of the TAPE governing com
mittee, and also with certain key members of the board, although I 
didn't tell him that- I would call him back and let him know if there 
was any change. 

Mr. WEITZ. So to recapitulate, although you told him of the present 
policy, it would not be changed, but you would rather give him the 
courtesy of raising the matter again with your colleagues. 

Dr. MEI-IREN. I told him in effect that I would raise this matter and 
advise my colleagues. He had solicited funds and that if there were 
any difference in the position of our people from that which they 
had expressed earlier and formally enunciated on October 11, I would 
so ad vise him. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. I take it after this meeting with Mr. Nunn that after
noon you went to President Johnson's ranch. 

Dr. MEHREN. That morning I had in fact arranged to have the plane 
which we shared with President Johnson available. I think I had it 
available at 9 :30 in the morning or something of that sort. So I drove 
personally from my office, 5 minutes over to the airport and the John
son plane was there and I flew out to the ranch from there. 

Mr. WEITZ. What was the substance of the discussion with President 
Johnson with respect to these matters? Obviously, you may have dis
cussed other things, but this particular solicitation by Mr. Nunn. 

Dr. MEHREN. With respect to these matters, the President almost 
immediately-I told him what this man had said at some stage, when 
he asked me: "Why did they want money?" I recall saying-well, I can 
tell you what he told me-that he was $31/z million in the red and that 
it would be $10 million, and I remember the President, who was back 
on cigarettes, flipped his ci~arette, and said, "Do you really believe 
that?" I responded that he didn't ask me what I believed. He asked me 
what Mr. Nunn had said. He then quite explicitly said, "Is there a 
commitment?" and I said, "There is no commitment to my knowledge." 
He responded, if there be a commitment, he considered it our obliga
tion-not mine personally, the TAPE obligation-and we should meet 
it and I told him, "No, I know of no commitment." 

Mr. WEITZ. Can I stop you there? Why did he raise the question of 
a commitment? 

Dr. MEHREN. Probably because of two things. One, I think the Presi
dent functioned always on the basis of commitment. If a commit
ment was made, just as most of the other members of the political 
mechanism in this city function, if there was a commitment 1 we were 
supposed to keep it, or by orderly process ,to alter it or obliterate it. 
That was one thing. 

The second thing, at one stage in the conversation later, this may be 
one of the reasons he asked me this. He did indicate at some campaign, 
and I would assume 1964, there really couldn't be any other, the dairy 
people that committed $250,000 to his support but not delivered on the 
commitment and he put it aside. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, let me ask you this, particularly if the last com
ment you made or have told us he made, was later in the conversation, 
let's get back to the point where you told him of your meeting with 
Nunn. He commented or asked you about the extent of the debt; if any, 
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that Mr. Nunn had recounted to you and you say at that point he then 
said, "Is there a commitment?" My question is, what in the nature of 
the conversation or in the context of the meeting even led to that ques
tion? No one had mentioned a commitment, had they? 

Dr. MERREN. I think it is a reasonable, very reasonable question for 
the President, in view of the fact that I was over asking his advice, 
to ask me if I or my predecessors had made a promise on this matter. 
I think nothing else would be involved. I think it would be a very 
natural question. 

Mr. WEITZ. Had you led him to believe that that in fact was your 
concern that there was some commitment which had been made? 

Dr. MERREN. I had been--
Mr. WEITZ. What did you tell him? 
Dr. MERREN. I told him I knew of no commitments. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you tell him about your earlier meetings with Mr. 

Kalmbach? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you tell him about the conversations with Mr. Con

nally? 
Dr. MERREN. No, I don't think I did. I don't recall. ,Just a moment, I 

told him about the Kalmbach-and told him this is one of the reasons 
I have come here knowing what it meant to him, knowing that he 
had to give up 3 or 4 hours of his time, that this was a primary reason 
I didn't want to talk to him. 

Mr. WEITZ. It was your concern. 
Dr. MERREN. I did not tie it to the Connally matter. See, I didn't take 

the Connally statement as a serious one. You apparently do, but I 
didn't. 

Mr. WEITZ. You in fact did at least express your concern, based 
on the repeated conversations with Mr. Kalmbach, Mr. Jacobsen, and 
Mr. Nelson, of some possible commitment of which you had no knowl
edge. 

Dr. MERREN. I did not express my concern. He asked me clearly 
whether--

Mr. WEITZ. You discussed the possibility of a commitment based on 
the earlier meetings which you also related to him? 

Dr. MERREN. No; I don't think so. It may well have been; it's very 
difficult to know what a man who is now deceased-what led him to 
ask the question. I know very well, as accurately as I could, I told him 
what happened before and that may have led him to ask the question: 
"Was there a commitment?" Again, I told him to my best know ledge 
"There is no commitment," and I knew what his answer was. 

Mr. WEITZ. There is no commitment but you in fact had a concern? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes; let me answer your question before you ask it, 

Alan. I had begun to see a sequence about what you asked me once in 
an informal meeting of Jacobsen, and on a peripheral basis, at least, 
Nelson. I kept saying to myself, "Why? why? why? After the Kalm
bach matters, why would Jacobsen be so persistent in this?" By that 
time it couldn't be reprisal which would be one reasonable explana
tion for them going out to Los Angeles on ,T anuary 13. The second 
hypothesis alternative to reprisal would be for some reason or other 
these people found it necessary to try to get dairy money into the 
Republican campaign. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Let's go off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. All right, let's go back on the record. 
Now, after you told the President that to your knowledge-the 

former President-to your knowledge, that there was no commitment, 
what then was the substance of the discussion? 

Dr. MERREN. From there we went to what kind of fund do you have 
available. I told him something in the neighborhood of $1,300,000 
was there and I also expressed my view and the view which my col
leagues concurred in, that for many, many reasons any direct contribu
tions to Presidential candidates would be destructive, not to us but 
to many other people. And he concurred in that. I told him that we 
had agreed that we would make contributions to the committees and 
it was at this stage, I think, that President Johnson said to me, "vVell, 
there is one easy way you can be of assistance to both of them and to 
the electoral process." I think I can give you the detail which had not 
occurred to me because I am not that kind of a pro. He said in effect 
that either Mr. Nixon or Mr. McGovern could avail of contributions 
to the committees without direct contributions to them. And the means 
by which they suggested it had been done, were well known to all 
professionals in the political field. He gave an example, he said that if 
there was a Senator from-a Republican Senator from Massachusetts 
that was running, the committee could allocate part of their funds to 
the support of that Senator's campaign. It would be a very simple 
matter for Mr. Nixon on the Republican side, or Mr. McGovern on 
the other side, to be present-to be invited, and that the Presidential 
committees would not be required to carry any, or at least the bulk 
of the expense. He theref?re suggested, and his sugges~ion I. later took 
to my colleagues, that smce we had ample funds, smce, m fact, he 
agreed that ,ve were for practical purposes precluded from direct 
contributions, nor were we so committed, he suggested that we in
crease the-he made two suggestions that when we increase the con
tributions to the committees, and to give it to them straight and hon
estly, no equivocations, and then we try to balance our overall contri
butions to both sides. I took up those two suggestions by telephone, 
and other discussions, with my colleagues and they concurred. 

Mr. vVEITz. Was there anything else discussed in connection with that 
matter? 

Dr. MERREN. Not so much, it was a great deal of personal discussion. 
Mr. WEITZ. I am not talking about personal discussion, I am talking 

about matters related to this. 
Dr. MEHREN. I think I have given you the essence of it. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you indicate how much it would take to balance, as 

he put it, of the contributions of both sides? 
Dr. MERREN.I don't know and I am not sure I know now. It was a 

suggestion that roughly we balance it. I might say my colleagues, 
particularly the president of the association, who is a member of the 
TAP:BJ governing committee had been anxious to balance the con
tributions and they were ultimately roughly balanced. 

Mr. vVEITz. Now, these two meetings we have discussed took 
nlace on October 21, 1972. The following week did you have an occa-
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sion to discuss these matters and your decision or recommendations 
with employees of AMPI? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't know, I may have. I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember discussing this with Bob Isham? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't know, I may have. I certainly wouldn't say I 

didn't. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember discussing it with Bob Lilly? 
Dr. MEHREN. No; it may have been that Lilly would hear from the 

TAPE members. He was by that time the secretary of the TAPE 
Committee and I may have discussed it with him. I don't know. 

Mr. WEITZ. How was the decision made to contribute the contribu
tions which were made and are a matter of public record? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think the decisions were made by telephone commu
nications. The first to Mr. Griffith who is chairman of the committee 
and operating as active chairman and then either through him or me 
with the other members of the committee and I believe also that they 
probably checked it out with the president, the regional president. 
They normally do. 

Mr. WEITZ. After the decision was made to balance out the con
tributions and since the record shows the contributions ,to all four com
mittees were substantially greater or somewhat greater in some cases 
and substantially greater in others than the $25,000 original commit
ment decision, did you communicate this decision or the amounts that 
would be contributed to Mr. Nunn? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes, I did. I don't think I gave him the amounts. I 
said we had reached a decision that we would give more but I don't 
think I gave him the amounts. I am not sure those amounts were set. 
Let me, if I may, take a quick look and see. I would think this prob
ably was done here on a Swturday and he was present. 

Mr. WEITZ. You're talking about Mr. Nunn? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes; on October 21, probably I made the calls on Mon

day and got the discussion going among our people. 
Mr. WEITZ. The 23d? 
Dr. MEHREN. I would think so and it would be about the 24th, 25th. 

I think I was here in San Antonio the 24th and 25th. The 25th, I was 
in Fond du Lac. It would be sometime in that week that I think I 
called Nunn and told him we were going to reaffirm that we were not 
going to contribute to the President or Democrats for Nixon and we 
were going to make some increases in contributions to the four com
mittees plus the ballots. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, I have several questions. First of all, I would like 
to show you four exhibits that I would'like to mark as exhibits 4, 5, 6, 
and 7 to your executive session. 

[Whereupon, the documents referred to were marked Mehren ex
hibits Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 for identification.*] 

Dr. MEHREN. All right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Exhibit 4 is an-each of them are actually four docu

ments. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. These are copies of a request voucher for TAPE ex

penditures, a letter transmitting the contribution, a copy of the check 
and a copy of the receipt from the recipient committee. Exhibit 4 is a 

*See pp. 7354-7365. 
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package for the $150,000 contribution to the National Republican Sen
atorial Campaign Committee. Exhibit No. 5 is the contribution of 
$150,000 to the National Republican Congressional Campaign Com
mittee. Similarly, exhibit No. 6, exhibit No. 7, are the contributions, 
the first exhibit, No. 6 is the $27,500 to the National Republican Sena
torial Campaign Committee and exhibit No. 7 is the $25,000 to the 
National Republican Campaign Committee. 

Dr. MERREN. It's probably the House. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. The Congressional Campaign Committee. Now, are 

these documents relating to those contributions? 
Dr. MERREN. I don't really know. 
Mr. "WEITZ. Contributions made to the Republican side that week 

:following this meeting with Mr. Nunn and former President Johnson? 
Dr. MERREN. Well, they are some kind of voucher and whether 

they're accurate or not, I do not know. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Underneath, is that your letter for example, the two 

$150,000 contributions have cover letters from you. 
Dr. MERREN. I wrote those letters personally, I remember. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. To the Chairman? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. And I have several questions with regard to these and 

I think, of course, the record shows that larger contributions than the 
original $25,000 were given to the Democratic-the two Democratic 
committees also. It was somewhat less, $62,500 to the Democratic 
Congressional Campaign Committee and $47,000 to the Democratic 
Senatorial Committee. 

Dr. MERREN. Let me give you now and I give you this out of memory 
again. I believe that Mr. Melvin K. Besemer, who is a member of 
that committee and was then regional president of the northern and 
central region of AMPI made two suggestions. One of them was that 
we give more to the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee 
than we did to the Senate on the grounds of a consensus among this 
committee that they needed it more over on that side. Where they 
got that, I do not know. That was approved by the committee. The sec
ond one ,vas with respect to the Democrats, as I recall it, my colleagues 
agreed unlike the transmission to the Republicans, we would tell them 
that we would like them to do two things. One to meet certain agree~ 
ments, I think it was $7,500 to Congressman Smith, I think, which 
had already been approved by this committee. The second was that 
Mr. Humphrey, Mr. Mills, and Mr. Albert should participate in the 
allocations. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you give any similar instructions on the Republican 
side? 

Dr. MERREN. No, because it wasn't suggested by the committee 
members. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you several questions now. Exhibit No. 4, and 
No. 6 are the two checks and accompanying vouchers and letters to 
the Republican Senatorial Committee. Now, can you explain why, and 
I believe both checks are dated the same date, October 27. Can you ex
plain first of all why there were two checks sent to that committee as 
opposed to one? 

Dr. MERREN. I think I asked you, I need to check all through these 
records, I think I asked you to look into it. 
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Mr. HEININGER. We can't find it. 
Mr. WEITZ. You don't know why they were divided into two checks? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, except for this, Alan, Butterbrodt, especially on 

the committee, felt very strongly that this time we should not put our
selves in the position apparently that he had felt we had gotten into 
in 1968 of heavily disparate contributions to one party and not to 
the other. 

Mr. WEITZ. That was not my question. The question I asked was, the 
record shows the contributions that were made to both sides and they 
were substantial. My question is, when you decided to give a total of 
$177,500 to the National Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee, 
why did you divide it into two checks? 

Dr. MERREN. I don't know, I asked Mr. Heininger to check and I 
don't know whether--

Mr. HEININGER. We haven't found anything on that. 
Mr. WEITZ. You have no recollection? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, but I do repeat and I would like the record to 

show I asked this question of Mr. Heininger and asked him to find 
the answer for it and I don't know. That is part of this that I did not 
deal with. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, can you also explain why the $150,000 to the Re
publican Senatorial Campaign Committee is sent by letter from you 
to the chairman of the committee, whereas the $27,500 contribution is 
sent by way of cover letter from Bob Lilly to an employee of the 
committee? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so but I believe they were both cleared by 
the committee but I do not have recollection of the $27,500 from Bob 
Lilly. 

Mr. WEITZ. I said, did you have any reason to understand the means 
of sending the two checks to the same committee, apparently on the 
same day? 

Dr. MEHREN. Have you got the letter? 
Mr. \VEITZ. It's part of the exhibit-exhibit 4 and exhibit 6 are the 

same committee-two different amounts, one from you and one from 
Bob Lilly. Your letter is addressed to the chairman of the committee 
and the other is addressed to an employee of the committee. 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't know why. I really don't. I did ask our counsel 
to try to find out. 

Mr. HEININGER. The only thing we did find, Alan, we have a hand
w-ritten draft and this is in George's handwriting of what basically is a 
form letter. 

Dr. MEHREN. To all four of them. 
Mr. HEININGER. For the big one and we could not find anything on 

the little ones. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, the letter from you-
Dr. MEHREN. You want this incidentally? 
Mr. WEITZ. No. The letter from you, ·and this would also apply I 

take it to exhibits 5 and 7 which have the same division of checks and 
the same means of transmission in each case. Mr. Lilly's for the smaller 
amount and yours for the larger amount directed to the chairman. Do 
you have any explanation for that? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't really know except I think it came out of the 
balancing request to the other members of the committee, I think. I am 
not certain. 
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Mr. "\VEITZ. That would go to the total amount but not to the means 
of transmission. 

Dr. MERREN. I think that is correct. 
Mr. HEININGER. Somebody had to add up a11 of the numbers. 
Dr. MERREN. "\Vhere we were. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. The total amount given to a committee and not to the 

means of transmission or the division of checks. 
Dr. MERREN. My memory is that Lilly was told to balance the total 

contributions, which is one of these documents, and I suspect what he 
did was come to the committee members and say, "In order to roughly 
balance, including gubernatorial and local contributions, we should 
give the following amounts to the Republicans." I think that is what 
happened. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you also have any explanation as to why your letters 
to the two committees are dated October 24? The checks are dated 
October 27 and the receipts in each case are stamped November 2. 

Dr. MERREN. I suppose November 2 was the date they received the 
funds. 

Mr. vVEITz. You attach no significance to the three different dates? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't. I never knew about it before. I really didn't 

deal with this. They were delegated and all I did here was write the 
letter and I did concur now in the higher contributions to the Demo
cratic congressional committee than to the Senate. I knew about that 
and I do recall that instructions came from the committee to Lilly 
to balance it out. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. But in connection with balancing it out, do you have 
any reason why the two contributions, substantial though they were, 
to the Democratic senatorial and congressional campaign committees, 
were each made by way of one check, whereas the two contributions, 
also substantial, and in fact greater to the senatorial and congres
sional Republican campaign committees, were made with a total of 
four checks. Two to each committee. 

Dr. ~fEHREN. I think I have answered that I myself noted this 
anomaly sometime after you and I first talked. I did ask Mr. Heininger 
himself or others on the legal counsel staff to try to find out why that 
was done. 

Mr. vVEITZ. Weren't the two $150,000 checks to the Republican con
gressional and senatorial campaign committees-cwere those not seg
mented, both in manner of transmission and specific check, in order to 
facilitate and identify those contributions as being specifically sepamte 
and apart to be transmitted forward on behalf of the President? 

Dr. MEHREN. No; not by me. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did Mr. Nunn-when you informed him that you 

were, in fact, going to make more substantial contributions to the con
gressional committees-did he in any way indicate that those moneys 
would be forwarded, or would be somehow used for the benefit of the 
President? 

Dr. MERREN. No; I will give you my best recollection. I told him first 
that ·we were going to give larger amounts. I do not believe I told him 
what the specifics were. I do not believe that it had been cleared with 
the committee then. As I recall, Nunn's response was that this was 
very good and this would be helpful. But I carefully ,,Tote the letter 
such that these went to the committees. 
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Mr. WEITZ. No·w, Dr. Mehren, your best recollection is that you did 
not tell him how much the total contribution would be. Do you recall if 
you indicated it would be at least $100,000 to each committee? 

Dr. MERREN. I don't know. I told him they would be substantially 
larger, as I recall it, than the original $25,000 that the committee set
tled on. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. You do not recall telling him that it would be at 
least--

Dr. MERREN. $300,000. 
Mr. WEITZ. $100,000 each. 
Dr. MERREN. I don't recall that; no. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you consider in the context of your conversations 

with Mr. Nunn, that had the increase been the 100-percent increase to 
each of the committees-that is $50,000 rather than the $25,000-that 
would have been a substantial increase in the context of the con
versation. 

D_r. MERREN. I don't think I gave him the magnitude of the percent
age mcreases. 

Mr. WEITZ. I see. Well, let me ask you this. If there is evidence that 
Mr. Nunn notified at least one of the t,vo committees, it's not clear 
whether he notified the other at this point, but if ,there is evidence that 
he notified one of the two committees that they would be receiving this, 
specifically the senatorial commiUee, a large sum or perhaps $150,000 
from your committee, the TAPE committee, and that they were in turn 
to forward certain moneys on, totaling approximately $100,000, to the 
Republican National Committee, could you explain how he knew of 
that transaction ? 

Dr. MERREN. No; I don't think I told him $150,000. I am quite cer
tain I didn't. 

Mr. WEITZ. Or at least $100,000? 
Dr. MERREN. Or $100,000 either, and I certainly did not tell him to 

transmit it on. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did he indicate in some way it would be used for the 

President? 
. Dr. MERREN. As I recall our conversation when I told him what we 
were going to do in terms of larger contributions, in all four commit
tees, I also told him the former Preside:nt had indicated this would be 
of assistance to him in the Presidential side without compounding our 
difficulties or those of the two Presidential candidates. 1:Vith that he 
agreed, but there was no slightest reference to any bodily transfer of 
funds to those committees through any other committee because this 
Jetter is quite explicit in what we said here. I might also say here, a.nd 
I recall, I cleared this letter with counsel to make sure I wasn't getting 
mousetrapped. 

Mr. WEITZ. In reference to your conversation with Mr. Nunn to the 
suggestion or advice of the former President, that this money could be 
of indirect use, help, assistance, to the President in his 1972 campaign, 
did you or would yon then interpret your comments to him as commit
ting him to-be or the senatorial committees to make such use of it as 
they saw fit for the benefit of the President? 

Dr. MERREN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. So that if, in fact, they--
Dr. MERREN. Pardon me, I don't think that is what I said here, is 

it? 
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Mr. ·WEITZ. I am asking you whether you interpret what you said 
in light of that context. 

Dr. MEIIREN. I meant to tell him precisely what I wrote here to the 
chairman of the committees-precisely. And if you're implying that I 
said, "Now you can snooker some money out of there to get it in se
cret"-no. If I were to do that it would be much better in everybody's 
viewpoint, especially from our own, it would be better to just say, 
""\V'ell, we have reconsidered and we will give you some money." 

Mr. "WEITZ. You ha.ve testified that on your own, and based on the 
advice of a number of people whom you respected, it was inopportune 
and perhaps inappropriate t-0 make further contributions to any Presi
dential campaign. 

Dr. MEHREN. Make any contributions. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. That is right. Such contributions that would compromise 

either your organization or the Presidential candidate. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Now, if you made contributions to one committee which 

was not associated with the President a:nd it was used for his benefit, 
that would neither compromise the President nor your organiza
tion, is that correct? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think I told him explicitly, precisely what Mr. John
son said to me, that this would be of indirect benefit to, them. It would 
also not compromise anybody. He went further, he told me what a 
professional would do and he gave me some examples. 

Mr. HEININGER. This is the President. 
Dr. MEHREN. Forme,r President. 
Mr. \VEITZ. And you related this to Mr. Nunn? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, I think I did. I am not sure. I think I told him 

that the President had indicated that this would be of use to you 
and Mr. McGovern. 

Mr. \VEITZ. You also indicated you were making substantial con
tributions to the Democratic side? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think I told him that, yes. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Now, the final reporting period before the 1972 elec

tion ended, according, then, to existing law, on October 26, 1972. Do 
you have or do you associate any significance, or did you have any 
conversation ·with anyone with respect to the dating of the check with 
respect to that recording date? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, I don't think I did, because again, that is a part 
of the operation. I didn't handle it. In fact, I didn't know until you 
just asked the question that there was such a provision. 

Mr. WEITZ. I asked you before whether you discussed this with 
Mr. Lilly, these contributions, and you said you may have in his ca
pacity as secretary for the Committee on TAPE. I take it because 
his signature is-and he filled out these vouchers-apparently what 
purports to be his signature is on all four of these exhibits, 4 through 
7, that that would be consistent with your recollection that he in fa.ct, 
at least, was communicating the desire or instruction to make these 
contributions. 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think there was anything covert about these 
contributions to anybody. This went through the office mill, every 
stenographer who had access would see them. 

Mr. HEININGER. On November 1, 1972, Lilly submits the report to 
AMPI's j;'()rnorate board of directors listing the whole business. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Let me ask you this, let's take exhibit 5. Bob Lilly 
purports to be his signature, signs it on October 24. The issue date of 
the check he writes is October 27. That is in his instruction and it 
says-someone signs this "per Dr. Mehren, 10/24." So apparently the 
instruction goes out on the 24th. Do you know why the request was 
made for the check to be drawn and dated 3 days later? 

Dr. MERREN. I don't know there was a request and I had no knowl
edge of any significance of October 27 until you asked me the question. 

Mr. WEITZ. So you don't know why the request was made, the check 
was drawn for October 27. 

Dr. MERREN. Were they all drawn on the 27th? 
Mr. WEITZ. They were all dated the 27th~ I am not telling you when 

they were drawn. The request was the 24th, all the checks are dated 
the 27th. 

Dr. MERREN. No, I don't know and I am telling you quite explicitly 
that I didn't know that the 27th was the date of any significance. 
Somebody else may have known it, but I didn't. I see no pomt in that 
because again on November 1, the board was apprised in complete de
tail of all contributions. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. I have one other area to cover with you, then Mr. Sand
ers can take over. 

One, do you remember conversations with respect to Stuart Rus
sell in the first 4 months of 1972 and any outstanding obligations, bills, 
or fees to him? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes, I certainly do. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell us what the nature of those contacts and 

conversations were? 
Dr. MERREN. I think the first contact I told you about earlier and I 

know I have outlined it in other depositions. The first contact that I 
recall we were in the process of trying to determine oustanding ob
ligations of AMPI. It was at this stage and in the presence of John 
Butterbrodt, I might add, that he first indicated to us that it had been 
his practice to bill AMPI and give funds to AMPI employees for 
the purposes, as I recall, to transmit to other people. The second meet
ing, I think, involved-and I can't give you dates, but I think it is 
April 4-this difficult date that we looked at before, Alan. I think 
it was at that first one that Butterbrodt was present also that the man 
said to me that he was in tax difficulty. He had tax obligations that 
there was this commitment and in fact this business obligation as he 
put it. At one of the meetings I asked him, "What do you think is the 
magnitude of this alleged obligation?" That was probably the first
you know more about this than I do. 

Mr. HEININGER. I don't know about that. 
Dr. MERREN. He said he didn't know but at that stage, as I recall, 

said his books were coded and he could find out. I told him in each one 
of the sessions in this matter that there was to be no more of this and 
I believe his answer was "Thank God." I told him to go back and look 
at your coded books and come back with a statement as to what you 
believe AMPI owes you. This is in terms of the obligation made by 
prior management and which has placed you in the position of dis
bursement and income tax liability. He came back then and I am not 
sure if it was a meeting which a final resolution was made; it was 
one of them that he told me it was in the neighborhood of $66,000. 
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Then I called in Isham to evaluate the nature of the obligations, the 
magnitude thereof, and one of the meetings, the date of which I can
not recall, probably April 4, you were there after supposedly 31/2 hours 
of discussion, Isham came in and said this was an obligation that had 
been made in good faith. It had involved disbursement and liability 
on the part of Russell. I asked him to discuss it with Mr. Heininger 
and to tell me whether the payment of that would be lawful and his 
answer was "yes." This is another one of the occasions in which I said 
to Mr. Heininger I would be most happy to have him detach Mr. 
Russell from participation in our affairs at his earliest opportunity. 
I might add that is not the first time I said it. I had said that earlier. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Didn't Mr. Russell explain the context or the purpose 
which this obligation had originated? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes; he said, and I think he has reaffirmed it to others, 
that what he did was to cash checks either for his law firm or himself
I guess for himself-and give the money to people, and then it was 
used to pay other people's legal fees. That was his basic statement, as 
I recall. 

Mr. HEININGER. I think his deposition testimony is, at least what 
he told me, that this money was for legal fees and expenses according 
to Harold Nelson and he pointed out in his deposition that this is 
a very expensive way of doing it and Nelson said this is the way we 
want to do it. 

Mr. 'WEITZ. Let me show you-I take it as a result of this conversa
tion and conversations ultimately in the amount--

Mr. HEININGER. I don't think George participated in the conversa
tion which I had. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. I am not talking about that but with respect to your 
contacts with Russell in 1972, as a result of that ultimately, approxi
mately $66,000 was disbursed to Mr. Russell. 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes, it was. 
Mr. ·wErTz. And this was in satisfaction of this obligation? 
Dr. MEHREN. And I approved the voucher. 
)1:r. ·WEITZ. I believe you have seen this before, and I would ask 

you to look at it again. 
Dr. MEIIREN. Yes, I have seen this. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. And there, enter this as exhibit 8, which you identified 

by stipulation, a copy of the check to Mr. Russell dated April 18, 1972. 
['Vhereupon, the document was marked Mehren exhibit No. 8 for 

identification.*] 
Dr. MEIIREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. For $66,321.48 with an attached request for check with 

your initials. 
Mr. HEININGER. I would like to point out according to Russell's 

deposition, there is a substantial amount of that money which was 
actually legal services. In other words, this was to-it was being 
termed "a global settlement." There were some outstanding bills for 
legal services that were included in there too. 

Mr. w·EITz. Well, I might say on the request for checks which is 
part. of exhibit 8, it says advance payment, legal fees, copies of sup
portmg statements to be forwarded to the home office immediately, 

*Seep. 7368. 
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and my understanding of documentation is that all other documenta
tion predates April 18 and Mr. Russell was, in fact, paid money in 
May and June 1972 for statements admittedly submitted at that time. 

Dr. MERREN.No; that is not so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could y<>u provide us with that documentation, please? 
Mr. HEININGER. I can provide you; it's in the deposition with all 

of his invoices, and the way that you can determine what is what, we 
have made an accounting study of it and I will be glad to give that 
much. 

Mr. WEITZ. I understand from your accountant that it does not 
equal $66,000 ; you cannot make it come out. 

Mr. HEININGER. It was $313-odd that don't come out. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could we have that accounting, please? 
Mr. HEININGER. Yes; let me pass that a little bit because we have 

withheld it so far as work product. It was done for us. I want to check 
and see whether we're going to turn it over to the plaintiffs and if 
we are, I will be glad to give you that. 

Mr. WEITZ. In advance of that, could we have the underlying docu
ments or vouchers, submitted-or invoices submitted, I should say? 

Mr. HEININGER. With respect to what we show in our voucher file 
with respect to this check, no problem. 

Mr. WEITZ. No problem. This would be invoices from Mr. Russell? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, whether or not they were covered by invoices, Mr. 

Russell's contact with you was in the context of prior obligations for 
payments to attorneys. 

Dr. MERREN. For three things. 
Mr. WEITZ. And expenses. 
Dr. MERREN. No; services performed by him for which he hadn't 

been paid, disbursements he had made to allegedly other attorneys, and 
the tax liability that he had incurred in that process. That is correct, 
is it not~ 

Mr. WEITZ. For the payments of other attorneys. 
Dr. MERREN. Let me say this: I did there what I would do again. 

This is a matter I didn't Eke and I told you before and I will say it for 
the record, from the beginning I made every effort I could to terminwte 
the association of Stuart Russell with AMPI for reasons quite exterior 
to this. I did not like this and I told him so. He so admitted under oath. 
Furthermore, though, I did what I w;ould have to do agaiin, I think. 
I would have to place confidence in the comptroller or not place con
fidence in the comptroller. At that time, I had total and unfettered con
fidence in the comptroller and I asked him to determine for me the 
legitimacy of this obligation and the magnitude thereof and I asked 
my counsel with whom I make bad jokes occasionally but whose in
tegrity I respect totally to tell me whether this was a lawful outlay. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you--
Dr. MERREN. Let me just finish this if I may, Alan. I had no alter

native now in an operation of a magnitude of this size, other than to 
go to people like Bob Isham and Mr. Heininger and ask those ques
tions. First, to have them tell me if it is legitimate and accurate, and 
secondly, a lawful disbursement; and if their answer is in the affirma
tive, I make it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, assuming Mr. !sham's figures or accountancy is 
correct so that the figures are accurate, let's turn to the reasons that you 
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honored what you were told was a commitment and your understand
ing of the commitment. Didn't Bob Isham, both before and after the 
time, particularly before the time, when Mr. Nelson was replaced by 
you in ,January 1972, tell you there were serious illegal contributions 
that had been made through people like Russell and that was, in fact, 
one of the reasons that you had to get rid of Mr. Nelson? 

Dr. MEHREN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. You're telling me under oath that under no circum

stances did you know that illegal corporate contributions were made 
through Mr. Russell, either before ,T anuary 12, 1972--

Dr. MEHREN. I am telling you under oath that to my knowledge the 
first time this matter came up was precisely as I told you; the state
ment from Russell that there was an obligation of AMPI to him for 
what had been done in 1971. The second stage is when I told him to 
go and look through his coded books, the reference to which also dis
turbed me rather deeply, and find out what he thought it was. The 
first step is when he brought rt in to turn it over to Isham and say, 
"Is this correct or isn't it?" The fourth step was to turn it over to Mr. 
Heininger, supposedly a competent attorney of basic integrity, and 
say, "Should I pay this?" That is the sequence of it. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Let's look through this and I don't want to belabor this. 
Mr. Russell's explanation was that the payments he had made were 
to attorneys-£ or attorney fees and expenses. 

Mr. HEININGER. For attorney fees. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. For attorney fees. Now, isn't it true that Mr. Russell's 

billings were billed to the home office or almost all of his billings were 
billed to the home office? 

Dr. MEHREN. To my knowledge, all attorney billings come to the 
home office. 

Mr. °\VEITZ. Well, if Mr. Russell's billings were to the home office, can 
you conceive of any rational or logical explanation as to why his pay
ments for other attorneys which, in turn, he had to bill the company, 
not only for the disbursement but also excess taxes, would be of any 
conceivable benefit to any rational or even irrational man from the 
viewpoint of AMPI? 

Dr. MEHREN. The answer he gave is the same answer he gave under 
oath, that he was under instructrnn from Harold Nelson to make these 
disbursements, to deliver these funds for ultimate transfer to other 
attorneys and I didn't like that at all. But now, I asked if they were 
unlawful and the answer was "No." I asked if I were required to pay it 
and the answer was "No." I repeat that I had to take such advice and 
I took it and I also did not like it. 

Mr. WEITZ. In all fairness, I think the answer was "Yes," that you 
had to pay it. Isn't that what you have testified to? I don't want the 
record to be incorrect. 

Dr. MEHREN. The answer was that it was a lawful obligation. 
Mr. HEININGER. The answer is "I can't say it is an unlawful 

payment." 
Mr. WEITZ. I think you made a mistake. 
Mr. MEHREN. All right, yes. 
Mr. VVEITz. Now, I am not asking Mr. Russell's-I am not asking 

you fo account for Mr. Russell's reasons for following through Mr. N el
son's instructions. I am asking you in April of 1972 ·when you were 
presented with the question of whether this explanation was one that 
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made the transaction appear legitimate to you, how you could have 
accepted that explanation when it had no basis in rationality. 

Dr. MEHREN. I had to accept it as an obligation that was accurate, 
that in the business sense legitimate upon the finding of the comptroller 
and transmitted to me. 

Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Isham only told you, I think you said, that the fif 
ures were accurate and it was, in fact, an obligation of Mr. Nelsons. 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you consider-suppose the obligation had been hypo-

thetically an illegal obligation. 
Dr. MEHREN. If it had been illegal, I would have said "No." 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Isham tell you it was a legal obligation i 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't think Mr. Isham is competent to give me that 

opinion. 
Mr. WEITZ. I know, he is not a lawyer. On what basis did Mr. Heinin

ger or you receive counsel that it was a legal obligation i 
Dr. MEHREN. By my sending it in and, I believe, with Isham. 
Mr. WEITZ. I said a "legal" obligation, not a "correct" obligation or 

an "actual" obligation. 
Dr. MEHREN. I sent it in and said is this payment lawful. 
Mr. WEITZ, To whom, to Isham? 
Dr. MEHREN. To Mr. Heininger. 
Mr. WEITZ. On what iba:sis--what facts did you give Mr. Heininger? 

Did you give him any facts other than what you have testified to here 
todayf 

Dr. ~fEHREN. I had Mr. Isham go in and explain the transactions to 
Mr. Heininger and Mr. Heininger came in to me and said, "I think you 
should pay this." And this is precisely what happened. In the same 
situation, I'm afraid that is precisely what would happen now, and on 
the hasis of the facts then represented to us, I expect we did the right 
thing. 

Mr. WEITZ. Didn't you authorize, or didn't you receive counsel to 
authorize, this transaction because Mr. Russell was an important per
son and lawyer in the defense of AMPI and the antitrust litigation? 

Dr. MEHREN. No; Mr. Heininger did not say that to me, and I have 
no reservation in the record showing what I said to you and then others 
many times from the beginning. This is for a variety of reasons. I was 
most uncomfortable with Stuart Russell and repeatedly, and I think 
even before you became lead counsel, I asked your colleagues what 
should be done about this. The answer basically was that in the morass 
of 14 or 15 suits, the only person really competent to know what the 
genesis of them was, who the people were and so on, was Stuart Rus
sell. I expect from their side, and now I am placing thoughts into Mr. 
Heininger's mind and other counsel, that in April 1972, they didn't 
regard this as they now would. Furthermore, I don't think they had 
the facts available that they now have. I made repeated overtures and 
so did John Butterbrodt and so did others. Although Russell had 
many strong supporters and old friends of the southern part of the 
board of directors, I made repeated overtures, not for this reason be
cause I was just uncomfortable, what I considered direct procedures 
that an attorney should use; and furthermore, I didn't have a layman's 
view that he was competent. This is another matter on this one and 
every other one. I took it to counsel and asked him what I should do in 
terms of law. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Now, AMPI has sent a letter to a representative of the 
Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President to seek recruitment of 
the $100,000 payment that was delivered, purportedly, to Mr. Kalm
bach in 1969, which was, ultimately, so you state in the letter. 

Mr. HEININGER. We believe. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. You believe. Was it repaid out of corporate funds? Do 

you have any reason to believe that Mr. Russell was involved in that 
repayment arrangement? 

Dr. MEHREN. Mr. Heininger told me now he believes so, but that is 
very recent knowledge-2 weeks ago, perhaps. 

Mr. WEITZ. In April 1972, you had never discussed with Mr. Butter
brodt or anyone else in AMPI the political, the questionable, or ac
tually illegal transactions which had been authorized by Mr. Nelson 
during his tenure? 

Dr. MERREN. I am not certain that by April 1972 the general rumor 
mill was generating issues of this sort. I know that later on, prior to 
my taking over, there were such rumors. There ,vas no substantive 
knowledge. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any knowledge of a loan to Stuart Russell 
in April 1971 from AMPI? 

Dr. MERREN. I had no knowledge of such loan on April 4, 1972, and 
I believe Mr. Heininger will agree that he nor I had any such knowl
edge. 

Mr. HEININGER. At that time. 
Dr. MERREN. At that time. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Isham in April 1972 tell you the remainder of 

that loan to Mr. Russell was forgiven? 
Dr. MERREN. No, sir, not to my recollection-or to yours? 
Mr. HEININGER. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. I won't mark them unless you can identify them. I have 

two letters from Mr. Russell: One to Mr. Harold Nelson with a copy 
to Isham, and is dated April 21; and one to Nelson, dated April 24, 
t-0 Isham. 

Dr. MERREN. Of what year? 
Mr. 'WEITZ. Both 1972. Have you ever seen either of these letters? 
Mr. HEININGER. Those came up in the course of the Russell deposi-

tion. I did not see them prior to that either. 
Dr. MERREN. I have not seen them before. No, I am quite certain I 

have never seen either one of these. You know better than I do when 
I think we became aware of the apparent forgiveness or partial for
giveness of a note. But certainly ·we had no such knowledge at the time 
of the payment of the money. 

Mr. WEITZ. Bob Isham didn't tell you of this forgiveness? 
Dr. MEHREN. He never told me; did he tell you, Mr. Heininger? 
Mr. HEININGER.No, I have no recollection. 
Mr. WmTz. Now, on April 18, 1972, the same date as the date of 

the check to Mr. Russell, which is exhibit 8. 
Dr. MEHREN. ·what was that date? 
Mr. 1V"EITz. April 18, 1972. There is also a check in excess of $6,000 

to Frank D. Masters & Associates; do you have any knowledge of 
that transaction, or do you attach any significance to the fact that it 
is the same date as the check to Russell? 
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Dr. MEHREN. I don't have any knowledge of it. If you have some
thing I could look at, it might refresh my memory. I don't think I 
was involved. 

Mr. WEITZ, Have you ever seen a copy of that check to Frank 
Masters? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, you will notice in the attached--
Dr. MEHREN. Let me say this, Alan; I do know very well at some 

stage, probably later than this, I looked at the Masters bill and it 
seemed very high, and I did ask Isham, I think you and other attor
neys tried to minimize the outlays there. 

Mr. WEITZ, Now, the invoices, for which this check represents are 
approved-I am talking about the payment to Masters-are approved 
by "HSN" which I believe we have had in prior testimony that would 
be Harold S. Nelson. If you could identify this for us-are those 
Mr. !sham's signatures? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. His initials. 
Dr. MEHREN. I think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Can you explain why? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Several months after he had left as general manager, he 

approved this bill? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, because I made an effort to get something in re

turn for the $100,000 that Harold Nelson was getting under the con
tract, and I had an understanding with Harold Nelson, repeated by 
him in the presence of other people, including Butterbrodt, that he 
would in effect take on the duties as house counsel; he would eval
uate the bills submitted by counsel; he would try to prepare a legal 
budget; he would undertake to allocate various matters with law to 
various counsel; and in effect, he would be the house counsel and take 
on the responsibility and the approval of bills. 

Mr. WEITZ. Can you explain why the first 5 months of 19'72 the other 
invoices, both before and after the April invoices, before and after the 
April 18 check, were not approved by Mr. Nelson but were approved 
by you or others? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't know how many I approved. I do not think 
I approved very many. 

Mr. WEITZ. You attach no significance to that? 
Dr. MEHREN. I tried to get some work out of him, and I do know 

this, in checking through the things last week, by inadvertence, I 
found that on the 10th of May, I reported to the Board while Harold 
Nelson nominally was associated with us, that his participation in any 
type of activity, including so-ca1led house counsel, diminished vir
tually to zero. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any information with respect to any other 
persons who may have been so-called conduits in the repayment of 
the corporate contribution which may have turned out to be a cor
porate contribution to Mr. Kalmbach? 

Dr. MEHREN. Let me say first that the word "conduit"-! took that 
in the early days of the rumor mills to mean merely a door opener, 
and that is one of the reasons I immediately looked at retainers be
cause the prices for opening the doors were very, very high indeed. 
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At that time, I certainly knew nothing. I think the first evidence we 
had, any substantive evidence of inequity on the part of anybody, 
was the indictments of Mr. Parr and Mr. Howard. I don't think that 
prior to that we had direct and definitive knowledge of any diversion 
of corporate funds. 

Mr. WEITZ. I am talking about AMPI corporate funds in 1969 and 
forward. 

Dr. MERREN. I think I first heard of that from either Mr. Wright 
or Mr. Sale. But we did not-do you mind the informality of this? 
This is the one we found out about. 

Mr. HEININGER. This is when we found out about the other people. 
Mr. WEITZ. That would have been in the last couple of months? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. HEININGER. Yes, but I had some other knowledge. 
Dr. MERREN. You did not relay them to me as I remember. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, I understand also in 1972, you had one brief 

meeting with Mr. McGovern after he was nominated. 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And at that meeting, did he, in any way, make a refer

ence or request for contributions for his campaign? 
Dr. MERREN. I met with Mr. McGovern in the company of the presi

dent of the Associated Milk Producers and the three regional presi
dents in Austin in a motel there that Mr. McGovern was staying at. 
I can't give you the date, but he came from a luncheon meeting with 
former President Johnson directly to this meeting with us. The only 
reference made was a most diffused final statement to the effect that 
all of us present knew that campaigns cost money and that if we saw 
fit, he would appreciate support from us. But that was the only state
ment ever made by Mr. McGovern or by any of Mr. McGovern's peo
ple to my knowledge. Mr. McGovern's people, to my knowledge, did 
not go to any member of the TAPE Committee or to anybody else 
associated with TAPE and ask for funds, and, therefore, I can't prop
erly say that Mr. McGovern really asked or solicited support from 
TAPE in 1972. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, we have talked extensively about contributions, 
solicitations by Presidential fundraisers for President Nixon. Do 
you have any other knowledge or any knowledge of any contributionA 
to Democratic Presidential candidates other than Mr. McGovern! 

Dr. MERREN. Primary candidates? 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Primary candidates other than- let's start it this way; 

there are certain reported contributions to various Presidential candi
dates in TAPE. 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Other than those contributions-first of all, with re

spect to those, were there any particular solicitations that you recall 
or are aware of? 

Dr. MERREN. I 'am not a,vare of solicitations. There were contribu
tions made and I presume they were solicited, probably through 
Melvin Besemer for the primary candidacy of Hubert Humphrey. 
There were solicitations or at least contributions made to the cam
paign of Wilbur Mills. I don't know of anything other than that. I 
have testified before with respect to two matters associated with Mr. 
Mills. 
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This is one about which I know and one about which I do not know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were these involving possible corporate contributions 

to his Presidential campaign? 
Dr. MEHREN. I do not think directly, as I have testified elsewhere, 

Alan, and I think in this case quite accurately. One employee of 
AMPI within the first week of my tenure did say that there were a 
couple of apartments in Washington paid for by AMPI exp~nse ac
counts which, in effect, were being used in support of Mr. Mills. 

Mr. WEITZ. Who was that, J. 0. Johnson? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes; Mr. Mills was not a candidate then, I might say, 

and in fact, he denied it. I terminated that immediately. The other 
one was a checkoff to which I think I have made reference to you. 

Mr. WEITZ. This was a checkoff system by employees of southern 
region of AMPI for Mr. Mills? 

Mr. HEININGER. They were asked. 
Dr. MEHREN. I think all except two or three did. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know who asked them, who encouraged the 

program? 
Dr. MEHREN. They tell me David Parr did. I do not know directly. 

I terminated it at once. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who told you of this program? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think Frank Scheckarski and another one who told 

me was Noble Anderson who is the head of the AMPI Investment 
C'A>rp., now and I think they were two-one or two others who did 
not agree to a checkoff. Scheckarski told me and I think Noble Ander
son told Bob Isham. 

Mr. HEININGER. I think this is in late 1971, that is my recollection. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was this before or after you became general manager, 

that you became aware of this? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think I terminated it the first week. I think-and 

again I am sliding around-I think I did this the first week. 
Mr. WEITZ. You terminated it but it was a program that had been 

instituted ? 
Dr. MERREN. No; it had been instituted and they signed it but I 

am quite certain in my recollection that no checkoff had occurred. 
Because, among other things, when the checkoff forms reached Bob 
!sham's desk, he came in and said, "We aren't going to do this," and I 
certainly agreed with him. Let me also make clear now the Joe Johnson 
thing was a day or two after I became manager. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether anvone else was involved -w,jth 
Johnson with respect to these apartments or these efforts? 

Dr. MERREN. All he told me was that there were certain clerical 
people. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he mention whothey were? 
Dr. MEHREN. I do not think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were they employees of AMPI? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, I think there were about three and I also took 

that up with counsel-not Mr. Heininger, but other counsel-and 
they told me that there was nothing patently illegal or anything il
legal here and if I terminated it and followed my major obligation 
in trying to make the corporation viable-that I would have done 
my duty. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Under whose instructions were they acting, Mr. John
son and these other employees? 

Dr. MEHREN. Johnson did not, to my recollection, state that any
one else had done this except himself. 

Mr. WEITZ. He did it on his own? 
Dr. MEHREN. That is what he implied; there was no statement to 

my knowledge or recollection that so-and-so told him to do this. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was he based in Parr's office in Little Rock? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes; at that time he had been based in one of the 

southern regions. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. With respect to the checkoff system, two questions. Do, 

you have any know ledge that the system was instituted in any but :a 
voluntary fashion, whether any indirect or implicit coercion or other 
means were used to gain the acquiescence of the employees involved? 

Dr. MEHREN. I would have to give you hearsay as to what S?heck
arski told me and later Noble Anderson told me. There wasn it any 
direct coercion, as I recall their statements. The presentation really 
was that Mr. Mills was a man of great capacity in which AMPI con
curred completely. Mr. Mills was a man of immense capacity and 
great personal"integrity, and I also concur. 

Mr. WEITZ. Why did you cut off the system? 
Dr. MEHREN. I considered it to be a system which probably was 

illegal, and certainly was not a system I wanted any participation in 
·whatever, because of the very reason you brought out-there could 
be coercion and I wanted no semblance of it whatsoever. I wanted a 
clean ship as hard as it was to get one. 

Mr. WEITZ. When you discussed this with Mr. Parr thereafter, did 
he indicate it was either voluntary or not voluntary or further explain 
the reasons for instituting this? 

Dr. MEHREN. As I recall, Parr said these were voluntary contribu
tions, and he said that Mr. Mills had contributed much over the years 
to the dairy industry genera1ly, but this was a very small thing to do 
for a man who had made such contributions. My response to that was 
personally, I considered it unethical, but more than that, I thought, 
as a layman, it was probably illegal. He responded something to the 
effect that this can't really be illegal in terms of the very small magni
tude, the voluntary contributions, and the service. 

Mr. WEITZ. How much money was involved with a contribution? 
Dr. MEHREN. It ·wou]d be ve~v hard to answer this. I think it was 

$25 a month for about 65 people." I don't recall it precisely, but I think 
that is what it was. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any idea of the magnitude of the expendi
tures on behalf of Joe Johnson and the other employees until you 
eliminated the program? 

Dr. MEHREN. I would have to give you a rough guess. I think Bob 
Isham settled two leases, and the net cost to us was something like 
$3,600. What it cost us before, I think it was probably 2 months rent 
plus the expense of these people, and I don't know the magnitude on 
that, but we would have that, I know, and Bob worked it out. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any knowledge from Parr, Johnson, or any
one else that either Mr. Mills or anyone on his behalf, either his con
gressional office, his campaign people, and so forth, were aware of 
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either the checkoff system arrangement or of the fact that Johnson 
and the other employees were on the payroll of AMPI while working 
for Mr. Mills? 

Dr. MERREN. I have no statements of that sort. I do have the un
equivocal statement of Mr. Mills to me that he was totally unaware 
of the arrangements on the apartments and had no knowledge of the 
checkoff proposals. He fortified their statements by saying at that time 
"I was not a candidate." 

Mr. WEITZ. But there was, to your knowledge, some Mills for Presi
dent draft movement underway? 

Dr. MEHREN. I have to give a conjecture. I think Dave Parr, prob
ably above and beyond almost anything else, would like to see Mr. 
Mills as President, in large part out of a very deep personal devotion 
to Mr. Mills. I really don't think Dave Parr knew what was lawful 
and what wasn't, and apparently he didn't know what I considered to 
be ethical and what wasn't ethical. But of course the question you just 
asked me can't be answered by me. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. Mr. Sanders. 
Mr. SANDERS. Early in this interview you told us that you had 

learned of a $2.6 million commitment-coll'tribution. I didn't learn 
from your remark where you heard this or who told you. 

Dr. MERREN. I am not certain. I think it was Byford Bain as I think 
now, and this is again long-ago recollection, but he had heard it from 
a market administrator, but that is recollection, and I could be wrong. 

Mr. SANDERS. Byford Bain. 
Dr. MERREN. I think it was Mr. Bain; 
Mr. SANDERS. B-a-i-n? 
Dr. MERREN. B-a-i-n; yes. He is retired from the company now. 
Mr. HEININGER. For your information, a market administrator is 

a Federal employee who administers the pricing system in fluid milk, 
and is employed by the Department of Agriculture. 

Dr. MERREN. But also they are the people who pick up rumors all 
over the United States, I think. I can't tell you, but I think it was he 
to the best of my recollection. 

Mr. SANDERS. At the time Mr. Bain might have told you this, he 
would have been an AMPI employee? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes, he was; but I am not certain; I am not certain it 
was he. It's the best guess I have. 

Mr. SANDERS. He is retired at the present time? 
Dr. MERREN. He is at the present time. He works for a dollar a year, 

mainly to keep himself busy. 
Mr. SANDERS. It's your best recollection that if it was him, that he 

would have learned it from some market administrator? 
Dr. MERREN. My memory isn't precise on this, for which I do not 

apologize, incidentally. I think that is what he fold me. 
Mr. SANDERS. After learning this, you asked Parr about it? 
Dr. MERREN. I did. 
Mr. SANDERS. And he denied to you there was any such 

commitment? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. And it went further, as I stated earlier. 
Mr. SANDERS. Prior to asking Parr about it, did you learn of any 

other circumstances from-even though it might have been a rumor, 
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did you learn of any other circumstances concerning this 
commitment? 

Dr. MEHREN. No. I might also add, I do not think I ever testified 
to this. In fact, many months later, at the time of the National Milk 
Producers Federation meeting in this hotel, I did hear Mr. Parr say 
to Mr. Butter.brodt that he knew of no commitments whatsoever. 

Mr. HEININGER. You say this hotel? 
Dr. MEHREN. Right. Here in the Plaza. I think it is the first time 

we ever stayed here. Pardon-we are not in the Plaza. I am sorry
excuse me. I am getting disoriented here. 

Mr. SANDERS. With respect to the March 1971 price support deci
sion, could you elaborate for me on your work in generating support 
on Capitol Hill? 

Dr. MEHREN. It was a very limited activity, even in the time when 
I was in Government. My contacts here on the Hill were rather nar
row. I never really performed a function of a departmental liaison 
person. I would say that I talked maybe to five or six people, most of 
whom were old friends. I don't think I talked to anybody on the Re
publican side at all. I know very fe.w of them. Perhaps a few out of 
the California delegation, but that is about all. I think I talked with 
Bob Poage, the chairman of the House Agriculture Committee. I 
talked with Wilbur Mills repeatedly. I talked on occasion with Sen
ator Talmadge, and I talked with Senator Humphrey on occasion. I 
think that is about it. 

Mr. Sanders, I do not recall, but my function was not to beat the 
Hill. Others were assigned that. 

Mr. SANDERS. But with respect to these legislators you just named, 
you did have personal contacts with them in the February-March 
period? 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. And would the thrust of your contact with them be to 

urge them to support a statutory increase in the milk support? · 
Dr. MEHREN. Basically the thrust was to explain the materials in 

this document here, and its purpose would be to get understanding, 
and therefore support for a bill; yes. 

Mr. SANDERS. Would it have included asking them to encourage 
the administration to take administrative action to increase the sup
port level? 

Dr. MEHREN. I am not sure I have said this, but I think this would 
be a conclusion that a reasonable person would draw from my dis
cussion. I would not have objected to their intervention with the ad
ministration. I don't believe I asked them specifically. Let me help 
you a little further, and as I recall, in 1971, the campaign, the basic 
contact with the Hill was assigned to various other people, and the 
basic mechanism involved was to have delegates from the cooperative 
and from others ca11 upon their own delegations. I did not handle that. 
That is in this sense. 

Mr. SANDERS. In speaking with these legislators, were you accom
panied by anyone? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so. There may have been mornings in 
which I would be in the office of Mr. Mills and either Mr. Parr or 
Mr. Nelson or other members of the cooperatives would be present. 
l think with the others, I probably talked to them alone. 
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Mr. SANDER$. Of those whom you have named, did you talk to any 
one of them on more than one occasion? 

Dr. MEHREN. I can't really say. It has been my practice and I have 
known Senator Talmadge well for quite a long time, through my 
service in the Department of Agriculture, and also I have a warm feel
ing toward him. I may have talked to him, although I doubt that I 

.talked to Mr. Humphrey, whom I know less well. Bob Poage I ihave 
known a long time, and I may have been there more than once. I don't 
recall. 

Mr. SANDERS. At the time that you--
Dr. MEHREN. I might add, it would probably not be necessary to 

talk to them more than once, because all three of those men are highly 
knowledgeable on this sort of material 

Mr. SANDERS. In early February, and it is my understanding there 
was a meeting between Mr. MacGregor and Mr. Albert and Mr. Mills, 
were you present on that occasion? 

Dr. MEHREN. When was it, did you say? 
Mr. SANDERS. Early February 1971. 
Dr. MEHREN. Do you have any idea where it was or when, that would 

help me? 
Mr. SANDERS. I don't have a date with me. It was the first or second 

week of February. 
Mr. WEITZ. The 9th or 10th. 
Dr. MEHREN. Where would it have been? 
Mr. SANDERS. I assume the Speaker's office. 
Dr. MEHREN. I think I was because it comes to me now; I did not 

recall this. I believe there was a meeting arranged by a telephone con
versation between Mr. Mills and Mr. Albert for a session in the Speak
er's office. Now, I am recollecting from very dim memory, and I think 
that Mr. Byrne was present. I am not sure. The senior Member of the 
House Ways and Means from Wisconsin, which is a major dairy 
State, it would be Mr. Mills, Mr. Albert, Mr. Byrne, I think that was 
all of the people present that I recall, and it is a rather dim 
recollection. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have a recollection--
Dr. MEHREN. I believe Mr. Nelson was there. I am not certain of 

this, but I believe Mr. Nelson was there. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know who would have initiated this? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think Mr. Mills did. 
Mr. SANDERS. Presumably at the request of someone from AMPI? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so. I am not sure. I had no reason to 

believe it was a request. I think it may have been from Mr. Mills. 
Mr. SANDERS. What was the central purpose of the meeting? 
Dr. MEHREN. The central purpose of the meeting was to communi

cate to the Secretary and to the congressional liaison of the Repub
lican administration the importance of the requested adjustment to 
the agricultural community -at large and the dairy industry 
specifically. 

Mr. HEININGER. ,vhen you say the Secretary, in this context-
Dr. MERREN. I know what question is coming- because it is coming 

back to me, and I am not being funny, but it is coming back to me. 
I think what I told you is quite accurate. At least as accurate as I 
can make it. 
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Mr. SANDERS. The Secretary of Agriculture? 
Dr. MERREN. No; I don't think the Secretary of Agriculture caime. 
Mr. SANDERS. No; I mean when you mentioned the Secretary. 
Dr. MERREN. Yes; I mean the Secretary. After all these years, when 

I say Secretary I mean the Secretary of Agriculture. 
Mr. SANDERS. You are thinking in terms of Agriculture? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes; but I am certain he was not present. I know who 

was from his shop. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was there a discussion at that meeting about the 

introduction of legislation? 
Dr. MERREN. Let me tell you what I think happened, and perhaps 

we can get to that. As I recall it, the Speaker, I think, called for the 
congressional liaison-what was his name? 

Mr. SANDERS. Galbrruith? 
Dr. MERREN. Galbraith was from the Department. 
Mr. SANDERS. MacGregor? 
Dr. MERREN. MacGregor. Mr. Albert made one call, and Mr. Mills 

made another. I cannot recall now whether Mr. Mills called Mr. Mac
Gregor, and Mr. Albert called the Secretary's office. I do recall now, 
since you have brought this up, that they responded that the Secretary 
was not available, and whichever one of the two called there said, 
"Well, can we have your liaison person?" I think it was Bill Galbraith 
who then came up to the meeting. I think Mr. MacGregor came to the 
meeting also. I do remember the substance of the conversation. 

The substance of the conversat,ion was that the economic facts taken 
in light of the Government standards certainly justified this matter, 
that it was a serious intention of many Members of the House and of 
the Senate to proceed with legislation. ·1 might add, there was the same 
kind of legislation passed in 1973 raising the minimum floor on price 
supports too. 

Mr. SANDERS. I would have to assume in advance of the meeting 
someone had discussed the dairy cooperative's interest with Mr. Mills 
in order to precipitate this meeting? 

Dr. MERREN. There was continuous discussion with Mr. Mills on the 
interests of the dairy farmer. Mr. Mills, quite truly I am a bit biased 
in this matter out of personal relationship and professional respect, 
is one of the most highly intelligent men I have ever met. Mr. Mills 
was a better dairy economist by far than I was. That ,is not a light 
statement, either. He was deeply aware of the economics of the dairy 
industry and, deeply interested in it. I can tell you personally there 
was much conversation with him. I most always talked to Mr. Mills 
whenever I came to Washington on dairy matters, and the man under
stood what I was saying to him. 

Mr. SANDERS. I believe you remarked that you thought probably 
Mr. Mills initiated the meeting with the Speaker, but that would have 
evolved from previous contacts of AMPI officials with Mr. Mills. 

Dr. MERREN. I don't think so, Don, necessarily. Mr. Mills was very, 
very intimately aware of virtually every element of the dairy industry 
and deeply interested in it, and has been for many years. I remember 
one small matter 0£ a 10-cent differential when I was Assistant Secre
tary, in which I was a bit humiliated-he understood it and I didn't-
which was done in front of the Texas delegation, I might add. I do not 
think that necessarily anybody said to Mr. Mills, "Why don't you get 
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the Speaker, and why don't you get Mr. Byrne," and anybody else 
that might have been there, "and communicate to the liaison people 
the serious intent of the leadership to proceed with legislation?" That 
is really what the communication was. 

Mr. SANDERS. Well, from contacts you had with Mr. Mills during 
the February-March period, did you learn from him of the actions 
which would actually occur in advancing the legislation to the Com
mittee on Agriculture? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think that he ever discussed in any detail with 
me the procedures that might be followed in getting a committee re
port through the Committee on Agriculture. As I recall his major in
terest was in finding sponsors, cosponsors, who introduce legislation, 
depending upon the procedure followed in the two Houses. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did it appear that he was actively contacting his col
leagues to acquire additional sponsors? 

Dr. MEHREN. I have no doubt that Mr. Mills was doing that, which 
he felt was most legitimate to do-promote the passage of legisla
tion in the absence of administrative finding; to assure a floor for price 
suprorts, which he thought was justified under the statute and under 
the conditions that were prevailing, and which incidentally, as a pro
fessional economist I felt were so justified, and which opinion was 
that other people inside the Government also shared. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were you aware that he himself did not introduce 
legislation to increase the price? 

Dr. MEHREN. I believe I was, and I know that to be a very typical 
procedure. It's not common on the House side for the chairman of 
the committee to introduce legislation himself, unless he is requested 
to do so by the administration. 

Mr. SANDERS. This was legislation which would have gone not to 
the Ways and Means Committee. 

Dr. MEHREN. That is correct. But I believe it's tradition and cus
tom on the House side that committee chairmen, in general, introduce 
bills only at the request of the administration. I believe that is a fact. 
I am not sure. 

Mr. SANDERS. You do not know the reason why he did not introduce 
legislation or introduce a bill with his own name on it? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think this was the reason given to me at the time. 
Not necessarily by him. I don't think Mr. Poage introduced a bill 
either. I don't think the chairman of the Senate committee did either. 

Mr. SANDERS. At or about the time of your contacts with the legis
lature as you have mentioned here, did you post yourself on contribu
tions which had been made to these men by TAPE ? 

Dr. MEHREN. No; nor did anybody post me. 
Mr. SANDERS. You were not aware at that time-contemporaneous

ly what contributions had been made to them? 
· Dr. MEHREN. No; nor was I asked by anybody, to my recollection, 

to find out or to remind any Member of the House because basically 
I didn't contact them. 

Mr. SANDERS. In your contacts with any of these legislators, did 
you act--talk of contributions by TAPE ? 

Dr. MEHREN. I certainly don't think that I talked of such contribu
tions to Senator Talmadge or Senator Humphrey or Mr. Poage, who 
to my memory are the only ones with ·whom I had any real contact. 
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' Mr. SANDERS. And I believe you said Mr. Mills also? 

Dr. MERREN. I don't see Mr. Mills every time. This is not what I 
was there for. I was there more or less as a technical expert who knew 
two things, what should go into the economic analysis of such a docu
ment, and how it should be structured. 

Mr. SANDERS. I would like to extend the question I have just asked 
to members of their staffs, that is, whether you had any conversa
tions concerning contributions. 

Dr. MERREN. I don't recall any, but I know I have, had conversa
tions with Gene Goss, who is the congressional AA to Mr. Mills, who 
is a very old friend, and in Mr. Mills' office. It's impossible to be in 
Mr. Mills' office and not have Gene where you are talking to him. I 
probably had discussions with Dave Gartner on Senator Humphrey's 
staff, because I have known him a long time. I don't think I had any 
discussions with the staff people on Mr. Poage's staff or Senator Tal
madge's staff. 

Mr. HEININGER. The question is with respect to contributions? 
Dr. MEnREN. No, I would even go further. I don't think I had any 

discussions with the administrative assistants or staff to Mr. Poage 
or the staff associated with Mr. Talmadge at that time. 

Mr. SANDERS. I am going to have to ask the question again because 
I am not sure of it. 

Dr. MEIIREN. Do so. 
Mr. SANDERS. Of the nature of your answer. 
During the time of February-March 1971, did you have any con

versations with any of these legislators that we have just mentioned, 
or ,vith any members of their staffs concerning contributions ma.de 
or to be made by TAPE? 

Dr. MERREN. I don't recall. No, I don't think so. I certainly don't 
recall any. I repeat, this was not my function at that time, nor was I 
at any measure really aware of what TAPE was or how TAPE func
tioned. 

Mr. SANDERS. At any time after March 1971, did you have any per
sonal involvement in the allocation of any funds from TAPE to Mr. 
Poage, Mr. Mills, Mr. Talmadge, or Mr: Humphrey?. 

Mr. HEINIXGER. Up to when? 
Mr. SANDERS. Up to December 1972. 
Dr. MERREN. Well, certainly after I became general manager and 

member of the TAPE Committee, yes, I did. And I think I can give 
you the facts. I strongly supported the contribution to the primary 
candidates after Mr. Mills-after he announced, and would do so again 
very happily. With respect to Senator Talmadge, I don't think it was 
at issue. I did receive a suggestion from Senator Talmadge, I think, 
that some assistance to Senator.Jordan would be useful and I so recom
mended to the committee on TAPE and I believe they approved it. 
I think they did. I am not certain. With respect to Mr. Humphrey, 
I don't think I generated any suggestions for contributions. I think 
that would certainly have been generated by Bessemer, who is a Min
nesota person, but I concurred with him. Again, because I have a high 
respect for Mr. Humphrey who is very knowledgeable in these matters. 

Mr. SANDERS. In allocations or in endorsing an allocation of TAPE 
funds to any of these four legislators, did you have in mind that they 
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had been helpful to AMPI and the dairy industry in general, and wa& 
that not a £actor in approving the contributions to them? 

Dr. MEHREN. Let me tell you how these things came about, and what 
the implicit or tacit criterion seemed to be. The generation of the re
quest comes from a variety of sources. One of the first things I did, 
Don, there would no longer be any individual or any group of individ
uals, on their own, making these decisions. They were to be made on a 
collective basis, they were to be made on a formal vote. They were to 
be recorded in the minutes. They were to be made available to the total 
membership through the board's knowledge thereof immediately, so 
that was the first thing I did. 

The second thing I did was to recommend to the committee in a 
recommendation which they accepted that the requests for such con
tributions could come from anybody, any member. The way it really 
shakes down in operation, looking back, is that certain members are 
more active in asking for the contributions than others are. There is 
one man in the South who really is highly active in this field. This is 
an area in which we are not being very effective, I might say. Those 
come in and they generally come in with recommendations to Elrod, 
who was for the first couple of months the secretary, and Lilly there
after, what was wanted and why. The criteria that seemed to be used, 
I do not think have ever been written down, but fundamentall:v what 
they wanted on board on either side of the aisle would be people who 
first knew something about agriculture and the dairy industry. Second, 
people who knew and were accessible. Third, if possible, people who 
could influence others. Those, basically, were the criteria that were 
involved, and I could give you an example ,again, without placing a 
man now deceased in trouble, because he cannot answer what I said. 
I remember the President strongly urging me once to see if our people 
would help Mr. Edmondson of Oklahoma. 

Mr. SANDERS. You are referring to President Johnson? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes, and also to help Mr. Sanders in Tex,as. And the 

reason he gave is the reason I think which is implicitly involved in 
almost every decision. 

He said Mr. Edmondson was sufficiently respected in the House and 
that if you give him 2 or 3 years in the Serrate, and if he could be 
persuaded of the probity and validity of any recommended action, 
probably he could persuade 8 or 10 other Senators to do so. Mainly 
because of the respect he held. He said the same thing about the two of 
,them. So that was also an element that came in. 
· You see, and I can give you the individual involved, Mr. Mills is 

a superbly competent economic analyst with special competence in 
agriculture and in milk. He also is accessible to our people, and I 
guess almost anything else. Beyond peradventure, he is a man of sub
stantial influence in 'Persuading other people to following his lead. 

Mr. HEININGER. Excuse me. For the benefit of the record, what do 
you mean when you say accessible? 

Dr. MEHREN. I mean exactly what you know I mean. If I call Mr. 
Mills, I think even if we weren't old and warm friends, of 20 years 
or so, I would say, "Mr. Heininger would like to talk to you next 
Thursday, could he see you?" and he would say, "Oh, yes." I think 
he says it to most people. He is highly organized. The same thing is 
true of Mr. Humphrey. If you want to talk to Mr. Humphrey, Mr. 
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Humphrey would make himself available to us. He might not be on 
time. In fact, he almost certainly wouldn't be. This is what I mean by 
accessible. 

Mr. SANDERS. All right. Mr. Mills and Mr. Poage and Senator 
Humphrey had actively supported your efforts to increase the sup
port level in March 1971. Would that have been a consideration to 
you in approving or endorsing contributions from TAPE later on? 

Dr. MERREN. I think, in complete honesty, it would be a factor or 
an incident in a long history of understanding, awareness, accessibil
ity, and support. I might say that ,vith respect to all of them, Bob 
Poage is a man who understands agriculture and does what he can 
to help. The understanding of it is the important part of it. So is Mr. 
Humphrey and so is Mr. Mills. 

Mr. SANDERS. Without any specific understanding with them that 
they were to get something in the future, I am not intimating that, 
but nevertheless, this was a consideration that would go through your 
mind at the time of future allocations? 

Dr. MERREN. Let me say explicitly, and I don't think you are im
plying this, you don't payoff men of the quality of Mr. Mills or Mr. 
Humphrey, and I do not think anv others, if any. But of course, I 
think they look at the long record of all of them. Mr. Humphrey had 
been and I think sits on the Agriculture Committee. Mr. Mills never 
was, but Mr. Mills is highly knowledgeable and Mr. Poage is chair
man. 

:fylr. SANDERS. I have calculated, Dr. Mehren, what contributions 
havo been made by TAPE and other dairy trusts to the legislators 
1Yho sponsored milk legislation in March 1971. So I am not seeking 
from you the figures. · 

Dr. MERREN. I wouldn't know them. 
Mr. SANDERS. I have an interest in knowing whether you have a 

general concept in mind of the extent of support given to these leg
islators by TAPE ? 

Dr. MEHREN. Would you say that again, please? 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have a general concept of the level of sup

port given by TAPE to these legislators? 
Dr. MEnRE:N". Do you mean is there some sort of criteria? 
Mr. HEININGER. He is asking how many dollars. Do you have a 

general idea ? 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have a general idea? 
Dr. MERREN. Do you have-do you mean that have gone to the 

people, the 108 or 130 who sponsored the House bill? 
Mr. SANDERS. No, sir. I am talking about Mr. Mills, Mr. Poage, 

and Senator Humphrey, and Senator Talmadge, who are very in
fluential leaders, the ones you said you have talked with, and what 
I am interested in is whether you have a general idea how much fi
nancial support was given to them by TAPE. 

Dr. MERREN. After my tenure as general manager and my member-
ship on the Committee for TAPE, that I think I do have. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have that? 
Dr. MERREN. Prior to that, no. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you have that in mind now? 
Dr. MERREN. I have numbers. 
Mr. SANDERS. What is your general understanding? 
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Dr. MEIIREN. I could say accurately that $25,000, that TAPE money 
went openly, unequivocally and properly ncorded in support of the 
primary candidacy of Wilbur Mills. For Senator Talmadge, I think 
it ,vas nothing. I don't think he was running. I am pretty sure of that. 
I won't take oath, but I don't think there was any. Humphrey, I could 
be wrong. I have a figure of about $11,500 from us. I do not know what 
SP ACE and ADEPT and the others might have given him. Bob 
Poage did get, I guess, $7,000. I guess that is right. It can be checked. 
I think it was about that amount that went to Bob's campaign. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any hand in or did you have any in
volvement in contributions made by ADEPT or by SP ACE to any 
of these men ? 

Dr. MEIIREN. No, there was never any system8Jtic pattern of coordi
nating the contributions. There were occasional calls and overlap areas 
with respect to who was doing what. But no systematic procedure. 
I would recall in the case of Senator Baker, that I think 'Westwater, 
,vho technically at least performs the Bob Lilly function for Dairy
men, Inc., did say they were giving a certain amount to Senator 
Baker's candidacy. I ·think that we put in two contributions to that 
candidacy, and I believe that in that case there was reference made to 
contributions from us. But not in any systematic pattern at all. H 
would be in such States as Tennessee, Kentucky, and in that area where 
Dairymen, Inc. and AMPI people overlap, and both have members, 
it would probably be in the Missouri, Illinois, and northern areas 
where the Mid-America people overlap. To my knowledge, the trust up 
in the north, Northeastern parts, never contacted any of the others. 
I do not know of any such contact. 

Mr. SANDERS. With respect to the $25,000 contribution to Conp:ress-
man Mills, do you know how that evolved? 

Dr. MEIIREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. "\Vould you explain that? 
Dr. MEHREN. I recommended it to the committee personally. 
Mr. SANDERS. vVas that totally on your own initiative? 
Dr. MEHREN. It was not Mr. Mills'. It was mine. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did anyone talk with you about it before you made 

the recommendations to the committee? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, I think I told Gene Goss that it was my intention 

to so recommend it. 
Mr. SANDERS. He had not solicited it from you? 
Dr. MEHREN. No. Quite explicitly, I could give you this without the 

usual caveat of memory. I know I did this on my own. 
Mr. SANDERS. Without respect to an amount, did he solicit funds 

from TAPE? 
Dr. M1mREN. No; I generated this. When Mr. Mills announced his 

candidacy, it seemed to me that it was the proper thing for us to sup
port it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you talk with Dave Parr about it? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't think we were on talking terms. I believe I 

fired him shortly before. 
Mr. SANDERS. Before making the recommendation, did you discuss 

it with Congressman Mills? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't believe so. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Did you have- have you talked with him about it any 
time since making the recommendation? · 

Dr. MERREN. Mr. Mills knew I gave it to him, and he thanked me for 
it. but I do not think it has been much more than that. 

Mr. SANDERS. Have you had more than one conversation with him 
about the sum? 

Mr. MERREN. That I cannot answer with precision, but about the 
sum, or about the fact that we supported him--

Mr. SANDERS. About this $25,000 contribution? 
Dr. MERREN. I don't think so. I think Mr. Mills told me he was grate

ful :for the help. He was grateful to me personally because we were 
close :friends. 

Mr. SANDERS. Was that soon after the contribution? 
·Dr. MERREN. I think so. I cannot say. 
Mr. SANDERS. Under what circumstances? 
Dr. MERREN. It would probably be, and again, I cannot answer with 

precision here, it would probablv be on one of these sporadic visits. 
I have known Mr. Mills off and on, mainly on, I think, since 1949, 
and quite emphatically, quite aside from party affiliations, I not only 
respect the man immensely, I rate him at least with the 21 Nobel 
winners with whom I used to work in the Berkeley campus, in terms 
of superbrains. Besides, I like him and I respect him. I have no reser
vations about support of Mr. Mills. He would have made a very fine 
President. In my judgment, quite aside from his knowledge of agricul
ture and the dairy industry. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you make an oral presentation of this recommen
dation at some type of TAPE meeting? 

Dr. MERREN. The procedure usually which is followed, whoever is 
secretary of the committee transmits to the committee which normally 
meets on the night of the first clay of the board meetings, the corporate 
board meetings, the second procedure is for the members of the commit
tee on their own initiative, or through requests made of them by others 
to present to the committee other suggestions. As I recall, I made this 
one unequivocally on my own, and it was unanimously and immediately 
adopted. 

Mr. SANDERS. vVas it the only verbal presentation, Dr. Mehren? 
Dr. MERREN. That is usually the way this is done. There are records 

kept, at least there should be records kept as to who made the request, 
who approved it, when, and by what mode, but as I recall, this was at 
a TAPE meeting at which I said it was my recommendation that we 
support Mr. Mills for the $25,000, and there was immediate acceptance 
of it. 

Mr. SANDERS. In making the recommendation--
Dr. MERREN. This was the primary candidacy, I want you to know. 
Mr. SANDERS [continuing]. In making the recommendation at the 

time of your verbal presentation, did you itemize previous support 
of the dairy industry? 

Dr. MERREN. I do not think so. I think what I have said is-essen
tially what I have said to you-that he is a man of outstanding quality 
and capacity, who knew our problems and met the criteria and the 
criteria were explicit in the decision of the committee. Let me give you 
a specific answer. I think what you are asking me is, did I get up and 
say that Wilbur Mills, in effect, quarterbacked the 1971 price-support 
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legislation and, therefore, we ought to pay Wilbur something. No. This 
would be an insult to Mr. Mills, as it was to me. 

Mr. SANDERS. You were asked by Mr. Weitz about attorneys known 
to you to be assisting Associated Milk Producers Inc., in their 1971 price 
effort. You ended up by naming two persons who I believe are not 
attorneys, but you named Mr. van Dyk and Connell. Can you briefly 
explain how they were being of assistance? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes; they were part of the Hill contact and liaison 
work. I believe Ted van Dyk had been in the office of Senator Hum
phrey, and I know Bill Connell had 'been there, and they did know, 
or at least they were supposed to know almost everybody up on the 
Hill. Again, I did not handle this part of it at all. But they were men 
who were supposed to carry the message of the economics of the situa
tion up to the people on the Hill whom they knew. As I recall, the pro
cedure used was, there were checks, just as you do with a head count on 
a political operation. Now, as to who was going to see whom of this 
group of people and lawyers and PR types, and which members of the 
Associated Milk Producers Inc., farmers would talk with which Mem
bers of Congress on both sides of the aisle. 

Mr. SANDERS. You mentioned also there was a letterwriting effort 
in addition to the visitation. Who in Associated Milk Producers Inc., 
was actually in direct responsibility, or had direct responsibility for 
generating a letterwriting campaign? 

Dr. MERREN. I can't answer you precisely. I think Tom Townsend, 
who is now with Mid-America, was rather closely with Parr, I think 
he had the responsibility, working through the field people of Associ
ated Milk Producers Inc., to generate the letters. 

Mr. HEININGER. Perhaps Kieffer Howard? 
Dr. MERREN. It might be. Kieffer might have been assigned that. 

But I did not have direct participation in this. I am quite sure Tom 
Townsend, I think Kieffer, also. 

Mr. SANDERS. Were letters to be written to the executive branch as 
well as to the legislators? 

Dr. MERREN. I think so. Letters to the Secretary. Let me tell you this. 
I do not see any difference, and I wasn't involved in this directly, as I 
say. I have been the recipient of many letter campaigns in my time in 
this Government, and the usual procedure is to write to your Senators, 
to your own Congressman, and generally to the Cabinet officials in
volved. I think that is what they did. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you in February or March 1971, have any knowl
edge that House or Senate leaders were to call influential people in 
the executive branch to urge administrative action? 

Dr. MERREN. I had no direct knowledge of this other than the meet
ing to which you referred earlier. It's a standard procedure in a cam
paign of this sort that Congressmen, not merely write, downtown to 
the executive side, but call them. Again, I know this from warm per
sonal experiences. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any recollection of being aware that 
Congressman Mills would or had called Secretary Shultz? 

Dr. MERREN. Shultz? 
Mr. SANDERS. He was then the head of Office of Management and 

Budget. 
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Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so. I know it is the procedure and policy 
0£ most chairmen, including Mr. Mills, to be very sparing 0£ their calls 
either to the White House or to Cabinet officers .. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you ever learn from Mr. Mills or from Mr. Albert 
or anyone speaking £or them that they had contacted the executive 
branch to urge action? 

Dr. MEHREN. I am not certain. I was present at the meeting to 
which you referred-the contact with those two Members. I would 
expect they would do so. Whether they did call Mr. Shultz or not, I 
do not know. All I know of Shultz' participation is what Mr. Lyng 
told me long afterwards. I£ you want that material, I will give it to 
you. Mr. Lyng has told me long after this 1971 matter had been 
completed that he understood that Secretary Shultz, or Office of Man
agement and Budget Director Shultz, had objected to the increase on 
the usual budgetary grounds, that any increase would generate a 
decrease in consumption and an increase in production and an increase 
in Government acquisitions, and, therefore, an increase in Government 
expenditures, which are the £our arguments always placed against 
any price support. 

Mr. SANDERS. Would you say that of the analyses which you said 
you edited for submission to the Department of Agriculture, that from 
the facts and analyses in that document, the Secretary of Agricul
ture could have reasonably concluded that the price support should 
not be increased ? 

Dr. MEHREN. This is a very hard one. I have looked at this and 
thought of it as to what I would do as a Director of the Commodity 
Credit Corporation, before which these documents go prior to ultimate 
decision by the Secretary. I might say that the ultimate decision by 
the Secretary, in my time at least, always involved complete discussion 
with the Directors of the Commodity Credit Corporation. I don't 
think quite honestly, with no partisan connotation whatsoever, that no 
increase was anywhere compatible with the obvious facts 0£ the situa
tion, and, in £act, I personally think that $5.10 would ha,ve been very 
reasonable, considering the purposes 0£ price support and Gove,rnment 
statutes. I also know and I hate to say this, but I have been told that 
as always, virtually always happened in my own administration, that 
there was not unanimity in the secretarial group in the Department. 
But that is a uniform situation. At least, I have never seen a price sup
port on anything at which all persons in the Secretary's office agreed, 
on which the Presidential appointees agreed. And also there is a com
promise among them. Because it isn't a precise) finding, in an as
symetrical sense. But it also has been explicitly understood, at least in 
my time, that one spoke his piece, made his recommendations, sup
ported it as best he could, and then concurred in the consensus, which 
was usually what the Secretary said he would do. There was nearly 
always disagreement about it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Now, you have told us that it seemed to you from 
your admi~istration experience, that the price-support decisions are 
rather routmely-they went to the ·white House for consideration or 
final approval. 

Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
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Mr. SANDERS. So that there would be nothing in the usual-nothing 
unusual in this decision in 1971, being referred to the White House for 
attention? 

Dr. MEHREN. No; not at all. There was one unusual thing which I 
indicated in response to Alan. I don't know of any earlier situation in 
which a finding was promulgated and published in the Register by 
the Secretary and then amended, but I do know many decisions and 
recommendations submitted after the usual internal discussion within 
the Department to the President, and then it was amended, and that 
is not an unusual matter, and that is a proper function of a, President. 
Generally, the place in which it got amended actually was not so much 
the Office of the President, as it was the Office of the Budget Bureau 
Director or the Director of 0MB. The general attitudes are you don't 
give any increase because it pumps up the budget. 

Did I make myself clear on this? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Dr. MEHREN. Good. 
Mr. SANDERS. I believe you left the Department of Agriculture in 

May of 1968? 
Dr. MEHREN. The end of May. 
Mr. SANDERs.1968. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Although you were not in the Department in Decem

ber of 1968, were you knowledgeable about departmental decisions 
being made on milk matters? 

Dr. MEHREN. No. I don't think so. I did have this, now, when I 
moved up to New York, I think Dick Lyng, who was a Californian, 
and a person I knew for many years, did come up and spend many 
hours with me one day asking me about the Department. I ve,ry care
fully abstained from any representation of the Department or so
licitation of any information from the departments. Now, with the 
record--

Mr. SANDERS. I did not mean with respect to internal matters, but 
I meant on publicly announced matters. Were you keeping abreast of 
milk matters? 
. Mr. HEININGER. Milk market orders? 

Dr. MEHREN. Oh, yes. To that extent; yes. But see, again, I have 
known Mr. Forest, who is Director of the Dairy Division, I think, since 
1947, God help us both, until the 2 years were up I never ,vent to Herb 
Forest on any discussion of the matter. 

Mr. SANDERS. Are you now aware of the decision of the support level 
for ,the marketing years 1969-70-was the first one 1announced on 
December 26, 1968, while President Johnson was still in office? 

Dr. MEHREN. I am not aware of it, but I am not really surprised. Say 
it again. December 26-

Mr. SANDERS. 1968. 
Dr. MEHREN. 1968, which would then put-
Mr. HEININGER. Commencing with April. 
Dr. MEHREN. Now, wait a minute. Let me see what I can recall. 
As I recall that statute, ·the President, whoever he is, may raise the 

announced price support during the oncoming market year, but may 
not reduce it, is that right? 

Mr. SANDERS. That is right. 
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Dr. MERREN. I was not ,aware of this, but I can see its consequences. 
Mr. SANDERS. From your experience--
Dr. MEHREN. Incidentally, am I right in my reference to the statute? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. 'WEITZ. It is the Secretary. Not the President. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. From your experience in the Department, does th~t 

not seem an inordinate period of time in advance of April 1 for a deci
sion to be made? 

Dr. MEHREN. I do not think that I ,vas in or near the Department 
at a transition of administrations before. I think I would have to give 
you t:his line guess here. I do not know of anything in December ~o 
become effective on April 1, no. Yon put the question to me this 
way--

Mr. SANDERS. W"ith respect to, say, a decision in March 1968, in 
March 1967, in March 1966, does not 3 or 4 months in advance of 
April 1 eeem to be an inordinate time to you? 

Dr. MERREN. My recollection would be just what I told you that I 
don't know of any major commodity price supports that were an
nounced 3 or 4 months in advance of the beginning of the marketing 
year. I would say that I know nothing of these matters. I will say that 
normally the procedure is to try to get it done in the case of milk, early 
in March, and normally to give it at least a month or 3 weeks or so, if 
you can, prior to the effective date on any other major commodity. I 
do not really know whether there were advance announcements on 
minor commodities that are designated in the statute. 

Mr. SANDERS. And you are saying then, tha.t no time since Decem
ber of 1968 have you-up to the· present time-have you learned that 
the decision for the marketing year 1969-70 was made in December? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't. I think you should know that in most of the 
period of 1968 through 1971, I was in such exotic places as Morocco, 
Persia, Turkey, Pakistan, Indonesia, et cetera, in pursuit of my major 
obligation as president of the business council. But my answer to your 
first question, I don't know of any other instances of it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall receiving a letter from now Congress-. 
man ,Tones at the time he was to be severed from his retainer with 
AMPI, a letter which made reference to activities on his part in 
December of 1968 as the Johnson administration was being closed out? 

Dr. MEIIREN. I don't remember that pa.rt of it. I remember several 
letters from Congressman ,Tones, one of which I think I remember was 
signed Congre~sman-elect, but let me tell yon again I do not remember 
the ones to wlnch you refer. But there were not merely letters. There 
were letters from his attorneys, there were telephone calls to him to the 
effect that this was a flat commitment that I had no authority what
soever except to honor. 

Mr. SANDERS. I have here a number of letters-to vou from either 
Jones or his attorneys. .. 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. I want to show you first, the one on top, which is dated 

January 18, 1972. 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. And ask you to refresh your recoHection. 
Dr. MEHREN. Do you mind my commenting on this as I go? 
Mr. SANDERS. Go ahead. · 
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Dr. MERREN. It ,surprises me that January 18, we alre~dy decided 
on termination of some of these relationships. I thought it was later. 
I had forgotten this letter, ibut I now recall i_t. . . 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you affirm that you did receive this l~tter?. 
Dr. MERREN. I have seen it before, but I had not recalled it until you 

showed it to me. 
Mr. SANDERS. I wanted to direct your attention especially to the 

paragraph, I believe it is the second paragraph there concerning the 
December 1968 activities in the White House. 

Dr. MERREN. I read it. 
Mr. SANDERS. Upon receiving that, did you have an occasion to talk 

with Mr. Jones about it? 
Dr. MERREN. I really don't recall, Don, that I talked to him about 

this part of it. I told him that considering the insolvent position of 
AMPI that I was terminating virtually all relationships of this sort. 
I told him that, and 1I told nearly everybody else rightly or wrongly, 
civilly, at least, that generally speaking, this was not a reflection upon 
them or upon the value of their services, that merely in meeting t:he 
stringent necessity to cut millions out of the central office expense, I 
was terminating them. To my recollection, there were on1ly two sets 
of objections. One was this one, and one was Ted van Dvk. The rest 
took it quietly and made no fuss about it. Bnt this I did not discuss 
with him. I merely told him the discussion, as I recall it, did not center 
around this. It centered around Harold Nelson promised me, I think, 
$40.000 a year, and an office building on a handshake. 

1V"ell, I had to make the hard decisions in face of the budget strin
gency of AMPI as to what kind of commitments we were going to 
meet and what we weren't. What I really looked at in the case of 
,James Jones. who in my personal contact with him seemed t-0 be ~t very 
stringent man, I asked myself what he did, and apparently what he 
did was to edit the editing of the Dairyman Digest, and I could not 
see anything e1se that was worth that kind of money to me. Now, as 
you question me, I think he also asked that he get some kind o:f an 
advance payment in addition to really, what he considered this com
mitment. And I stood fast both with him and with his attornevs and 
said "No." V 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any direct conversation with him con
cerning his statement in that letter about activities in the ,Johnson 
1V"hite House in December of 1968 ~ 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think so. I reallv don't. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you talk with anyone else about those alleged 

activifies on the part of Congressman Jones? 
Dr. MERREN. I really talked, as I recall it, and I am answering as 

best I can, with others about what they thought he really did for us. 
So :far as I could see, he handled no litigation for us. At least, I do 
not recall any. As far as I can see, he primarily did the covers on the 
Dairy Digest, and did what seemed to me minor editorial work, which 
could be gott1en at far less than the salary he was receiving, so I ter
minated him for that reason. Bnt I do not recall any discussion o:f 
this, and I do not recall his ever saying to me, other than in this letter 
and the several calls that he made, and the other letters that he sent to 
me, that he had done this and therefore we owed him something. It 
was for his performance, it was at least worth the salary that he 
claimed was coming to him. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any reason to believe there was any valid
ity in his statement about securing the support of President Johnson 
£or the December 1968 decision? 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't think I paid much attention to this. I couldn't 
really on the basis of-a claim by anybody that we have done some
thing £or you in the past. 

I£ I had done this, we would still be $12 million in the red in the 
home office. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did Congressman Jones at any time-at any time, tell 
you that his statements in that second paragmph, if it's the sec
ond paragraph--

Dr. MEHREN. Yes, it is. 
Mr. SANDERS [continuing]. Were not correct or were not true? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, I don't think he ever told me that, and I answered 

you as honestly and accurately as I could. I do not think this matter 
was ever discussed except in this memo. 

Mr. SANDERS. And at no later time did he refute what he said there? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, I do not think he ever said: "No, this paragraph 

is not correct." He did not ever again say to my knowledge, say to me: 
"I think you should honor this so-called commitment here becausE 
I did something in 1968." 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any recollection of receiving from him 
any subsequent commurrioation which consisted of a disclaimer of that 
second paragraph? 

Dr. MEHREN. I do not. I have a recollection of receiving a letter 
which I am trying to find, I think my recollection is right, which did 
disturb me. It was signed "Congressman-elect," and that did bother 
me. I had only two real matters of cutting off these people, and this waE 
one of them, and Ted van Dyk was the other. 

Mr. SANDERS. For the record I will mark this January 18, 19721 

,Jones to l\fohren letter exhibit No. 9. 
[Whereupon the document referred to was marked Mehren exhibit 

No. 9 £or identification.*] 
In your December 1971 report--well, not your report, but the report 

of the AMPI general manager to the board, ·which you said you 
helped write-there was mentioned a $300 million advantage to the 
dairymen that you said you thought was excessive. A more realistic 
figure would have been $125 million ~ 

Dr. MEHREN. The number that is 'in my head, that later analysis by 
two of our people who supposedly are competent, is $124 million as a 
maximum. And having been an economist, I do not take that as the 
dictum of the Lord, either. , 

Mr. SANDERS. This financial advantage to the dairymen would have 
come from both consumers and the U.S. Government? 

Dr. MEHREN. So long as your support price is above our market 
price, the cost of the program really involves a smaller consumption 
at a higher price, plus larger acquisition by Government at a higher 
price, and in that sense, your statement is correct. 

Mr. SANDERS. Is it true that once the market price exceeds the sup
port level, there is no :further cost to the Government? 

Dr. l\1EI-IREN. The Secretary has and has had £or a great many years 
authority under what I think is section 709 to go out and buy above 

*Retained in committee files. 
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support levels, dairy products or anything else if it be needed for pro
gram purposes and they are so identified. Generally speaking, when 
a market price reaches a support level, your purchase agreement, your 
loan guarantees and acquisitions, nonrecourse loans, and that sort of 
thing, cease. This is for the very simple reason that the farmer could 
get as much or more outside than he gets from the Government. 

I might also say that I have read the press statements from the 
"White House, or at least excerpts from the so-called white paper, with 
respect to the acquisitions being smaller than in the previous year with 
respect to consumption being larger, and to my knowledge, those statB
ments are quite accurate. 

Mr. SANDERS. Would you agree that at least by hindsight the deci
sion of March 25 from the standpoint of the Government was a wise 
decision? 

Dr. MEHREN. I think certainly over the long pull, a level probably 
higher than what he gave, and I say this quite seriously, and I say it 
now as an ,analyst, and not as a protagonist of the industry or former 
political person should have been higher than $4.93. I say it for this 
reason. For 15 consecutive months, the production of milk has been 
declining sharply and in the wrong places. Had there been a higher 
price support at the time, which I think was justified by the submis
sions, that decline would have been tempered, and the ultimate cost to 
the consumers in the United States would have been lessened. That is 
easier to see now than then, I might add. 

Mr. SANDERS. I have a note here based on something you said, and 
I want to ask you about, and I do not know the full import of it. I 
think you said something which caused me to think that you knew, or 
perhaps knew of some commitments of AMPI, financial political com
mitments other than to the reelection of the President. 

Mr. HEININGER. The price support amendment that you testified to. 
Dr. MEHREN. "Which it it? 
Mr. HEININGER. This is where you agreed AMPI would not 

participate. 
Dr. MEHREN. There were two commitments made, as I recall, and 

this has ooen substantiated. 
Mr. SANDERS. No, I understand you said there would be no increase 

in 1972. 
Dr. MEHREN. No request for an increase. 
Mr. SANDERS. No request for an increase and the production would 

be lower. 
Dr. MEHREN. They would use whatever mechanisms they could to 

minimize production increases. 
Mr. SANDERS. May be I just misunderstood what you ·were saying, 

and I just wanted to be sure of this, that you do not know of any other 
financial political commitments of AMPI. 

Dr. MEHREN. I testified to Alan at least six times if there were any 
other commitments that I knew of, I would have told him. 

Mr. SANDERS. I am not asking specifically with respect to the election 
of the President. 

Dr. MERREN. I don't know of any. 
Mr. SANDERS. You made a remark to the effect that you had-you 

now have a strong feeling that there was a commitment, a financial 
political commitment by AMPI to the reelection of the President, and 
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what I want to ask you is, is this totally a supposition on your part, 
or do you have any facts? 

Dr. MEHREN. Let me say this, I have what I consider to be fact, and 
I have what I consider to be remarkable conjuncture of events which 
led me to believe that somebody and not AMPI, 'but some persons 
associated therewith, or persons associated with the dairy industry, in 
all likelihood did have some kind of a commitment. If you wish, I will 
specify. 

Mr. SANDERS. I would like to know whatever the basis is. 
Dr. MEHREN. The most compelling basis was my discovery of Mr. 

Jacobsen and Mr. Nelson, within 24 hours of the detachment of 
Mr. Nelson from his position as general manager, found it desirable to 
talk with Mr. Kalmbach in Los Angeles. Now, in this sense, my con
clusion is conjecture. I can think really of only two tenable purposes in 
such a journey at that time. I think that the first order of a person 
removed from office in talking to man like Mr. Kalmbach could possibly 
be reprisal. But I do not think that is in Mr. Nelson's character. I do 
not know J aco'bsen well enough to say that. 

The second must necessarily be that-good Lord, we have got some 
kind of relationship with Kalmbach that is now endangered by the 
succession in office of a person who is not involved in any such com
mitment. That is the first thing. The second is less compelling, and 
that one is compelling ,to me, I still do not know of any reason that 
that should have been done unless they did feel that some commit
ment or agreement were in jeopardy. The second thing is material I 
have only seen in the press, for instance, the $90,000 thing. The so
called Colson thing. The validity and accuracy of which I have no 
way of lrnowing, because I still do not know if there has been a $90,000 
a month agreement, or that sort of thing. The third thing is rather 
recent exposure to memorandums which lead me to believe the people 
in the White House thought there was a commitment. If I could give 
you the specifics on that, there are hvo memorandums which I think 
Bill Dobrovir made available to you. 

Mr. HEININGER. That is correct. 
Dr. MEHREN. 'Where there is something to the effect that Kalmbach 

or somebody is worried about the $2,000, 'but it may be $1,000, or some
thing of that sort. This indicates to me that somebody in that group of 
people understood a commitment had been made. Those two I saw very 
late in the day. I think the other two, the only other two substantive, 
documents I have seen, I saw last night. 

Mr. HEININGER. Those are the two additional ones from Dobrovir, 
and maybe you have the file of this. 

Mr. SANDERS. Are they Strachan to Haldeman? 
Dr. MEHREN. They are the two I first saw, are they not? 
Mr. HEININGER. Yes. 
Dr. MEHREN. So I think all told, I have seen four pieces of paper, 

Don, that indicates that somebody over there operated under the 
assumption that there was agreement to help on that fund. Now, I see 
nothing wrong, I know of nothing unlawful, saying to anybody "We 
will help you out in 1972." So I am not implying there is anything 
unlawful. But I say, taken in that conjuncture of activity and docu
mentation together, I am now compelled to believe that there was some 
sort of understanding. 
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Mr. SANDERS. All right. Now, would it not be as reasonable to con
clude from all of these facts that you have just related that there was 
a commitment on the part of AMPI or its officials to make a certain 
contribution to the reelection of the President without any quid 
pro quo? 

Dr. MERREN. I haven't the slightes,t basis now, from the documenta
tion I have seen, anything I have read in the press or anyplace else, 
that there was any quid pro quo involved. 'That is not what I said. I 
said the evidence now compels me to believe that some kind of an 
agreement existed, and that is why I said I know of nothing unlawful 
or improper about it, per se. 

Mr. SANDERS. All of these things you just related could be con
sistent with some kind of commitment to give a certain level of funds 
even though there was no-it was not given for any certain action in 
return? 

Dr. MEHREN. I know of several instances in which the Committee for 
TAPE, as I again participated, agreed to give money in the future, 
and it's to a very reputable and highly respected man. 

Mr. SANDERS. So without expecting anything in particular in 
return? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, it comes to me that Senator Eastland's campaign 
people asked that we give $5,000 at one time and $5,000 at another time. 
It was discussed in full at the TAPE committee and agreed to do so. 

Mr. SANDERS. So in that situation, you say you had a commitment 
to give an additional sum at a later time? 

Dr. MERREN. I think there are three or four such agreements which 
were made. 

Mr. SANDERS. You might term that a commitment, and yet there is 
no expectation of receiving anything in return for it? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, there was not. I think anybody present would agree 
that Senator Eastland does not associate himself with quid pro quo. 

Mr. SANDERS. "What I am getting at, the use of the term commitment 
can be misleading in that it might tend to convey the impression that 
something was expected in return, whereas it could mean simply an 
obligation to pay something without any expectation of a return. 

Dr. MEHREN. The word commitment, I think, in its derivation means: 
merely, I agree to do something, that is all. 

Mr. SANDERS. Your appointments for March 16, 1971, apparently 
reflect-1972, apparently reflect an intention to see Senator Talmadge, 
Congressmen Mills, Poage, and Albert. Do you have a recollection of 
the purpose for which you went to see them? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, generally with the exception of Mr. Albert, whom 
I don't think I saw on that date, I nearly always go in and talk to Mr. 
Poage, Mr. Talmadge, and Mr. Mills. I think that what I probably was 
talking about there was legislative submissions .. That is what I usually 
talked to those three about. But in general, when I would talk to those 
three-all of them are intimately associated with agricultural legis
lation-it would be about an element of the agricultural program and a 
fairly routine visit. 

Mr. SANDERS. Would you have had any discussion with any of them 
on that day about TAPE contributions? 

Dr. MEHREN. I do not think so. I routinely go to them because they 
are people I know, I know them well, and discuss whatever is of issue 
in the dairy industry. · 
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Mr. SANDERS. Now, I think that you have told us during this inter
view that you have talked with Senators Talmadge and Eastland about 
the antitrust suit against AMPI. 

Dr. MERREN. To a much lesser extent Senator Talmadge than Sena
tor Eastland. 

Mr. HEININGER. I want to state £or the record, I note the witness is 
getting tired. As far as I know, he has not stated in this interview, 
we supplied some documents but I don't think there has been any 
testimony on this, and I did want the record to show that the witness 
was getting tired. 

Mr. SANDERS. You think there hasn't been any testimony on that 
point? 

Mr. HEININGER. In this record, I don't think so. We did supply some 
documents with respect to Senator Eastland. 

Mr. WEITZ. That is the document you provided today. 
Mr. HEININGER. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Let me start from scratch on it, then. 
Have you had any conversations with Senator Talmadge, or East

land, concerning the antitrust suit against AMPI? 
Dr. MEI-IREN. Yes, to a much lesser extent with Senator Talmadge 

than with Senator Eastland. I also noted in reading materials from the 
minutes of the board of directors that on May 10, 1972, I reported to 
the board my discussions with Senator Eastland and Senator Tal
madge and stated that neither of them was aware of the nature or in 
fact the existence of the antitrust suit. So obviously, I had discussed 
it with them prior to May 10, 1972. 

Mr. SANDERS. ,:vhat was the purpose of your contact with them? 
Dr. MERREN. The purpose of the contact with Senator Talmadge 

would be to mention this as one element of many that were involved 
in the general economic situation of the dairy industry. The purpose 
with Senator Eastland was really a different one. By May 1972, it 
seemed to me, as I said this morning, it was very difficult to find tenable 
grounds for resolution of disagreement between the working level of 
the Department of Justice, ourselves and our counsel. I asked Senator 
Eastland's advice. I also had gotten, over the years, to know him pretty 
well, and I respected him rather highly, as to what might be procedures 
that would be used for that, in finding a means of communication. 
Also, I think at that time some of our people, Harrison and Russell, 
had suggested direct communication with the Attorney General, and 
I wanted to know what the Senator thought of that. But at no time at 
that stage did we ask the Senator to see the Attorney General. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know of any action taken by any of these 
Senators as a result of your contact? 

Dr. MERREN. No. I know of an action taken with respect to what I 
did, but with respect to contacts by either Senator Eastland or Senator 
Talmadge with other people, I only have one very cursory knowledge 
of a rather cursory instance there. The Senator asked me--

Mr. SANDERS. Which Senator? 
Dr. MERREN. Senator Eastland. He wasn't disturbed when I told 

him the documentation was piling up and the discovery procedure was 
almost frightening to me, and that the cost was oppressive, and nothing 
seemed to be coming out of it. I was still disturbed by an ultimatum 
filed a week later by the Department of Justice that they did not have 
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a case yet, and therefore must engage in what is now 2 years of dis
covery of 2 million documents. Basically, I said it seemed to be im
possible to find common ground to talk, and that was deeply oppressive 
to us, and the prospect might well be defeat in litigation by bankruptcy. 
At some stage, Senator Eastland said to me, "Write it down, and write 
it down the way you as a layman see it." He also suggested, and I do 
not know whether it was the first meeting--

Mr. HEININGER. I have only been at one. 
Dr. MEHREN. Well, anyway, was it then he suggested that you give 

him a legal basis :for the background of this material ? 
Mr. HEININGER. My recollection is that a pile of paper, the bottom 

part, was that we had a meeting with Senator Eastland on Septem
ber 7, 1972, I will check my records, and we did not give him anything 
except sort of an oral presentation of the sequence of events and what 
was happening, and then sometime later you suggested he wanted some
thing in writing, and according to this I had gone the,e on the Hart, 
Schafner and Marx litigation, and in January, and just dropped it off 
at his office without seeing anybody. 

Dr. MEHREN. I know this. I don't know when he did it or at what 
meeting, because I have dropped in and out of the Senator's office. He 
did ask me to write this down. I think he asked me to get counsel to 
write down a lawyer's point of view, and it was at his request that I 
did this. Then I think, you can check me on this, that I sent you what 
I wrote, and you attached what you ·wrote as a lawyer, and dropped 
it off at the Senator's office. Is that correct? 

Mr. HEININGER. I believe that is correct. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you have any consultations with Congressman 

Mills concerning the antitrust litigation? 
Dr. MEHREN. Very little. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you seek any action on his part? 
Dr. MEHREN. No. Not that I remember. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did he take any action on your behalf? 
Dr. MEHREN. I do not know of any. I can only give you one substan

tive memory of discussions of the case with Mr. Mills, who is also a 
summa cum laude at law school, and that was one question at one stage 
as to whether our people contemplated signing a consent. I told him 
that having spent some 4 years off and on as the economic thinker in 
the mother of all consent decrees be:fore ,Judge Hoffman, that I had 
a very dim view toward consent unless every word was understood 
by all parties concerned, and he agreed and said that as a lawyer, he 
agreed with me, if we did come to a consent, to be fully understood by 
the Government side and by our people, and not lightly to sign a 
consent. 

Mr. SANDERS. At any time did Kalmbach ever say to you or anyone 
else in your presence: "When the hell are you going to pay what you 
owe me?" 

Dr. MEHREN. Not to me or anyone else either. Without being cute, he 
doesn't use that language, in the two times I have met him-

Mr. SANDERS. I am not alleging he said that. 
Dr. MEHREN. He isn't a what-the-hell type, in the two times that I 

have talked to him. 
Mr. SANDERS. In your meeting with President Johnson in October 

1972, I believe you said he made a remark to you about an obligation 
owed to him by AMPI from 1964? 
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Dr. MERREN. No, I don't think he said AMPI and he did not say 
1964. He did say when he asked me if I knew of a commitment as a 
passing and quite cursory remark, that the dairy people had made an 
agreement to contribute $250,000 to his campaign and therefore I must 
assume it was 1964. He didn't say that. He didn't say who the dairy 
people were. He did say that it was not delivered and that he put it 
aside and forgot it. 

Mr. SANDERS. So that you couldn't-there was not any way you could 
infer that he was solely relating to AMPI? 

Dr. MERREN. No, that I would assume was 1964, but it was a very 
passing remark. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you ever acquire any independent knowledge of 
such an obligation or commitment? 

Dr. MERREN. With respect to 1964ortoMr. Johnson? 
Mr. SANDERS. With respect to Mr .• Johnson. 
Dr. MERREN. No, I didn't. I never heard it mentioned by anybody 

else. 
Mr. SANDERS. What did you say in response to his remarks? 
Dr. MERREN. Nothing. 
Mr. SANDERS. He didn't expect a reply from you? 
Dr. MERREN. No. I think his major interest at the time was whether 

I knew of a commitment, and his general feeling was if there was a 
commitment, it was a valid commitment, and it should be kept. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know of any way that the dairy cooperatives 
in 1964 could have made a legal contribution to a political campaign? 

Dr. MERREN. No, I don't. I do not. You are asking a layman a ques-
tion of law. 

Mr. SANDERS. But I am asking-it is also a mechanical problem too. 
Dr. MEIIREN. I don't know of any. 
Yes; I do know of some. I suppose the only way would 'be a lawful 

contribution as I understand the Corrupt Practices Act of 1925, indi
viduals contributed to the total aggregate magnitude of $250,000. I 
suppose that would be lawful. But I don't know of any lawful way 
corporate contributions of that magnitude could be made at any time. 

Mr. SANDERS. And then is it correct that you did not discuss with 
President Johnson the specific amount which you had already told 
Nunn you would contribute to the House and Senate committees? 

Dr. MERRE.N. I hadn't told Nunn of any specific amounts that we 
would contribute to the House and Senate committees. 

Mr. SANDERS. I am sorry. I thought you had told him $25,000. 
Dr. MERREN. No. I told him that we had a resolution to that effect. 

Yes; I think I told the President that we had a resolution for $25,000 
each. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you discuss with President ,T ohnson any other 
sums by way of increases in those amounts? 

Dr. MERREN. I did, yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. What were those amounts? 
Dr. MERREN. I don't think there was a specific amount. 
Mr. SANDERS. This is my question. 
Dr. MERREN. The general suggestion of the President was precisely 

what I said in response to Mr. Weitz' questions this morning. 
Mr. SANDERS. All I am seeking is whether there were specific sums 

discussed. 
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Dr. MEHREN. No. He did not say $300,000 or $500,000. He did say
in view of your resources and in view of the limited possibilities of 
personal contributions, that this would be an effective use of money for 
the purposes for which that money had 'been collected. I think that the 
magnitudes were hammered out in discussions with the TAPE people. 

Mr. SANDERS. With regard to the October 1972 contribution to the 
Senate Democratic Campaign Committee, do you have knowledge of 
an earmarking of any portion of :that for Edmondson of Oklahoma? 

Dr. MEHREN. That doesn't come to me. I think there was an earmark
ing on the Republican side to Sena.tor Griffin, I think, I think there is 
a letter to that effect. And that again was from an earlier commitment 
that the committee had made. I can't think of anybody on the senatorial 
side. I do believe that on the Democratic House Committee a state
ment was made that there was an earlier agreement to contribute some
thing to Mr. Neal Smith. $2,500 must be allocated to the campaign of 
Senator Neal Smith. 

Mr. HEININGER. Congressman. 
Dr. MEHREN. Congressman Smith. 
Mr. SANDERS. I believe earlier in this interview, you said $7,500? 
Dr. MEHREN. I think it was $2,500. My memory is not as precise as it 

should be. 
Mr. SANDERS. But you know of no earmarking for Congressman 

Edmondson, who was running for the Senate? 
Dr. MEHREN. No; I do not. There were substantial contributions, 

I think something in the neighborhood of $11,500 given to him. There 
was a statement here to the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Com
mittee that there was an agreement to put $7,000 of the contribution 
to Senator Fred Mondale. I think there was one for Senator Griffin, 
too. I thing that was $2,500 of a commitment that had been made 
earlier. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know of any specific understandings of any of 
the moneys to the House and Senate Democratic Committees that 
would be passed through to Presidential candidates? 

Dr. MERREN. None, in the way of passing it through. It was an ex
plicit understanding after my discussions with President Johnson 
and my discussions with the committee that certainly the Presidential 
candidates on either side could find benefit in these, but no, I carefully 
wrote a letter to preclude any such interpretation. 

Mr. SANDERS. I guess my question is, in spite of the letter, did you 
know of any understanding? 

Dr. MEHREN. No; and I might also say, and I want you to know that 
I don't know if it was Mr. Heininger, but I did have that draft looked 
at by lawyers to make sure that I was totally within the statutes. 

Mr. SANDERS. I have a note here that you made some remark to the 
effect that Senator Humphrey, Congressman Mills, and Congress
man-Speaker Albert would participate in the allocation to the Senate 
and House Democratic Committee. 

Dr. MEHREN. Here is what we said. "I have arranged for discussions 
with Speaker Albert, Chairman Mills, and Senator Humphrey to re
view the allocation of this contribution." 

Mr. SANDERS. They would review it. 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Not meaning they would receive some allocation? 
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Dr. MERREN. No, no. They would review it. What was intended 
there, I think it was not I who suggested this and moved it to the com
mittee, I think it was Mr. Bessemer and the purpose was to have a 
review by these three people, all of us knew well, and generally we 
respected them, to look it over and see if it could be done in the best 
possible way in keeping within our own criteria. 

Mr. HEININGER. Do you have this document? 
Mr. SANDERS. What is the date of this? 
Mr. HEININGER. October 27, 1972, addressed to Mr. Frank Kaufman, 

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, signed by George L. 
Mehren. 

Dr. MERREN. There is, I think, a similar letter to the staff person on 
the House committee, I think, of the Democrats. None was sent to the 
Republicans. 

Mr. SANDERS. May I have copies of those two letters? 
Mr. HEININGER. Certainly. I take it this is not a good Xerox time, 

but I will send you copies, if that is all right. 
Mr. SANDERS. Fine. 
Mr. HEININGER. I take it this is the other document you were refer

ring to? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. HEININGER. To Mr. Henshaw, Fred Henshaw of the Demo

cratic Campaign Committee, also draft which is from Mr. George L. 
Mehren. 

Mr. SANDERS. Stuart Russell made a very substantial sum of money 
available for what now appears to be a political contribution. I want 
to ask you if you can say that you have any knowledge that any portion 
of money, made available by Russell for political purposes, went to 
persons or committees other than for the reelection of President 
Nixon? 

Dr. MERREN. I have no such personal knowledge. I really think, 
again without ducking your question, that Mr. Heininger is better 
qualified to answer that question than I am because he did have the 
deposition, and he has heard Mr. Russell, and he knows the fact, but 
not to my knowledge. 

Mr. SANDERS. Let me first ascertain you have no such knowledge. 
Dr. MEIIREN. No, I do not have any that I can recall now by any 

means, and I had none, really, until, say, a week ago. 
Mr. SANDERS. And is your sole source of information Mr. Heininger? 
Dr. MERREN. Thus far, Mr. Heininger has told me what he has 

written to the Committee 'To Re-Elect. I guess, more or less explicitly, 
you say that payments made to Stuart Russell went through Bob Lilly 
to pay off a bank loan which had been cnntributed to Kalmbach. That 
is the only one of which I have knowledge. I think I should also tell 
you, when we engaged Mr. Wright, the distinguished lawyer, I made 
an explicit commitment to him, and in fact, I insisted on it that I do 
not participate in his findings. This is to avoid any appearance of 
persuasion, coercion, or diminishing his own freedom and latitude. His 
report, I think, is due in a month or so, and there has been, except for 
one Mr. Heininger has done here, an understanding that we will not 
take action on the things we have learned, such as this matter of Russell 
and Lilly and Kalmbach. This is until we get the full report from 
Mr. Wright. Mr. Wright is basically engaging two questions, as I think 
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I once told you. First, were there any improper, unlawful diversions 
of :funds, and if so, what recovery potential or potentials are avail
able? Second, what people, now in the employ of AMPI, appear to 
have been substantially involved in these matters? 

Mr. SANDERS. Without regard to the source of the information, have 
you, at any time, learned that any moneys made available 'by Stuart 
Russell for political purposes went to or for the benefit of Senator 
Humphrey's Presidential campaign? 

Dr. MERREN. No, I have not. 
Mr. SANDERS. To or for the benefit of Congressman Mills' 1972 

campaign? 
Dr. MERREN. I have not. I think I can answer you more explicitly. 

The only ones I know of are the contributions that appear according 
to Mr. Heininger's letter to the Committee To Re-Elect the President 
could have been used as a mechanism to pay off bank loans which 
initially had been diverted to Mr. Kalmbach. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have knowledge of contributions by Stuart 
Russell to Senator Muskie in 1970-1970, 1971, or 1972? 

Dr. MERREN. I know of no such contributions. 
Mr. HEININGER. I have seen the checks in Mr. Russell's files, and 

no such contributions were made. 
Dr. MERREN. You haven't told me, and I don',t know. I presume I 

will know by the end of March, if such were made. 
I know of one other I think everyone knows about. The indictment 

of Mr. Parr, Nelson in 1968-I knew of those only after the indictment. 
Mr. SANDERS. In all fairness, I don't think that was Mr. Nelson who 

was indicted. 
Dr. MERREN. Mr. Howard and Mr. Parr, yes. Sorry. 
Mr. HEININGER. You are getting tired, George. 
Dr. MERREN. Yes, I am. It has been a long day. 
Mr. SANDERS. Just a couple of questions about the Parr attempted 

checkoff for Mr. Mills. To your knowledge, no moneys were actually 
produced through that system? 

Dr. MERREN. To my knowledge, it was terminated before any deduc
tions were made on any payroll. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you disapprove of that because of complaints 
which came to you, or because Parr asked you for approval? 

Dr. MERREN. Parr never asked me for approval. 
Mr. SANDERS. Isham brought it to your attention? 
Dr. MERREN. Isham and Scheckarski. 
Mr. SANDERS. Is Mr. Scheckarski still with AMPI? 
Dr. MERREN. I do not know whether he is an occasional consultant, 

but he is no longer a permanent employee. 
Mr. HEININGER. He had been consulted by the lawyers on occasion, 

for which he received a daily fee. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was this to be a checkoff of employees as opposed to 

members? 
Dr. MERREN. Employees. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know of any checkoff on the part of the 

members? 
Dr. MERREN. I have never heard of of any other, other than their 

voluntary contributions through TAPE, and those, of course, are not 
directed toward any candidacy or any party. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Do you know, aside from the checkoff, do you know of 
any attempt by Parr to obtain direct contributions from directors and 
officials of AMPI? 

Dr. MERREN. I think the answer-
Mr. SANDERS. For Mills? 
Dr. MERREN [continuing]. I think the answer to that would have to 

beno. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall when and where you had your conver

sation with Congressman Mills in which you were told by him that 
he had no knowledge of the checkoff of expenses being paid by AMPI? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. This ,vas a telephone call, perhaps a week or so 
ago, I had been advised by Mr. Wright that Mr. Mills who is, again, 
a personal friend, had :fallen and broken his ribs, and I called to give 
him the usual commiseration and hope for a quick recovery. He men
tioned these matters of press references to the apartments. He said 
he had known nothing of them. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did he raise the matter, or did you? 
Dr. MERREN. I do not really know. I am not sure that I would know, 

if that is particularly important, but I think he did. No, wait a minute. 
I know darned well, I think I said, "Mr. Mills, there has been a great 
deal in the press about those apartments," and I think he responded to 
me that he was not a candidate at that time, was not aware of it. Mr. 
Mills' word is good enough for me. 

Mr. SANDERS. To the best of your recollection, you had no other 
conversations with him concerning those matters? 

Dr. MEI-rnEN. That is the only one, I am quite certain. 
Mr. SANDERS. Soon after you became general manager, you had a 

conversation with Joe Johnson about his activities for Congressman 
Mills? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you call him to San Antonio to talk to him? 
Dr. MERREN. Strangely enough, I did not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did he come to San Antonio to talk with you about it? 
Dr. MEHREN. He came into my office voluntarily. I do not know 

whether he was in San Antonio for that single purpose or for other 
reasons. I do know that he is the only one, to my recollection, who came 
in and said, "I am doing something that you should know about." 

Mr. SANDERS. Before he mentioned it to you, had you not known it i 
Dr. MERREN. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. What did he tell you a:bout the extent of his activities 

for Congressman Mills? 
Dr. MEHREN. He told me only that there were two apartments which 

were being paid for by AMPI with a few people, three or four, I 
think, although he never stated precisely how many, who were support
ing the so-called draft for Mills, who were also on the AMPI payrolls 
and expenses. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did he name them? 
Dr. MERREN. I think he did, but I cannot recall them. 
Mr. SANDERS. Terry Shea? 
Dr. MEHREN. I don't really know. I think there were two females 

and one male, but I am not certain. We do have the records, if you want 
them--

Mr. SANDERS. I would just like to throw out the names in case you 
do recall them. Betty Clemments? 
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Dr. MEHREN. I think so. I am not sure. I do not know her. But I 
think that is one. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you think this name was mentioned to you by Joe 
Johnson? 

Dr. MERREN. The names of the people? 
Mr. SANDERS. Yes. 
Dr. MERREN. Yes, I know they were, because I asked him. 
Mr. SANDERS. As being persons on the AMPI payroll? 
Dr. MERREN. I think so. 
Mr. SANDERS. But you cannot recall Terry Shea as being one of 

them? 
Dr. MERREN. No, I don't. 
Mr. SANDERS. What did Johnson tell you he was doing for Mills? 
Dr. MERREN. That, I am not sure. I am not sure if this is fatigue or 

not, but as I recall it, a support of the Draft Mills, which was well 
before Mr. Mills announced his candidacy, and this was at a time, I 
think, when he said he was not a candidate. Precisely what they were 
doing, I did not ask, and as I recall, because it was ample for me that 
they were doing this at all, and I told them that this had to stop im
mediately, and they made no objections to it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did he tell you that he was spending full time working 
for Mills? 

Dr. MERREN. No, he did not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you reach that conclusion from other things he 

mentioned? 
Dr. MERREN. No, I sort of have a dim memory that I would think he 

wasn't putting full time personally in on this. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you receive any impression of how much time he 

was spending on the Mills draft? 
Dr. MERREN. No, and at this stage, I am not sure I could recollect 

if I did. I do not think he ever indicated to me or implied that he was 
on full time. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did he say for what period of time? 
Dr. MERREN. I think he told me when these apartments had been 

leased and when the people had gone up there. I do not have the recol
lection of it, but I have records of it. The reason I know we have records 
of it, we compromised the leases and we returned the people 
immediately. 

Mr. SANDERS. I am wondering if he remarked that his work for Mills 
began even before the apartment rentals. 

Dr. MERREN. No, I do not think so. By his work, Don, what do you 
mean? 

Mr. SANDERS. His efforts for Mills. 
Dr. MERREN. His efforts, well, on company time? No, I do not think 

he said that. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did he tell you of his travels with Congressman Mills 

or for Mills? 
Dr. MERREN. No; I do not recall him doing that either. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did he tell you anything of the arrangements or cir

cumstances by which he came to be working for Congressman Mills? 
Dr. MERREN. No, he didn't. Now, again, this you see, this was in the 

first part of a most troubled and difficult week, to put it mildly, and as 
soon as he advised me of this, I asked virtually nothing else than the 
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knowledge that he had given me and advised him that it had to be 
stopped, and the next thing I did was call Mr. Isham in and said, "Get 
this terminated at once," and then I believe I discussed it with one of 
your colleagues in Chicago. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you gain any understandings of what knowledge 
Goss might have had of the extent of Johnson's activities for Con
gressman Mills? 

Dr. MERREN. I don't think Goss has discussed this with me. 
Mr. SANDERS. I mean from Johnson, did you gain any under

standing? 
Dr. MERREN. No, I do not think so. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did Johnson tell you that he had any conversation with 

Congressman Mills concerning his activities for his campaign? 
Dr. MERREN. No, he did not. Nor do I recall any with Goss. Don, 

what I really did as soon as I got the compelling information, I 
stopped it. 

Mr. SANDERS. I believe you may have mentioned the previous inter
view, something about Johnson telling you there were five regional 
people traveling for-as advancemen for Mills. Is that correct? 

Dr. MERREN. I do not think so. I do not know of any such. 
Mr. SANDERS. You have no present recollection of saying that to us? 
Dr. MERREN. No, I don't. I don't even know what that would mean 

to me. I have heard rumors and so have others, that AMPI field men 
went out and got members to come to meetings where Mr. Mills made 
speeches. That is about all I have ever heard. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you learn that from ,T ohnson? 
Dr. MEHREN. No; I learned that from managerial people after I 

became manager. 
Mr. SANDERS. Any speeches in particular? 
Dr. MERREN. I think they said they went out and picked up mem

bers who had requested transportation for an academic speech Mr. 
Mills made at Iowa State University, and I frankly saw nothing un
usual about that because they go out with buses and bring in people 
for their division meetings and regional breakfasts, and that sort of 
thing. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you learn from Johnson, or ·anyone else for that 
matter, about AMPI's payment of expenses for a rally in Ames, Iowa, 
in October of 1971? · 

Dr. MEHREN. The only reference I ever heard to that, it may or may 
not be accurate, and it wasn't Ames, Iowa. I have told Alan and told 
others that it was this chap Sherman-Valentine, Sherman had said 
some of the expenditures were in Iowa. Whether it is associated with 
Ames, I do not know. I can tell you what I know about the Ames, 
Iowa meeting, that after I became manager, there was a surplus of 
$1,000 of a regular and quite proper contribution of AMPI to the Iowa 
Institute. 

Mr. SANDERS. A co-op? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. I believe a variety of the co-ops had contributed 

to the financing of that meeting. 
Mr. SANDERS. In October of 1971? 
Dr. MEHREN. Whenever it was at Ames, at which Mr. Mills spoke, 

and there was a prorated amount of some $1,000 of excess funds from 
the total group o-f cooperatives who had supported the meeting. 
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Mr. SANDERS. The AMPI records that I have seen indicate that the 
AMPI contribution was to the extent of about $6,000. 

Dr. MEHREN. I ·am not familiar with that. 
Mr. SANDERS. You are not familiar with that? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, I am not. I had nothing to do with it. 
Mr. SANDERS. AMPI, in 1971, entered into an arrangement with 

Valentine, Sherman, a computer-mailing firm in Minneapolis. Have 
you ever met Jack Val en tine ? 

Dr. MEHREN. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you ever met or talked to Norman Sherman? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. When and where? 
Dr. MERREN. Well, I think we could pinpoint the date. I talked with 

J1im in the Madison Hotel at the request of Dave Gartner, who is an 
assistant to Mr. Humphrey, and for whom Mr. Sherman I believe 
once worked, to ask whether I could find 90-days employment for 
Sherman, and I told Dave Gartner the answer would probably be no, 
because I was cutting employment then the best I could, and he asked 
me to talk to him anyway, and I did. I recall that he came in, and I 
do not know the date, at about 6 p.m. There were probably a dozen 
people in the living room of the suite, but Butterbrodt and I went 
up and talked to Sherman there. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did he make any remarks to you about work done by 
Valentine, Sherman for AMPI? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, he did not. He opened up, and I believe this is a 
question that Alan had asked me on ·an informal basis, with a discus
sion of his own capabilities for employment. I think it was I rather 
than Butterbrodt who said, "Were yon associated with Valentine, 
Sherman's outfit that I hear"-and I had heard- "was helping Mr. 
Humphrey in his campaign," and his answer ·was, "Yes, I was." It 
wasn't for Mr. Humphrey at all in total. There ,vas some work at 
Iowa for Mr. Mills. That is as much as I knew about it. 

Mr. SANDERS. You said the work in Iowa was for Mills? 
Dr. MEHREN. Something to that effect, yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you gain any better understanding of what was 

meant by that? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, nor did I see anv. I made a decision on mv own 

that this could not be a person hired -and so advised him. I might say 
that since letters have been sent to Valentine, Sherman asking what 
they did, I really had no idea why they were hirecl or what they did. 
They were not on a payroll when I took over, and, therefore, I did 
not detach them, and to my knowledge, no ans,ver has been given to 
those inquiries. 

Mr. SANDERS. In 1971, although I recognize yon weren't the general 
manager then, did you know that AMPI had an arrangement with 
Valentine, Sherman? 

Dr. MERREN. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. When did yon first learn of this? 
Dr. MERREN. When I looked at the expenses. 
Mr. SANDERS. Soon after you became general manager? 
Dr. MERREN. Yes, I assume by January 18, because I had already 

spoken with Jim ,Jones. 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you at any time learned that AMPI received no 

real benefit from-for the moneys paid to Valentine, Sherman? 
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Dr. MERREN. No, not in any definitive sense. As I reeall the state
ments made to me primarily by Isham, nominally, at let1,st, Valentina; 
Sherman were taking polls and whether those polls were used, and 
what they were, I really don't know. I had no involvement in it. They 
are not a group that I had to detach, as I recall. I think their commit
ment or payment to them was another matter, and they were off the 
payroll. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you understand that all payments to Valentine, 
Sherman, then, were paid before you'became general managed . 

Dr. MEHREN. I believe that to be the case, but I am not C\0rtam of 
that. 

Mr. SANDERS. Can you explain what corporate benefits were received 
from Valentine, Sherman? 

Dr. MEHREN. No, I cannot. All I know is that one of them, I do not 
know which one of the earlier people, of the earlier group, but I be
lieve counsel told me that they were commissioned to take polls on atti
tudes toward farm legislation in the drafting of which De Vier Pierson 
had participated. I do recall asking Townsend what they were doing, 
and I recall that to be his answer. I think there was some more product 
from it. I never saw it or studied it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did you, at some point in time, learn that any money 
which was paid by Al\IPI to Valentine, Sherman went to the benefit of 
Senator Humphrey's campaign? 

Dr. MEHREN. Only on a rumor basis, and there was a blind shot in 
the dark that I gave Mr. Sherman, interviewed him in the Madison· 
Hotel, but nothing specific. . · 

Mr. SANDERS. What I am trying to establish is when did you learn 
this, that some benefit accrued to the campaign of Senator Humphrey? 

Dr. MERREN. I have never learned that it did accrue. I say I have 
heard that. That is why I asked Sherman, that is someplace in the 
records, but not in my rather weary head at the moment. 

I had the dates of the meeting with Sherman, so it wouldbe prior 
thereto, but I do not know. 

Mr. SANDERS. Can you recall the circumstances of your learning 
that information? · 

Dr. MERREN. No. Except that there was a general pattern of rumors, 
which as I look back, I don't perhaps look back on them accurately. 
They seemed to swell as time went by . 

. Mr. SANDERS. Were you at any time informed or advised by any em
ployee or official of AMPI that moneys paid by AMPito Valentine, 
Sherman went to the benefit of Senator Humphrey's Presidential cam-
paign? . 

Dr. MERREN. I think that Robert Isham expressed that as an opin
ion to me at some time, but I do not recall that Bob Isham had any more• 
definitive or substantive basis for this conclusion than I had, which 
was nothing other than having heard it here or there. . 

Mr. SANDERS. Did he state to you how much money went to the 
benefit of the Humphrey campaign? . 

Dr. MERREN. No. Nobody did, to my knowledge, and I think that 
would probably be an indeterminate question if such moneys did go 
to Senator Humphrey's-in support of the Senator's candidacy, pri
marily because there was some work product associated with this, as 
I recall. 

30-337 0 • 74 • Bk. 16 - 27 
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. . Mr. SANDERS. Did you again gain an understanding of how it went to 
the benefit of the Senator's campaign i 

Dr. MEHREN. Nobody ever told me that. 
Mr. SANDERS. Nobody ever told you that1 

·. Dr. MEHREN. Nobody ever told me that with respect to any oftl~e 
,alle~ions. 

Mr. SANDERS. At some point in time, did you learn that correspon
.d~ce between AMPI and Valentine, Sherman was prepared after the 
fact1 

Dr. MEHREN. No, I still don't.lrnow that. You mean. correspondence 
of what sort i . 

. Mr. SANDERS. Relating to the work purported to be done by Valen
tine, Sherman? 

Dr. MEHREN. No. I think the only correspondence of which I am 
aware is Haskins & Sells, who are an independent auditor associated 
with Mr. Wright's investigation, they have written to the Valentine 
people and asked them to provide full details of what they did and as 
of a week or so ago, when one of the senior partners of Haskins them
selves talked briefly with me, they had had no answer. The answer to 

· . your other question is no, I had no such knowledge. 
Mr. SANDERS. Have you had any discussion with Nelson concerning 

· the work of Valentine, Sherman for AMPI? 
Dr. MEHREN. No, I have not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or with Lilly i· 
Dr. MEHREN. I do not think so. 
Mr. SANDERS, Or with Parr 1 
Dr. MERREN. I don't think so. I think I may have talked with Parr 

and Townsend at the time at which they told me this was a survey 
activity in the drafting of which De Vier Pierson participated. Parr 
may have been present at that time. I am not sure . 
. Mr. SANDERS. Would that have been soon after you became general 
manager? 

Dr. MERREN, No; I think that was probably 6 months later, but I 
am not certain at all. 

Mr. SANDERS. And for what reason would the subject have arisen 
a.t this time? 

Dr. MEHREN. As I recall, Townsend initiated these discussions, but 
out of the several thousand questions you have asked me today among 
them, it is very difficult to pinpoint times, places, and so forth, for 
all of them. I think he told me that there was a survey that had been 
done with him and Pierson collaborating in the drafting, ·and it had 
been done by Valentine, Sherman, and that the purpose, as I recall 
it, was to appraise attitudes of the general public toward farm legisla
tion and farm programs. 

Mr. SANDERS. What I am trying to gain an underst:Janding of is how 
did the subject arise i · 

Dr. MERREN. I really do not recall as to how it arose, but I believe 
it was generated by Tom Townsend and he explained the mechanisms 
of the survey to me. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you know Jack Chestnut i 
Dr. MEHREN. J ackwho i 
Mr. SANDERS. Jack Chestnut i 
Dr. MERREN. I think there is a Jack Chestnut who is associated with 

the dairy company whom I met once, I believe, in Houston. 
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Mr. SANDERS. This person is former campaign ml!,naget for Senator 
Humphrey, and is an attorney in Minneapolis. 

Dr. MEHREN. I don't believe I have ever met that Jack Chestnut. 
I do not believe I have ever heard of him before, but there is a Jack 
Chestnut that I did meet once. 

Mr. SANDERS. Have you at any time learned that a system of paying. 
bonuses to Associated Milk Producers, Inc., employees was, in effect, 
after November 1968, for the purpose of producing and making avail..: 
able fundsto be given to political candidates i· 

Dr. MEHREN. I cannot say with regard to November 1968. I coula. tell 
you that three people have stated that prior to the 1968 campaign, 
they had done these things. Mr. Wright once briefly mentioned that 
he knew of some five cases, but I cannot say whether that was the 1968 
campaign or the 1972 campaign. 

Mr. SANDERS. But the cases he mentioned to you involved bonuses 
to employees? · . 

Dr. MEHREN. Either bonuses or expense accounts. 
Mr. SANDERS. Do you know for which candidates the money was 

intended? 
Dr. MEHREN. I know what was done in 1968 with respecttothethree 

people to whom I referred earlier, which was for Mr. Humphrey. 
Mr. SANDERS. Is that the Parr indictment? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. And Howard? 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. That money was intended for Senator Humphrr.w • 
Dr. MEIIREN. That was my understanding; yes. 
Mr. SANDERS. Wh<tt other candidates were they intended for? 
Dr. MEHREN. I do not.know of any, and Mr. Wright has not told 

mo anything more thim what I said about what he believes he has 
discoverod with re£ pect to the time subsequent to 1968. This was, I 
presume, a confide-1tinl statement, but he did tell me that he had 
found some five ca ,es of bonuses ·or expense accounts and indicated 
that he probaibly ',vonld not look for any more, because he wasn1t 
interestud in peopfo who did that sort of thing, but he had determ:inP.d. 
what he thought the basic system might have been and that is all 
he needed to know, and he was then interested in who initiated it and 
who planned it. 

Mr. SANDERS. Are you saying that you just do not recall whether 
these applied to 1972 or 1968? 

Dr. MEHREN. I believe the five to which he referre<l, probably in-
volved the 1968 election, at any rate. 

Mr. SANDERS. Could we go off the record for a minute? 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. SANDERS. Back on the record. The report to be submitted by 

Mr. Wright is t=\Xpected approximately at .what time? 
Dr. MEHREN, Mid-March. . · . 
Mr. SANDERS. And is it intended that the results of his wo1kwill 

be made available to the Special Prosecutor? · · · , 
Dr. MEHREN. I do not know. This is the property of the board,. 

really. . . ·· · · 
Mr. SANDERS. Has there been any discussion as .to whether it. will 

. be made available to this committee? 
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Dr. MEHREN. Not to my' knowledge. Nor has there been any dis
cussion that it would be made availaJble. There has been no discussion. 

Mr. SANDERS. Just another question or two about a statement you 
made a'bout Russell saying his billings were coded. Can you give any 
further elaboration~ · 

Dv. MERREN. No; other than to say he could go back to his books, 
and by reference to what he called codes, determine which parts of 
it were, in :fact, used for disbursements, so to speak. Is that an accurate 
statement i You know more about it than I do. 

Mr. HEININGER. That is what you testified to. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did he explain how the code would work~ 
Dr. MEHREN. No; he did not. 
Mr. SANDERS. Was anyone else present when he said this~ 
Dr. MEHREN. Yes; I believe John Butterbrodt was present. 
Mr. SANDERS. I am through. 
Mr. WEITZ. I think I have just one question. 
I think you mentioned, or you testified that in your subsequent 

conversation with Mr. Nunn in October of 1972, after having made 
the decision to increase the contributions to the congressional commit
tees, that you informed Mr. Nunn of the decision in a general way, 
and indicated that from your conversations or advice you had re
ceived, it may also be of some indirect benefit to the President in his 
candidacy. Is that correct? 

Dr. MERREN. Yes; I think I had told him what Mr. Johnson had 
said to me with respect to that matter, Alan. I may also say that I 
did it without quoting President Johnson. · 

Mr. WEITZ. Is there any similar conversation to any representatives 
of the Democratic committees which received contributions, those con
trihutions in October of 19'72 ~ 

Dr. MEHREN. I do not think so. They had their letter. 
Mr. WEITZ. I ha:ve no further questions. 
(Whereupon, at 9 :15 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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MEHREN ExHmIT No. 1-B 

LAW orr1cES 

R1n~vl~S & lIAURISON 
SUITC 500 

170f PCNNSYLVANIA AVCNUC. N. W. 

WASIUNGTON. D. C. 20006 
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TCLCX '440376 CROK 

CABlE'"RC.CVLAW• 

February 25, 1972 

Stuart H. Russell, Esq. 
- 2290 Liberty Bank Tower 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102 

Re: United States V AMPI 
CA iSA 72 CA 49 

o• '°.,,..,, 
fftlAAA'I' M- \,ttOHfllC._. 

usoc, WD, Texas, San Antonio Division 

Dear Stuart: 

The attached ·copy of our letter of even date 
to George Mehren is self~explanatory. There's nothing like 
being able to control a subord.tnate or, phrased another way, 
beware of confirmed judges who aren't judging yet! (I am 
afraid the instructions, however, are down the line and that 
accounts for the evident implacability of those with whom 
you are dealing.) 

I have read yours of February 22 and the en
closure. Your deft hand, "rough draft" or otherwise, covers 
all points I should think we would want to surrender but, 
of course, the frame of reference for my comment is little,., 
more than the pleadings - hardly the background of an expP.rt. 
I do wonder about the need for §VIII.and.about the psycho
logical affect upon th_e members to include them in the rna_nda
tory dis?xibution set forth in §IX but I rec?gnize both those 
sections are essentially boilerpl ~ • 

l•:EH:h 
cc Dr. George L. Mehren 



MAtttOk CDW'f'N HAIIAISON 
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.-oecRt F. s ... oLc 
MYRON •OLTCA 
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MEHREN EXHIBIT NO. 1-C 

I.AW 0f'FIC£S 

R1nsvus & JIAUHISON 
SUITC 500 

1701 PENNSYLVANIA AVCNU£. N. W, 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20006 

Tf:lErHoNE Z02 290·9030 

TELEX 440370 CROM. 

C,',.DLE "RE.EVLA.W .. 

Fcbriu.ry 25, 1972 

Dr. George L. Mchrcn 
General Manager 
Associated Milk Producers, Inc. 
GPM Building, 4th Floor 
San Antonio, .Texas 78216 

Re: United States v AMPI 
CA IISA 72 CA 49 

0' COuN•&L 

MURRAY M. CHOTOjCllt 

USDC, WD, Texas, San Antonio Division 

Dear George : 

In view of the changing of the guard, apart 
from Jake's reasoning, I decided, with Murray's concurrence, 
not to talk with the incumbent but ·to take the matter up 
anew with his successor. 

Then Murray ran into John at the Agncw
Si~a party. They had a tete-a-tcte on another matter 
and this subject came up. The version of the facts I sur
mized to you by t.elephone is confirmed. I guessed "right". 

The confirmation vote will be no earlier 
than February 29 and probably later next week. After that, 
I' 11 go see the new management. 

Stuart that he 
or Washington 
possible. In a 

MEH:j 

By a copy of this letter I'm suggesting to· 
negotiat~ at the working level - regional 
as long as possible and as meaningfully as 
week or two I'll endeavor to zero in. 

Sincerely, 

(Signed) MARION EDWYN HARRISON 

MARION EDWYN HARRISON 

cc Stuart H. ~ussell, Esq. 
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MEHREN EXHIBIT NO. 3 

Minutes - Committc<1 for Tape Meeting 
October 11, 1972 - fvlinneapplis, Minnesota 

The Committee for TAPE met at.5:00 p.m. on'October 11, 1972, 
• 

at the Radisson S~uth Hotel, Bloomington, Minnesota. Members present. 

were Mel Besemer, John Butterbrodt, Dr. George Mehren and Bob Lilly, -

Secretary. Absent was -w. R. Griffith • 

* 
.. 

* * * * * 
A letter from Albert Holder, AMPI member, Sa'1 AnlOllio, waa read 

' ' . 
to the Committee by the Secretary' requesting that C for TAPE contribute to 

Pre~ident Nixon's campaign but-not to Sen. McGovern's. Following discussion 

of this letter, as well as requests by other contributors and AMPI Board 
' 

members, the Committee agreed not to contribute to either Presidential 
' -- . 

candidates funds but to contribute $100,000 as follows: $25,000 e~ to . ... 
' .. 

die 11epul)lican and Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committees, as well as: 
' . ' .... 

$25,000 each to the Republican and Democratic Hou~ Congressional 
..: 

Committees. 
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MEHREN EXHJBIT No. 4 

, COl-~·llTT[E ~~EMBER 
~--- I 

Griftfth · 
seser.,er 
l:utterbrodt 
~-:ellten_ 

---.----
I . . TAPE EXPENOllURE VOUCHER 

:Toi;"C"(ffi!TEO Imm CHECK Is ISSUED 

rt!ICCI: !;O • ..!M:£__ DATE lof :;11/n 
t,;.rtE · 

AMOUNT /S"D, ~•HJ 

I C!ii.CK MAILED OR DELIVERED TO: s......, ·r:,.L 
j 
i 

MOOE OF co:HACT 

'---~-~~~--~ =----r-..--,-,----------~ 1 I, /,mount of expend, ture_ requested $/~ &rH H 2. P\'Yable to: 

fYkt:P ?'d',,:.,,:., s. .. raJ CLrJ, 
. ~ 4 ;.o;,.;.:.:..;:, $. 

3. El<plain to who~. and for what purpose funds ate to be used. (Give as many d<!tails as possible 
.Attach any correspondence or cam;,aign literature, etc., tthich might be helpful in justifying 
expendtture.) · 

4. Request su!uoittco by: __ &-f U _ -f ,i_L4. -----
(fla.oe) 

\ 
I 
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October 24, 1972 -

Honorable Peter H. Domlnlck, Chairman 
National Republican Senatorial Committee 
445 Old Senate Office Building 
V,ashington,, D. c. 

Dear Senator Dominick: 

We are pleased to deliver herewith our check for $150,000.00 to the 
Nat'ional Republican Senatorial Committee. , This contribution from the 
Committee for Thorough Agricultural Political Education is made in service 
of the general national interest ln an effective and representative Congress. 
The Cornmlttee for Thorough Agricultural Political Education is aware that 
a primary purpose of any political campaign is to assure full understanding 
by the electorate of the positions and policies of candidates and of parties, 
We hope therefore that this contribution wlll facilitate ,such understanding, 
The Committee knows also that the interests of agriculture generally and 
of the tlairy industry as well wlll best be served through a Congress chosen 
by a thoroughly informed public. 

It ls our hope that the National Republican Senatorial Committee. wlll use 
these funds in large measure to support effective campaigns by candidates 
who understand the needs of American agriculture and who will help in 
meeting those needs through legislative processes, 

Th.e Committee for Thorough Agricultural Political Education stands ready to· 
present our own evaluation of the present or potential capacity of candidates 
simultaneously to serve the public and agricultural interest. Should you wish 
such discussion, please advise me. However, this ,contribution does not 
depend upon such discussion ,md you are fully free to use lt ln your own 
Judgment and discretion. 

As you kno\v, our organization is non-partisan, \"e have supported candidates 
ln both parties In the past and we. shall do so In the future. Similarly, v·e have 
assisted both r:1ajor parties In Congressional campaigns in the past, and this 0 

too we shall fr.el free to do in the future. \'.'e consider that in assisting seiected 
individuals to present their positions 'v,e strengthen the electoral process. By 
the same token, support of comprehensive exposition of party positions fortifies 
the basic processes of election and ~ government, ' 

:'I ,, 

',,'1 
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October 24, .1972 
HOl'lorable Peter H •. Domlnlc:k, phatrman 
National Republtcan Senatalal Committee ' 
Page.2 

The COinmlttee for Thorough Agricultural Political Education has con• 
cluded that at 'present ~h selective and general pai:tlclpatton best 

· meet our goal of helping assure government that ls in keeping wlth 
the tradlttons of our nation. 

GLM:lhJ 
Encl. 

---:~~~···-·:..- ..... ...:-,~··-"'~ . ...,. .. ~ 

Slncetely, 

George L. Mehren 
Treasurer 

- 400 ;1 · · · .. · ~ CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK .... , .• 111 ~. . ~,f:t-i 
· J .•• , PAYTC~HEORDEROFNational Republ:::::::~:::::!--i•--~ 150,00Q,00 

f 
· ·· · Committee l• One Hundred fifty Thousand Dollars and 00 100 ~ ----------------···-· 

.Jlt • ·. E:~1 _.__I -----L 

,: ui. , .. nr. 1,: 
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The.~__,_N.;,a:.:t.:.:io:::.:n.::a:.:l...,R'""e"'p"'u"'b<>l.,,ic""'a"'n'""'S:;;;e:,,.:n:::a:.,t,a:o.,_rt~a:.;l..:C:a,:a:::.:In:o:~P:::a.:.,ign:>!!.-.:::Co~111.,,1n.:,.::it:::te:ce::......~-
(Name 0¥ Committee) 

for the nomination and/or election of~_ca_n_d_i_da_te_s ___ ~---

to the United states senate 
(Office) 

in ·various states 
(District and State) 

acknowledge receipt during 19 72of check no. 400 dated Oct. 24 
- 72 '. 150,000.00 . , day of , 19 , 1n the amour.t of $ , , from the Co111111ttee --- - . 

for Thorough Agriculture Political Education. 

Sign ture o _.Au,thor1ze Agent or 
Reci pi enff Ei<eeutive Direct~ 

445 Ol.d senate Office· Building 
(Address) 

washington, n. c. 20510 

(City, State, Zip Code) 



• 
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MEHRE N EXfflBIT No. 5 

-~ 

·.- . .!!!~ 
~ DATE 

_cl_ 
__uz_ ... __ ,,_· . 

if'@fy:, µ;__~ '.' 
~~ -r· 11 owd 

,. ........ ¥1• " •• • . ;, , eL, 
Mua. .!; ..,.,., .., ,~,. · t,J. J '"r="•"/iM ·-·-~'.'/""-.:< i:""' ,... • ~ .,,. -='----... a,gn literaturere to be used. (Iii • • 

• . • ,<,. • "''" .:-. • • .,, ""U'1 . 
· ·J >,P u,-, . • ., /.- . ,< •• M1'~1': jas possible 

I • ~·-(;.; ~ •<1<,1,s 

~~;-4'~ 
.• ~~,_ ·jd,..,,,,,.i ~ ~ -;;.::!Z' 

4. Re . qvest subrnit•ed b /} I 
~If i • y: -- ,/~ U (1/ar..;,) 
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The · Natioti~l Republican Congressional Campaign:Committee 
. . · . . . (Name . of Coimrl ttee} · · .. 

for the nomination and/or election of -------,.......----
' to tbe ____ (O""f"'f""ice--.-) ____ i.n {Dis.trict .ana: State) . 

acknowledge receipt 'during 1972 of dtec:k no. 40rdahd ,,l,.,J.,;,,-, 
· · · ,' . . 150 000 00 .' 

day of ___ .• 1921... in the amount of .i • ·~ -froil the Co!U11:tee 

for Thorough Agriculture Poli.tical Education: 

. ' 

RECEIVED NOV 21972 ,' 

C 

82995 

'Ghia 1PiU acbaowleclje with tlianks the -'Pt OT a . contPibution 
October 271 1972 iritlae-to($ )5Q,OOO,OO 

#Nmtonmittee for Thorough Agricultural Political Edtlcation 

I 
P. O. Box 32287 

·.• ~-,T~·- CZ.~ .. 
CNAIRMAN ~ 'JUUU.Al:11 

i • ~ •its===:iU=J~lLZZ : :t/:u .. 
I 
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October 24, 1972 

;, , Ho110l'llble Bob Wilson, Chatrnian 
Jifatlonal, Republican· Congressional Campal911 Committee 
412 Congressional Hotel: 

-Washington; D. C. 

Dear Congressman Wilson: 

We are pleased to deliver herewith our check for $150,000.00 to the 
National. Republican Congressional Campaign Committee. This contribu
tion from the Committee for Thorough Agricultural Political Education ls 
made in service of the general national interest in an effective and 
representative Congress. The Committee for Thorough Agricultural Polltical 
EdUcation is aware that a primary purpose of any political campaign ls to 
· assure full' understanding by the electorate of the positions and policies of 
candidates and_ of parties. We hope therefore that this contribution wlll 

- faollitate such understanding. The Committee knows also that the interests 
of agriculture generally and of the dairy industry as well wlll best be served' 
through a Congress chosen by a thoroughly informed public. 

It ls our hope that the National Republican Congressional Campaign Committee 
wUl use these funds in large measure to support effective campaigns by candi
dates who understand- the needs of American agriculture and who wlll help ln 
meeting those needs through legislative processes. 

The Committee for Thorough Agricultural Political Education stands ready to 
·, present our own evaluation of the present or potential capacity of candidates 

simultaneously to serve the publlc and agricultural interest. Should you wish 
such discussion, please advise me. However, this contribution does not 
depend upon such discussion and you are fully free to use 1t in your own 
Judgment and discretion. · 

As you know, our organization ls non-partisan. We have supported candidates 
in both purties in the past and we shall do so In the future. Similarly, we have 
assisted both major parties ln Congressional campaigns ln the past, and this 
too we shall feel free to do in the future. We consider that in assisting selected 
individuals to present- their positions we strengthen the electoral process. By 
the same token, support of comprehensive exposition of party positions fortifies • 
the basic processes of election and of government. 
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Oct~ 24, 1972 
Hona-able Bob Wllson, Chairman 
Natlonal Republlcan Congresslonal Campalgn Commlttee 
Page 2 · 

The Commlttee for Th¢rough Agricultural Polltlcal Education has con
cludec;I that at present both selectlve ond general parttclpatlon best 
meet our goal of helping assure. government that ls ln keeping wlth 
the tradltlona of our natlon, 

GLM:lhj 
Enol. 

. -,.,. ··@···'···,· -.,,: ... _ ... 
' 

Sincerely, 

George L, Mehren 
Treasurer 

CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK ..... 

30-337 0 • 74 • Bk. 16 • 28 

kVM•S:·y·~-;-,:::o;~,, 
401 



MEHREN EXHIBIT No. -.J 

APl'ROV£0 i>ISAPP~O\'EO 

. TAPE EXPENDITURE VOUCHER 

!!Yffl'l{IE5 li!IOI C.'iECK Is lssuto 
' : : CIIECt '19;_.__ DATE. ____ ~- N«IUNT ___ _ 

. tt.Ytt_ . . ' . . . . . 
'ti,[Q: t'.AllED DK DELIVERED TO:·-----------"' 

i~. hiiount of e~nditure requested $ :it 7.W ,.g 2. Payable to: · . • 

·. . . . 17~«:o:..·~·t . 

.i . . . . . 
j3; E1111tain to whom, and for what purpose funcls are to be used. (Give as many details as ~si~le. 

~\tac:11-any correspondence or can;,aign literature, etc., tihfch Aright be hel1>ful in ;fustifyin; 
; . . e>!petldl ture.) • · ' . . · 

i~-,: , . 11S~P~~7,1'hy~~- · 
I·· ··~·-F~7-· tM/1-·· ··. ---·· · 

I 
.·. ·~· 

. ,.' l.1· ... . . . .. 

J. 

j. 
I 

'4."' Rcquut ~ubr.lftted by: . • &_-,.,/,,. Ct . -1. d/
1
~ '?. 

• (lla:oe) 

_A_f=~;,_ I 
(Dale) · i. 
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October 27, 1972 

· Mr. Buehl Blrentsan: 
Republlcan Senatorial Campaign CQmnilttee · 
445 Old Senate Offl.ce Bldg. 
'!ashlngton, D. C. 

. Dear Mr. Blrentsan: · 

. ·I;': ® CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK-- ;. 
l : AUSTIN. TEXAs_!lctobel:..zz..___,.22- •·', 

l
~i 3. · National Reoubl'can Senlltorial CamJll!:iS!! $27,500.00 
i:1:d .PAYTOTHEOROEROF • .. ci1 is·.. ·· · • . · • · Committee 

I
I~ Twenty Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars. and.OOLlOO -------------- ~ 
~ g Co)t.\llTTEE FOR TUOROl.'OH AGRICt:LlVML 

lie"~ I~ 11 f senar~Ja\ Races' I dd ~ ~~~L~o~~TiN ... , f 
I Id - AM~cT1J/A~tt1 t 

. a:ui.1-zu;?•: zo .. ?aa (l""' ·•· ·: -~--'-~-- J 
,~--



;"\. 

, ·The · i National Republican Senatorial Campaign 
; ·. · . ·. · ' . . ·. . . . . (Name of Coiiiiiittee) 

. ,·ft>r.the nomination and/or elec;ion of ~.S. Se~tOt11 (R)· 

. ' to the {), ~ . .Je t(~1~n t{tl f? I gC/5 ~%i;&_r;; 
, (Off ce) (D trict and State) 

, adcnow1edge receipt dur.ing .1972of check no • ...!M_dated . 27th 

'· \- of Oct ,· 19 72, in the amount of s27•580·~fr'OIII the ·Comittee 

'·!. ' 

·.·' ---·- . . . . . _ .· 

for Thorough Agriculture Political Education. 

The National Repul;>lican Senatorial Campaign 

·.·· ... (Na,meof~··· 

.~~rizedAgentor · · .·. 
Recipient) · · · . . · . · · 

IL ·:irr;;-·t:J.s. d.i ..... 
. (Aaare?) j) . . /L'~t. . lei-- (! .._ 

(CL ;state, Zip Code) · . . . . 
' ' 



l]l:~·11 lTEE MEMSER 

,-jftith 
escr.ier 
utterbrodt 
:enren 

MERREN EXHIBIT NO. 7 

DISAPP,OVEO DATE 

~.,,71,r 
. ' ':· --

~"---: 

. TAPE EXPENDITURE VOUCHER 

)._01;C(o:WCT.m> ;.:,;rn CHECK ts ISSUED 

C!•£C~ t;O.------'- DATE. _______ AMOUNT ____ _ 

.-:sec ____________________ _ 

,;,£CK MAILED OR DELIVERED TO: ___________ _ 

MOOE OF CO:ITACT 

~ 
- "I - - ~· 

I. kiount of expenditure requested $:i:S:@ 'ii 2. Payable to: 

• J 7J~&ut)"¥1 ~ 
. ·y,~~kf . 

w....l........~ p.c. r . 

3. Explain to who. .. , and for what purpose funds are to be· used. {Give as many detans as possibie. 
Attach any correspondence or i:a1r.paign literature, etc., which might be helpful in justify>pS 
expenditure.) · ' 

;, . ...,. •/ ~-- JJ. tJ,dl ,(L. /.~;--A~. 
1~7,A·~·-·~ . 
i.i-~--·~ ~-. 

4. P.equest subr.iilted by; __ Ma _ i d~r-1311~ 
• • (lla:;:c) . 

-1.L; ,~."!..?::.. __ 
(Dale) 



·:... ' -

.. 

· 0::tober 27, 1972 

Mr. Ed Terrell 
Republican Congressional Committee· · 
. New Jersey and C Street, N.E. 
Washington, D. C. 

•·Dear Mr. Terrell: 

Enclosed is Committee for TAPE check payable to National 
Republican Campaign Committee In amount of $25,000.00 for 
use of the Committee ln electing Republican Congressmen to 
the.House. 

Please sign the enclosed acknowledgment and return in. the 
.stamped, self-addressed envelope; 

> ·\:, : .Bob A, Lilly· 
· .: · · Secretary 

: - ~. . 

' •'· .. · BAL:at 

_} ';.•Bncbuft~ 
:::.'"- ...... ~-c-'cc"""-·~~-· --~ 

·~ CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK ........ . 
~ AUSTIN. TExi.s Octol)er 27 

PAYTo THE ORDER 0 ~ational Republican Campaign Committe~ 

...... 
403 

u,R 
$25,000.00 

Twenty Five Thousand Oo\Jars and 001.!QQ ----------------------------..OOLLARs 

--· Co:itL\llTTEE Fon T11onot·o11 AGRtCULT~RAL EiJ Coogre.,,~r"EIJ .ilBiii«"{ . 
. . t:Ui.l•B&?•: Z0••?88 a7 , 
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(' ;~);..: . .,..,.{ 
The National e ublican Cam ai Committee 

Name of COIIVln ttee 

for the nomination and/or election of __ U_._S_._C_o_n~gr~e_ss_m_en_·~(_R~)-

to the tJ,,,.-, •}
0
/f~fr.

1
{.c,.e._,,.) .,-1-,"1;: •. , in-..,,-,-,-~,---.-,..,....,c-r---

[ (District and State) 

acknowledge receipt during 1972 of check no . ..1Q;!_dated 27th 

day of_Q£J;_, 19.]1, ·in the amount of $25,000.QOfrom the Committee 

for Thorough Agriculture _Political Education. 

. . : , ~-,--c( . 
The National Republican Gamrgn Committee 

. .(Name of Co1m1i ttee 

By ~ +--r_j};[J:~[:tf.,-,-:: :~~(}v,t,.;~ f;;>z 
~re of Authorized Agent or . 

Recipient) · . . ., · 

'5,c r,·.J. ;J.' J:..L, 
(Address) 

{. { ·1- /)tz ."),~ <3 •.. ,,L ., .. · , I 1·, 

(City, Stafe, Zip Code) 

• 



..• . 

. ., .. , ... 

··.· 

~,·lt · Aemlttanco statament-Dctach This Statffllienl eetore Oeposltlnt Check ; : · •. :. (\_"t.,> .: ••• • .. • : 
·:~· ~· INJ.f~~E '·:•·· ~j'3~i~ ; ,·••· ·, .. QESCRIPTION 

:''" 

I. ... ~·; 

:: ... '.,~ ',. 

}~ .. · .. 
;.· 

.... 

:.::..., 
4540·, 

·AM.. 0. , .• ·, 
IIii' .. • ,: 

~.. 1 ,·. 

·,e.A 

: $ 66,321.48 

.. ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS, INC. 

,\ 

, ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS' 1Nci : :: 
: ""t~~~.1::" CEOUCTION& N&T ~ OUNT ' 

00•6•10 16-01•00.· 
CD~,-~ -/f,-c,:l'."(:'O 

/ 
,'.• ,.; •, 

·' :· :~.· 

·, .~.f,.$DD'.(>b i 

-·~r 
66,3Ul48: 
~ooi:.~ 

.;,, t>4_ ~ • r> . 

'i 
,.,..,"!._...,_ .. ,.,,. 

• 
... ...,,, .......... .,,.' 



I 
I . " ... . . " . ~ 

REQUEST FOR CHECK 
ASSOCIATED MILK. ~~OPUCERS,1' INC •. I 

.. '. : ISSUE 'CHECK TO: DATE : __ t/'----~/ .... .fi;..-._'? __ -,,...., ____ _ 
'l. SruA.4T ft1.ss·e, ,· AMOUNT : ....... t ..... ~.,,.... -:;;l!J~c?~-/....,,..,..tJ..,... ,P..__ __ 

· .. 7 . : .. 
.. 

; . ! 

i 

.. PURPOSE: ____________________ ..;;... ___________ _ 

Jl.;,'.14 rJ (.:,,:: R4 vm ~NT D e:> 
e. " P , (;:"5 

:772, J.J. a. 
. 7 

CHARGE '~ ~c:u::::-Jj-~-y----------~--.. -.. -.. -,::~~~:=:x=· =.=PR=:= .. ~..J.,N .... · ______ : 





FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT CoMMITI'EE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
Washington, D.0. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11 :45 a.m., in room 
1418, Dirksen Senate Office Building. 

Present: Samuel Dash, chief counsel and staff director; David 
Dorsen and James Hamilton, assistant chief counsels; Marc E. Lack
. ritz and Alan Weitz, assistant majority counsels; Donald Sanders, 
· deputy minority 'Counsel; Robert Silverstein, assistant minority 
counsel; Scott Armstrong, investigator; Benjamin Plotkin, minority 
investigator; Gordon Freedman and Emily Sheketoff, research 
assistants. 

Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Ehrlichman, let me direct your attention to 1969. 
Did you become aware •at anytime during 1969 of any contacts between 
either White House people or Republican fundraisers with the dairy 
cooperatives1 Particularly Associated Milk Producers1 

INTERVIEW OF JOHN D. EHRLICHMAN, ACCOMPANIED BY 
JOHN J. WILSON, COUNSEL 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Can you tell us how you came to that knowledge1 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I am not sure what my first knowledge was, but 

I became aware of the fact that Herb Kalmbach was in touch with 
an attorney here in Washington who represented or at least I was 
told he represented the milk producers or some part of the milk pro
ducers. And from time to time in that-I think it was 1969, Kalm
bach mentioned tha,t he was getting campaign contributions from that 
attorney in behalf of the milk producers. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall the name of the attorney1 · 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I can't remember the name; it starts with an "S" 

as I recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Does Semer ring a bell 1 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Had you heard of or seen Milton Semer before that 

time~ 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was Mr. Kalmbach specific, or any more specific than, 

you mentioned with what the dairy group was, that was making the 
contributions~ 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I was never very clear about what specific uriit or 
branch or interest it was. · 

Mr. WEITZ. Did he indicate whether they had-earlier had been 
supporters, for instance, in the previous election of the President, or 
whether this was a new group or new contribution of some sort l 

{ 7373) 
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. -? '.)Jfr.Ji;Biw:cmr-,.N. I don't ~all that. My imp~n was that this' 
:}W.Ma,"Q:ew contact for Kalmbach. That he had had no p:revious:experi'.. 
.. ence witktnis man. . 
.;'_,··Mr. WEITZ. Did he jndicatehow the.dairy.people or at·l~ Mr. 

· . · .&mer came to contact Mr. 'Kalmbach? · . . . 
·• > < Mr. Emu.IOHMAN. Through an intermediary and I can't recall ' 

. / :/~ho it'was. I ~call Kalmbach telling me about another attorney named 
. •¥organ, and whether Morgan was the intermedia~ or whether '.Mor~ 
. gan was in relation to some other transaction, I cant remember, but it 
. inay have been Morgan. · . 
· · ·'lfr. 'Wil'rz. Do yon know which attorney Morgan he was talking 
:about!· · " · 

·- . \ Mr; E:aia.:roJil\CAN. Edward Morgan who apparently is a longtime 
. .- · .• . ~'Wy~r, not the Assistant Treasurer of Treasury, another one. , . . . 

. . . Mr.-Wn.soN. Off the record. 
· : · [Discussion · held off the record.] 

. 'Mr. W1ll1.TZ. Back on the record. 
· . : ·was Mr. Kalmbach reporting to you with respect to any other con
. ',tributions he received in 1969? · . · · 

: ~r. EHRLICHMAN. Well, he wasn't really reporting to me on t}.iis. I· 
. mean; this was a matter of passing conversation rather than· a report a_ s 
·such~ 

· Mr. WEITZ. Do you know who he was reporting to~ · 
_Mr. EHRLI<;iHMAN. No, I don't. The reason that I recall this specifi

·. ca.Uy, is because of a set of circumstances where he broke off this con
tact 8Jld. there he did report to me in a sense. He came to me with a con

. cemthat he had about it and we discussed it. 
· · Mr; WEITZ. That was much later~ . 

. ' . Mr. Emu,rcHMAN. Well, no, not much. It would have been within. the· 
· , ~r, I would thirik. . · · 
.- · · · · Mr. W'EITZ. 1969 or 1910? 

· Mr. E:riRLICJIMAN. Let me-see, I can't fix it as to date~ but n\v im
prtiSsIDn is that his contact with_:._Semer is it Y Semers ¥ 
··Mr.WEITZ. Semer, S-e-m-e-r. 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Didn't go on for more than about a year and on 

one occasion he came·and said; "I have real concerns about this fe)low. 
Be is be~ningto su~~est that there ou_P'ht t-0 be ouid pro auo." And 

. he said; "I juet; don't like the feel of it." And I said, "Well, Herb,:that 
'sounds to meJike something that you ought to discontinue:" , 
. And he:-~y understanding is that he did discontinue any' contact 

· with.this fellow:- · · · · · · 
• ·_. ' r1f1\ Wmz. DoJou know whether~id .. Mr. Ka,lmbach indieate with 

re&pect fo what matters ·Mr. Semer was beginning to make overture 
for quid pro quo' . . . . . . . . ' . 
. ·'Mr.·EBRLICHl\i:Ak I can't recall specifieallv anv favors or conces
sions or anything ·of that kind tha.t he asked -for. It w;ts · just the'. rep. 
resentation on Kalmbach's part that I do tooan. , · · · · · '.<· · ·i · '·. '; 
· Mr. WEITZ •. Did anyone else, eithell • outside the.· Wljite· lfo~ f)T in 

_• .···P>,e-White House, either in 1969 or in some Jea-r approtirliatelr a:year· 
t~rea.fter, talk with. you either about _the oontacts fl.l\d ·the ·~tfibu~ · 
tions' l)ythese~dairy people or their overtures for some ·type of '<J_Uid · 

. pl'O- oot·· . . . . , . .. .. . . . . . . ·· .... · . 
' .. Mf. Emu.a:cBMAN:, :I don't ~ll any apart :f.rom this one that I 

. -ha~t.Qld·youa.oout;· ' · · · . · · . . ·· ·. · 
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Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether the dairy people were in contact 
with other people, £or example, in the White House during that period? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't know. I don't know. I have heard in the 
recent past that they were, but I don't know that of my own knowledge. 

Mr. WEITZ. From what source do you know that? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Just from the. newspapers, this stuff about Colson. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now,Mr. Colson joined the White House staff in Novem-

ber of 1969, and either at that time or shortly thereafter became re
sponsible £or contact with special interest groups, is that correct? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. That's my understanding. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was it also your understanding that Mr. Colson was 

responsible £or, among other things, contact with groups such as the 
dairy group and in particular the dairy group that Mr. Kalmbach had 
been in contact with? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I can't say in particular. I will agree with you 
in general that that was his responsibility. But what his particular 
contacts were was something I very rarely got into, unless he came to 
me and made a representation on behalf of some group like a veterans' 
group that some policy change was advocated or some position on a 
bill was desired or something like that. · 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any knowledge of the amount of money that 
Mr. Kalmbach received from Mr. Semer as an intermediary in 1969? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. . 
Mr. WEITZ. Do yon know in what form it was delivered to him? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know what he did with the money? · 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I assume he deposited it in those accounts of his. 
Mr. WEITZ. You were aware he was a trustee for several trust 

accounts? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Did Mr. Colson, after he had become special ,counsel 

in the White House, ever talk with you about any meetings he was, 
having with the dairy people, and in particular, any pledges of con
tributions or representations with respect to contributions they were 
making? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I don't believe so. · 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Colson ever discuss with you the matter of con

tributions by outside groups while he was in the White House? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, I wouldn't want to rule it out. I don't 

recall any specifically, that he discussed with me, but as I say, I 
wouldn't want to rule it out. Well, with Teamsters. There were dis
cussions at the time of the Teamsters' endorsement about. -Teamster 
contributions to the campaign. So I do recall that specifically, about 
whether they would or not and what the inhibitions were and, you . 
know, a,ll that kind of thing. I don't recall any others offhand. 

Mr. WEITZ, Did you have any discussions with Mr. Haldeman con-
cerning contributions by groups for the President?. 

Mr .. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. G:rQups? , · 
Mr. WEITZ. Outside sources? 
Mr.EHRLICHMAN. Yes,sir. . 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether Mr. Kalmbach was discussing his 

solicitations or contributions he was receiving with Mr. Haldeman? 
Mr. E11RLICHMAN. I think he was. I think he was. Well, I can recall 

one joint conversation that the three of us had about contributions by 
· individuals, not by interest•gi,oups, but by individuals. 
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. --

· 1s1a 
?~~Whenwasthatf · · - · · ', .- · _ 

J, , , : llrt ElI:ttw;CBM;Ali /It would have been in 1971, I would guess. Around 
. , llhatt1me. . . · . , --
.: :' )ti-.:'W-:mn::.z. That was the early fundraising effort with respectto the 

·-· _ '1972-campaign ¥ _ 
. :',Mr.EHRLICBMAN. Yes. ' 

- \ · Mr. WEITZ. Now, you said that you recall that Mr. Kalmbach did 
· report to you, in a general way, with respect to the contribution by 
Mr. &ner and of the dairy people in 1969 ~ 
_, Mr. EJIRLICHMAN. No; it wasn't a report. 

Mr. WEITZ. He told you i 
. Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes; it was in a conversation. _ 
, -. Mr~ WEiTz. Do you know whether he similarly discussed the matter 
; with Mr. Haldeman i · 

Mr.EHRLICHMAN. No; I don't,no. · 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you discuss the matter with Mr. Haldeman i . 

. · Mr. EHRLicHMAN. I don't recall doing so. 
-.1\fl-. WEtTZ. Were you responsible or aware of :rheethrgs between 

the President and special interest groups i 
Mr. EHRLICHM:AN. I was responsible for some and I was aware of 

-others; yes. · 
<M:r. WEITZ. Now, in September of 1970, the President, I believe from 

San Clemente while he was meeting, or at the same time he was out 
there · meeting with the President from Mexico, called this dairy 
.group convention in Chicago. Were you, with the President in San 
Clemente in September of 1970 at that time? - · · 
< Mr: EHRLICHMAN .. I think I was. I was in on the meeting with the, 

, President of Mexico, so I imagine I was. · 
' ' Mr. WEITZ, Did you discuss with either the President or any of his 
, . aides the question of either an attendance to the convention or a call -
.. tetheconventionofthedairy-- _ , 

··· Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't recall. 
·.Mr. WEITZ. Did you discuss that matter, either the invitatiou, the 

ponvention, or the call with Mr. Colson~ , 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't rec1al1 doing so. I don't remember the oc-

., casion of the call. You have just told me something I don't recollect. 
- Mr. WEITZ. Now, approximately 1 week after that convention call, 
two representatives of the dairy group met wit,h· the President briefly 
in,the White House, do you recall that meeting? 

Mr. EHRLICHMi\.N. No; I don't. ·. . 
_ . , .-Mr. WEITZ. Are you aware of any discussions contemporaneous with 
tihe meeting, or around that time, concerning the dairy group ·or p()S'-
sible contributions from the dairy people i ·. -· ' . 
S' Mr.:EHiu.rcHMAN. No, I don't; Now, was this around the time of th~ 
.Agriculture De.p-artment's decision on price supportf · 

Mr. WEITZ. No; this was in September of 1970. · -· : 
-,,Mr. EBRLICHMAN, What was-the.time period of the deoisionl' 
· :Mr. ·w El'.V:Z. The time period of the Department ,of Agriculture-i--the 
Presidential decision was in March of 1971, the follo"'ing,Ma.rch. _ · 

. , -Mr; EBRLICHMAN. No; I don't think I knew a:boutthisinthe:fallof 
_ · ,U>-1-0 or if I did, I hitve forgotten. _ · · -
, . ,'l{r .. WEIT.z. N'ow,a,pparentlythe White.House has a.dmitt,edth1tt'in 

· connootion with this -brief meeting in September of 1970, betwMrl the 
~d&nt'8.tld th~ dairy leaders, :Mr. Colson briefed th~ President with 
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respect to a $2 million pledge or commitment or representation for 
contributions to the President's reelection by the dairy people. · 

Do you have any knowledge of either that briefing or of that pledge 
or discussion Mr. Colson was having either with the President or with 
the dairy people? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't think I had any knowledge of it at the 
time. I have read about it, of course, in the White House statement, but 
I don't think I knew about it at the time. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in September of 1970, a pledge or a discussion of 
contributions of that magnitude would have been highly significant in 
terms of amount and timing, wouldn't it? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I would think so. 
Mr. vV EITZ. vVere you in contact with either Mr. Colson or Mr. Kalm

bach or anyone, either Republican fundraisers or anyone in the White 
House with preparation for the 1972 fundraising effort? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; not to any significant degree. It was just not 
in my orbit, so to speak. 

Mr. 1VEITZ. Did the question-this being now approximately a year 
after the first presumably, the contact between you and Mr. Kalmbach 
with respect to the Semer contribution; was it at that time that you 
recall this express concern by Mr. Kalmbach with respect to quid pro 
quo overtures by Mr. Semer? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I would have to think it was during the time 
I was counsel, which would have been in the year 1969. I am.just as
suming that, I don't have anything to go on on this, but it was quite 
early. It was quite early. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, did Mr. Colson discuss with you any of the prep
arations that he undertook to provide for the receipt of contributions 
from the dairy people beginning in-at least preparations beginning 
in the late 1970's? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. vVEITZ. And when was the first time that you recall you became 

aware of the $2 million pledge or the discussion with respect to the $2 
million contributions from the dairy people to the President's 
relection? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, it would have been within the last year, 
I would think. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, I don't know whether you have seen it. Have you 
ever seen this letter from Pat Hillings to the President, dated Decem
ber 16, 1970? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't believe so. I have read about it, but I 
don't believe I ever saw it. 

Mr. WEITZ. WhoisJohnBrown? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. John Brown was a fellow on Haldeman's staJf 

who was a staff secretary. handled paperflow and that kind of thing. 
Mr. WEITZ. WhowasJohnCampbell? · 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. He was my staff secretary, in domestic apparatus 

in the latter days. Now he worked for John Brown, I think, originally 
before I acquired him. . 

Mr. WEITZ. What about the time of. this letter in December of 1970? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't know whether Campbell was with .me 

then or not. I would have to check. It would be close, I think, .as to 
whether he were or not. 
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i~fr•c:,,':<·-<.:Mi{W:iiirz. Well, ~en w.as the staff ire~retariat s-ystem:put ·into· 
!;;;t, ., , ·-,~~t&tionf , . . . . .. ,. . . ·. . '. · .. 
f?::;/:<:<;, Mf:-:-EnmcihrAN; ·Well, there were two a.nd--'well, actu!illy;tliere 
r:;:;;.>1: /:::' ~~three~ The'White House had·one, the National Security Council 
''£' . " , · • 'ha.done and the Domestic Council 'had one. · r ;\ · ' Yr.· WEITZ. When was that one for the Domestic Council 

f. ' .. '.:_,<>:.r~z~RLIOHHA~. Well, sometime after Congress approved the 
~'. , .: Domestic Council formation-, which would ha.ve boon late 1970, I 
~.:.:.·.·,, ·., would gufess, ordearbly 1971. Ikwouldhhave to check that; :It 'Yould bed .a 
. . ~ .· matter o recor , ut, you now, t ere was a roorgaruzation an 1t 
~ ', ' ~a.me· up and :the Congress had 90 days all;d the_y didn't veto it and 
I\ it then went mto effect and we assembled it and we'd have to check 
:-.---,. · ,.and $08 ·what the da.tes would be. 
~.;-' ~ Mr. WEITz. The third paragraph in the letter from Mr. Hillings to 

the President-c-it refers to the fact that AMPI, which is a qa.iry coop
erative, eontributed about $135,000 to Republican candidates in the 
1970 election. Do you have any knowledge of thaU 

Mr.EHRLICHMAN, Well, to the extent--
Mr. WEITZ, Whethe.r in specific or general terms? 
Mr. EHRLIOHMAN. I would think that I did because I assume that 

i '\\:Ollld be money Kalmbach got from Semer because I think it was at . 
that time that 'he was ra.ising money for congressional candidates in 
the 1970 election. · 

· - Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether Mr; Kalmbach used any of these 
tnQneys for any purposes other than the 1970 election of· senatorial 
candidates? 
; ·Mr .. EHRLICHMAN. Yes, I am sure he must have and some ·of that 
·money, I am.sure, carried over to the Presidential election:! can't as
sure you, but I guess that's just a general understanding. · · 

:Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever give him instructions. with respect to 
· payment of expense to Mr. Ulasewicz i 

Mr. EHRLIOHMAN. Yes, sure. . 
' },fr. WEITZ. And you were aware that he was using funds received , 
from Mr. Kalmbach for those sources i 

Mr. EHRLTCHMAN, Yes. · 
Mr WEITZ. What about Mr. Brewer's candidacy in 1970? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. That's that Alabama business i 
Mr. WEITZ.Yes. 
Mr. EHRLIOHMAN. Yes. 
,Mr. WEITZ. Now, the next sentence in the letter goes on to say: 

"'We.are now working with Tom Evans and Herb Kalmbach in set
ting up appropriate channels for AMPI to contribute $2 million for 
your reelection." Did you have any knowledge of that? 

Mr. EHRLIOHMAN. No, I didn't. . 
¥r. WEITZ. And finally, "AMPI is funding a special project:" 

:i, . , , .· · :\)id you have any knowledge of what that reference meant~ · 
~~- : :Mr. EHRLIOllKAN. No. ' , ' / 

· ·Mr. WEITz. In an accompanying memorandum, White House mem~ 
·randum, "routing slip" really, there ·are two accompanying routing 
slins to this letter. One is from Mr. Roger Johnson to Mr. Haldeman, 

· !ndioati:ng-he had !Elooived the letter from ,rat ~illings and directed 
'it to go·to the President. _And a second routing slip :from John· Brown 
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to John Campbell: "Would you check with E and Colson on whether 
that should go in and if so in what form?'' Did Mr. Campbell check 
with you in tthat matter? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't know. I can't recall his doing so. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did anyone else discuss this matter or the subject mat

ter of the letter with you? 
Mr EHRLICHMAN. I can't recall their doing so. I don't recall hear

ing of the letter or knowing about it at the time. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. In view of the amount that we are referring to here 

which you agree would be significant at the time, would you recall, 
do you believe yon would recall if someone had talked to yon about 
it at the time? 

Mr. EnRLICIIMAN. Oh, I would assume so. I don't know, but I 
don't know ,that anybody did. I said it would be significant. It 
wouldn't be terribly significant to me because I ·was not plugged into 
the fundraising business. But it is certainly a significant amount of 
money in any campaign. 

Mr. '\VEITZ. You said Mr. Kalmbach had evidenced some concern 
at some point about overtures with quid pro quo with respect to the con
tributions with Mr. Semer? 

J\fr. E.HRLIC.Hl\IAN. Yes. 
Mr. '\;VEITZ. Now, this letter has both this paragraph which refers 

to past and future contributions and also lengthy discourse with re
spect to the Tariff Commission recommendations 'and the request for 
Presidential action with respect to import quotas which was then pend
ing in December of 1970. 

Do you recall any discussions, or were you aware of the decision
making process with respect to the setting of the Presidential proc
lamation with respect to import quotas in December of 1970? 

Mr. E.HRLICHMAN. I 'am sure I would. That ·would be the kind of 
thing- that I would be handling. 

Mr. 'WEITZ. Did you talk to Mr. Colson about that? 
Mr. EnRLIC.HMAN. I don't recall doing so. 
Mr. WEITZ. '\Vas he involved in that decisionmaking? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. I couldn't tell you. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. If Mr. ,Tohnson's memo to Mr. Haldeman, dated Decem

ber 17, refers to the fact that the matter concern&-the matter of the 
letter-concerns a matter with which Peter Flanigan and Chuck Col
son are familiar and on which they are working, does that refresh your 
recollection that Mr. Colson was working on that matter? 

Mr. EHRLIC.HMAN. And I wouldn't take anything very significant 
that Mr. Johnson said that he wasn't working around there. 

Mr. WEITZ. Did you talk to Mr. Haldeman about the letter or about 
the substance of the letter? 

Mr. E.HRLICHMAN. Not that I can recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did there come a time, after the letter was delivered to 

the White House, that you or anyone else had a chance to criticize Mr. 
Colson for the import of the letter? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I just draw a blank on the letter, period. I don't 
"'-\call any specific conversation about that letter one way or the other. 

Mr. WEITZ. With respect to the normal White House routing, if 
the request was made from Brown to Campbell, was it your experience 
to have Campbell check with you and Colson with respect to the letter, 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 - 29 
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if it should go in, would in the normal course Mr. Campbell have con
ferred with you about this? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. It depends. If I were not available, then he might 
say, well, he is out of town, do you want to wait until he gets back or 
something of this kind, and they might make a. decision just to short
circuit me. That would not be the kind of thing that I ordinarily would 
be an indispensable party in approving before going in. So we'd have 
to check and see if I was around at the time and available and so on. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was the President involved in the setting of the import 
quotas? I know a Presidential proclamation was issued. 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. He probably was involved. Now, to what degree 
I can't recall. 

Mr. WEITZ. The reference in the Campbell memo as to whether this 
should go in, was that a reference as to whether the letter should in 
some form or in some briefing form go in to the President? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. "\Vell, I don't think any briefing form; I think the 
question would be whether the letter itself should go in. 

Mr. WEITZ. It says, "and if so in what form?" ·would the letter be 
reduced to a synopsis of some sort for the President? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. It might be. I am just guessing, but sometimes a 
letter on two or three subjects, you would back up with a briefing paper 
saying that this letter refers to such-and-such a treaty. That treaty is 
presently in this kind of a situation and refers to so-and-so, and you 
would give the President a background which he may not necessarily 
have. 

Mr. WEITZ. Would you consider a letter that was addressed to the 
President and handed to a "\Vhite House aide or referrd to the "\Vhite 
House which referred to a contribution and to a substantive substance 
matter then pending before the President to be unusual? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. The form of delivery certainly isn't unusual. 
The fact that the letter is addressed to the President certainly isn't un
usual. The fact that it refers to a substantive matter isn't unusual. 
The fact that there is an implied promise of support or some meas
ure of duress involved is pretty much standard fare. Thafs the 
way letters come in there by the hundreds. You know, if you don't do 
this, I will never vote for you again, you know, is sort of a boilerplate 
paragraph in ,almost every letter anybody ever writes to the President. 

Mr. WEITZ What about lawyers representing a large cooperative? 
Mr. EnRLICIIMAN. All right. The numbers are big and so on, but it 

is just like-I don't know. Have you ever been on a Congressman's 
staff or a Senator's staff? I mean, you know that goes on in those 
offices all the time. 

Mr. WEITZ. 1Vhat about the dual note in support of something, but 
in terms of substantial? · 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. That's the grease that turns the wheel in this 
town on the Hill as well as in the executive branch, and I think vou 
have to be a little bit realistic about this. That's the sort of thing t.hat 
people do in this town, so I ·would not have been surprised to hear 
that a letter like that had been received by Senator Fannin or Senator 
Baker or the President or anybody. · 

Mr. WILSON. Mr. "\Veitz excuse me a moment. I haven't seen the 
letter, and I don't care to see it. These import quotas, is this in regard 
to dairy products that we are talking about? 
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Mr. ·wEITz. Yes. I would like to turn your attention to 1971. 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Let me round out my answer. Judging by the 

amount of political pressure we got on the subject of milk price support 
from the Hill, from guys like Mills and from some Senators, some 
Senators on your committee, it ,vould be my expectation that to go 
into those offices and to look around, you probably would find letters 
o:11 similar import. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, turning your attention to-in that regard, have 
you ever seen another letter that mentioned a figure of $2 million or 
more campaign contributions? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAx. I have never seen this letter to the best of my 
knmvledge. 

Mr. vVErrz. I say other than this letter, now that you have seen this 
letter. Other than that letter? 

Mr. EHRLICHJ\IAX. I haven't really seen it. You waved it at me, but 
I haven't seen it. But to be responsive to your question, I don't recall. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, turning your attention to 1971. What role did 
you play? 1Vhen did yon first become aware of the decisionmaking 
process with respect to the milk price supports by the Secretary of 
Agriculture? 

Mr. EHRLICI-IMAN. I think mv deputy, John vVhitaker, who is respon
sible for that area of subject matter, brought it to my attention, and 
v,hether it was in person or bv memo, I can't recall. But it would 
have been in advance of Agric~lture Department's action, I believe. 

Mr. vVEITz. Now, the record shows that the first decision by the 
Secretary of Agriculture was made public on March 12, 1971? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you recall how much in advance of that time you 

first became aware, through Mr. 1Vhitaker, of the recommendations 
and the proposed decision? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. vVEITz. vVonld it have been less than a month prior to that 

time? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't know. 
Mr. vVmT1z. 1Vhat was the nature of his commanication and recom

mendation? 
Mr. E1mLICHMAN. I told you, I don't know. 
Mr. 1V1<jITz. Do you recall any dispute in the Cabinet. over the 

question? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. In the Cabinet? 
Mr. vVEITz. Between the Cabinet members or between departments 

of the executive branch with respect to the first decision? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. I don't recall one way or the other. 
Mr. 1VErTz. Do you remember discussing the matter with either 

Secretary Hardin or Director Shultz 1)I'ior to the first decision? 
Mr. E1rnLICHMAN. I can't recall. I may have. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Was the President briefed or informed of the first 

decision prior to its announcement? 
1\fr. EHRLICHMAN. I assume so. 
Mr. 1VErTz. Or the recommendation? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I assume so. I don't know. That's the kind of 

thing that ordinarily he would be told about. 
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Mr. WEITZ. You recall then nothing unusual or nothing in partic
ular about the decisionmaking process with respect to the first decision 
by the Secretary of Agriculture? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, I don't recall anything one way or the other 
usual or unusual. I just am not-I have not refreshed my recollection, 
and you know, it is one of a thousand of those things that went 
through there. 

Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware of congressional interest in the price
support area prior to March the 12th, prior to the price decision? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN, I ordinarily am. It is the kind of thing Whitaker 
would include in any briefing on the subject, but I don't recall it 
specifically now. I became aware of it after a while, you know, when 
it got to become controversial, and I do remember that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember speaking to Mr. Connally prior to 
March 12 about the first decision? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Prior to? No. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. "\Vith respect to the first decision? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I recall speaking to him sometime in there, but 

I can't recall whether it -was before or after. 
Mr. WEITZ. How about Mr. Colson or anyone else in the White 

House? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. There again, the only recollection I have of 

this coming up was through "\,Vhitaker and if anybody else did talk 
to me about it, I don't recollect it. 

J\fr. "\VEITZ. When did you first become aware of a meeting or the 
preparations for a meeting which ,vas ultimately held on March 23, 
1971, between the President and a large number of dairy leaders? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I can't tell you when I first became aware of it. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you attend that meeting? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't believe I did, or if I did it was only for a 

small part of it. There would be a record of it if I did. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. If you attended. 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. I would have to abide by ,vhatever the rec

ord is. I don't have any specific recollection of that meeting. 
Mr. WEITZ. Your log doesn't show the meeting that morning or 

your attending that meeting that morning? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No, I probably didn't. It didn't make any im

pression on me. 
Mr. WEITZ. "\Vhether or not yon attended, would you have been in

formed of the meeting? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Probably. I certainly -was informed of the Presi

dent's schedule both in advance and as it progressed, so--
Mr. WEITZ. Now, if there was anything of significance or particu

larly controversial or of substantive import to the "\V11ite House with 
respect to a particular meeting, would you have been briefed with 
respect to that? In connection with being briefed about the meeting 
itself? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. Oh, those things are relative. It depends on 
what else was falling apart at the time and I may very well have left 
this to "\,Vhitaker as a sort of a, you know, uniauely parochial prob
lem of the Agriculture Department and fi.Q,"Ured that he would have 
handled it, so I would not inevitably been briefed on it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, after the decision on March 12, the first decision 
in which the Secretary 0£ Agriculture did not raise the price-suppo1t 
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level, did you become a·ware either directly or through aides of, first 
of all, increased congressional interest in the price-support area? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. w·EITZ. Did you also have an occasion-well, let me just ask 

you. w· as that directly or through aides? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, I think it came up at a morning meeting. 

You know, ,ve had a staff meeting at 7 :30 every morning of the 
whole domestic side, the Office of Management and Budget fellows 
and other people. We just went around the table and tried to review 
any matters of controversy or other matters, and, I think, it would 
have come up at one of those. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you recall who discussed those? 
Mr. EnRLICIIMAN. No. The congressional liaison fellows would have 

been in those meetings, so there were a lot of people. 
:Mr. 1VEITZ. "\Vas Shultz there at those meetings? 
Mr. EHRLICIIMAN. Yes. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you recall whether he raised the question with you 

at all? 
Mr. ErrnLICIIMAN. Well, he and I discussed it at some point. I don't 

know whether he initiated it. I am inclined to think John Whitaker 
was kind of the point man on this and 1Vhitaker and Don Rice who 
was the 0MB man in this field, would have worked together on it and 
as it escalated, probably-why one or the other or them would have 
called it to our attention and they might have done it in the morning 
meeting or they might have done it in private. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Now let me ask you this. Do you recall a meeting be
tween the first decision and the meeting on the 23d, which you did 
attend in the afternoon with the President and his advisors, during 
that period of time, do you recall meeting separately with respect par
ticularly to this price-support matter, with Director Shultz and his 
aides and Secretary Hardin? 

Mr. EIIRLICIIMAN. Yes, I believe there was a meeting like that and I 
do recall. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you recall approximately when? vVas it very close 
to the time of the meeting with the President? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I can't recall. It would be a matter of record. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall who else was there besides Director 

Shultz and yourself? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I imagine vVhitaker was there. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall whether Hardin was there? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes, I believe he was there. 
Mr. WEITZ. What was the purpose of that meeting? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. To find out what the fuss was all about. 
Mr. vVEITZ. What were the positions of all the gentlemen who were 

there? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I can't recollect specifically, but if I had to guess, 

Hardin would be defending whatever the Agricultural Department 
did. I know Mills was extremely upset and I know George was one 
of the White House contacts with vVilbur Mills, so I imagine he was 
reflecting the position of Mills and it would have been that kind of 
a situation. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Wha:t was the result of the meeting? ·was anything 
arrived at or any tentative recommendation that came out of the 
meeting? 
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Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't remember. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, if Director Shultz recalls that certainly the meet

ing was held and certainly those matters were discussed, but the deci
sion was made not to recommend any change at least for the time 
being, until the meeting with the President and dairy leaders on the 
23d, would that be consistent with your recollection? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, not having one, it couldn't be consistent 
with it. 

Mr. WEITZ. It doesn't refresh your recollection? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I just draw a blank. It certainly wouldn't be out 

0£ bounds but I can't confirm it. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember then, at least at that time, at the time 

0£ this meeting with Director Shultz and Secretary Hardin, knowing 
0£ the upcoming meeting between the President and dairy leaders? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not now I don't. It could have been, but I just 
can't tell you, I don't remember. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now we have talked about your contacts with people 
in the administration during this period. What contacts did you have 
during that period with persons outside 0£ the administration? Par

ticularly representing the dairy people? 
Mr. EuRLICHMAN. I don't recall having any. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall any contacts with P,at Hillings who had 

written the letter on the other dairy matter? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. vVh:at about Marion Harrison? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ .. Do you know Pat Hillings? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I know Pat Hillings. I haven't seen him £or years. 
Mr. WEITZ. What about Marion Harrison? 
Mr. EnnLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. What about Murray Chotiner? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Or you knew? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Now, the record shows he left the ,Vhite House staff and 

became 0£ counsel to the Harrison firm or immediately thereafter on 
March 8. Do you recall any contacts with Mr. Chotiner during March 
0£ 1971, with respect to this price-support matter? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know 0£ any or r'.'call 0£ any contacts with that 

being made by Mr. Chotiner with others that you ,vere made aware 
with others in the White House, £or ex,ample? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. You know 0£ no contacts between Mr. Whitaker and Mr. 

Chotiner during that period? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't recall 0£ any being reported to me. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember attending the Gridiron Club Dinner 

on March 13, 1971 ?, 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not specifically. I went to-I guess I went to all 

o£them. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember talking to Mr. Chotiner at that 

meeting about price-support mat,ter? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
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Mr. WILSON. Whatwasthedateof that? 
Mr. \VEITZ. March 13, 1971. 
Do you recall any arguments by either Mr. Chotiner or others repre

senting the dairy people or within the administration that the Presi
dent ought to increase the price-support level in order to take credit 
away from Congress and take the credit himself for any increase? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. Yes; that was one of the issues, so to speak, in 
the mix along-with a lot of others. 

Mr. WEITZ. ·what were the others? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. 1Vell, there were all kinds of them on the merits 

as to whether it was needed or deserved. and what affect it would 
have on the industry and, you know, it was a briefing paper and a lot 
of pros and cons. 

Mr. vVErrz. "\Vho prepared that briefing paper? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. I haven't any idea. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was it Mr. Whitaker? 
Mr. EnnLICHMAN. I ,vould assume it would be Rice and Whitaker. 
Mr. WEITZ. vVas that a briefing paper in connection with the after-

noon meeting on the 23d with the President and his advisers? 
Mr. EnnLicHMAN. No; I think it was something prepared for the 

meeting with Hardin and Shultz staff and my staff to give us a back
ground. To at least give me a background. And it was, as I recall, on 
the issues, you know. 

Mr. \VEITZ. \Vell, you have mentioned two. The economic considera
tions and the--

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. I am just really speculating as to what was in 
there. 

Mr. \V EITz. Do you recall the content? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. I don't recall the specific content. 
Mr. \VEITZ. You don't recall whether the economic measures were 

in the paper? 
Mr. E1IRLICIIMAN. I don't recall. It was a whole complete develop

ment of the subject matter. 
Mr. \VEITZ. Do you just imagine or do you think the idea of the 

President taking credit for the increase rather than Congress was in 
the paper? 

Mr. EnRLICIDIAN. No; I don't think it was the pape.r, but I think 
it was one of the things discussed at one point because politics was dis
cussed at one point, congressional politics and the interest group poli
tics and a 11 the rest of it. 

Mr. WEITZ. 1Vhat about Mr. Connally? I think you mentioned that 
at some point you talked to him about the matter? 

Mr. EnRLICIIMAN. Yes; I did. 
Mr. 1\~EITZ. Do you recall approximately when and where that took 

place? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No; I don't. It may have been that I recall what 

he said at the time of the meeting with the President, because I think 
he was in that meeting with the President. And whether it was then 
that I recall it or whether it was in a separate meeting, I am not clear 
at all. 

Mr. \VEITZ. Do you recall, whatever time period or during March 
of 1971, but at whatever meeting, Mr. Connally telling the President 
or Director Shultz or yourself that the dairy people, and in particular 
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dairy cooperatives were involved-were the most progressive political 
people involved in agriculture or something to that effect? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not specifically, I don't, no. Certainly true, but 
I don't recall him saying it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware then, from whatever source, that that 
was essentially true? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes, sure. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall either being aware from whatever source 

or in particular Mr. Connally, discussing the matter with someone in 
the White House, concerning the £act that the dairy people hadn't 
contributed to the President's election? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Had not? 
Mr. WEITZ. Had not in 19<68. 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I don't think I knew that one way or the 

other. 
Mr. WEITZ. What about the converse, the fact that they had become 

supporters of the President and had contributed? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, I knew that from Kalmbach. I am not sure 

that I heard that from anybody else. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did the President know that? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't know. 
::vr r. WEITZ. vVhether in particular terms or general terms? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I don't know that. vVhether he did or not. 
Mr. WEITZ. If he knew it, do you have any knowledge as to who 

would have told him that? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. And if Mr. Haldeman similarly believes that the Presi

dent was aware of the dairy people's pledge and contributions-
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. You mean, similarly to you or similarly to whom? 
Mr. WEITZ. No; similarly-consistent with your guess that the 

President may have known? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No; I didn't guess that. 
Mr. WEITZ. You don't know whether he knew? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. That's what I testified to. I don't know how you 

got to the point that I was guessing. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you see the-or were you aware of the briefing 

paper that Mr. Whitaker prepared for the President, in connection 
with the morning meeting on the 23d with the dairy leaders? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. If he prepared one, I would have seen it. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, the White House in its white paper has indicated 

that in that briefing paper Mr. vVhitaker referred to the fact that 
the dairy people-and I am paraphrasing, but it is in a close para
phrasing-have begun to or have decided to spend some money and 
that Pat Hillings or his old friends, Pat Hillings and Murray 
Chotiner are involved. Did you have any knowledge of those papers, 
the fact that they-well, as I have referred--

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, to the extent that I have testified or told you 
here, I did. But not beyond that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you.have any knowledge or understanding as to how 
Mr. Whitaker became aware of the dairy people's decision to begin 
contributing or spending money? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No, money? No. 
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Mr. "\VEITZ. Do you know if either the involvement of Mr. Hillings 
or Mr. Chotiner in such actions, if in fact they were taking place? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. "\Vell, I have read about it since. 
Mr. WEITZ. At the time? 
Mr. ErmLICHMAN. I don't know that I knew :about it at the time. 

I can't recall knowing about it at the time. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. Now, if Mr. Chotiner has told us that he talked to you 

at the Gridiron Club Dinner and discussed the matter of price sup
ports, do yo11 recall whether at that point or at anytime he discussed 
the question of or the possibility of contributions by the dairy people? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Oh, I don't even remember the conversation. 
Mr. WEITZ. Apart from that conversation, in general, do you recall 

any conversation with Mr. Chotiner? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No, No, I don't. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Either price supports or contributions by the dairy 

people? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. ·wmTz. You said you may have attended the meeting in the 

morning for a brief -while if you attended at all? 
Mr. vVILSON. When? 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Of the 23d? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. This is the big meeting of the milk producers? 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Yes. Do you remember any specifics of the meeting in 

terms of ·who was there, what was said? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No; that's why I really wonder whether I w:as 

there at all. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Do yon know whether Mr. vVhitaker :attended? 
Mr. EnRLICIIMAN. No. I assume he did, but I don't know that he did. 
Mr. vVEITZ. Did anyone report to you as to the substance or the out-

come of that meeting; ·whether Mr. Kalmbach or Mr. Whitaker or 
anyone else? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. "\Vell, to the extent that it was discussed in the 
meeting with the President later on, I think I got the flavor of the 
meeting. I am not sure that I got any separate report on it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, you did attend the meeting on the ,afternoon of 
the 23d? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I believe so, yes. In the President's office. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell us whether between the time of the morn

ing meeting with the President and the dairy leaders, and the after
noon meeting with his advisers and I believe the log shows it was 
approximately 4 :45 in the afternoon, did you discuss the matter of 
price supports in the meeting or meetings ,vith the President? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No; I don't believe so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall how the afternoon meeting came to be 

called and held ? . 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No, I don't. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, if Mr. Haldeman was not in attendance as all the 

records seem to indicate and you were, do you know or would you not 
have been or your office be responsible for organizing or calling or 
contacting people to meet? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No; not necessarily. 
Mr. WEITZ. Who would have been responsible for that? 
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Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Chapin perhaps. It depends on how it came up, 
you know, Haldeman or I were not the exclusive way o:£ meetings get
ting arranged. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall how you were first informed that that 
meeting was to be held and you were to attend? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall who attended the meeting? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. The President, Hardin, Connally and Shultz 

and I think Whitaker. I can't recall who else might have been there. 
Rice perhaps. 

Mr. WEITZ. Under Secretary Campbell-do you recall him being 
there? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No, not offhand. 
Mr. WEITZ. "What was the purpose as you understood for the 

meeting? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. To review the bidding, I guess, o:£ the Agriculture 

Department's decision and see whether it would be reversed or not. 
Mr. WEITZ. Can you give us as best you can recall the substance o:£ 

the meeting? What the positions were o:£ the various individuals and 
so forth? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I can't do that, I just don't have that kind o:£ a 
specific recollection o:£ it. It was a rather typiral meeting in the sense 
that it was a review o:£ a departmental decision by the President, in 
which the Department justified their action and then other views were 
expressed reflecting, you know, the dissent from the Department's 
decision and there was a discussion back and forth, and as I recall the 
President reserved his decision. He didn't announce ,vhat he intended 
to do at that time. But I do reca11 Serretarv Connallv and I think 
George Shultz, but at least 8ecretar:v Connallv representing ver:v 
strongly the congressional problems that "·ere being enronntered and 
my continuing impression o:£ the bnrden o:£ that meeting is that it 
impressed upon the President the difficulties that had been created for 
the administration in the Congress by this decision and that was the
really the clearest realization I had o:£ the effectiveness o:£ the milk 
producers in lobbying Members o:£ the Senate and the House, and it 
was obvious to me that they had gotten to some very influential Mem-
bers who were raising unsh1rted hell. ' 

Mr. WLE1Tz. ·was a possibility o:£ a veto o:£ the legislation discussed 
i:£ it were to pass? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. Mavbe that was nart o:f the c01wressional 
setting, but my impression is that the partirular <'onoTessional nroblem 
is that it affected our chances on other dis('onnei:ted and unrelated leg
islation because o:£ the unhappiness o:£ sorne chairmen and influential 
Democrats, particularly those who were obviously in the pocket o:£ the 
milk producers. .. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall any reference at the meeting to political 
camnaiim contributions hv the dairy? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. To the Congress, yes. Said they were salting 
money very heavily into congressional races. 

Mr. WEITZ. Who said that? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Connally said that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did anyone mention contributions to the President? . 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not that I can recall. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Anyone refer to past contributions of the dairy people? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. The subject of the dairy people's support of the 

President was not-it was just not something that I recollect out of the 
meeting. The thrust of the meeting was the affect of their contributions 
on the Congress as I recall. 

Mr. WEITZ. Have you listened to the tape recording of the after
noon meeting? 

Mr. EnRLTCHMAN. I haven't ever listened to any tape recording of 
any meeting in the President's office. 

Mr. WEITZ. Have you ever seen a summary of that or any other tape 
recording? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr ... WEITZ. Have you ever been briefed on the substance of sum

maries or substance of a tape recording of any meetings with the Presi
dent? 

Mr. ,vrLSON. Any-or are you still on the subject of dairy products? 
Mr. WEr.rz. Let's start with dairy products? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Others? 
Mr. WILSON. Others? Is that relevant to your inquiry? 
Mr. WEITZ. Perhaps in assessing the credibility of the witness with 

respect to his answer with respect to the tape recording for the milk 
meeting. 

Mr. ·wILsoN. I don't think-that doesn't convince me as making it 
irrelevant. You may answer if you choose. I ,vould advise you not to 
answer. 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't think I will. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Has anyone ever offered, or have you ever asked to either 

hear the tape recording of the meeting with the milk people, or been 
briefed as to a summary of that meeting? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. Part of my problem is I just haven't at
tempted to refresh my recollection about this whole transaction. I 
just httve11't had occasion to .. so I am verv, verv murky on the whole 
subject. There are just a lot of things that I don't have at my command. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Did anyone at the meeting discuss the possibility of an 
increase for the following year for the dairy people with regard to 
price supports which would be closer to the time of the election? 

Mr. EnnLICHMAN. ,vell, it wasn't in relation to the election as much 
as one of the options that I think was discussed, it was whether there 
might be a later adjustment or a later support. I have forgotten even 
what the issue was really, the factual issue. But I think timing did 
come into it as a possibility and whether or not that would mollify the 
Congress people and the dairy people and whether Cliff Hardin could 
do it. ·what were the provisions of the law, I think, there was some 
talk about it. 

Mr. vVEITZ. Do you recall why that alternative was rejected? 
l\1\·. BnRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. 1VEITz. Now, I believe you said you don't believe the President 

made his decision at the meeting, but rather reserved his option or 
reserved his decision? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. That would have been typical. He would very 
seldom have announced a decision in a meeting of that kind and I am 
jusi". assuming, because I don't have a specific recollection of his an
nouncing a decision, I am just assuming, that that is what happened. 
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Mr. 'WEITZ. I believe at least one other individual who was present 
at the meeting has told us, simjlarly, that they don't believe a decision 
was made at the meeting. They are not exactly sure of when it was 
made or how they found out about it, afthough they did find out before 
public announcement. However, on the white paper, on top of page 6, 
the White House paper, the statement is made "_.:Hter the President 
announced his decision." Now, does that either refresh your recollec
tion or can you explain whether there was some type of decision, albeit, 
not the final decision to be announced by the President, but some deci
sion that the President announced? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. You read me five words out of a sentence. What is 
the sentence before it? 

Mr. "\VEITZ. This is the beginning of a paragraph. The earlier three 
or four paragraphs discuss the meeting on the afternoon of the 23d. 
The paragraph before reads, "The fundamental themes running 
through this March 23d meeting were two : One, the unique and very 
heavy pressures being placed upon the President by the Democratic 
majority leadership in the Congress; and, two, the political advan
tages and djsadvantages of making a decision regarding a vital politi
cal constitnency." And the following paragraph. "After the President 
announced his decision there was discussion of the great power of the 
House Democratic leadership (which was then pressing for the milk 
price-support increase) and how that power might be enlisted to sup
port certain of the President's key domestic legjslation .... " 

Now, in that context and given the information we have from the 
white paper, did the President, to your best recollection, announce his 
decision and if so, what did he announce? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I have done the best I can for you. I don't recall 
his doing so and it was not his typical pattern to do so, so I can't go 
reallv bevond that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in March of 1971, did you ever talk to Herb 
Kalmrach about contributions? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware that in March 1971, of any contacts at 

that time between Mr. Kalmbach and renresentatives of the dairy 
people with respect to political contributions? 

Mr. RuRLICHMAN. I don't recall knowing that. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. "\Vere you aware of any contributions by the dairy people 

in March of 1971 to the Republican Party? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. You mean that they gave in that month? 
Mr. ·wEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I doubt it. 
1\Ir. "\Vu.soN. You donbt you were aware? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I do11bt that I was aware of it because I would 

ordinarilv not have been made aware of contributions during that 
period of time. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Did you attend a Renublican fundraising dinner in 
March of-last half of March of 1971? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. "\Vhere? 
Mr. WEITZ. At the "\Vashin.oton Hilton. 
1\Ir. EnRLICHMAN. I was there at one sometime. I don't know when 

it was. 
Mr. WEITZ. Only one that you recall? 
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Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. vV EITz. Do you remember whether--
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. It was a congressional fundraiser. 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. ErrnLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. "T EITZ. It ·was organized by Lee Nunn, does that help ? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; that doesn't mean anything. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember at that particular dinner, whenever 

it was. whether Mr. Chotiner was there? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I don't. I sat with Texans. 
Mr. WEITZ. How about Mr. Kalmbach? 
Mr. EHRLICHl\IAN. I couldn't tell you. I imagine he was there, but I 

couldn't tell you. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you talk with Mr. Colson in March of 1971 about 

the milk people or were you aware--
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't recollect any conversation with him. 
Mr. WEITZ. "\Vere you aware of any contacts betwee,n Mr. Colson 

and the dairy people in that month? 
Mr. EnRLTCHMAN. I don't recall being aware of it. l\fy primary 

source of information on this was ·w1iitaker and it was-my whole 
sense of this is that I had something else going at the, time, and 
1Vhitaker was pretty much left to his own decisions on it up until this 
meeting in the President's office that afte,rnoon and that I was sitting 
in that pretty much as an outsider, in the sense that I had not been 
really involved in the machinations of it for some reason. 

Now I had the one meeting, as I recall it was in my office with Hardin 
and Shultz and the staff. But I must have had something else going 
at the time that was taking my time. 

Mr. WEITZ. Well, whether it was through "Thitaker or from what
ever source, were you a ware of any such contacts? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. I have answered the best I can on that. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Were you aware at anytime of any problems between 

Colson and the dairy people, in the sense of who was representing them 
or any lack of rapport or bad rapport between their lawyers and 
Mr. Colson? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did vou ever tell Mr. Chotiner to, or arrange directly 

or indirectly for Mr. Chotiner to, arrange with Mr. Kalmbach to 
arrange for dairy contributions from the dairy people? 

Mr. EnRLICRMAN. No; I don't think so. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you ever ask Mr. Chotiner-you or perhaps through 

Mr. IDitaker ask Mr. Chotiner to specifically meet with the dairy 
people to iron out some problems with respect to campaign 
contributions? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. For me to meet with the dairy people? For him? 
Mr. 1VEITZ. No; for Mr. Chotiner to meet with the dairy people. 
Mr. F,1mLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. How about Mr. Chotiner to meet with Kalmbach with 

respe0t to campaign contributions? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No; as I said, I don't recall ever steering Chotiner 

to Kalmbach. 
Mr. WEITZ. On my question concerning contributions, how about 

asking Mr. Chotiner, directly or indirectly, to meet with either his 
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people and or Kalmbach with respect to representation of the dairy 
people vis-a-vis the administration or the ·white House? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't understand. You alluded to that before. 
That's something that doesn't ring a bell. 

Mr. WEITZ. To your understanding or recollection there was no 
difference, as far as you are aware of, as to who represented the dairy 
people? What lawyers met with Colson or represented the dairy 
people? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. I wasn't aware of it. As of right now I can't 
recall of ever hearing of it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Just to understand the usualness or unusualness of this 
type of circumstance, do you recall any situation in which any special 
interest grouJ?, for example, had problems in connection with meetings 
or contacts with Mr. Colson, and you intervened or had someone inter
vene to iron them out or have new lawyers or new representation 
brought in? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; the only thing that I can recall that comes 
anywhere close to that, had to do with the postal ·workers and that 
was a very touchy situation, where Rademacher the president of one 
of the postal carriers' unions, was dealing with the Post Office Depart
ment and felt he had a better contact with Colson and the question of 
whether Colson would present the views of the postal workers to the 
,vhite House or whether they should come through Ted Klassen at the 
Post Office Department and there were a lot of hard feelings over that 
particular circumstance. We had some problems with the building 
trades, similar sort of to the Department of Labor should deal with 
that or whether they should come in through Colson's office. So it is 
not a strange subject to me, so I recall, but I don't recall. 

Mr. WEITZ. It is or you don't recall anything with respect to the 
dairy people? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No; I don't. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you have any knowledge, for example, as to whether 

Mr. Chotiner was-had anything to do with representation, contact 
with the dairy people sometime in March of 1971? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Sometime I became aware of the fact that his 
firm represented the dairy people, that's all I knew. 

Mr. w·EITZ. Now, I believe that to your best recollection, the Presi
dent did not announce his final decision at the afternoon meeting of the 
23d? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't recall. 
Mr. w·EITz. I said to your best recollection. 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes; but you turned it to an affirmative view. 

I can't say to my best recollection he didn't. All I can say is I don't 
recall him doing so. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall when you first became aware of his 
decision? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Having attended the afternoon meeting, do you assume 

that you were, in fact, informed of the decision before it was effectu
ated? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
l\fr. WEITZ. After the meeting on the afternoon of the 23d, do you 

recall any conversations, meetings, or any other contacts that either 
you participated in or were aware of with respect to the dairy matter? 
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Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, I think at sometime I talked with the Presi-
dent about it. 

Mr. VlEITZ. After the afternoon meeting? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And was this before the decision was publicly an

nounced? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I can't tell you that; I don't know. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall what the substance of the meeting or the 

purpose of the meeting was, what conversation? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Oh, it wasn't a, meeting called for the purpose. 

I think he and I just discussed it in passing, and I say in passing, in 
line with a lot of other things that we had to talk about. 

Mr. vYEITZ. Did tJ,e President ever indicate to you that he was aware 
or appreciative of. ne dairy people's support? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. You mean in terms of campaign contributions or 
something of that kind? 

Mr. vVEITZ. No; I said their support. 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't recall his doing so. But I am not prepared 

to get into my conversations with the President with you in any event. 
I mean, that's just not something that I do. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Even with regard to political support? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. vVell, it is very hard to separate these things out. 

And I don't think that it is proper for me to sit here and talk to you 
about private conversations that I have had with the President about 
matters that involved sub.stance; I just don't think that's appropriate 
for me to do. 

Mr. vVEITZ. Just to clarify your la.st comment, are you relying on the 
doctrine of executive privilege or some other principle? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I don't invoke executive privilege. It isn't 
for me to invoke. 

Mr. WEITZ. Have you been instructed to assert it? 
Mr. EnRLICIUIAN. No; but I am just cautioning you, if you want 

to get into the question of why did the President decide to do what he 
did on a subst;antive matter, I don't think, if I know, that because of 
something he told me that it is my job to tell you. In fact, I think to 
t.he contrary. I owe him a certain duty of respecting his confidences 
about whatever he may ha,ve told me about his processes of substan
tive matters, so if you ask me why did he decide to mise price supports, 
or whv did he decide to :sell wheat to China, or sell wheat to the Rus
sians, I think it is very improper for someone in my former position 
to lay that out on the table to someone in your position, it's none of 
vour business. 
" Mr. ·WEITZ. "\Vell, let me just-we are not going to compel you at 
this stage on pain of contempt, but if we do ask yon questions, within 
the mandate of the Congress measuring the scope of this committee, 
and if you are not exerting an executive privilege, it is our position 
that it is our business and furthermore, that you should be required 
to ans,ver. And I will ask yon one more time. Did the President ever 
indicate to you, apart from the reasons for making any subsfantive 
decision. whether he was appreciative or in favor of the dairy peoples' 
support for him? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No; I don't recall him doing so. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, following the 25th with respect to the price sup

port matter, did you have •an involvement or did you become aware of 
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any political contributions by the dairy people for the President's re
election? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. I did at some time and I can't tell you when. I 
can't tell you whether it was before or after the election. 

Mr. WEITZ. The 1972 election? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember how you became aware of it? vVho 

told you about it? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No, I just have some general understanding of 

the fact that they made contributions. 
Mr. vVEITZ. "\Vere you aware of any commitments, either made or in 

existence in 1971, with respect to contributions by the dairy people for 
the President's reelection? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. In 1971? I can't recall knowing it in 1971. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. vVhat about in 1972? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. Yes, it could have been 1972. And, again, I don't 

have a specific recollection of somebody telling me specifically, you 
know. 

Mr. WEITZ. vVe,re you aware,, at any time, of a commitment on the 
part of the dairy people to contribute $90,000 a month to the Presi
dent's reelection ·effort? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No, I don't believe so. 
Mr. vVE1Tz. Now, in light of l\fr. Kalmbach's earlier expressed con

cern to you sometime in 1969, perhaps with respect to the overtures by 
Mr. Semer, when you became aware subsequently of contributions by 
the dairy people for the President's reelection efforts, did anyone again 
express any concern to you concerning a possibility, either from ap
pearance sake or from the dairy people's part, of quid pro quo for those 
dairy contributions? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you yourself have those concerns? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. There was no discussion of it to your knowledge in 

the White House? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't remember any. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, did there come a time in August or September 

of 1971, when you discussed ·with Mr. Colson the desirability or need 
for $5,000 for Mr. Krogh? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No, not in those terms. 
Mr. WEITZ. Would vou tell us in what terms? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. Well, my recollection of this is that Krogh talked 

to me about his need for a b11dget or some money for what's now 
known as the "Plumbers" and I sent him to Colson or suggested to 
him that he talk to Colson and I don't remember which. I don't recall 
having any specific conversation with Colson about it myself. 

Mr. WEITZ. You say that Mr. Krogh referred to a budget. Did you 
know what the budget was or the magnitude of the budget? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. It was to carry out this investigation on the 
west co:ist. The magnitude, I don't think I did know. 

Mr .WEITZ. Did vou know the source of the money which Mr. Colson 
would be requested.by Mr. Krogh to provide? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not until about the last 3 months. 
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Mr ... WEITZ. Did you know in what way Mr. Colson would attempt to 
procure that money? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Was it clear to you or did you have an understanding 

that it would be from some private, some private outside source? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did Mr. Colson have a budget, a ·white House budget? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you believe that it would come from his own budget i 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. I assumed that it would. He had a great deal more 

latitude in his budget than the rest of us did. 
Mr. ,:VEITZ. Now, Mr. Colson's grand jury testimony from the Los 

Angeles grand jury with respect to the request, he indicates on page 
651, he received a call from you and upon the question, ""Will you tell 
us, please, the substance of that conversation?", his answer at page 652 
is, "Yes, Mr. Ehrlichman asked me if I could obtain $5,000 for Mr. 
Krogh and he indicated the money was needed rather quickly, as I 
recall," and then he goes on to discuss how he obtained the money. Do 
you recall that conversation? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you tell Mr. Colson to obtain $5,000 for Mr. Krogh? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr ... WEITZ. Were you aware of any arrangement by which, or any 

instance in which Mr. Colson obtained moneys from the dairy people 
for any of his projects or any of Mr. Krogh's projects? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr ... WErTz. Now, we have a memo from Gordon Strachan to Halde

man, dated September 16, 1971. and it goes as follows: "Subject: Milk 
Money. Yon asked me to check Colson regarding an independent agree
ment with the milk people for Colson to get cash. Colson confirmed that 
he had made a separate arrangement to obtain $:"i,000. This money was 
committed bv Ehrlichman but never delivered in connection with a 
project we (Colson and Ehrlichman) worked on together." 

Do you recall any such subject? 
Mr. EnnLICHMAN. I don't know what that would refer to unless it 

were this Krogh transaction. 
Mr. ,:VETTZ. Did you ever make a commitment, either to Krogh or 

to anyone else, to obtain that money or any other moneys? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No. I have described to vou my recollection of 

that transaction. • 
Mr. ·wE1Tz. Did you know ,Joseph Baroody or do you know Joseph 

Baroody? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I know Bill Baroody and I know Bill Baroody's 

father. hut those are all the Baroodys I know. 
Mr. WEITZ. That's his brother. Do you know the public relations firm 

of Wav.ner and Baroody? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. ,:VEITZ. Do you know of any suggestions or arrangements where 

Mr. Colson had arranged for a public relations firm to be hired by the 
milk people? 

~fr. EnnLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know George Webster? 
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Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware that he organized certain committees 

to collect campaign contributions for the 1972 election? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware whether he formed committees to re

ceive moneys for any purpose? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No, I don't think I knew that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether he provided, from whatever 

source, moneys to Mr. Colson? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Webster? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No, I didn't know that. 
Mr. WEITZ. What about Baroody? Did you know whether Mr. Col

son received any moneys from Baroody? 
Mr. EI-IRLICHMAN. Well, I heard subsequent, say within the last 

several months that Colson says that he got money from Baroody to 
give to Krogh, but the Strachan memo would indicate to the contrary, 
so I don't know what to believe. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know of any relationship between the Wagner 
and Baroody firm and the milk people? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Did you ever have an occasion to discuss with Mr. Halde

man, or anyone else in the White House, the problem of any arrange
ments in which Mr. Colson was soliciting or receiving moneys from 
the outside, from contributors separate and apart from the organized 
fundraising effort such as from Mr. Kalmbach? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I don't believe so. 
Mr. WEITZ. No one ever mentioned to you the problem of trying to 

have contributions solicited only through one source or organized 
and controlled sources? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. You talked about your understanding of Mr. Krogh's 

understanding of the source of where the funds came from. Is this 
through newspaper accounts? 

Mr. WILSON. Let me interrupt you, because I knew that Mr. Ehrlich
man was not aware of the facts in relation to a number of your ques
tions. This kind of evidence, which you are now seeking to deyelop, 
is relevant to the criminal trial in Los Angeles for which Mr. Ehrlich
man is indicted. I don't think that you should go into that. Here he is 
on the eve of trial out there. 

Mr. WEITZ. I was just trying to establish his knowledge of the source 
of the money. 

Mr. 1Vn,soN. That's the reason I usually kept quiet, because it was 
usually a negative answer, but I don't know whether an affirmative 
answer is coming out or not, but I am appealing to you not to inter
rogate this man on the eve of his trial out there to matters that may be 
relevant out there. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you have any knowledge of any money solicited from 
a Mr. Mulcahy for whatever purpose? 

Mr. EnRLTCHMAN. I don't know if solicitE'd is the word. I was given 
to understand that Mulcahy was a contribntor to the 1972 campaign. 

Mr. 1,rmTz. Do vou know of anv narticnlar requests for approxi
mately $~.000 or ~~.fiOO from Mr. Mnlrahv? A request of money to 
come from Mr. Mulcahy for a particular purpose? 
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Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Was Mr. Cashen involved in soliciting or receiving 

funds for various purposes or any purposes? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not that I know of. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Now I would like to turn your attention quickly to 1972. 

Were you aware in rn72 of the lawsuit of Nader v. Butz, with respect 
to milk price-support decisions of 1971? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Just casually in newspaper reading. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, in a memo which we have from John Dean to you 

of February 1, recounting the fads of the case which had previously 
been filed the week before, he assesses the impaot of the case on the 
current year and particularly the President's campaign. On page 3 he 
makes the following statement: "Aside from the ultimate decision in 
the case, the discovery proceedings could prove disastrous." And he 
talks about the fact that probably under existing law, Nader could 
be permitted to take depositions and rn forth. 

Did you have any occasion to discuss this matter with either Mr. 
Dean or Mr. Haldeman or anyone ':llse in the White House? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't recall th, memo. Did I get the memo? 
Mr. "\V EITz. It has your name on it. 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. That doesn't mean I got it.John Dean to me, dated 

February 1, information. A lot of thesP, so-called information things 
I never saw. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. That's why the question was not restricted to the memo 
itself but rather with respect to the suit. 

Mr. EHRLTCHMAN. This was one of the things that may have come 
up in one of those staff meetinrrs. This was the re~son for the staff 
meetings, to bring up current litigation and departmental problems 
and current problems and things of that matter. I wouldn't want to 
rule it out. 

Ordinarily, a thing like this, directed to me, would have been kicked 
over to "\Vhitaker without me seeing it and then if he thought it 
was sufficiently pressing, he would have then passed it on to me 
after his review. And I don't recall any specific concern about this 
lawsuit by Haldeman or by anybody else. 

Mr. ·wmTz. What about an antitrust suit that was filed by the De
partment of Justice against the dairy people, do you recall that 
matter? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. I don't know about that. I don't think I 
knew about it at the time. I have read about it obviously since, but 
I am not sure we were consulted about that in advance. 

Mr. "\VEITZ. Now you will notice on the back page of that memo, 
there is really a second smaller memo that refers to the fact that 
on the same date the antitrust suit was filed, do you recall being ap
prised of that or discussing the matter with anyone? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No, I don't. But if it were filed, it undoubtedly 
:,vould have showed up in the news summary and I would have read 
1t a,: a matter of course. 

J\fr. "\VEITZ. Now, the previous fall the Department of Justice rec
ords indicate the original recommendation from the Antitrust Di
vision to the Attorney General was to impanel a grand jury to inves
tigate possible criminal indictments against the milk people and, sub
sequently, the Attorney General rejected that recommendation and a 
civil suit was ultimately filed which is referred to there. Do you have 
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any knowledge or were you aware of any discussions in the White 
House or between the White House and anyone in the Justice De
partment with respect to that decisionmaking? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No, I don't recall. 
Mr. WEITZ. Or the earlier recommendation? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, either'in late 1971 or late 1972, did you have occa

sion, directly or indirectly through Mr. Whitaker, for example, to 
discuss with Mr. Kalmbach any solicitations he was making or any 
contacts he was having with the dairy people? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not that I can recall. I would say ordinarily 
Whitaker would not have been involved in that. Let me rule out the 
indirectly part of that right off the bat, because that is not ordinarily 
the kind of thing that Whitaker would have in any way been con
cerned with, and I don't recall having any personal conversations with 
Kalmbach on that subject. 

Mr. WEITZ. Were you aware of any meetings or contacts between 
Kalmbach and the dairy people in 1972 with respect to the contri
butions? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Now the dairy people-if you give me some 
names. 

Mr. WEITZ. Harold Nelson? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Jake Jacobsen? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I have heard of him, but I don't recall Kalmbach 

having any contact with him. 
Mr. WEITZ. George Mehren? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. What about Associated Milk Producers, AMPI? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, I have heard of that, of course, but I don't 

think I knew of any contacts between Kalmbach and those people. 
Mr. WEITZ. "\Vere you aware of at anytime, or do you recall having 

any contact with Kalmbach, directly or indirectly, at which he indi
cated to you he was cutting off or terminating any further solicitations 
by him of the dairy people? 

Mr. EHRL1CHMAN. Yes; the one I told you about. 
Mr. WEITZ. That was in 1969? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, I think it was. It was some place back there 

fairly remote. I can't say precisely, but that would be my best guess. 
Mr. WEITZ. And for the reasons that you have already mentioned or 

for the reason--
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes; right. 
Mr. WEITZ. And you don't associate that conversation between you 

and Mr. Kalmbach with the 1972 series of events including, for in
stance, the focus on the ITT investigation and so forth. You don't 
associate those two? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. You have lost me. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me start from the beginning. 
In 1972, in the course of the confirmation hearings of Attorney 

General Kleindienst, there was some reference and attention with 
respect to earlier decisions of ITT. Do you associate your conversa
tion with Mr. Kalmbach, about cutting off his contact with the dairy 
people, with this concern in 1972 over the ITT matter? 
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Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I associate it with Kalmbach's personal re
vulsion, I guess, is the way to say it; his having been asked for quid 
pro quo. And that's the only thing I associate it with. 

Mr. WEITZ. 1V-hen you spoke to Mr. Kalmbach, did you make any 
statement to him or react to him? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I agreed with him totally. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Did you ask him whether he told others of his de-

cision~ 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't know. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you know whether he told others of his? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I have no idea. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know whether he indicated his decision or im

parted his decision to you with anyone else? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't know. 
Mr. 1V-EITZ. Did you ever discuss with Attorney General Mitchell, 

with respect to price supports, dairy imports or the antitrust suits? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't recall doing so. I think I would remember 

the antitrust suit, particularly if I had discussed it. And I don't. 
Mr. WEITZ. And in the same vein, were you aware of any other con

tacts with-any contacts between the \Vhite House and Attorney 
General Mitchell with respect to the antitrust suit that you can re
member? 

Mr. Enm,ICHMAN. By other people, you mean? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes; other than yourself? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I just don't recall hearing of any. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let's take a recess. 
[Short recess taken.] 
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Ehrlichman, during the period of February

March 1971, -at the time when the milk price-support decision was in a 
state of flux, did you receive any telephone call or any kind of com
munication from Congressman Mills concerning the price support? 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. No; I don't think I did personally. 
Mr. SANDERS. Were you advised that anyone on your staff was con

tacted by Congressman Mills? 
Mr. EnnLTCH::\IAN. I think some people on the Wb.ite House staff 

were, and it seemed to me the representation came basically from 
George Shultz and John Connally to me at a later time. But I think I 
heard that either the Congressman or his staff were making representa
tions. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall receiving a memorandum from Secre
tary Shultz concerning the conversation with Mr. Mills? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not offhand, no. 
Mr. SANDERS. I would like to ask the same question of you concern

ing Speaker Albert? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes; his name was also mentioned in the same 

way. 
Mr. SANDERS. With respect to Mr. Mills, Poage, Senators Talmadge, 

and Humphrey, did you have any conversation at all with respect to 
the milk-price decision? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I don't believe so. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or do you remember any members of your staff having 

contact with any of them? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Well, I think John \Vhitaker had some contact-

when you mentioned Poage-Whitaker had had contact from Poage. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Do you recall being apprised of any contracts by the 
legislators with the Department of Agriculture? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not specifically. Secretary Hardin, I think, sum
marized the degree of congressional pressure in this meeting that we 
had with him. 

Mr. SANDERS. At or about that time, did you learn of any contacts 
with these legislators by officials of AMPI? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not specifically. It was generalized that as I 
indicated before, that they were recipients of heavy contributions from 
the milk producers and that they obviously were being worked on. 

Mr. SANDERS. Do you have a recollection of any specifics concerning 
contributions to these legislators? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Yes. I think it was John Connally who indicated 
an amount of money that he knew had been contributed to Wilbur 
Mills, and in turn Mills had used to dole out to other Democratic 
candidates. I don't remember what the amount was. It was a substan
tial amount of money. 

Mr. SANDERS. Did it seem to you that Mr. Connally was speaking 
in general ofdairy cooperatives or specifically of AMPI? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. I can't tell you. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you learn at any subsequent time of additional 

contributions to any of these legislators by dairy cooperatives? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. vVith respect to the general understanding you had of 

contacts between Mr. Kalmbach and Semer, did it appear to you at 
anytime that anyone in the White House or in the reelection effort 
sought contributions from AMPI? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. Or from any of the dairy cooperatives? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; that wasn't my impression. 
Mr. SANDERS. "What was your impression? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. That Kalmbach had been approached by this 

individual through an intermediary. 
Mr. SANDERS. Did you learn at anytime that AMPI had pledged 

funds of any size for the reelection of the President in return for some 
specific favorable governmental action? 

l\fr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. SAN;)ERS. Or that they did in return for some favorable govern

mental action? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. 
Mr. SANDERS. With regard to the antitrust action against AMPI, do 

you have any recollection of learning of efforts on the part of any of 
the legislators I have named to urge or induce the executive branch to 
change its course of action? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No, I don't. I don't think I-to be responsive, I 
just don't recall anything like that. 

Mr. SANDERS. The Secretary of Agriculture's decision to fix the price 
of milk for marketing year beginning in April of 1969 was announced 
on December 26, 1968, at a time when President Johnson was still in 
the White House. When you came into the vVhite House in early 1969, 
can you now recall being aware of a decision in that respect being made 

by the previous administration? 
Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I can't. 
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Mr. SANDERS. Do you have any recollection concerning the fixing of 
the price level for milk for the marketing year 1969-70? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No; I don't. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Mr. Ehrlichman, can you give me your perception of 

the political pressure that was placed on the administration at the time 
of the 1971 milk price increase with regard to-did it seem like an 
inordinate amount of pressure in regard to other decisions of this type? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. It operated on two levels. One was the interest 
group pressure, so-called, as the milk producers' representations to 
the ·white House which were not unusual in my view. About like you 
get from the truckers or the railroads, or you know, some other 
interest; veterans, for instance, in other issues. 

·what was different about this was the extremely marked con
gressional pressure that came with it that was out of proportion to 
the kinds of accompanying congressional pressure that you ordinar
ily get with a particular interest group representation of the White 
House. And this was translated, as I indicated before, into demands 
by key chairmen of congressional committees particularly, and not in 
germane ways, but in the form of duress in nongermane areas, so t:o 
speak. In other words, that the reason John Connally was in this was 
that Wilbur Mills was his chairman. He handled the Treasury matters, 
and we, had things before "\Vays and Means. "\Vays and Means was just 
loaded with administration bills, and Connally reported nothing is 
going to move. The chairman is extremely unhappy. I have never 
seen him so unhappy, and so we were really feeling the bite on reve
nue sharing and a number of tax measures and some economic measures 
and just across the board. That is why George Shultz got so turned 
on, because he had economic things up there that were of concern, and 
so people like Talmadge and Mills and the Speaker were upset, this 
came very much to the front burner. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. ·was it your perception that a bill to increase the 
minimum level of price supports could be held at 85 or 90 percent? 

::\fr. EIIRLICIIMAN. Yes. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. "\V ould it have passed Congress? 
Mr. EIIRLICIIMAN. vVe were told that it would, and we would have 

all ~he disadvantages and none of the advantages of graceful 
acqmescence. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Can you speculate whether that would be the Presi
dent's perception? 

}\fr. EnRLICHMAN. Yes, that was one of the arguments that was put 
to the President. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. And can you further specuhte as to the President's 
feeling as to had he vetoed such a bill, how it would have been dealt 
with? 

l\fr. EnRLICHMAN. He was advised he would have been nulled. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Is that the term for overruled on the veto? 
Mr. EnRLICIIMAN. Yes. 
Mr. PLOTK1N. I iust wanted to clarify that for the record. 
l\fr. vVILSON. Off the record. 
[Discussion held off the record.] 
Mr. PLOTKIN. On the record. 
Now, with regard to the statement that you said that Governor 

Connally said that money was provided to Congressman Mills to 
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dole out to other candidates, was it your understanding that the 
money was to be doled out to only promilk interest candidates? 

Mr. EHRLICHJ\IAN. No, I didn't understand it that way. My impres
sion was, and it was only a personal impression, that this accounted 
for a certain amount of the chairman's leverage ,vith his committee, is 
what flashed through my mind when I heard that. That this was
and this is, of course, an old story in these Members who have distri
bution rights on contributions, that they gain leverage over other Mem
bers through this device and hearing about ·Wilbur Mills' vaunted 
influence on the Hill. this was a revelation to me. I never heard it 
before, and it accounted to me for a certain amount of that control. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Now, did Governor Connally say that the money that 
went to Congressman Mills was from--

Mr. ETIRLICHMAN. Milk producers? 
Mr. PLOTKIN. And would it have been your perception at that time 

or even now, that you are looking back in retrospect. that the money 
should have been or was likely to be used for the benefit of candidates 
that were favorable to milk interests? 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. "\Vell, that would have been my unexpressed as
sumption that that certainly had to go along '"ith it with whatever 
other commitments he could exact, but obviously, he couldn't make 
water run uphill very long if he gave milk producers' money to people 
who opnosed their interest. Why, it wouldn't have lasted too long. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Can you recollect whether at the time you asked him 
the amount of money involved? 

Mr. EHRLIGHMAN. I didn't ask him, but it seemed to me that he 
mentioned a figure, and I don't remember what it was. Substantial. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. You rouldn't even give a ball park estimate? . 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. Substantial.No. But I remember being impressed 

that it was a substantial amount of money. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. That's all. 
Mr. SANDERS. That's all. 

* * * * * * * 
[Whereupon, at 3 :10 p.m., the committee proceeded to the considera

tion of other matters.] 
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The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :20 a.m., in room 
G-334, Dirksen Senate Office Building. 

Present: Senator Baker. 
Also present: David Dorsen, assistant chief counsel; Alexander 

Keema, investigator; John Elmore, research assistant; Benjamin Plot
kin, minority investigator. 

Senator BAKER. Miss Clancy, would you hold up your right hand, 
please? Do you solemnly swear that the testimony that you are about 
to give ·will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth 
so help you God? 

Miss CLANCY. I do. 
Senator BAKER. ·wm you please identify yourself for the record? 

TESTIMONY OF LYNDA E. CLANCY, AC'COMPANIED BY J'OHN G. 
DeGOOYER, COUNSEL 

Miss CLANCY. Lynda Clancy. 
Senator BAKER. And your residence? 
Miss CLANCY. 1011 Arlington Boulevard, Arlington, Va. 
Senator BAKER. Thank you very much. 
Mr. DoRSEN. First, Miss Clancy, I understand that you are repre

sented by Mr. DeGooyer. For the record I would appreciate itr-
Mr. DEGOOYER. My name is John DeGooyer, middle initial G., 

1776 F Street, NW., Washington, D.C., counsel for the witness. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Miss Clancy, could you please tra.ce your duties or jobs 

briefly, starting with the 1968 election to the present? 
Miss CLANCY. In 1968, I was working on the campaign tour staff 

of the President, and after the campaign was over, I went to the 
transition office of the President for a period of time. Then I went 
to work for the, Republican senatorial committee on their dinner 
gtaff. I was just helping them out on their dinner staff. After the 
dinner was over I went to work for Senator Paul Fannin. Again, it 
was just a temporary assignment. On December 1, 1969, I went back 
to work for the Republican senatorial committee as secreta,ry of 
the committee, and I have been there since. 

Mr. DoRSEN. What are you duties there? 
Miss CLANCY. Cu$todian of the books. I am responsible for receipts 

and disbursements. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you ordinarily physically receive the contriburtiions 

and physically write out checks? 
Miss CLANCY. I do not physically write out the checks. I issue a 

voucher. The bank then prepares the check. 
( 7403) 
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Mr. DoRSEN. I gather, ordinarily checks are prepared at your direc-
tion. Is that correct? 

Miss CLANCY. That is right. 
Mr. DoRSEN Do you report to anybody on the senatorial committee? 
Miss CLANCY. To the director of the committee, Mr. Buehl Ber-

entson. 
Mr. DoRSEN. How long has he been director? 
Miss CLANCY. He has been din\ctor since 1972. I think that is when 

he came to the committee. I am almost sure of that. I think it was 
1972 or-no, I take that back-1971. 

Mr. DoRSEN. So that Mr Berentson was the director during the 
effective part of the 1972 campaign. Is that correct? 

Miss CLANCY. That is right, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know an individual by the name of Lee, L-e-e. 

Nunn, N-u-n-n? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, I do. 
1\fr. DoRSEN. Am I correct that you have known him for many years? 
Miss CLANCY. I have known him since 1969. 
Mr. DoRSEN. In what capacity have you known him? 
Miss CLANCY. He was the director of the committee. He is the man 

that employed me to work for the senatorial committee. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And what did he do after that? 
Miss CLANCY. What did he do when he left the senatorial com-

mittee? 
Mr. DoRSEN. That is correct. 
Miss CLANCY. He went to the Committee To Re-Elect the President. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Are you familiar with an organization known as Asso-

ciated Milk Producers, Inc., or its political arm, TAPE? 
Miss CLANCY. I know who they are, yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Is that a dairy cooperative and its political action arm? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Has the senatorial committee ever received any con-

tributions from those organizations? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes; we received a contribution from CTAPE. 
Mr. DoRSEN. That is Committee for TAPE, is that correct? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do vou recall when it was? 
Miss CLANCY .. ,v e received a contribution October 27 in the amount 

of $150,000. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Could you please describe to us, to the very best of your 

recollection, how that came about? 
Miss CLANCY. I received a telephone call from Lee Nunn telling me 

that they had some assistance for us, and that I would be receiving a 
check in the amount of $150,000. 

Mr. DoRSEN. What happened after that? 
Miss CLANCY. I receivea the check. Mr. Nunn told me, at that time, 

that on October 30 I was to issue a check to the Republican Campaign 
Committee in the amount of $65,000, and on November 7, I was to 
issue another check in the amount of $55,000. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Did he tell you what was to happen with the balance 
of $30,000? 

Miss CLANCY. It was to remain with the senatorial committee. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did Mr. Nunn say anything else to you on that 

occasion? 
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Miss CLANCY. No; he did not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall whether Mr. Nunn specifically moo

tioned that the checks should be drawn to the Republican Campaign 
Committee? 

Miss CLANCY. I am not sure. I am not rea11y sure on that. It seems 
to me that he-I really and truly cannot remember whether he said 
the Republican Campaign Committee or to the, Republican National 
Committee. I feel that I called Bob Odell and asked him which com
mittee I should issue the checks to. I'm not certain on that, though. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is it fair to say that your best recollection is that you 
called Mr. Odell? 

Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And he told you to actually draw the checks to the 

Republican Campaign Committee. 
Miss CLANCY. To the best of my recollection; yes. . 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall anything else that you and Mr. Odell dis-

cussed in connection with this transaction? 
Miss CLANCY. There was no other discussion, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you ever receive the check of $150,000? 
Miss CLANCY. Did I receive it? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes. 
Miss CLANCY. Yes; I did. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall how you received it? 
Miss CLANCY. Again, I as not sure whether I received the check 

in the mail or whether I went to pick it up. I really am not clear on 
how I received it. · 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall what you did with it? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. I immediately deposited it. I hand-carried it 

to the bank, as a matter of fact. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Which bank is that? 
Miss CLANCY. First National Bank of Washington, 1325 G Street 

NW. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And you deposited it to the account of the National 

Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee? 
Miss CLANCY. National Republican Senatorial Committee. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I would like to show you what we have previously 

marked as 1\fehren exhibit 4* which consists of a number of documents, 
some of which you may be able to identify, others which you may not 
be able to identify. The first document is a cover sheet entitled, "TAPE 
Expenditure Voucher." The next document is a two-paged letter dated 
October 24, 1972, to Senator Dominick from George L. Mehren. The 
third document appears to be a receipt. And the fourth document ap
pears to be the front and back of a check dated October 27, 1972, in the 
amount of $150,000, check No. 400, payable to the National Republican 
Senatorial Campaign Committee, drawn on the account of the Com
mittee for Thorough Agricultural Political Education. 

I wiJl ask you to look at these four documents and tell me if you have 
ever seen them before, and what they are if you have seen them before. 
[Pause.] 

Miss Clancy, have you ever seen before today the top document en
titled, "TAPE Expenditure Voucher"? 

Miss CLANCY. No, sir. 

*Seep. 7354. 
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Mr. DoRSEN. Did you ever see the letter to Senator Dominick? 
Miss CLANCY. I do not remember the letter. It is quite possible that 

the letter accompanied the check. The only way I could find that out 
would be to go through my files to see if I have the letter. 

Mr. DoRSEN. With respect to the third document, have you seen that 
document before? 

Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And is the signature on that document the signature 

of Mr. Berentson? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, it is. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have any understanding as to why it appears 

that two different typewriters were used in preparing the third docu
ment; namely, the receipt? One typewriter which typed the "National 
Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee," and another type
writer, which appears to be different. 

Miss CLANCY. That filled in the spaces? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes. 
Miss CLANCY. The reason for that was that at the time I made that 

form-I believe that is form 4909, is it not? A copy of it, or some
thing. "\Vith regard to form 4909 of those that were typed; I made a 
whole bunch of them and when I did issue a receipt-when I was asked 
to issue a receipt, I could have used my own typewriter. That was done 
on a special kind of different typewriter. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is it your testimony then that you typed all of the 
typewritten portions of the receipt that is part of Mehren exhibit 
No. 4, and you typed it on two different occasions? 

Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. There appear to be two typewriters, one of a larger 

type, which typed, in addition to "National Republican Senatorial 
Campaign Committee," the date and the amount of the check. Is it 
your recollection that you typed that after you typed the other, when 
you received the actual check? 

Miss CLANCY. Yes; it would have been typed afterward. I am almost 
sure that that is a form because they asked for a receipt and, as I said, 
I had many of these in my file, and when someone asked for a receipt 
I would use that. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is it your testimony that on the forms that you had 
the words, "candidates," "United States Senate," "various States"-

Miss CLANCY. Were typed on another typewriter. 
Mr. DoRSEN. A number of them were typed at one time, is that 

correct, and kept in your file? 
Miss CLANCY.Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And is the check No. 400 previously described the check 

that you received from Mr. Nunn? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And that is the same check that was deposited at the 

hank that you described? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Returning for a moment to your conversation with 

Mr. Nunn, did Mr. Nunn tell you anything else or say anything else 
to you other than what you have described here already? 

Miss CLANCY. No. Of course, he said that he had some assistance for 
us and asked how are things going. And he said that he had some 
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assistance for us and we would be receiving this check and that I was 
to make those two disbursements and the balance would be for the 
senatorial committee, and that is really all that he said. 

Mr. DousEN. Do you recall what you told him when he asked you how 
things were going? 

Miss CLANCY. I told him we always needed assistance. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And I gather the assistance that he was talking about 

was the $30,000. 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. In this conversation was there any reference to any 

other transactions, or· transfer, or loan of any type, that had occurred 
previously? 

Miss CLANCY. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Again, returning to your conversation that you believe 

you had with Mr. Odell. I think you told us on a prior occasion that 
your heist recollection ,vas that you spoke to Mr. Odell to obtain the 
name of the Republican Campaign Committee and that it was your 
recollection that he was, in general, familiar with the transaction and 
the transfers in question. 

Miss CLANCY. Yes. He seemed to know what I was talking about 
when I Baid that I was going to issue a check on October 30. He said, 
yes, just as if he knew what I was talking about. 

Mr. DoRSE·N. I would like to show you what we have previously 
marked as Mehren exhibit 6* which consists of a cover sheet entitled, 
"TAPE Expenditure Voucher," referring to a contribution in the 
amount of $27,500; a letter dated October 27, 1972, from Mr. Bob A. 
Lilly, L-i-1-1-y, to Mr. Berentflon; a receipt for check No. 404 in the 
amount of $27,500, apparently signed by Mr. Berentson; and the front 
and back of that check, which is also made out to the National Repub
lican Senatorial Campaign Committee. 

Mr. DoRSEN. I would like you to look at these documents ·and then I 
will have a few questions. 

Miss CLANCY. Mr. Dorsen, I would like to go back to this form 
here-no, that is not the one that I typed because mine is on letterhead. 
When we received the check that form came with it, and then it was
we filled in the information they requested. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Are you referring now to the third document in the two 
exhibits? 

Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. But it is similar. That is why I thought it 
was the one. But now I remember. Mine was on letterhead. 

Mr. DoRSEN. And on e~ch of these, both Mehren exhibits 4 and 6, 
the receipt forms have a stamp, "received," and then a date on the bot
tom. Do you know whether you put that on or whether that was put 
on when it was returned to the Committee for TAPE? 

Miss CLANCY. I did not put that on. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Have you looked at Mehren exhibit 6? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, I recall seeing the letter. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DEGOOYER. Let me clarify that. That whole thing is .iMehren 

exhibit 6? 
Mr. DoRSEN. That is correct. Exhibit 6 contains the several ,docu

ments I just described for the record. 

*See p. 7362. 
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First of all, do you have any knowledge as to why the covering let
ters were signed and addressed by and to different individuals in the 
case of the two contributions? 

Miss CLANCY. No, sir. I do not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Returning for a second to exhibit 4, the receipt for the 

$150,000 check indicates that the check is dated October 24, 1972, 
while the check itself is dated October 27, 1972. 

Miss CLANCY. The only thing I can say there, sir, is that I took the 
date off the letter. That is the only way I can answer that. 

Mr. DoRSEN. And the covering letter for the check is, of course, dated 
3 days earlier than the actual date of the check. Is that right? 

Miss CLANCY. Yes, but at that time I did not notice the date on the 
check. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have any knowledge or information as to why 
the letter and the check bear different dates? 

Miss CLANCY. No, sir. I do not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I have just marked as exhibits 1 and 2, two checks. One, 

No. 959 on the order of the National Republican Senatorial Committee 
in the amount of $65,000, dated October 30, 1972, to the order of 
Republican Campaign Committee, which is exhibit 1. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Clancy exhibit 
No. 1 for identification. 1 J 

Mr. DoRSEN. And as exhibit 2, check No. 1011 dated November 7, 
1972, on the account of the National Republican Senatorial Commit
tee to the order of the Republica.n Campaign Committee in the amount 
of $55,000. 

[,Vhereupon, the document referred to was marked Clancy exhibit 
No. 2 for identifi.cation. 2

] 

Mr. DoRSEN. I would-like for you to look at these copies of checks 
and ask you if those are the checks that you described earlied 

Miss CLANCY. Yes sir; thev an,. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall how those checks were actually trans

mitted to the Republican Campaign Committee or the Republican 
National Finance Committee? 

Miss CLANCY. men I rrnursterl thr r·hrck from t:hr bnnk. I wrnt 
down and picked it up. I then called Bob Odell and told him that 
I had the check and could he ha.ve someone pick it up. And he had 
someone pick it up. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do yon rN·a11 rmvthing else that you and Mr. Odell 
said to each other in connection with those checks? 

MiRs CLANCY. There was no further conversation. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Other than the conversation that you have described 

with Mr. Nunn, which I believe you fixed as October 26 or October 27, 
1972, have you ever discussed this matter with Mr. Nunn either in 1972 
or recently? 

Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. I saw Mr. Nunn, I think, right after the first 
of the year, as a matter of fact. 

Mr. DoRSEN. The first of which yead 
Miss CLANCY. The first of this year. I saw Mr. Nunn and talked 

to him, really, to clear np some things that I was not ouite sure of 
and still they are not quite cleared up, and that was the check for 

1 Seep. 7414. 
•Seep. 7415. 
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$150,000. I was not sure whether I received it in the mail-I feel 
reasonably sure I did, but I was not sure-or whether I had gone 
downtown to pick it up. 

Mr. Nunn was not able to really and truly clear me on that. He 
seemed to feel that it came in the mail, but he was not really able to 
help me. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is there anything else that you discussed with Mr. 
Nunn concerning these transactions at that time? 

Miss CLANCY. My meetings with you? I told him about meeting with 
you, but there was nothing really discussed. I told him exactly what I 
had-you know, what went on in my interview with you, but that 
was all. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Did he ever--
Mr. DEGOOYER. Let me just go off the record for a second. 
[Discussion off the record. J 
Mr. DoRSEN. First, just to clear a point that was raised by Mr. 

DeGooyer, I referred in a question to a conversation with Mr. Nunn 
on October 26 or 27, 1972. What is your best recollection as to the 
date of your conversation with Mr. Nunn? 

Miss ·CLANCY. I think that it was possibly on October 26, but I am 
not sure of that. 

Mr. DonsEN. Could it also have been October 27? 
Miss CLANCY. I doubt it very much. It could have been, but I doubt 

it. The reason I sav I doubt it.is that that was the day that I took the 
check down to the bank to deposit it. So I am pretty sure that it was on 
October 26. 

Mr. DoRSEN. So your best recollection of your conversation with 
Mr. Nunn is October 26, 1972. 

Miss C'LANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Am I correct, then, that this was the only time in 1972 

that you discussed with Mr. Nunn any of the transactJ.ons or events 
about which you have testified here today? 

Mis<s CLAXCY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Returning to your conversation with Mr. Nunn earlier 

this year, I underf'tand that vou did summarize to him what you told 
us here last time you were here and repeated on the record today. 
Is that correct' 

Miss CLANCY. · . ;,ir. 
Mr. DoRS.EK. l; i ;,: indicate any disagreement with what you said? 
Miss CLANCY.:._·'·'·· r. He did not. 
Mr. DonsEx. Dn ·1,1g the course of these events relating to the trans

actions about whi · · y·ou have testified, were you talking to Mr. Berent
son about the rn: ·.,us events and keeping him posted on the various 
events? · 

Miss C'LANCY. ' ·s, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. l • ~t fair to say that before you took any action with 

resnect to the $1 ·· · 1,000 check or the two other checks, that you spoke to 
Mr. Berentson? 

Miss CLANCY. Oh; yes, :sir. 
Mr. DonsEN. Did he.indicate whether he was aware of the circum

stances surrounding the receipt of the $150,000 check and the payments 
of $65,000 and $5fi,OOO before vou told him about them? 

Miss CLANCY. Did he appear to be aware of them? 
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Mr. DoRSEN. Yes. 
Miss CLANCY. No; he did not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall anything that he said to you about the 

various checks or related events? 
Miss CLANCY. No, sir. After I had talked to Mr. Nunn-after he had 

called me and I spoke to Mr. Berentson and told him what the conver
sation was and what I was to do, he said, "That is fine. At least we are 
getting $30,000." 

Mr. DoRSEN. And is that all you can recall that he said? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you say anything when he said that? 
Miss CLANCY. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Have you ever discussed this matter with any repre

sentatives of the National Republican Congressional Committee? 
Miss CLANCY.No, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know whether they received a check in the 

amount of $150,000 at or about the same time that your committee re
ceived a check for $150,000? 

Miss CLANCY. I don't know, only from what I have heard. I read it 
in the paper, I believe. 

Mr. DoRSEN. And that would be a recent event, is that correct? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know anything concerning how Mr. Nunn came 

to receive the $150,000 contribution from the Committee for TAPE? 
Miss CLANCY. No, sir. I do not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Excuse me, I should add to that, other than what you 

read in the newspaper. 
Miss CLANCY. No, sir. I did not. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Can we go off the record for a minute? 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. DoRSEN. Let me go back on the record. To clarify one point that 

was just raised, do you recall in any further detail the exact circum
stances under which you received the $150,000 check. I believe you 
t~stified that you thought it was probably by mail. Do you recall wha.t 
kmd of envelope it was in or where the matter came from? Any other 
circumstances? 

Miss CLANCY. I cannot recall. I mean I cannot say, "Yes, it came in a 
certain kind of envelope." I really and truly cannot. I do not 
remember. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have any recollection as to what kind of enve
lope it came in? 

Miss Clancy. No ; I do not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall seeing an envelope, or any other record, 

which would indicate that the check came directly from Committee 
for TAPE as opposed to Mr. Nunn? 

Miss CLANCY. The only thing that I can recall is seeing an envelope 
that had committee-you know how they spell that out-with, I be
lieve it was a post office box number, but I am not sure, I really and 
truly am not sure of that. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is it fair to say that if the letter were mailed to you, as 
opposed to your picking it up in person from Mr. Nunn's office, that 
you have no clear recollection as to who mailed the letter to you or 
where the letter was mailed from? Is that a fair statement? 
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Miss CLANCY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you visit Mr. Nunn's office frequently during the 

1972 campaign? 
Miss CLANCY. Not frequently, no. I had friends down in the Com

mittee To Re-Elect. If I were downtown sometimes, I would drop in. 
There was one time I had to be in Mr. Nunn's office on a matter that 
has nothing to do with this investigation. It was something totally 
different. So there, as a matter of fact, on two occasions I had to meet 
in Mr. N unn's office. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you ever recall picking up any checks in Mr. 
N unn's office? 

Miss CLANCY. No,sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. So if this check was picked up by you in Mr. Nunn's 

office, this would be the only occasion in which you did it? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And you are not--
Miss CLANCY. I am really not clear in my mind on that. 
Mr. DoRSEN. With respect to exhibit No. 6, which relates to the 

check in the amount of $27,500, do you have any knowledge that any 
portion of that money was transferred to any other politiool committee 
other than the political committee of a Senator running as Republican 
for election or reelection? 

Miss CLANCY. It was not, sir. It was not transferred to any other 
committee. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Miss Clancy, I have no further questions. Is there any
thing you wish to add? Mr. Plotkin may have some questions, but if 
you wish to add anything at this point from any area that I've asked 
you questions on, you are certainly free to do that. 

Miss CLANCY. No; I have nothing to add. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. I have no questions. 
Mr. DEGOOYER. May we go off the record for a second? 
[Discussion off the record.] · 
Mr. DoRSEN. Miss Clancy, returning to your conversation with Mr. 

Odell, I think it would be helpful if again you could repeat just what 
your conversation with him was on that occasion to the best of your 
recollection. 

Miss CLANCY. I called him and told him that I was to issue a check on 
October 30 in the amount of $65,000, and I asked to which committee 
should I issue the check. And he said to the Republican campaign 
committee. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Did you tell them who told you to issue the check? 
Miss CLANCY. No; I did not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you tell them where--
Miss CLANCY. I do not believe I told them, I'm pretty sure. I think 

I just called Bob and said, "Bob, I have a check for you. I am to issue 
a check to you for $65,000 on October 30." He said, "Yes." I said, 
"Which committee shall I write to?" 

Mr. DoRSEN. And he told you? 
Miss CLANCY. The Republican campaign committee. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And w,as anything else said, as far as you can recall? 
Miss CLANCY. No. sir. I said that I would call him when the check 

was ready, which I did do. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Was there any discussion as to the source of the money? 
Miss CLANCY.No, sir. 
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Mr. DoRSEN. So that your conversation with him dealt strictly with 
the :fact that you were to issue a check in a particular amount to him 
on a particular date? 

Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And he indicated that he was aware o:f that--receipt of 

that check? 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And on the subsequent occasions, you merely notified 

him, am I correct, that the checks were ready to be picked up and he 
oent someone to pick them up? 

Miss CLANCY. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Have you ever discussed with Mr. Odell the sources 

· of the campaign contributions or the transfers that you were making 
to the Republican campaign committee? 

Miss CLANCY. No, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Have you ever discussed with him at whose instance 

the transfers were made? 
Miss CLANCY.No, sir. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. Let me round out a couple of things for the record. 

Would you tell us, please, what Mr. Odell's title was, which committee 
he was associated with? 

Miss. CLANCY. He is the director of the Republican National Finance 
Committee. 

Mr. DEGOOYER. That is executive director. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. And had it been customary when you were instructed 

to issue a check to another committee, that you would ask him first 
to whom it was supposed to go? 

Miss CLANCY. To which committee to direct the check to? 
Mr. PLOTKIN. [Nods affirmatively.] 
Miss CLANCY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. PLOTKIN. So that your conversation with him with regard to 

these checks was not, in any way, unusual? 
Miss CLANCY. No, sir. 
Mr. KEEMA. He asked no questions with regard to why you were 

issuing the check? He just said, "Yes?" 
Miss CLANCY. That is right. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Just to round out a few other questions I started to 

ask a few minutes ago, that is this: I believe you said that in general 
terms you were familiar with the organization, Committee for TAPE. 
Have you ever met or spoken to any of the individuals connected with 
that organization or its operational arm, Associated Milk Producers, 
Inc. 

Miss CLANCY. Have I ever? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes. 
Miss CLANCY. No, sir. I have not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know if any of the individuals such as George 

Mehren, Harold Nelson, David Parr, or Bob Lilly were in touch with 
any representatives o:f the senatorial committee other than by mail and 
through the receipt of checks from them? 

Miss CLANCY. I have no-the only way is by mail. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I have no further questions. 
Mr. DEGOOYER. Could I just have Miss Clancy put in the record 

what the balance of the senatorial committee was at or near the end of 
1972, the cash balance? 
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Mr. DoRSEN. Certainly. 
Mr. DEGOOYER. Do you recall that or would you like to-she had 

derived this out of her figures at the committee. I am sure she cannot 
remember the figure without it. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Miss CLANCY. Our balance: Is that what you want me to say? 
Mr. DEGOOYER. Yes. 
Miss CLANCY. Our balance at the end of 1972 was $294,000- $294,-

490.14. 
Mr. DEGOOYER. And tell from where that figure comes? 
Miss CLANCY. This figure comes from my receipts and disbursements 

books. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know what the balance was on October 27, 

1972? 
Miss CLANCY. In my books? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes; approximately. 
Miss CLANCY. [Indicates in the negative.] 
Mr. DoRSEN. Are you saying you do not, at this moment, know the 

answer? 
Miss CLANCY. No, I could not give you a fair answer to that. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Just in general, where do most of the funds of the sen

atorial committee come from? 
Miss CLANCY. Our contributors. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Is that usually the result of one particular event or a 

series of events? 
Miss CLANCY. We have one dinner every year in the spring. As a 

matter of fact, March is when we have it. Most of our contributions 
come in through that one fundraising event. 

Mr. DoRSEN. So that ordinarily, aside from that event in March of 
each year, there is little, if any, income into the senatorial committee; 
is that correct? 

Miss CLANCY. Right 1 Now and then you do have contributors who 
will send in a contribution just as they always do it. 

Mr. PLOTKIN. You do not have a direct mail campaign? 
Miss CLANCY. We have just started that. That was not in 1972. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I think the record should reflect, if I can summarize 

it from reports of the senatorial committee, that, as of August 31, 
1972, the balance on hand was $319,714.83. The balance on hand on 
October 26, 1972, was $283,153.05. And the cash on hand at the close 
of 1972, from the reports filed with the the Secretary of the Senate, 
is $299,434.60. I have no further questions. Thank you very much. 

["Whereupon, at 11 :10 a.m. the hearing in the above entitled matter 
adjourned.] 
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
W {l,8hington, D.0. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :30 a.m., in 
room G-334, Dirksen Senate Office Building. 

Present : Senator W eicker. 
Also present: David Dorsen, assistant chief counsel; Alexander 

Keema, investigator; .John Elmore, research assistant; Benjamin 
Plotkin, minority investigator. 

Senator WEICKER. Mr. Odell, would you hold up your right hand, 
please? Do you solemnly swear that the testimony that you are about 
to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 
so help you God? 

Mr. ODELL. I do. 
Mr. DoRsEN. I see you are represented by counsel. 
Mr. DEGOOYER. My name is John Degooyer, 1776 F Street NW., 

Washington, D.C., counsel for the witness. 
Mr. DoRSEN. What is your present position? 

TESTIMONY OF RO:BERT P. ODELL, ACCOMPANIED :BY JOHN G. 
DeGOOYER, COUNSEL 

Mr. ODELL. Executive director, Republican National Finance Com-
mittee. 

Mr. DoRSEN. How long have you held that position? 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. ODELL. Since April of 1970, I believe. 
Mr. DoRsEN. What are your duties? 
Mr. ODELL. Basically the responsibilities are to manage the fund

raising of the Republican Finance Committee which, in turn, is the 
fundraising arm of the national party. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Who is the chairman of the National Finance Com
mittee? 

Mr. ODELL. David K. Wilson, of Tennessee. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Who was his predecessor and when did that person 

relinquish the chairmanship? 
Mr. ODELL. Maurice Stans. He relinquished his position on Janu-

ary 19, 1973. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Who was Mr. Stans' predecessor? 
Mr. ODELL. Jeremiah Milbank, Jr., of New York. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And when did Mr. Milbank relinquish his position? 
Mr. ODELL. The day after the completion of the Republican conven

tion, August 24, 1972. 
Mr. DoRSEN. How long was Mr. Milbank chairman i 

( 7417) 
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Mr. ODELL. He became chairman in May of 1969, if not in May, it 
was at least in the spring. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Mr. Odell, I would like to direct your attention to a 
series of transactions that took place in October and November of 
1972. According to the records, in late October of 1972, an organization 
known as the Committee for TAPE, the political arm of the Associated 
Milk Producers, Inc., made out checks to the National Republican 
Campaign Committee-National Republican Senatorial Committee 
and the National Republican Congressional Committee in the amount 
of $150,000. Were you a ware of those two checks being made out? 

Mr. ODELL. At that time, no. 
Mr. DoRSEN. When did you first become aware of these contribu

tions? 
Mr. ODELL. Probably not unfil Mr. Elmore and Mr. Keema came 

over to visit with me. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And that would be in the past few months? 
Mr. ODELL. Right, sometime in the fall of 1973. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Also, in late October or early November 1972, certain 

checks were made payable from these two committees to the National 
Republican Campaign Committee which I understand is an arm of 
the Republican National Finance Committee. 

First, am I correct as to the statement of fact? 
Mr. ODELL. The Republican Campaign Committee is registered as 

an affiliate of the Republican National Finance Committee. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And my question is, were you aware during that period 

of the }?reparation and forwarding of those checks from the National 
Republican Congressional Committee and the National Republican 
Senatorial Committee? 

Mr. ODELL. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Let me show you what has been marked as exhibits 1 

and 21 to the executive session of Lynda Clancy, held on February 20, 
197 4, and ask if you can identify those two checks. 

Mr. ODELL. Right. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And what are those? 
Mr. ODELL. They are two checks drawn on the National Republican 

Senatorial Committee, both made payable to the Republican Cam
paign Committee. One is for $55,000 and one is for $65,000. 

Mr. DoRSEN. I would like to show you what I have just marked as 
exhibit 1 of today's date to your executive session which consists of the 
front and the back of three checks, all drawn on the account of the 
National Republican Congressional Committee, check No. 14656, dated 
October 31, 1972, paid to the Republican Campaign Committee in the 
amount of $95,000. 

The next check is check No. 14721, dated November 3, 1972, also 
payable to the Republican Campaign Committee, in the amount of 
$6,000; and finally check No. 14899, dated November 20, 1972, payable 
to the Republican Campaign Committee in the amount of $2,000. I 
would like to show you these and ask you to identify them. 

[Whereupon, the documents referred to were marked Odell ex
hibit No. 1 for identification. 2] 

Mr. ODELL. I can identify them. 

1 See pp. 7414 and 7415. 
•Seep. 7432. 
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Mr. DoRSEN. What happened to the various checks that have just 
been shown you-these five checks that have just been shown you? 

Mr. ODELL. I am sure they were deposited into the account of the 
Republican Campaign Committee. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall receiving any or all of the five checks 
which I have identified? 

Mr. ODELL. I can't recall receiving them specifically, but I am sure 
we did. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall anything concerning the circumstances 
under which you received these checks, whether you had advance 
notice of the receipt of the checks, whether you spoke to anybody 
before receiving the checks, or any other facts that would relate to the 
receipt of these checks? 

Mr. ODELL. Not to my specific recollection, no. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Specifically, do you recall whether or not you spoke to 

Lee L. Nunn prior to receiving any or all of these checks? 
Mr. ODELL. I talked to Mr. Nunn probably once a day, twice or 10 

times a day. I don't have any specific knowledge of his conversation 
concerning any of these checks. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is the fact that the Republican committee is an affiliate 
of the National Republican Finance Committee something that is well 
known to the officials of the Republican Senatorial Committee? .A.nd 
the National Republican Congressional Committee? 

Mr. ODELL. Yes. Each of those committees is registered and pub
licized in brochures that identify them as such. 

Mr. DoRSEN. In connection with transfers of sums of money be
tween the National Republican Finance Committee and its affiliates 
and the two congressional committees which I have just identified, 
with whom do you ordinarily deal? 

Mr. ODELL. It would depend. Probably at the congressional com
mittee it would be Jack Caulkins . .A.t the present time someone like 
Dave Cole . .A.t the senatorial committee it would be Buehl Berentson 
or Lynda Clancy or possibly someone else. Those are the two. 

Mr. DoRSEN . .A.re these individuals the same individuals with whom 
you would have dealt in October or November 1972? 

Mr. ODELL. vVith the exception of David Cole. His predecessor was 
Edward T-e-r-r-a-r, I believe. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Now, with respect to the five checks that I have pre
viously shown you, identified as exhibits here today, do you have any 
recollection of speaking with any of those individuals concerning the 
preparation of those checks by those committees or the delivery of 
those checks to your committee or committees? 

Mr. ODELL. I don't have any specific knowledge of it. We did, ob
viously, receive them. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Does the fact that the checks are made payable to the 
National Republican Campaign Committee indicate to you that you 
may have had or probably would have had a conversation with respect 
to those checks with officials of those two congressional committees? 

Mr. ODELL. Possibly, yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN . .A.nd why is that? 
Mr. ODELL. Just because we do have, I believe, one major fundraising 

committee, disbursing committee, and probably four other :fund
raising committees that we might require as a donor might do, which 
committee we would prefer to have the checks made out to. 
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The concept is that when the Federal Election Campaign Act of 
1971 came into operation, we, in order to efficiently manage our record
keeping, set up the Republican National Committee as the disburser 
and the other being the receiving committee which receives money 
from the donors to that com...'Uittee-the Republican victory committee, 
the Republican Finance Committee, the campaign committee-and 
they also receive contributions. 

When the Federal Election Campaign Act went into effect, we 
wanted to make our processing of contributions and disbursements 
current. And the Republican National Committee became the principal 
disbursing arm. 

They handled the multiplicity of payables and the Republican N,a
tional Financial Committee becomes the umbrella and handles the 
voluminous checks that we receive. The Republican National Commit
tee, Republican National Finance Committee, the Republican National 
Finance Operations Committee, and the Republican campaign com
mittee are the depositing committees and operating financial com
mittees. 

They receive transfers and contributions. The Republican N,ational 
Associates Committee and the Republican victory associates commit
tee each receive contributions, principally from donors to those com
mittees. Each of these committees reports to the General Accounting 
Office, the Clerk of the House, and the Secretary of the Senate. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Would you have ordinarily been ,aware, prior to the 
receipt of checks such as those reflected in the exhibits we have iden
tified, of those checks before they arrived in your office? 

Mr. ODELL. Most times I would have been, although not necessarily 
so. It may have been that someone else in my office would have been 
knowledgeable about it or that somebody would have told me throug-h 
somebody else on the staff or the checks may have come over as a check 
did just the other day. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Were checks from these committees to your committee, 
in amounts such as those, a common occurrence? 

Mr. ODELL. I would not say common. 
Mr. DoRsEN. Were they very unusual? 
Mr. ODELL. Not necessarily so. I did not consider them unusual. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Lynda Clancy, who testified here yesterday, indicated 

that prior to making out the two checks that are reflected by her 
exhibits 3 and 4, that she talked, to the best of her recollection, to 
Mr. Nunn and to you, and that Mr. Nunn indicated the timing and the 
amount of the checks and you indicated the payees of the checks and 
that she testified that it was her impression that you were aware of 
at least the fact that you were going to receive those checks. 

My first question is, does this in any way refresh your recollection 
concerning the events about which I have been asking you? 

Mr. ODELL. 'fihe conversation with Lynda I do not specifically recall. 
As I indicated, I don't recall Lee Nunn indicating to me-I guess you 
could say in advance of the receipt of those checks-that we would 
re<'eive them. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have any knowledg-e or information at this time 
as to whether or not you were aware that you were iroin~ to receive 
any or all of those checks prior to the time that you received them? 

Mr. ODELL. I don't have- any specific recollection. Nothing has come 
into my mind during the conversations with Mr. Keema or Mr. El-
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more, where somebody told me in advance that these transfers were 
going to occur. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do yon have any reason to believe that the account o:f 
Lynda Clancy with respect to these events is not accurate? 

Mr. ODELL. No, I don't. I believe it is completely possible that she 
did talk to me. 

Mr. DoRSEN. And I believe you testified that you have no recollection 
of speaking to Mr. Nunn about the receipt of these checks on or about 
the time that they were received by your committee; is that correct? 

Mr. ODELL. That is correct. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Would it be consistent with your relationship with Mr. 

Nunn for him to have notified you that you were about to receive checks 
such as these from the congressional committees? 

Mr. ODELL. Possibly, ,although I have known Mr. Nunn for a long 
time. There are times when he has told me things and times when he 
has not. 

A classic example was when he was running the Senatorial Cam
paign Committee. I did not know how much we had taken in. Also at 
that time I was not physically located at 1701, where I had been 
working. 

I was not located on the Hill. My prima.ry responsibility was the di· 
rect mail, telephone solicitation, so it is conceivable that he may have 
told me or may be sure that he told me or not sure he told me. In my 
recollection, I don't recall him telling me. 

Mr. DoRSEN. On the assumption that you did have some advance 
knowledge of the receipt of these checks prior to the time you spoke 
to Lynda Clancy, is there anyone other than Mr.Nunn who might have 
given you such notification? 

Mr. ODELL. Senator Dominick, who was chairman of the senatorial 
committee, Buehl Berentson, Lynda Clancy. Many people, I guess 1 

could have told me or alerted me that we would receive transfers from 
the senatorial committee. 

Mr. DoRSEN. And does the fact that you received a substantial trans
fer of funds from the National Republican Congressional Committee 
at approximately the same time that vou received the substantial 
transfer of funds from the National Senvatorial Commitee, indicate to 
you as to who might have provided you with advance knowledge of 
the receipt of these funds on assumption that you had this prior 
knowledge? 

Mr. 0DE,LL. Who would have been the person? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Exactly. · 
Mr. ODELL. It could have been any one of the people who worked at 

either of those committees or some other person in the Republican 
fundraising effort. It would not be unusual for somebody like Caulkins 
or Terrar, to call me on the same day that Miss Clancy might call me. 

Mr. DoRSEN. You have no recollection whether you received no calls, 
one call, two calls, or three calls, prior to receiving these checks? 

Mr. ODELL. I have no specific recollection of somebody calling me 
and saying, "You are going to get a contribution from our committee," 
or "You are going to get transfers from both committees." 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know the source of the funds, if any, received 
by the National Republican Congressional Committee and the Na
tional Republican Senatorial Committee that provided the funds £or 
the transfers that we have been discussing? 
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Mr. ODELL. Only inasmuch as Mr. Keema and Mr. Elmore suggested. 
the possibility where the funds may have come from, and more re
cently, the Washington Post, Evening Star, and New York Times. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Did the conversations you had with Mr. Keema and 
Mr. Elmore or any of the newspaper stories in any way refresh your 
recollection as to your knowledge in October and November of 1972. 
concerning any knowledge you may have had of the source of the funds 
in question? 

Mr. ODELL. No, I was not aware of the source prior to the senatorial 
committees ; no. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Are you familiar with the organization AMPI and its 
affiliate committees? 

Mr. ODELL. Not specifically with that organization. I am familiar 
with the Milk Producers Association's political action organizations. 

Mr. DoRSEN. To the best of your recollection, did you have any con
versations with any representatives of those organizations in 1972? 

Mr. ODELL. To my knowledge, I have never spoken to or met any of 
the people from those associations or organizations. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. DoRSEN. I have just marked as exhibit 2 of today's date, a photo

copy of two checks-the check number is 16, on the account of the Na
tional Republican Campaign Committee, dated November 13, 1972, 
payable to the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President, in the 
amount of $100,000. The second check appears to be unnumbered and 
it is dated November 7, 1972, drawn on the account of the Republican 
National Finance Committee, payable to the order of the Finance 
Committee To Re-Elect the President, also in the amount of $100,000. 
Can you identify those two checks? 

[Whereupon the documents referred to were marked Odell exhibit 
No. 2 for identification.*] 

Mr. ODELL. These are accurate copies of the real checks. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Who signed the top check? 
Mr. ODELL. The top check, the Republican Campaign Committee 

check was signed by Janice Bell. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Who is she? 
Mr. ODELL. She was the treasurer or assistant treasurer of the Re

publican National Campaign Committee. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Is she a full-time employee of any Republican organi-

zation? 
Mr. ODELL. Not at this time. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Was she then? 
Mr. ODELL. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Would she have prepared that check or signed that 

check on her own, or would she have sought the direction from some
body else? 

Mr. ODELL. She would have sought direction. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And from whom would she seek it? 
Mr. ODELL. Myself. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And the second check-is that your signature? 
Mr. ODELL. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall the preparation of signing of the two 

checks that comprise exhibit 2? 

•seep. 7434. 
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Mr. ODELL. I don't recall them doing it specifically but they are our 
checks and they would have been done at my direction. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have any recollection concerning the circum
stances of the issuing of those checks? 

Mr. ODELL. With the exception that a transfer of this amount would 
not have been done on my own direction. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Which individuals would have bet:m in a position to 
authorize the transfer of such sums of money? 

Mr. ODELL. Secretary Stans, chairman of the Finance Committee 
To Re-Elect the President, or one of his designates. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Who were his designates at that time? 
Mr. ODELL. C. Langhorne Washburn, who then was a vice chair

man, and a half a dozen others. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And would any of the individuals you named or de

scribed be in a position to authorize the transfer of two $100,000 sums 
to the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President? 

Mr. ODELL. It probably be-because of the working relationship
Secretary Stans himself or someone speaking for him-in that case, 
probably Lee Nunn. If I had been at 1701 at that time, I am sure 
Secretary Stans would have told me to do it. 

Mr. DoRSEN. You say at that time. Do you mean you were visiting 
1701? 

Mr. ODELL. He may have called me. I moved after the convention. 
I kept a desk there, but 90 percent of my time was on Wisconsin Ave
nue. Somebody may have told me or called me to send them $200,000. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Based upon your knowledge of the operation of the 
various Republican committees, would you know or believe this was 
one set of instructions or two sets of instructions? 

Mr. ODELL. I would assume that it was one set of instructions. It 
could have been two sets of instructions. It could have been either one. 
I would think that probably it was one transaction or one suggestion. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Try to reconstruct as best you can tJie circumstances in 
early November 1972. Can you shed any light on whether it was more 
likely that Mr. Stans or Mr. Nunn was the person who spoke to you 
about the transfer? 

Mr. ODELL. No; I cannot, but it would be my belief that I am sure 
Secretary Stans was aware of it. He was the chief executive of the 
fundraising and I am sure he would be aware or he would instruct me 
to make those transfers. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Would the recollection of Miss Clancy that it was Mr. 
Nunn who spoke to her about the transfers in any way indicate that 
it was more likely than not that Mr. Nunn spoke to you? 

Mr. ODELL. It is possible. However, I would still not have done it
I don't think I would have done it unless he stated that he wanted me 
to send down $100,000 or $200,000 and it is poS3ible that the Secretary 
himself would have called me and talked to me. · 
. Mr. DoRSEN. So, your position is that it is more likely than not that 

either you spoke directly to Secretary Stans or that Mr. Nunn repre
sented that he had spoken to Mr. Stans? 

Mr. ODELL. Right. In other words, when it is a lot of money, I don't 
think I would have transferred those things down at just the sugges
tion of one person without the knowledge that the chairman knew. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you in any way associate the che:cks delivered from 
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the National Republican Congressional Committee and National 
Republican Senatorial Committee with the two checks sent over by you 
to the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President? 

Mr. ODELL. Not necessarily, except that after conversations with Mr. 
Keema and Mr. Elmore they would have a very elaborate trail. It is 
conceivable. I don't have a specific knowledge of it. 

Mr. DoRSEN. I believe I pointed out to you a series of events that 
followed one another? 

Mr. ODELL. Yes. 
Mr. DoRSEN. And was anything concerning those events which I 

think I can summarize, were transferred from CTAPE to the con
gressional and senatorial committees and from your committee or com
mittees to the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President. Was 
there anything inconsistent between that account and your knowledge 
of how the various Republican campaign committees were operating 
at that time? 

Mr. ODELL. I am not sure I follow that. 
Mr. DoRSEN. You refer to an account that was suggested to you or a 

series of events that were described to you and I am interested in learn
ing whether that series of facts is a proper interpretation of events. 

Mr. ODELL. From my standpoint, I did not see or know anything 
about the contributions from the political action committee to what we 
consider the Hill committees. Then it was suggested that they trans
fer funds to us and then it was suggested, in fact, that we transfer 
funds to the finance committee. I don't know anything about the 
original source. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Have you spoken with Lee Nunn about these events in 
the last few months? 

Mr. Om:,LL. No, sir. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Have you spoken to Mr. Caulkins or Mr. Terrar about 

these events in the past few months? 
Mr. ODELL. I haven't talked to Mr. Terrar. I don't believe I have 

talked to Mr. Caulkins, and if we did, it may have been something-I 
think I called him for you and it may have been that he called to see 
me. It wasn't anything in detail. 

Mr. DoRSEN. And with respect to Mr. Berentson and Lynda Clancy? 
Mr. ODELL. I haven't talked to Lynda. I have talked to Buehl Berent

son a couple of times but not in detail. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you discuss what actually may have happened in 

October, November 1972, with respect to those transactions? 
Mr. ODELL. Sort of speculation on our part or piecing together what 

we knew individually? Not really, no. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you tell him anything that was in any way incon

sistent with the account that you have given here today? 
Mr. OoELL. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. In the white paper issued by the White House last 

month, there are references to a possible $2 million commitment by 
dairy producers to the President's reelection effort. At any time prior 
to the issuing of that white paper, were you aware of any commitments 
or promise or pledge by the dairy industry to the President's r~election 
effort? 

Mr. ODELL. I think prior to that time, there had been numerous 
newspaper reports and things of that nature but I have no knowledge 
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of somebody in authority or in a responsible position telling me there 
was such a commitment or pledge. 

I would say that the first time I knew anything; about this or the 
suggestion of anything with the milk producers or the Republican con
tributions to Republican campaigns came from a newspaperman. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall when that was? 
Mr. ODELL. It could have been as early as 1971 or 1972. 
Mr. DoRSEN. What were the circumstances of that event? 
Mr. ODELL. I think we covered it. We did receive contributions from 

some of the milk producers' political action committees sometime in 
1971. I think it was 1971. There was a mistake in our reporting of one 
contribution and thait contribution-I don't think it was TAPE. It 
may have been SPACE. 

Mr. DoRSEN. With whom was your conversation? 
Mr. ODELL. Jerry Landauer of the ·wall Street Journal. 
Mr. DoRSEN. At that time, was there any mention of a commitment 

or a pledge in your conversation with Mr. Landauer I/ 
Mr. ODELL. He was all excited about something to do with c:heese. 

I can't recall exactly. He drove me up the wall for a week. He thought 
there was something to do with a cheese decision. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall whether you related this conversation 
with Mr. Landauer to anybody in the White House or in the adminis
tration? 

Mr. ODELL. No; I don't think I did. I would have had no reason to. 
It is conceivable that I might have mentioned it to somebody. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know Gordon Strachan? 
Mr. ODELL. I have never met him. I have spoken to him, to my 

knowledge, once in my life. 
Mr. DoRSEN. What was that about? 
Mr. ODELL. I had printed 8 million brochures to put out as the Presi

dent's final fundraising letter for our specific contributing organiza
tions and he questioned whether or not we should be doing the project. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you recall whether Jerry Landauer told you he 
would call Charles Colson to get the details concerning any milk 
industry contributions? 

Mr. ODELL. No; I don't believe so. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you know in late 1971 whether Charles Colson had 

any information concerning contributions by the dairy industry? 
Mr. ODELL. No. 
Mr. DoRsEN. Do you know whether Gordon Strachan had any 

information concerning the dairy industry contributions or commit
ments as of late 1971 ? 

Mr. ODELL. No; at that time I don't believe I knew who Gordon 
Strachan was. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Can you think of anyone that you may have mentioned 
the Landauer call to in the White House or the administration. 

Mr. ODELL. No, not specifically; no. 
Mr. DoRSEN. ·was there anyone on the White House staff with whom 

you discussed press inquiries or related matters? 
Mr. ODELL. Anybody who was a regular contact point, no. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Was there anybody on the White House staff that you 

ever recall discussing press inquiries with? 
Mr. ODELL. No; until 1973, our contacts with the press were at a 

minimum. 
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Mr. DoRSEN. I am marking as exhibit 3 of today's date a memoran
dum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman, dated September 24, 
1971, subject, "Milk Money." ·would you read that and see if it 
refreshes your recollection? 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Odell exhibit 
No. 3 for identification*] 

Mr. ODELL. No; I don't think Gordon Strachan knew who I was. 
Mr. DoRSEN. So the record is clear, although the name is spelled in 

the memorandum as O'Dell, I gather from your testimony that you 
do not doubt that it is you that Mr. Strachan is referring to ? 

Mr. ODELL. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Is there anything in that memorandum that refreshes 

· your recollection concerning contacts with Mr. Landauer or our infor
mation that you may have imparted to other individuals concerning 
your conversation with Mr. Landauer? 

Mr. ODELL. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN, Specifically, does that refresh your recollection as to 

your understanding or knowledge of any $2 million commitment by the 
dairy industry to the President's reelection campaign in 1971? 

Mr. ODELL. It is possible that Landauer did mention the $2 million 
but as I indicated, the thing that I recall was the cheese thing. 

I didn't realize what a big industry that was. It was something to 
do with imports as I recall. The figure of $2 million-it is possible 
that he did mention that to me. It didn't ring a bell. 

Mr. DoRSEN, Do you have any recollection as to whether the $2 mil
lion figure or any other substantial figure was mentioned in the balance 
of 1971 or in 1972 with respect to any contributions by dairy 
producers. 

Mr. ODELL. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Specifically, do you in any way associate the checks 

received by you from the National Republican Congressional Com
mittee and the National Republican Senatorial Committee and the 
checks issued by your committees to the Finance Committee To Re
Elect the President with any commitment by the dairy industry to the 
President's reelection effort? 

Mr. ODELL. I do not. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I gather from what your testimony has been that you 

have no knowledge one way or another on that subject because you are 
not even aware of the source of the money sent by the Republican 
congressional and senatorial committees, do you? 

Mr. ODELL. I do not even know if that money had any relationship 
with the money that they did receive. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Now, as of late October and early November, 1972, 
were you aware in general with the relative financial positions of the 
congressional and senatorial committees on the one hand and the Fi
nance Committee To Re-Elect on the other hanrl? 

Mr. 0oELL. I think you included the month of September. 
Mr. DoRSEN. No; I said October and November. 
Mr. ODELL. I cannot recall exactly how their financial standing was. 

I do know that in September we made large transfers of funds to 
the senatorial and congressional committees and Congressional 
Booster's Club. 

*Seep. 7485. 
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At the same time we did that, we also transferred a sum equal to 
the combined amount to the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the Presi
dent. The rationale behind those original or th(i September transac
tions was to help them get close to their budget. The October period
I don't know what their situation was dollarwise. 

I know that the Republican National Finance Committee had raised 
something in the neighborhood of $2 million over what our original 
budget was and it was from those resources that we made our 
transfers. 

Mr. DonsEN. As far as the September transfer-am I correct that 
those transfers were duly reported to the appropriate reporting 
agency? 

Mr. ODELL. The General Accounting Office has done an audit of all 
our committees and to our knowledge has not found us wanting in any 
area. Everything has been reported clearly and precisely and ac
curately. 

Mr. DoltSEN. There has been some suggestion, even in the news 
stories, that the transfers that we have been discussing in the bulk 
of the testimony here today has something to do with the repayment 
of an obligation by the senatorial and congressional committees to the 
Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President. Are you aware or do 
you have any knowledge as to whether that is the case? 

Mr. ODELL. You said the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the Presi
dent? 

Mr. DonsEN. Yes. Let me add, in addition, the Republican National 
Finance Committee. 

Mr. ODELL. I don't know any written or nonwritten relationship be
tween the congressional and senatorial committees with the Finance 
Committee To Re-E!Pct the President. 

I do know that our goal was to meet the budget of the Republican 
National Committee, make a major contribution to the Committee To 
Re-Elect the President, and help the congressional and senatorial com
mittees reach their budgets as nearly as possible. 

Mr. DonsEN, Do you Lknow whether the congressional and senatorial 
committees, as of late October and early November of 1912 had reached 
their budgets? 

Mr. ODELL. I believe that they had. The senaforial committee was 
able to distribute more money in 1972 to candidates than ever pre
viously had been done. As :far as I know their operation was fully or 
nearly fully funded and they had the reserves necessary to get through 
the spring of 1973. 

Mr. DonsEN. Am I correct that the same statement could be made 
about the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President? 

Mr. ODELL. To my knowledge the Finance Committee To Re-Elect 
the President up to the week of-when was the election-we stopped 
our telephone solicitation program on November 1. It was my under
standing at that point that we still needed $2 million. I believe it was 
in the range of $2 million, because in those last few weeks-the last 
part of October-we were aggressively seeking: $2 million to get us 
throng-h election day. 

Mr. DonsEN. Are you talking now about the Presidential campaign? 
Mr. ODELL. Yes. 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 - 32 
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Mr. DoRSEN. And is it your understanding that as of, say, approxi
mately November 1, 1972, that the Finance Committee To Re-Elect 
the President was in greater need of funds then the National Republi
can Congressional Committee and Senatorial Committee? 

Mr. ODELL. I don't think they could be compared as far as the abso
lute need is concerned. The major emphasis in my standpoint, and 
those individuals concerned with those particular committees, was 
with the President's reelection. 

Mr. DoRSEN. So, your orientation was primarily to the reelection 
effort of President Nixon? 

Mr. ODELL. Right, with an understanding that we would commit as 
much as we could from our resources to help the senatorial and con
gressional committees and cooperate and work with them in any way 
possible. · 

Also, I think-and it has been my experience that in the last 2 or 3 
weeks of a campaign, whether it be a Presidential election year or a 
congressional year, that the funds of those committees in those last 
few weeks-I don't know what you do with them, but if you were to 
check the records of the senatorial committee, I would assume that 
they made too many transfers to candidate committees and I would 
say that this is true of the Congressional Campaign Committee and 
the Congressional Booster's Club. 

It is difficult to judge how much money a campaign should receive 
in the last few weeks. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is that the fact that there were relatively few transfers 
in the last few weeks of the campaign and if that is the case, isn't that 
consistent with possible limits in resources as with an inability to 
figure out who could use a substantial sum of money in a reelection 
effort by a Congressman or Senator? 

Mr. ODELL. I am not sure I understand that. 
Mr. DoRSEN. You are drawing an inference or suggesting an infer

ence from the possibility that there were relatively few transfers out 
of the Republican National Congressional and Senatorial Commit
tees in the last 2 weeks of the campaign. 

My question was, in effect, if there were substantially greater re
sources in the committee with 2 weeks to go in the election, could not 
worthwhile use have been made of those funds in local elections? 

Mr. ODELL. In local elections? 
Mr. DoRSEN. Yes. In other words, if the senatorial and congression

al committees had large amounts of cash available, couldn't that have 
been used for local campaigns? 

Mr. ODELL. Probably not in a judicious manner. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I think the records indicate that in some campaigns 

what would be very large sums of money was given to candidates late 
in the campaign. Couldn't that have been done in other instances from 
a view of a balanced approach to senatorial and congressional races? 

Mr. ODELL. I am sure. But that does not deny the point I made in 
response that a candidate from a national level-when you are talking 
about 350 on the House side and maybe 25 on the Senate side. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. DoRSEN. Just before we recessed, your attorney provided me with 

a copy of a document on the letterhead of the Republican National Fi
nance Committee, dated September 26, 1972, to Mrs. Albert Homer 
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Swanke, and signed by Maurice Stans. Can you identify that document 
and tell me the circumstances under which it was prepared and sent~ 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Odell exhibit 
No. 4 for identification. *J 

Mr. ODELL. This letter was sent to each member of the executive com
mittee of the Republican National Finance Committee. 

The determination to send such a letter was made probably on my 
suggestion inasmuch as the Republican National Finance Committee 
had raised its budget and was going over its budget. 

It is traditional that the Republican National Committee or Na
tional Finance Committee at the completion of the convention and 
nomination of a Presidential candidate, if possible, make a large dona
tion to the President's campaign. This was done in 1968 by Chairman 
Bliss, and I assume and I believe it was done in 1964. What it did was 
to provide the senatorial committee with $300,000, the Republican Con
gressional Committee with $300,000, and the Congressional Booster's 
Club with $50,000, and the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the Presi
dent $650,000. 

The basis of the contributions to the Senatorial Congressional and 
Booster's Clubs was based on the fact that we wanted to make sure, as 
I have stated before, that those committees came as close to their fund
raising or budget goals as possible, and at that point from the in
formation given to us and what we were able to glean from the indi
viduals involved that they truly needed these funds. 

In addition, they had been appealing for some time for money and 
partly because they felt that the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the 
President was hurting their fundraising efforts. I don't think that is 
true, but it built some brotherhood in the organization. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Was there any particular reason why the total amount 
of the congressionial and senatorial committees were the same as the 
amount of the Finance Committee To Re-Elect? 

Mr. ODELL. It was a conscious decision made by Secretary Stans and 
myself. The basis for the exact amount is- I am not sure. 

Mr. DORSEN. ·what was the basis for making the exact amount? 
Mr. ODELL. I think to equalize the support of the Hill committees 

with the President's reelection campaign. 
Mr. DoRSEN. vVas this considered an important consideration? 
Mr. ODELL. It must have been at the time. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did you ever feel that it became a less important 

consideration, as time went on? 
Mr. ODELL. Certainly it doesn't seem that important now, but at 

the time I am sure it did seem important. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have any reason to believe it became less im

portant as the election progressed? When I say each group, I mean 
the IIill committees versus the Presidential committees. 

Mr. ODELL. I don't know. 
Mr. DoRSEN. As the campaign progressed, do you recall whether 

you felt that it ·was no longer significant to have the Hill committees 
get the same amount as the President's reelection campaign committee? 

Mr. ODELL. I wanted to see- I spent 3 years up to that time raising 
money preparing for the campaign. 

• See p. 7 436. 
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[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. ODELL. I spent 3 years raising money in preparation for the 

campaign, and I wanted to make sure that the Republican National 
Finance Committee made a major gift to the President's campaign 
as soon after the convention as possible. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. DoRSEN. You testified that as of late September 1972, it was 

important that the aggregate of gifts to the Hill committees be equal 
to the Finance Committee To Re-Elect the President. Did this feeling 
change, in your mind, or to your knowledge, anyone else's mind as 
election day came around? 

Mr. ODELL. No less so than the fact that the congressional and sena
torial committees each received an equal amount, and even there you 
are talking about one committee which has a much larger budget than 
the other committee. 

One proportionately got more toward its budget than another. The 
budget of the senatorial committee was, I am sure, substantially less 
than the budget of the Republican Congressional Committee. 

Proportionately, a $300,000 donation to the congressional commit
tee is much less than an equal amount proportionately to the sena
torial committee; however, the political realities of the world are 
that Senator Dominick did not want to get less than did Congressman 
Bob Wilson and vice versa. 

Mr. DoRSEN. And because of these political realities, it was neces
sary to make equal contributions to the senatorial and congressional 
committees, and was it also, as political realities go, as important that 
the Hill committees get substantially the same amount as the Finance 
Committee To Re-Elec~ the President~ 

Mr. ODELL. Probably psychologically it was important for political 
reasons, given that point in time when we know about how much 
money we had at the Republican National Finance Committee, not 
knowing what would take place in the next 45 days or so. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. DoRSEN. Did there come a time when circumstances in some 

way changed so that it was politically feasible to receive sums of 
money from the senatorial and congressional committees and at ap
proximately the same time transfer sums of money to the Finance 
Committee To Re-Elect the President? 

Mr. ODELL. Yes. Given the fact that the congressional and sena
torial committees had reached or had come near their budget levels 
and the fact that the Republican National Finance Committee had 
attained its goal of funding fully. The Republican National Commit
tee had already made grants to other campaign committees and had 
available resources over and above what was necessary to conduct the 
activities of the Republican National Committee or National Finance 
Committee in the first 30-to 40 days of 1973. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Are you familiar with the budget of the Finance Com
mittee To Re-Elect the President? 

Mr. ODELL. I am aware of the budget. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Were you aware whether their contributions had been 

sufficiently large to reach the budget that they had drafted? 
Mr. ODELL. As I recall, there were several budgets that were drafted 

and were open to change as the campaign went on, as all campaigns do. 
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As I indicated earlier, there was a figure stated-and I believe 
at the beginning of the last 2 weeks of October, we were talking about 
somewhere between $2 million and $4 million necessary to get to the 
budget. 

I am not aware of what the total goal was-the budget figure was. 
I know that they raised $60 million now, but I believe it was less than 
that at the time. 

Mr. DoRSEN. With respect to the transfers that are described in 
exhibit 4 of today's date, am I correct, that at no time was this 
contemplated that the transfers to the Republican senatorial and 
congressional committees were in the nature of loans; is that correct? 

Mr. ODELL. I am not sure whether there wasn't an understanding 
that if they had more money than they needed, the Republican 
National Committee or Finance Committee having made generous 
contributions for the first time in many years, that there would not be 
a willingness on their part to share their resources with us. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Do you have any specific knowledge of such an 
understanding? 

Mr. ODELL. No, but there could have been-I have no knowledge, 
no. There could have been conversations between the chairmen or some
thing like that. 

Mr. DoRSEN. But could you have any knowledge that there were 
such conversations? 

Mr. ODELL. Not specific know ledge of them. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I guess there could have been conversations, and if 

there were additional funds in the possession of National Republican 
Finance Committee that the senatorial and House committees would 
receive more money? 

Mr. ODELL. That depended greatly on the amount of money that we 
had been raising. At that point, our biggest fundraising was in Jan
uary and went downhill from there. Basically, we ceased our major 
fundraising activities on July 17. It all depended on how little was 
needed and what we needed to go into 1973 and what would be avail
able for other use. 

Mr. DoRSEN. You have no knowledge, one way or the other, as to 
whether conversations such as the one I just posed took place, that 
there might be additional sums of money going from Republican Na
tional Finance Committee to the congressional committees if such 
funds were available? 

Mr. ODELL. No, but it is not inconceivable that that was the think
ing of the leadership at that time. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. DoRSEN. Going back to the time you received the check from the 

congressional committee and the senatorial committee in late October 
or early November of 1972, do you recall whether you had any under
standing at that time as to what these checks represented? 

Mr. ODELL. I had no personal knowledge of what they repre,sented. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Are you aware of any request by anybody in the Na

tional Republican Finance Committee or congressional and senatorial 
committees for smns of money in late October or early November of 
1972? 

Mr. ODELL. No, not to my recollection. 
Mr. DoRSEN. I have no further questions. 
[Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m., the hearing in the above matter was 

adjourned.] 
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ODELL EXHIBIT No. 2 
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ODELL EXHIBIT NO. 3 

THE WHl7E HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Adcuinistratively Confidential 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

September 24, 1971 

H.R. HALDE1-lAN 

GORDON STRACHAN G 
Milk Money 

Jerry Landauer of the Wall Street Journal is reputed 
to be preparing an article on the "milk uoney" situation. 
He has contacted Bob O'Dell at the RNC and mentioned a 
figure of $2 million. Landauer has not called Lee Nunn 
or Hugh Sloan but told O'Dell he would "call his old 
friend Chuck Colson,and. get the details". 

·John.Dean and Chuck Colson have been advised. 



;.:!ft·····Ai, .... ;. .. ,, ,. 
:,,,.~· 

Repuplican 
National 

··finance 
.:Committee. 

CHAIRMAN 
'Maurice H. Stan• 

CO ·CHAI AMAN 
Davidt<'.Willon 

,. CHAIRMAN, wn._.EN'S 
COMMITTEE 

-·""'7:"Mn. Albert Homa, Swank• 

"exECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
. ·· Mrs. Georve c. Brock 

Kelth L. Brown 
J, O.Statson Colemen 
K1tr1neth H. Dahlt.rG 
MaxM.Flsher 
Barnard J, Lasker 
WIUlam C. Liedtke, Jr. 
Frank C. P. McGllnn 
AllenW.Merrell 
Jeremiah Milbenk, Jr. 
Thomas A. Pappas 
Winthrop Aock1f1li.r' 
John W. Ro1Hn1 
W. Clement Stone 
Mrs. Alber! Homtr Swanke 
Charin S. Thomas 
J. William TltrNn 
Lklyd 8, Waring 
Davtd K. Wilson 
Jack Wrathltl' 

, GENERAL COUNSEL 
Henry Roemer McPhN, EtrJ. 

,, , EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Robert P. Odell, Jr. 

'EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Mfi. MIidred B\Qhinattl 
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ODELL EXHIBIT NO. 4 

l . 

Mrs. Albert Homer Swanke 
420 Lexington Avenue 
Room 2633 
New York, ·New York 10017 

Dear Pratt: 

CcLuC ----
Sept~mber 26, 1972' 

. . 
At the present time, the Republican National Finance Committee 
has cash on __ .hand above current obligait:ions and necessary 
reserves. 

Although no one is completely aware of how our funds will 
flow to the Pres1dential campaign during the next six 
weeks, I believe it may be possi·ble for the RNFC to provide 
some subsidies" to the Republican Senatorial Committee, 
Republican Congression~l Committae and Congresslonal Boosters 
'Club, in addi:tion to :some contributions to the Presiden'.:ial 
campaign itself. 

To date, the Conft'essional and Senatorial Committees have 
not achieved their 1972 _fund-raisirtg goals. We should, if 
possibl~, contribute to··their committees to help them 
achieve their budgets and to be sure that House and Senate 
candidates receive maiimum·~~nancial support. 

Specifically, I am writing to each member of the RNFC 
executive committee to request tha~ you: 

--ratify the distrib~tion of approximately $140,000 
at this time, equally between the Senatorial 
and Congressional Committees (this being slightly 
more than our share of the Gala at Miami Beach); 

--authorize me to distribute additional funds from 
time to time to those committees, to the Boosters 
Club, and to, the Committee to Re-Elect the 
P~esident in proportion to their respective 

. needs. 

If you concur with ~y recommendations, I want to assure 
each member of the RNFC that these distributions will. be 
made only after there are adequate reserves to carry the 
committee well into 1973, funds to pay current obligations, 
and as long as each committee (Boosters, Congressional, 
Senatorial) stay within budget parameters determined at 
the 1972 National Finance Committee meeting. 

Dwight O. Eisenhower Repyblican Center;~ First Street Southeast Washington, O.C. 20003. (202) 484-6730 
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At the bo;tom of this letter is space for you to 
indicate your approval or disapproval of my 
suggestions outlined above. We would like to have 
your indication of support as soon as possible so that 
our plan may be implemented immediately. If you have 
any specific questions or suggestions, please call· 
Bob Odell at 484-6730 or 333-4550. 

I appreciate your continuing support and help. 

Sincerely, 

-bA<'L,~1 ~~ 
Maurice H, Stans 

Please return after indicating your approval or 
disapproval of our plan. 

Approval~(,_·._)~~~'~··'--~ 

I 
Disapproval~~~~~~~~ 





MONDAY, MARCH 11, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
Washington, D.O. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 4 :30 p.m., in room 
442, Russell Senate Office Building. 

Present: Senator Inouye. 
Also present: Alan S. Weitz, assistant majority counsel; Robert J. 

Costa, minority investigator. 
Senator INOUYE. vV ould you raise your right hand, please? Do you 

swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so 
help you God? 

Mr. MoRRIS. I do. 
Senator INOUYE. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. Mr. Morris, would you, for the record, state your full 

name and address for us? 

TESTIMONY OF DWIGHT MORRIS 

Mr. MORRIS. Dwight Morris, Route 3, Siloan Spring, Ark. 
Mr. WEITZ. What is your present occupation? 
Mr. MoRRIS. I'm a farmer. 
Mr. WEITZ. Does that include dairy farming? 
Mr. MoRRIS. Not anymore. I have beef cattle, and I haven't had 

dairy cattle for, well, since March 31, 1973. I had a disbursal sale and 
disbursed my dairy cattle. 

Mr. WEITZ. Prior to that you were a dairy farmer? 
Mr. MORRIS. That is correct; and had been for 12 or 15 years. 
Mr. WEITZ. From the period 1969 to 1973, were you a member of 

AMPI or its predecessor organization? 
Mr. MoRRis. Yes, I was. 
Mr. WEITZ. For the record, AMPI is Associated Milk Producers, 

Inc. 
During that time did you also hold any official positions with that 

co-op or its predecessor? . 
Mr. MoRRIS. Yes. I was secretary of the board of AMPI from the 

time that it was organized until about February W72, and before 
that I think I was first or second vice president of MPI and I have 
been vice president of the predecessor organization to that one, Cen
tral Arkansas Milk Producers Association. 

Mr. WEITZ. Also, during the same period, 1969 to February of 1972, 
were you also vice president of the southern region and Arkansas 
division of AMPI? 

Mr. MoRRIS. That is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now directing your attep.tion to 1969, did you have any 

knowledge at that time or have you gained any knowledge since that 
( 7439) 
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time other than from what you've read in the newspapers, of any 
solicitations by Republican fundraisers to representatives of AMPI or 
contributions by AMPI or its representatives to the President or 
Republican fundraisers in 1969 ? 

Mr. Moruus. In 1969-we're talking about that calendar year? 
Mr. WEITZ. Right. 
Mr. Moruus. No, sir. I don't believe I do. 
Mr. WEITZ. OK, now the same question, but let me try, if I did not 

make it clear, to limit it to Presidential contributions of representa
tives of the President, or other Presidential candidates. Do you have 
any knowledge of any such solicitations or contributions in 1970? 

Mr. Moruus. No, sir, I don't believe I have any in 1970 either. 
Mr. WEITZ. In particular, do you have any knowledge of any pledge 

or promise of substantial contribution upwards of $2 million to the 
President's reelection effort, the pledge being made in 1970? Do you 
have any knowledge of that? 

Mr. MoRRIS. I have no knowledge of any such pledge. 
Mr. WEITZ. Similarly, in 1971, the same question applies to 1971. 

Do you have any knowledge of contributions made by the political 
arm of AM-PI or any other dairy contributions to the President's 
1972 Presidential campaign? 

Mr. Moruus. Yes, I have. I was aware of the contributions that have 
been so much in question in relation to the milk price support in 1971. 

Mr. WEITZ. How did you come to that knowledge? 
Mr. MORRIS. I can't give you a specific time or place or anything to 

that effect but I was involved in the effort to secure a higher price 
support level for dairy farmers and sometime during that time, I 
became aware that we were going to-well, even before that time we 
had decided that we would have to make substantial-not "have" to 
make, would make substantial donations to the Republican Presiden
tial campaign of 1972. vVe did not talk in terms of how much or what
not, but we fully expected to make rather large contributions to the 
Presidential campaign as well as congressional campaigns, and some 
on both sides of the aisle. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, as you were probably aware,. the price support 
decisions for the calendar-for the marketing year 1971-72 were made 
in March of 1971 and the efforts, to which you refer, to obtain an 
increase generally that we're aware of took place in the early part 
of 1971-J anuary, February, March of that year. 

Now although you can't pinpoint a date, I take it that you're saying 
that you became aware of this intention or decision to make such con
tributions sometime during that period'? 

Mr. MORRIS. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were you present-do you recall any particular meet

ings in which, or any series of meetings, in which those matters were 
discussed? 

Mr. MoRRIS. This type of thing was discussed at many meetings and 
I can't tell you exactly when our thinking may have become finalized 
or anything to that effect. Effective January 1, 1969, we started an 
organization known as TAPE, which was the Trust for Agricultural 
and Political Education, and it was our intention to collect moneys 
from our membership and to participate politically from that time 
forward because the milk business is inextricably interwound with 
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Government. There's a very definite limit to what a dairy farmer 
can do without action by or through Government. We had the Agri
cultural Act of 1949 which set up the price support program. We had 
the Agricultural Act of 1936 which set up the Marketing Agreements 
Act, and these were amended numerous times. So we were-our price 
was essentially governed by what the Government did. So we had 
come to the conclusion that if we were going to be successful, either 
as large or as small organizations, we were going to have to gain the 
expertise and the funds that it took to influence Government effec
tively, and all of the thinking we had done on this was in that type of 
context. 

And we had also come to the conclusion that we would have to deal 
with who was there, whether he be Democrat or Republican. Whoever 
is there holding the office is who you have to deal with, a.nd hope to 
try to-I don't like to use the word "deal." I won't use that word-but 
I do mean it in the context of who you have to talk to and influence. 

Mr. WEITZ. I understand. 
Mr. Moruus. So we had anticipated that it would be necessary and 

in our best interest to contribute rather heavily to the Republican 
Presidential effort, and of course we selected people on the congres
sional level who we thought could or would be sympathetic to the 
dairy farmers' cause, regardless of which side of the aisle they sat on. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you know whether any specific amounts were dis
cussed or actually contemplated with respect to Presidential contribu
tions? 

Mr. MORRIS. Not to my knowledge. 
Mr. WEITZ. Were any figures suggested in the range of as much as 

$1 million or $2 million? 
Mr. l\foRRIS. Probably there were, and I think we expected to 

spend-and I say I think-we expected to spend,. say, a million on 
the election that year. 

Mr. \VEITZ. For the Presidential campaign? 
Mr. l\foRms. Not necessarily just for the Presidential campaign, 

for-we're talking about AMPI only, I presume. 
:Mr. WEITZ. Yes 
Mr. l\foRRIS. That probably would have included the congressional 

campaigns as well, and we did spend a little money occasionally at 
the State level. 

Mr. \VEITZ. Were any representatives of other dairy co-ops present 
in these meetings where any such discussions took place? 

Mr. MoRRIS. Not in any that I attended where we discussed specifics, 
but we were encouraging these other people to adopt similar programs 
like Mid-America Dairymen, Inc., Dairymen, Inc., and they did-and 
they were modeled somewhat after the one we had already created, 
and they have been doing similar things since that time. 

Mr. VVEITz. Have you ever learned of any facts since the period 
early 1971 that would indicate that, in fact, the offer of contributions 
:was soID:ehow linked or made in connection with the price support 
mcrease m March of 1971 ? 

. Mr. MoRRIS. I have no knowledge of anything, neither before nor 
smce that time, that those specific contributions were tied to the Presi
dent's action in raising the price supports to the 85-percent level. Now 
we would, I think, I'm relatively certain, have made substantial con-
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tributions, in any event, because like I say, it had been our conclusion 
that we were going to have to deal with the President that was there. 
He would be there for 2 more years, and possibly 6 more years, which 
is as it's turned out. So we needed to be able to talk to this man in 
order to convince him of the desirability of doing what we thought 
he should do for the dairy farmers. 

Mr. WEITZ. I take it from what you're saying that you, at least you 
and others, perhaps considered substantial contributions to be at least 
relevant to being able to talk to him and express your viewpoints on 
it, on dairy matters. 

Mr. MORRIS. We had a philosophy, Mr. Weitz, something like this: 
It was our thinking-including, I say, the board and Mr. Nelson, the 
general manager, Mr. Parr, his assistant, and so forth-that anyone 
who is either, his vote in Congress or his action, who could be bought 
was a menace to the society in which we lived, and we didn't want to 
deal with him. Now what we did expect, though, if we assisted the 
man in his campaign, regardless of what level he was, that we would 
be able to talk to him and if we were in trouble or had p1·oblems or 
needed action of any sort, that he would listen. And if we could con
vince him of the correctness of our arguments and probably also that 
it wouldn't be a detriment to the country generally, or diametrically 
opposed to something else that he was interested in or obligated to, that 
he would help us. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, I would like to direct your attention to 1972. 
Mr. MORRIS. All right, sir. 
Mr. ·wE1Tz. Before we get into that, though, I believe you were 

aware that on February 1, 1972, an antitrust suit was filed by the 
Department of .Justice against AMPI. 

Mr. MoRms Yes, I was aware of that. 
Mr. WEITZ. And I take it tha.t matter was discussed at one or more 

board meetings at which you attended. 
Mr. MoRRIS. Yes, it was. 
Mr. ·wE1Tz. Was there advanced knowledge on the part of the board 

or those at AMPI before the suit was filed that it would be filed? 
Mr. MORRIS. Only briefly. Now, AMPI had had a turnover in person

nel management, and so forth, as a consequence of an internal power 
strug~le. wh;ch is not an uncommon thing in a large organization, 
but the first that I ever heard of it, and so far as I know the manage
ment. of any member of the board, was about a week after this hap
pened, somewhere in the week of-like the 20th of ,January. This 
surfaced for the first time in some Federal court in Chicago and at 
that time we were given a very quick alternative to enter into a con
sent decree, like 48 hours, which was from our way of thinking pre
posterous because it involved most all of the powers that we thought 
we had under the Capper-Volstead Act, and e"sentially that's the 
act that defines cooperatives and gives them. and limits, their powers 
of what they can do. And we operated for years under the authority 
of the Capper-Volstead, and this antitrust. action brought that act 
into verv seriol'S Question. · 

So any possibility of arrivinQ." at a decision on th::i.t in 48 hours ,vas 
out. of the que,tion. Apparently there was a Mr. McLaren who had 
been Assist.ant Attorney General, I believe, who was being made a 
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Federal judge and had handled this thing. He would have liked to 
have brought it to a conclusion before he left office. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was it your understanding that was one of the reasons 
it was filed in short order? 

Mr. MORRIS. That was speculation. Now, it seems that that probably 
was it and why the short timespan was granted to arrive at a consent 
decree, so we were more or less forced to refuse to a.ccept the consent 
decree that was offered us under those circumstances. So the case was 
filed February 1, 1972, in San Antonio. Now we'd known about it a 
few days before that. That's the first knowledge I'd ever had of it, and 
so far as I know, none of my associates had had any previous 
knowledge of it. 

Mr. WEITZ. At the meeting of the board of AMPI in which this 
matter was discussed, did anyone either at that meeting or informally 
in connection with the meeting discuss the seeming inconsistency or 
relevancy to the antitrust suit of the substantial contributions that had 
been made by TAPE the previous year? Did anyone bring up the 
question of contributions one way or the other? 

Mr. MoRRIS. Not that I recall, although there was a good deal of dis
cussion during the changeover in management about political contri
butions in the whole outlook toward the Government. 

Now maybe I ought to explain just a little bit about the framework 
that we were operating in. One of the predecessor organizations of 
AMPI was MPI, Milk Producers, Inc., which covered about five 
States in the Southwest: Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Arkansas, and 
parts of Tennessee and New Mexico. Most of the thinking and the 
direction toward change in marketing milk had come from that area. 
Most of the impetus in creating a larger organization was generated 
from that area. 

Now we didn't have nearly the amount of milk, the number of mem
bers, or anything like that that they had in the Northern States, such 
as Wisconsin, Illinois. Iowa, and Minnesota, the people that we merged 
with further north. So what this was really is the northern people 
were taking the predominant position within AMPI, and even though 
that was--part of it was glossed over to a certain extent; that was 
part of it. 

Now in justifying their actions, one of their justifications was that 
we get out of politics and we get awav from, you know, like it was a 
dirty, terrible thing, you know, and all kinds or allegations were made 
and that sort of thing. Now we were in a framework where these 
things were discussed at great length and learnedly by people who 
didn't know a thing about it and hadn't participated in any of these 
actions up to this point, and looked at the Federal Government more 
in a paternalistic way, which is the way they'd operated in the past 
with the Federal Government. 

So there was quite a lot of discussion about these things and as I told 
you on the phone the other day, there was a very concerted effort made 
to uncover just what commitments the previous management had made 
to the Republican Party or anvone else's for that matter, and nobody 
uncovered such commitments. We had made the decision that we were 
going ~o participate vigorously in these campaigns, both with talent 
and with money, hut no commitments were uncovered and so far as 
I know, haven't been uncovered to this day. 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 - 33 
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Mr. WEITZ. Now, again returning to the question of the antitrust 
suit, the fact that it was knowledge, certainly public knowledge, and 
certainly knowledge on the part of the board. 

Mr. MORRIS. Let me say one more thing. These people announced far 
and wide that they were getting out of politics and they suspended or 
fired people that we had here in Washington that were working for 
us, virtually all of them were dropped within a matter of davs or weeks 
from our payroll, and it became common knowledge in Washington 
that AMPI was withdrawing from politics. 

Now there was some thinking that maybe since we were not going 
to participate from that time on, and would not try to create influence 
and that sort of thing in Washin!rt,on. that AMPT would be highlv vul
nerable to an action of this kind. And I really don't know how legiti
mate this suit is from the legal point of view, but we were operating 
and had been under powers we felt we had under the Capper-Volstead 
Act. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now you said the question arose whether vou were more 
vulnerable-AMP! might be more vulnerable as a result of its draw
ing back from its representation in Washington. Was this discussion 

· in the context of after the antitrust suit had already been filed, or in 
anticipation of it? 

Mr. MoRRIS. This would have been after it had been filed. 
Mr. WEITZ. So in fact the suit had been filed then. My question then, 

repeated, was in that connection knowing that substantial contribu
tions had been made the previous year without regard to whether they 
were part of some larger commitment, was there any discussion of the 
impact of those contributions or any further contributions which 
manv people had assumed vou mig-ht go ahead and make to this anti
trust suit, either whether they should be made or shouldn't be made, 
or whv, or the immict tlrnt thev shonlr1 or rli<l have on thic: Rnit? 

l\fr.' l\foRRIS. Well, actually, the last board meeting I a.thmded was in 
early Fehrnarv, and 1 was not in attendance at anv of the board meet
ings after that time. Now, I could only speculate what discussions took 
place after that. I really don't know. Apparentlv the last board meet
ing I attended was the 10th and 11th of February 1972, and it was dis
cussed at that time and, of com-se. i<t was so nf\W then that nohodv reallv 
knew what it all meant or where it was going to lead, or that sort of 
thing. 

Mr. WEITZ. I believe you said you told me that there were several 
counsels present at that meeting that briefed the members of the 
board? 

Mr. MoRRIS. Yes: there was. 
Mr. WE1TZ. Was Stuart Russell one of those counsels? 
Mr. MORRIS. Stuart Russell had been a counsel for AMPI and pre

decessor organizations for many, many years, and I feel certain that 
Stuart was there, and there was a firm in Chicago that had been hired 
just before the change in management and I think probably I remem
ber that firm, either Mr. Grossner or Mr. Heininger--

Mr. WEITZ. I believe it's Grossman. 
Mr. MoRRIS. I believe thev're from the same firm, are thev not? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. Now did there come a time in April 1972 in which 

you had an occasion or did discuss with Mr. Butterbrodt further 
activities with the antitrust suit, discussions with him? 
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Mr. MORRIS. Yes; there was. 
Mr. WEITZ. Before we get into the substance of that conversation, 

between the time that you last attended the board meeting on Feb
ruary 11, 1972, until this conversation in April, were there any other 
further conversations or contacts you had with the representatives of 
AMPI in connection with the antitrust suit or any other matters? 

Mr. MORRIS. Probahly other matters, a lot of other matters. 
Mr. WEITZ. Anything in connection with contributions or the anti

trust suit? 
Mr. MoRRIS. Not in that connection; no. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell us the circumstances which resulted in 

your conversation with Mr. Butterbrodt in April? 
Mr. MoRRIS. Well, after the change in management and the an

nounced changes in direction of the organization, some of us in Arkan
sas felt that we would be better off to operate alone, and we organized 
what was called Southern Milk Producers Association, which had as 
its goal the setting up of a separate organization and this would be 
done under the contracts that each of us as members had with AMPI, 
which provided for not more than 60 or less than 30-day notice of 
cancellation. It so happened that the larger part of ours came due in 
about a 60-day period which came up the following winter, so we or
ganized this organization in view of going into operation alone in 
December, probably of 1972. 

And AMPI resisted this vigorously, and were successful in talking 
us out of it. So many things happened. I don't know really what the 
correct phrase would be. But anyway, we didn't do that and Arkansas 
remained within AMPI. 

But during that period of time, I, as one of the leaders of the 
Arkansas group, was encouraged to meet with Mr. Butterbrodt and 
discuss our differences with him in the hopes that we might reconcile 
some of these differences, and that things would go on like they had 
been : and this we did. 

Mr. WEITZ. You met with him in Chicago? 
Mr. MoRRIS. I met with him in Chicago on April 11, 1 p.m. 
Mr. WEITZ. 1972? 
Mr. MoRRIS. 1972. 
Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell us what he told you and what the sub

stance of the conversation was with respect to the antitrust suit and 
political contributions? 

Mr. MoRRIS. Yes; in regard to the antitrust suit, he told me that 
he and Mr. Mehren~and now here's a point I'm not too clear on
whether Mr. Harold Nelson was involved in this or not. It seems like 
he told me he was, but if you notice I did not put his name on this, 
and I didn't want to involve somebody that wasn't-I think possibly 
he told me that Mr. Nelson was involved in this~but anyway, they 
had come to Washington in an attempt to see what could be done 
about the Justice Department suit, the antitrust suit. And they spent, 
as I recall, he said, a couple of days in Washington trying to discuss 
this with the Justice Department and other people, and nobody would 
enter into a meaningful conversation with them. And finally after 
making the rounds, someone suv-gested that the real way to solve their 
problem would be to talk to Mr. Kalmbach. And so they travelled 
to the west coast. 
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Now they-I think you and I discussed this on the phone the other 
day, Mr. Weitz, about who they were, and I took it at the time to 
mean that they were individuals, Butterbrodt, Mehren, and probably 
Nelson went out there. 

But since you posed the question to me, and actually this had oc
curred to me before that, that when Butterbrodt was saying "we" 
went out there, he wasn't saying "Harold, George and I" went out 
there, he was saying AMPI went out there. 

Mr. WEITZ. Whoever their representatives were. 
Mr. MORRIS. Whoever their representatives were. But in any even

tuality, they met with Mr. Kalmbach and came to an agreement that 
AMPI would pay $300,000 to Kalmbach, and that as a result of that, 
the antitrust suit against AMPI would go away. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now you mentioned that in Washington someone sug
gested that they see Mr. Kalmbach for their problem. Do you know 
who they talked to in Washington? 

Mr. MoRRis. Mr. Butterbrodt did not name who told him that. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did they say-without regard to saying who made that 

specific suggestion, did they indicate who they had seen in Washing
ton? 

Mr. MoRRis. Well, undoubtedly they tried to talk to the Justice 
Department. I think they tried to talk to the Federal Trade Commis
sion. They probably tried to talk to the White House. And possibly 
some people on the Hill. 

Now he named quite a few people that they tried to talk to, but 
my memory is just not that good as to who all he named and whatnot. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember his naming Mr. Connally-Secretary 
Connally? 

Mr. MoRRis. No; rm fairly certain he did not name Secretary Con
nally. The reason I am certain is that Secretary Connally and I went 
to school together and I, at least at that time, was well acquainted with 
him and if he had mentioned Mr. Connally, I would have remembered 
it. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know that several representatives of AMPI did 
in fact meet with Mr. Connally in March 1972? Did he mention that to 
you, "he" being Mr. Butterbrodt? 

Mr. MoRRIS. No; he did not mention that to me. Shall I continue? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. MORRIS. The AMPI representatives came back home with the 

understanding that Mr. Kalmbach would direct them where or to 
whom to send the money, and before that could be accomplished the 
Federal Trade Commission-no, wait a minute-I mean the ITT 
thing hit the press, and Mr. Kalmbach sent word to AMPI that he 
did not want their money. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any knowledge as to the form the con
tribution would take, who would be the recipient committees, and so 
forth? 

Mr. MoRRis. I think what they planned to do was to send it through 
this committee's system. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was it your understanding that it would be--that the 
mechanism would be similar to that used in 1971? 

Mr. MoRRis. 1971, that's correct; and somewhere, someplace I saw 
a list of committees for that money that was sent in 1971. 
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Mr. WEITZ. That's a matter of public record. 
Mr. MoRRis. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was it your understanding, as originally contemplated, 

that after the contributions were made, Mr. Kalmbach or someone else 
would intercede in order to obtain the resolution of the antitrust 
suit that AMPI desired? 

Mr. MoRRis. Something of that order would be the logical assump
tion. Now Mr. Butterbrodt didn't go into any detail whatsoever as 
to the mechanics of how such a thing would be accomplished or who 
would do it or what. So I really don't know. 

Mr. WEITZ. By the way, you made reference to tJ:ie document in 
front of you and I'd like to mark a copy of that, which you sent us, 
as exhibit 1 to your executive session, which is a completed question
naire, completed by you and signed by you, and I'd like you to iden
tify it just for the record. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Morris exhibit 
No. 1 for identification.*] 

Mr. WEITZ. And in response to question No. 10 you outlined some 
of the matters that deal with what you testified today; is that correct? 

Mr. MORRIS. That's correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] . 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you have any knowledge as to any further contacts 

or contributions in 1972 subsequent to the time that you had this dis
cussion with Mr. Butterbrodt to the Presidential campaign of 1972? 

Mr. MoRRIS. By AMPH 
Mr. WEITZ. by AMPI. 
Mr. MoRrus. No; I don't, because all of that year and until after the 

election I was not serving as a board member, although titularly I 
guess I might have been secretary and a board member. I was neither 
serving nor attending meetings. 

Mr. WEITZ. You were not active? 
Mr. MoRRis. I was not active; so what they did I do not know. I 

know they had a program and did some things but just what they 
were I don't know. 

Mr. W EITz. I have no further questions. 
Mr. CosTA. I have none either. 
Mr. WEITZ. Thank you, Mr. Morris. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. I'd like to go back on the record for one matter that 

we have been discussing off the record. Mr. Morris, could you relate 
to us-well, let me st,art it this way. You were in Washington for 
some period of time in March 1971 in the effort to secure a price-sup
port increase? 

Mr. MORRIS. Yes. I spent about 2 weeks up here working mainly with 
people on Capitol Hill in the interest of passing a bill which would 
raise the price support to 85 percent of l?arity. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, did there come a time when you overheard a tele
phone conversation between Mr. Parr and someone purportedly 
from the White House in connection with this effort? 

Mr. MORRIS. Yes; there did. 

*Seep, 7451. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Could you tell us the circumstances of that? 
Mr. MoRRis. Well, the phone rang and Mr. Parr took up the phone 

and I think I went into the other room and also picked up the phone. 
Mr. WEITZ. This was in Washin~on in a hotel suite? 
Mr. MoRRIS. That's correct. And listened, and the man on the other 

end was saying-and I didn't know who he was at that time, and I still 
really don't know who it was-was saying, "We want this congres
sional effort called off." Mr. Parr said, "I can't call it off." The man 
said again, "The White House wants this congressional effort called 
off." And Mr. Parr then said, "I can't call it off." The man said, "I 
don't believe you understood me. The President wants this congres
sional effort called off." And Mr. Parr said, "I don't believe you under
stood me. I can't call it off." And then the man from the White House 
said, "You've heard of the Federal Trade Commission, haven't you?" 
Mr. Parr said, "Yes, you've heard of the Justice Department, haven't 
you?" he asked. Mr. 'Parr said, "Yes." And Mr. Parr went on then 
to say that you just trot them out. We'll meet them anytime, any place 
you say. 

Mr. WEITZ. And then he hung up? 
Mr. MoRRis. That was--
Mr. WEITZ. Who terminated the conversation? Who hung up? 
Mr. MORRIS. I think the man from the White House, if I'm correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. How did you know it was a man from the White House? 
Mr. MoRRIS. That's what Mr. Parr told me later. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did he also, to the best of your recollection, tell you who 

had called? 
Mr. MORRIS. To the best of my recollection, he said it was Mr. Ehr

lichman, but I at that time didn't know Mr. Ehrlichman from Mr. 
Haldeman or Mr. Colson or anybody else, but that's the name I think 
he used. 

Now, Mr. Parr, incidentally, does not recall this conversation which 
I think he's completely honest in because there were hundreds of calls 

· a day into that place, and at that time we were talking to the White 
House several times a day. 

Mr. WEITZ. In that connection, do you know who else at the White 
House or who at the White House the dairy people were in touch 
with? 

Mr. MoRRIS. No; not really, although I think the man that they 
talked to the most, over a period of time that is, was Mr. Colson. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, do you know whether Mr. Parr or were you pres
ent when Mr. Parr relayed the substance of this conversation to any
one else? 

Mr. MoRRis. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now did you believe-do you know when this conversa

tion took place, approximately? 
Mr. MORRIS. It was approximately Thursday of, well, the 18th of 

March. 
Mr. WEITZ. 1971? 
Mr. MORRIS. 1971, and it was at a point when it began to become 

clear that we would be able to pass the legislation raising the price
support level to 85 percent. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now. the following week the President met with repre
sentatives of the dairy industry including AMPI, and then 2 days 
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later an increase in the price-support level was publicly announced. 
This conversation was on the 18th, that you relate to us. When did 
you first learn that there was likely to be an increase by the White 
House or by the administration? 

Mr. MORRIS. I think that between that phone call and sometime the 
next day, which was Friday, we at least got the impression that the 
President was going to raise the price-support level. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember discussing that matter with anyone 
at AMPI? 

Mr. MoRRis. No. There was several of us around but I don't remem
ber any particular conversations or just where it was introduced or 
who told us or what not. But it seemed to become common knowledge 
with us that the President was going to do that. 

Mr. WEITZ. And that was contrary to the general understanding or 
expectation as of the day before or prior to that time? 

Mr. MoRRis. That's correct. We had been going great guns on the 
Hill trying to get all of the support we possibly could. 

Mr. WEITZ. In that connection, was there any change the :following 
week that you were aware of in efforts legislatively-to obtain a legis
lative increase? 

Mr. MoRRis. To the best of my knowledge, there was very little effort 
the :following week to secure additional legislative support. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know Bob Lilly? 
Mr. MoRRis. Yes; I do. 
Mr. WEITz. Do you rooall discussing these matters, that is, of ob

taining an increase, whether through administrative or legislative 
means, in March 1971? 

Mr. MORRIS. No; I don't recall it, but I probably did. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall his being in Washington at that time? 
Mr. MORRIS. I would think that he would have been up here but I 

don't recall his having been here. I spent most of the time over at the 
Mayflower Hotel and there were, oh, Mr. Parr, Mr. Townsend, Mr. 
Elrod, and I stayed in that suite, and others came and went. He prob
ably was one that came and went. I don't recall him. 

Mr. WEITZ. You did stay in Washington until Friday the 19th of 
that week? 

Mr. MORRIS. That's correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. And then you went back to Little Rock the afternoon of 

the 19th, or on the 19th? 
Mr. MORRIS. Excuse me a minute. Let me just check my notes and 

my calendar to know just exactly what the date was. If we could go 
off the record just a minute I'll tell you. 

Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. MoRRis. Is that all right? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
rniscussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. 
Your records indicate and refresh your recollection that you returned 

from Washington to Little Rock on the 19th, is that correct? 
Mr. MoRRIS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. WEITZ. And you flew by private jet, is that correct? 
Mr. MORRIS. That's correct. 
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Mr. WEITZ. And that jet was leased by AMP! from a private indi
vidual but was not the corporate jet? 

Mr. MoRRis. That's correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. And it was leased, you told us, from Winthrop Rocke

feller, is that correct? 
Mr. MoRRIS. That's correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. And you don't recall whether anyone from AMP! was 

present with you on that flight back, either Mr. Townsend or Mr. 
Elrod? 

Mr. MORRIS. I don't think they were and if so, why that was. It 
doesn't sound right but that's the way I recall it at this point. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall being with any others from AMP! at the 
airport before departing from Washington ? 

Mr. MoRRis. As we were leaving? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. MORRIS. No; I don't. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did the aircraft leave from Page Airways, the commer

cial, the private airlines? 
Mr. MoRRis. It's this side of National Airport and Page Airways, 

I think, is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. At the time. you flew out on the 19th, is it your recollec

tion that by that time you already had the understanding that the 
price-support increase would be raised by the administration? 

Mr. MoRRIS. That was my understanding. 
Mr. WEITZ. No further questions. Thank you again, Mr. Morris. 
Off the record now. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Back on the record. 
Mr. Morris, was it your understanding that, notwithstanding the 

public announcement by Secretary Hardin in connection with his first 
decision on March 12, 1971, not to increase price supports, that he was 
in favor of an increase, but was in fact overruled by Secretary-Director 
Shultz? · 

Mr. MoRRIS. That is my understanding. I understood it that way at 
the time, and I'm almost positive that my understanding was correct 
in this case. 

Mr. WEITZ. Thank you. I think that's it. 
[Whereupon, at 5 :32 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled matter 

adjourned.] 
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MORRIS EXHIBIT NO. 1 

Uni'c,ed States Senate 

Select Committee on Presidential Cempai_,n Activities 

State your 
number. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

full name, present residence address, and telephone 
DwiRht Luther Morris 
Route 3 
Siloam tip rings, .. :Crkansas 72761 
501-524-4620. , 

2. Where ere you presently employed, in whet capacity, and since 
what date have you held this position? Stcte your office address 
end telephone number. 
,:3elf employed as a fs:rDer since 1 F'ebruary 1948. 
,.ddress and phone nnm'ber s,J..r;ie as question j'fl. 

3. Beiinnin; with November 5, 1968, list all positions held in 
AMP! or MPI (both of which are referred !,o below S!l "AMPI"). 
l~ov. 1968-:reb. 1972 Y.P. of Soutnern Region and 

' Arkansas Division 
0ct. 1969-1;eb. 1972 Secretary of AMPI 

During the period November 5, 1968 to December 31, 1972: 

4. Did you make or solicit any monetary contributions to or for 
any candidates in the 1972 presidential campai 0 n, or to or for 
any committee or any person acti11t for or on behalf of such 
candidate, or did anyone make or solicit any such contributions 
fo.c you 01· on your behalf? If so, please list amounts, whether 
by check 01 cash, and identify the candidates. 

Yes. }'"ills for President Committee. About ~2300.00 
and, as I recall, about ~500.00 of this was in cash 
and the balance was by check. 

5. Set forth the ci:cumstances which occasioned any contributions 
listed in C).uestion #4 above, including circumstances of any 
solicitatio~ of this contribution by any person employed by or 
associated with AMPI. (If there was any solicitation by any 
person employed.by or associated with AMPI, specifically set 
forth the cil·curus:,ances including ~ny coersion or du1,ees.) 

The J:ill' s rnoney was solicited from loc3.l friends and 
acqu9.intances for the efforts of an _:,,rks.nsas 
Congressman and Ai:,J?I was not involved. 
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Durin .. the per~od.lfovember 5, 1968 to December 31, 1972: 

6. Did you submi°t to .AMPI any claim or voucher intended to cecure a 
payment from Art.PI, which payrr,ent was to be used in· whole or in 
part by y'.lu t·:> mat~e a .political contribuiion to any candidate in 
the 1972 presidential campaign, or which. was fotended to !'€imbu1·se 
you f-:,;· u:y such. contribution? If so,. please explain. 

Ko. 
7; Did .. you receive any bonus·, or compensation of any other nature, 

frcxn AMPI which was to reimburse you ;for any political contribution 
to any candidate in the 1972 presidential campai 6n, or to provide 
you with funds for any such political contribution to be mede by 

·you 01· anyoqe else? . If so, ·please explain. 

I.Io. 

B. Set forth any knowledge you have concerninh any political contri
buGion to any candidate in the 1972 presidential campai~n made by 
other persons employed by or associated with AMPI for which they 
received payment or reimbursement from AMPI. 

r~one. 

9. Set forth 'any other information you may have concerning political 
contributions to any candidate in the 1972 presidential campaign 
which were made by means of the use of corporete assets of AMPI in 
any other manner than has been indicated in answer to the abqve 
questions, or concerninu ,.oods or services of AMPI which were made 
available to any presidential campei 3ns. 

Hone. 

10. Do you have knowled~e of any solicitation of any other employee, 
or person associated with AMPI for ·a contribution of funds whic~ 
was intended to be given to any candidate in the 1972 presidential 
campaign, or to any committee or persons worki11t, for or on behalf 
of such candidate? If so, please explain. 
There was an Ah:PI Board neeting in San Antonio, Texas, 
12 January 1972. At this meeting an internal power strui::;r:le 
was cul!ninated. '.!.'he reanac,;eraent was chs.nGed and certain 
chan3es were made in ,the fu&r, of iJirectors. On 1 l''eb. 1972, 
an ;,.nti-'l'rust suit Vias filedv 

(Please see reverse) '~~!LtJ4.~~U11:!~~~~~~ 
28 .l!'ebruary 1974 

{Dete) 

2 
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a;:ainst :.::::a under· rather odd circumst:rnces. On 16 reb. 1972 
a new organiz3.tion called Southern 1'.ilk Producers was forr,,ed 
with the purpose of withdrawing .'.crkansas milk producers from 
:2.1'I as provided in the contract _;J:FI had with its L1enbers. 
I wa<' encoura,;eo. to itieet with John 3utte;rbrodt, President of 
_:,;PI,· to 1:.ttei.ipt to reconcile these. differences. · As. a result 
of this I L'.l.et :,lone ,1ith John Butterbrodt in Chicago on 
11 .:-.pril 1972. ;ie \1ere togethcir two or thr.ee hours and during 
the course ·of the conversation he told rue that he and George 1:ehren 
had gone .to \iashinc:,;ton .in '.1Il attempt to se:t;tle the Anti-'I'rust 
suit. No one in. '.\'ashinstc°n would talk· to them about this - not 
tl1e Justice.Dept., l"'i'C, or the ·;;nite·House.-- A suggestion was 
finally ms.de t.o thera that they should see Kal'.llb:ich. Lahren and 
Butterbrod t tr3.velled to t.r..e weet coast and rr:et with. Kalmbach. 
311tterbrodt told me thet they had agreed with Kal!!lbaoh. t_o pay 
t,300,-000.0(Lto. ~lmbachiand,. the ~!1:ti--'l\r~s~·suit. against::M.cPI 
would die a natliral death.:,· Xalmbach was to direct· them· where 
(to }tha.t cor.llilittees etc.) the money should be sent •. Before this 
could be accomplished the ITT thing hit the press and Kalmbach 
sent .!J.-Pl word that he didn't vnnt their money. 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S, RES. to, llD CONGIIESS) 

WASHINGTON, 0.C. 20510 

January 23, 1974 

This Committee has been authorized and directed by the United States 
Senate to conduct an investigation of illegal, improper, or unethical 
activities with regard to any aspect of the 1972 presidential elec
tion, :l,ncluding the means by 1fhich the campaign was funded. Pursuant 
to this mandate, the Committee has been specifically inquiring into 
the activities of Associated Mi.lit Producers, Inc., and whether 
corporate funds were utilized to provide contributions to Republican 
or Democratic candidates. 

In order to expedite the inquiry, and to avoid the time and expense 
of many personal interv:l.ews, the enclosed questionnaire is being sent 
to many board members, officers, and employees of AMP.I. It is 
requested that you carefully examine the questionnaire, answer the 
questions to the best of yaur ability, and return it in the self
addressed envelope (.also enclosed) within ten days of receipt. 

Your attention to this matter is appreciated. If you have any 
questions or problems, please call Mr. Hamilton on (202)225-0538 or 
Mr. Sanders on (202)225-0539. 

Sincerely, 

James Hamilton 
Assistant Chief Counsel 

DGS/'Jmt 
Enclosures 

Donald G. Sanders 
Deputy Minority Counsel 



TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
Washington, D.O. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11 a.m., in room 
G-334, Dirksen Senate Office Building. 

Present: David Dorsen, assistant chief counsel, and Alan S. Weitz, 
assistant majority counsel. 

Mr. WEITZ. For the record, I would like to enter as exhibit 1 a letter 
from Mr. Strachan's counsel, Mr. Bray, addressed to the committee, 
druted today, making clear that his appearance today is pursuant to an 
earlier committee subpena and is subject to the immunity order issued 
by the committee, covering Mr. Strachan's testimony before the 
committee. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex
hibitNo.1, for identification.*] 

Mr. WEITZ. I would also like it noted for the record that Mr. Stra
chan is still under oath, pursuant to his previous appearance before 
the committee. 

Mr. BRAY. Again, just to add to that, I take it there is no need for 
us to renew any objections that have been made before, or to repeat 
earlier refusals to testify. Mr. Strachan is still under the order that 
was issued, I believe, by Senator Baker at the original executive ses
sion to testify, notwithstanding his claim of privilege. 

Mr. WEITZ. Fine. 
The record will incorporate all of those prior objections in the com

mittee's rulings, and they'll be fully applicable to today's session. 

TESTIMONY OF GORDON C. STRACHAN, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN 
BRAY, COUNSEL 

Mr. STRACHAN. That covers both formal and informal stuff i 
Mr. WEITZ. Both formal and informal. 
Mr. STRACHAN. While talking before and now on the record? 
Mr. "\V'EITZ. Both formal and informal appearances before the 

committee. Right. And the staff. 
Now, I take it, Mr. Strachan, that some time after the 1970 elec

tion, you took on some responsibilities in Mr. Haldeman's staff for 
keeping track of solicitations and, to some extent, expenditures by the 
citizens committee effort for the President's reelection. Is that correct? 

•seep. 7472. 
(7455) 
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Mr. STRACHAN. At some point, I became the contact for Kalmbach 
to keep track of moneys that he collected, pledges, commitments that 
he received, and--

Mr. WEITZ. I would like to show you for identification these docu
ments, which you have already looked at informally. These documents 
will be exhibits 2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, and 2E, which are a series of memo
randums in February and March 1971. 

[Whereupon, the documents referred to were marked Strachan 
exhibits Nos. 2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, and 2E, for identification.*] 

Mr. WEITZ. And could you just acknowledge whether those appear 
to be true copies of White House memorandums? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. I looked at these informally; we talked about 
them. They seem to be accurate copies. I'm no expert on signatures 
and handwriting or whether the typewriter is the one used, and so 
forth, but we talked about whose handwriting we think is on--

Mr. ·WEITZ. Maybe we'll quickly run through these one by one. 
Mr. STRACHAN. OK. 
Mr. 1VEITZ. Exhibit 2 is just a cover memo from Mr. Colson to you, 

dated March 17, which transmits a series of documents. 
Mr. STRACHAN. It's unsigned by Colson. 
Maybe it's a true copy. I don't know. There is no indication in my 

handwriting that I got it, but I wouldn't normally do that anyhow, 
so it looks like it's a good copy. 

Mr. WEITZ. And the accompanying documents 2A through 2E are, 
in sequence: 2A is a memorandum from Haldeman to Colson, dated 
February 2, and you've noted that the "H" next to Haldeman is Mr. 
Haldeman's initial. 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. If I received a memo with that "H" on it, I 
would assume that Haldeman told me to do it. 

Mr. WEITZ. And 2B, February 1, 1971, from Colson to Haldeman, 
subject: Outside fund handling. And you've identified the--

Mr. STRACHAN. 1Vhat looks like Colson's signature and looks like 
Haldeman's writing below, and what looks like Colson's writing of 
Bennett. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Bob Bennett? 
Mr. STRACHAN. And that's my recollection of having seen the hand

writing, without my having really known. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. Now, 2C, February 2, 1971, from Colson to Higby, and 

that also has Colson's signature. 
And whose signature is this in the upper--
Mr. STRACHAN. That's hard to say. It's either Larry's or Bob's. The 

"H" looks like Haldeman's, and the "L" looks like Larry's. But Higby 
was very good at writing like Haldeman, so-

Mr. WEITZ. 2D is merely a one-line sheet saying "CWC wants the 
return of this file." 

Mr. STRACHAN. That looks like something that Colson's secretary 
would send along with it, but there's no real way of knowing. 

Mr. )VEITZ. And finally, 2E, February 8, 1971, from Colson to 
Haldeman, and the subject is your memo of February 2, apparently a 
followup. 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. 

*See pp. 7473-7477. 
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Mr. WEITZ. And that also has no markings on it. 
Mr. STRACHAN, Yes. It's probably a copy. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, you don't recall upon receiving these, if, in fact, 

you received these documents from Mr. Colson, at that time, doing any
thing with them other than putting them in your file? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Well, we talked about this, and the best reconstruc
tion of the time frame is that I probably just received them for filing, 
because it was not at a time when a decision had to be made, and it 
appears to be at a time before I was in the direct paperflow of stuff 
going to Haldeman for action. So, the subjects are discussed later, and 
I think, if you are, in :fact, receiving all of the copies of the stuff, that 
is probably what happened to it. The stuff went to a file. 

There may well be some memo between the date that I received those 
things and the first memos that you've shown me, but I have no recol
lection of it now. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, one of the substances of these memos that you've 
identified is an interest to obtain some outside focal point for fund
raising, outside of the White House. 

Was it your understanding that eventually Mr. Kalmbach took on 
that role? 

Mr. STRACHAN, Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall when you first started to actually-as 

you call it, become a part of the paperflow-actually receive the 
documents? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Let me answer that part of your last question. At 
some point, Kalmbach did become my primary contact with keeping 
track of what money he was receiving from contributors. There may 
well have been somebody else. We've talked about other people or other 
fundraising projects. Nunn and so forth, but at some point Kalmlbach 
did become my primary contact and the source of the information I got 
regarding contributors. 

And what was the second question? 
Mr. WEITZ. When you started to become part of the paperflow. 
Mr. STRACHAN, OK. 
We tried to reconstruct that. After I joined Haldeman's staff, there 

was a time when I was over in the Executive Office Building for a cou
ple of months, working on polling matters. And then we moved into-I 
moved into an office in the basement of the west wing, in the old safe, 
directly behind the White House mess area, under the Oval Office. And 
when I moved in there, it was Bruce Kehrli, myself, and two secre
taries. And about that time, in about a couple of weeks is when I really 
started to get into the paperflow. 

And the way to check is to find out when the work was completed 
on those offices in the west wing. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you place that when-at some time in the spring of 
1971? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. Some time in the spring. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let's go off the record for a minute. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you have any occasions to discuss with either 

Ehrlichman or Whitaker, or see anything in connection with their 
activities in March of 1971, let's say in connection with the substantive 
matter of price supports? 
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Mr. STRACHAN. I would be really surprised if I had any contacts at 
all with Ehrlichman. I mean, he was not a guy-I may have been in
troduced to him, but I just didn't know him and wouldn't have had 
contact with him. 

As to the substantive matter, I don't recall having a discussion with 
either of those guys on the substantive stuff for the milk price-support 
decision. 

Whitaker I would have had a better chance to talk to, because he 
was a lower level guy. But I really don't remember talking to vVhit
aker about it. 

Mr. WEITZ. There is an indication that, by both the White House 
and from other sources, that Whitaker indicated in a talking paper 
for the President for the March 23 meeting with dairy leaders, that 
the milk people had decided to spend money to make political 
donations. 

From your experience with "\Vhitaker, would he have gotten that 
information directly from the outside, or would it have proceeded 
from someone like Ehrlichman to him? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Just a ballpark guess, I guess he got it from Erlich
man. But I don't think Whitaker was in contact with-you know, 
contributors from the outside, to normally know it. But that's just a 
guess, based on my experience at the White House, rather than any 
real knowledge of the subject. 

Mr. WEITZ. In Book 3, exhibit No. 34-26 to the committee's public 
hearings, that exhibit is a draft of a memorandum recounting the sub
stance of a meeting between HRH and Dean, of a meeting on May 18, 
1971. 

Now, you've looked at that. Are those your notes of that meeting? 
Mr. STRACHAN. I think what it is, is a typed-up version for Dean. 

I was in the meeting as a notetaker, and I think what it is, is a typed-up 
version of my notes, the assumption being, Dean couldn't read my 
handwriting, but that he is the fellow who was substantively reporting 
and receiving the action assignments who would want a record of my 
meeting. I just sat there and took notes. 

Mr. BRAY. "\Vhat page is that, Alan? 
Mr. WEITZ. It's page 1226 of the public hearing of June 25, 1973. 
Mr. BRAY. Is there an exhibit number on it? 
Mr. WEI'l'Z. 34-26. 
Now, in that typed-up version of your notes, on page 1229, it turns 

to the question of the milk money, and then there's a discussion that 
results in a decision that milk money is to pay for operating expenses 
of the citizens committee, which had previously been formed. There's 
also a comment that the expenses of the citizens committee would be 
approximately $35,000 to $40,000 per month. 

Did you have any notion, or do you recollect, how much milk money 
was contemplated being received? 

Mr. STRACHAN. The question is, obviously, at that time, because later 
I learned it, and it's in one of those subsequent memos. 

Mr. WEITZ. All right. We'll get to that. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Whether I knew it at that time? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. S1'RAOHAN, I really don't know. I may well have, but if the 

amount had been mentioned by Dean or Haldeman at that meeting, I 
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probably would have jotted it down. And since it isn't jotted down 
there, my guess is I didn't, but I couldn't be absolutely sure. I did learn, 
you know, what the commitment was later, at some point. 

Mr. WEITZ. That $2 million commitment that's referred to in the 
later memo? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, on May 21, 1971, I have a memo which I would 

like to mark as exhibit 3, and have you identify it. It's from you to 
Haldeman, and the subject is Kalmbach's telephone call of May 21, 
and attached to the memorandum are some handwritten notes. 

['\Vhereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan exhibit 
No. 3, for identification.*] 

Mr. WEITZ. I believe you looked at that. That is a copy of your 
memorandum? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I can't be absolutely sure, but it sure looks like it. 
Mr. WEITZ. And attached to that are three pages of your hand

written notes? 
Mr. STRACHAN. That's right. And although the Xerox copy is bad 

so that you can't see who's really calling, we talked about this before, 
I think it is Haldeman calling me on that May 21 and asking me to do 
a series of things. 

::\fr. ·WEITZ. And with respect to the milk money, he asked you, I un
derstand, to check as to the progress of the receipt of the milk money 
and establishment of committees and such? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. Haldeman's assignment to me is to get to Nunn 
and to get an answer back to him, Haldeman, because Haldeman just 
heard that the milk people can't get their money through because Nunn 
hasn't given them the committee names. It was probably pretty close 
to a quote from what Haldeman told me on the phone. 

Mr. WEITZ. And you contacted Nunn that same day? 
Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, it looks like it. The notes down at the bottom 

look like, you know, Nunn has committee names, bui, Bob Bennett 
wanted to use his own committee names. And that's probably Nunn 
saying, "Yes, I got the names; the guy who's screwing it up is Bennett." 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, Bob Bennett, that was the same Bennett that was 
referred to in the earlier memorandum that you identified, exhibit 2B? 

Mr. STRACHAN. That's the one with his name written on the bottom? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, I would guess so. Maybe there's two Bob Ben

netts, but I would be surprised if it were somebody else. 
Mr. WEITZ. And thPn the substance of the information that you ob

tained ·was then put in th~ memo, which is the cover memo of that 
date? 

Mr. STRACHAN. 'I'hat's righit. And the notes that :are backup-we 
talked aJbout how we think the notes that are haekup____Jwhich have sort 
of funny diagrams, all fit into what the subject memo indicates. 

Mr. WEITZ. And the memo indicates tha!t the committees have been 
established, the 76 committees have actually already been established 
and have received checks from t!he milk people, $2,500 each, and that 
another 26 committees are being readied for that same purpose? 

•seep. 7478. 
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Mr. STRACHAN. That seems to be the substance of para,graph 2. After 
I talked to-who did we decide I hwd talked to on this? 

Mr. WEITZ. Well, you called Nunn in Texas, I !believe. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. After you called that morning, I talked with 

Nunn in Texas; he's the source of the information; the 76 are set up. 
Yes. 

Mr. WEITZ. I believe on the top of page 2 in iparag~aph 4, Kalmbach 
and Nunn both suggest that you pass on to Haldeman, that contrary to 
the meeting 3 days earlier, between Dean and Haldeman, the suggestion 
is made that the milk money not be used in the citizens commit'tee 
operation, ibut rather it just he keP't separately. 

Was it your understanding that that was, or does this memo indicate 
that that was, for the purpose of no't limiting the possibility of dis
closure of the milk money ? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I don't recall offhand. I guess that we talked about 
this informally. 

Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, I think that's what we decided. If you're going 

to have to disclose ,the names at some point, better not to have the 
names of basically lobbyists. 

Mr. WEITZ. There's also ·a reference here in paragraph 4 to the fact 
that Kalmhach and Nunn argued that the money collected 'by Nunn 
through direct mail solicitation and zero to 100 contributors should 
cover citizen's expenses, ,and I think you've indicated to us that those 
would be, that reference says direct mail solicitations for small con
tributions, and that the zero to 100 contributors are those who would be 
contributing up to $100,000. 

Mr. STRACHAN. Right. Basically, Nunn's responsibility in terms of 
the way contributors were broken down or whatever. 

Mr. WEITZ. He also had lists of people who were potential contribu
tors of over $100,000? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, but those would have been given-unless Nunn 
had a personal relationship with the individual, they would probably 
have been given to Kalmbach. 

Mr. WEITZ. The final sentence in that paragraph refers to the fact 
that this money would also be the source of reimbursement of the 
Kalmbach collected funds under your direct control. That is reference 
to the trust moneys that Kalmbach had for the 1968 and 1970 elections? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. I was never sure if it was from the 1968 or 1970 
elec,tions, because it was before I got there. But whatever Kalmbach 
had ,as a trustee account, that was to be held separately, only under 
Haldeman's control, which one of ,those memos,at some point indicates; 
yes, he had made some disbursements to the committee and he was ito 
have those reimbursed and brought back up ,to what Haldeman under
stood ,was the exact amount in there. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, the comment by Haldeman is-well, first of all he 
seems to initial it in the line "agree" to your recommendation, essen
tially supporting Kalmbach's and N unn's recommendation. But his 
comment is, "But what are they going to use milk money :for?" 

Do you know in fact what the answer to that was, or whether there 
was ever any purpose ascribed for the milk money ? 

Mr. STRACHAN. There could have been. I don't think so. I don't know 
what ever happened to that question. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was it also your understanding--
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Mr. STRACHAN". There aren't any memos thait would have indicated 
what happened, are ,there? 

Mr. WEITZ. No. The rooords appear to-that the milk money was 
just kept in these accounts until sometime in 1972 when they were 
transferred to ,the principal committees. 

Mr. STRACHAN. Into the regular commi'ttees? 
Mr. ·WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. STRACHAN". Then there were no expenditures out of 'them? 
Mr. ·WEITZ. There don't appear--
Mr. STRACHAN. There don't appear to be. OK, I just don't-maybe 

there's a memo later that talks about it, but I don't-it doesn'it jump 
to my mind right now. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was there some understanding or general impression 
that the money contriibuted to the Bennett committees were not en
tirely at the complete disposal of the citizens' group or Kalmbach? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, we talked about t:his. No one was ever sure 
whether Bennett was just incompete11't or whether he was really work
ing on behalf of the milk people. And you guys think you have all of 
the memos. I think there is a memo which says that-:tlhat says--

Mr. WEITZ. The record shouldn't show that we represented thait we 
have all of the memos. 

Mr. STRACHAN. I'm sorry. I think there's a memo that says that 
Bennett is neither incompetent nor does he have our interest com
pletely at heart. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Do you have any knowledge as to whether there was 
any pressure brought or ·,there was-it was perceived that pressure 
was necessary to be brought by fundraisers, by Kalmbach or Nunn 
or whomever, to keep the flow of money coming, or to obtain contribu
tions from the milk people, or whether the converse was true, whether 
the milk people were seeking out Republican fundraisers? 

This would have been in 1971. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Well, there are a couple of references in the memo 

to the fact that Nunn and Sloan and Kalmbach were pushing as hard 
as they could to get the money, and the question is whether they should 
push too hard on Bennett to get his money in, in light of who he is, 
what his position was. 

Mr. WEITZ. They were certainly anxious to get the money in, just 
the matter of the mechanics? 

Mr. STRACHAN.1Vho, Kalmbach? 
Mr. ,v EITZ. Kalmbach. Yes, Kalmbach and Sloan. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Sure. Yes, there's a reference in one of the memos 

aa to the overall thing as to getting as much money in as quickly as 
possible. 

Mr. ,V"EITz. I'd like to show you what we have marked as exhibit 
No. 4, which is a memo, September 11, 1971, from you to Haldeman, 
subject: Milk money-and I believe you looked at that. 

Does that appear to be a copy of that? 
["lVhereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex

hibit N"o. 4, for identification.*] 
Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, that appears to be a copy. 
Mr. WEITZ. And I believe you also indicated that the memo being 

dated September 11 recounted some matters that transpired in the 

*Seep. 7483. 
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1 or 2 days previous to that, that that would l?robably bring the figures 
represented in there, that is the money receIVed toward the commit
ment would be current as of the beginning of September. 

Mr. STRACHAN. We talked about that and had no way of knowing 
that this is supposed to be a report up through August 31. But it's 
probably a pretty good guess, because it refers to a meeting within 
the last couple of days, and obviously people are checking- on what 
the current status is. I mean, it's far better to say that this includes 
everything that was supposed to be done up through the end of August, 
than through July or through September, and especially since we 
ran through the figures and since you concluded that's probably the 
correct amount from the •time point. 

Mr. WEITZ. I believe you also indicated that the handwriting at 
the very top of the memo, exhibit No. 4, "Colson" and below: "Cashen
Mulcahy 3," and "5G separately on E, committed siphoned," is your 
handwriting. 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, I think so. Whait I would usually do in making 
phone calls is, I put across on the side of my desk, I put about 10 or 
12 [ indicating] with the name of the person, so that if the person 
called on your IO, your interoffice, you know, you could pull it out 
while you had the call in to him real quick, so tha,t's why Colson's 
name is up at the top and that's why I probably noted what the sub
stance of the conversation was down at the bottom. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, I believe you told us that sometime after the 1970 
election, Haldeman had sent a memo to a number of persons in and 
outside of the White House, primarily inside the White House, direct
ing them not to solicit funds outside of normal fundraising channels 
for the 1972 election, is that correct? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, we talked about how a lot of people wentr
not a lot, but half a dozen 1eople,-went to certain contributors inde
pendently, with no centra point to keep track which contributors 
were getting hit for how much, and they wanted to put a stop to that. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall to whom that memo was directed? 
.Mr. STRACHAN. Well, we talked about the names. My guess is that 

it was Klein, Colson, Magruder, I think Safire, but I don't know why, 
why Bill Safire. Probably Chotiner. 

Did we mention any other names informally? 
Mr. WEITZ. No. 
Mr. DoRSEN. Dean? 
Mr. STRACHAN. Dean, yes. Dean would probably ~et one. Not that 

Dean was soliciting, but that Dean should be apprised of what the 
deal was vis-a-vis contributors. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, one of the subjects of the September 11 memo is 
a separate agreement between Colson and the milk people for cash. 

Was that essentially the thrust of this memo, or that paragraph, to 
apprise Haldeman of possible departure from his memorandum? 

Mr. STRACHAN. That's right. The copy of Haldeman's memorandum 
to these people not to contact, I would have in his files, which I main
tained, and probably a followup, and I periodically go around and 
ask somebody like Kalmbach, "are you hearing from any of the con
tributors that somebody on the White House staff is hittmg you from 
the side bar?" So that's probably it, just to apprise Haldeman, and by 
the way your directive is not being followed. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Now, in what appears to be a followup memo, which 
I'd like you to identify, exhibit No. 5 to your testimony is a memoran
dum dated September 16 from you to Haldeman, subject, the milk 
money, and it recounts the information you obtained with respect to 
that separate agreement. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex
hibit No. 5, for identification. 1 J 

Mr. STRACHAN. Right. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was there any followup that you recall, where Halde

man either objected or asked you to follow up on that arrangement? 
Mr. STRACHAN. I don't think so. My guess is it probably was not, 

because this is a followup memo to the original one, which says: "Con
tact Colson and get the information." I get the information in the 
September 16 memo. If that was not all of the information he wanted, 
he would have probably written on this. So my guess is that it wasn't 
any more followup than is indicated here. 

Mr. WEITZ. After the first paragraph, after you recount that infor
mation, there seems to be a dash. 

Could you read that and identify whose handwriting that is, if you 
can? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes; my guess is that the word looks like "Right" 
and is signed with an "L", so it's probably Higby. But it looks like him, 
and that quote there is a quote from my conversation with Colson. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. And I take it you did not know at the time what project 
Colson and Ehrlichman were referring to? 

Mr. STRACHAN. If I had known at the time I probably would have 
included it in the memo, and as it turned out I'm very glad I didn't 
know what it was. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. And the only other variation to Haldeman's policy that 
you report in this memo, exhibit No. 5, is a separate commitment to a 
request Cashen made for $3,600. Now, this reference to Ireland, this is 
Mulcahy, or do you know what this reference is? 

Mr. STRACHAN. My thinking is that it is, because Cashen was a good 
friend of one of Mulcahy's guys. So unless they discovered some other 
great contributor over in Ireland, I guess it's Mulcahy. 

Mr. WEITZ. I have here a memorandum dated September 24, 1971, 
and I'd like Y.OU to identify that. It's from you to Haldeman. Again, the 
su~ject is milk money, referring to a newpaper article that was being 
wntten. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex-
hibit No. 6, for identification.2] 

Mr. STRACHAN. OK. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you remember who informed you of that? 
Mr. STRACHAN. No, I don't. 
You'd have to guess that it wouldn't be Dean or Colson, because 

they've been advised. Either I called them, or whoever gave me the 
information. My guess is1 probably from the press office, but there's no 
backup or anything on this, no notice. 

Mr. 1V EITZ. Not from what we have. 

'Seep. 7484. 
• Previously entered as Odell exhibit 3; see Book 16, p. 7436. 
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Mr. STRACHAN. I just don't recall offhand. Maybe if there was some 
other backup, I could figure it out. That's why, 3 years ago--

Mr. WEITZ. And is there anything written at the time, in September 
or later of 1971, that documented any of the facts related to the earlier 
price-support decision that you then saw? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I'm sorry. You're asking about an internal memo 
that may have been written. 

Mr. WEITZ, That went on to discuss the substance of the price sup
port decision from the previous year, from the previous March, that 
was then the subject of these newspaper articles? 

Mr. STRACHAN. There may have been, but I don't recall it. 
Mr. WEITZ. We have a memo dated also September 24, 1971, and I'll 

mark it as exhibit 7 to your testimony. 
[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan exhibit 

No. 7, for identification.*] 
Mr. WEITZ. It is from Colson to Haldeman, subject, milk producers. 

Have you seen that memo, or can you identify it as appearing to be a 
copy of a White House memorandum? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I don't remember specifically and independently of 
having seen it, but it looks like Colson's handwriting to Haldeman, yes. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, in the memorandum, it refers to a Justice Depart
ment investigation of the milk producers, and it goes on to say that 
"If this goes too far, there will be a number of very serious adverse 
consequences, which I would be glad to elaborate on in detail." 

Were you ever aware, either by personally ·being present in any dis
cussions, or from whatever you learned, as to what cpnsequences Colson 
had in mind? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I'm almost positive I was not in any meetings 
where it was discussed, and I don't know really what he was referring 
to there on the meetings where I give the details. But Colson had in
dependent access to Haldeman's office; he didn't have to come through 
me or have me sit in whenever he talked to Haldeman. So he may 
very well have given him details which I would not have been privy 
to. 

Mr. WEITZ. The last line says, "I would like to stay out of it," and 
before that, he says, "I do think this should be taken up at one of your 
meetings." Do you know, first of all, what meetings he was referring 
to? 

Mr. STRACHAN. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. Or what he appears to be referring to? 
Mr. STRACHAN. When he says, your meetings, you must think it's one 

of the regularly scheduled ones-you know, 8 o'clock, or the 8 :15, or 
the 8 :30, or one of those, your meetmgs. But we later come upon some
what appears to be a part of a talking paper where it's a reference 
to Haldeman meeting with Mitchell, and that may have been what 
Colson meant. I don't know, I really don't know. 

Mr. WEITZ. What was your general understanding of the relation
ship between Colson and Mitchell? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Charitably, not good. Dislike of each other from 
both directions. 

*Seep, 7485. 
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Mr. WEITZ. "\:Vas it your understanding that Colson tried not to in
volve himself directly with any matters that involved the Attorney 
General? 

Mr. STRACHAN. He was very cautious in that regard, feeling that if 
he got himself into something that was clearly within Mitchell's baili
wick, that he would get stepped on very quickly by Mitchell. 

Mr. "\:VEITZ. Was it your experience that Colson did not refrain from 
involving himself in matters that involved interest groups with whom 
he had contact in the White House; and also., at the same time, in
volved possible contributions or other matters before other agencies 
in the Government with those same groups? 

Mr. STRACHAN. The first part is clearly the case. I mean, he would 
involve himself in matters--

Mr. "WEITZ. But the fact that those same groups may be involved in 
a question that came up before some other part of the Government, 
part of the administration-would that usually lead him to refrain 
himself from getting involved, or finding out what was? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I think it would be the other way. Yes, I think it 
would be the other way. I don't think he would necessarily refrain 
from finding out if he's the interest group contact; and it's like the 
labor people. The reason Colson was a contact with the labor people, 
wa;s that they wanted somebody in the "\i\Thite House that they could 
come and talk to and say, gee, we have a problem with X, Y, or Z. 
And then Colson could presumably help solve it. 

Mr. WEITZ. ·would that not be the case with regard to matters in 
which interest groups have problems with Justice, because of his bad 
relationship with Mitchell? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I think the chances are much lower that Colson 
would take any chances of getting involved in a Justice matter, be
cause of Mitchell's presence there. 

Mr. WEITZ. I'd like you to identify what I'll mark as exhibit 8, 
which is the memorandum from Dean to you, dated October 6, 1971; 
the subject, antitrust exemption for milk producers cooperative. 

["\Vhereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex
hibit No. 8, for identification.*] 

Mr. ·WEITZ. And you've looked at it before? I take it that this is 
just a cover memorandum, and we don't have a copy, as I indicated, 
of the accompanying memorandum on the subject matter of the 
investigation. 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, and-I mean, I don't have any recollection that 
Dean, in fact, sent me this memo, but I have no reason to belie,ve that 
Dean didn't send it to me. 

Mr. "\:VEITZ. Do you remember anything about the memorandum? 
Mr. STRACHAN. This memo? 
Mr. WEITZ.No, the accompanying memorandum. 
Mr. STRACHAN. You don't have it later? No, I don't remember. 
Mr. WErrz. Is it your recollection that it ,vas probably prepared by 

someone at the Justice Department? 

*Seep. 7499. 
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Mr. STRACHAN. No, that's not quite true. Things would be signed 
by Dean, but Dean wouldn't know all of the facts just himself. He 
would probably find out from someone within the Justice Department. 
He'd been there, and he knew his way around. Maybe he would find 
out-maybe that person drew the duty of drafting what Dean would 
then later redraft with other information and sign. But Dean would 
be-maybe this is Dean sending me something that is on Department 
of Justice stationery, but I doubt it. He would probably redo it on 
White House stationery. 

Mr. WEITZ. He obtained the information from somebody at Justice? 
Mr. STRACHAN. I would guess; sure, within the Justice Department, 

current activities within the Justice Department. 
Mr. WEITZ. Let me mark as exhibit 9, for your identification, a 

memorandum from you to Haldeman, dated November 3, 1971, trans
mitting a talking paJ?0r for the Attorney General, and an outline of 
subjects; everything 1s excerpted except for item 15, for the meeting 
in Haldeman's office for November 4, the next day. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex
hibit No. 9, for identification.*] 

Mr. WEITZ. I believe you looked at that, and that's an excerpted 
copy of the memorandum and attachments. 

Mr. STRACHAN. This copy memo looks like the size of one I'd put on 
top. I mean, you wouldn't put a full-size sheet on top of a talking 
paper. Talking papers would be on non-White House stationery. All 
you have, really, is the title, "Talking Paper for the Attorney General," 
and that's the way I would do it; in block caps, and then caption "Po
litical Matters Pending, Magruder and Strachan Present," indicating 
there is going to be political matters, Magruder and Strachan present. 
There's no way of telling whether-for paragraph 15 on page 11 of 
what seems to be the talking paper-I was there or I wasn't there. 
Without going back and getting the whole talking paper and finding 
out which stuff we had talked about when we were present, and which 
stuff we talked about when we were absent, and it's hard to just 
ballpark guess. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was there a disagreement or some matter of some sensi
tivity at that time over the salaries being paid by Magruder for 
citizens' committee staff? 

Mr. STRACHAN. That was an ongoing argument; whether it was dis
cussed in this political meeting between Haldeman and the Attorney 
General, I don't specifically recall at the moment. 

Mr. WEITZ. If it was, however? 
Mr. STRACHAN. If there was, it would be a subject that I would 

have learned of, you know, surreptitiously, around Magruder. And 
therefore, I wouldn't want Magruder to know that I had found it out, 
and have Haldeman raise it with the Attorney General. I'd put it into 
an area of discussion for Haldeman with the Attorney General with
out Magruder present. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall ever being present during any discussions 
between the Attorney General and Haldeman about ongoing investi
gations at the Justice Department, whether or not limited to just the 
milk producers? 

•seep. 7500. 
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Mr. STRACHAN. Of the Justice Department? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes; by the Justice Department, I'm sorry. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Ge,e, I don't think so, but I would have-that's why 

I'd have to be able to ,go through my memos and papers, to find out 
whether or not the talking paper would be subject to discussion when 
I would be present, and my notes at the time. 

Mr. WEITZ. We have a memorandum, dated ,January 18, 1972, which 
I'll mark as exhibit 10, and it is a political matter memo from you to 
Haldeman, and I believe you looked at it before. This is a copy of the 
memorandum. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex
hibit No.10, for identification.*] 

Mr. STRACHAN, This appears to be page 1 of what is undoubtedly 
a much longer memo. 

Mr. WEITZ. 'l'hat's a question I have. Looking at it, and looking 
at the formait, there 'are no white areas indicating excerpts removed. 
Is it possible that you would have written a political matter memo? 

Mr. STRACHAN. With one paragraph, one finance? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Very slim. Haldeman is not going to write, "good 

job, H.," on a one-paragraph thing. 
Mr. ·WEITZ. OK. And I might add that I suppose that's reinforced 

by the fact that the paragraph that is present is marked No. 1 ? 
Mr. STRACHAN. That would seem to be true. 
Mr. "\VEITZ. In that paragraph, No. 1, it states that "Kalmbach 

informed Colson of the meeting, but would not tell Colson who asked 
him to see Jacobsen." And in the previous paragraph, it refers to the 
Aititorney General approving a meeting between Kalmbach and the 
milk people, specifically Messrs. J·acobsen and Nelson. 

Is it your understanding from reading this memorandum that it 
was the Attorney General who had essentially told Kalmbach to meet 
with the milk people? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, we talked about this before. What it looks like 
happened is that the Attorney General approved the meeting, and then 
Kalmbach didn't tell Colson that the Attorney General approved the 
meeting. Right? 

Mr. WEITZ. Right. That's what we discussed before. 
Then it goes on to say that Kalmbach believed that someone should 

give all of the information about the milk situation to Colson. Now, 
is it your understanding that the reason Colson perhaps should not 
be told of the fact of the Attorney General's involvement, again goes 
back to the bad relationship and arm's length distance kept between 
Colson and Mitchell? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Probably yes. I mean, that's an ongoing thing 
through any subject that you looked into, Colson and Mitchell staying 
away from each other. 

Mr. ·WEITZ. Do you know why Kalmbach went to Mitchell on this 
before he talked to you? 

Mr. STRACHAN. No. Kalmbach would arrive in town and talk with 
half a dozen people, and just-frequently, it would depend on what 
the schedules were. But also, since I would summarize what Kalmbach 

•seep. 7502. 
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was doing, and it would make sense if Kalmbach would see other people 
before he saw me. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, the recommendation--
Mr. STRACHAN. Wait a minute; except for Ehrlichman. Usually, I 

cannot think of a time when Kalmbach would have met with Ehrhch
man, and then I would report on what Kalmbach had learned from 
Ehrlichman. That was like a separate reporting channel that Halde
man needn't find out from me, the assumption being, that he talked to 
Ehrlichman frequently enough, and also that they were doing some 
stuff with the Nixon family, and some other matters that I needn't 
know. 

Mr. WEITZ. The recommendation in the January 18 memo is "that 
you inform Colson of the milk situation, and that Kalmbach be asked 
not to discuss the milk situation with Colson in the future." Why was 
that? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Let's go off the record. 
Mr. WEITZ. Off the record. 
[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. I take it that you do not know why that recommenda

tion was made i 
Mr. STRACHAN. I can't specifically reconstruct it, other than that's 

the way it seems to flow from the paragraph. 
Mr. BRAY. What exhibit number is that? 
Mr. WEITZ. Exhibit 10. I'd like to mark as exhibit 11 a memo dated 

February 1, 1972, also a political matters memo from you to Halde
man, with one paragraph present on page 2 ; and your recommenda
tion. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan exhibit 
No. 11, for identification.*] 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, I think that's it. 
Mr. WEITZ. Would you have a recommendation on each political 

matter memo, a recommendation for each paragraph or each matter 
that you discussed? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Not necessarily. It would depend on whether it was 
information requiring some sort of action. I mean, 1II1ost political mat
ters memos were just for passing information rather than going to 
Haldeman for decisions. But with Kalmbach, of course, you would 
have more decisions, because since Haldeman would have the ultimate 
authority--

Mr. WEITZ. Now, this memo refers to the fact that the original $2 
million commitment was cut back by the milk people to $1 million. 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ, That either informed you or confirmed your under

standing of an original $2 million commitment by the milk people? 
Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, that looks like information I got from Kalm

bach and reported to Haldeman, and I did one or the other-I'm 
either informed there, or I probably knew of the commitment earlier. 

Mr. WEITZ. Now, what appears to be Haldeman's comment to your 
recommendation is that, "I'll discuss with A.G." Do you know whether, 
in fact, did you ever prepare any talking papers that included this 
matter for discussion between Haldeman and Mitchell? 

*See p. 7503. 
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Mr. STRACHAN. Gee, I should have. "What date is that? 
Mr. WEITZ. February 1. 
Mr. STRACHAN. "When did they have the next meeting? 
Mr. WEITZ. Maybe you can reconstruct your notes on this side. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, that's what it says. "G to H, talk P," which is 

obviously a talking paper, a February 9 talking paper. Do you have it? 
Mr. WEITZ. No. 
Mr. STRACHAN. Well, I don't have any specific recollection now, 

but if that's what I wrote down at the bottom, the chances are pretty 
good that that's what I did with it. I would keep track of things that 
Haldeman was supposed to cover with the Attorney General. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know when Kalmbach became, I believe, assist
ant or associate campaign manager? Wait a minute-chairman of the 
finance committee ? 

Mr. STRACHAN. No, I don't. He was always the de facto guy. "When 
he became official and all that, I don't kno-w; and then I think he re
signed after April 7, didn't he? Yes. I don't know when he officially 
became titled. 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you know when there came a time in February, 
whether there came a time in February, that he made a decision to cut 
off the milk money or otherwise run counter to these recommendations 
by Mitchell? 

Mr. STRACHAN. "When Kalmbach did? 
Mr. vVEITZ. Yes. 
Mr. STRACHAN. I don't think so. None of my political matters memos 

reflected--
Mr. WEITZ. No? 
Mr. STRACHAN. I'm not sure. 
Mr. WEITZ. And these political matter memos, in which you refer 

to Kalmbach, reflect his reports to you? 
Mr. STRACHAN. Yes, that's correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Now, I'd like to mark exhibit 12, a memo dated Febru

ary 16, 1972, from you to Haldeman, another political matters memo. 
[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex

hibit No. 12, for identification.*] 
Mr. ·WEITZ. And item No. 4, which is the only item present, refers 

to Kalmbach and the milk people and $1 million? 
Mr. STRACHAN. Right, which would indicate that a decision had 

not been made as of February 16, to stop dealing with the milk people. 
Kalmbach is working-I wouldn't say that unless I learned. This is 

under financing, so presumably most of my financing information 
came from Kalmbach. So presumably Kalmbach had told me from 
that day he was working with the milk people. 

Mr. vVEITZ. Do you recall any contrary information subsequent to 
that time? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I don't but I'd have to look at the political matters 
memos since February 16 up until April 7; is when the last of the 
money came in. 

Mr. WEITZ. That was until Kalmbach was active. 
Mr. STRACHAN. I don't recall at the moment. 

*Seep. 7504. 
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Mr. WEITZ. We have a memorandum dated February 1, 1972. Actu
ally, two memorandums, each of that daite. The front memorandum is 
from Dean to Ehrlichman, subject, Nader versus Butz. 

[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex
hibit No. 13, for identification. 1

] 

Mr. WEITZ. Do you recall seeing this, or does this apear to be a copy 
of a White House memorandum? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I don't specifically recall it. We talked about this 
informally. If I were to receive this memo, I would get it as one of 
the end-of-the-day memos that I would get from Dean. But it doesn't 
stand out in my mind. 

Mr. WEITZ. Weren't you supposed to get copies of Dean's memo
randums? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. Haldeman's office was supposed to receive 
copies of all people who were "officially" on Haldeman's staff, but 
that wasn't always the case, because that would just mean too many 
copies floating around. 

Mr. WEITZ. For the purpose of identification, does this appear to 
conform to the form of White House memos from Dean that you 
would receive in your file? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. And finally, exhibit 14 is a similar memo dated Au

gust 31, 1972, from Dean to both Haldeman and Ehrlichman. 
[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Strachan ex

hibit No.14, for identification. 2 ] 

Mr. WEITZ. Does this also appear to be a copy of the memorandum 
that you usually received, and in fact did receive? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Yes. That is, I probably have received directly, 
since it's addressed to Haldeman rather than just receiving it as a 
copy of Dean's end-of-the-day memo. So chances are pretty good that 
I received this, but it's during a very crowded time. August 31, 1972, 
was maybe ait the end of the Republican convention, and I may not 
have been in town. But my guess is that I probably received it. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Is there anything else that we haven't covered that 
you can recall about the dairy industry role in the 1972 campaign? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I mean, not without a specific question. Nothing 
jumps to my mind right now. 

Mr. DoRSEN. Well, obviously, we don't have all of the relevant docu
ments, and we do not have all of the relevant information. But, given 
the fact that we've discussed this now for a while, and you were ,there, 
does anything come to mind that we have not covered? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Nothing comes to mind that we have not talked 
about informally, or alluded to or something. 

Mr. WEITZ. Let me just ask, in a general way-after April 7, did 
Kalmbach continue to have any informal or formal fundraising func
tions, and did he report to you on any of his activities? 

Mr. STRACHAN. You don't have my political matters memos. That 
would say what I learned from Kalmbach afterwards. I doubt if he 
just stopped doing everything April 7. 

Mr. WEITZ. WhataboutLeeNunn? 
Mr. STRACHAN. He was still at the committee, wasn't he? 
Mr. WEITZ. Yes. Did he report to you, as Kalmbach had done? 

1 See p. 7505. 
• See p, 7510. 
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Mr. STRACHAN. No. I would ask him questions mostly through 
Sloan. I met Nunn; Kalmbach introduced me to Nunn, and I could 
call him up if I had to, like when Haldeman told me to call him up. 
But I would normally ask Sloan. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. ·were there ever instances in which there-was there 
coordination that you were aware of, and which was planned between 
the fundraising efforts of the committee, finance committee, and those 
of Democrats for Nixon? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I'm sorry? 
Mr. ,VEITZ. Was there any planned, coordinated fundraising effort 

between Democrats for Nixon and the finance committee? 
Mr. STRACHAN. At some point in the political matters memos, it 

,,vould show this. At some point, the Democrats for Nixon were to be 
self-funding. They would raise their own money and spend their own 
money. At some point, it turned out that they were not able •to raise 
their own money, or they didn't want to, so the committee started 
giving them money. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. Do you recall any instances, particularly with respect 
to Jake Jacobsen and/ or the dairy people, in which there was any 
discussion. or report hack to you, of concerted or alternative ap
proaches being made to the dairy people by representatives of the 
Democrats for Nixon and/or the committee representatives? 

Mr. STRACHAN. That's •a left.field hall. 2 years ago, nothing stands 
out other than the fact that the Democrats" for Nixon were supposed 
to raise their own money. They didn't, and eventually Stans funded 
them. Maybe there was discussion of milk money with Jacobsen, 
but--

Mr. ·WEITZ. In that connection, do you have any knowledge of John 
Connally's role in the fundraising efforts or other ac'tivi:ties of Demo
crats for Nixon? 

Mr. STRACHAN. Obviously, he was the head of it. I don't think I ever 
talked to John Connally, or met him. 

Mr ... WEITZ. Diel anybody report to you of his activities, meetings? 
Mr. STRACHAN. If I learned of it, it would have been :from Magruder. 

I mean, I didn 1t talk to Connally's guy independently. Advertising 
was done, of course, :for Democrats for Nixon. If it was, I would find 
out about that through Magruder. 

Mr. ,VEITZ. I believe Leonard Marks was treasurer for Democrats 
for Nixon. Did he ever talk to you? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I don't think so. I probably got his name and re
ported it in the political matters memo, but the source of my informa
tion would have been Magruder. 

Mr. vVEITz. ,vas there ever any instance that you recall in which 
money was either solicited or received by ·congressional committees, 
such ·as the Republican Congressional Campaign Commit,tee, wit'h the 
purpose of funneling the money 'through to the finance committee or 
finance operations? 

Mr. STRACHAN. I read it in the paper, but it doesn1t jump out in my 
mind, and I'd be surprised if I ever got that involved in the details of 
the transfer. Sure, I'd find out albout 76 committees wilth checks, but 
that's because I was directed to find that out :from Nunn, and I just 
would have to go back through my memos and look for that sorlt of 
thing. 

l\ir. ,VEITZ. I have no further questions. Thank you. vVe'll adjourn. 
[Whereupon, at 1 :12 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled matter 

adjourned.] 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT NO. 1 

LAW OFFICES 

ARENT, Fox, KINTNER, PLOTKIN & KAHN 
FEDERAL BAR BUILDING 

1815 H STREET, N. W, 

WASHINGTON,D.C.20006 

CABLE; ARFOX, WESTERN UNION TELEX: 892672 

202 347-8500 

March 12, 1974 

David Dorsen, Esq. 
United States Senate Select 

Conunittee on Presidential 
Campaign Activities 

United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Dorsen: 

~-····~~!!. AltTHUltL.CONUl<T 

CHAIILUIIUTTIENBIEltO 

WILLI-J.LEHArl:LO 

WILLIA .. B.SULLIVAH 
CYl<THIAHNILLIOAN 
NAACl.-n.ltl9CHAKElt 

OAltY~O:PSTO:tN 

DONA~W.SAVO:L.SON 

SAMUO:LH.wc, ........ o 

MATTHEW ............. .. 
BTU"ANr,TUCKI:"' 

O,<IVtf!A.SACKS 
ARNO~WIESTl:ltMAN 
THIEOOOfH<D.rll .... 11 

ltlCK,._HAltlt!NOTON 

..... ltKJ.MATHIS 

Since the indictment in Criminal Action No. 74-110, 
(U.S. District Court for the District of ·Columbia) has 
been returned naming Gordon Strachan since our last 
executive session with the Conunittee, before attending 
further sessions, I would like to memorialize our position. 

Mr. Strachan was granted inununity under 18 U.S.C. 
§6002-6005 on July 6, 1973 and, over his objection, was 
ordered to testify on July 12, 1973 by Senator Baker 
notwithstanding his objection to either executive session 
or public testimony and over his claim of the Fifth 
Amendment privilege. 

You have also advised us that all staff conferences 
and testimony are conducted under and pursuant to that 
grant of inununity and that our staff conference on March 12, 
1974 is also compelled under and covered by the Conunittee's 
order and the court's grant of inununity. 

David M. Dorsen 
Assistant Chief Counsel 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT NO. 2 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASSlNGTO:,;' 

TO: Gordon Strachan 

FROlvI: Chuck Cols on 

This is now in your department. 

·would you please keep this, destroy 
it or whatever you want. · 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT NO. 2-A 

MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE Hc°USE 

WASRU,O"l'OJI 

CONFIDENTIAL 
February 2, 1971 

MEMORANDUM FOR: CHUCK COLSON 

FROM: H. R. HALDEMAN fr" 
Bob Dole· sent me a n·ote at the Cabinet meeting regarding 
the-milk producers and apparently he is being pressured 
by them. They have told him that they are unable to work 
out a means of getting their activity going regarding their 
support for us. Would you please get in touch with Dole 
and follow up on this? 



....... 

EYES ONLY 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT No. 2-B 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WAS·HINGTON 

February 1, 1971 

H. R. HA LDE111L~N 

CHARLES COLSON \J:tl.,-
Outside fund handling 

Herb Kalmbach tells me that he and you did not resolve the question of 
who should be the outside man handling funds from certain groups 
the area that Kalmbach does not want to be involved in. 

I have some id,:rns of people that might do this for us; in fact, I have 
a very good man who would fill the bill provided a lawyer like Tom 
Evans could work with him on setting up the mechanics. 

Please advise if yo"u would like me to proceed with this or if you have 

other thoughte. /?v~ ~. / . 
·./' 

I~ 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 - 35 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT No. 2-C 

<j:"" (o/~c~ (--:! ""::...---,:-HE WHITE HOUSE 

~ WASHINGTON 

~ F• 

MEMORANDUM FOR LARRY HIGBY 

As I understand it, we owe the National Committee approximately 
$150,000 originally committed from Mulcahy. My feeling, as you know, 
is that we should not go back to Mulcahy. 

The Milk Producers are prepared to buy 10 tables to the Committee 
Dinner, ($100,000). The National Committee could be advised in advance 
that this is part.of the money we owe. The only trick would be to be 
certain that we got credit for this against the sums they expect us to . 

. raise. 

Please let me know. 

·L-
Charle• W. Colson 

STRACHAN EXHIBIT NO. 2-D 

' ewe w ANTS THE RETURN OF THIS FILL 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT No. 2-E 

February 8, 1971 

W...EMOR.ANDUM FOR: H. R. HALD:SY:.AN 

FRbMt 

SUBJECT: 

CHAR LES V,', COLSON 

Your 1,~emo of Februarv 2 

The note which Bob Dole. gave you at the Cabinet meeting is the 
sa~e problem I cliscufleed with you i."1 your office a. !ew weeks 
ago. 

'\'le don't have anyone who can ha."ldle support for us from outside 
in±ere:;t groups like the Milk Proch;cers, Kal.T.bach tells mo 
that you and he did not reach an agreement on tl:is. I fe~l 
that it is terribly important th~t I :not be personally involved 
(no one here should be), ' · 

I do have a ma.'1 !.oca11"7· who rni 6ht take this assignment on with 
help from Tom E~s in-New York. I am e4'1)1or.ing .it this week 
and ii it works I vrill advise you; otherwise we perhaps should 
rethi!lk the ques:ion oi using Kalmbach in t.'his area. 



I 

I 
I 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT NO. 3 

-·•·· 

l011\ 1 I 1? 
\ 'v . 

THE WlllTE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 21,· 1971 

MEi,IQRl\NDUH FOR: H.R. HALDEl-!AN_ 

G_ORDON STRACHAN Q FROl·I: 

SUBJECT: Kalmbach Telephone Call of Hay 21 

~ ......... 
After your rneetit\g with' Johri Dean on Wedne.sday on __ the ·ca.'ltpaign 
Spending matters, ~iscussions were held with Hugh Sloan and_ 

·Lee Nunn. Their understanding of the financial arrangements 
corresponds with Kalrnbach's as received in today's conversation 
with him in London. To summarize: 

1. Nona of the Ka1 r.tbach, Surp1ns, .or~ 
be released without your~'L.fil>~.- Kalmbach. and 

Sloan _are rul.1.l' a,,ate of this rule. However, _the- "start 
up costs" :of,the Citizens for the Re-election of the 
President have been covered by Kalmbach collected money. 
These start U.l) costs have.been: 

$35,000 - Harry Flemming for salaries, travel and 
furniture at· 1701 

$15,000 - Har;y Flemming for salaries and expenses 
at 1701 · 

$25,000 - Maryland Election 

$2,500 - Rita Ha~ser 

Kalmbach and Sloan assured me today that these amounts are 
-- fully reimbursable from Citizens funds as soon as received. 

1 has been shifted entirely to Lee Nunn. After your call ~ 
2. The responsibility for the collection of. the milk money 

, this morning I talked with Nunn in Texas. He explained the :lf.r,:: \'\status, checked with Chotiner, and·called me back. Cu!:"r~nt:!.:,, 

I 
V' 1 75 checks for $2,500 ~ach have been transferred into Bennett 

1
' i J! .. J., ,icreatcd corra--:iittees. ,:not!1er 26 checks could be delivered 
,J.i) ~ ~-' \~if Benn.:tt had the co=ittees ready. . . • ·. _ 

;~ ;i;_.. G-"1.:: _.c... ·-/- ·:. -- -·,: . ,.._ =·: - .. 

I 1:r l·~- :.r2.c)/i:;_. i -1-- :.9 de,,,; . 

. (). ~ .. 
(f', fV.f-

le. __:17-7) 
(l~cC-p.,j 
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·'3 •. Nunn <1nd Sloan have been pu~hiI\g Bennett. They 
h<1ve not pushed harder beeause'Kalmbach and Chotiner 
agred .that it is import<1nt. to have Senator Bennett'n 
son as the transfer poinL '. Nunn will politely increase 
the pressure on Bennett-~?.· ~asten, the transfers. 

· 4. Kalmbach and Nunn argue that the milk money currently 
collected and that which will be received should be 
banked in the Bennett cor..r:1ittee names. It is readily 
accessible,.and any ~ransfer into·the committees holding 
K~lmbach collected money might contaminate them. It is 
their view tha~ the milk money should not be used for the 
ongoing expenses of the Citizens because of the risk of 
discovery as the Campaign approaches. Rather, Kalmbach 
and Nunn·argue that the money being· collected by Munn. 
through the direct mail solicitation and the 0-100 
contributors should cover Citizens' expenses. This money 
would also be the source for reimbursement of the 
Kalmbach collected ·funds under your direct control. 

Recommendation: 

Kalmbach and N~~n seem to have the situation under control, 
though there·has been some ae1ay aue to Ka1mbach's 
European trip and the shift of responsibilities from 
Kalmbach to Nunn. Their arguments·for·use of Nunn solicited 
money for the Citizens ongoing expenses seem valid. The 
milk money should be kept as· far removed, but as available 
as possible.

1 
/ 

Agree /:t: Disagree ___________ _ 

Co~~ntk~f",u£ 4 ~,,.;7 tJS /µ:< ~),-~¥? 
5. No decision has been reached l to who should be the £ 
accountant. Kalmbach says he mentioned J. Patrick Dugan ~~ ~. 
to the Attorney General-and followed up with a note that 
Dugan's position as E:<ecutive Vice President of the Export-

• Import Bank would have to be considered as well as Dugan's 
relationship to Henry Kearns. Kalmbach did not receive & 
direction from the Attorney General to proceed en Degan. 
The result is that Citizens' bills are paid by Fler;.~ing, 
the Attorney General's original designate. Flemming 
receives the money from Sloan with no disclosure of its 
source. 
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-3-

6. Kalmbach' s new departure date.· from Europe is June 5. 
lie is anxious to meet with ·you and the Attorney General· 
to review his collection activities in Europe and'the 
general financial ~ituation. He suggests June 12, 13, 

··or 14. These can be confirmed at a later date. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINC.TON 

. ~ - "-zro usYrVJ <1Jf </I 
·1 . l I . 'r .. ,\~Jtu ta . · ~n o'-lA-1~ 

.. · K, nf \.. fl\- ~~"YM) ~n / .. - · · 
. . v!r"' <rl/JO .,~~ ... 

. ·~ 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT No. 4 

/· 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
ev.; I ~<j;, 7J_) 

•. ,(. 
WASHINGTON . 

~EMORANDUM FOR : 

FROM:_ GORDON STRACHAN G 
SUBJECT :- Milk Mon·ey · .. 

~~;~:~f ~~E= ~;l!~;L~t~~?IE~~~;~;~H~r.;~~r '. 
l_~ow~v~;: -:~1~1: mo'!tit,;tt!~ el~ment h;; emerged. }Pt~r-
. F;~llk :w'right/ a.'r~p6:i=t;r for the Minn~apolis Star has inter-
'view~d· six o{ tpe· chair~en of the front" committees and Bob '.:· 
Bennett (the man handling all of the tran~actions). Bennett 
has told Nunn that 110 damaging information has been released. 
Kalmbach, Dean, Nunn;· and Tom Evans of New York dis- ' 
cussed this development late yesterday. No action has been 
taken. 

It is Nunn and Sloan's opinion that Colson has established a 
separate. agreement with the milk people in order to have cash 
_ilvailable 1 ,!ha_ve_riot checked with Colson'as this may be an 
·agreemenfoutside of rny area of responsibility-. 1£ the alleged 
Colson a-gi-'.~eme~t has your app;oval the matter will be dropped • 

. . I£ it ~~es:_"n~t you rn~y wan£to, re.:ernphasize your policy of . . 

. -~ingle ,contact (Kalmbach) with all contributors. - ·: 1 

· •_,_;_ -~--a·. : -~o~O:~~·;~tter 1#-\.'n~-(IVJ.uJ'!.J .l.! 
-- .· - ~ fi.~ 07>. E<..c.,.,_...lLW:. 

L., heck Colson ~/ f>6~A.. 
. , . . ~ 

__ Other ·· t 

EXHIBIT C. 
.; -~ 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT N 0. 5 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTOJ'tl 

Administratively Confidential 

ME}IORA.'IDU!-1 FOR: 

FROH: 

SUBJECT: 

September 16, 1971. 

H.R. HALDE}!A,.'I -GQ~!)ON' S':'N"..c;e:.:·I ~ 

~~ 

You asked me to check Colson regarding an independent agree~ent 
with the milk people for Colson to get cash. Colson confirmed 
that he had made a separate arrangement to obtain five 
thousand. This money was committed by Ehrlichman but never 

, delivered in connection with a "project we (Colson and Ehrlicruna:,., 
worked on together". /!..J, .. ,.1i, ./. · 

. . . -.-("l--
The only other variation from your directive of single contact 
with contributors is a Cashen request for $3,600 from Ireland 
for a poll over a year·old. This $3,600 request has been 
shifted to Magruder. · 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT NO. 7 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

v,Ag HI NG To N 

September 24,, 1971 

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDE1,LI\N 

FROM: ' .fl/ CHARLES. GOLSON;}· 

SUBJECT: Milk Producers 

For obvious reasons, I should not be involved with respect
to the follo~ving. There is underway in the Justice Depart
ment at the moment an Anti-trust Division investigation of 
the milk producer cooperatives. Attached is the 1956 court 
decision exempting the milk producers from application of 
the Anti-trust laws. If this go.es too far there will be a 
number of very serious adverse consequences whic_h I would 
be glad to elaborate.on in detail. 

- I do think this should be taken up at one of your meetings. 
· I would like to stay out of it. 

.···-' .. ·:-, l / 
•'.·--·' .,:,,,..._._, 
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in.IT.CD STA'IiS 'I'". !,IAr.¥L.'.;;l) coo;:·:.:,:.\.'.i.l 'il; :i.:ILK .l.'J:O: 151 
·• Cite &s i,;:; 1·.!-"u;•;,. l~t 

for ":tll 1,ropcrly" return cu to oIT-set · Tn:st L1w .• !,r C:.,~·t.:in Act :.,.~,!:,;; to 
t·o:::b:n:Hi.'rU ,¥,:~ = .~?·i~::lt,!r.,J c,:~·~,j.-r.tt!·v,·s ~r.:!:r~.t <·X•.'(' ..... i \!;~~~7.t!. 

'fhi:: Courl i:; of the ori::io:i tki.t upa 
n rcvi.~\\" of the evidence, ;,I~in~i;I's cb.i1n 
of rcc'>t:;,:-:1cnt i:; a v;ri:J c·~fense to the 
, ,fcn.!ar.l's countercbim. However, 
plaintiff is noL entitled to any afiirmalive 
relief even though its pro..,f in rccoup
nient is in excess of the dc~end:mt's cou::1-
tcrcl:!im. United St~.t~s v. Laney, D.C. 
E.D.S.C.l SJl, SG F.Supp. ~&2. 

It ioHc\vs that j~t!;:;1::e:1t ,i:£n be e:1· 
tercd for the dcfrnd:rnt on the plaintiir's 
claim, and judgment will be entt?red for 
the plaintiJI on the defendant's counter
claim. 

The fore~oing- finc?'!ng-s cf f:ict n.nd cc:-i
clusions of law embodied in this opinion 
may be taken as th~ Fin<linirs of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law of U1c Court. 

"'"--- ....... o : 1rr •u"•r.• sn~U1 
T 

tJ?,."JTED STATF..S of :America. 
Plaintiff, 

v. 
l\IARl!LA."'W conrEr.ATIVE }llLK 

FRODL:.,;'ns, Inc., 
and 

l\IaryJ4nd and V1rgini:i. l\Iill;: Producers 
Association, Inc., Dcfend:mts. 

No. 992-55. 

United States District Court 
District of Columbia. 

Oct. 16, 1956. 

Prosecution of two incorporated 
milk producers associations fer viola
tions of Anti-Trust Laws by alleged un
lav.-ful combination and conspiracy to fix 

· ··price~· of milk sold by t.'1em to distrib
utm. :'- supplying the Governrnent at a 
r.1ili.J:ry post. On deiendants' motion for 
judgment of 2.cquittal, the District Court, 
Holtzoff, J,. held that exemption of farm
ers and farmers' cooperatives from Anti-

:.o .1x prTc:,_~:; of th,·:r 1,ro,!:.:.:t~t ii r.o uU1•.:!"' 
p~r;;ons or orr:;.:ii;::ilicns 11ot members of 
such groups an: par~ of combination. 

:Motion granted. · 

L Criminal L:lW C:,,1i3(2J 
Ordinarily, a motion for jud:;-r:icnt 

oi acquitt.:ll, unfe3:; basl'.'d sokl,· on Gov
err.:ner:t co1,;:1:-;,.-l':1 or£·ni:-::: st~!.':r:1ent to 
i•~r;;, n::;y nc.t be entcrtd:.,:,d until Gov
ernment closes its case, but if basic facts 
inescapably leading to c·onclusion that 
prosecution must fail, iz:rcspective of 
whatever other evidence may be intro
duced, appc.'ll" at earlier s!.'.lge of pro
C\:eC.in;s, c;ourt m:1.y stoP. further -ir:tro
dllction of evidence and entertain such 
a motion. 

z. l\fonopolics CP17(1.7) 
An agreement to fix prices is, in and 

of itself, an unreasonable restraint of 
trade ancl illegal i;:-er sc and hence viola
tive· of Sherman Anti-Trust 4cL Sher
man Anti-Trust Act, §§ 1-S as amended 
15 U.S.C.A. §§ 1-7, 15 note. 

3. ::1Ionopolies c=,12 (18) 
Exemption of agricultural associa

tions from prohibition of Anti-Trust 
Laws by Clayton Act docs not extend to 
combinations between such associations 
and persons or entities not in such cate
gory. Sherman Anti-Trust Act, §§ 1-8 
as amended 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 1-7, 15 note; 
Clayton Act,§ Gas amended 15 U.S.C.A. 
§ 17. 

4. Monopolies c=,17(,U 
Exemption of farmers and farmers• 

cooperatives from Anti-Trust Laws by 
Clayton Act applies to combinations of 
;,.gricultural cooperatives to fix prices of 
their products, if no other persons or or.: 
ganizations not members of such ;;:roups 
are parts of combination. Sherman 
Anti-Trust Act, §§ 1-S as amended 15 
U.S.C ... \. §§ 1-7, 15 note; Clayto:i Act, 
§ 6 as amendeci."15 U.S.C.A. § 17; Cap
per:Volste:id Act, §§ 1, 2, 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 
291, 292; Cooperative }farketini; Act. § 
5, 1 u.s.c_.\.. § 45_5 •. 
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.oseph J. Saunders, Edna Lingreen, 
and Joe E. Waters, Department of Jus
tice, Washington, D. C., for the United 
s~ :s. 

Philip B. Perlm:m, Bilis Lyons, Wash
ington, D:' C., and lbrry Troth Gross, 
Baltimore, ::',[d., for dc:ic~d:i:i~ :,raryland 
Cooperative :,Iiik Producers, Inc. 

William J. Hug-hes, Jr., Herbert Berg
son, and Herbert Eorkfand, Washington, 
D. C., for defendant )!aryland & Vir
ginia Milk Pro:luccrs Ass'n, Inc, · 

HOLTZOFF, Di~trict Judge. 
This is the trial of an indictment 

charging viclations of the 2ntitrust laws. 
The trial is before the Court, a jury hav
ing been waived. 

There are two deiendants in this case, 
MaryJand Cooperntive :Milk P;:oducers, 
Inc., and Maryland and Virginia '?.Iilk 
P1·oducers Asscciation, Inc. Each de
fendant is an association of producers 
of milk. The ?.[aryland Cccperative )Ii!k 
Producers, Inc., is located in Baltimore, 
Maryland, and is composed of about 2,000 
·farmei·s who are producers of milk which 
they ship to distributors in the Balti
more metropolitan area. :Maryland and 
Virginia :Milk · Producers Association .. 
Inc., is located in Washington, D. C. and 
consists of about 1,950 members, who 
are producers shipping milk to distrib
utors in the ~Vasqington metropoiit:m 

. area. 

The two defendants are charged.with 
an unlawful combination and conspiracy 
to th; prices for milk sold to distribu
tors which, in turn, is supplied by the 
purchasers to the Government at its mil-

·- itary post at Fort l\Ieade, :'.lfaryland; 

The indictment consists of two counts. 
. The first count char~es a violation of 

Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S. 
C.A. § · 1, n:imciy, an unlawful restraint 
of interstate \commerce. The second 
count charges a violation of Section 3 
of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C.A. § 3, 
namely, an Unlawful restraint of ·Com
merce between the District of Columbia 
ar.d seYcral of the S~tes. 

It appe:irs, in p:tssing, that the prices 
charged for milk intended for resale to 
the Government at Fort :--reade were ac
tually lower th.:m those exacted for milk 
destined for resale to the general public. 
It may be said perhaps, in a sense, that 
the de:fendanls a1·e accused of conspiring 
to underchai·ge the Gover;iment. In jus
tice to counsel for the Government, it 
must be said, however, that they contend 
that, in a free competitiYe market, prices 
on Government scles might have been 
even lower than these claimed to have 
been fixed by the defendants. Attention 
is called to the fact, by Government coun
sel, that milk intended for use at Fort 
Meade was surplus milk that had to com
ply mere!,· with the standards prescribed 
by the. United States Public Health Ser
vice instead of \\ith the more rigorous 
and rigid requirements established by 
the Government of the District of Co
har..bia. 

After the opening statements were 
made, ·the Government commenced to in
troduce evidence. It offe1·ed a stipula
tion of facts previously agreed upon by 
counsel. .At that point, counsel for the 
defendants made a motion for judgment 
of acquittal. 

.[l] A word should be said about the 
procedural aspects of · the matter. Or
dinarily, sue~ a motion, unless based sole
ly on the opening statement of Govern• 
rnent counsel, may not be entertained un
til the· Go\·ernment closes its case. An 
exception is proper, however, if at ::n 
earlier stage basic facts appear ines
c:i.pably leading to the conclusion that. 
irrespective of whatever other c\·idencc 
may be introduced, the prosecution must 
fail. In that event, it is proper to step 
the further introduction of evider:ce and 
entertain a motion for judgment of ::c· 
quit.ta!. Such -a course is in the i:1tcrest 
of efficiency and expedition in the ad
ministration of justice. It is on this ba
sis that the Court.entertained the defend· 
ants' motion in this instance 2s soon :u 
the stipulation of facts was tendered and 
admitted. 

The following facts :i.p,icar from the 
stipulation that are pertinent to ti.is dis· 
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cu~sion. Each defcnd::nt is a corj1ora
tion with()ut c:i;iiLl c~od: ;:id is ,!n :i~

Eoci:itio?1 composed of miik proc.iu,;cr~. 
r:ach <l,:f(';~Cant is r,p!'t\itc-J !or the n·a: .. 
tu;il b,mcfit of its mc:mucrs and is ,v;t 
conducted for profit. In brief, the ob
ject of e:ich association is to handle and 
market the milk produced by its mem-
1:,ers. 

[2] It is well est."lblished that an 
., , agreement to fix prices is, in ::md of it

self, an u:ire:t,o!'l:iblc rc~tr::int of trade 
·and is i!Ie;;:d, per ~c. a!'ld therefore vio
lati\"e of the Sherman Ac~. 15 l'.S.C.A. 
§§ 1-7, 15 note. This was held b:,· the 
Supreme Court in the lc::ding case of 
United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 
310 U.S. 150, 211 to 233, 60 S.Ct. 811, 

•:. 8-1 L.Ed. 1129, 

c:;em1,~io11 ;.:a! rcc:.:!\"e1.l a sr1..:ci,1l di::;: -~ ... 

r:-::t.y !:-:.\·:f,:11;,· c·::-in~U~r;I.! v.·ith ir.:r,uai:·.r :1:,d ~ 
r,::i,· lci;.:!ly ;.;;r.:.c to fi;~ r,rice.3 O!I their 
prolluct.1i. 

Some yc."lrs ugo, an attrmpt to prose
cute an :tiricuitural coo;1crative :.s an 
unlawful monopoly met \•,i:.h failure; 
United St.ates v. Dairy Coopcrati":e As:. 
sociation, D.C., 49 F.Supp. 47·5. In that 
case, Ju<li;e ?.kColloch for the District of 
OreJon made the foilowin.;- pungent ob
servations: 

"It may be that the acts of the 
defendant cooperative in this case, 
tested without regard to the provi
sions of the Clayton Act, arc monop
olistic in char:ictc·r. I ha.Ye not giY· 
en serious thought to that question, 
for it seems to r.1c when CongrC'SS 
said that cooperatives were not to 
be punished, even thou:;h they be. 
came monopolistic, it would be 
* * " ill-considered for me to 
hold to the contrary." 

(3) It must be observed that to be 

The question presented here, however, 
is whether the defcnd:mts in this case 
are· e.,empt from this broad rule. De
fendants ciaim that they are. It will be 
recalled thut the Sherman Act .became 
Jaw in 1S90. In 191.!, its broad provi
sions were, in part, limited and, in part, 
supplemented by the Clayton Act, 15 
U.S.C.A. § 12 et seq, . 

sure the exemption oi a::rricult.ural asso
ciations from the prohibition of the an

~- '·Section 6 of the Clayton Act is perti· titrust laws does not extend to a cornbi· 
nent to the question invoh·ed in this ··nation .between agricultural associations 

·- -case, 15 U.S.C.A. § 17. The reb·ant pro- and persons or entitie.i that :ire not in 
· ··visions of the Clayton Act read as fol- this category. This was held by th/) Su· 

lows: preme Court in United States v. Borden 
.· . ''Nothing contained in the anti- Co., 308 U.S. 188, 60 S.Ct. 1S2, S4 L.Ed. 

~ .. trust laws shall be construed to for- 181. Chief Justice Hu.;-hes, in V-Titing 
bid the existence and operation of for a unanimous bench, emphaticaiiy 

Tabor, :agricultural, or horticultural called attention to the fact that the con• 
. :organi.zations, instituted for-the pur- _:._ _:;p_i_~cy. charged in that case was not 
. poses. of mutual help, and not hav- that of rriefely forming a collecfrtte as-

.. ing capital stock or conducted for sociation of producers to market their 
_profit, .~r to forbid or restr:rin in· products but a conspiracy between pro--
.dividual menibers oFsiic& orianiza- ducers and distributors and allied groups 

.,. •. _ti(!ns. fi;om lawfully carrying out the with labor .officials, municipal officials,. 
· leid.timate objects thereof;· nor shall and others. 

such organization, or the members [4) The Government 2rgues that the 
thcr~f, be held or construed to be exemption contained in the Clayton Act 
illegal combinations or conspiracies does not apply to a combination of two 
in restraint of trade, under the anti· or more agricultural cooperati\·es and 
.trust laws." · urs-es that such a combin:ition is within 

· · Thus, farmers and farmers' coopera• the rule of the Borden case. 
tives became a fa\"orite of the law, in a . This Court is of the opinion that this 
sense. They were granted an e:{press contention cannot be :sustained. The ob-

145 F.Supp.-10'1., 
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vious purpose of lhe Clayton Act was to 
liberate combin:i.tions of farmers and 
their cooperative organizations from the 
prohibitions of the antitrust laws as long 
as they do not combine with others who 
arc outsick·&f this category. It seems 
immatcri::tl-whethcr a large f:roup of 
!armers organizes a single organizat.ion 
or divides itsf'lf into s~veral or~aniza
tions. Their joint activity, whether in 
the form of a single association or two 
or more a;;sociations, is not an illcgd 
combination in res.traint of trade in the 
light of tite pro1·isions of the Clayton 
Act. Surely, the lc;;aEty of U1e actions 
of a group of farmers s:iould not depend 
on such a nebulous comider:ition as the 
question whether they found it conven-

• ient to organize a single large coopera
tive or two smaller groups. The effect of 
the joint action is the same in either 
event and should be tested by fae same 
yardstick. The exemption should be con
stt·ued as applicable to a i;;roup of farm• 
ers irrespective of whether they are 
joined into a single cooperative or into 
several cooperative associations acting 
jointly. Any other construction wou!d 

. result in p~·tially defeating the intent 
of the Congress and frustrating the 

· meaning of the Act. 

,ve were admonished centuries ago 
that, "The letter. killelli but the spirit 
giveth light". · 

Even a strict literal construction of 
the statute, however, leads to ihe same 
conclusion. It provides, in part, that: 

"Nor shall such organizations or 
the members thereof, be held or con. 
strued to be illegal combinations or 
conspiracies in restraint of trade". 

It will be observed that the plural, as 
well as the singular, are included. 

This discussion might reasonably end 
at this point were it not for the fact 
that later statutes affirmatively support 
the construction of the Clayton .Act which 
this Court has just reached. 

In 1!122, eight years after the passage 
of the Cl;;yton Act, the so-called Cnpper
Yolstead Act became law, 7 U.S.C.A. § 

2!ll. Tr:,· pertinent provisions of that 
statute r~ad as follows: 

"Persons engaged in the produc
tion of agricultural products as 
farme!·s, planters, ranchmen, dairy
men, nut ~r fruit growers may act 
together in :1.ssocialions, corporate 
or otherwise, with or without capi
tal stock, in collectively processing, 
pri;paring for market, har:d!ing, and 
markctin;r in interstate and foreign 
commerce, such prnducts of perso~ 
so engaged. Such association$ may 
ha\·e m:H"keting agencies in common; 
and such associations and their me:n
bcrs may make the necessary con
tracts :ind agreements to effect such 
purposes: Provided, ho;·:ever, That 
such associations are operated for 
the mutual benefit of the members 
thereof, as such producers, and con

. form to one or both of the following 
rcquir.ements: 

"First. That no member of the 
association is allow~d more than ~one 
vote because of the amount of stock 
or membership capita.i he may own 
therein, or, 

"Second. That the association.. 
does not pay dividends on stock 
or membership capital in excess of 

. 8 percentum ptr annum. 

"And in a~y c:?.Se to the following: 

"Third. 'l'hat the association 
shall not deal in the products of non
members to an amount greater in. 
value than such as are handled by it. 
for members." 

The stipulation of facts in this case 
shows that these defendants cemp!y with 
the proviso of the Capper-Volstead AcL 
It will be noted that the Act permits 
agricultural cooperatives to have market
ing agencies in common. Obviously, it 
must have been contemplated that a. com
mon mar::eting agency would fix the same 
prices for the products of all of its prin
cipals and wo..1Id not discriminate arr:ong 
them. Consequently, it must have been 
fore~ecn that this proYision wou!d, in 
some cases, l . .:ad to the fixing of prices 
of agricultural commodities. 
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'f' .. 1 ""(':u:,i•.•l1 i-; iia·.-1..' .. q :J1~..: li!:/ .. C\.-n-
, .:,. 1· •• •.1 fi,Ld no iut,.utiou lo 1,1ohiLit ::!,t::i:c
;,,..11ts Letwcl'll two or 1'.1o!·c coopc;:·•tlvcs 
,:., ii;;: pric-t·,; for l11c1r produc,s. It 
~L···:!..l h• .,:.._,t,~l!, in p:t!:::in:.:.,:~~~\ ~1

~.:·
1rc

•·.:·nl po~:.ublc ahusc5 t,1c ~ ...... 1 LL-.l~ of 
.,•,r.rio.:ullure was empowered. to issue 
rca~c :md desist orders if he lound th:it 
.;uch :,n associ:ttion monopolizes or re
~lr,,ins lr:idc in interstate or foreign 
<:()mr:crce to such an extent lh~t the 

1,ricc of :iny acricultural product 1s un
•!;;!y cnh:tnccd thereby. Such an order 
h fubjcd to juuicial review, 7 U.S.C.A. 
§ :!~•2. 

,,. 

Jn !!)'.!,;, JJ1cse provisions were fur
ther fortill~d l,y the Co-o;::crativc :\Iar
l:cting Act, 7 iJ.S.C.A. § 455, which pro
vid.:s ns follows.:. · 

••Persons ;ngaged, as ori;:inal 
vrocuccrs of agricul~urai vroducts, 
nut or fruit growers, ranchmen, 
(fairymcn, such as fartn~ts, ;l!antc·rs, 
acting together-in associations, cor
porate or otherwise, in collectively 
rroccssing, preparing for market, 
handling, i,nd marketing in inter
~ta.te and/or foreign commerce such , 
products of such persons so engaged, 
may acquire, exchange, interpret, 
:ind ci::semir.ate past, prese.::t, and 
prospecti\·e crop, market, statistical, 
economic, and other similar informa
tion by direct exchange between such 
persons, and/or such assocfations or 
federations thereof, and/or by and 
through a common agent created or 
aclccted by them." 

It will be obser..-ed that again the use 
o{ a common agent is expressly permit: __ 
tcd although, of necessity, the use of a 
common agent may inevitably lead to a 
fixing of prices. It will also be noted 
th:,t this statute applies eiq,ressly to fed-

..._ nations of cooperatives as well as to 
coopcrath·es. 

The Court concludes that a combina
tion between two or more agricultural 

":~pcrath'es to fix prices of their prod
Uch is exempt from the antitrust laws 
rrovidcd that no other person that is not 

:--.~~f.'.! ;.:1 ,n·.,-~::1I:-:.~f.-J!l t:: :l r.:_~:r:,;·~r c! 
snch ~ ;:;r,J~rp· is :1 I·~,rl vi thi.! c1J:~:Lii:.1li,-..1. 

.:\.ccorc.ijn;;ly, th~ :;1otic,n of d•::rc11dant3 
for ju,l:;m,:nt of .icquitt:'ll is i;raatctl :.nd 
~1!1 ·c~·t!:..r ·,·;i!I be cnlc~·(·<l :.ce .. 1rdia;ly. 

JI. Boyce LUC!i:ETT, Plaintifr, 
v. 

l\f11nucl COITE~, Dcfcnd:int. 

United States District Court 
S. D. New York.· 

July 23, 1956, 

-Action on note payable in Mexican 
pesos. On motion to dismiss, the Dis
trict Court, Thomas F. ?>Iurph;·, J., held 
that complaint was insufficient where 
note was not set forth verbatim, no copy 
thereof .was att.-ichcd to complaint and 
complaint neither showed that note was 
payable lo "order" to make it negotiable 
nor pleaded consideration. 

Motion to dismiss granted with leave 
-to file amended pleadi!lg. 

L Courts e=,359 
Federal court in diversity case must 

apply conflict of laws rule of state in 
which it sits. · 

2. Federal Ch;il Procedure G:>710 
CQITlpta..i!l_!._in action on note, payable 

in Mexican pesos was1nsiifficient where it 
neither set forth note verbatim, had copy 
of note attached, showed th:tt note was 
payable to "order", nor pleaded c.onsid
eration. · Fed.Rules Civ.Proc. rules 8 
(c), 84 and .Appendix of Forms, form 3. 
28 U.S.C.A. 

3. Feuer.ii Civil Procedure C=>G2I 
In action on foreign note, it is rec

ommended practice th:tt pleader plead 
foreign law which. he thinks applicable. 
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TH_E ~/HITC'HiJ.USE: 

WJJ:,.SHINGTOJJ 
v' 

Septer.~er 28, 1971 

;\L ~TNISTRAT'IVELY co:•rPIDENTIAL /. 
I .... _ 

t!l~:.:oR.t:.::nc:.t roR: ll. R. Hi\LDEimN 

GORDON STRACHAN G. 
Mill{ Honey 

FRO,·!: 

SUBJECT: 

Three matters of interest developed following the articles in 
the l·/ashington !?ost azid the Wall Street Journal (copies attached.) • 

1) The Clerk of· the House reports filed by the milk 
people were done incorrectly.. This resulted in the 

· disclosure of several of the cow.rnittee chairmen, who 
talked ;,ith the reporters. John Dean has suggested 
changes in the form to ·p·reclude any further· disclosure 
when the reports are filed·again. 

2) The RNC (Lyn Nofziger and lib Herman) have beeri 
answering reporters calls to the RNC. Unfortunately 
they have referred some calls to Lee Nunn, who has 
pleaded ignorance o;: "if the money is coming to us, 
we haven't seen any of it yet"·(which is true because 
the full 232 transferred is held in committees con
trolled. by the milk producers' treasurer). . 

3) Colson sent a me1corandum noting a· Justice Department 
Anti-Trust Division investigation of the milk producers. 
association exemption, Which was upheld by the District 
of Columbia Federal District Court in 1956. Colson urges 
his .own non-involvement. John Dean is checking· this report 
on a vecy low key basis. ~..n~-'!)a~--- .:c.... ;...: ...... ~ ... ~zt~e5, 

. ~:-"":tS"'-auLa-'..~ \ 

' John Dean has been \-;atching t.'lis matter closely as well as the 
Common Cause suit,. which has received some media coverage by 

· mentioning Jack Gleason. 

30-337 0 - 74 - Bk. 16 • 36 
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[From the Wall Street Journal, September 27, 1971] 

Milk and MonB)! 
Flood of Cash to H_elp 
-NixonCampaignFollows 
llifce'in Diiiry ;su~ports 
Ind~ -Funn.els J?onations 

Into Front Groups Pledgecl 
To President's Reelection. 

---
Packing t!ie 'American Dream' 

By .n:aY LAfm.ltlDI . 
.,.,a-,erof'l'asW.u.i.llTanTZoll'IPLU. ·,.,,, 

WASBDfG'l'OM";.;:;. One iiillmlng 1ut· Kuah: 
llecNtU'J or A&rtcu1t11re Cllffoni Bardin .. 
--s a ~ clWlge or mlnd t11at•1 1111D 
pa:,lnc off bath for. tbe nation'• clalry fa1'melW 
ud tor PnlldeDt Xbm'a polltlcal flnanclem. 

lllr. Rardin revealed . fllat he WU nJllbrc 
.-nmenl price aupporta for· "muulfaetm
_.. mlDi. • 'bulc grade IIR4 to malle buttet 
... dleese. Juat two weeks earlier, he had .. 
eland tllUe woa14 be DO clWlge In 8UPPllft 
1nwlL Bia rennar. or p,Uq came .a i-. 
an.,, a lbea d!ICnmtled dalrymeia YI.a.I 
l'nlldlat JO:rm ID tbe Cabinet Boom or the ......... 

'b clalry farmen, tlla lnenaN ID .. lldPPalts 
- hlper pr1cea for their pn,4ueta; -
.-.meat .. committed to punhaa, u -
8U7, -- clalry proc!actl to lleep the pr1cea. 
ap at the mw.lnela. To Kr. Mxm'• pollUea1 
~ men, the }X)llq nvenal m-UI 11111-' 
,...... or pedlapi '1 mlDklD ID campaign &Illa 
tor '1" Pruldent'I fflll reefedlan campalp 
flam the grateful mm, lobby; Of tldl apect8IJ 
tatal, $21111,CJGII 1lu alreadJ' UTIYe4, mClltlp 
_lllnllp IICret cJwmell. . . •. ............... 

Julead or nia111>g the clalry dolJan 111n11p 
atablllbed nalkma1 flmd.NWng eommltfeea, 
wllldl are required by law to ~ the n
cl)lleatl ot their mcney, Republlcana are op, 
eraan, aft underpauDd network or man 111aa 
U "ftluntary a-odliUom " '1'lleae crouP1 op, 
wata lb only CIIIII lep1 jarladlctlon, tbe Dlatrlel 
or Oilumbla. and t11ua needn't be publicly nc~ 
lltend; the Dlltrlet Jiu DO law IOVemln&" lacaJ 
poUtlca1 commltteu. Bach of the new "u.ela
tlam'' aeeepta relatmly amall - for ... 
In& ID aeparate bani< accounta until tbe Nbm . : 
l'Mlectlon campalp II ID need. · • : 

Lut mcmtll, for example, a dairy-~·· 
pollHcal fllnd ea1led tlle Truat for Agrlcultlll'll 
PollUcal EdutttlaD (TAPE), bued In Auatln;, 
Texu, aent auoo to each of ao auch BUMI&· ;; 
tlom tllat ulat mainly on. paper. All tlle - : 
'clatlona are In tlle Wuhlngton area, nearly an 
are beaded by local Republicans, and an 11eaJ: 
web U11reveaJln& titles u Am.,Scam for 
Greater Public Awarenea, Organlal1Uon of Clt
lzlm PoUtlc1am. League ot.llmllYed~ 
Supportera ot Rational l'edenl a.orsui-t1an 
or Comn_>lttee for Polltlcal lat.lptlf:· , .. , i 

-The names were all con~ llr flepl!W-,\ 
eUI wtl'brl Uld dellTered · lio ~ Ina- __ 
IIIDJ', t1C1 hi :,,ould JmQ!r llo1' . . ta tbt:J 

chech. The names Iii no case convey the enure 
purpou of the asaoclaUou. For u •tat.ed In 
every charter (all· 30 charters_ are Identical) 
the mlB1lon II to "work for the renom:lnaUon of 
President Richard M. Ntllon.'.' And after tlle 
GOP naUonal .convention nm year, the char-. 
~ ··apeclftcally malce clear, tlle remalnln& 
funda can be tranalerred _In secrecy to eommlt• 
tee.,, working for Mr, Nlllon'a reelecUon. 

'tAPE, an arm of the All80clated >µUr Pro
dUcera Inc., a giant cooperaUve counllllf 4',000 
tanner•membera from Canada to tlle Gulf 
Oout, II one of tbl'ee lndullry·llp01180red pollU· 
cal tundl that ~m• weU0 1tocked wltll Republl, 
can-npplled Utlell of c'ommltteea et up to ~ 
tect tlle Identity of the dairy donors. 
lloiae Vnllkely Ad"- . ·-

Twelve otller Nlxon·aupportlllg groupa, In-
• eluding tlle Amerlca111 Working to Bul1d a Bet
ter Comllllllllty Committee and the Supporten 

: of tlle AmerlcaJJ Dream Committee, have each 
received '2,IOO cheeks from tlle truat for Spe
cial Political A&rlcultural Community Educa• 
Ucm (SPACE), a Soutlleutem co,op'il poUUcal 
fund baaed In Loulavllle. And llx more groupa, 
Including Americana United tot an Informec! 
Electorate and Amerlca111 United for Decellt 
Oovemment, got chew In tlle 1&1De • amount 
from A&rtcultural and Dall')' BducaUon Po1111-
ca1 TrUlt (ADEPT), a fund tkd to mld·bel" 
lea Dairymen· Inc. of ,Springfield, Mo. 

Bute In Httln& up aena or dummy groupa 
In time to receive tlle clalry lnduatry'1 flurry or 
checka rellllted In eata'bllahment ot aome ~t un
likely ~.. One UIOC!atlon, Amerlcanl 
UJ,db!<l for Better IAaderablp, operatu from a 
Waiblngton ballroom, Tbe baBroom operator 
and tbe auoclatlan cllalrmu Ill Mra. Edward 
L. l'eggana; "her husband Ill vice chall'IIUUI or 
tlle Dlatrlet ot Columllla Republican Party. · 

llo!PeUmu, too, \be hurried orpn1a1ns 
ir.l!l'led . registered Democrall Into unwttuns 
...-,,lee, iraurtce 8. Wllllaml, UI electrical -
tractor wbo voted for Rubel\ Humphrey Ill 
11118. accepted tlle cbalrnumllblll of League llat' 
Cmlcerted Action at tlle request of a Republl
can friend. HII ~ league (tllere an IIO 
mem•> recelyed· '2,lilo from TAPllt on .JIIIY, 
11. Yet tllere'1 little danger tllat tlle Democrall 
can lllpbon or, any clalry dollan; In nearly all 
euu, tlle treuurera or the voluntary aaoda· 
u....· are ladlu employed br Unlcm T1'lllt Co., 
a Wuhlngton bank ha'l'IDC aeveral RepuW.
blgwlp GIi tlle 'baud. 

~:91rMi,!:, the demon to ~ dununi' 
,,:,ppa -'t fll:I for what P!lrl)Ca tbey'N 

lll&kins pollUcal -trlbutlona _. ._ 
whetller tlle money 1-Intended tor"Republl
- Democratli. "We '8ally dal!'t .tan to lallr· 
about It," l&JI Robert. o. Jabam, tnalllnl' .. 
'fAPIII. : . . " .. 

. The donon eomply with federal campatp, 
llnance Ian-which- ,do goYeJ'q ilmm. tbaqp 
not tlla beneftclal7.lf0upl-by UIUltC ~ ... 
~ recipient IIIIOClatr-·111 re, 
porta filed ..wa the clerk or the aiua.· a, a.., 
---. .-119 Kr. Jabanl. .. "We'w 
Uldecl ·by ffel7"1n' we're ·aware ..... _... 
,_ s. Jluellal', ~ or BPACIL · ; 
.'·•tllllied, ~ or poUtleal-.y.--... 
,aper orpnllaUona. CUl . be ,arfeetly ..... 

=:-..::-··~= ::-i..:;: 
Ills .mat, ~-a·Haue_=· .WM lac 
~ ........... ._,. ...... .. ._. .. _,.._. ........... . 
•:• llliille ..... 4!' JwS r:,.;.., ......_ 
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[From the Washington Post, September 27, 1971] 

Dairy Cash Pours 111 to Dnn1my Comllllttees · 
___, 

Milking ()ollars 
. jOf'-'NiX iii ... ·. - 0 

> .. : .... : "'. ~- «~ ' ••• ~-. ·: ' ':-·., :'. • ; " • • 

By Georgl' Lardnt'r .Jr. 
\Va::-h1;1a:i.u:1 Pu.-l St;.111 W:-.:~·r 

The Leagur (01· Conc•.·rt(•d ,\ction 
has nc, er mrt the Committee fca· a 
Better ::'\at;on. but they h:ne a lot in 
common. 

Both arc part of a hJ:!e !>tahlc oi 
dummy committees wit:1 higlMound
ing names that hani started collecting 
money for the re-election of i't't'side'lt 
Nixon. Both have ''C'hairmen'' who ,1ro
fess only a nnctding familiarity with 

-the-nnmt's· of-their-own organizations·
and nc, km,1\·lcdge at all or the thou
sands of c!ullaa·s ostensibly sent. to ;heir·. 
homes. 

Despite -that. 11:"pi>rts on file with 
the clerk of the House indicate that 
these committees, and dozens more:_ 
have already picked up a collective 
total of· $170,000 from lh•i ,ation·s 
dairy farmers alone. The rai;h. if seems, 
goes straight to the bank. . 

''There must be some mistake!'; said 
Frederic C. Towers; an in\'cstm,.mt 
broker who11e home · in BetlM'sda is 

'listed as the address of the Orgniza
tion · of Community V'Olunteers, one 
of 68 committees that were sent $2,500 
each. "I never heard of that· group." 

· \V. Carter Bowles Jr. an attorney with 
the Washington firm of Covington & 
Bul'ling, was less surprised but even 
more indignant about the use of bis 
address. The Trust for Agricultural 
Political Education (TAPE) of San 
Antonio, Tex., reported sending $2,500. 
this summer to the-x~ricans Organ-

--ized for.. P1>litit'al stability at 10100 
Bentcross Dr .• Potomac, Md;, which ts -. 
Bowles' home. · 

"To say that ·1 am not pleased. is ab' 
, understatement," Bowles said, adding 
11 that a friend. told him ~bout the re· 
I ported c·ontribution just a day or two_ j 
\ a~o. Bowles said he is nor a member 

or Americans Organized· for Political · 
Stabilit~· _and is not aware of anyone 
who is. "It is not authorlzed. by me,'' 
be said. · · 

Other organizations listed as receiv
ing the campaign . contributions,_ do 
have .tbeir.':"'spokesmen;· however. The 

· money, they say, is to be used for Mr.· 
Nixon's campaign even though it wasn't 
sent to them., ,, C: . . c . __ 

"It may have: gone directly to the 
. treasurer," said Maurice S: Williams, 
.an electrical contractor whose Land

. "ov«, ?,rd., ho1"le was listed by TAPE 
as the headquarters of the League for 
Conc"erted · Action, He· said._ U.Y. · dona
tions, .as be understood it, were to be 
turned over to officials at the Repub, 

_ lican National Committee, The Leaglle; I 
. Williams said, · 1s· simply ·.a; "!utmel ... 
... for- ~paign cub:' /. ·- · ·_· · 
. •. ··tt wirs·ser·up mainly :to pour hi. 
. funds for Richard Nixon," Williams 

said. ''Soine people like to . donate 
. anonymously. You· know."·. . , 
, · Williams said he was chairman <>l 
• the League, -~ some committee with· 

I a nameH!te that, but said he couldn't 
recall.who_ his treasurer .\\·as. He ,aid 
he. hat'no conn~cUons·at an .. with the 

. 'da~.Jn~J~1!Jl!.,,!'1'~:;Nil(On. · 



.. ~\),· ~.-... ,, •. 
· tiia . i>olltlcal arm· di lel» 

sr1t•iated .. M llt . ~cera 
·.·:' Int\ i'.fast.ll'OWf~ "111~ ~·-,,-!_.... ____ ... _____ ~ -~-:-· --

. ··•, .. ,:op" ~ 32,000 mtniber~ 
~ f11rms JD •• atatea.· Lut 

. ·. hring, TAPE and two other 
• · ps,Hti.cal aotlon ·fWJ!is-for 
.. ,•,:rymen reported con~. 

1-i t 1ou tota11na $85,ooo I to 
, :;rious Republican tuiad
, .. ;i ~ing eommitteet juat tie-
1 re and just after the 
: xon administration grant· 
I'd an l~ease in mHk sup- ' 

· r··;·t prloes. · · 
T.\PE also doh.ates to Dem

'"'rats, but on July 9'; ~C
r· •rrling to tts most recent 
I • •ort OD political spendtill,
jl. sent contributions ot $2,· 
,; •teach-a total ot $125,000 

to 50 organizations scat· 
., ·•·d about the Nation's 
i · ·lllitaL The titles offer 
, ·,r~ugh for anyone's tastes, 
• · ,:m the Association of Po-· 
, · · cal Activists to the Or· . 

nizatlon of Moderate 
·11ericans to Americans 

1 · ·uted for ObJeetlve Re
. ,,·ting to, limply, Amerl• 
, · •is Co~ed. 

Subsequently, on Aug. 19, 
· · · ·, Trust for Special Politi· 
,. ; Agricultural Community 

11ration (SPACE), an a•· 
1•,nrt of Dairymen Jae., 
· , • t> out $30,000 in lots of 
~ ·• .100 each to another J2 . 
r·n•ilmittea. 

The next day, on Au,:. 20, 
• ;,.. Agricultural and Dairy 
r ul'ational Political Trust 
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, \ m;PT), the political aJ;"m . 
,. :\lid-America Dairymen: 
I ·1c .. sent $15,000 tcnix more 
, .!:inlzatlom, again all with 1 

,,,..r ropolltan Wasthington ad- \ 
,, -.. sses. I 

"'Each of those c:ommittees ' 
11·,~ a treuurer," TAPE'S 
1 :isurer Robert D. Islwt 
, ·, <l in a brief telephone lit- · 
, •-r\'iew about the 50 oqani
r•t ions that got money~-
1,:s office. "We have ligned 
rr·,·eipts and legal opinion 
that thesif·committees are 
rr11per in complete accord
:,'ll'e with the CoITUpt Prac
t., "S Act." 

!sham refused to uy 
where TAPE got the 'list of 

:•• C Or:_;anizations and claimed 
.,,., to know where its 
p10ney WOUld eventually 
\\i'ld up. 
· ··Really I don't care to 

d's<'USs it any further," be 
s1i<l when asked if GOP offi
,. :,!shad supplied the names 
,, ml addresses. He also re-
1 u,~d to say just where the 
Mntributions bad been sent. 

The treasurers of SP ACE. 
· whirh bas its offices in 

t.•1uisville, Ky., and ADEPT, 
whi<-h is localed in Spring
I ,,_ !<l, .:Mo., could not be 
reached for commenL 

the contributions how~ . 
('\'er. have _apparently been 
cl<>1>osited at the Union 
Trust Co. whose office build· 
in·• at 15th and H Streets 
xw is recorded as the home. 
;,r 25 of the committees on 
T.\PE's list. None is listed 
. on the, building directorr- . 
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TwentT-flve committees - Dste4 In 
House records u belq houe4 In the 

llr Ullda -- ·- -Unlea 'l'nllt Ball111n&', 111d tlae ll1dh1lnc 
dlredGf7 ....... lllat ef tbelr pnNllce. 

chuckled when told between 
80 and 70. 

but Union Trust vice pre~l
dent Robert Lee O'Brien Jr. 
confirmed that the banklfii" 
been getting a substantial 
number of new organlza• 
tional accounts, set up by 
people "in the .. l)(llltical 
scene," virtually all of them 
Republlcana. 

Merrell uld be had no . 

over again. If It WPre Dem· 
ocrat, I would have refused 
most flatly." 

'A Gatherlnc Place' 
• All we are Is a gathering 

place for the funds," 
O'Brien said. He declined to 
HJ who opened the ac
counts or who bid authority> 
to write checks on them. 

Wasblngton attorney John 
Y. Merrell said he couldn't 
even recall what bank the 
money was going to. One of 
the recipients of ADEPT's 
contributions, the Organ.'za
tion of Involved Americans, 
has Its address at Merrell's 
office In Washington and an
other, Americans United for 
Polltical Awareness, al bis 
home In Arlington. He 
heads one, he said, and his 
wife Is chairman of the 
other. But he wasn't sure 
whlrh was which. 

Of the money, he said, "It 
~°"" into a b,ank account. 
It"s In my committee's name. 
But I don't run it."· 

A solid supporter of Mr. 
·Nixon, Merrell said he was 
enlisted several months ago 
by a public relations man 
named Robert F. Bennett 
who told him •they were 
going to form some commit
tees and work for Richard 
Nixon." \ 

"I'm just curious,• Merrell 
told a reporter at one point. 
"How many are there?" He · 

Idea· bow hla committee or 
any of the othen were to 
get their donaUoni. "He 
(Bennett) didn't tell me,'' 
Merrel uld. "We didn't dis
cuss It In any sreat detail." 
Bennett could not be 
reached for eomment. 

Sampson P. Holland of 1809 
Varnum St. NW, • colllUlt

.• Dl . for Remington Rand, 
aid he couldn't even recall 
who enlisted him. ms home 
la listed on TAPE'1 report u 
the headquarten of the 
Committee for a Better Na
tion · while Remington 
Rand'.• address at 2121 Wis· 
consin Ave. NW Is recorded 
as the home of Americans 
for a Sensible Agricultural 
Policy. · · ' 

Holland said he'd newer 
heard of Americans for a 
Sensible Agrleultural Pol· 
Icy. "That's not the name I 
had," he declared .. Aued 
whether he had lent his 
name to the Committee for 
a Better Nation, he raid, 
"That might be the one • , . 
. Did theY. get $2500? I didn't 
get It .•, , But If the money 
Is for Mr. Nlxon,.l'm for. It.".·· 
Enllstect by Friends 

Nominal beads of several 
of the committees enlisted 
others. John H. Middleton, a 

. retir~ Government attor
ney, said he was asked by a 
lriend, Jesse R. Smith, ''to 
serve In the Interests of the 
Republican Part,. I agreed, 
principally to prevent the 
Kenllt!dy famllj from taldnl 

Two organizations, the As
sociation for More Effective 
Federal Action Committee 
and the Americans for Bet· 
ter Federal Planning Com
mltte, ve listed •• having 
their offlca at 3201 Morri
son St. NW, which Is Middle
ton'• home. SPACE reported 
living them a total of $5,000. 

"I belle.ve my wife is on 
one and I'm on the other," 
Middleton aald. "It's been 
some time since I was 
asked." 
· .Just back from a summer 
In Utah, Smith, whose home 
on Garrison .Street NW, is 
supposed to he headquar
ten for Americans Work
Ing to Build a Better Com
munity Committee, said he's 
gotten. "nothing. at all" in 
contributions himself, but 
was dellgbted to bear they 
were starting. to come in. 
Including S2,5l)O for his 

· committee. Be said he In• 
tended to check on the stat• · 
us of lta bank account at 
Union TrUlt the tint of the 
week., •. 

Smith salcf he was asked 
to participate by. "someone 
at the (Republican) National. 
Committee," but he lllcl he 
couldn't re cal L...l'ho. that 
was. . .. 
"I'm not trying to hedge 

or anything," he said. 'They 
sent me the esrds to set up 
thla commtttee, to let my 
name be used. Thera -
two or three that I talked 
witb. I've been active In .the 



' Republican Part:, flll.- ~oN 
••• Wb~ttr It lo w1!0'1 han
dllnc thm· publlclt:,, that•, 
wbo It was." · 

It was lllll unclear, how
ever, -,.ho bad taken lbe 
IIIJUatl•e. In . oettlnc up the 
Cll'(lldzationa a n 4 lnvent
lDI tllelr names. Lyn C. Not. 
diet, director _flt eomm,mJ., 
catlonrtor the Republlean 
Natlonll Ctllnmlttee, nu 
,eaten!ay that he was -
aware of them.· 

Nofziger suggested that 
they might have been estlb
liahed by either the ~ 
llcan NaUona.! Finance c_. 
l!littee or the Committee for 
the Ile-Election of th" Preal
dent, both formal GOP or-

tlizations. Officials -of DeltJl. 
group we.., av.Uable for 
ment yesterday. • 

Under the Corrupt Pra. 
Uees Aet, the treasurer of a 
political committee Is re
quired to file quarterly fl. 
!lallelal rep o rt I liltln& 
mnonc other things, "the 
name and address of eaclr 
penon" who has eontrlbuted 
$UM> or more "to or for nch 
committee. • .within the cal
endar year." The deadline 
for the moit recent quarter, 
covering &pendlq and 
contributions for June, July 
and August, WU Sept. 10. 

None of the paper com
mittees hu submitted a re
port thus far, according to 
records at the House file 
rlert's office. The names of 
their treasuren remain a 
mystery. Most of the com
mittee ~chairmen" said they 
couldn't recall the names. 
One, Robert H. Tarr of the 
League of Dedicated Voters 
In Silver Spring, declined to 
uy. 

"We'll mate· IU1"e all con,. 
trlbutions . are properly re
ported," Tarr told a re
,orter, decla!lni that he 
had not bee.a aware of the 
$2,500 contribution T.\Flii no 
ported t, the Lel!gue. 

Mrs. Edward L. Feggau 
. . of 21184 South Dakota AYe. 
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NE uld llhe didn't even 
know the eommltteel lnvolv· 
Ing her had been set up. 
One, the Citizens for a "!let
ter Environment, ts listed as 
bavlq its office~ at her 
home and the other, Amerf. 
cans United for Better Lead
erllhip, is credited wltll an 
address at the Northwest 
Gardens ballroom, a night
club In a mlddle-dass nellh
borhood that Mn. Peaami 
l'Uns with her husband. 
TAPE reported $2',500 eon
tributions to each group, but 
Mrs. Feggans said she never 
uw the money. 

"Thia souuds to me Ute 
it's working up to something 
that doesn't amen right." 
she said, but then stressed 
that her husband, who wu 
out of town, undoubtedly 
knew more about it. 

"He's vice chairman of the 
Republican party In the 
city," she said. "He is Mr. 
Republican. I was just 1otna 
along to help." 

Mn. Pegglins said she wu 
flrst told about servln1 on 
"this ciub that was golq to 
Ile formed to re'elect Pral· 
dent Nixon" when her hus
band returned home from a 
Republican party meetln& 
about a month to a mODth 
lllit a lll1f ago "at the 1D01t.· 

According to TAPE'S re
port, however, the Cltlaenl 
for a Better Envlronmellt 
and Americans United for 
8etter Leadership had tllelr 
titlea and addresses by July 
9 wben the contrlbutlclu 
were made. 

The three dairy farm lob
lllfl In any event bepn their 
D71 GOP contributions Jut 
March 22 •hen TAPE PYe 
'10,000 to four: Republican 
,-nittees. The donations 
ame just 10 days after Sec
retary of Agriculture Cllf. 
ford Hardin announced there 
would be no increase In milt 
price supports for 1971. 

Leading dairy farm 
SPOkesmen met with Mr. 
Nlzon at the White HOUN 
March. 23. On tile next day, 
March 2 .. SPACE Pft 

$25,000 to various GOP -· 
mitteel. A day later, OD 

March 25, Budin~ 
a erice Increase of 27 eents 
per hundredwei&ht, ll1illlll 
that "eontlnu!D& reRll'ch" 
114d turDtd up new bdonna
tlon OD l'islng farm emlL 

Other conldbutiou -
la followiq week,. On 
April 11, ADEIIT gaft "5.· 
000 to nine Republican or
pnizatlons, from tile Re
publican National Committee 
to the Republican o.n,re. 
sional Candidates Conf-. 
On May 'I; SPACE - re
ported u giving uother 
'5,000 to the ®P's "II klet· 
off dinner committee. Some 
Of the GOP recipients Of the 
dairy lobby's money, 'lllell.u· 
the Committee for a BepubU. 
can Congress which got 
$2.000 from TAPE, haft bad 
DO other income all :,ear. 

The Committee for a Re
publican· Congress filed ita 
first· ever financial report 
with the clerk of the Rouse 
on June 10, 11 s tin I the 
TAPE contribution. 

The dairymen haye uld 
there was 110 connection be
tween their campaip llfts 
and the govel'Dfflent adion. 
But their conltltuente 
•olced their thanks to Mr. 
Nlllon with a warm recep
tion at the Prellldent'1 ap
pearance before tllem In 
adcago earlier thll lllllllth. 

Stoppln1 for • Ylllt tll tllt 
Aaocllted Mi1lt Prochleen 
Coaventlon there Sept. a. 
Mr. Nlson was met b)' 40.000 
dairy farmers and tellUvtll 
pthered at cavel'DODI Mc
Cormlclc Place for what wu 
bffied as "the largest farm 
meeting' In history." The 
Prelldent praised them for 
t11t1r aelf-rellanee, tm M 
won his biggest applause 
wben he told them what he 
IIIOlt wanted "in terma, of 
food; OD the·; table .. OD re
turnln!i bomt trom dutT In 
the Pacific In World WIii' IJ, -

· "You know what it ~· 
lie. told the-tlinilll,~ • 
lltealr or none of the other 
thintn ,that :,on nswi111 think 
of-,-:111'/it a glass· of ~ 
fresh ~Ilk ;'. ... ' p~ . 
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LIST OF GROUPS RECEIVING FUNDS ]'ROM DAIRY UNITS 

[l!'rom the Washington Post, September 27, 1971] 

F'olloWlnl Is • 11st of the. names and, 
r,tt>Orted addresses ilf the committees 

•Jll.lt 1'11.Cehltd S?.500 each from ttie palltl,; 
Cttt uendlng arms~•• clah!r~ 
~tions: - , . ·· . 
· E-rom .the· AgricvHu,. and D .. ry INII-, 
c•lielftel_Politlc&l Trust (Al>EPT): i 

, lie o"anlzatlon of Involved. Afflll1. I 
c ... ,. IJS Ut11 St., NW; Americans Unffad I 
ft\r Political Awa~ 4630 N. Dittmer, 
Rtf ... Arllnaton, Va.; Americans tJnltectl' 
tor -,ro1111ca1 lnvot~ 019 Americana 
Drive, .Annandale, Va.; Americans p.,., 

. tlcioaH .. ; .1190l' PCIPll'. f:tead Rd., Fafr,.1 
tax. Va.. · .· . . . : 
· Also. ·Americans . United .. tor Decent• 
Government, 1729 .ff Street, ·NW; ·Afflerl.: 

. C,'llS United for an Informed f!lectorat.. I 
·. Total 01"'1 bY ADEPT to the ..,,,.

1 ~=~.:t..~~Ofn1~.'.. ~ 11~:-~ 
From the Tl'U$f. for Special Polltlcll1 

A11#1cu1tura1 · -comtnUl!lb' Education· 
(~!!'4CEI: . . · · · ·· · · 

• merfcens · hwolvect CornmlttN 1- Ml 
Jt,eet, NW, .Commlttae for • ti;ue, 
American, '1730 M Street, NWf Associa
tion tor ltle Preservation of a Decent 
American Soeletv COll\lftlttee, Rciom 5l5, 
1625 l St., NW. · . · . 
- -Also. S1111parter1 ' of · the : Amerlclft 
Orffffl Committee J625 I St., NW; ·AlsO
.clatlOll_of Involved Volunteer Committee, 
•1t · Firecrest, Alexandria, Va., Ameri
cana United for Sound Monev. Committee, 
7801 Norfolk · Ave., Bethesda, Md.; Asso-
ciation !reservation of Sound .Potltl-
cat lclN .. •s. m.· m. " .. tee, 1729 ... H St., N. W, '-"..'!t. 310J · A iatlon .for. Preservation of r.:'i Ameri n Ideals Committee, 1725 I 

·~·-. oclatlon for M~e Effective 
.Federal Action Committee,; 3201 Morrllon st., NW; Americans United for Better 
Fedlrll Planning Committee, 3201 Marrl· 
~- _ 51,, NW; Americans Worttlnt to 
8ulld a · Better , community commrttee, 
aa..e. arrlson ·St.'--~~ Americans·.· Dedl
catad to Sound 1:CC1110R1IC Growth CCllllo 
tnlttee. JIOl NOl'_folk Ave~ 8e"*418. Md •. 
. Total 91119ft by SPA\.E to flit aboq 

C'llfflftllttell: $30.IIIIO. Alt . file dllllatlone 
.lllf'eJllldt.atft Aup. 191 ]JlJ, , ' · _ 

C:.:c~Wl.1r,: Agrlcvltural. Polltf. ! 
A.uociation for Fair Prm, Association 

fer · . Polltkal . . Volunteers, Amtrtcans 
Unltlid for · Sound. Consumer Policies, 
Americans United - for Oblec:Uve Report. 
~ • • ~gue ot Citizens Activists, Citizens 
~ "n'!~~ovtmment, Americans United 
...... ~...,.,,,. In Government, Committee 
for. Polltlcal lnteartty, AmerJcans Dedl· = \_ S= Growth, Americans Decll• 
United -for Polff= 1:':lt ~rlca"i! 

I: "t:'~a==.::.U:-=!J 

ment.Amerlcana United for ResponsivS' 
Adm[nlltratlon, Oraani.zatlon. of $enslblel 
'Cltlzent. Americans tor Sound Ectuca
tlonal Pollclfl.. Americans Concerned, 
SUDDorters of Rational Federal Rtorvanf. uflon, S®nd Politics Association, Com-1 
mlttee ·-for.. Adecauate Pollttcal lnfol1Ntlon. 1 

Oraanlzatlon of Clttzen Politicians. 'Gov .. 
' AISO, Americans United tor Sound • 
...... nt. Americana United for ECOIIOfflY 
tn Government Americana UGIIN tor 
.lc:i!laomlc s..,,rty., _ , .... , , ~; .d& --' 

All of the committees In tha two par• 
graphs above list their address as: Union 
Trust 8ulldlno1 15th and H Streets, NW. 

Also, . Americans Dedicated to Better 
Public -Administration, 1000 Connecticut 
Ave., NW; Americans tor Sound EcolOQI• 
cal ,Policy, 1000 Connecticut Ave., NW1 
Association of Americans tor Good Gov· 
ernment, 1420 New York Ave., Associa
tion of Political vo111nteers, lQI New 
York Ave. - . . , · , 

Also, oreanlzatlon of Dedicated Ameri
cans, 1.ao New.' York Ave.; Lea;ue cf 1r.
vo1vec1 Citizens, 1420 New York Ave.; 
I.Hg.,. for Concerted Action, 210. Or
chard Piece, LlnclOver, Md,; League of 
Dedicated Voters, 2148 Georgian wooers 
Pl. Silver Spring, Md.; Organization of 
Community Volunteers, 8033 Herb Farm o,,,,., . Beftlesda, Md.: Americans DecH· 
catect to Greater Publle Awarene~ 1013" 
Little Pond Drive, Galthersburt, Md. 

Also, Americans United for Better Fed
_eral Administration, .101.:.4 Little Pond 
Drlv,., _ GaithersbUrV, Md.; Association for 
Stl'llfOI• Dlsanna~t 1 '609 Hillandale 
Rd., CheW Chall, Mt;!,J __ Orgenlzatlon of 
...,.._.. Amlrlcliw. iNt 14111 St~,MWJ 
Amerlc~ ns Organized tor Pl:IHtlcal Stabll
ltv, 1c. 100 Bentcross OrJV11, Potomac. 
Md.; /. aodetlon of NIIIIIIIOl'IIOv,1 v.un;. 
teers, ,.Ur Aldenham _ u,_.., __ R"10n,. Vt_.,. 
CitlHn'", tar More EnecYMtfCMlllllll\l1¥ 
lnvolvt.nent, 1250 Connecticut "·-''e'-J.. :,.-i, 

Also. Americans Dtc:icaled to ~UltPort 
olComDer xracv, 1250 Ccnnectlcut Aire. NW, 

"' ;tee for a Betttr Nation, IICf 
VPoa,.,.., I Street, NW; Clt;zens fo=· 

llcl, ; at 1--;ome and Abroed1, w · warct 
Bulldl 1, 15th and H Streen, NW; rnerl
cans . Jnlted for a Sensl~ AprJ~lturat 

for
Pol~ 2121 Wisconsin Ave'.. ~;·::: . !!!t~~ 

• .ietter Envirooment, ~ So!llll l>ao 

3. .. tenue, NE. 
.· ·. - Committee , for Bttter Govern
, 108 Mlmou Lane Sliver Soring, 

Md.J Associatt.on of Polltlcat Aetlvlsts, 

=1730 . \_St., Kl/t!ia.Amerlans. . .D.ed.l~. 
. ·- 1730 M St., NW1 Amert~ c, for &lttttr L~c-·131.)tan.' S.t., NW. . ,. - , . , 

Tc ll given bv TAPE. to the ... ...,_. 
-e.41ittees: $125.000. -Ml· donatiora~._..-
IIV\. , on Jut, t, 1971. . · • 

.• ] ·al-•J%!n.&w..' AD.IPT, SPAC·. \JP 1,-e.o;w .. • -~~-.'l. . 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

7499 

STRACHAN EXHIBIT No. 8 

October 6, 1971 

GORDON STRACHAN 

JOHN DEAN 

.Antitrust Exemption for 
Milk Producers Cooperative 

Attached is the information you requested regarding the antitrust 
exemption for the milk producers and the current activities within 
the Department of Justice regarding the Association of Milk 
Producer&, Inc. 



TO: 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT No. 9 

aHE ~'/rliTt ,·,,_;,:.,::,-:: 
WA.>ilHCHOH 

.:.·. 

Date: 11-3-71 

The ritto=ney Getlcral askec Jeb 
Mag::::-cder for a:-,. ac;e:1c:a :.:or t:ie 
political ~atte=s weeti~g 
te~tat1vely scheciul2d for T~ursday 
Octo;'.)2r 4 at 4:00 p.2. T~1e AG · 
received a copy of the attached 
pgencia. He did ~ot, of course, 
receive a CO?Y of ~he talking 
paper, nor has he received 
materials on ~he subjects to be· 
cove::::-ed after Xag:=uc.er ar:d 
Strac:1.an depart. 
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TALKING PAPER FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Re: Political Matters Pending/Magruder and Strachan Present 

* * * * * 

Thursdaj'. 1 November 4 

H, R, Haldeman's Office, 4 !!,m. 

* * * t * 
-11-

* * * * * 
15. As you probably know, the Milk Producers currently· 

enjoy an antitrust exemption resulting from a 1956 

decision by the Federal District for the District of 

Columbia. A report here at the White House indicates 

* 

* 

* 

the Antitrust Division at Justice is now investigating that 

exemption. Another report indicates that the Washington~ 

has assigned four reporters full-time on the milk money 

project. Do I understand correctly that you have directed 

John Dean to review any reports that have to be filed on 

the Hill connected with the receipt of the milk money? 

* * * * * * 

A TRUE COPY 

* 

* 

* 

* 



SUBJECT: 
/ 

Ffnances 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT No. 10 

January 13, 1972 

H. R. liALDENAN 

"GORDON STRACHAN G 
Political Matters 

· 1) Herb Kalrnb~ch !!let with 1•:essrs. Jacobsen and Nelson on Januar_r 
/tJ~e 14th conceo:ning the milk money. Kalrr.bach had a •good 

meoting"; the money will. continue to come in, but the milk . 
people do no·t want to continue to deal with Reeves & Harrison 
(Chotiner' s firm) . Kalmbach would take over this project as 
a special assign~ent. He will ask the Attorney General on 
J 7nuar,_r t.~e20th. The Attorney General approved of Kalmbach 
meeting with Jacobsen ·even though Milt Seimer.is _Jacobsen's 
la•i partner and Traasurer of the ituskie campaign. Kalll'bach. 
informed.Colson of the meeting but .would not tell Colson 

"who asked him to see Jacobsen. Kalrrbach believes someone 
should give all information· about the milk situation to 
Colson. I t9ld·hi1nColsori ,-,as no longer involved. 

Recom:nandation: 

DEC 5 -1973 

JAMES f. DAVEY, Cieri( 



-
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT NO. 11 

\ Fcbru,,.'ry 1, ·1972 

-7/. 
0· 

NE}:ORANDU/.1 FOR: 
H.R. HALDEMAN 

GORD0ll STR.l\CHAN G. 
Pol:itical Hatters 

FROH: 

SUBJECT: 

\ 
c) Kaln-.bach is very Concerned about his involvem2nt in 
the milk producers situation. Ha believes that Jacobsen 
and Nelson will deliver though they have,cut the original 
2,000 comntitm~nt bac!<. to 1,000. Kalrn;:)ach's concern cnnters 
around the· recent press disclosures that link Jack 
Gleason and the 1 70 campaign election fu~ding. Kal~bach 
will accept the risk of being subpoened by the court in 
connection with the Nader milk suit. The Attorney General 
believes Kalmbach should continue to handle the milk 
project, but Kalmbach wants your advice. 

JJ \ · Recornmendat~on: 

I. ·~: ~, 1!ha1:_ _Kalmbach !!£!:_ be involved in the milk project 
' •· . . -..'1:>ecause of the risk of disclosure • 

.}Do <J. ·- : . ~~,.;i~ App.r,ove · · · · · · · · Disapprove,..... _______ _ 

~~1\/~,,,~~t\inunent .J};t'( cl/~. o/? ;97:- 1 

30-337 0 • 74 • Bk. 16 • 37 



MENORr"\NDUM FOR:. 

FROM: 

·SUBJECT: 

Finances 
/ 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT N 0, 12 

~C,~"'l;l f. l - . . 
(I .1..· ~ ..:.~'-:-'I. ,;.,a 

February 16, 1972 

H .R. Hl\LDE(A_",N 

GORDON STRACHAN G 
Poli,tic~i Hatte"x-s 

4) T~ach ·is working with the milk people to increase 
,.,,_>~iii-currently banked to 1,000 by April 7. 

j/ 
F.Jl:ED 
DEC 5-1973 

JAMES F. DAVEY, Cieri< 

,r!,~g 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT NO. 13 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 
II INFORMATION" 

February 1, 1972 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JOHN EHRLICHMAN 

JOHN DEAN 

Nader v. Butz 

On Januz.ry 24, Ralph Nader, Public Citizen, In~. (one of his new 
public interest groups) and two consumer organizations filed a 
class action suit in the District Court of the District of Columbia 
against Secretary of Agriculture Butz and the Commodity Credit 
Corporation. The complaint alleges that the decision of the 
Secretary of Agriculture to order an increase in the federal price 
support level for fluid milk for 1971-1972 v.,as arbitrary, capricious, 
and based on considerations extraneous to the criteria prescribed· 
by law for making such determinations, The suit prays for a finding 
that the milk subsidy increase is unlawful and an order rescinding 
the increase in the price support level. 

The gist of Nader's case is that the dairy industry - through three 
political committees - funnelled substantial political contributions to 
appropriate parties in an eventually successful effort to obtain higher 
price support levels for milk. Their first attempts were directed 
toward Cong~essmen (primarily Democrats) in order to achieve their 
goals by special legislation, When Congress failed to pass such 
legislation, the dairy industry allegedly induced the Administration 
to reverse its position by starting substantial contributions to political· 
committees established to aid in the re-election of the President. The 
details of these contributions, which Nader obtained from the reports 
filed by the political committees of the dairy industry under the 
Corrupt Practices Act, and the_ course of events leading to this suit 
are as follows: 

Since 1969, the nation's three larg~st dairy marketing cooperatives, 
which control about fifty percent of all milk sales in the United States, 
have established three political action committees to make political 
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contributions and to take other actions supporting the objectives of the 
dairy industry, These three committees are the Trust for Agricultural 
Political Education (TAPE), the Trust for Special Political Agricultural 
Community Education (SPACE), and the Agricultural and Dairy 
Educational Political Trust (ADEPT). They are all financed by voluntary 
contributions from dairy farmers. As of January 1, 1972, these 
committees had on hand a combined total of more than $2, 3 million 
for use in accomplishing their objectives. 

From 1969 through 1971, TAPE, SPACE and ADEPT made contributions 
totalling $187,000 to 13 Senators and 50 Representatives, the large 
majority of whom are Dem.ocrats. Of this amount, Senator Humphrey 
received $15,625 and Senator Muskie $3,936. Practically all of these 
contributions were made before the March 25, 1971 decision by the 
Administration to increase the price support level of milk, 

One of the primary goals of the dairy industry is, of course, to assure 
that the price support for milk is maintained at as high a level as 
possible. The Secreta·ry of Agriculture is authorized by statute to fix 
this level at a position which he determines will assure an adequate 
supply of milk. This determination is made in March of each year 
and is effective for the period April 1 - March 31. On March 12, 1971, 
then Secretary Hardin announced that he had decided not to increase 
the milk price support level above $4. 66 for the year April 1, 1971 -
March 31, 1972. The basis of this decision was stated to be the fact 
that a large increase in the level of the 1970 price support had caused 
milk production to increase in 1970. 

Following this initial decision, between March 16 and March 25, 29 
Senators and 116 Representatives sponsored bills to increase the price 
support level. About one-half of these individuals had received campaign 
contributions from TAPE, SPACE and ADEPT, 

Also after this March 12 determination, the dairy industry for the first 
time began strongly to support Republican fund- raising committees 
as well as to bring direct pressure to bear on the Administration. On 
March 22, TAPE deposited $10~ 000 with four Republican campaign 
accounts. On March 23, the President and Secretary Hardin met at 
the White House with a dozen dairy industry leaders, including top 
executives of the three milk cooperatives sponsoring the political 
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committees. The next day, SP4CE contributed an additional $25,000 
to the· campaign accounts of four other Republican finance committees. 
Finally, on March 25, Secretary Hardin reversed his initial decision 
and announced that the price support level would be raised from $4. 66 
per hundred pounds to $4. 93 per hundred. The basis for this reversal 
was cited to be increases in dairy farmers' costs. 

Nader alleges that this decision was then followed by much larger 
political contributions to Republican campaign committees. Since 
March 25, TAPE, SPACE and ADEPT contributed another $287,500 
to over 50 dummy committees for the re-election of the President, 
all located in the District of Columbia. Investigation of these 
committees by Nader further determined that many listed in the reports 
had incorrect addresses and that certain individuals listed as officers 
denied any connection whatsoever with the committees. These 
inaccuracies in listings have resulted in several complaints to the 
Clerk of the House by individuals whose names or addresses were 
used _in connection with the committees without their permission. 

From a legal standpoint, Nader should have a difficult time winning 
his case if the Department of Agriculture has documentation of its 
rationale for the reversal of position, which it apparently has. He 
will, nevertheless, have the rather dnbious authority of Judge Bazelon' s 
decision in the Three Sisters Bridge case (D. C. Federation of Civic 
Associations v. Volpe) to rely ur,on. However unsound that decision 
may appear, it is still the law in the D. C. Circuit. 

Aside from the ultimate decision in this case, the discovery proceedings 
could prove disastrous. As in his suit against the Department of 
Transportation on the propriety of the rule making procedure regarding 
the installation of air bags in automobiles (Nader v. Volpe), Nader can 
be expected to try to obtain through discovery all communications 
between the White House and the Department of Agriculture. These 
will probably be amenable to _protection by claims of executive privilege. 

More difficult to defend against would be depositions of the dairy 
industry officials who attended the White House meeting with the 
President and Secretary Hardin. These officials will certainly be 
questioned in detail about all commitments made by the President at 
that meeting. Furthermore, depositions can be .expected to be taken 
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of all the officers of the Republic;:an campaign committees which 
received contributions from TAPE, ADEPT and SPACE. Although 
these individuals may quite truthfully be unable to have knowledge 
of any pressure brought to bear on Secretary Hardin because of these 
contributions, questioning about their duties with the committees 
and the manner in which the committees operate could prove highly 
embarrassing in an election year. 

The best hope for avoiding the consequences of discovery is to win 
a dismissal of the complaint on the ground of mootness. The relief 
sought by plaintiffs is two-fold. First, they request a declaratory 
judgment that the March 25, 1971 decision and order by the Secretary 
increasing the price support level of fluid milk and the April 26, 1971 
increase in the purchase price of cheddar cheese and nonfat dry milk 
by the Commodity Credit Corporation are unlawful, null and void. 
The increase.:, in the purchase prices of cheddar cheese and nonfat 
dry milk result from the increased price support level for fluid milk 
since that price level is maintained by CCC purchases of nonfat dry 
milk; butter and cheese. The second relief sought is to enjoin the 
Secretary and the CCC from continuing to support the present price 
levels of fluid milk, cheddar cheese and nonfat dry milk. 

Once the Secretary arrives at a new determination of the appropriate 
price support level for milk (from which the new level for cheese and 
nonfat dry milk will also be calculated) for the year April 1, 1972 -
March 31, 1973, the old determination of March 25, 1971 will no longer 
be in effect and therefore not be capable of being enjoined. This decision 
by the Secretary is traditionally made sometime during the month of 
March, which is not far away. If Nader wishes to expedite the court 
procedure to obtain consideration before the new determination is made, 
he will probably have to resort to a motion for a preliminary injunction. 

Nader will also be certain _ _.l;o argue that even if the request for an 
injunction is mooted by a new determination, the request for a declaratory 
judgment is still valid. The :b. C. Court of Appeals in the case concerning 
the sufficiency of the AEC environmental impact statement on the nuclear 
test blast at Axnchitka Island indicated strongly that it believed that the 
legal issues in that case could not be mooted by detonation. (Committee 
for Nuclear Responsibility v. Seaborg, D. C. Cir. Oct. 28, 1971). 
Following the test, however, this question was never reached since 
plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed their case. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE I 

WASHINGTON 

February 1, 1972 

For your further information, 
today the Antitrust Division at Justice 
filed a civil antitrust suit against 
Associated Milk Producers, Inc • 

. (the largest of the three cooperatives 
involved in the Nader case and the 
organizer of TAPE) charging monopo
lization and other restraints of trade 
in violation of the Sherman Acto 
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STRACHAN EXHIBIT No. 14 

August 31, 1972 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDE:NTIAL INFORMATION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

H. R. HALDEMAN 
JOHN EHRLICHMAN 

JOHN DEAN~ 

Nader v. Butz 

Last January, Ralph Nader filed a suit in the District Court of the 
District of Columbia alleging that the decision of the Secretary of 
Agriculture in March 1971 to order an increase in the Federal price 
support level for fluid milk for 1971-1972 was arbitrary, capricious 
and based on considerations extraneous to the prescribed legal 
criteria. The gist of the case is that the dairy industry -- through 
three political committees -- funneled substantial contributions to 
political committees established· to aid in the re-election of the 
President and that these contributions were determinative in the 
decision to raise the price support level. 

The facts of the matter are that on March 12, 1971 Secretary Hardin 
announced that he had decided not to increase the milk price support 
level above $4. 66 for the year April 1, 1971 - March 31, 1972. This 
decision caused an intense congressional reaction and strong lobbying 
from the milk J?roducers. On March 22, TAPE, one of the three 
political committees, deposited $10,000 with four Republican campaign 
accounts. On March 23, the President and Secretary Hardin met with 
a dozen dairy industry leaders, including top executives of the three 
milk cooperatives sponsoring the political committees. The next day, 
SPACE, another milk producers' committee, contributed an additional 
$25,000 to Republican finance committees. Finally, on March 25, 
Secretary Hardin reversed his initial decision and raised the price 
support level from $4. 66 to $4. 93 per hundred pounds, citing increased 
costs to dairy farmers as the reason. During the rest of 1971, the 
three milk producers' political c·ommittees contributed another $287, 500 
to over 50 dummy committees for the re-election of the President. 
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ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

After Secretary Butz performed his statutory duty in March 1972 
and determined the price support level for 1972- 73, the Government 
argued that the case was moot since the old determination was no 
longer in effect and not capable of being enjoined. Judge Jones 
concurred with that argument and dismissed the case. However, 
last week the Court of Appeals reversed Judge Jones and ruled that 
the case was not moot because Secretary Butz had continued the 1971-
72 price support level without any change. The Court reasoned that 
even if the new decision were valid, the District Court should still 
investigate whether the 1972-73 price support level had been tainted 
by a possibly improper determination in 1971. · 

At the same time that the Court of Appeals reversed Judge Jones, a 
private lawsuit filed by the National Farmers' Organization in Kansas 
City against the major dairy cooperatives obtained through discovery 
letters by dairy industry officials relating to the Nader suit. These 
letters state that the milk producers' contributions were channeled 
through the Washington law firm of Harrison & Reeves, with Murray 
Chotiner being instrumental in designating the names of the Republican 
committees to receive the money. Dairy officials also wrote in the 
letters that the gifts "played a major role in this Administrative 
decision" to raise supports. 

The re~ult of these two developments will undoubtedly be to spur a 
vigorous discovery effort by Nader to attempt to establish links be
tween the political contributions and the decision by Secretary Hardin. 
Although the Government will fight the plaintiff's discovery and try 
to obtain a ruling on its previous motion to dismiss on the merits, it 
is most likely that discovery will be allowed and will commence quite 
soon. Depositions may be sought from Secretary Hardin, Under 
Secretary Campbell and others in the Department of Agriculture; 
various dairy industry officials; Murray Chotiner and others in his law 
firm; officials of the dummy Republican finance committees who re:
ceived the contributions; and possibly certain White House staff members 
such as Chuck Colson and John Whitaker. We can also anticipate 
efforts to obtain documents from all these sources, including internal 
White House papers. As is readily apparent, the potential for political 
embarrassment during the remaining months of the campaign is high. 
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ADMINISTRATIVEI,Y CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

On the positive side, however, the Government's antitrust case against 
the Associated Milk Producers, Inc., one of the cooperatives which 
sponsored the political committees, has been moving quickly and 
could go to trial as early as next spring -- very rapid progress for 
an antitrust case. This vigorous prosecution should help call into 
question any allegations by Nader that the milk producers have 
influenced the Administration by their political contributions. 

We will keep an eye on this case and keep you advised. 

/· 
/ 

cc: Charles Colson 
Clark MacGregor 

. Maurice Stans 

/ John Whitaker 



WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1974 

U.S. SENATE, 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, 
W (l8hington, D.O. 

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11 a.m., in room 
442, Russell Senate Office Building. 

Present: Senator Inouye. 
Also present: Barry Schochet and Alan S. Weitz, assistant majority 

counsels; and Robert Costa, minority investigator. 
Senator INOUYE. vVould you raise your right hand, please? 
Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 'but the 

truth, so help you God ? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I do. 
Senaitor INOUYE. Thank you, sir. 
["Whereupon the meeting recessed to reconvene in room G-334, Dirk

sen Senate Office Building.] 
Mr. ScHOCIIET. Dr. Paarlberg, would you give us, for t'he record, 

your present position ? 

TESTIMONY OF DR. DON PAARLBERG 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Director, Agricultural Economics, Department of 
Agriculture. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. How long have you held that position? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Five years. · 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Since when? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Since March 10, 1969. 
Mr. ScHocm~T. What is your address? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. My home address D-705, 2440 Virginia Ave. NW". 
Mr. ScnocHET. Could you tell us, briefly, your background in terms 

of education and training in the agricultural area? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Eight years of farming experience, a bachelor's 

degree in farm management from Purdue University, a master's de
gree in economics from Cornell, a dodtor's degree in .agricultural 
economics from Cornell. I have done research and tea;ching in ,agri
cultural economics at Purdue University for 14 years. 

I have been in the Department of Agriculture for 8 years. For 5 
years, from 1953 to 1957, I have been assistant to the Secretary. Then 
for 1 year, Assistant Secretary of Agricul,ture. That 1was in 1957 and 
1958. I was special assistant to the President for 3 years in the general 
economic area, with special responsibility in agriculture. 

Mr. ScnoCHET. Special assistant to the President? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes, I was also, for a time, coordinator for the food 

for peace program. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Have you authored any books? 

(7513) 
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Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes, I have. I am the author of "American Farm 
Policy," published by Wiley & Sons in 1964, :and "Great Myths of 
Economics," published in 1968 by the New American Library. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Dr. Paarlberg, could you tell us what are the duties 
of your office and over which branches of the Department of Agri
culture you supervise? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I have three agencies that I supervise. One is the 
Statistical Reporting Service that does our crop and lives'tock reports. 
Another is the Economic Research Service, which does our analytical 
work and our outlook analyses. The third is the Farm Cooperative 
Service, that serves farmer cooperatives. Those are my duties as a lrine 
officer. In addition to that, I have responsibilit,ies of a staff nature as 
economic adviser to the Secretary of Agriculture. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Are you a member of the Board of Directors of the 
Commodity Credit Corporation? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Since you became Director? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. The position of Director of Agricultural Economics 

carries with it a membership on the Board, yes. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Do you act as spokesman for the Agriculture De

partment on economic questions in the media and 1public responses ? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. To a considerable extent, many of us do. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. I believe I noticed you recently in the Washington 

Post talkiing about the wheat problem and the bakers' problem, 
et cetera. 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. As you realize, Dr. Paarlberg, this committee has 

been investigating the milk price-support decision of 1971, the fact 
that an initial decision setting the price support of $4.66, since it was 
announced on March 13, 1971, and that dec,ision was reversed in 
announcement on March 25, 1971, raising the price of the support
level to $4.93. 

Of course, we are interested in your know ledge of •this situation and 
in the first instance, I wonder if you ,could give us ,a little bit of a 
background on some of the terminology that we have found in our 
investigation. I wonder if you could explain what manufactured milk 
and ancillary products are in relation to the milk price support we 
are talking about? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Some milk is consumed directly in fluid form. Milk 
is also manuf;actured into end products like butter and icheese and 
nonfat milk. When we talk rubout manufactured milk, we mean milk 
whose end uses will be ,but'ter, nonfat dried milk and ~heese. 

Mr . .ScHOCHET. And would you please e.xiplain for us the function 
and purpose of the milk price-support program, particularly ias it 
relates to parity in tJhat term? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. The law under which we were operating in connec
tion with the milk price-support decision reads as follows: 

The price of milk shall !be supported at such level not in excess of 90 ~rcent 
nor less than 75 percent of the parily price thereof as the 'Secretary determines 
necessary in order to assure an adequate supply. 

That is how the law reads. The parity standard is a statistic.al meas
ure and index that reflects changes in the prices of ,art~cles bought by 
farmers. I think the best e.xiplanation of parity is one that I heard a 
farmer give. He said, "If a pa,ir of overalls would buy a bushel of 
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wheat in t:he base period, then to be a parity, 'the price of wheat should 
be enough now to buy a pair of overalls." 

If prices of commodities and services that farmers buy go up, the 
notion is that the prices that farmers receive should go up in step. That 
is the essential idea of parity and if the price goes up at the same rate 
as prices paid, then prices are at 100 percent of parity. 

If they go up 90 percent as fast as prices paid, it is at 90 percent 
of parity. If they go up at 75 percent as fast, then it is 75 percent of 
parity. The base period of all this is 1910 to 1914, which encompasses 
the year that I was born. Tha:t is a long way back. Some 75 percent 
of the people now living were born since the base period. 

Mr. ScnoCHE'l'. Thank you very much. Over the course of the last 
few years, from 1969 through the present, have you been involved 
at all in the milk price-support decisionmaking process? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScnocnE'l'. Were you involved in the 1971 milk price-support 

decision? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScnoCHE'l'. As a formal function of your position? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScnocnE'l'. What was the nature and extent of your participa

tion in this 1971 price-support decision? I wonder if you could give 
us some background as to how, within your department, the price
support program is formulated. 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I participated in that decision in two roles. One role 
was as the Director of Agricultural Economics, responsible for eco
nomic analysis that relates to major issues, and the people in my 
agency undertook a review of the dairy situation and of the likely 
consequences of supporting prices at various levels. 

They prepared a report which was made available to the Board 
of Directors, so I had analytical responsibility with regard to this 
decision. 

I also had operational responsibility as a member of the Board of 
Directors that passed on the question. That is not unusual. That is the 
standard role for the person who occupies my chair. 

Mr. ScnocHE'l'. In other words, did your department prepare sta
tistics reflecting various price-support levels, and how they would 
affect the economy in terms of purchases by the Government? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes, we did. 
Mr. ScnocnE'l'. Did you recommend or advise a particular price-

support level for 1971? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes, I did. 
Mr. ScnocHE'l'. Could you please tell us what that level was~ 
Dr. P AARLBERG. That was the position that was announced on 

March 12. 
Mr. ScnoCHE'l'. And the price-support level would have been $4.66: 

That was the same that it was in the previous calendar year of 1970 I 
Dr. PAARIJBERG. That is couect. 
Mr. ScnOCHE'l'. What were the reasons for your determining to 

remain at this same level of $4.66 for 1971? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. The major reason was concern that if we increased 

the level of price support, we might incur heavy costs and that we 
might pile up excessive stocks of manufactured dairy products. 
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We had, during the 1970 to 1971 ma.rketing year, acquired 7.2 billion 
pounds of milk equivalent, which was up significantly from the 4.4 
billion pounds that we had acquired in 1969 and 1970. So, there was 
concern on the pa.rt of the analysts which sha.red that increa.sing the 
price-support level might reduce consumption and stimulate produc
tion and be excessively costly. That was the main concern. 

Mr. ScHOCHE'l'. Was there decision of this reasoning and these con
cerns among the members of the Board of the Commodity Credit 
Corporation-which we will now refer to as the CCC? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes, but I ca.n 't recall the details. 
Mr. ScHOOHET. Was there a heated discussion over the proposal to 

keep the price-support l•evel at the same level? Was there any argu
mentation or tremendous amount of dissention ? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. I don't recall there was great difficulty reaching 
that decision. '.Dhere was discussion. There was discussion of the fact 
that the dairymen had a campaign underwa.y to increase the level of 
price support, but I don't remember any hasic disagreement as to the 
potential cootliness of increasing the level of price support. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. In other words, did 1Secretary Hardin or Assistant 
Secretary ,Campbell express any opposition to coming to the March 12 
conclusion of keeping the $4.66 level? Did they concur in the $4.66 
proposal? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I don't rooa.11 any strenuous objection. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Did they vote for it at the CCC Board meeting? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. The individual vote is not recorded. I presume that 

Secretary Hardin was in accord with it, because he approved it as 
Secretary of Agriculture, and I don't recall actions of the Board that 
had been taken in opposition to the Secretary's position, or rather I 
don't recall his ever having acquiesced in a decision that he himself 
basically opposed. This includes the three Secretaries of Agriculture 
for whom I ha.ve worked. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. In other words, do you recall either Secretary 
Hardin or Assistant Secretary Campbell citing to you that they did 
not approve of the $4.66 level? 

Dr. P AARLBERG, I don't recall that. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. I wonder if you could clear up a confusing matter 

we found in our investigation. Could you tell us the difference between 
a pre-Board clearance of the price-support program docket and a re
port from an inner agency supply estimates committee? We have 
heard the two used interchangeably. First of all, could you explain 
the interagency dairy supply estimate? 

Dr. PAARLBERG, The Interagency Dairy Estimates Committee has 
membership from the Economic Research Service for which I am re
sponsible, and the Agriculture Stabilization Conservation Service and 
the Foreign Agriculture Service and Export Marketing Service. 
There may be others, but its responsibility is to try to obtain the best 
possible information as to demand, supply, and to quantify to the best 
degree possible the present and prospective situation regarding the 
commodity. 

Mr. ScnOCHET. Does it just give statistics or does it make recom
mendations? 

Dr. PAARLBERG, Its basic function is to do statistical analyses. What 
sometimes happens is that an analytical job will be done and this will 
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be brought to the Board in preliminary form. The Board will look at 
this and react to it and perhaps say, "We think the situation should 
be shaped up in this particular fashion or that particular fashion." 
Then, having that guidance, a docket for action will be prepared. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Is this what occured in 1971, with regard to the milk 
price-support program? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I believe it is, but my recollection over so long a time 
is not completely trustworthy, but I believe that is what occurred. It 
would be a standard thing. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. So the Interagency Dairy Estimates Committee 
would report its statistical analysis to the Board? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes, and a pre-Board review or clearance or indi· 
cation of attitude would come in. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Would this be held at an official meeting or passed 
around to individuals in their offices and would there be an informal 
discmssion of the suggestions of the supply estimates committee? How 
does this pre-Board clearance come about? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. It can come about in any of several ways. It can 
come about at a regularly called meeting. It does not involve a deci
sion and it probably does not appear on the record. The position could 
be cleared by individual consultations with the members of the Board. 
There is no standard way in which this is done. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Do you remember how it was done in the first situ
ation? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I do not remember how this was done. I do know there 
was a preliminary review. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Do you know any of the details concerning the pre
liminary review, how this particular review took place? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I do not. I do know that my agency was involved in 
it, and I do recall--

Mr. ScHOCHET. Your agency being the--
Dr. PAARLBERG. The Economic Research. I do recall that the analy

sis indicated concern that an increased support level might pile rup ex
cessive amounts of manufactured dairy products. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Will you please tell us then the procedure from this 
point in which the recommendations for the price-support level were 
made in the Agricultural Stabilization Conservation Service and 
transmitted up through the Board of the CCC, how, exactly, step by 
step, did this take place? If you could tell us when it occurred and how 
it occurred, leading to the March 12 announcement of establishing the 
$4.66 level? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I can't recall, after so long a time, precisely how 
this was done. I don't remember it was in any way unique. The normal 
way would be that the people in the Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service would prepare a document, which is a legal doc
ument, set out for decisionmaking. They would prepare that docu
ment in accordance with direct allocation that came from the informal 
session of the Board and this would be cleared with the General 
Counsel's department for its legal adequacy and would come to the 
Board members before the meeting so they would have a chance to 
study it and would come up for action at the Board. 

That is a standard way of doing it and I have no recollection that 
we departed from that standard practice in this case. 
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Mr. ScHOCHET. What role did the Office of Management and Budget 
have in this decisionmaking process? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I do not know. I do not know that. Customarily, on 
important decisions that involve the expenditure of large amounts of 
money, there is a review between the Department of Agriculture and 
the Office of Management and Budget or the Bureau of Budget, and 
the responsibility for clearing that is not with me. It is with the Agri
cultural Stabilization and Conservation people or the Secretary. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Do you know what the input of the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers would have been in this decisionmaking process? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. I do not know that. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Do they generally have a role in this decision? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Often they do. Not invariably, but often they do. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Did you receive or have any knowledge of corre-

spondence prior to March 12, suggesting that the price-support level 
be at levels higher, or keep it the same level, from such groups as the 
American Farm Bureau Federation, or any of the cooperatives? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. The milk cooperatins had a campaign to raise the 
level of price support. I was aware of this, as was everyone else. I don't 
recall that I, myself, received any letters from those people or that 
I was called on by any of them, but they were active in the Congress. 
·whether they met other members of the Board, I don't know. Quite 
possibly they did, but I don't know. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. But, even so, you felt that the $4.66 level should 
remain? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. I did. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Did you feel there was any econom_ic merit to raising 

the price-support level? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I felt there was a risk in it, that we might pile up 

excessive supplies of milk at considerable cost, and price this product 
out of the market. I had been through such an experience in the 1950's 
and, while I was. out of Government, there was another experience in 
the 1960's, and I had no desire to repeat that kind of experience. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. How did you express your feeling to the Secretary 
and other members of the Board of the OCC ?1 Was it through written 
documents or informal discussions ?. Did you stand up at the meeting 
of the Board and present your position on behalf of the economists or 
how was that done? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Oh, I don't recall the details precisely. I am sure 
that I made it plain in discussions with the Board that I favored the 
$4.66 level. Just how I did that, and with what words, I cannot say. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Did you make projections as to how much more rrais
ing the price-support level of parity would cost the Government? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. We did make such projections. I can't recall them. 
These are working papers that I do not have. but there was such an 
estimate and I should say ,at this point, that when the price-support 
level was, indeed, raised, that cost turned out t.o be less than we had 
projected and adverse consequences of raising the level of price sup
port that we had feared in our analysis turned out not to really develop. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Why did that happen?. Were there any unforeseen 
factors that you could not see on March 12, 1971, which intervened, 
causing a different economic impact than what you and your Congress 
predicted? 
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Dr. PAARLBERG. The whole level of prices was carried upward by 
the inflationary forces that were then operating in the economy and we 
perhaps should have seen that, but we did not. 

There was a decline in the level of milk production, despite the in
creased level of price support for reasons that I do not even know or 
fully understand. That is the decline below the level that we ha;d 
anticipated. 

Even in retrospect, I cannot fully understand why the results turned 
out as they did. We had to opemte on the basis of what was visible at 
the time we had the decision before us. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Isn't it true that in the past several years following 
1970 and 1971, that with smaller dairy :farmers increasingly larger 
numbers were giving up their £arm and taking jobs in town, which 
was not foreseeable in the economic impact? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. That is true. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. And the feed prices went up? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. But the milk feed ratio price was fairly constant. 

Milk count numbers did decrease and the numbers of dairy farmers did 
decrease. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. And I believe you told us that there was a higher 
rate of inflation that would reduce the effect of any price increase? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. That is right. The consumer price index for food 
which, in the 1971 marketing year, stood at 101.5, and rose in 1971 and 
1972 to 119.8. 

That is a 4-percent increase in the consumer price index. That carried 
up the price of milk along with other products. For what other ac
commodation of forces, the increase in the level of price support did not 
have the adverse consequences that our analysts had projected. 

Mr. ScnomIET. But, your analysts did project adverse consequences 
if the prices were raised to the Government, also to the consume,r? 

Dr. PAARL.BERG. That is right. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. You don't have any figures on that? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I do not. I only keep my working papers for a short 

while. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. But, as of March 12, 1971, your department or agency 

within ASDA had predicted that if the price-support level was raised 
from $4.66 there would be additional costs to the Government and to 
the consumer? 

Dr. PAARL.BERG. That is right. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. And on March 25, 19i71, that projection was still in 

effect that at that point, if it had been raised, there would be addi
tional costs to the consumer and cost to the Government right before 
the announcement was made? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. Well, there was only 2 weeks diff~rence. The funda
mental and economic situation had not, in my estimation, changed 
during that period of time. We did not do a new appraisal between 
March 12 and March 25. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Did you also have an estimate or conclusion as to 
how much more raising the price-support level from $4.66 to approxi
m3:tely_ 85 percent of parity, $4.92 or 93 percent, would mean to the 
dairy mdustry? 
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Dr. PAARLBERG. I believe that we did, although I don't have that 
document before me. We customarily do this, and I think we did, and 
I think it would show an increased return for dairy people as a con
seciuence of raising the level of price support. 

I can't be sure what that was, but many other analyses have been 
done since that date, and are more vivid in my memory, and it would 
have shown such an effect. 

Mr. WEITZ. In that regard, there have been public estimates made 
by various officials, some of them members of the dairy industry, as 
to the net income to dairy farmers as a result of the increase in 19'71, 
and the estimates range from approximately $300 million to $700 mil
lion. Could you tell us whether, from your background or recollec
tion, whether either of those figures or which of those figures might 
be substantially accurate as of approximately March 1971? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I think the $300 million or lower end of that range 
is a credible figure. The upper range, I don't think is credible. 

Mr. WEITZ. Is it correct that if the total increase of 27 cents in 1971 
resulted in an increase of $300 million in dairy farmer income, is 
that a roughly proportional, an increase of half of that would have, 
by those projections, resulted in an increase of half that total amount 
of income? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. No; I don't think so. It is not a linear relationship. 
Mr. WEITZ. Do you know what the relationship would be? For ex

ample, at the time $4.92 was estimated to be approximately 85 percent 
of parity. In fact, the increase, the level set on March 25, was $4.93, 1 
penny in excess of approximately 85 percent. 

What I am trying to determine-is there any way, based on the 
total estimates of $300 million in farmer income from the increase
is there any way to ascertain or roughly approximate what increase 
in farmer income might be ascribed to that extra penny in the price
support level? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I suppose the departure from linearity would not 
be enough to offset that. You take the $300 million and take the dif
ference between the $4.66 and $4.93, which is 27 cents-if that is the 
right number-I suppose you could divide that by 27 cents and get 
for that increment possibly a meaningful number.· 

Mr. WEITZ. It should be $10 million more. 
Dr. PAARLBERG. It is not unreasonable. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Did you have, prior to the March 12-had there been 

discussions in the Department on impending legislation in Congress to 
raise the price-support level? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. What was the nature of this discussion? Was this 

prior to March 12? Was it thought that this legislation pro forma, or 
substantial legislation that was going to work and be enacted? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. There was recognition that it was a stronger drive 
than there had been in some years past, and there ·was some assess
ment or effort to assess the likelihood that the dairy people could get 
this legislation passed. 

For my part, it seemed to me that this was not likely to happen, that 
some of the efforts in behalf of the dairvmen were, as you say, pro 
forma, and those that were earnest seemed to me not that likely to be 
successful. 
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There was concern about the price of food. There was concern 
about the cost of this program to the Government and recollection 
of the past experience with high price supports for dairy products, 
so that my own assessment at that time was that it was unlikely that 
the legislation would pass. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. On March 25, it was announced that the price
support level had been revised upward of $4.93. Were you involved in 
the price-support reversal decision before it was announced? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. No. 
Mr. ScHOCI-IET. Were you ever asked by Secretary Hardin or Under 

Secretary Campbell as to its advisa:bility immediately prior to its 
reversal? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. No. 
Mr. ScI-IoCHET. Did you know the level would be raised before it 

was announced on March 25 for certain? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. I did not know it for certain. 
Mr. ScI-IoCI-IET. When did you first hear of any initial waivering on 

the price-support situation? 
Dr. PAARLBF..RG. I talked with Under Secretary Campbell between 

the March 12 and March 25 date, and I can't recall what the date 
was when I visited him. I expressed satisfaction at that time that we 
had held the price rather than increasing it, and he said, "Don't get 
too enthusiastic about it. It might not stick." I knew then that there 
was some possibility that the decision might be changed. 

Mr. ScnocHET. Did he tell you why it might not stick? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I remember the conversation, and he said he was 

getting some feeling that it might not stick. 
Mr. ScnocHET. But, did he elaborate on it? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. No. 
Mr. ScnocHET. Can you pinpoint for us the approximate date? Was 

it the decision of March 25? Do you remember if it was during that 
week, closer to the 12th or the 25th? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. The Under Secretary made a speech in which he 
referred to the decision of the Commodity Credit Corporation on dairy 
price supports, supporting that decision and I commended him on his 
speech. At that point, he said, "I am not so sure that this is going to 
stick." That is as much as I can remember in trying to fix that time. 

Mr. WEITZ. Had he already given that speech or had you seen a copy 
of the speech? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. My recollection is that he had given the speech. 
Mr. ScnocHET. ·what was your reaction to the reversal, particularly, 

considering that you, as head of the Agriculture Commission, had not 
been asked your advice or let in on the fact? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. My reaction was one of surprise and unhappiness. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Do you still feel the same way about it? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I do. As I indicated before, the economic results of 

increasing the price were not adverse, at least not to the degree that our 
analysis had indicated. 

Mr. ScnocHET. Let us look back to March 12, and not look on hind
sight or any Monday morning quarterbacking at the time. That is all 
we can properly look at, is what was going through the experts' analy
ses at the time the decision was made as to projecting the future. At 
the time, why were you upset about the decision to reverse? 
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Dr. PAARLBERG. I was concerned on several counts. One was that I 
thought on economic grounds this was the wrong decision, and the 
other was that I felt this put the Secretary of Agriculture in a bad 
position and, in effect, reversed him. 

The other was that there was, even at that time, talk about the inten
sive lobbying practices of the dairy people and the money they were 
using in connection with their lobbying practices and I felt concerned 
on those counts. On all three of those counts, I felt concerned. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Do you know of any other time that the milk price
support level decision , or any other price-support decision has been 
reversed for implementation of an initial price decision? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I don't know of any other time. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Do you know of any other instances in which 

amended documents, reversing the initial decision of the CCC Board, 
were prepared before the Board itself acted on such reversal ? In other 
words, do you know of any other instances in which an amended docu
ment, changing a decision of CCC Board, would be prepared before 
the Board and it would actually be prepared and released before the 
Board could have reversed itself on the decision? In other words, the 
document moves ahead of the Board's decision? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I don't recall such instances. I recall instances in 
which documents have been moved after a decision had been made by 
the Secretary. That has occurred. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. There were instances where decisions were made by 
Secretary of Agriculture and documents followed that before without 
the approval of the CCC Board? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. "\Vhich were later confirmed by the CCC Board. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. But, have there ever been any instances where the 

Secretary of Agriculture has reversed an initial decision of the Board 
before he consulted the Board? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I don't know of any such instances. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. '\Vere there any meetings of the Board between 

March 12 and March 25 ? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I don't recall any. 
Mr. WEITZ. In that connection, without a formal meeting, was it 

your experience that Secretary Hardin might consult with you or 
other members of the Board, informally, over possible decisionmak
ing? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. So, the fact that no meeting took place did not pre

clude the possibility of Secretary Hardin consulting with members of 
the Board on an informal basis? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. But that did not occur. 
Mr. WErTz. Do you know whether he did with anyone else? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. No. 
Mr. WEITZ. And no one else discussed the matter with you? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. No. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Did you know of the impending March 23 meeting 

at the White House between the President and the dairy spokesmen 
before it occurred? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I know there was such a meeting. My recollection is 
that I found out about it after it had occurred, but I can't be certain. 
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Mr. ScHOCIIET. Did you think it was unusual for the dairy people 
to meet with the President after a price-support decision had been 
reached? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I did. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. vVhy? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. My experience is that special interest groups seek 

audiences with decisionmakers prior to the time of the decision rather 
than subsequent to the time of the decision, and I thought the decision 
had been made and was firm. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Subsequent to the March 25 announcement, did 
you talk to Secretary Hardin and ask him why he had decided to re
verse it? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I did not. 
Mr. ScHoCHET. In other words, would there be a relationship be

tween you and the Secretary of being an adviser, you would be an 
economic adviser to the 1Secretary, and if you made an economic de
cision, you would normally ask him for advice? Is that what your 
position was? · 

Dr. P AARLBERG. We had a good relationship, yes. I felt free to coun
sel with him, to volunteer counsel if I felt it important. I judged that 
this decision was not an economic decision, that it was a political 
decision. 

I judged, although I have no real way of knowing it, that this was 
a matter that was difficult for him. I was reluctant to bring up a mat
ter that was, if political, out of my area of responsibility and which 
I also suspected was to him a rather unpleasant thing. · 

Those are the reasons I did not go to him about it. In addition to 
that, it had been made for the second time, and I could not imagine it 
being again reopened, so it was, in fact, accomplished. 

Mr. '\V EITz. In that regard, was it your understanding that Secretary 
Hardin had, of his own initiative, reversed the decision, or had been 
instructed by the White House to reverse the decision? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I have no knowledge of that, but my reason leads me 
to believe that the Secretary would be unlikely to reverse himself on 
his own initiative 2 weeks after he had made the decision. 

Mr. WEITZ. And it was with that understanding in mind that it was 
not his own changed mind with regard to the merits, is one of the rea
sons which lead you to avoid discussing the matter with him? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScI-IoCHET. Are you aware of any other reasons in which a docu

ment was reversed because of a political decision on the price-support 
decision? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. There may have been such. I don't recall during the 
period ,vhen I served on the Board. 

Mr. ScI-IOCI-IET. Have you read the white paper issued January 8, 
1974? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes; I have. 
Mr. ScnocI-IET. And the initial reasons that the Wbite House says 

that the price-support decision was reversed by the President, do these 
political considerations fall within the statutory criteria for an ade
quate supply of milk? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I don't find it in the legislation. 
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Mr. ScHOCHET. Did anyone ever tell you or suggest to you that 
political contributions were a factor in the milk price-support reversal? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. There was common talk of this sort, which I dis
counted. I was told by my colleague, Clarence Palmby, that contribu
tions had been a factor in this reversal. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Are you speaking of contributions from the dairy 
industry to President Nixon's reelection campaign? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. I can see, and this is hearsay. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. But this is what he told you? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. This is what he told me. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. You are speaking of Clarence Palmby, Assistant 

Secretary of Agriculture, Marketing and International Affairs? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. He was the Assistant Secretary in charge of Agri

cultural Stabilization and Conservation Services at the time? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. That is correct. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Through which the procedures of the milk price-sup

port document would have originated and followed through to tho 
CCC Board? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. SoHOCHET. How long have you known Mr. Palmby? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I have known him since the mid-1950's. 
Mr. ScrrncHET. What was the impact of the conversation? Could 

you tell us how it occurred, when it occurred and how it affected you? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I don't recall the date, but I do recall the con

versation, which was brief and it occurred in the hall with just the 
two of us, and it was a thing that struck me with considerable impaot. 

Mr. WErrz. You indicated that there was common talk in the De
partment of the political impact or political influence on the March 25 
decision. You said you discounted that? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I said there was common talk in the Department 
about the activities of the dairy people in lobbying the Congressmen 
and Senators and contributing to their campaigns. 

That was common talk. There is so much loose talk in this town that 
in the absence of authentication of this, I did not allow this to weigh 
very heavily on me. 

Mr. "'\i\TEITZ. My question is, could yon describe for us the reasons 
why Mr. Palmby's discussion with you apparently affected you or in
fluenced yon differently than this other talk that you had heard? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. He is a close colleague and I have respect for him 
and he had be-en, as Assistant Secretary, close to this whole opera
tion, and I, therefore, was more impacted by his comment than by 
the other loose talk. 

Mr. WEITZ. Yon have known him for a long time, and is it your 
impression, based on your contact with him, that he was merely 
speculating in the way that people might speculate, or that he was 
imparting to you something that had not been previously commonly 
spoken of in the rumor mill, so to speak, in the Department? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. It is possible that he was engaging in loose talk, like 
some other people engage in loose talk, but it is not his habit to en
gage in loose talk, and I, therefore, was concerned by what I heard 
from him. 

Mr. WF.ITZ. Did it appear to you, under the circumstances of the 
conversation, that he was particularly upset or excited about a par-
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ticular matter which would have led him to perhaps lose his com
posure or for some other reason, speak out of a very excited or vindic
tive move with respect to the earlier decision? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I judged from the tone of his voice that he was c~m
cerned about this whole matter, that he had some depth o:f feelmg 
about it. Whether this might have inclined him to what this town 
calls loose talk, I am not able to jndge. It was not a light, easy matter 
for him, nor was it for me. 

Mr. WEITZ. In any event, you did not take it ,as merely loose talk 
and speculation on his part, based on unknown rumors or not based 
on anything specific? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I did not dismiss it. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did you discuss it with anyone else? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. With my wife. 
Mr. WEITZ. Only? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Only. 
Mr. vVEITz. Did you express a similar concern? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I did. 
Mr. WEITZ. Was there any reason why you did not discuss this with 

Mr. Palmby? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I thought about whether I should discuss this fur

ther with Mr. Palmby or with anybody else and I concluded that I 
should not do that. Mr. Palmbv and the others who were directly in
volved in these meetings at the White House had more knowledge than 
I did. 

There was nothing I could tell them that they did not know. They 
also had more responsibility than I. There was nothing I could do that 
they could not also do, and I concluded that I should do my job and 
not raise further questions about this. 

Mr. WEITZ. Was it your understanding that Mr. Palmby had at
tended or had played a greater role in the decisionmaking process, 
with regard to the March 25 decision than you had, or had attended 
the meeting in the ,Vhite House? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Certainly. 
Mr. vVEITz. Was that one of the reasons that you :feel that it was not 

for you to pursue it since he ·was much closer to the matter than you? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. Correct. 
Mr. vVEITz. But, you :felt he was imparting something to you that 

you had not previously known? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. vVhat was your personal reaction to the price-support 

reversal? ·why do you think the reversal had happened? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I judged political pressure had been applied and 

that ,vas the administration's response to this political pressure. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Do you have a little more definite thought on what 

type o:f µolitical pressure you were speaking o:f? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I read the white paper. The white paper referred 

to the pressure exerted in the Congress. It refers to the felt importance 
of support of the administration in the rural areas and those consider
ations no doubt existed, and were important. 

! was aware of them. There was talk, ,as I said earlier, about the 
dairy people using money in addition to the more customary ways of 
exerting influence and the possibility that this might be a factor was 
a matter of concern to me. 
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Mr. SCHOCHET. Even before it was mentioned to you by Mr. Palmby? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. That possibility was a matter of concern to me. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Why? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. Well, I am an official of this Gov~rnment, and I like 

to think that decisions are made on the basis of the merits of the case 
or on the basis of political forces as they customarily operate and as 
they are accepted and the departure from or the indications of de
parture from that kind of deportment was a matter of concern to me. 

Mr. ScHoCHET. Are you talking about the fact that there had been 
a meeting at the White House with the dairy people and the unusual 
circumstances in which the reversal was made, without Board approval 
or coming to you for advice, is that what you are talking about by 
unusual circumstances? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Anything else? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Those are the considerations. 
rDiscussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Dr. Paarlberg, I think in all fairness, we want to 

inform you that we, of course, asked Mr. Palmby questions about con
versations that yon have related to us and Mr. Palmby frankly has no 
explanation as to--or no explanation for the impression you gained 
from him that he was stating or declaring there was a relationship be
tween the political contributions and the March 25 decision. I wanted 
to, in fairness, inform you and ask whether, in view of that, there is 
any explanation you can give of a possible discrepancy in the 
testimony? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I have not discussed this with Mr. Palmby. I have 
deliberately decided against discussing it with him. I am very relieved 
and gratified at what you tell me. It is quite possible that Mr. Palmby 
felt deep displeasure at the reversal of this decision and that in his dis
pleasure, he may have passed this comment that upsets me. 

That is a very possible thing to which I alluded in my earlier state
ments before I was aware of the fact that you had discussed this with 
Mr. Palmby. 

Mr. WEITZ. But nonetheless, the impression you have related to us 
is your best account and understanding of the conversation as you 
know it and as you understood Mr. Palmby? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I do know that as faithfully as I am able and I 
regret if, in passing on this conversation, I have caused embarrassment 
to Mr. Palmby, or whether I have placed undue emphasis on this state
ment of his, which may have been one made in petulance or i:Q. disap
pointment. That is quite possible. 

Mr. ScHoCHET. Dr. Paarlberg, turning to the White House white 
paper, in the section entitled, "Government Inventories of Dairy 
Products," on page 12 of the official release, had the $4.66 level re
mained, would the cost of milk to the consumer and cost of running 
the milk price-support program to. the Government be less than it 
turned out to be 1 · 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. And would you give us your analysis of that state

ment? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I think that the statement is more generous with 

regard to the effect of the decision than a careful analysis would 
support. 
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Mr. ScnocHET. The White House paper :further states that the 
President's action raising the price level was based in part, on the eco
nomic merits o:f the case itself. You have earlier stated in a session 
today, that you did not :feel the economic merits justified a price-sup
port increase, is that correct? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. That is correct. 
Mr. ScnocnET. Did the other members o:f the Board o:f the CCC 

agree with the economic merits, as presented by the dairy industry in 
their arguments, to raise the price-support level? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I:f they had, they would not have acted as they did 
on March 12, it seems to me, unless they were overpowered by political 
considerations. 

Mr. ScnocHET. At the time, did you :feel-and I am talking about 
March 12 and March 25-did you :feel that maintaining the $4.66 level 
would have caused serious economic repercussions to the whole dairy 
industry? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. The income o:f dairy farmers would have been less 
than $4.66 had it been continued. That is true. But, there were ad
justments underway in the dairy industry and though painful, these 
were needful and I :felt that the dairy industry would be capable o:f 
making the needed adjustments. I :felt that these adjustments could 
be made with the support level at $4.66. 

Mr. WEITZ. Dr. Paarlberg, with respect to the price-support level 
on farmer income, is it not true that there are at least two :factors that 
bear on farmer income with respect to this program, one being the 
price-support level itself and the other the productivity or total pro
duction o:f milk by each farmer, that is, even i:f the parity level re
mains the same, but for each farmer production or productivity per 
cow increases, they can remain the same or even increase? 

Dr; P AARLBERG. That is true. 
Mr. WEITZ. And wasn't there a trend in 1971 o:f greater productivity 

per cow? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. Yes; there was. 
Mr. WEITZ. And would this offset some o:f the adverse consequences 

in the subsequent drop in parity ? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. That is true. It is especially true for the larger 

herds. The smaller herds that are less efficient have relatively high 
costs and for them, maintaining the $4.66 was a greater burden than 
for the large units. 

Mr. WEITZ. They would be more marginal operations? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Right. These have been leaving the dairy business 

for many years, really, whether the support :for dairy products were 
increased or decreased. There has been a longtime trend toward re
tirement from dairying o:f these small units. 

Mr. ScnocHET. Would there have been a large drop in milk produc
tion at the $4.66 level? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. No. 
Mr. ScnocHET. And to review the statutory basis and reasoning for 

allowing a milk price program, in order to secure an adequate supply 
o:f milk, you fool that an adequate supply would exist at $4.66 level. 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I did. As a matter o:f fact, during the previous year, 
we acquired 7.2 billion pounds of milk through purchase and that was 
up sharply from the previous year. 
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Mr. WEITZ. Dr. Paarlberg, one of the responsibilities of the Board 
is to insure not only an adequate supply for the country, but an ade
quate supply for the Agriculture Department programs; is that not so? 

Dr. PAARLBERG, I don't believe this is the case. We are authorized by 
law to go into the market and acquire dairy products if we need them 
in order to distribute to needy families or to school-lunch outlets, so 
that we are not required by law to support the level of dairy products 
high enough to acquire the supply for distribution. What we need to 
do, as I read the law, is to see that there is an adequate supply of milk 
and, insofar as there are needs for dairy products in the school-lunch 
programs or to needy families, these can be obtained either through 
supplies acquired in the price-support operation or direct purchase 
in the market. 

Mr. WEITZ. To the extent that CCC supplies are relevant, once the 
decision is made that some dairy products will be provided to certain 
governmental programs, I believe in that regard the white paper on 
page 12 addresses itself to the level of inventories over a period of 
years as of January 31 for each year, and suggests that the decreasing 
level, particularly the low level in 1971, was a cause of concern that 
might have justified an increase in the price-support level, I have two 
questions. 

I gather you answered the first and that is the level of supply is not 
necessarily, as you understand the law, a relevant basis for an increase; 
and the second question, would be, even if it were, is there any mis
apprehension, so to speak, or conclusions that might be drawn by 
looking at the figures for January of each year, as opposed to a differ
ent time? 

Dr. PAARLBERG, I think there are two reasons that these numbers, 
while accurate for what they state, are not wholly indicative of the 
position. One is that the one you alluded to, namely, that it shows it 
for January only and there are •other periods of the year that are also 
important. Another is that the level of stock does not, in and of itself, 
indicate the actual consequence of the level of price supports. 

The stocks are the net of a carry-in acquisition and distribution. 
You can have a low stock figure because you have acquired only a little 
or you can have a low stock figure because you have distributed an 
enormous amount, so that the stock figure, while useful, is not a full 
indication of the appropriateness or inappropriateness of an inner 
support level. 

Mr. WEITZ, On page 12, I want to direct your attention to the section, 
"Cost of Milk Program to the Government." By way of background, 
let me first ask you, is it true that under normal circumstances the price, 
market price of milk, is lower during the spring period than in other 
times of the year? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. That is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. And is it also not true that during that period it is more 

likely that the market price will approach and sometimes rest on the 
support level than at other times during the year? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. That is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Is it not then true that during the spring of a given 

year, the Government purchases, in fact the support level and market 
prices are close, will be greater than other times during the year? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Correct. 
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Mr. WEITZ. And is it not also true that for the 1971-72 marketing 
year for the price-support program, to the extent there were Govern
ment purchases through the price-support program, that the pur
chases would have been greater in the spring than in other times in 
theyead 

Dr. PAARLBERG. That is correct. 
Mr. WEITZ. Is it not true that in the fiscal year 1970-71, during the 

fiscal year 1971 figure provided in the white paper, which runs from 
July 1, 1970, to June 30~ 1971, would be a more relevant index of the 
March 1971 price-support decision than the figure for fiscal year 1972? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. In fiscal year 1971, you have the months of April, 
May, and June. For fiscal year 1972, the addition under question ap
plied to 9 months, July through the following March. Now, my reser
vation about that little table in the white paper is that it has the 
operations of the Commodity Credit Corporation alone and there are 
other programs under which purchases are made. 

These are section 32, section 709, "Export Assistance Under Title I 
of Public Law 480." Those do not appear in this summary. Those other 
expenditures are of some significance, so this is less than complete 
reporting of the costs. 

Mr. WEITZ. It is less than complete and also what I was asking you 
is that the statement following the table, which refers to the fiscal year 
in question as 1972, is not fully accurate because it ignores acquisitions 
and relevant figures for the spring period in 1971? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. The spring of 1971, the 3 months following the in
crease in the support level, are in fiscal year 1971. That is right. The 9 
months that should be attributed to that decision, the subsequent 9 
months, appear in fiscal year 1972. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. WEITZ. Dr. Paarlberg, you have been referring in your testi

mony to a table and I would like to mark it as exhibit 1 to your executive 
session and enter it into the record. It is entitled, "Net Government 
Expenditures on Dairy Supports and Related Programs, Fiscal Years 
1950 to 1973," and it is an Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 
Service publication, dated November 1973. 

[The document referred to was marked Paarlberg exhibit No. 1, 
for identification.*] 

Mr. WEITZ. I take it the.figures in this exhibit for the relevant years 
that also appear in the white paper, that they are different. They cover 
the same period, but the figure for net support purchases and related 
costs are not identical to those in the white paper. 

Dr. PAARLBERG. It may be that the figures in the table that you have 
referred to include some items, such as packaging, transportation, and 
processing that don't appear in the white paper. 

Mr. WEITZ. But it does appear in the white paper that there was a 
substantial increase from the fiscal year 1969 to 1970, and in 1969 and 
1970, and from 1970 to 1971, there was a slight decrease, but still greater 
than the previous 1969 figure. 

[Discussion off the record. J 
Mr. ScHOCHET. From 19'71 on, compared to other parts of our econ

omy, have the prices of dairy products risen faster than other com
ponents of the cost-of-living index? 

•seep. 7532. 
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Dr. PAARLBERG. From 1971 to December 1973, dairy products rose 
from an index of 112. 7 to 130.4. The total food index rose from 115.5 
to 144.7, so that the dairy products, during that span of time, rose 
less than other food products. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. That is contrary to what you told us in the last ses
sion we had in which you stated that you felt that the prices of dairy 
products have risen faster than other components of the cost-of-living 
index. 

Dr. PAARLBERG. They did not for that entire span of time, but over 
that many years, from 1910 to the present, they have risen more rapidly 
than other farm products. On a 1910-to-1914 basis, diairy products were 
higher than many other farm products. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Have dairy products been less subject to the infla
tion than other aspects of our economy, such as grains, or textiles, steel, 
etcetera?, 

Dr. PAARLBERG. Dairy products rose quite a bit. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. In other words, was it less than the general rate of 

infl,ation? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. Covering what period of time? 
Mr. ScHOCHET. From 1971 to the present. 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I don't have that information with me. I can't an

swer accurately. 
Mr. ScHOCHET. I think you touched on this before in this session, but 

I want to make it complete for the record. Did you feel that there were 
independent unforeseen factors which helped cause the economic im
pact of the price-support decision to be different than was anticipated 
before March 1971? In other words, the White House paper is justify
ing the decision in terms of what actually happened? In your opinion, 
were there circumstances that occurred since March 1971 that were 
not foreseen by you and your economists at the time you made the deci
sion to keep the $4.66 price? 

Dr. P AARLBERG. The rate of inflation was greater than we had antic
ipated. The decline in the number of dairy farms was greater than 
we had anticipa.ted. We had some increase in the price of feed, more 
than we had anticipated. I think that these are major factors that we 
failed to anticipate in our analysis. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. As Chief Economist for the Agriculture Depart
ment, in your view, is it valid that, in fact, the economic merits showed 
that raising the price-support level was beneficial to the country? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I think it is perfectly appropriate to do what they 
do, and that is to show that the adverse consequences of mising the 
level of price supports that we in our analysis had indicated e;t the 
time, that those were not borne out in the practical case. I think that is 
perfectly appropriate. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. You stated they were not as adverse as you thought 
they would be? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. It costs more to the Government, raising it to $4.93 
than if it were left at $4.66. Raising it to $4.93 returns more income to 
farmers than would have been the case at $4.66. Raising it at $4.93 costs 
the consumers more for milk than if it had been left at $4.66. 

Mr. ScHOCHET. Who was benefited by this decision to raise the price 
support? 
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Dr. P AARLBERG. The dairy farmers. 
Mr. ScHoCHE'l'. Anyone else? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. No, they were the major beneficiaries. . 
Mr. ScHOCHET. Do you have any further comment on the economic 

consequences? 
Dr. PAARLBERG. I don't have any further comments on the paper. 
Mr. WEITZ. I would like to also, just for the record, I believe you 

have brought with you a table which is entitled, "Milk Production, 
Utilization, and USDA Purchases, 1969-70 to 1972-73 Actual, and 
Estimated 1971-72 and 1972-73 With No Support Price Increase." 
I think the title indicates the contents. 

[Discussion off the record.] 
Mr. vVEITz. I would mark this as exhibit 2. 
[Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Paarlberg ex

hibit No. 2, for identification.*] 
Mr. ·WEITZ. I would ask you briefly, Dr. Paarlberg, is it not true that 

this exhibit indicates that comparing- the actual level for 1971-72 with 
the price-support increase against the estimated level production, con
sumption, and stock, with no price-support increase that essentially 
milk production would have been slightly less without the price
support increases you estimated, but at the same time consumption 
would have been slightly less, purchases would have been slightly 
greater, and the stock of the CCC would have been the same between 
your estimate and the actual level? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. That is what the table shows. 
Mr. '\VEITZ. And this table was prepared by the economic 

researchers? 
Dr. P AARLBERG. Yes. 
Mr. WEITZ. Did anyone, to your knowledge, at the Department of 

Agriculture, J?articularly in the Economic Research Service, provide 
any informat10n or were they requested to provide any information 
to the White House in connection with the preparation of this white 
paper, and in particular with the preparation of economic analysis in 
the white paper? 

Dr. PAARLBERG. I was not involved in that. Whether other people 
were, I do not know. I was not. 

Mr. 'ScHOCHET. That will conclude the executive session. The com
mittee wishes to thank Dr. Paarlberg for his candid cooperativeness 
and response. 

[Whereupon, 'at 1 :15 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled matter 
was adjourned.] . 

*Seep. 7533. 
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PAARLBERG EXHIBIT NO. 1 

Table 13.--Net Government expenditures on dairy aupport and 
related programs, fiscal years, 1950-73 

Export Total Special Year Net :M:l.litary=section Section: 
beginning : support : milk : 32 709 assist- (excluding milk 

July l :purchases: g; 1/ !l.l ance special program 
1£ ~L milk} 6l 

:- - - - - - - - - - - - Million dollars - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1949-50 170,5 17,6 188.l 
1950-51 : 1/-49,1 §1-.9 1/-50,0 
1951-52 : 1.6 7,5 9.1 
1952-53 274,9 25,l 300.0 
1953-54 4oo.4 14.o 474.4 

1954-55 228.7 4.3 24.4 257,4 22.2 
1955-56 237.9 7.3 39,0 284.2 48.2 
1956-57 239.l 16.4 75,6 331.1 61.0 
1957-58 205.9 30.4 123,7 360.0 66.7 
1958-59 102.l 23.0 lo6.2 231.3 74,7 

1959-60 159,5 23,6 35,l 218.2 81.2 
1960-61 173,9 25,3 82.1 281.3 87.0 
1961-62 539,0 25.9 47,l 612.0 91.7 
1962-63 454.0 24.8 6.7 485.5 93,7 
1963-64 311.7 26.5 4.4 36.5 379,l 97,l 

1964-65 157.2 26.2 105.6 44.7 333,7 86.5 
1965-66 26.l 38.7 3.8 68.6 97.0 
1966-67 283,9 --- .9 14.2 18.4 317,4 96.1 
1967-68 357,l 7,1 364.2 103.l 
1968-69 268.8 45.4 13,1 327,3 101.9 

1969-70 168.6 107.1 7.8 7,4 290,9 102.9 
1970-71 315,4 91.6 3,2 11.6 421.8 91.8 
1971-72 267,0 63.9 7,3 338.2 93.6 
1972-73 135.8 15.4 .1 1.5 152.8 90.8 

jJ CCC supp~rt purchases and related costs (for processing, packaging, trans
porting, and storing) of dairy products, less proceeds from sales. 1/ CCC 
reimbursements to U.S. military agencies, Veterans' Administration, and other 
participants. JI Expenditures of Section 32 funds to buy dairy products in 
the market and from CCC for school lunch end welfare uses. !1./ Purchases of 
dairy products at market prices under Section 709, Food and Agriculture Act 
of 1965, for domestic school lunch and welfare use. 5./ Value of Payment
in-kind certificates issued by CCC on exports of nonfat dry milk, butter, and 
other high-milkfat products, and CCC cost of exports under Title I, P.L. 480, 
of dairy products not originating in CCC stocks. 2/ Expenditures of CCC and 
Section 32 funds to increase milk consumption by children in schools, child
care centers, and similar institutions. 1/ Net receipt due to sales exceeding 
purchases. JJ/ Receipt due to adjustment. 

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, USDA, 

00-348, November 1973 25 



Milk production, utilization, and USDA purchases, 1969•70 to 1972•73 actual, and 
estimated 1971-72 and 1972-73 with no aupport price increase 

Item : Unit Actual With no !!rice increase 
1969- 70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1971-72 1972-73 . . . . 

Support level :Dol./cwt: 4.28 4.66 4.93 4.93 4.66 4.66 
Percent of parity equivslent:Pct. 83 85 85 79 80 75 

Milk production :Bil. lb.: 116,2 117.4 119.4 119.1 118.9 118.0 
Less farm use :Bil. lb.: 4.2 3.9 3.7 3.5 3.7 3.5 

Marketings :Bil. lb.: 112.0 113.5 115,7 115.6 115,2 114.5 
Beginning commercial stocks :Bil. lb.: 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.4 3.6 3.4 "O 

> Imports :Bil, lb.: 1.8 1. 7 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.6 > 
Total commercial supply :Bil. lb.: 117.1 118.7 120.8 120.6 120.3 119.5 ::0 

t"' 
t:D 

Commercial use :Bil, lb,: 109.2 107.9 110.8 112.4 111.7 113.5 t'J 
::0 
i;-:i 

" Ending commercial stocks :Bil. lb.: 3.5 3.6 3.4 3.2 3,4 3.2 t:cj ~ :>< 
Total utilization :Bil, lb.: 112.7 111,5 114.2 115.6 115.1 117.7 = ~ 

USDA net purchases :Bil, lb.: 4.4 7.2 6,6 5.0 5.2 2,8 ~ 
z 

Butter :Mil, lb.: 182 305 262 220 9 
Cheese :Mil, lb.: 31 57 87 20 N) 

Nonfat dry milk :Mil, lb.: 358 452 464 260 
Evaporated milk :Mil, lb.: 107 79 102 81 

Number of cows :Thou. 12,201 11,953 11,807 11,648 11,770 11,570 
Milk per cow :Lb, 9,518 9,820 10,109 10,223· 10,100 10,200 

Price: . . . . 
Manufacturing grade milk :Dol,/cwt: 4.55 4.76 4.91 5.22 4.66 4.91 
Milk, wholesale all :Dol,/cwt: 5.56 5.77 5.91 6,20 5.66 5,91 

Cash receipts :Mil, dol: 6,284 6,610 6,868 7,235 6,590 6,840 
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